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P R E F A C E .

In* order to hasten the publication of this work, it 
was my original intention to have put the MS. intô

* the hands of a printer at Alexandria; but detaijned* 
at first by the cholera morbus, and subsequently 
prevented by his death from having it printed in 
Egypt, I have been obliged to forward it t(f&Igi»ind,* 
which will necessarily occasion considerable delay.* 
Had I been aware of this at first, I ’might have ex- • 
tended my historical or chwnological account of the 
Egyptian monarchs ; nor should I have confined the 
fifth, sixth, and seventh chapters to their present, 
limits. ' *

I have avoided entering at any length c?n the 
subject of hieroglyphics, as being of little interest* 
to the general reader, and some future opportunity 
may present itself, when the study of tlienh is better 
understood.

^  The work mentioned in Chapter V. l^s occupied
* ^

* Since writing the above, I have had my Survey of Thebes
and the<i’yramids engraved. -It’was intended.{o accpn.^any this 
work, but is now published separately; and as the Royal Geogra
phical Society have kindly taken it under their protection, I refer 
those who wish for copies of it to their rooms in Regent-street.*

    
 



4#VI PREFACE.
much of my leisure time, and contains a more de- 
IWiled account ‘of the former and present state of 
Egypt; but whether it will ever be deserving of 
pvil)lication must depend on circumstances—thou^i  ̂
from the little interest generally felt about that 
country, it is probable such materials will never 
be required.

• If in the same chapter I haive not given all my * 
authorities for the manners and customs therein in
troduced, it may be concluded that in those cases
I hate "dffiwn my inferences from the subjects in 

•tlie tombs, to which constant reference would have
* been te{iioui and unnecessary. But if some dif

ference is observed in tie  statements given in this 
work from those in my Materia Hieroglyphica, in 
a few points of Egyptian history, and other intricate 
subjects, I beg the indulgent reader to consider that

. the sfud.y of hieroglyphics is still in its infancy and 
"obscured by the difficulties of a long-lost language. 
And, if I was once led to form other conclusions, 1 
Ijcmst rely for my excuse on the intricacy of the 
study; but having availed myself of the first oppor
tunity of c«rrectin^ them, the acknowledgment o t 
my errors wiŴ I trust, clear me of the suspicibn of 
an attempt to maintain any favorite theoiy, and 
prove it fo be the result of repeated and more 
iwatuved investigation.

    
 



P R E F A C E . Vll
I ought also to apologize for the mode I have 

adopted of writing the name of the capital 
Egypt; but as I had followed the Arabic nomen
clature in all the other towns (except the Greek city 
of Alexandria), it appeared to me more consistent 
to use Qaherah than Cairo; though I allow that, 
since custom has sanctioned it, this last might 
have been preferable. I have indeed been at a loss 
respecting some Arabic words, as, for instance, Ali 
or Alee, and have introduced both as being equally 
correct; but in all cases I have been guided by the 
sound rather than the orthography in my mode of 
writing them.

Thebes, IS31.

    
 



    
 



I N T R O D U C T I O N .

‘ . . . .  solae supererunt fatui», et ».^e iucredibiles
posteri'  ̂ . . . .  soìaque supererunt verta lapidibus incisa. E t inhabitabit 
j^<3ptum Scythus, aut Indiis, aut aliqnis iaX\^."^Lat. iransl. o f  Mercur. 
Tn^nirt^ u\i Hs" Diafof/ue tvitk Àsclepius.

I r may be generally observed that the firs? people 
who arrived at an advanced state in the artS’.of 
civilization were early encouragers of agriculture, 
and possessed countries whose riches consisted in 
the produce of the soil. And that independent of 
the general taste for industyy which is necessarily 
matured in a well-cultivated country, the number 
of its inhabitants speedily increases, and' opulence 
and power succeed in proportion as their condition 
is improved.

But the state of the hunter and of the shepherd 
differ widely from the agriculturist. In the former 
the wants of each member of society depend entirely. 
upon his individual exertions; and since no time 
n u  be spared for industrious employment at home, 
civilization can make little or no progress, and arts 
î cmain totally unknown. The shepherd iijdeed 
possesses some advantages over the hunter, but still 
he has neither the means nor the inclination to arise>

    
 



IN T R O D U C T IO ÍT .

from that primitive state which contents itself with 
merely satisfying the common wants^ of m an; and 
if he attempts a oredatory warfare against»a neigh- 
'^bouring tribe, his conquests are confined to*tl^e 
pillage or desolation of the invaded territory. 
But when agriculture enables man to produce an 
abundant supply of the necessaries of life, always 
keeping pace, in a favorable soil, with the in
crease 6f population, property becomes established 
aiyi defined, emulation succeeds, and arts and 
civilization are rapidly introduced. The labors 
of the few, besides satisfying their own wants, 
are found« sufficient to maintain those members of 
society who are employed in other occupations ; 
and hence arises that distinction of. agricultural 
and other classes, which were at so early a period 
introduced into the fertile regions of Egypt and 
India. Nor are we at a loss to account for the 
great esteem in which the husbandman was held 
in the former country; and their contempt for the 
shepherd might have originated in the unfavor
able opinion they entertained of the indolent Arab, 
from his ?’.nworthy occupations, or from his inutili^, 
as an ignorant and unimproving member of society.

It was agriculture which so speedily gendered 
Egypt superior to all her neighbours ; and while 

.others were immersed in the barbarism of a pri-

    
 



IN T R O D U C T IO N . XI

mitive age, she rose în the midst the patron of 
arts and acquirements : and with a natiirhl thirst 
after power, her superior knowledge led to the in- 
trpdúction and improvement of military tactics. Her

9‘‘ wisdom” indeed was the admiration and  ̂proverb 
of thè surrounding nations ; and if any wonder 
was related, or any difficulty to be solved, the 
iftime of Egypt was invariably connected with it. 
Nor did the productions of the country, how so 
limited, fail to attract the attention of the botanist; 
and the medicinal properties of her plants have 
received an unqualified share of encomium, in the 
works of the most learned naturalists of antiquity.

And why should we be surprised at the supe
riority of the Egyptians, at a time when nations 
were but emerging from a state of ignorance and 
barbarism? So far from seeming incredible tliat 
Egypt should have extended her arms beyond the 
limits of her valley,* it appears singular that any 
one, who calmly considers the advantages she

* The recent conquests of Mohammed Ali, with the feeble 
resources of modern Egypt, have happened very opportunely to 
suji^ort the opinion I here suggest: nor cad we suppose that the 
power of Egypt was as great in the time of the Ptolemies as under 
her native princes; yet Ptolemy Euergetes extended his arms 
consideraba to the north-east, having penetrated as far as Pactria, 
and by a successful invasion of Persia restored to Egypt a great 
portion of those statues that Cambyses had carried away from the 
Egyptian temples.

    
 



XU IN T R O D U C riO V .

enjoyea, should have doubted tliis fact—the neces
sary consequence of her superior cornlition, and her 
advancement in cy vilization, which neither socred nor 

^profane history will allow us to call in question. ^
For w | are assured that in learning she far ex

celled her cotemporaries. If a philosopher sought 
knowledge, Egypt was the school,— if a prince re
quired a physician, it was to Egypt he applied,—If 
any m^erial point perplexed the decision of kings 
oiwcouncils, to Egypt it was referred,—and the arms 
of a Pharaoh were the hope, and frequently the 
protection, even at a late period, of a less power
ful ally. »But it is to an early era that I wish more 
particularly to allude—before the aggrandizement 
of Babylon and Persia—epochs comparatively 
modern in the history of Egypt, and the imme
diate forerunners of her decay.

That the smallness of a state is no great obstacle 
to her power is a fact too well known to be de
serving of notice, and if Voltaire had impassionately 
considered‘the resources of that people, and the 
state of the neighbouring nations, his notions on 
the subj^ t wouW have been more correct, and his 
remarks le^  at variance with fact. For though we 
adrajj; the conquests of Sesostris to have »been ex
aggerated by fiction, it does not follow that either 
the canals he cut, or the wall he is said to have

    
 



IN T R O D U C T IO N '. Xlll
built* at the edge of t^e desert, were owing to the 
fear of hostile »aggression; and it is evident that 
Egypt had no reason to dread a J"oreign invader 
wljile she was superior to her enemies in military 
power. It was not by the strength or mul#itude of 
strongholds that she was defended against her 
neighbours, for Pelusium could never be a  sufficient 
bulwark against a more potent aggressor; but as 
long as she was able to attack and invade “ the 
countries of the gentiles,” f  her frontier was pro
tected, and the secret of her security was the extent 
of her foreign possessions. And the force, disci
pline, and number of her armies, and the’weakness 
of other states, afterwards po,werful, but as yet in 
embryo, were ample guarantees for the safety of 
her own territory, and facilitated her invasions and 
successes in the East.

Assyria was, indeed, a notable exception, wtth 
similar and even greater advantages than Egypt; and 
her means and resources had already been developed 
under the rule of Ninus and ’of Semiramis.« But 
the successors of Ninyas neglected the advantages 
cherished by the founders of that* monarchy, and

* Vide pp. 367, 368.
t  A namo applied by the Egyptians, as well as tlje Jews, to  all 

foreign people. Shemnio seems to have been used by them for 
stranger and captive, as hostis by the Romans for stranger and 
enemy.

    
 



XIV IN T R O D U C T IO N .

speedily lost the conquests they had made. And 
while luxury and indolence invaded the court of 

'Assyria, and O'^erwhelmed her princes i« Eastern 
effeminacy, Egypt rose gradually by industry t̂o 
power, %nd was enabled at length to punish an 
enemy who had threatened, and perhaps e f̂cn in
vaded her territory. Foreign expeditions were then 
attempted, and succeeded ; and each monarch toftk 
a' prid^ in advancing the conquests and terror of 
the Egyptian arms. Nor could once-mighty Assyria 
resist the strength, or check the progress of an 
army disciplined* with severity, and taught to 
endure with pleasure the fatigues their royal leader 
was proud to share wjth them, and she was doomed 
to witness the invasion and loss of many of her 
conquered provinces.

"Moreover the stern regulations of Egypt withheld 
hei monarchs from the fatal allurements of effeminate 
luxury, and though riches and splendor took the 
place of the early simplicity of the Egyptians, they 
still continued to reject the enervating habits of the 
East. And while the voluptuous habits of her 
monarch« taintetl and subverted the early greatness 
of Assyria^ the sage institutions of the Egyptian 
priesthood^ controlling the will of the sovereign,

Military tactics were studied at a very early period in the
East.

    
 



IN T R O D U C T IO N . XV

and awing the mind of the people, watchea, over 
their improving condition, and succeeded for ages 
in preventing their falling into errcys so common to 
orjental nations. For the power of Egypt was not 
of short duration^ having existed from before the 
accession of the eighteenth dynasty nearly to the 
invasion of Cambyses ; and we find that, as late as 
tie  reign of Neco, the Egyptians possessed the 
country lying between Gaza and the EupTirates.* 
But at this last-mentioned period the strength o f  
Babylon had greatly increased, and that of Egypt 
was approaching its downfall; nor could her rela
tive advantages over neighbouring states Sny longer 
be compared to those she enjoyed about the era of 
the great Remeses.

That the fact of her foreign conquests is proved 
by the sculptures of her temples will not be doubted 
by any one who has studied those subjects; but *Vre 
must be allowed to smile at the notion that they 
represent the aggression of the country, and the 
wars of an invader in the Egyptian Delta. «Time 
will convince the sceptic, and again relate the pro
gress of her arms in the provinces of Asia. And 
the tributes these last paid to the mon^chs of the 
Nile, and*the costly presents of gold and^silver 4hey 
annually sent, will account for the immenSe riches

2 Kings XX iv. 7.

    
 



XVI IN T R O D U C T IO N .

of somc xjgyptian cities, whi^h neither their mines 
could af^rd, nor their commerce inft’oduce. For 
^gyp t could export but little grain to other coun
tries, which from their condition needed it noF, 9r 
were already well supplied, excepting those of the 
immediate vicinity, Palestine, Arabia, and Libya; 
and it,is probable that the spices and drugs of 
Arabia were sometimes only bartered for the corn 
of the Nile. And though the revenue, which 
might be derived from the exportation o f her sur
plus produce would have been considerable, yet at 
so early a period it is scarcely probable that com
merce was'sufiiciently advanced, and communication 
with distant countries sufficiently encouraged, to 
enable her to profit by a very extensive sale of corn; 
nor were the wants of men, at such a time, of a na- 
ture to require a superabundance of the necessaries 
of life. For navigation was scarcely in its infancy; 
and people were then contented with the fruits of 
the chase, or the productions of their own soil.

But» as neighbouring countries improved, they 
gradually coveted objects of art, and Egypt was 
then enakled to Increase her revenue by the sale of 
her manufctftures, as well as the produce of her 
land«. Her linen, cotton, and woollen cl»ths were 
the adrrfiration of that early epoch, and the fine 
texture of hf'*' l i n p n  d p s p r v p d  n n r l  n b t n i n p r J  t h p

    
 



IN T R O D U C T IO N . xva
highest encomiums *f the ancients. No^ were the 
Egyptians neglectful of their breed of animals; and 
horses were among the exports of the country. Tjje 
price of a horse in the reign of Solomon was one 
hundred and fifty shekels of silver, ancf a chariot, 
the manufacture of Egypt, was usually sold to the 
Jewish monarch for the large sum of six hundred 
shekels.* The commerce of Egypt was, Jiowever, 
confined to her intercourse with the main land, nor 
do her merchants ever appear to have ventured by 
sea, except perhaps in crossing to Arabia,t or in 
coasting along the shores of the Gulf.

Whatever may have been the date of the founda
tion of Tyre, it is probable that flourishing city was 
coeval with an early period of the Egyptian 
monarchy; nor is it impossible, from the ugual 
good understanding which existed between the 
Phoenicians and Egyptians, that the former may 
have purchased the corn of the Nile for their own 
consumption, and trafficked i» it with more distant

1 R ii)^  X. 28, 29. A shekel is about 2s. 6d. English 
money. ,

»t'Sesostris was said to have fitted out four hu*dred ships of 
war; and Neco, according to Herodotus, had^nVewiei in the 
Mediterranean and the Arabian Gulf, and fought by sea with 
the Tyrians; but it may be doubted whether th« Egyptiáh mer
chants visited distant countries by sea on commercial Speculation; 
and they even employed Phoenician mariners in a voyage 
discovery.

b

    
 



X V lll IN T R O D U C T IO N .

countries ;Jbut even ivere this the case, and •whether 
it was bought by the Phcenicians for *exportation, 
o* their ships wefe hired by the Egyptians, t îe 
quantity must have been small, and could add but* 
little to thè revenues of a Pharaoh.

Judging, therefore, from the limited commerce of 
Egypt at an early period, and from the numerous^ 
go4d and^silver vases they received in tributes from 
the conquered tribes of Asia and Ethiopia, repre-msented in the sculptures, I am inclined to believe 
that the greater part of those riches in precious 
metals, afterwards found and carried off by Persia, 
were the product of their previous conquests : and if 
this be true, how great must have been the military 
power of the Pharaohs! But that money, which 
consisted of rings of gold and silver, besides ingots 
of the same metals, also formed part of these 
tributes, is evident from the same sculptures ; and 
these entering into the coffers of the state, together 
with the government share of the produce of the 

*country, of their manufactures and the mines, con
stituted the revenue of Egypt—from which the 
army, the priesthood, and other necessary expens«s 
were amply provided.

It ?s not *to the doubtful notion of the world 
being less peopled at the commencement of the 

E g y p t ia n  m onarehv tbari at a snbapnupnt tiprind «

    
 



IN T R O D U C T IO K . XIX

that I attribute tlfe superiority of that ancient 
nation;* and the probability of their conquests 
hgving been made in well-peopled countries *is 
supported by the authority of their historical Sculp
tures, and by the universal belief o f the early 
populousness of the East.

If monumental records are to be respected, and 
they deserve as great a claim to credit as sfny 
national history, we may affirm that their victories 
over foreign and distant tribes are as plainly de
scribed as color and character can enable an artist 
to represent them; and we only require a know
ledge of the language and the geography of that 
period, to enable us to fix for certain the extent of 
their victorious march. Nor, if we succeed in these 
points, ought we to consider their sculptures ntuch 
inferior to the annals of an historian, except in 
extent and minuteness of detail; and it is unjust 
to reject all that additional information which his
tory has neglected to impart. Should it be said 
Egypt was too limited a state to extend her arm^ 
over distant countries, I answer that the relsrtive 
candition of other nations must be considered, as 
well as the great resources of an agricultural people.

* Had the invaded countries been less peopled, the successes 
of the Egyptians might have been considered less surprising, or̂  
more easily accounted for.

b 2

    
 



XX IN T R O D U C T IO N .

and the severe and regular discipline of her troops ; 
nor can we judge of the former state of Egypt by 
it# degraded condition at the present day.

H£fd Rome left no annals, no history of her great-« 
ness, coulS we infer, from her present condition, 
her former power; and would it be thought pro
bable that a small town, founded by a colony of^ 
Gbths, on other wandering people, in immiti solo, 
as the Romans themselves have termed it, should 
give laws to nearly all the then known world ? 
Could one town, placed in the midst of enemies, 
rising, as Eî vy observes, “ from such a limited com
mencement,” be supposed to resist all their attacks, 
and succeed in subjugating the states of Italy 
alone ? Should we credit this, were no history pre
sent» to establish the fact ? And had not the ancient 
Egyptians much greater advantages? Are not their 
successes and the extent of their foreign conquests 
even less unaccountable ?

But though the fertility of Egypt tended to her 
’aggrandizement, it served in the event as a temp
tation to the aggressions of warlike invaders from 
a poorer country ; and the Persians, a rising a^d 
powerful state, overwhelmed the once victorious 
Egypt, whfth had lately been stript of Tier con
quered provinces. And yet the power of Persia, 
which had prided herself on her military supe-

    
 



IN T R O D U C T IO N . XXI

riority, and on her» possession of a poor country 
destined to Conquer, was of a shorter duration than 
that of her Egyptian predecessor, and the sm^ll 
»army of Alexander made an easy conquest 0/  the 
lordly Persia. But Persia recovered frofh the blow 
und*er a new race of kings, and Egypt was doomed 
to be a prey of powerful invaders, whose successive 
aggressions have been invited by the richness ,of 
the soil.

Much, however, will depend on the conditioif and 
resources of a country, even when attacked by a 
formidable enemy; and it is possible that if the 
power of Egypt had not been diminishecJ by the suc
cesses of the Babylonians, andjiy that decay of force 
which every nation is destined to experience, the 
conquest of Cambyses “would at least have been at
tended with greater difficulties in the execution.

After what has been said, the reader wifi be 
better prepared to hear of the power of Egypt, and 
to read of conquests in the remote regions of Asia ; 
though I do not yet pretend to fix the exadt range* 
of their expeditions, or the position of the couny-ies 
they invaded. But as hieroglyphics advance, we 
may hope to decide these interesting cpiestions, and 
to restofe to that ancient and civilized natiofi the 
consequence she merits, by her early advancement 
in the arts of peace and war.
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Other tombs . . .  160 
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Greeks , . .1 6 2
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Order in which the ruifls are to 
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i
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CHAPTER IV.
’Luq'sor, El Uq'sor, or Aboo *1 Haggág, called by the ancient 

Egyptians “ Southern Tapé; ” and El Kafnak.
Temple-palace of Luqsor . 166 
The obelisks . . . 167
Parts of the building . .1 6 8
The great Colonnade . 169
Sanctuary rebuilt by Alexander 170 
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201
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Mohammed AU , , . 282
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Journey from Alexandria to Thebes.
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merce . . . 290

Library . . , 291
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Invasion of the Moslems. Omer** 
orders the library to be burnt. 
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Journey to El Qaheraff. Sais.
Boolâq . , . 294

Death of Ismail Pasha , 295
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PagePriucipal bazaars. Caliphs* tombstf 97 

Morohtan, or lunate asylum.
Musks . • . 298

El Kzher. Multan Hakem, the 
projphet of the Druses . 299

pointed arches in 1003 A. D.
Musk of Soltan Hassau . 300 
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Nilumeter in the Isle of Roda . 311 
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*346
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Laire . * . 3 5 5
The Bathen of D’Anville is 

purely imaginary •  . 356
i h e  Oasis parva. Warm springs ib. 
Heigjit of the level of the 

Oases . . 357
Ei Hayz and Farafreh . . 358
Oases of the Blacks . . 359
Oasis of E’Dakhleh . . 360
The Great Oasis . . ib.
Temple of El Khargeh . 361
Other ruins and villages in the 
* Great Oa«ls . . . 3 6 2

Desert east of the Nile. Two 
cojjirents; ru ins; porphyry 
quarries ; M^os Hormos, &c. 363 

Gebel e’ Zayt and sulphur mines.
Benisooef. Joiurney to Minyeh 364 

Heracleopolis ; Hajar e’Salam . 365 
Bahnasa . . • 366
Gisr-el-Agoos, a crude brick 

wall . . . 367
The wall of Sesostris . 368
Acoris, now Tehneh. Greek 

inscriptions; quarries; hiero
glyphic tablets .  . 369

Tal^-el-amoodayn . . 370
Minyeh: the modern cemetery . 371 
Grottoes of Beni Hassan . 372 
Style of the painting . , 373
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life . . . 3 7 4
The strangers neither Jews nor 

Greeks . • . 3 7 5
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T h ^ p e o s  Artemidos . 379
Ruins of Antijfoe . . 380
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The first Dom trees. Hieracon 387 
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Serpent of Shekh Hereedee .  392 
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Ruins of Athribis . . 393
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Geergeh. Ruins of Abydus . 396 
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there . . . 400
Chenoboscion; ancient grottoes 401 
Dendera. Egyptian architecture 402 
The zodiac. Portico of the great 

temple of Athor . . 403
Farts of the temple and its anti
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Small temple or chapel of Isis 
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The Tentyrites enemies of the 

crocodile . . . 408
The crocodile . . . 409
Qeneh . . . 410
Coptos, Ruins of . . 4 1 1
Communication with the Myos 

Hormos and other ports of the 
Red Sea . . . 4 1 2

Qoos, Apollinopolis parva . 413
Medamot . . . 4 1 4
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Nechesiaand the Leuco^ortus . 419 
The emerald mines: temple and 
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Ihreem, Rrimis parva * . 
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and death. His sons . 529
Th? 12 Imara^ of Persi% Rapid 

successes of the Moslems . 530 
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Treachery of jA n  Mecaukes 

(N^te on Arab coinage) . 532 
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Conquest of Spain . . 537
The discord of the Moslems . 538 
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Caliphs . • • 540
The Ommiades . . • ih.
The Abbasides .
Cotemporary Dynasties • • 543
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The Fow4tem, or Fatemite Dy
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gageBaharite Memlook kings of 

Egypt . •  . . 551
Salaheeh Baharite kings . 55Z

P a g eCircassian or Borgile dem look 
kings of Egypt . .5 5 5

Conquest of Egypt by Soltan 
Seleem •  . . . 5 ^

APPENDIX.
A.—Things required for travelling in Egypt, and general 

instructions to those who visit it either from Europe 
or India . . . •  ̂ • 55fi

B .—English and Arabic Vocabulary 569
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XXXIII

ERRATA, CORRECTIONS, An D NOTES.

F A Q 9
4.
6.

U.
18.
21 ,
40.
42.

46.
57.
69.
76.
31.
10.
18.
27.
43.
.74.
193.
198.
207.
•

214,
216,
233.
235.

Note +, for “ Beni Hasan,” read “ Beni Hassan.”
Line 14, on Pthah-se-pthah,”§ add this note, § “ This name is also 

written Pthah-men Se-pthah.”
Note *, for “ on the corresponding wall,"' read “ on the S. face of the 

corresponding wall.’’
L. 4, for “ panegyrics,” read “ panegyrics.”
L. 7, for “ Mandoo with Atmoo,” read “ Mandoo and Atmoo.’̂
Note i ,  for “ Jyam,” read “ lyam.”
L. 10, “ the time of Menes.”
Note.—Though Menes is not the monarch mentioned by Diodorus as 

the founder of Thebes, but Busiris II., his sixty-6rst successor, I  take ' 
the liberty of preferring received opinion to that of the historian, and 
of using the name of Menes, whenever there is a question about the 
founder of Thebes.

L. 4, for “ Esneh,” read “ Esn6.”
Note t i  “ Before his departure from Cairo to Upper Egypt,” to be within 

inverted commas.
For “ Qahirah,” read “ Qaherah.”
Last line, for “ characters that,” read “ characters which.”
L. 15, for “ these and the brick,” read “ them and the brick."
Note :f, for “ hibh sodh,” read “ habh soda." ^
Last line hut two, for “ Pthah-ma-Se-pthah,” read “  Pthah-men-Se- 

pthah.”
L. 7, “ (Qoomet Murraee),’’ omit the parentheses.
Note f, for “ we find them singly,” read “ we find them again at 

Eilethyas, and singly.”
L. 2, for “ grand hall, one hundred,”  read “ grand hall,^bich is one 

hundred.” **
L, 8, for “ offerings of,” read “  offerings of his.”
Note “ a name given to their tombs,” add “ vide Oiod. i. SI.*
Under “ Trees:” for “ were the sycamore, fig,” rea8 “ were the date 

tree, d im , sycamore, fig.”
Note "b, for “  Qahirah,” read “ Qaherah.”
Nqje J, for " repriautur,” read “ reperiantur.”
Note 4, for “ Genesis xvii.,” read “ Genesis xlvii.”»
For “ Hennotybies took it by turns to do the duty of iHyal guards, and 

1000 of each were selected,” read “ Hermotybies furnished an equal 
number of men to do the duty of roya} guards, and 1000 of each wer% 
annually selecte:^”

    
 



¿ x x i v  E R R A T A ,  C O R R E C T IO N S ,  A N D  N O TE S.
P A G E  ^
245. JIfote *, Hr the priests and crocodiles,” read “ the priests, and also 

for the crocodiles.” *
■ 260. “ The principal plants,” &c. to be within inverted commas to the con- 

0 elusion of the chafer.
261. Note J, for “ El Gennaree,” read “ E* Gennaree.” -
262. Note for “ Bang r Gunga,” read “ Bang or Gunga.”
264. Note f, M i “ el Neel,” read “ E ’ Neel.”
265. Note for “ to dark olive,” read “ to a dark olive.”
266 J  “  Tin Serafendee

1“  Tin Shok or Shoke,” to be within a bracket.
76. For “  Qahirah,” read “ Qaherah.”
269. Last line, for “ 5 Okahs,” read “ 5 oqas.”
272* For “  12 ardebs, beans,” read “ 12 ardebs of beans.”
76, Last lin? but one, for “ 40 fodtha,” read “ 40 fodda.”
297, “ Naser Mohammed II.,” omit the “  II.”
299. I#  25, on “ Ismael,” add note, “  J Or Mohammed ben Ismael, his son,”
301. L. 6, for “ detail sare,” read “ details are.”
308, Note*, line 10, fo r“ Qaaba,” read “ Kdbah.”
325. Note for “ in the sarcophagus,” read “ in the sarcophagus of the

second pyramid.”
330. L. 1, for ^as a granite,”  read “ is a granite.”
365. L. 4, for “ which passes near this town,” read “ which still passes near

this ruined town.”
370. L. 14, for “ there also,” read “ there are also.”
371. L. 3, for “  this town,” read “ the town.”
378. L. 7, for “ In  one of these catacombs is a Greek,” read “ In  one of the 

catacombs is painted a  Greek.”
417, 4For “ Suez,” read “ Sooez.”
448. L. 4, for “  Dionysius,” read “  Dionysus.”
461. Note should be in p. 460,
463. Note §, “ Sembritae,” Strabo, lib. xvii. calls them “ Sembritae,’* and in 

lib. xvi. “ Sebritse.”
473. L. 17, for “ opposite Meroe,” read “ opposite El Berkel.”
495. L, 26, for “ the most beautiful colossi,”  read “  the four most beautiful 

colossi.”
499. L. 17y for “  nihg,”  read nigh.”
76. For the distance from the Mediterranean to W. Halfeh, vide page 588 

of Appendix C.
516. For “ Pasigatik II.,”*read “  Psamatik II.”
524. Col. “ Children,” for “ Berenice, Cleopatra, Tryphaena,” read “ Berenice 

Cleopatra-Tryphaena.”
76. For “ Ptolemy, K. of Cyprus, deposed by the Romans, 58,” read 

Ptolemy Auletes, as King of Cyprus, deposed by Romans,
58.” ^ •

536. Note *, for “ near Isne,”  read “ near Esne.”
510. The date “  644” refers to the end of Omet’s reign, and “ 656 ” to the 
’ end of Othman’s. 4
543. ie f t, line 9, for « Maut^isim,” read ” MautSssim.”

    
 



E R R A T A ,  C O R R E C T I O N S ,  A N D  N O TE S .  :^XXV
p\aK
545. Note + refers to the “ Fowatem,” and ibid., for “ Ismaeel, sixth Imam.” 

rAd “ Ismaeel or IsmaSl, seventh Imafh.” Note.—^The sereiAh
Imam, according to the tenets of most of the Shiite sectaries, is not 
IsmaSi, but Moosa; and the twelve Imams are Alee (or All*|, his 
two sons, Hassan and Hossayn, Ali the son of Hos^yn, Moham
med the son of Ali, GSfer or Jifer the son of Mohammed, Moosa 
the tecond son of Gafer, Ali the son of Moosa, Mohammed the 
son of Ali, Ali the son of Mohammed, and Mohammed the son of 
Ali, the last of whom has the title of £1 Mahdee,or the Guide, 
and who is believed by them to be still living. Some, however, of 
the Shiites dispute this Succession on the following ground#: 
Ismael, who was the eldest son of GSfer, had been nominated to 
succeed his father, but having died before him, GMer declared his 
second son Moosa bis successor. Ismael, however, had left chil
dren, and those Shiites, who looked upon the Imamite as hereditary, 
denied the rights of Moosa; and consequently, in reckoning the 
Imams, they stopped at Ismael, whom they considered the seventh, 
and rejected all those whose claims were derived from the younger 
brother. From Ismael the Fatemite caliphs pretended to be de
scended, and the founder of their dynasty assumed the title of £1 
Mahdee, which was usually applied to the last of the Imams. A 
secret association, called Ismaelian, which had been previously 
framed by one Abdallah, a native of Khuzistan, received their im
mediate protection, its mysteries were rendered peculiarly sacred, 
and lodges were established in the capitals of their dominions,, both 
in Western and Eastern* Africa. From these Ismaelians #ere 
derived the Druses, a new sect, founded by Soltan Hakem, third 
king of the Fatemite dynasty; and another secret association, uadec 
the name of Assas^en, also borrowed its origin from them about the 
middle of the eleventh century. They soon became powerful in 
Egypt, and in Persia, Syria, and other parts of Asia. The caliphs 
were unable to resist them, and their conquests continued to spread 
throughout the East until the close of the thirteenth century.

548. Opposite “ 1155,” for “ E’ Dthaferbeada,”  read “ E ’ Dtbafer be-ada.”
551. Left, line 4, for “ Ahmed el Rasheed,” read “ Ahmed e’ Rasheed.”
553. Left, line 3, for “ Naser I I I . ,” read “ Naser.”
557. The note J refers to the name “ Aboo Saeed.” ^
558. L. 6, for “ Mahommed,” read “ Mohammed.”
595.* Li 9, for “ I shall make a few remarks,” read “ I shall onlv make a 

few remarks.”    
 



DIRECTIONS FOR PLACING THE PLATES.

Tombs of the Memlook Kings, without the walls of 
Qaherah (Cairo); vide page 307. Tomb (and Moak) of 

^ Soltan Berqooq (frontismecb)  . . . .  To fa c e  TUte.
The Obelisk of Luqsor . . . . . .  To fa c e  page 167
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G E N E R A L  V I E ; W O F
E G Y P T .

C h a p t e r  I.
TOPOGRAPHY OF THEBES, OR DlOSPOi^io iviaiíinü..♦

It is not my intention, in noticing the ruins of 
this extensive city, to enter into a minute detail 
of all the subjects which the variety of »the sculp
tures present on the walls of these stupendous mo
numents, nor is it necessary to arrest the attention 
of the reader by any previous account of the his
tory of those monarchs, who claim the honour ,of 
having founded and embellished the metropolis of , 
Upper Egypt. To render, however, the names of 
the Egyptian Pharaohs familiar to him, I shall not 
fail to introduce a list of those monarchs in the 
course of the work.

The name of Thebes is corrupted from the Tápe* 
of the Coptic, which in the Meniphitic¿lialect*of 
that language is pronounced Thaha, while that of 
Diospolis is a translation of Amunei, or the abode 
of (the hTgyptian) Jupiter.

Pliny, in one place, writes the name of Thebes in the singular 
ílíitnber: “ Thebe portarjim centum nobilis fama.” Lib. 5. c. 9.
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The time of its foundation still remains, like 
that of Memphis, the capital of Lower Egypt, en
veloped in that obscurity which is the fate oif all the 
most ancient cities ; but probability favours the 
conjectune, that though Menes, the first king of 
Egypt, found it in the humble condition of a/i in
fant capital, its foundation will date several gene
rations before the accession of that monarch to thf 
throne <jjF his native country.

The most ancient remains now existing at Thebes 
are‘unquestionably in the great temple of Karnak, 
the largest and most splendid ruin* of which per
haps either ancient or modern tiihes can boast, toe
ing the wcfl'k of a number of successive monarchs, 
each anxious to surpass his predecessor by in
creasing the dimensions and proportions of the 
part he added. It is this fact which enables us 
to» account for the diminutive size of the older 
pi^ts of this extensive building; and to their com
paratively limited scale, offering greater facility, as 
their vicinity to the sanctuary greater temptation, 
to an invading enemy to destroy them, added to 
their demote antiquity, are to be attributed their 
dilapidated state, and the total disappearance of 
the scul{»tures executed during the reigns of the 
Pharaohs, who preceded Osirtesen I., the contem-

* *[n aijti^uity, the pyramids of Egypt surpass every other 
monument now existing in this or any other country ; but they 
io not of course, from the nature of their construction, at all vie 
with the magnificencer of the ruins of Karnak. ''
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porary of Joseph, and the earliest monajch 
name exists Bn the monuments of Thebes.

To enable the mind freely to» contemplate tl^p 
beauties of the ruins of this city, it is obvious that 
Karnak, from being the most splendid, ^ould be 
the last visited bv the stransrer, who wishes to 
bestow a share of his admiration on the smaller but 
•ot less interesting monuments of tb.e western bank, 
the “ Libyan suburb of Thebes,”* which dncludeti 
the extensive quarter of the Memnonia, and ex
tended to the small temple of Adrian on the west, 
and, in the opposite direction, as far as the eastern 
tombs of its immense cemetery.

To commence with the ruins nearest*the river; 
the first object worthy of notice is the small temple 
and palace at old Qo6rneh,'j- dedicated to Amun,j; 
the Theban Jupiter, by Osirei,^ and completed by 
his son Remeses II., the supposed Sesostris oftTie 
Creeks. Its plan, though it evinces the us«al 
symmetrophobia of Egyptian monuments, presents 
a marked" deviation from the ordinary distribution 
of the parts which compose it. The entran'’̂  lAnrtg

* Papyri of Paris, of M. D ’Anastasy, and of Mr. Grey.  ̂
t  This village was destroyed and abandoned in th* time of the 

Gh«oz, or Memlooks, since which time the people of Qodrneh 
have preferred the more secure abode of the Thebiin tombs.

i  I havifc adopted this mode of writing it, though Amn^n is 
equally correct. •

§ This king, the father of Remeses II., has the name either of 
Osirei or Oei, in addition to the title “ Beloved of Amun,”  in one 
variation, and “ Belovech of Pthah,” in t^e other.

3 2
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thro^igh % Pylone, or Pylon,* bearing, in addition 
to the name of the founder, that of Remeses 111., 
beyond which is* a dromos of one hundi*ed and 
tweyty-eight feet, whose mutilated sphinxes* are 
scarcely fraceable amidst the mounds and ruins of 
Arab hovels. A second Pylon terminates thisf and 
commences a second dromos of nearly similar 
length, extending to the colonnade, or corridor, iit 
front of*the temple, whose columns, of one of the 
oldest Egyptian orders, are crowned by an abacus, 
which appears to unite the stalks of water-plants 
that compose the shaft and capital.t

Of the intercolumniations of these ten columns 
three only*agree in breadth, and a similar discre
pancy is observed in the doorways which form the 
three entrances to the building. The temple itself 
presents a central hall, about fifty-seven feet in 
lejTgth, supported by six columns, having on either 
si(ie three small chambers, one of which leads to a 
lateral hall, and the opposite one to a passage and 
open court on the east side. Upon the upper end 
of the hall open five other chambers, the centre one 
of whrch leads to a large room, supported by four

They a#e also d( Osirei. The sphinx represents the king 
himself. They are consequently never female, but always m ale; 
and have eithei*the head of a man or of a ram, with the body of 
a lioi^

t  ThesOf by lowering the abacus little more than two-thirds of 
its height, may have been the origin of the Doric column, whose 
simple shaft is still more easily traced in those of the grottos ^  
Beni Has'an, the work g f a still more remote period.
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square pillar.s, beyond which was the «sancyiary 
itself; but the dilapidated state of the north end of 
this temple affords but little to erfable us to form an 
«ccurate restoration of the innermost chambers. 
The lateral hall on the west, which belonged to the 
palafe of the king, is supported by two columns, 
and leads to three other rooms, behind which are 
the vestiges of other apartments, and on the east 
side, besides a large hypaethral court, wer% several 
similar chambers, extending also to the northern 
extremity of its precincts. On the architrave, over 
the corridor, is the dedication of Remeses II., to 
whom, in his character of Phrah * (Pharaoh), or 
the Sun, under the symbolic form of a hawk, 
Amunre is presenting the emblem of life; therein’ 
after the usual titles of the king, we are told that 
“ Remeses, the beloved of Amun,'|' has dedicated 
this work to his father Amunre, king of the gods, 
having made additions;!; for him to the templffof

* The Hebrew name njns, Phrah, is merely the Coptic H ipH , 
Memphitice 4>PII, Phre, pronounced Phra. I have frequently 
noticed the meaning and orthography of this word Phrah, or 
Piré, “ the Sun,” a title given to the Egyptian .monarchs, from the ■ 
pretended analogy of the king, as chief of earthly beings, with the 
sun, as chief of heavenly bodies.

t . That Ammon-mai or Mai-ammon are used synonymously 
will appear to every one who notices the two inodes of writing 
(vertically and horizontally) the name of Remeses 111., however 
the Coptic may seem to require the two readings “ belo#:d of 
Ammon,” and “ loving Ammon,” on which M. Cham^ollion has,
I think, unnecessarily insisted.
^ Í This group, the bird and sickle, reads cut or sculptured, 
though many of these dedications seeifl to require the sense
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his^thei^ the king (fostered Ra and Truth) the 
Son of the Sun (Osirei).” The whole of this part 
df the building *bears the name of Remescs II 
thowgh his father is represented in some of these 
sculptures as taking part in the religious ceremonies, 
and assisting in making offerings to the deitihs of 
the temple he had founded.

On the north-west side of the inner wall of this 
corridor, the arks, or shrines of queen Ames- 
Nofriatre, and of Osirei, are borne each by twelve 
priests, in the “ procession of the shrines,”* at
tended by a fan-bearer and high priest, to the god 
of the ternple; and in a small tablet added at a 
later period, the king Pthah-se-pthah is represented 
in presence of Amunre, Ames-Nofriatre,'f' Osirei, 
and Remeses II., receiving the emblems of royal 
pi^wer from the hands of the deity. The most in
teresting part of this tdmple is the lateral hall on 
th^ west side, which, with the three chambers be
hind it, king Osirei dedicated to his father Reme
ses I . ; but dying before the completion of the hall.

repaired,” 'which M. Champollion gives it; but I freijiicntly 
final it in sculptures, which are merely added on an ancient wall 
where no repairs ha^e been made, as at Medeenet Haboo, Dayr el 
Bahree, and other places. I had formerly translated it “ additfon,” 
until I observefl its use for the word “ cutting,” but I am inclined 
to adppt thisj'eading again, in preference to “ repaired.”

* Mentioned in the Rosetta stone.
t  From being placed before the king Osirei, she cannot be 

his wife, but will be an ancestor of the family, the queen >of 
Amunoph I. The conibrt of Amosis also bore this name.
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his son Remeses II. Sdded the sculpture%that jfover 
the interior, and corridor in front of it. Those 
within’the front wall, on the righfrhand entering hhe 

.door, represent, in the lower compartment, Jting 
Remeses II. introduced by Mandoo to AAunre, be
hind whom stands his grandfather Remeses I,, 
bearing the emblems of Osiris; over him we read; 

*“ The good God, Lord of the world; son of the Sun, 
lord of the powerful, Remeses deceased,•esteemed 
by the great God, Lord of Abydus, (i. e. Osiris).” 
Thoth, the god of letters, notes off the years of the 
panegyries of the king on the palm-branch, the 
symbol of a year. In the compartment above this, 
he is introduced to the deity by Atmoo and Man
doo, who, presenting him with the emblem of life, 
says, “ I have accompanied you in order that you 
may dedicate the temple to your father Amunre.” 
In the compartment over the door, two figures of 
Remeses L, seated in sacred shrines, receiv©*the 
offerings or liturgies of his grandson, one wearing 
the crown of the upper, the other that of the lower 
country. A perpendicular line, which divides the 
two shrines, contains this formula: “ (This) addi-* 
tional work (or sculpture) made he the king Regne- 
s^s (II.)* for his father’s father, tlie gooU God Re
meses (I.), in place of the dedicatioi^of his father 
Osirei.’* On the other side of the doo^ the I^ng is 
offering to Amunre, Khonso, and Remesfes I . ; and

‘ These are prenomens, which it is useless to translate; I there
fore substitute the.photietic names.
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on t^e side walls, Osirei als5 partakes of similar 
honoiars. In the centre chamber, Osirei officiates 
baibre the statue di his father placed in a ‘shrine, 
like «that before mentioned, from which it is evi-t 
dent thatilemeses II. continued the dedications to 
the first Remeses, which had been commenced by 
his father, as the hieroglyphics themselves state. 
All the lateral chambers and hypaethral court are  ̂
o f  Remefes II., and on the jambs of the side doors 
in the great hall, the name of his son * Pthahmen 
was added in the succeeding reign. Queen Ames- 
Nofriatre occurs again in the court; and on the out
side of the north-east corner, and on the fragment 
of a wall on the other (south-west) side, is an 
Ethiopian ox and Capricorn, which are brought by 
some of the minor priests for the service of the 
temple. Little else is deserving of notice in this 
ruin, if we except the statue and shrine of Amunre, 
whTi ê door the king has just opened previous to 
his performing “ the prescribed ceremonies” in 
honour of the-deity. In the hieroglyphics, though
much defaced, we read, “ Behold, i o p en f.............
my father Amunre.”

Apparetrtly Thiniioftep-ho Pthahmai, or Pthahmen, which 
M. Champollion has transposed, and written Menephtha, but 
which, in the pificession of the sons of Remeses II., at the Mem- 
noniu|ji, is evidently Pthahmen, without the additioiAl title be 
took on as(;pn3ing the throne. The word “ beloved” may either 
be formed of mai or men, the latter a shorter substitute for menrit, 
“ beloved,” the former signifying “ the love.”

t  This is expressed, b f a hare, and Jhe Zigzag line, N, forming
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Following the edgS of the cultivated ¿and, And, 

about one hundred and eighty yards to the w ^ t of 
this building, are two mutilated statues of R*- 
piese.s II., of black granite, with a few substrucljons 
to the north of them; and seven hunflred and 
seventy yards farther to the west, lies, in the cul
tivated soil, a sandstone block of Remeses III., 
f)re.senting in high relief the figure of that king be
tween Osiris and Pthah. Fourteen hundred feet 
beyond this, in the same direction, is a crude brick 
inclosure, with large towers, which once contained 
within it a sandstone temple, dating probably from 
the reign of the third Thothmes, whose name is 
stamped on the bricks, and who appears to have 
been the contemporary of Moses.

Other fragments and remains of crude brick 
walls proclaim the existence of other ruins in its 
vicinity; and about a thousand feet farther tolhe 
south-west is the palace and temple of Remeses«4L, 
erroneously called the Memnonium;*. a building,
the Coptic word ouon; a reijiarkable confirmation of wliidi is 
found in the name of a wolf, ouonsh, which is written a hare, 
on, the zigzag, n, and a narrow parallelogram, sh.

* Though apparently the Memnoniumof Straho, v. infra, j» 12 
and 13. The title of Miamun, attached to the name of Remeses II.. 
was probably corrupted by the Romans into Memnon, and became 
the origin of the word Memnonium or Memnonia, since we find 
it again ¿̂ >plied to the buildings at Abydus, whieji were finished 
by the same monarch. Strabo, who says that if  Isnmndes is the 
same as Memnon, these monuments at Thebes will have the same 
iritle of Memnonian as those at Ahydus, appears to have had in 
view the palace-ten)ple*of Remeses MiaiSun ; and it was not till
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whiA, fo» symmetry of architecture and elegance 
of sculpture, can vie with any other monument of 
Egyptian art. N<5 traces are visible of the Uromos, 
that,probably existed before the pyramidal towers^ 
which foJhi the façade of the first hypæthral area, 
a court whose breadth of one hundred and eighty 
feet, exceeding the length by nearly thirteen yards, 
is reduced to a more just proportion, by the intro
duction 8f a double avenue of columns on either 
side, extending from the towers to the north wall. 
In this area, on the right of a flight of steps lead
ing to the next court, was the stupendous Syenite* 
statue of the king seated on a throne, in the usual 
attitude of these Egyptian figures, the hands rest-
after Strabo’s time that the name of Memnon was applied to the 
vocal statue of the plain. In short, I feel persuaded, 1st, that 
the jvord Miamun led them to imagine him the Memnon men
tioned by Homer, and thence to apply the word Memnonian to 
the^uildings erected hy Remeses I I . ; 2dly, that later visiters to 
Thebes, struck with the miraculous powers of the vocal statue, 
transferred the name of the only monarch with whom they supposed 
themselves acquainted, to the object they admired; and, 3dly, that 
they ascribed to Memnon the tomh of Remeses V. in like manner 
from his*having the title of Amunmai or Miamun.

* Of Syenite, or granite from the quarries in the neighbourhood 
of E ’Souan or Syene. May not this have been the work of 
Memnon of Syene, whose name has added so much to the con
fusion regardinff the Egyptian Memnon? since, as Hecatasus 
states, it was the largest statue in Egypt. Its foot exceeds, in 
fact, stven culjits; and, to judge from the fragments, must have 
been about* eleven feet in length, and four feet ten inches in 
breadth. The statue measures from the shoulder to the elbow 
twelve feet ten inches, twenty-two feet four inches across tlK: 
shoulders, and fourteen feet four inches from the neck to the elbow.
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ing- on his knees, intiicative of that tranquility* 
which he had returned to enjoy in Egypt a ft^  the 
fatigue! of victory. But the fur;  ̂of an invader h«is 
Jevelled this monument of Egyptian grandeur, 
whose colossal fragments lie scattered around the 
pedSstal, and its shivered throne evinces the force 
”sed for its demolition.

If it is a matter of sur^prise how the Egyptians 
could transport and erect a mass of such ditnensioiis, 
the means employed for its ruin are scarcely less 
wonderful; nor should we hesitate to account for 
the shattered appearance of the lower part by attri
buting it to the explosive force of powder, had that 
composition been known at the period of its de
struction, "f" The throne and legs are completely' 
destroyed and reduced to comparatively small frag
ments, while the upper part, broken at the waist, is 
merely thrown back upon the ground, and lies in that 
position which was the consequence of its fall f*hor 
are there any marks of the wedge, or other instru
ment, which should have been employed for re-

* Rather than as if  in the act of rising from his throne, as* 
home have imagined. ^

t  I am well aware of the early period « t  whict powder was 
kitown in India and China; but there is no proof that the 
Persians were acquainted with it. In China, i»deed, guns were 
used as e*rly as the year 85 A. D ., and powder had been invented, 
ages previously; and, what is very singular, FAir^Bacon, who 
wrote a hundred years before Schwartz’ discovery, supposes that 
by an explosive composition of this kind, Gideon defeated the 
Midianites with his tlijee hundred men.—Judges, c. vii.
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duclag th*se fragments to the state in which they 
now appear. The fissures seen across the head, 
a»d in the pedestil, are the work of a later‘period, 
wheji some of these blocks were cut for millstones 
by the A?abs, but its previous overthrow will pro
bably be coeval with the Persian invasion. Td say 
that this is the largest statue in Egypt will convey 
no idea of the gigantic size or enormous weight oi 
-a*mass, tvhich, from an approximate calculation, 
exceeded, when entire, nearly three times the solid 
content of the great obelisk of Karnak,* and weighed 
about eight hundred and eighty-seven tons five 
hundred weight and a half.

No building in Thebes corresponds with the de- 
‘scription- given of the tomb of Osymandyas by 
Hecatseus. Diodorus, who quotes his work, gives 
the dimensions of the first or outer court, two 
plefiira, or one hundred and eighty-one feet eight 
incifes English, agreeing very nearly with the 
breadth, but not the length of that now before us; 
but the succeeding court, of four plethra, neither 
agrees with this, nor can agree with that of any 

‘other Egyptian edifice ; since the plan of an Egyp- 
tia» building invariably requires a diminution,t

* This obelish weighs about two hundred and ninety-seven 
tons ten hundred weight and two-thirds, allowing twc» thousand 
six hundred ̂ adh fifty ounces to a cubic foot.

t  The very door-ways decrease as they approach the sehns, or 
adytum, and the consequent deception in perspective adds con̂  ̂
siderahly to the apparen^length of these lyiildings.
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but no increase of dimensions, from th^ ent^nce 
to the innei* chambers; and while the body m the 
temple, behind the portico, retained one unifoiyn 
breadth, the areas in front, and frequently^ the 
portico itself, exceeded the inner portiofl of it by 
theif projecting- sides. The peristyle and “ columns 
in the form of living beings,” roofed colonnade, 

ifeitting statues, and triple entrance to a chamber 
supported by columns, agree well with the^pproaCh 
to the great hall of this temple. The largest statue 
in Egypt can scarcely be looked for but in the 
building before us, yet the sculptures to which he 
alludes remind us rather of those of Medeenet 
Haboo; nor is it impossible that either Hecatseus 
or Diodorus have united or confounded the details 
of these two edifices.*

The second area is about one hundred and forty 
feet by one hundred and seventy, having on *the 
south and north sides a row of Osiride pillars c«n- 
nected with each other by two lateral corridors oi 
circular columns. Three flights of steps lead to the 
northern corridor behind the Osiride pillars, the 
centre one having on each side a black ‘granite 
statue^ of Remeses II., the base of whose*thrjne 
is cut to fit the talus of the asceflt. Behind these

* Vide my remarks on the situation of th» Valley of th( 
Queen’s T^imbs. See Index.

t  From this building was taken the head that Tia  ̂ been erro 
neously called of Memnon, and which is now in the Britisl 
JIuseum. It is, like the colossus before mentioned, of Remese 
the Great, who foundetUthe building.
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colp|mns, ^nd on either side »f the central door, is 
a liinbstone pedestal, which, to judge fi^m the space 
l%ft in the sculptures, must have once supported the 

_ sitting figure of a lion, or, perhaps, a statue of the 
king. Three entrances thence open into the grand 
hall, each strengthened and beautified by a saulp- 
tured doorway of black granite, and between the 
two first columns of the central avenue, two pedes  ̂
tals supported (one on either side) two other statues* 
of the king. Twelve f  massive columns form a 
double line along the centre of this .̂ iiall, and 
eighteen of smaller dimensions, to the right and 
left, complete the total of the forty-eight, which 
supported fts solid J  roof§ studded with stars on 
an azure ground. To the hall, which measures 
100 feet by 133, succeeded three central and six

^'^From the form of these pedestals they were standing statues, 
and faced each other.
* i*Their height from the pavement, without the abacus, is 

thirty-two feet six, and circumference twenty-one feet three. The 
side columns are seventeen feet eight in circumference. The 
swell of the Egyptian column is close to the base, and I find it 
projects^about four inches in the central columns of this hall.

i  Such is the meaning of the word monolithon. Diod. i. 47.  ̂
Strabo’s ‘ description of the Nilometer of Elephantine has been 
unjustly fou:;}4 fault v ith  from the use of this word ; while some, 
expecting to find a monolithic edifice, have doubted the idei?tity 
of the one now^existing with that which the geographer had in 
view.

§ fn order^o light this hall, the roof over the four centre rows 
of columns was raised above that which covered the remaining 
part, and had large square windows or apertures on either side, 
as at Karnak and old ^oomeh.
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lateral chambers, inciicating, by a smal^ flighlt of 
steps, the gt-adual ascent of the rock, on i/liich 
this edifice is constructed. Of nine, two onjy 
of the central apartments now remain, each sup
ported by four columns, and each measuifng about 
30 feet by 55 ; but the vestiges of their walls, and 
appearance of the rock, which has been levelled 
to form an area around the exterior of the build
ing, point out their original extent. The sculp
tures, much more interesting than the architectural 
details, have suffered still more from the hand of the 
destroyer; and of the many curious battle-scenes 
which adorned its walls four only now remain.*

On the north face of the eastern pyraiTiidal tower, 
or propylon, is represented the capture of several 
towns from an Asiatic enemy, whose chiefs are led 
in bonds by the victorious Egyptians towards the 
camp of their army. Several of these towns ^re 
introduced into the picture, each bearing its na«ne 
in hieroglyphic characters, which state them to have 
been taken in the fourth year of King Remeses II. 
This important fact satisfactorily confirms what I 
have stated in a former work,'f' that the eafly part 
of the reigns of their most illustrious monardhs ^as

•  The traces of another may be perceived behind the granite 
Colossus and on the north face of this wall. O iithe correspond
ing wall ^milar sculptures most probably existed^ others ^n the 
exterior of the areas, and, perhaps, even on the Jsody of the 
temple itself.

Materia Hieroglyphica, part ii. p. 92.
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emfiloyed, in extending their conquests abroad, 
whi<J[i they returned to commemoration the tera- 
pjes* and palacas their captives assisted, in con
structing. And claiming the enjoyment of that 
tranquillity their arms had secured and 'their valor 
merited, they employed the remainder of jlieir 
reigns in embellishing their capital and in pro
moting the internal prosperity of the country^ 
Cruelty kas ever been, throughout the East, the 
criterion of courage ; and the power of a monarch 
or the valor of a nation have always been estimated 
by the inexorability of their character.'!' Nor were 
the Egyptians behind their Asiatic neighbours in 
the appreciation of these qualities, and the studied 
introduction of unusual barbarity^ proves that their 
sculptors intended to convey this idea to the spec
tator; confirming a remark of Gibbon, § that “ con- 
qvitrors and poets of every age have felt the truth 
of%a system which derives the sublime from the 
principle of terror.” In the scene before us, an 
insolent soldier pulls the beard of his helpless

An^iicient Egyptian prejudice may have required that every 
monarch who laid the foundation of a temple should have pre- 
vio*sly merited the title of conqueror j a custom j)artially retained 
by the Turk#and pthtr Asiatic nations.

f  Not unlike the picture drawn of Achilles—  
Impiger*iracundus, Inexorabilis, acer,

I Jura ^ g et sibi nata, nihil non arroget armis.
Hor. Ar. J-’oet.

J This is'qKirticularly remarkable at Medednet H'aboo.
§ Gibbon, vol. i i  c. 64, note.
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captive, while others wantonly beat the ^uppli»nt, 
or satiate their fury with the sword. Beyond ^ese 
fs a coBps of infantry in close away, flanked by 9. 
strong body of chariots; and a camp, indicated^by 
a rampart of .Egyptian shields, with a wiclfer gate- 
way,. guarded by four companies of sentries, who 
are on duty on the inner side, forms the most in- 
Iferesting object in this picture. Here the booty 
taken from the enemy is collected; oxen, %hariot ,̂ 
plaustra, horses, asses, sacks of gold represent the 
confusion incident after a battle; and the richness 
of the spoil is expressed by the weight of a bag of 
money, under which an ass is about to fall. One 
chief* is receiving the salutation of a fdot-soldier; 
another, seated amidst the spoil, strings his bow; 
and a sutler suspends a water-skin on a pole he 
[las fixed in the ground. Below this a body of 
infantry marches homewards; and beyond them Ae 
king, attended by his fan-bearers, holds forth Jb»is 
hand to receive the homage of the priests and 
principal persons, whp approach his throne to con
gratulate his return. His charioteer is also in at
tendance, and the high-spirited horses of his car are 
with difficulty restrained by three grooms who InjJd 
them. Two captives below this áre dooTned to be 
beaten, probably to death, by four Egyptian sol-

* The chiefs are here armed with bows ; the privates, nr*foot-
Boldiers, with spears, swoids, and clubs, 
not always to be trusted to.

But thi^'^i|tinction is
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diA’s ; wtile they in vain, with out-stretched hands, 
imji^ore the clemency of their heedless conq[ueror.

The sculptures on the gateway refef to the 
pajiegyrics of the king, to whom different divinities 
are said'to “ give life and power.” Over this gate 
passes a staircase, leading to the tOp of the build
ing, whose entrance lies on the exterior of the east 
side.
* Upoif the west tower is represented a battle, in 
which the king discharges his arrows on the broken 
lines and flying chariots of the enemy; and hi« 
figure and car are again introduced, on the upper 
part, over the smaller sculptures. In a small com
partment Seyond these, which is formed by the end 
of the corridor of the area, he stands armqd with 
a battle-axe, about to slay the captives he holds 
beneath him, and who, in the hieroglyphics above, 
afb called the chiefs of the foreign countries.” 
Ill» the next compartment, attended by his fan- 
bearers, and still wearing his helmet, he ap
proaches the temple ; and tq this the hieroglyphics 
before him appear to allude. On the north face 
of the south-east wall of the next area, is another 
historical subject,* representing Remeses II. pur
suing an* enemy, whose numerous chariots, flying

* On a failed block of this wall is the date of his fifth year and 
the ]j|onth Ejiphi. Remeses II., the founder of this%difice, ap
pears thro»ghout the sculptures. The other names, found here 
and there on its walls and columns, are of his son and successor, 
and of Remeses III., IV., and V.
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over the plain, endeavour to regain the niver, And 
seek shelter under the fortified walls of their^ity. 
One caftnot fail, in looking at the details of.thi« 
picture, to call to mind the battles of the Iliad; and 
the similarity of these s^ubjects with the.^descrip- 
tions'of that pdem suggests that Homer * may per
haps have been indebted to his visit to Egypt for 
^m e of those scenes he has so beautifully drawn.

In order to check the approach of the E^ptians* 
the enemy had crossed the river, whose stream, dir 
vided into a double fosse, surrounded the towered 
walls of their fortified city, and opposed their 
advance by a considerable body of chariots; while 
a large reserve of infantry, having crossed the 
¿ridges,f was posted on the other bank, to cover 
the retreat or second their advance; but, routed 
by the Egyptian invaders, they are forced to throw 
themselves back upon the town, and many, in  
recrossing the river, are either carried away »by 
the stream, or fall under the arrows of the ad
vancing conqueror. Those who have succeeded in 
reaching the opposite bank are rescued by their 
friends, who, drawn up in three phalanxes,^ wit
ness the defeat of their comrades, and the flight pf

Homer flourished about 900 B . C., a little more than 400 
years after the erection of this temple. ^

t  These bridges are represented as if seen from a ^ o \f; so that 
it is impossible to decide if  they were formed of arches or of 
horizontal layers of timber.

I Over one of them is1:he number 8000*
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th5 remaiinder of their chariots. Some carry to the 
rea^ the lifeless corpse of their chief, who was 
llrowned in the rtver, and in vain endeavodr to re- 
tore life, by holding the head downwards to expel 
he water; and others implore the clemency of the 
ictor and acknowledge him their conqueror and 
ord.
• Above this battle-scene is a procession of priests, 

>earing*tlie figures of the Theban ancestors* of 
Nemeses II. The first of these is Menes ; then 
Æanmoph, another Diospolitan king; and after 
lira those of the eighteenth dynasty. The inter- 
nediate monarchs after Menes and Manmoph are 
»mitted from not being of a Theban family. The 
emaining subjects are similar to those in the coro- 
lâtion of the king at Medeénet Haboo, where the 
light of the four birds ; the king cutting ears ot 
:5rn, afterwards offered to the god of generation; 
he queen ; f  the sacred bull ; and the figures of his

* These, as well as other similar, names at Medetinet Haboo, 
rere first discovered by Mr. Burton and myself in 1825. V. his 
irst votume of Excerpta, and my Hierogl. Extracts of 1827, or 
iieroglyphics of the R. Literary Soc., PI. 98. The whole sub- 
act was continued as at Medeiinet Hdbod, and appears on the 
alien wall.* *

t  Maut-men-Nofri-are was the first wife of Remeses II. * His 
second queen ^as Isinofri. That, the former was his first wife I 
hav% a satisj^ctojy proof in an inscription at Thebes, ^here, with 
the date of his first year, her name is introduced with that of the 
king. She was the mother of several sons and of his favourite 
daughter  ̂ Indeed it appears from a tablet at Silsilis, that Isinofri 
was married, very earlycto Remeses, as she i |  there said to be the
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ancestors, placed be^re the god, are mftre easily 
traced from* the greater preservation of /th a t 
building.

Beyond the west staircase of the north corridor, 
the king kneels before Aniunre, Maut, and ich onso; 
Thodi notes on his palm-branch the years of the 
panegyries, and Mandoo, with Atmoo, introduce 
Remeses* into the presence of those deities.

On the other side, forming the south'wall of 
the great hall, is a small but interesting battle, 
in which the use of the ladder and of the testudo 
throw considerable light on the mode of warfare 
at this early period. The town, situated on a lofty 
rock, is obstinately defended, and many are hurled 
headlong from its walls by the spears, arrows, and 
stones of the besieged ,• they, however, on the nearer 
approach of the Egyptian king, are obliged to sue 
for peace, and send heralds with presents to depre=- 
cate his fury, while his infantry, commanded by fñs 
sons,t are putting to the sword the routed enemy
mother of Shamakemi, his fourth son. We learn from the Mem- 
nonium that he had twenty-three sons. Vide C. VII., at Silsilis.

* In looking over the names of the Egyptian kings, it cannot 
but strike every one that they borrowed or quartered the symbols 
of those of their predecessors. The name of*Remeses should per
haps be written Remesso.

t  His fourth, seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth, and twenty-third 
sons. The seventh, generally called Amunmai, ÿ  herç A lai- 
amun, showing, what I have often remarked, that tSiese terms 
are transposible. The large families of some of these monarchs 
will appear less incredible when we remember that Artaxerxes 
had 150 children byjris*250 concubines Înd three by his wives.
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they hav^ overtaken beneath the walls, where they 
hadin  vain looked for refuge, the gates <>1. 
?eady beset by tfie Egyptian troops.

i  do ^not pretend to decide against what nation 
this war was waged ; nor will I take it for granted 
the Bactrians are here represented ; but wht&ever 
weight scepticism may have, in pronouncing thê e 
hostilities to have been carried on in the Delta, I 
cannot allow myself to be misled by so unfounded 
.an hypothesis. I have already* stated my reasons 
for believing that the seat of the long war, waged 
by the Egyptians against these northern nations, 
was in thè neighbourhood of Assyria and the Eu
phrates'; and there is every probability that, were 
we acquainted with the earlier geography of the 
intermediate provinces and towns, from Egypt to 
that country, we should find they agreed with the 
names attached to the captives in the temples and 
tòrpbs.of Thebes. I f  it be deemed too much for the 
power and extent of Egypt f  that their armies 
should have been able to reach the distant borders 
of A^ssyria, every one will admit the fact, that 

' “ Necho, king of Egypt, came up to fight against 
Oarchemish, by Euphrates,” in the reign of 
Josiah, whose implrudent interference cost him his
Ma^jetho mentions that the Egyptian kings had Aany of the 
former, aĵ d the sculptures at Medeénet Hdboo represent those of 
Remeses III.

* Materia Hieroglyphics, pp. 85, 86, 89. 
t  'Vide Introduction. + *2 GJironicles xxxv. 20.
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kingdom and his life. * Still stronger, ind%M, is*the 
following express statement of the former extent 
of the ^Egyptian dominions^ that “ the king «f 
Egypt came not again any more out of his land; 
for the king of Babylon had taken from^he river 
of Egypt,* unto the river Euphrates, all that per
tained to the king of Egypt.”f  And though the 
authorities of Herodotus and Diodorus, who make 
the Colchians an Egyptian colony, and of ftie lattef, 
who speaks of their Bactrian subjects, may be 
called in question, yet the circumstantial and pre
ponderating evidence of the Scriptures leaves no 
room to doubt that the arms of the early and more 
potent Egyptian monarchs had extended at least as 
far as Assyria and the neighbouring countries. 
Nor does Egyptian sculpture fail to support this 
interesting historical fact, which, independent of the 
colour of those people, of much lighter hue than

• •* Diod. i. 68, mentions the taking of “ Sidon and the subju
gation of the other towns of Phoenicia”  by Apries; who also 
defeated the Cyprians and Phoenicians in a naval fight. Necho’s 
army had been defeated by Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon, in 
the fourth year of Jehoiakim, whom Necho had made kkig in the 
room of Josiah. 2 Kings xxiii. 34; Jer xlvi. 2. But “ Pharaoh’s 
army,” in the reign of his successor Zedekiah, raised the sie^e of 
Jerusalem, and obliged the Chaldeans to retire, Jer^xxxvii. 5, J l, 
wlllch agrees very well with the conquests of Apries, mentioned 
by Diodorus; since the victory of the king «f Babylon over 
Pharaoh flophra was posterior to the captivity of Zedekiah.
Jer. xliv. 30. •  » •*t  2 Kings xxiv. 1. This river of Egypt is not the Nile, but 
liiat mentioned by Joshua, xv. 4, as the boundary of the “ south 
coast” of the Israelites«
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the* inhabitants of the Nile,* is confirmed by the 
dresà and features of the prisoners of Tirhaka, * 
the Assyrians of‘Sennacherib, who are sifliilar to 
sonĵ e of those captured by the earlier Pharaohs.

The commencement of this war, which was of 
very long duration, probably dates soon after the 
death of Semiramis, who seems to have pene
trated into Egypt ; but whose effeminate successors 
speedily *lost the conquests she had made, and 
were doomed in turn to witness the invasion of 
their own territories; and the previous aggressions 
of the Assyrians, by exciting the enmity of the 
Egyptians, may have been the origin of these pro
tracted hostilities, which lasted at least three hun
dred years ; f  or, to reckon, to the epoch of Ne
buchadnezzar’s invasion, J  nearly nine hundred. 
The captives of these Asiatic nations are continu
ally met with as slaves of the kings and principal 
Egyptians ; and it is not improbable that the Jews 
even, when established in Lower Egypt, purchased 
into their service § some of these foreigners, who

* Tirhaka having fought against Sennacherib, king of Assyria. 
—2^Kings xix. 9.

t  Many of*he same names are met with among the captives of 
Amunoph III., Osirei, and the second and third Remeses, whtch 
proves the identity of the countries they invaded; and though 
other monarchs were engaged in the prosecution of the %ame war, 
the 8Culptures*pronounce these four to liave been the most re
nowned for the extent of their conquests.

i  2 Kings xxiv. 7.
§ V. Exod. xii. 38, 44$ 45. That the Jews were not
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may have been from time to time forwarded to tfiis 
country, like the slaves and Memlooks* of the^re- 
sent day? For though some of the'Hebrews servecf 
the Egyptians, after the accession of the ei^teeuth 
or Theban dynasty, (who, from residing principally 
in the distant capital, Thebes, “ knew not Joseph’s 
people,”) it appears from the Bible that, on their 
departure from Egypt, they had slaves, as well as 
servants, in the “ mixed multitude”']' wh'ch fol
lowed them. W e cannot, therefore, consider Jews 
those figures of captives represented in the tombs; 
though Egypt may have reckoned Judaea, and in
deed all Palestine, as forming part of their acquired 
territory, which at all events extended ^ r  beyond 
the limits of either. But it is more likely that 
Judsea and many parts of Syria were regarded by 
the Egyptians as a friendly neighbour,;]; than as a 
country they had subdued ; nor do I know of any 
sculptures which refer to the Jews, except those»df 
their conqueror Sheshonk. It would indeed be an
ployed in making bricks, and in hard service, is proved by xi. 10. 
of Deuteronomy, where we read; “ Egypt . . . . . . .  whefe thou
sowedst thy seed and wateredst i t ...........”

* Memlook signifies “  possessed,”  and is apj)lied to white slavA. 
The Egyptians had, besides, black slaves in great numbers, and 
some Ethiopian bondsmen, 

t  Exod. :^i. 58; Numb. xi.
i  Conf. Deut. xxiii. 7 : “ Thou shalt not abhor aif Egyptitn.”  

Moses indeed had married an .¿Ethiopian woman. Numb. xii. 1; 
and Solomon, Hadad, and others, in later times, contracted mar
riages with the Egyntians.
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interesting fact to discover* any thing relating to 
th e^  residence in Egypt, but it is in Lower Egypt, 
father than at Thebes, that these hopes sfre likely 
to.be realized. The “ strangers” at Beni Hassan 
have abetter claim than any I have seen; and if, 
as I imagine, the arrivals of Joseph* and t)f his 
brethren date in the reign of Osirtesen, when these 
grottoes were sculptured, those figures may be 
looked upon with more than comtnon interest, f  

To return to the great hall; at the upper end,:}; on 
the north-west wall, the king receives the falchion 
and sceptres § from Amunre, who is attended by the

* It mighf even be fancied that the Egyptian name of Joseph, 
Zaphnathpaaneah, and that of his wife Asenath, the daughter of 
Potipherah, (Petre, or Heliodotus) could be traced in one of these 
tombs. This is at least as plausible as burying him in the great 
pyramid.

• t  The hieroglyphics denote them as “ strangers”  (shemmo) 
and captives, which, with the number 3*7 following this word, will 
not agree with the family of Joseph, or the consideration in which 
they were held in E gypt; we must therefore, I fear, relinquish 
this pleasing idea, and rank them among the ordinary captives of 
the Egyptians. Mons. Champollion considers them Greeks.

i  One of the architraves of this hall presents a long inscription, 
purporting that Amuumai Remeses has made the sculptures Xot, 
the work) for his father Amunre, king of the gods, and that he
h* s erected^the hall,--------- - of hewn stone, good, and hard blocks,
supported by fine columns (alluding, from their form, to ,those 
of the centrE  ̂ colonnade) in addition to (the side) columns, 
(being similar to those of the lateral colonnades) &c,

^ T h ey #re the two sceptres of Osiris, supposed to refer to 
severity and moderation. The former, however, is not a flail, as 
imagined from its form, since the Egyptians were unacquainted 
with it. The latter appears to signi^
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Ooddess Maut; and in the hieroglyphics •mentfon 
is made of this palace of Remeses, of whicl^the 
deity is*said to be the guardian.* We also leant 
from them that the king is to smite the h ea^  of his 
foreign enemies with the former, and with the latter 
to defend or rule his country, Egypt. On the cor
responding wall, he receives the emblems of life 
and power from Amunre, attended by Khonso, in 
the presence of the lion-headed goddess. * Below 
these compartments, on either wall, is a procession 
of the twenty-three sons of the king; and on the 
west corner are three daughters, but without their 
names. His thirteenth son is here called Pthahmen, 
and it is highly probable that he was his successor,-* 
for, in addition to his having the same name, a 
kingly prenomen is here prefixed to the line of hiero
glyphics in which he is mentioned. This prefix 
was perhaps added on his becoming heir apparent 
by the demise of his elder brothers, though it #as 
altered again on his assumption of the crown.

On the ceiling, of the next chamber is an astro
nomical subject. On the upper side of Jt are 
the twelve Egyptian months, and at the end of 
Mesore, allusion is made to the five days of the 
epact, and the rising of the dog-star, under the 
figure of Isis Sothis.f In the hierogl3iphics of the

* She seems to be sometimes Thriphis, at others BuBastis. 
Perhaps Thriphis and Tafhe are the same. The one before us 
is Bubastisj the same whose name M. Champollion once read 
libht, now Pascht.

-j- This gives the aera of the king's reigil. Vide the Chronology 
Table. Remeses II. . *
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border (if this picture, mention is made of the co* 
luntas, and of the building of this chamber with 

hard stone,” wliere apparently were deposited the 
“ Itooks^oi Thoth.” On the walls are sculptured 
sacred arks, borne in procession by the priests; 
and at the base of the door leading to the next apart
ment is an inscription, purporting that the kii^ 
had dedicated it to Amun, and mention seems to be 
made its being beautified with gold and precious 
ornaments. The door itself was of two folds, turn
ing on bronze pins, which moved in circular grooves 
of the same metal, since removed from the stones 
in which they were fixed. On the north wall of the 
next and last room that now remains, the king is 
making offerings and burning incense, on one side, 
to Pthah and the lion-headed goddess; on the other, 
to Re, the sun, whose figure is gone. Large tablets 
before him mention the offerings he has made to 
different deities.

In the immediate vicinity of this temple-palace 
are the vestiges of another sands|one building, the 
bases of whose columns scarcely appear above the 
ground ; and between this and the former ruin are 
several pits, of a later epoch, used for tombs by 
persons oT an interior class.

On the w ^t side are also some remains of masonry, 
and^this edifice is surrounded on three side^by crude 
brick vaults, which appear to have been used for 
habitations; but they offer no traces of inscriptions 
to lead us to asceriain their date» which at all events 
is far from being' modern*, as ^some travellers have
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supposed. Other vestiges of sandstone •remains 
are traced on both sides of these brick gallesies; 
and a short distance to the west*are crude oriel? 
towers and walls, inclosing the shattered j^mains 
of a sand-stone edifice, which, to judge from the 
stamp on the bricks themselves, will have been 
erected during the reign of Thothmes III. The 
total destruction of these buildings may be> ac
counted for from the smallness of their size, the 
larger ones being merely defaced or partially de
molished, owing to the great labour and time re
quired for their entire dilapidation.

Below the square scarp of the rock to the west of 
this, are other traces of sandstone j and at the south, 
lie two broken statues of Amunoph III., which once 
faced towards the palace of Remeses II. They stood 
in the usual attitude of Egyptian statues,* one leg 
placed forward, and the arms fixed to the sicie. 
Their total height was about thirty-five feet. Thtey 
either belonged to an avenue leading to the temple 
at Kom el Hettaq, or to the edifice at a short dis
tance beyond them, which was erected by the same 
Amunoph, as we learn from the sculptures on its 
fallen walls. These consisted partly of limestone and 
partly of sandstone; and, to judge irom tlie execu
tion of the sculptures and the elegance o£ the statues 
once standing within its precincts, it was ^ buil<^ng 
of no mean pretensions. Two of its sitting colossi

% All statues had this form before the age of Daedalus, who 
flourished about 1230 B.C.
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represeifted Amunoph III.;* the others, Pthahmen, 
theyson and successor of Remeses II. These last 
Vere apparently" standing statues in p5irs, two 
formed^of one block, the hand of one resting on the 
shoulder of the other; but their mutilated condi
tion prevents our ascertaining their exact forin, or 
the other persons represented in these groups. But 
an idea may be given of their colossal size by the 
*breadth across the shoulders, which is five feet three 
inches; and though the sitting statues of Amunoph 
were much smaller, their total height will not have 
been less than ten feet.

I am surprised to find that M. Champollion,* in 
mentioning these ruins, calls them the “ calcareous 
remains of the Menephtheion, the great building 
erected by the son and successor of Rhamses the 
G r e a t a n d  still more to observe that in speaking 
of the inscriptions at Silsilis,'j' he mentions the son 
dild successor of Rhamses the Great under the 
name of Schahemkeme, who, as he supposes, “ lay
ing aside this name which he bore as prince, as
sumed on the monuments that of Thmei’othph.” 
“ A stela,” he adds, “ of the year 2, of the 5th day 

- tii Mesori, states that Silsilis furnished the stone for 
building *the palaGe of the king Thmeiothph, at 
Thebes,” v*here, he says, “ there is no trace of it.

Eighteenth Letter, Literary Gazette and Journal of Belles 
Lettres.

t  Twelfth Letter, lj)id.
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at least to his knowledge.” The successdi: of ite- 
meses II. did indeed repair this palace of Amu- 
noph III. with sandstone from Sil^ilis, but he waS 
not, as Monsieur Champollion evidently S^poses, 
its founder; and since he considered it the building 
erected by him, it is singular that the existence of 
this palace (his Menephtheion) did not strike him 
in penning his letter from Thebes; and that the 
remains of sandstone were not observed by him, as 
well as the “ calcareous” blocks used in its con
struction. But the name of Amunoph might then 
have hinted his claim to the title of founder; and 
the palace erected by Thmeiothph would still have 
been a desideratum.* If indeed the successor of, 
Remeses II. is mentioned at Silsilis as its founder, 
we are still ignorant of its situation; but may not 
the stones taken thence have been for the additions 
he made to the original building?

About seven hundred feet to the south of the'he 
ruins, is the Kom el Hettan, or the mound of sand
stone, which marks the site of another palace and 
templet of Amunoph III.; and, to judge from the 
little that remains, it must have held a conspicuous 
rank among the finest monuments of Thebes. AH

* I know not M. Champollion’s reasons for making Thmeiothph 
and Meneph^ha from one and the same name. As I have not yet 
found his name transposed, I read Pthahmen, and n»t Menfph- 
tha. I mention this that the reader may not be confused by these 
diverse appellations of the son of Remeses II.

t*The temples of Thebes contained apartments for the kings as 
well as the nriests. and mSv therefore be coSsidered palaces also. •
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that now*exists of the interiof are the bases of its co
lumns, some broken statues, and Syenite sphinxes* 
8f t ^  king, with several lion-headed figures of 
black «ranite.f In front of the door are two large 
tablets (stelee) of gritstone, with the usual circular 
summits, J in form of the Egyptian shield, on which 
are sculptured long inscriptions, and the figures of 
the kin^ and queen, to whom Amunre and Sokari 
present the emblems of life. Beyond these, a long 
dromos of eleven hundred feet extended to the two 
sitting colossi, which, seated majestically above the 
plain, seem to assert the grandeur of ancient Thebes. 
Other colossi, of nearly similar dimensions, once 
stood between these and the tablets before men
tioned ; and the fragments of two of them, fallen 
prostrate in the dromos, are now alone visible above 
the heightened level of the alluvial soil. The
easternmost of the two sitting colossi has been the
• •

* These were found, by Sig. Yanni, below the pavement, where 
they must have been concealed by the priests previous to the de
struction of the temple.

t  About two hundred feet from the north comer of these ruins 
are granite statues of the asp-headed goddess, and another deity, 
formed of one block, in very high relief.
•  i  Of this form were also the Rosetta stone, and all other similar 

stelee, whict refer tb historical events, and which generally com
mence with the date of a king. There are, however, some excep
tions. But I^elieve the Rosetta stone began in the hieroglyphics, 
thu^: “ In the ninth year of the young king,”  agreeing
with the eighth year mentioned in lines 29 and 24 of the Greek; 
which last should be translated “ in the eighth year”  of his reign; 
and not “ after eight years,”  as if  it had been the date oi^the 
siege.
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wonder of tlie ancients? and tlie subject of ^ome con
troversy among modem writers ; nor were the nu
merous inscriptions, which decida it to have^eei 
the Memnon of the Romans, sufficient to cmivince 
every one that this was the statue reportecf by an
cient, authors to utter a sound at thè rising of the 
sun. Strabo, who visited it withÆlius Gallus, the 
g*bvernor of Egypt, confesses that he heard a sound, 
but could “ not affirm * whether it proceeSed from 
the pedestal, or from the statue itself, or even from 
some of those who stood near its base and inde
pendent of his total disbelief that it was uttered by 
the stone itself, he does not hint that the name of 
Memnon had as yet been given it. Tiré supersti
tion of the Roman visitors, however, shortly after, 
ascribed it to the son of Tithonus, and a multitude 
of inscriptions testified his miraculous powers, and 
the credulity of the writers. Previous to Strab»’s 
time, the “ upper part of this statue, above 
throne, had been broken and hurled down,” as he 
was told, “ by the shock of an earthquake;” nor do 
the repairs afterwards made to it appear to date 
prior to the time of Juvenal, since the poetai tlius 
refers to its fractured condition :—

“ Dimidio magicæ resonant ubi Memifbne cboMæ.”
But from the account in the Apollonius Jhyaneus of 
Philostraius, we should conclude that Ae statue 
had been already repaired as early as the age of

Strabo, 'it. + Juv., sa t. XV. 
D
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JvAfenalj^who was also a cetemporary of the em
peror Domitian; since Damis, the companion of 
the philosopherasserts that the “ sound was ut
tered when the sun touched its lips” But the 
license of poetry and the fictions of Damis render 
both authorities of little weight in deciding this 
point. The foot was also broken, and repaired, but 
if at the same time as the upper part, the epodx 
t)f its reiteration must date after the time of Adrian 
or at the close of his reign; as the inscription on 
the left foot has been cut through to admit the 
cramp which united the restored part. Pliny, fol
lowing the opinion then in vogue, calls it the statue 
of Memnoft, and adds that it was erected before the 
Temple of Sarapis;—a strange mistake, since the 
temple of that deity was never admitted within the 
precincts of an Egyptian city,* and the worship of 
S^rapis was unknown in Egypt at the epoch of its 
fowndation. f

The nature of the stone, which was also supposed 
to offer some difficulty, is a coarse hard gritstone, J

* Mg,crobius, sat. i. c. 4.
t  Macrob. loc. cit. “  Tyrannide Ptolemseorum pressi hos 

qyoque deos (Saturnum et Sarapin) in cultum recipere . . . .  coacti 
sunt.” TIm worship of Sarapis having been introduced by the 
first Ptolemy from Sinope.

J I am surptised to find it stated, in the review of a memoir of 
that distinguished savant, M. Letromie, (Lit. Gazelfte, June 26, 
1835,) that*these statues were “ originally of a single block of 
breccia each . . . .  the inscribed one . . . .  having been restored 
. . . .  by thirteen blocks of gneis.” Nor can they be said tc^be 
“ unconnected with anj¡ of the various tr ip les”  of Thebes, unless
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“ spotted,” accordiug *to Tzetzes’ expression, wttli 
numerous chalcedonies, and here and there coloured 
with black and red oxide of iron.* The hei^it of 
either Colossus is forty-seven feet,f or fif^three 
above the plain, with the pedestal, which, now buried 
from.six feet ten inches to seven feet below the sur
face, completes, to its base, a total of sixty. The 
repairs of the vocal statue are of blocks of sand
stone, placed horizontally, in five layers, and form
ing the body, head, J  and upper part of the arms ; 
but the line of hieroglyphics at the back has not 
been completed, nor is there any inscription to an
nounce the era or name of its restorer.^ The ac
curacy of Pausanias, who states that “ tl?e Thebans 
deny this is the statue of Memnon, but of Phame- 
noph, their countryman,” instead of clearing the 
point in question, was supposed to offer an addi
tional difficulty : but the researches of Pococke aid 
Hamilton have long since satisfa,ctorily proved this 
to be the Memnon of the ancients; who, we learn 
by an inscription on the left foot, was supposed also 
to bear the name of Phamenoth. And the hiero-
the same remark applies to the pavilion in front of Medeenet 
Hahoo, and the usual pylons of Egyptian hujjdings. «

* “ Ferrei colons atque duritise.”  Plin. xxxvi. 1. 
t  The head is a single stone. •
X I makdUhe west statue, hy the sextant, forty-seven feet ̂ and 

the other, hy actual measurement, forty-seven feet nine.
§ Perhaps repaired hy the Thehan priests, who must have been 

considerable gainers by the credulity of those who visited their 
lion ; or through the lib^ality of Adrian after his Egyptian tour.

* • D 2
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gljfphicat labors of M. Chaitipollion at length de
cided the question, and Amunoph once more asserts 
liis cVims to the «tatúes he erected,

The^estruction of the upper part has been attri
buted to Cambyses, by the writers of some of the 
inscriptions and by some ancient authors, which 
seems more probable than the cause assigned by 
Strabo, since the temple to which it belonged, ancl 
the othdi colossi in the dromos, have evidently been 
levelled and mutilated by the hand of man.

The sound it uttered was said to resemble the 
breaking of a harp-string, or, according to the pre
ferable authority of a witness, a metallic ring,* and 
the memoi^  ̂of its daily performance, about the first 
or second hour after sunrise, is still retained in the 
traditional appellation of Salamat,f “ salutations,” 
by the modern inhabitants of Thebes. The priests, 
vi^o, no doubt, contrived the sound of the statue, 
w»re artful enough to allow the supposed deity to 
fail in his accustomed habit, and some were con
sequently disappointed on their first visit, and 
obliged to return another morning to satisfy their 
curiosity.lj; This fact is also recorded on its feet
\jith the precision of the credulous.• •

* One of the inscriptions says, “  Like brass when struck,”
J(^a\X0l0 T V K ^ T O Q .

t  The names of Shama and Tama are also applfed to them 
collectively*

J The Deity was polite enough tb salute the emperor Adrian
and his queen Sabina twice, 
ultima laus est.”

“ Princinibus nlacuisse viris »on
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In the lap of the statue is a stone, which, on being 

struck, emits a metallic sound,* that might stiUf 
made use of to deceive a visitor, who was predi^osed 
to believe its powers ; and from its position,^nd the 
squared space cut in the block behind, as if to 
adraft a person who might thus lie concealed from 
tiie most scrutinous observer in the plain below, it 
seems to have been used after the restoration of th^ 
statue ; and another similar recess exists beneath the 
present site of this stone, which might have been 
intended for the same purpose when the statue was 
in its mutilated state.

The form of these colossi resembles that men- 
tioned by Diodorus, in the tomb of Osymandyas, in 
which the figures of the daughter and mother of the 
king stood on either side of the legs of the larger

* Mr. Burton and I first remarked the metallic sound of this 
stone in 1824, and conjectured that it might have been used to de
ceive the Roman visitors ; but the nature of the sound, wfiich 
did not agree with the accounts given by ancient authors, seemed 
to present an insuperable objection. In a subsequent visit to 
Thebes, in 1830, on again examining the statue and its inscriptions,
I found that one Ballilla had compared it to the striking of brass ; 
and feeling convinced that this authority was more decisive than 
the vague accounts of those writers who had never heard it, I 
determined on posting some peasants below, and asc^ding myself 
to the lap of the statue, with a view of hearing from them fhe im
pression made by the sound. Having struck the sonorous block 
with a small hammer, I enquired what they heard, and their 
answer, “ Ente betidrob e’nahas,” “ You are striking»brass,’kcon- 
vinced me that the sound was the same that deceived the Romans, 
and led Strabo to observe that it appeared to him as the effect of 
a flight bloio.

t  More than one rmodfrn traveller has repaired to the statue be-^ 
fore sunrise in hojies of hearing the sound.
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central statue, the length of whose foot exceeded 
cubits, or ten and a-half feet. Such, indeed, 
size of .their feet; and on either side stand 

to the throne the wife and mother of 
Amujioph, in height about six yards. The traces of 
a smaller figure of his queen are also seen between 
the* feet, whose height did not exceed two and 
^a-half jiards. The proportions of the colossi are 
about* the same as of the granite statue of Re- 
meses I I . ; but they are inferior in the weight and 
hardness of their materials. The thrones are orna
mented with figures of the god Nilus, who, holding 
the stalks,of two plants peculiar to the river, is en
gaged ■ in binding up a pedestal, or table, sur
mounted by the name of the Egyptian monarch; a 
symbolic group, indicating his dominion over the 
upper and lower countries. A line of hieroglyphics 
extends perpendicularly down the back, from the 
shoulder to the pedestal, containing the name of the 
Pharaoh they represent.f

Three hundred feet behind these are the remains 
of another colossus of similar form and dimensions, 
which, fallen prostrate, is partly buried by the allu- 
Aal deposits of,the Nile.

* They mesShire about eighteen feet three across the shoulders; 
sixteen feet^ix from top of shoulder to elbow; ten fiet six from 
top of head to shoulder; seventeen feet nine from elbow to the 
fingers’ end ; nineteen feet eight from knee to plant of foot.

t  Amunoph, or Amunoth, III. Pausanias uses the former,'the 
inscriptions on the colOssus the latter, *.nd,the hieroglyphic cha
racter is still uncertain. Ph is «nerSly the article.
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Corresponding to tiiis are four sraallei** statues, 

formed of one block, and representing male and 
female figures, probably of Amunoph and his/ueen. 
They are seated on a throne, now concealed^eneath 
the soil, and two of them are quite defaced. Their 
totaFheight, without the head, which has been broken 
qff, is eight feet three inches, including the pedestal; 
and that they occupy their original site, ^he accu
mulation of the soil, their position on sandy grounci, 
and their general direction, satisfactorily prove.

Eighty-three yards behind these are the frag
ments of another colossus, which, like the last, has 
been thrown across the dromos it once adorned; 
and if the nature of its materials did not tend to 
enhance its beauty, their novelty, at least, called on 
the spectator to admire a statue of an enormous 
mass of crystallized carbonate of lime.

It may not be amiss to observe, with regard* to 
the original position of the two colossi, and the l ise 
of the alluvial soil at their base; First, that the 
dromosf descended by a gradual talus of about two

* Making every allowance for Egyptian symmetrophoBia, they 
are a strange pendant for a colossus of sixty feet. Their total 
height was about nine feet ten inches, including the pedestal of 
one foot three: they measure three feet six across the shoulders, 
three feet eight from knee to plant, one foot ten and a-half the 
foot, and ^ght inches broad. The stone is a harS white chert.

t  The dromos was a paved approach to Egyptian templns, ge
nerally formed by an avenue of sphinxes. Sometimes two statues 
or stelae commenced the avenue; but the dromos above-mentioned 
had not only the colossi in front, but others at intervals in its 
course towards the tem^e. tii
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inclies in* tKirty-three feet, following the precise 
slope the land then took from the present edge of 
tSe Imger^ to tliese colossi; Secondly, that their 
pedesta^ stand upon built substructions of sand
stone, lying three feet ten below the then surface 
of the soil, or, which was the same, the level of the 
paved dromos,' Thirdly, that the pedestal was burie(J 
three fee^ten belowthe dromos, owingto the irregular 
form of its lower side; Fourthly, that the pavement 
and the bases of the colossi rested not on alluvial 
but on a sandy soil, over which the mud of the in
undation has since been deposited; and that, con
sequently, the Nile, during its rise, did not, at that 
epoch, even Teach the level of the dromos ; Fifthly, 
that the alluvial deposit has since risen <to the 
height of six feet ten above f  the surface of the 
dromos’ pavement; that the highest water-mark is 
now seven feet eight above the same pavement; and 
that, consequently, the NileJ must overflow a very 
great portion of land throughout Egypt which was

* III Hager is that rocky or sandy plain ■ which is terminated 
on one sWe by the mountains, and on the other by the alluvial soil 
the N ile irrigates.

f This is taking the level of the surrounding plain; for at the 
statues themselves, a* shallow water-course makes a slight differ
ence, which, however, is not to he estimated in order to obtain 
the actual surfaSb of the alluvial deposit.

i  B1 Bah^ “ the ocean,” is the word in use to signify the 
N ile; though Wadee e’ Neel is the name of the valley of that 
river. E’ Neel more particularly refers to the inundation, as 
Jyam e’ Neel, “ the time of the Nile.” Neel signifies any lar^e 
ifiver, and is often use8 for this word, a# N^el ahawee, &c.; it
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formerly above the reach of its inundation>t;ontrary 
to the theories of several authors,* who, calculating 
only the elevation of the land, without o b s^ in g  
that the bed of the river continues to rise in^sim i
lar ratio, foretell the future desert which this hitherto 
fertile valley is to present to its starving inhabitants.

, Continuing to the westward, along the edge of 
the huger, you arrive at the extensive movyids and 
walls of Christian hovels, which encumber and 
nearly conceal the ruins of Medeenet Haboo, hav
ing passed several remains of other ancient build
ings which once covered the intermediate space. 
Among these, the most remarkable are at the north- 
north-east corner of the mounds, where, besides in
numerable fragments of sandstone, are the vestiges 
of two large colossi.

The ruins at Medeenet Haboo"f are undoubtedly 
of one of the four temples J  mentioned by Diodorus ; 
the other three being those of Karnak, Luqsor, ahd 
the Memnonium, or first Remeseum. Strabo, whose 
own observation, added to the testimony of several
also means “ blue,” and may hence have been originally applied 
to blue or deep streams. Neeleh is the Arabic name for indigo. 
The Egyptian god Nilus was painted of a blue colour. The anciejjt 
name of ocean is then still retained, arid the«pithet%etos, “ the 
eagle,” is preserved in the modern name Tyfir, “ the flyer,’*'which 
is applied to the current of this river. But may n#t Bahr be re
lated fb theS^iaro, “ river,” (pronounced Biaro) of the Copts?

* M. Savary, M. Dolomieu, and others. “ Rusti?us expectat 
dum defluat amnis.”

>  “ The city of Hhboo,” a traditional king, who is said to have 
erected it.

1 Lib. i. s. 46.
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ruins stfti traced on the west bank, is faf more au-'
thentic, 
tern

affirms that Thebes “ had a
e d \

great many
the greater part of which Cambyses de- 

fa c e d \ Nor do these authors agree as to the 
extent of this city, which, according to the geogra
pher, was eighty stadia* in length, while Diodorus 
allows the circuit to have been only a hundred apd 
forty t f  a disparity which may be partially recon
ciled by admitting that it was greatly enlarged after 
the time of Menes, to whose reign the historian ■ 
here alludes.J The epithet Hecatompylos, applied 
to it by Homer, has generally been supposed to re
fer to the hundred gates of its wall of circuit, but 
this difficulty is happily solved by an observation 
of Diodorus, that many suppose them “ to have 
been the Propylaea of the temples,” § and that this 
metaphorical expression rather implies a plurality 
tSan a definite number. Were it not so, the reader 
might be surprised to learn that this hundred-gated 
city was never enclosed by a wall— a fact fully 
proved by the non-existence of the least vestige of 
i t ; for, even allowing it to have been of crude brick, 
it would, from its great thickness, have survived 
the ravages of time equally with those of similar 
materials of the early epoch of the third Thothmes. 
Of supposing it to have been destroyed by the

*«About^ine miles and one-sixth English, 
t  About sixteen miles, i f  Roman stades. Judging from the 

present remains, the greatest length of Thebes was five miles and 
a quarter, and the breadth three. Vide mv Survev. 

i  Lib. i. s. 45. ,
§ These were the real bulwai«ks sftid fortresses of Thebes.
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waters of the inundation, and buried by the*alluvial 
deposit in those parts which stood on the cultivated 
land, the rocky and uninundated acclivity (y the 
huger would at least have retained some tmces of 
its former existence, even were it razed to the 
ground.

♦ It is not alone from the authority of ancient 
writers that the splendor and power of l îis city, 
which could furnish twenty thousand armed chariots 
from its vicinity,* are to be estimated ; but the extent 
of the Egyptian conquests adding continually to 
the riches f  of the metropolis, the magnificence 
of the edifices which adorned it, the luxe of the 
individuals J  who inhabited it, the spoil taken 
thence by the Persians, and the gold and silver § 
collected after the burning || of the city, amply tes
tify the immense wealth of Egyptian Thebes.

* Diodorus seems to say, that this force was not all raised 
in the vicinity of Thebes. I. s.45. But he commits a great error in 
the number when he computes the chariots at 20,000, and reckons 
only 100 stables and 200 horses in each; which, allowing two to 
each car, will only supply half the number ; and these stables he 
places between Thebes and Memphis. ,

t  “ Legebantur indicta gentibus tributa, baud minus magnifica 
quam nunc vi Parthorum, aut potentia Romana jubentur.”—  
Tacit. An. ii. 60. Vis rvas likewise mor^ appli«(ible to the 
Egyptians than potentia.

i  Homer, the sculptures of the tombs, and the ijmains of their 
furniture, Mly confirm this.

§ Diodorus reckons upwards of 300 talents of %old, aftout 
26,020 pounds troy weight ; and 2300 of silver, or 199,518 
pounds; the former worth 1,248,960^. sterling, the latter 598,554i. 
Diod. i. 46. 0 •I The houses at Karnak have been burnt, and bronzes, bearing"
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The ffrst step towards the decline and fall of this 
city was, as we learn from Diodorus, the preference 
giveV to Memphis; and the removal of the seat of 
govempent thither, and subsequently to Sais and 
Alexandria, proved as disastrous to the welfare as 
the Persian invasion to the splendor of the capital 
of Upper Egypt. Commercial wealth, on the ac- 
cession^of the Ptolemies, began to flow through 
other channels; Coptos and Apollinopolis* succeeded 
to the lucrative trade of Arabia,| and Ethiopia no 
longer contributed to the revenues of Thebes. And 
its subsequent destruction, after a three years’siege, 
by Ptolemy Lathyrus, struck a death-blow to the 
welfare and existence -of this capital, which was 
thenceforth scarcely deemed an Egyptian city. 
Some few repairs were, however, made to its dila
pidated temples, by Euergetes II. and some of the 
later Ptolemies, but it remained depopulated, and 
af the time of Strabo’s visit was already divided 
into small and detached villages.

The principal part of the city, properly so called,;̂ :
evident marks of the action of fire, are frequently met with be
neath the ruins of their fallen walls.

 ̂ * Qoos, Apollinopolis parva, was, in Aboolfidda’s time, the next 
city, in sia€ and »onsequence, to Fostat, or old Misr (strangely 
misnamed old Cairo).

f  It is highjy probable that the Egyptians traded, at a very re
mote period, with the coast of Arabia, from whence a^considerable 
quantity of^pices and aromatics, constantly in use in Egypt, were 
imported; but tlris trade was greatly extended by the Ptolemies 
and Cffisars. »

J “  Part of it is o% the Arabian sid^ in which is the city, and 
part on the opposite bank.” — Sjtrahp, xvii. *
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lay on the east bank, that: on the opposite sid«, whi(?h 
contained the quarter of the Memnonia and the 
whole of its extensive Necropolis, bbre the name o^ 
the Libyan suburb.* It is not certain whethei^r no 
cultivated spots of land were in early times admit
ted amidst the houses ; but it appears from the 
sculptures of the tombs that the principal inhabi
tants had extensive gardens attached to their man
sions, independent of their villas and farmsVithout* 
the city; and, in the reign of the Ptolemies, several 
parcels of landf were sold and let within the in
terior of the Libyan suburb.

During the empire, the village of Medéenet Hàboo 
wasstill inhabited,and the early Christiansl;onverted 
one of the deserted courts of the great temple into a 
more orthodox place of worship by constructing an al
tar at the east end, and concealing with a coat of mud 
the idolatrous sculptures of their Pagan ancestor*. 
The small apartments at the back part of this build
ing were appropriated by the priests |  of the new 
religion, and houses of crude brick were erected on 
the ruins of the ancient village and within the pre
cincts of the temple. The size of the churcli, and 
extent of the village, prove that its Christian popi:^ 
lation was considerable, and requh-e th ^  Thebes 
must have held a rank among the prinoigal dioceses

* Papyri of Paris of S. D ’Anastasi and Mr. Grey, 
t  Ibid.
I *l have been led to this conclusion by finding in them the 

large gilt crosses -whicl» oAiamented the drelses of the priests.
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of the ¿Coptic church.* But the invasion of the 
Arabs put a period to its existence, and its timid in- 
%nat^, on their* approach, fledf to the neighbour- 
hoodVf Esneh. From that time it has ceased to 
hold a place among the villages of Thebes.

Beginning at the south extremity of these coins, 
the first object is an open court, about eighty feet 
by one hundred and twenty-five, whose front gate 

•bears, o^ either jamb, the figure and name of Auto
crater, Caesar, Titus, iElius, Adrianus, Antoninus 
Eusebes. Besides this coui’t, he added a row 
of eight columns, united four by four by inter- 
columnar screens, which form the north side, and 
his name *again appears on the inner faces of the 
doorway, the remaining part being unsculptured. 
On the north of the transverse area, behind this 
colonnade, are two pyramidal towers, apparently of 
Roman date, and a Pylon uniting them, which 
laist bears the names and sculptures of Ptolemy 
Lathyrus on the south, and of Dionysus J  on the 
north face. To this succeeds a small hypaethral 
court and pyramidal towers of the vanquisher of 
Sennacherib, which, previous to the Ptolemaic ad-
•  * I have met with the name of a bishop of Maximianopolis, in 

an inscripti^ in th i eastern desert; but this was a Greek see, which 
Pococke supposes to have been the modem Medamot, near Thebes, 

t  The graiAe doorway has been entered by violence, but it is 
difi^ult to ascertain at what time, whether during th? siege of the 
Persians or*Ptolemies, or at the period of the Arab invasion. The 
granite jambs have b6en cut through at that part where the bar 
was placed across the door.

+ Neus Dionysus 0» Auletes.
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ditions, completed the* extent of the elegant and 
well-proportioned vestibules of the original temple. 
This court was formed by a row of four columns orf 
either sides, the upper part of which rose coyfider- 
ably above the screens that united them to each 
other*and to the towers at its north extremity. 
Here Nectanebo * has effaced the name of Tirhaka 
an*d introduced his own; and the hieroglyphics of 
Ptolemy Lathyrus have usurped a place among the 
sculptures of the Ethiopian monarch.^ Passing 
these towers you enter another court sixty feet long, 
on either side of which stood a row of nine columns, 
with a lateral entrance to the right and left. The 
jambs of one of these gateways still remafti. They 
are of red granite, and bear the name of Petamu- 
nap, who, if he be the same whose extensive tomb 
lies in the Assaseef, lived under the twenty-sixth 
dynasty, and was a person of great consequence anfl 
unusual affluence, of the priestly order, and presi
dent of the scribes. He was deceased at the time

* Of Sebennytus, first king of the thirtieth dynasty. Pliny 
calls him “ N ectabis . . . .  ante Alexandrum annis quingentis.” 
Book xxxvi. c. 13.

t  Tirhaka was an Ethiopian; but there is every reason to be
lieve he ruled at Thebes, while the lower couq,try was%left to the 
feeble sway of the priest-king Sethos.

Í Petamunaph, or Petamuntápé, for his name waj compounded 
of Petamun,%and Tápe, Ap¿, or Thebes. Ap and Aph are syno
nymous. P in Thebaic frequently becomes ph in Memphftic. 
Pet, as I had occasion to observe in my “ Materia Hieroglyphica,” 
does not signify “ belonging to,” but “ giver,” as petthap, “ the 
giver of justice.” Petamun is Diodotus. ^His wife appears to 
have been one of the PallaceS of Amun.
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oF its erection. The corresf>onding door is, like the 
rest of the edifice, of sandstone, from the quarries of 

^ ils  Uis. This éourt may be called the inner vesti-
buleVand to it succeeds the original edifice, 
composed of an isolated sanctuary, surrounded on 
three sides by a corridor of pillars, and on the 
fourth by six smaller chambers.

The original founder of this part of the building 
*was the monarch* who raised the great obelisk of 

Karnak; Thothmes II. continued or altered the 
sculptures ; and Thothmes III. completed the archi
tectural details of the sanctuary and peristyle. To 
these were afterwards added the hieroglyphics of Re
meses III! on the outside of the building, to connect, 
by similarity of external appearance, the palace- 
temple of his predecessors with that he erected in 
its vicinity. Some restorations were afterwards 
fliade by Ptolemy Physcon, and in addition to 
.the sculptures of the two front doorways, he re
paired the columns f  which support the roof of the

* To prevent confusion, I do not yet venture to affix a name to . 
this monarch; the regent Amenenthe, of M. Champollion, but 
who, being a predecessor of the second Thothmes, can scarcely be 
a contemporary of Thothmes III. The former has erased this 
ñame and pibstituted his own, as well at the Dayr el Bahree, as 
at Med. Háboo, which M. Champollion would no doubt have ob
served had he^noticed the square-title, where the traces of that of 
the former monarch are visible; for I suppose he hajj by this time 
abtRidonedi the notion of these squares belonging to the gods 
instead of the kings. I had also placed this name erroneously in 
the list of Pharaohs of my “  Materia Hieroglyphica.”

t  They bear the l^eroglyphics and name of Thothmes III., but 
several blocks, with which the^ have been'repaired, have those of
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peristyle. Hakoris, sacond king of the tw^ty-nieth 
dynasty, had previously erected the wings on either 
side, and with the above-mentioped monarchs l̂ e 
completes the number of eleven,* who hav^added 
repairs or sculptures to this building. About 
ninftty-five feet from the east side of the inner court 
is a basin, cased with hewn stone, whose original 
flimensions may have been about fifty feet square ; 
beyond which, to the south, are the remains af 
a large crude brick wall, with another of stone, 
crowned by Egyptian battlements,f and bearing the 
name of Reineses V., by whom it was probably 
erected. This wall turns to the north along the 
east face of the mounds, and either enclosed the 
whole of this village or the part containing the 
temples, and was, in that case, united to the east 
side of the front tower of the great temple. Close 
to the tank is a broken statue, bearing the oval% of 
Remeses II., andofTaia, the wife of Amunoph JII., 
his ancestor; and several stones, inscribed with
Psamaticus II., and some of the princesses of the twenty-sixth dy
nasty, reversed, and once concealed by a coat of stucco. •* There is also a line of hieroglyphics at the door of the sanc
tuary, containing the name of the successor of Amunoph III., be
ginning,—“ This additional work,” i. e., sculp%ire. It will 
scarcely read “ repairs,” where none had been made, particularly 
as this is in the midst of the sculptures of ThothmesIII.

t  In Ae form of Egyptian shields, from which, no doubt, the 
shape of the battlements is borrowed. The hali*shield,*which 
frequently terminates the two ends of an Egyptian battled wall, 
njey have given the idea of the ornament placed at each corner of 
ancient sarcophagi, as ^ at of Scipio and^jthers.

E
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thi^name^of this Remeses, l>ave been used in the 
construction of the gateway of Lathyrus and the 
adjoining towers*

I n ^ t  proceed to notice the great temple and 
palace of Remeses III.* The south part consists 
of a building once isolated, but since united by 
a wall with the towers of the last-mentioned tem- 
ple^f before which two lodges form the sides of itl̂  
s^jacious *entrance. In front of this stood a raised 
platform, strengthened by masonry, bearing the 
name of the founder of the edifice, and similar 
fo those met with before the dromos of several 
Egyptian monuments. Aftér passing the lodges 
you arrive,at a lofty building, resembling a pyra
midal tower on either hand, between which runs an 
oblong court, terminated by a gateway, which 
passes beneath the chambers of the inner or north 
si^p. The whole of this edifice constituted the pa
vilion of the king; and in addition to several cham
bers, which still remain, several others stood at the 
wings, and in the upper part, which have been de
stroyed. The sculptures on the walls of these

* M. Champollion reads Rhamses Meiamouh; but the title 
Mdlamoun is^n the first, the name Rhamses in the second oval. 
This hysteron proteron is forced, in order to make it agree with 
Manetho’s name; but Remeses II. has quite as fair a claim to 
that given by MAnetho, and even better, since the title^nd name 
are contained^n one and the same oval. Amunmei and Maiamun 
are frequently found convertible or synonymous.

t  In order not to repeat temple and palace, I use the former 
only.
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private apartments are? the more interesting, as tlfey 
are singular instances of the decorations that adorned 
the interior of an Egyptian palac^. Here the kin^ 
is attended by his hareem, some of whom j^resent 
him with flowers, or wave before him fans and 
flaballa; a favourite is caressed or invited to divert 
his leisure hours with a game similar to chess 
but they are all obliged to stand in his presence, 
and the king alone is seated on an elegant fauteuif, 
amidst his female attendants,—a custom still preva
lent throughout the East. On the front walls the 
conqueror smites his suppliant captives in the pre
sence of Araunre, who, on the north-east side, 
appears under the form of Re, the physical Sun, 
with the head of a hawk. An ornamental border, 
representing “ the chiefs” of the vanquished nations, 
extends along the base of the whole front; and on 
either side of the oblong court or passage of Rie 
centre, Remeses offers similar prisoners to khe 
deity of the temple, who says,—“ Go, my cherishedf 
and chosen, make war| on foreign nations, besiege

* The same game is represented in the grottos of Beni Hassan, 
of a much more early period than the era of the third Remeses. 
It is not however the same as chess, since the m®n are all of 
similar size and form. M. Champollion supposes his partner to be 
the queen, but she is evidently only one of the members of 
his hareem%and no mention is here made of his consort. Indeed 
her oval is always blank, wherever it occurs, th»ughou# the 
temple.

From temmo, nutrire.
J From shoge, “ to cojitend.*'

E  2
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thlir forés,, and carry off their people to live as 
captives.”*
• Here ornamental balustrades, supported each by 
four :fi|gures of African and Northern barbarians,f 
remind iis of Gothic taste ; and the summit of the 
whole pavilion was crowned with a row of shields, 
the battlements of Egyptian architecture. Hence 
a dromos of two hundred and sixty-five feet led to 
the .main edifice to the north-west, whose front is 
formed of two lofty pyramidal towers, or propyla, 
with a pylon or doorway between them, the entrance 
to the first area or propylœmn. J The sculptures 
over this door refer to the panegyries of the king, 
whose name, as at the palace of Remeses II., ap
pears in the centre. Those, on the west tower repre
sent the monarch about to slay two prisoners in the

#  The word before the figure of the captive seems to be derived 
from sek, “ to lead away.”

t  If the Greeks called all foreigners “ barbarians,” the Egj'p- 
tians were not less liberal in the mode of stigmatizing their 
enemies, who were in addition looked upon as impure. A similar 
idea pervaded other nations, and, above all, the Jews; nor are 
the natives of uncivilized countries, even in the present sera, con
sidered undeserving the degrading name of savage, which has been 
kjfidly appropriated to them. The Jewish expression, Gentiles, 
appears to *uit exactly the Egyptian hieroglyphic, signifying 
foreigners, countries, or nations.

Í The name# of the different parts of Egyptian tenmles depend 
on their plans. The hypaethral courts may be called areas, ves
tibules, or propylsea; and in these temples of Thebes, there is 
in reality no part which needs the name of portico, the roofed 
chamber of the grand colonnade being rather the grand hal^ it 
may, however, be callesl pronaos or nortico.
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presence of PthaTi Sokari, others being bound below 
and behind the figure of the go^. In the lowe^ 
part is a tablet, commencing with the twelfth year 
of Remeses ; and on the east tower, the sarne con
queror smites similar captives before Amunre. Be
neath are other names of the conquered cities or 
districts of this northern enemy ; and at the upper 
part of the propylon, a figure of colossal pioportion 
grasps a group of suppliant captives his uplifted 
arm is about to sacrifice. Amunre, under the form 
of Re, holds forth the sword of vengeance, and ad
dresses the king in a long speech, contained in 
nineteen lines, announcing that the Gentiles, or 
foreigners of Libya, are beaten down beneath his* 
mighty feet ; that the god has come to give him 
the chiefs of the Gentiles of the South, to carry away
them and their children,............the goods of their
country, . . . .  and smite them with his sword, . . . .  
that he gives the North countries,..........and to re
duce the land o f . . .  . under his powerful sandals ;
..........that the god gives him the nations........... to
bring to the land of Egypt . . . the gold and,silver 
to serve for the decoration of the temple (he 
erected) . . . .  that he gives him dominioj î over tlfte
E ast......... and the land of Fount,........... that he
gives hiiçi dominion over the West . . *. and other 
countries, whose names I have not beeji abl% to 
ascertain. Such, however, is the form of this in-

*^The word “ his,”  in the original, is of^course “  thy,”  as the 
god addresses the hinj .̂
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scriptionf of which I have given merely a general 
i^utline; nor cou^d more be obtained without long 
study and a careful comparison with several other 
of the sculptures of thi.s building. Passing through 
the pylon, you enter a large hypaethral court, about 
110 feet by 135, having on one side a row of seven 
Osiride pillars, and on the other eight circular 
columnsf with bell-formed capitals, generally, 
though erroneously, supposed to represent the full
blown lotus. Columns of this form are usually 
met with in the great halls of these temples, and 
are undoubtedly the most elegant of the Egyptian 
orders. The plant from which their capital is bor
rowed is frequently seen in the sculptures of the 
tombs at Thebes, where every traveller must have 
observed the great distinction maintained between 
this and the blossom of the lotus, whose character 
not only differs from that in question, but is very 
faithfully portrayed, both as to colour and general 
outline. For some time I imagined the form of this 
capital to have been derived from the leaf of the 
Faba^Egyptiaca,* but from finding this plant repre
sented growing at a distance from the water with 
the gard^-trees, I have been obliged to renounce 
this opinion, and am still undecided as to its name 
and nature? The singular effect of thi^ strange 
syrmnetroiphobia cannot now be well understood, 
owing to the mounds and crude brick walls, which

* The Nymphsea I^lumbo of Linnaeus, a nlant now unknown 
on this side of the Indian Ocean
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encumber and nearly conceal these two l^iiiMors; 
but it can never be considered a pjoof of good taste, 
or be suffered to pass uncensured, were it even the 
whim of a Thothmes or an Adrian. On the^north 
face of the front towers is a long tablet of hiero
glyphics, beginning with the eleventh year ,of 
^lemeses III., the founder of this temple, on one 
side; and on the other, besides similar lijiblets, is 
the discomfiture of an Asiatic enemy, whose infantry, 
armed with long straight swords, fly before the vic
torious monarch. The name of the Mashaoasha 
occurs in the hieroglyphics, though they are of the 
Rebo nation, whom I shall have occasion to men
tion hereafter.

In the course of my remarks, I cannot but have 
reason to introduce the name of M. Champollion ; 
and in proportion to the satisfaction I feel whenever 
I can agree with or adopt the opinions of that inge
nious savant, I feel regret whenever I am obliged to 
differ from him in the interpretation of the hierogly
phics contained in his Letters* from Thebes.

Many are still prepossessed against the alphabetic 
or phonetic system, and obstinately refuse either ¿o 
admit its utility or examine its pretensions. I there
fore think it right to state that, with the^assistance of 
Coptic, tlie early discoveries of Dr. Youn^, an(  ̂the 
subsequent extensive improvements of M. Cham-

^ I am sorry I have only his eleventh, twelfth, fifteenth, seven
teenth, and eighteenth letters, and those not all complete.
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poilion, i  have arrived at the same general re
sults, with som^ few immaterial exceptions, as 
t^e savant I have just mentioned, without having 
had ihe least communication with him, either in 
Europe or during his stay in Egypt; and the'sa?)ie 
conclusions have sometimes been formed previously, 
sometimes subsequently, to his. Thus then, genf- 
rally spefiking, the observations of two persons on 
the same subject have given similar results; and 
though I am far from pretending to compare my 
own to the unparalleled success of M. C., I cannot 
but mention a fact which goes so far to demonstrate 
the truth of a system which some are still deter
mined to call in question. I gratefully allow that I 
have been enabled to correct several of my own pre
vious notions by a comparison with those of M. C., 
and have great pleasure whenever I find his con
clusions just, as I am displeased whenever the con
trary is the case.* This will sometimes occur in 
the brief notice I shall make of the sculptures at 
Thebes; nor can I omit the mention of a want of 
candour on his part, in attributing to the ignorance 
of ancient and modern writers f  that error of which

“ et idem
Indignor, quandoque bonus dormitat Homems.” 

t  In his eiglSeenth letter, June 30, 1830. But wlf^ are those 
ancie*t and*naodern writers? and in what manner have they 
spoken of the second and third Remeses ? The only successions 
of Pharaohs, besides that of M. C., compiled in modern times, 
that I know' of, are that of Major Felix and my own, in botft of 
which the founder of A e Memnonium i#  pfeced as fourth prede-
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he himself y/as the author, in statingthat Rerfleses if., 
the founder of the supposed IVl^mnonium, was 
posterior to the Remeses of Medeenet Haboo.

Errors in a study like this must inevitably occur, 
but it would rather redound to the credit, than de- 
rogaffe from the merit of their authors, candidly to 
aljow while they stated their authority for correct
ing them. But I do not mention this tĉ  detract 
from the credit of one whose ingenuity I would* 
willingly be the foremost to acknowledge, and which 
I appreciate so highly.

With regard to the translation of hieroglyphics, 
M. Champollion must allow no one is yet suffi
ciently advanced in the language of ancfent Egypt 
to enable him literally to translate an inscription 
of any length, or moderately complicated ; though 
a general meaning may frequently be obtained. 
Time will no doubt do more, and we may ho^e 
to see this language interpreted with the saiiie 
facility as many with which we have been long 
acquainted. But the steps must be slow and 
cautious; and the only mode of convincing those 
who still adhere to a contrary opinion, is to trust 
little to conjecture, or at least to state an uncertainly 
whenever it exists; to admit and correct errors 
when dii;overed; and to settle a fixed rgther than a
cesxor of Remeses III.;  and Mons. C. had already ?een that of 
Major F. before his departure from Cairo to Upper Egypt, in 1828. 

*#Precis, pi. 6, &c.
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tempor¿^y interpretation to*the groups, which will 
answer to their meanine’ whenever they occur.

To return to Medeenet Haboo. On the west 
pyramidal tower, at the inner end of the first court, 
Remeses III. leads the prisoners he has taken of 
the Tochari* to Amunre, who presents the falchion 
of vengeance, f  which the king| holds forth his 

•band to receive, saying, “ Go, my cherished and 
chosen; make war on (or vanquish for yourself) 
. . . .  whom you smite with your sword and trample 
upon;”§ and in the third line, he bids him “ slay the 
chiefs of the foreigners, both men and women.” On 
the corresponding propylon is a large tablet, begin
ning with the “ eighth year of his beloved Majesty” 
Remeses III., relating to his conquests in the North.

* Their handcuffs are similar to those used in Egypt at the 
present day. These last are two wooden segments of a circle, 
wl»ose two ends are nailed together at the top and bottom, after 
the hands are introduced between them. This fetter is the cha
racter r, frequently called a mouth, being supposed to agree with 
ro, “ the mouth,” in Coptic.

t  It is in fact the Egyptian sword; but it here seems to imply 
vengeatice.

I This is not the case on the front of the pavilion, where the 
lang has already a weapon in his hand. The hieroglyphics there 
read, “ I proffer unto you strength ? Son of a god, beloved of a god, 
strike you the heads of the Gentiles,” &c. The groui at the be
ginning will also read, “ take to yourself;” “ take,” * r  “ bring,” 
iron» eshop^ or shop, “ suscipere;” but what follows cannot be 
“ this weapon,” as M. Champollion supposes.

§ From taho, “ insistere,” followed by the demonstrative sfgn.
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The doorway, or pylon, between tkese towers, is of 
red granite, the hieroglyphics on ^hose jambs are 
cut to the depth of two or three inches. Those on 
the outer face contain offerings to different deities, 
among which we find a representation of the gate
way *itself ; and at the base of the imposts are four 
lilies, stating that “ Remeses made this work for his 
father Amunre, (and) erected for him (tJiis) fine 
gateway of good blocks of granite* stone, the door 
itself of wood,'!' strengthened J  with plates of pre
cious metals; gracious is bis name (Remeses III.)” 
&c.§ The summit of this pylon is crowned by a 
row of sitting cynocephali (or apesj|), the emblems 
of Thoth. The next area is far more spfendid, and 
may be looked upon as one of the finest which adorn 
the various temples of Egypt. Its dimensions are 
about 123 feet by 133, and its height, from the 
pavement to the cornice, 39 feet 4. It is sur
rounded by an interior peristyle, whose east and 
west sides are supported by five massive columns.

* I had before supposed this to read “ as was right,”  but since 
find there is good reason to adopt the above reading, in conformity 
with the opinion of M. Champollion.

t  Here the word she, “ wood,” is followed by the figure a 
tree and a branch.

X Fromlmoni, “ to strengthen.”
§ The end of it appears to signify “ Amun praises its sculp^re.”
II It must be confessed that the peculiar animals of some of the 

ancient deities do not appear, according to our ideas, to do much 
hon‘f)ur to the exalted personages of whom they were the repre
sentatives.
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the soufh by a Aow of eight Osiride* pillars, and 
the north by a ^milar number, behind which is an 
eleg'ant corridor of circular columns, whose effect is 
unequalled by any other in Thebes. Nor do the 
colours, many of which are still preserved, tend in 
a little to add to the beauty of its columns, of whose 
massive style some idea may be formed from thejr 
circumfqirence of nearly twenty-three feet to a height 
of twenty-four, or about three diameters. In con
templating the grandeur of this court, one cannot 
but be struck with the paltry appearance of the 
Christian colonnade that encumbers the centre; or 
fail to regret the demolition of the interior of this 
temple, wSose architraves were levelled to form the 
columns that now spoil the architectural effect of 
the area; and the total destruction of the Osiride 

‘figures, which once adorned its pillars. But if the 
rigid piety or the domestic convenience of the early 
CRristians have destroyed or hidden much of the 
ornamental details of this grand building, we are 
amply repaid by the interesting sculptures uninten
tionally preserved by the clay or stucco with which 
they concealed from their view what they had not 
tkne or patience to deface.

The arohitraves present the dedication of the
* ^acn cjj mese square piiiars nas attacnea to it a coiossai 

figure of the king, under the form and bearing the emblems of 
Osiris, whence I have borrowed the above name, in preference to 
that of Caryatides, which too owed their invention, in spite of the 
authority of Vitruvius,^o these Egyi)tian»fiaiires.
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“ palace of Remeses dl Thebes,’ iviiich Í9 said *to|vr
have been built of good hard blocis of sand-stone, 
and the adytum to have been beautified with pre^ 
cious stones and silver. Mention is also made of a 
door-way of hard stone, ornamented in a manner 
similar to the one before noticed.

On the east, or rather north-east wall, Remeses 
is borne in his shrine, or canopy, seated on^a throne 
ornamented, by the figures of a lion, and a sphins? 
which is preceded by a hawk.* Behind him stand 
two figures of Truth and Justice, with outspread 
wings. Twelve Egyptian princes, sons of the king,j: 
bear the shrine; officers § wave flabella around the 
monarch; and others, of the sacerdotal order, at
tend on either side, carrying his arms and insignia. 
Four others follow; then six of the sons of the 
king, behind whom are two scribes and eight at
tendants of the military class, bearing stools afld 
the steps of the throne. In another line are mem
bers of the sacerdotal order, four other of the 
king’s sons, fan-bearers, and military scribes, 
a guard of soldiers bringing up the rear of the 
procession. Before the shrine, in one line, march 
six officers, bearing sceptres and other insignia; yi

* The e|iblem of the king as Phrah (Pharaoh.)
t  This lefers to the double character of this goddess, my au

thority for whose name I have given in my Materia Hierog., p 45.
Í They are always distinguished by a badge apj^ended *from 

their head-dress, inclosing probably the lock of hair usually de- 
noti*g son or child.

§ Probably the Ptero^hori.
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another,«a scribejreads alou(> the contents of a scroll 
he holds unfoldai in his hand, preceded by two of 
ftie king’s sons and two distinguished persons of the 
military and priestly orders. The rear of both 
thes^ lines is closed by a pontiff,* who, turning 
round towards the shrine, burns incense befoue the 
monarch ; and a band of music, composed of the 
trumpet^drum, double pipe, and other instruments,! 
•with choristers, forms the van of the procéssion. 
The king, alighted from his throne, officiates as 
priest before the statue of Amun Khem, or Amunre 
Generator; and, still wearing his helmet, he pre
sents libations and incense before the altar, which 
is loaded with flowers and other suitable offerings. 
The statue of the god, attended by officers bearing 
fiabella, Î is carried on a palanquin, covered with 
rich drapery, by twenty-two priests ; behind it fol- 
l(?w others, bringing the table and the altar of the 
deity. Before the statue is the sacred bull, fol
lowed by the king on foot, wearing the cap of the

* Not the “ eldest son of the king,” as M. Champollion sup
poses. ^

+ I am at a loss for a name to give an idea of them. They 
are two short cylindrical clubs, probably of metal, (surmounted 
by the head of a man or other ornamental device,) which the per
former strikes together. The Egyptians used them fsequently in 
their dances. ^The choristers, if I may so call themlrespond to 
the time by the clapping of their hands ; they almost always 
atteifd in tMfeir musical fêtes.

Î The larger of these are in fact umbrellas, the smaller ones 
fans or fly-flaps. Flabella of a similar kind are carried before 
the Pope at the present day.
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“ lower country.” ApSrt from th4 procession itself 
stands the queen, as a spectator ® the ceremony ; 
and before her, a scribe reads a scroll he has un
folded. A priest turns round to offer incense to the 
white bull, and another, clapping his hands, bnngs 
u ^ k e  rear of a long procession of hieraphori, car
rying standards, images, and other sacred emblems; 
and the foremost bear the statues of the k^g’s an
cestors.* This part of the picture refers to the* 
coronation of the king, who, in the hieroglyphics, 
is said to have “ put on the crown of the upper and 
lower countries which the birds, flying to the 
four sides of the world, are to announce to the gods 
of the south, north, east, and west.f Sudh appears 
to be the meaning of this ceremony, rather than the 
“ triumph'" of the king, and the presence of Re- 
meses, wearing for the first time the above-men
tioned crown, and the great analogy between thi*s 
and part of the text of the Rosetta stone fully jus
tifies this opinion. In the next compartment, the 
president of the assembly reads a long invocation,
the contents of which are contained in the hiero-•glyphic inscription above ; and the six ears of corn.

* M. Champollion observes that no doubt can exist as to the 
relative situjtion of Remeses II. and III., confounded by Greek 
historians, l«ing here distinguished “ too clearly t# allow of the 
sa?ne confusion taking place henceforth;” that is, ^ter Jijpe, 
1830 ; though this had been made known more than two years 
previously.

t  I* am indebted for the construction of this part of it to 
M. Champollion’s letter^
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wliich tile king, fcnce more bearing his helmet, has 
cut with a goldai sickle, are held out by a priest 
towards the deuy. The white bull and images of 
the king’s ancestors are deposited in his temple, in 
the presence of Amun Khem, the queen still wit
nessing the ceremony, which is concluded by^an 
offering of incense and libation made by Remeses 
to the ^atue of the god.

In the lower compartments, on this side of the 
temple, is a procession of the arks of Amunre, Maut, 
and Khonso, which the king, whose ark is also car
ried * before him, comes to meet. In another part 
the gods Abtaut and Hat f  pour alternate emblems 
of life afld power over the king; and on the south 
wall he is introduced by several divinities into the 
presence of the patron deities of the temple. In the 
upper part of the west wall, Remeses makes offer- 
fngs to Pthah Sokari and to Kneph ; in another com- 
jfartment he burns incense to the ark of Sokari; and 
near this is a tablet relating to the offerings made 
to the same deity. The ark is then borne by six
teen  ̂priests, with a pontiff and another of the sacer
dotal order in attendance. The king joins in an- 

•other procession formed by eight of his sons and 
four chiefs, behind whom two priests tui|n round to

* Conf. Rosetta stone.
•t I ha^e not yet been able to ascertain the name ot the former 

of the deities, but I preserve the one I have used in my Materia 
Hier. until I have good authority for adopting any other. The 
latter may be the god “ Earth,” and I have recently found the 
first character of his name as an h, in "the word Pthah.
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offer incense to the monarcn. Jlie nawjç tue em
blem of the king, or of Horns, precedes them, a^d 
eighteen priests carry the sacred emblem of the god 
Nofri Atmoo, which usually accompanies the^rk of 
Sokari.

the south wall marches a long procession, 
<;omposed of hieraphori, bearing different standards, 
thrones, arks, and insignia, with musicians, who 
precede the king and his attendants. The figure of 
the deity is not introduced, perhaps intimating that 
this forms part of the religious pomp of the cor
responding wall ; and from the circumstance of the 
king here wearing the pshent, it is not improbable it 
may also allude to his coronation.

The commencement of the interesting historical, 
subjects of Medéenet Haboo is in the south-west 
corner of this court, on the inner face of the tower.* 
ff̂ yre Remeses standing in his car, which his horses 
at fulV's^eed carry into the midst of the enemy’s ranks, 
discharg^his arrows on their flying infantry. The 
Egyptian ch',ariots join in the pursuit, and a body of 
their allies asâjst* in slaughtering those who çppose 
them, or bind them as captives. The right hands f  
of the slain are then cut off as trophies of victor^.

* The s%me whom this monarch is represented* as having van
quished in another battle scene of this temple. M. Champ^llion 
calls them the Fekkaros; but is there any authority for the first 
character ?

t*Some of the slain are without the left hand; but I have 
found no instance of Ijotk being taken from the same person.
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The scul^ures on
[Cffap. I.

the west wall are a continuation
scene. T1 e Egyptian, princes and generals 

conduct the “ captive chiefs” into the presence of 
the king. He is seated at the back of his car, and 
the spirited horses are held by his attendants on 
foot. Large heaps of hands* are placed beftJfe 
him, which an officer counts one by one, as th^ 
other no|2S down their number on a scroll; each 
heap containing three thousand, and the total indi
cating the returns of the enemy’s slain, The num
ber of captives, reckoned one thousand in each line, 
is also mentioned in the hieroglyphics above, where 
the name of the Rebo points out the nation against 
whom this* war was carried on. Their flowing 
dresses, striped horizontally with blue or green 
bands on a white ground, and their long hair and 

’aquiline nose give them the character of some 
Eastern nation in the viqinity of Assyria and Persia, 
as \heir name reminds us of the Rhibii of Ptolemy, 
whom he places near the Caspian and the north 
bank of the Oxus. But it is not my intention to enter 
into a,dissertation on this subject at present; I leave 
these interesting wars for a future and more suitable 
occasion. A long hieroglyphic inscription is placed
over -f- the king, and a still loq^r tablet, olcupying 
a great pari of this wall, refers to the exploits of

Another heap consists also of phalli, which are evidently 
neither of Jews nor Colchians.

t  M. Champollion gives a translation of th is; but he doe^ not 
of course intend it to ffe a literal one.
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the Egyptian conqueror, ana neap me aate or nis 
fifth year.

The suite of this historical subject continues on 
the south wall. The king, returning victorious to 
^gypt, proceeds slowly in his car*, conducting in 
triumph the prisoners he has made, who walk 
beside and before it, three others being bound to the 
axle. Two of his sons attend as fanbear^rs,')' an(j 
the several regiments of Egyptian infantry, with a 
corps of their allies, under the command of three 
other of these princes, marching in regular step and 
in the close array of disciplined troops, accompany 
their king. He arrives at Thebes, and presents his 
captives to Amunre and Maut, the deities of the 
city, who compliment him, as usual, on the victory 
he has gained, and the overthrow of the enemy he 
has “ trampled beneath his feet,” |

On the north wall the king presents offerings, to 
di'-fferent gods, and below is an ornamental kind of 
border,., composed of a procession of the king’s sons 
and daughters. Four of the former, his immediate 
successors, bear the asp, or basilisk §, the emHem of

* The wlip he holds is frequently represented, and generaliy 
similar to mis.

t  This il one of the many instances of the peculiar severity of 
filial duties|fn the East. •

f  I avail myself of this opportunity of noticing an f  rror i|» the 
vocabulary of my Materia Hierog. under the word “ s t r o n g t h e  
second and third group should read “ powerful sandals,” and the 
fifths' overpowered ” or “ conquered.”

§ M. Champollion ,h»s very satisfactonly derived its Greco-
F  2
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majesty, and hav(^their kingly ovals added to their 
n ^ e s .

Passing through the centre door, on the inner or 
north ̂ ide of this corridor, you arrive at the site of 
the portico. On either side of the entrance the 
king is attended by his consort, who as usual hdltl^ 
the sistrum, but her name is not introduced. Somg 
of the clAmbers at the back part of the building 
remain, and may be visited by descending atnidst 
the masses of crude brick walls which encumber 
them ; but the greater part are entirely buried and 
concealed.

If  the sculptures of the area arrest the attention 
of the antiquary, or excite the admiration of the 
traveller, those of the exterior of this building are 
no less interesting in an historical point of view, 

*and the north and east walls are covered with a 
profusion of the most varied and instructive subjects.

At the north-east extremity of the end wall a 
trumpeter assembles the troops, who salute the king 
as he passes in his car. In the first compartment 
on tha east side Remeses advances at a slow pace 
in his chariot, attended by fanbearers, and preceded 
by his troops. A lion running at the sidle of the 
horses, reminds us of the account given of fcsyman- 
dyas, who ^as said to have been accompanied in 
war*by this animal; and another instance of it is

Egyptian name ouraios^ “ royal,” from ouro, the Egyptian worS for 
Basilisk has the same meaning “»royal.”“ king.
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met with at e’Dayr, in Nubia, aming the sculptures 
of the second Remeses. Second compartment ;-t- 
He continues his march,* his troops leading the 
van, and a trumpeter summons them to fojjpi for 
^be^attack. Third compartment;—^The Rebo await 
the Egyptian invaders- in the open field ; the king 
jwesses forwards in his car, and discharges his 
arrows on the enemy. Several regiments\)f Egy{̂ - 
tian archers, in close array,' advance on different 
points, and harass them with showers of arrows. 
The chariots rush to the charge, and a body of 
Asiatic allies f  maintains the combat, hand to hand, 
with the Rebo, who are at length routed, and fly 
before their victorious aggressors. Some thousands 
are left dead on the field, whose tongues^ and hands 
being cut off are brought by the Egyptian soldiers 
as proofs of their success. Three thousand, five huji- 
dred, and thirty-five hands and tongues form part  ̂of 
the registered returns ; and two other heaps, and a 
third of tongues, containing each a somewhat larger 
number, are deposited under the superintendence 
of the chief officers, as trophies of victory.» The

* This aidently denotes the distance marched by the Egyptians 
before thejlreached the enemy’s country.

t  Theylre the Sha***, a maritime people, whose features and 
high-fuire" caps particularly denote their Asiatic origin j and 
a large amulet suspended from their neck reminds «s of accus
tom very usual among the nations of the East.

t The Turks, at the present day, cut off the right ear. Some 
sacks of these trophies were sent by the Defterdar Bey to Qahirah 
during the late war with*the upper country.
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monarch then aliglils from his chariot and distributes 
rf wards to his trdops. In the next compartment the 
king's military secretaries draw up an account of the 
numl]^|r of spears, bows, swords, and other arms 
taken from the enemy, which are laid before then^ 
and mention seems to be made in the hieroglyphics 
of the horses * that have been captured.
, Kernels then proceeds in his car, having his 
bow and sword in one hand arid his whip in the 
other, indicating that his march still lies through 
an enemy’s country. The van of his army is com
posed of a body of chariots; the infantry in close 
order, preceding the royal car, constitute the centre, 
and other similar corps form the flank and rear. 
They are again summoned by sound of trumpet to the 
attack of another Asiaticf enemy, and in the next 
cqpipartment the Egyptian monarch gives orders 
for the charge of the hostile army drawn up in the 
open plain. Assisted by their allies, the Shairetana, 
a maritime people armed with round bucklers and 
spears, they fall upCn the undisciplined troops of 
the enemy, who, after a short conflict, are routed, 
and retreat in great disorder. The women endeavor

* The figure of the horse is, as usual, preceded iy  its name 
Hthdr. ,

"t This people are called Fekkaros uy xvi. »./uaiupoiuoii. i  am 
ignofant of*the force of the first character and of his reasons for 
adopting the F. May they not be the Tochari ? “ a large tribe,” 
according to Ptolemy, on the north-east of Bactria, and ^t no 
great distance from ¿he Rhibii. I f  any of the sculptures of 
Thebes refer to the rebellion of the BacifiaHis, they are here.
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to escape with their children on the first'approach 
of the Egyptians, and retire in ptaustra* drawn l|y 
oxen.f The flying chariots denote the greatness of 
the general panic, and the conquerors pursu^thera 
¿0 the interior of the country. Here, while^assing 
aiiarge morass, the king is attacked by several 
lions,J one of which, transfixed with darts and 
arrows, he lays breathless beneath his hA'se’s feet; 
another attempts to fly towards the jungle, but, re
ceiving a last and fatal wound, writhes in the agony 
of approaching death.§ A third springs up from 
behind his car, and the hero prepares to receive 
and check its fury with his spear. Below this 
group is represented the march of the Egyptian 
army, with their allies, |1 the Shairetana, the Sha* *

* They were also used in Egypt from the earliest times, and 
are mentioned in Genesis, xlv. 19, &c. Strabo also speakg of 
them. They are the more remarkable here as putting us in mind 
of a custom very prevalent among some Eastern nations of porting 
their waggons in the rear when going to battle. The Tartars of 
later times were noted for this custom.

t  With the hump of Indian cattle. They seem to have been 
formerly very common in Egypt also, as they are at present in 
Kordofdn and Sennar. •

i  One modern author has supposed this to represent a lion 
chase; aiAther has discovered the lion of Osymandyas, which 
assisted i£m in'battle. W e have frequently known sportsmen 
shoot thel own dogs, but nothing justifies a similar opinion with 
regard tofhe king on this occasion. •

§ The position of this lion is very characteristic of the impotent 
fury of the disabled animal. Of the third little is seen but*^art 
of the fore paw; the attitude of the king supplies the rest.

If No doubt in the pay of the Egyptians. Strabo says they 
had mercenary troops, ffom an ancient ep®ch.
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and a third corpa armed with clubs, whose form 
aijd character aremut imperfectly preserved.

The enemy, having continued their rapid retreat, 
take refuge in the ships of a maritime nation,* to 
whose^^ountry they have retired for shelter. The 
Egyptians attack them with a fleet of galleys, whiclil 
to judge from their shape (differing essentially frona 
those rep^sented in their sculptures), were perhaps 
fitted up from some previously captured from this 
people. The general form of the vessels of both 
combatants is very similar; a raised gunnel, pro
tecting the rowers from the missiles of the foe, ex
tends from the head to the stern, and a lofty poop 
and forecasile contain each a body of archers; bul 
the head of a lion, which ornaments the prows ol 
the Egyptian galleys, serves to distinguish them 
from those of the enemy. The former bear down 
their opponents, and succeed in boarding them and 
taking several prisoners. One of the hostile galleys 
is upset, and the slingers in the shrouds, with the 
archers and spearmen on the prows, spread dismay 
among,the few who resist. The king, tramplingj 
on the prostrate bodies of the enemy,i and aided by

* The Shairetaiia; part o f the same people who Irined the 
Egyptians as allies in his war. The expression m aritfce people 
may imply merely that they lived near a large river or lake.

t  The humanity of the Egyptians is, however, very apparent in 
this conflict; and the soldiers on the shore and in the boats do 
their utmost to rescue their enemies from a watery grave.  ̂ , 

i  This shows that th#y had been enaased on shore, previous to 
their taking refuge in their ships
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a corps of bowmen, discharges from the shore « 
continued shower of arrows; and! his attendants^ 
stand at a short distance with bis chariot and horses, 
and await his return. Below this scene the-con- 
ij^m ng army leads in triumph the prisonersym the 
two nations they have captured in the naval fight, 
and the amputated hands of the slain ar^ laid in 
heaps before the military chiefs.

The lake here represented is probably that of the 
Oxus and laxartes, to the east of the Caspian, and 
now called the Aral Sea. And it is highly pro
bable that the war against such distant nations was 
the occasion of the revolt of the Tochari, part of 
whom had served with the Egyptians against the 
Rebo. But the complete success of Remeses over 
his enemies necessarily led to the punishment of the 
Tochari, whose defection at such a crisis justly ex
cited the vengeance of the Egyptians; and their 
immediate defeat and subsequent flight to a neigh
bouring tribe prove (and very satisfactorily has the 
artist conveyed an idea of this fact to the spectator) 
that they had not the samé power of resisting the 
yoke of their masters, as the maritime nation, on 
whose sulcessful opposition to the Egyptians the^ 
had founled the hopes of their own safety. Thus 
may we account for their being, in one instance, the 
allies of the Egyptians against the Rebof and*for 
the march of Remeses to their country after the de- 
featnof that people; which might at first sight ap
pear to present soiue difficulty.

In the next comparfment, the king distribuffifi
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rewards to his victorious troops, and then proceeding 
IP Egypt, he coi/ducts in triumph the captive Rhibii 
(Rebo) and Tochari (Tokkari ?), whom he offers to 
the Theban Triad, Amun, Maut, and Khonso.

In tke compartments above these historical scen^ î  ̂
the king makes suitable offerings to the gods of 
Egypt ; and on the remaining part of the east wall, 
to the scmth of the second propylon, another war is 
represented.

In the first picture, the king alighted from his 
chariot, armed with his spear and shield, and 
trampling on the prostrate bodies of the slain, be
sieges the fort of an Asiatic enemy, whom he forces 
to sue for peace. In the next he attacks a larger 
town surrounded by water. The Egyptians fell 
the trees in the woody country which surrounds it, 
probably to form testudos* and ladders for the 
assault. Some are already applied by their com
rades to the walls, and while they reach their sum
mit, the gates are broken open, and the enemy are 
driven from the ramparts or precipitated over the 
parapet by the victorious assailants, who announce 
by sound of trumpet the capture of the place. In the 
third compartment, on the north face o l the first 
propylon, Remeses attacks two large tJwns, the 
upper one «f which is taken with but little resist- 
anae, th« Egyptian troops having entered it and 
gained possession of the citadel. In the lower one

* They were also acquainted with th^use of the battering ram. 
Did not the Jews borrow from ^gyfit the ulea of that engine ?
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the terrified inhabitants are engaged in'rescuing 
their children from the approaching danger, bf 
raising them from the plain beneath to the ramparts 
of the outer wall. The last picture occupi^ the 

jjjpper or north end of the east wall, where king 
presents his prisoners to the gods of the temple.

• The western wall is entirely covered Iw a large 
hieroglyphical tablet,* recording various \)iferings 
made in the different months of the year by Re- 
meses III. The head and forepart of several lions 
project, at intervals, from below the cornice of the 
exterior of the building, whose perforated mouths, 
communicating by a tube with the summit of the 
roof, served as conduits for the rain water which 
occasionally fell at Thebes.f Nor were they neg
lectful of any precaution that might secure the 
paintings of the interior from the effects of rain, 
and the joints of the stones which formed the 
ceiling being protected by a piece of metal or stone, 
let in immediately along the line of their junction, 
were rendered impervious to the heaviest storm. 
Square apertures were cut at intervals in the roofs

* A smA  part of this register was first cleared by Mr. Burtoft. 
M. Champillion has since excavated a very large portion of it, and 
it appears lo continue along the whole extent of the wall.

t  Showers fall annually at Thebes; perhaps, *on an average, 
four or five in the year; and every eight or ten years*heavyi:ains 
fill the torrent-beds of the mountains, which run to the banks of 
the Nile. A storm of this kind did much damage to Belzoni’s 
tomb some years ago. ^

1 This is particularly ftmarkable at the temple, B. 9 , at Karnak.
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of their temples, the larger ones intended for the 
admission of light; the smaller probably for suspend
ing the chains* that supported lamps for the iliu- 
mina^on of the interior.

Si^hundred and fifty feet south-west o f j l j^  
pavilion|Of Medeenet Haboo is a small Ptolemaic 
temple, m whose adytum are some very interesting 
subjects,^ which have thrown great light upon the 
names and succession of the Ptolemies who pre
ceded Physcon, or Euergetes II. This monarch 
is here represented making offerings to four of his 
predecessors, Soter,f Philadelphus, Philopator, and 
Epipharies^ each name being accompanied by that 
of their respective queens. It is here, in parti
cular, that the position of the Ptolemaic cognomen, 
as Soter, Philadelphus, and others, satisfactorily 
proves what I before stated, J  that “ it is after, and 
nqf in the name, that we must look for the title 
which distinguished each of these kings; ” nor will 
any one conversant with hieroglyphics fail to re
mark the adoption of these cognomens in each pre- 
nomea of a succeeding Ptolemy; a circumstance 
analogous to the more ancient mode of chartering 
from the prenomens of an earlier Pharaol some of 
the characters that composed that of a la t^  king.

* J  suppgse from a squared piece of wood or metal inserted 
in each of them.
' t  It is not impossible this may be Euergetes I . ; in which casq 
Lagus or Soter will be^omitted. *

i  Materia Hieroglyphica, p. 116.
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I  •This small sandstone building, whole total 

length does not exceed forty-eight feet, consists oj 
a transverse outer court and three smaller succes
sive chambers, communicating with each oth<?|. 
’Near it, to the west, was an artificial basii^now 
h/ ffing a pond of irregular shape du rin^he  in- 
ui| lation, and surrounded on three sides if,' mimo
sas;* beyond which, to the north-west aid west, 
are the vestiges of some ruins, the remains oî  
Egyptian and Copt tombs, and the limited en
closure of a modern church.

A low plain extends from the south-west of this 
temple to the distance of seven thousand three hun
dí iil feet, by a breadth of three thousand, whose 
limits are maibed by high mounds of sand and allu- 
viul soil; on one series of which stands the modem 
village of Ko/it el Byrat, the two southernmost pre- 
si-nting the vestiges of tombs and the relics of 
Ininrm skeieton.s. • *

Whatin'cr may be the opinions of others respect
ing the original purport of this extensive area, the 
fact of its being still much lower than the leyel of 
the adjacent country, and the appearance of the 
mounds (f' alluvial soil raised from its excavated 
I ed, icnvf no doubt in my mind of this traditional 
B ifid  Haboof haring been really a laks, similar to

• •
* Here are the Mimosa gummifera or tulh, the M. albida and 

sellem; besides the sodada decidua, the ochradenus baccatus, and 
other%ees.

t  That is, “ Lake of Jláboo,” the traditional founder of Me-
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that of ®Iemphis, and intended for the same pur
góse. And it is not impossible that the tombs on 
its southern shores may have been of those offenders 
who were doomed to be excluded from a participa
tion in^he funeral honors which the pious enjoye¿ 
in the \onsecrated mansions of the dead on'the 
north sile of this Acherusian lake.* W ere.it 
necessary to bring forward other arguments, in 
support of this conjecture, I should not fail to men
tion that the mounds on the desert side, where the 
excavation had reached the rock, are covered in 
several instances with fragments ^ f  limestone, 
which being from the lowest part of the basin, 
appear, in consequence, on their uppermost or 
outer surface; nor should I omit noticing several 
other arguments,f with which, however, it is unne-
déenet Hâboo. Were this name written Medéenet Aboo, without 
the aspirate, it would signify “ city of his father,”  and be •per
f e c t l y  g ra m m a tica l Arabic. The objection, therefore, is rw t in this, 
but in the word Haboo itself. I  am at a loss to know whence the 
Arabs have derived this traditional name. Some have forcibly 
converted it into Medeeneh Thaboo, to accord with thd name of 
Thebes. We might convert Apa into Aboo and consider it the 
Papa of Antoninus j but Papa should be Pampani^ The dis
tances, however, in the Itinerary are very inaccurate ; * . g. Coptos, 
according to its measurement, falls about the site of Q peh.

* Diodor. lib. i. s. 96. The processions of boats,*so often re
presented in flie tombs of Thebes, accompanying the deceased, 
toolatplace,^ imagine, on this lake. The corpse was then removed 
from the boat, and being placed on a sledge, was drawn with great 
solemnity to the tomb destined to receive it.

t  The large round ̂ tones at the eastern extremity of this lake 
are recorded by modem tradition to hav^tjpen rolled from the sur-'
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cessary to trespass on the patience of th^ reader. 
Three thousand feet south-west of its western angl^ 
is a small temple of Roman date, bearing the name 
of Adrian and Antoninus Pius, who completed it, 
mid added the pylon in front. Its total lej^th is 
forty-five feet, and breadth fifty three; |fith an 
isolated sanctuary in the centre, two snical cham
bers on the north-east, and three on th(i south-west 
side; the first of which contains a staircase leading 
to the roof. In front stand two pylons, the outer
most one being distant from the door of the temple 
about two hundred feet.

Eight thousand ieet north-north-west of Medee- 
uet Haboo is the Gabbanet el Qerdod, hr “ Apes 
’ u ’J-grouml,” so called from the mummies found 
ui the ravines of the torrents in its vicinity.

Among other unusual figures carefully interred 
liere are small idols in form of mummies, with the 
emblem of the god of generation. Their total length 
does not exceed two feet, and an exterior coat of 
coarse composition which forms the body, surmounted 
hy a human head ancj mitred bonnet of wax, conceals 
their singular but simple contents of barley.*

Three Ihousand feet immediately behind^ and 
to the no^di-west of Medeenet Haboo, is the valley 
of the queen’s tombs. Among the »most dis-’
f ,:e before they commenced excavating the ground. I have 
notici.'d th.'m in the Survey of Thebes, which, from its great size, 
Ccumot be introduced into this work, and ht^ therefore been pub
lished separately. , »

’’ In the one I have it has ah sjJiouted.
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tinguished names in the sepulchres of these prin-
fesses are those of Amun-meit, or Amun-tmei, the
daughter of Amunoph I . ; of Taia, wife of the third
Amunoph ; of the favourite daughter of Remeses
I I . ; Ifcd of the consort of Remeses V. I-n anothej;^
appear\the name of the third Remeses, but that of
his queai is not met with. They have all suifei^d
from the effects of fire, and littlq, can be satisfac- •torily traced of their sculptures, except in that of 
queen Taia.* It is not improbable, froni the hiero
glyphics on the impost of the inner door of this 
tomb, that these are the burying-places of the Pal- 
lades, or Pellices Jovis, mentioned by Strabo and 
Diodorus* and the distance of ten stadia-|- from 
these “ first” or westernmost tombs to the sepulchre 
of Osymandyas, agrees remarkably well with that 
from the supposed Memnonium to this valley. The 
mummies of their original possessors must have 
suffered in the general conflagration, which reduced 
to ashes the contents of most of the tombs in this 
and the adjacent valley of Dayr el Medeeneh ; and 
the bodies of inferior persons and of Greeks, less 
''^»refully embalmed,^ occupied at a s^ibsequent

* Marked No. 12 in the Survey.
t  Died. i. 41. The ten stadia are 6042 feet; which, by the 

road to this s^ot, correspond exactly with their distance from the 
Me«inoniitfn. Their being the “  first tombs” is another argument 
in favour of this conjecture. F ir s t ,  in relation to the sacred lake.

i  Greeks are also distinguished by the mode of binding the 
mummy-cloths; the^legs and- arms being each bound with sepa
rate wrappers, and by the spare use of a»opaatics and bitumen.
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wperiod the vacant burial places of their ro^al prede

cessors.
At the opposite or eastern extremity of this vai 

ley, are several tablets of the first Amunoph, and 
other monarchs of the eighteenth and ninj^eenth 
dynasties; and from hence a short path Imds over 
tim hills to the secluded valley of Dayr el Jledeeneh, 
behind the Qoornet-Murraee. Here several tombs 
of the early date of the same Amunoph, which claim 
the attention of the chronologer rather than the 
admiration of the traveller who, seeks elegant de
signs or interesting sculptures, extend along the 
brow of the north-west hill; and a series of pits 
and crude brick chambers occupy the späte between 
these and the brick inclosure of a Ptolemaic temple 
to the east. Among the most remarkable of these 
tombs, is one* containing the members of Amu
noph s family and some of his predecessors ;f an
other, J  whose crude brick roof and niche, bearing 
the name of the same Pharaoh, prove the existence 
of the arch at the remote period o f  1540 B. C .; a 
crude brick pyramid § of an early epoch; and a 
tomb,|| under the western rocks, which offers to the

* MarkeU m in the Survey.
t  Given in Mr. Burton’s “ Exc'erpta,” and in njy “ Extracts,” 

PI. 5. Also in the “ Hieroglyphics” of the Royal Society of Li
terature, PI. 97.

i  Marked I ; but, as I have since opened its real entrance, its 
position is to he looked for close to No. m .

§ Marked /*. It is va u lted . | Marked i i
G
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curiosity^f chronologers the names of three succes- 
^ve kings,* and their predecessor Amunoph I., 
seated with his black queen.

The deity who presided over this valley, and the 
mouiiWin behind it, was Athor, “ the guardian of 
the and many of the tombs have a statue of
the cow,^hich was sacred to her, whose head and 
breast project in high relief from their innermost 
^all.

The small t  temple to the east, called Döyr el 
Medeeneh, from having been the abode of the early 
Christians, was erected by Ptolemy Philopator.J 
Being left unfinished, it was completed by Physcon, 
or Euergeies II., who added the sculptures to the 
walls of the interior, and part of the architectural 
details of the portico; the pylon in front bearing 
the name of Dionysus. § The vestibule is orna- 
nfented with two columns, supporting the roof, but 
it Is unsculptured. The corridor is separated from 
this last by intercolumnar screens, uniting, on 
either side of its entrance, one column to a pilaster 
surmounted by the head of Athor. || On the east

* In PI. 1. No. 1, of my “  Extracts.”
•  t  Being only sixty feet by thirty-three.

i  This monarch founded or repaired several huildingl at Thebes, 
previous to its rebellion and subsequent destruction; an event to 
which a great ^art of the dilapidation of its temples is to be attri
bute^. ,

§ Neus Dionysus, or Auletes.
II Athor was Aphrodite, or Venus. I t will be scarcely neces

sary to remind the reader that this was not the goddess of physical 
beauty.
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of this corridor or pronaos,* Ptolemy Phüoaie- 

tur, followed by “ his brother, the god,” I ’hyscoii.ji 
and the queen Cleopatra, makes ofl'erings to 
Amiinre ; but the rest of the sculptures appear to 

^present the names of Physcon alone, who a^pted, 
on his brother’s death, the name and oval o f Philo- 
m.etor, with the additional title of god ifoter,” or 
rather “ Euergetes.” J  A staircase, ligiiled by a 
window of peculiar form once led to the roof, ancf 
the back part of the Tiaos consists of three parallel 
chambers. The centre one, or adytum, presents 
the sculptures of Philopator on the back and half 
the side walls, which last were completed by the 
second Euergetes, as a line of hieroglyphics, at the 
junction of the first and subsequent compartments, 
announces in the following terms:—“ This addi
tional work of good stone § (?) made he, the king of 
men, Euergetes, || son of the sun, Ptolemy tUe

* The Egyptian portico is frequently very large, and supported 
by numerous columns, as at Dendera and Esneh. These small cor
ridors bear a greater resemblance to the scale and dimensions of 
the portico in Greek architecture, particularly that of the»temple 
at old Qoorneh.

t  It is remarkable that the former has the crown of the uppar 
and the laffer that of the lower country.

t  Such I believe to he the meaning of this hieroglyphic, and not 
Soter, as always hitherto supposed. •

§ The walls were already built and sculptured on owg part ĉ ’the 
sam e stones which bear this inscription, in spite of Euergetes’ 
claims (if the above he really the meaning of this group).

II f use this name at once, without translating the titles of the 
prenomen.

G 2
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ever-liviftg, beloved of Pthah, (and) the royal sister, 
^le queen, mistress of the (upper and lower) 
regions, Cleopatra, (and) the royal consort, the 
queen, mistress of the regions, Cleopatra, gods 
Euer^tes, beloved of 4^munre, (who is) the defender 
of the ^nctuary.” Amunre, with Maut and Khonso, 
Athor aid Justice, share the honors of the sanc
tuary; Init the dedication* of Philopator decides 
1;hat the temple was consecrated to the Egyptian 
Aphrodite, “ the president of the west.” In the 
eastern chamber Philopator again appears in the 
sculptures of the end wall, where Athor and Justice 
hold the chief place; while Amunre and Osiris, the 
principal deities in the lateral compartments, re
ceive the offerings of Euergetes II.

In the western chamber, the subjects are totally 
different from any found in the temples of Thebes, 
ifere Philopator pays his devotions to Osiris and

* In  mentioning the dedications, I cannot but notice the com
mencement of the general formula which M. Champollion has 
adopted in his translations of them, which, I confess, I should not 
have espected from the usual acuteness of sa v a n t;  e .g . in the 
small temple of Medeenet Haboo (Letter of 30th June, 1830.) 
‘i  The life , the powerful H o ru s , the beloved of P hft,” In an
other place “ A ro e r is , the powerful;” “ The H o ru s \^ ’ “  L i f e !  
A ro e r is f '  &c. ; which are merely the well-known title of Phrah 
(Phre), or Pl^raoh, the sun, personified by the king. As I have 
explained this in “ Materia Hier.” p. 109, and “ Extracts,”  p. 8, 
I  do*not thftik it necessary to add more on the subject, than that, 
if the word A ro eris , in Hermapion’s translation of the Obelisk, had 
been left as in the Bible, in the original language P h r e  or P h ra ,  
the mistake would neter have occurred
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Isii. On the east side Physcon offers incense to 
ilii' statue of Khem, preceded by Anubis, and lol  ̂
lowed by the ark of Sokari. On the opposite wall 
IS the judgment scene, frequently found on the 
paj)yri of the Egyptians. Osiris seated Jna his 
flu'one, awaits the arrival of those souls \yiieh are 
II hered into Amenti. The four genii sta ll before 
liHii on a lotus blossom, the/eimi/is Cerberus sitŝ  
behind them, and Harpocrates on the crook of Osiris. 
Thoth, the god of letters, arrives in the presence of 
the king of Hades, bearing in his hand a tablet, on 
which the actions of the deceased are noted down, 
while Horus and Aroeris are employed in weighing 
the good deeds* of the judged against the ostrich 
feather, the symbol of Justice or Truth.'}' A cyno- 
cephalus, the emblem of Thoth, is seated on the 
top of the balance. At length arrives the decease^, 
who advances between two figures of the goddess :̂f 
and bears in his hand the symbol of Truth,§ indi
cating his meritorious actions and his fitness forO

* This M. Champollion supposes the heart. I still incline to 
the construction I have put upon it—a type of the good aciious of 
the judged ;|and the same signs, frequently seen on this vase, are 
added to the character signifying “  good.”  •

t  I might add Perfection. The word Thmei (which, however, 
I do not read in her hieroglyphics, though it is the Coptic for 
“ truth,”) is closely related to tern, “ to perfect.” *

I Alluding to her double capacity as goddess of ffruth«and 
Justice.

§ Sometimes, instead of the ostrich feather, the deceased wears 
the vase (which is placed in the other scale)< it then has a similar 
import.
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admission to the presence of Osiris. Above this, 
lorty-two assessors, seated in two lines, complete 
the sculptures of the west wall.

Two opinions may be maintained respecting this 
lateral chamber; that it was used for a sepulchral . 
purpose or that the sculptures merely allude to the 
peculiarKapacity of the goddess there worshipped. 
On one hand, the singularity of the subjects there 
represented, the oblong hollow recess beneath its 
pavement,* of the usual dimensions of sarcophagi, 
and the presence of Osiris at the end wall, instead 
of the goddess in question, appear to connect the 
whole too closely with the deities of Amenti to 
allow us to consider it merely intended for the 
worship of that goddess. On the other hand, the 
figure of the deceased is unaccompanied by any name, 
which ought to point out the individual to whom 
the sepulchre belonged, and the general tenor of 
the other sculptures, the style of the dedications, 
and the plan of the whole building, have nothing 
in common with the mansions of the dead.

The circumstance of its being surrounded by 
tombs and pits, which last lie in the a^ea of its 
^rude brick enclosure, does not in any way affect 
the original purport of the building, since the same 
is observable in the vicinity of the palace of the 
fir«t Remeses ; nor would a doubt exist on the sub
ject, were it not for the space below the pavement.

A similar one is met with at the i e m f k  of Dakkeh in Nubia.
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» « V  9whosetorm bears, sp sepulchral a character, and which 

could nlat nave beeif introduced at a later period, i  
On examining the sculptures of this building, 

every one acquainted with hieroglyphics, and the 
succession of the Ptolemaic kings, will be ^p rised  
at the following remarks of M. Ghampj|nion*:— 
“ It is established," says that savant, 1 that the 
dedication of this edifice was made by the 
of the Ptolemies,” and that the name of the “ king 
Ptolemy Epiphanes, in whose reign the dedication 
o f the monument took place,” is contained in the 
dedicatory formula on “ the frieze of the pronaos,”
commencing, “ The king. the god Epiphanes,”
8cc., though he allows the “ restoratfon” of the 
sanctuary to contain the name of Euergetes II. 
and his two wives” mentioned above. I must first 
observe, that these ovals of Euergetes II. are pre
cisely/ the same as those contained in the dedication. 
Secondly, that the title of Epiphanes is not that in 
the oval, where the Ptolemaic cognomens, as I have 
before observed, are not admitted; and that this 
title, like all those of the Ptolemies, should have 
followed^ihe oval, if it alluded to Epiphanes, instead 
of which  ̂ we find that of gods PhilometorSs, 
translated by M. Champollion “ cherished of the 
gods and of the goddess mothers.” And, lastly, that 
the circumstance of Philometor having, as*MSMcd, in
troduced that title, which when following the oval

■^Aiiterary Gazette, 135.
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ot Epiphanes denotes the fifth Ptolemy, into his 
o%̂n prenomen, led M. Champollion to conclude this 
was the cognomen of the last-mentioned monarch ; 
an opinion which he will, I suppose, by this time, 
have fd ^ d  sufficient authority to renounce. Philo- 
roetor’s Venomen* was, however, adopted by his 
brother Eliergetes II., on ascending the throne, as 
appears from the Greek and hieroglyphic inscrip
tions in the small temple of Athor at Philse, and 
several other legends on diiferent monuments; and 
it is with the name of the second Euergetes alone 
that any doubts or errors can well originate on this 
head; nor is it always easy to distinguish these two 
monarchs, unless the ovals of the two Cleopatras 
are present to identify the younger brother. In
deed, ou some monuments, the sculptures of Philo- 
mej;or appear to have been afterwards appropriated 
by Physcon as his own, and continued under the 
same usurped prenomen of his elder brother. This 
may have been the case in the pronaos of this tem
ple, for we read on the east wall “ the king 
Ptoleniy,f also his brother, the king Ptolemy; also 
t/ieir sister, the wife of the Pharaoh,:}; the f  rincess,

* Their prenomens are solely hieroglyphical, or at least 
Egyptian, and die unknown in the names of these kings given by 
the Greeks, gxcept the Alexanders and the last Ptolemy.

t  This is the prenomen with the nomen of Philometor, and the 
same as used by Euergetes I I . throughout the building. ^

1 The square title ^ f the sixth Ptolemy, which refers to the 
“ living Apis.” It was also sometimes uS%.jiped by Euergetes II.
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mistress of the regions, Cleopatra, gods Philome- 
tores, beloved of A tho rw h ile  the only variation^ 
in the name of the seventh Ptolemy, in the additions 
mentioned in the Adytum, is in the title (following 
the name) of “ gods Euergetes.”

Sometimes Physcon even adopted the coMomen 
“ Philomeior,^’ with the sun and rays in h^ preno
men ; at others, having usurped the prenomen of 
his brother, he added the title Euergetes, and occa
sionally he adopted the prenomen of his predecessor 
and the same cognomen, “ god Philometor”

Besides the monarchs by whom the temple was 
commenced, we may mention the “ Autocrator 
Caesar,” or Augustus, whose name appears at the 
back of the naos.

Several enchorial and Coptic inscriptions have 
been written in the interior, and on the outside oj" 
the vestibule, whose walls, rent by the sinking of 
the ground and human violence, divulge a singular 
secret of Egyptian architecture, and acquaint us 
with the use of wooden dovetailed cramps, which 
connected the blocks* of masonry.

* Wood, in a country where but little rain falls and when the 
stones are closely fitted together, lasts for ages, as may be seen by 
these sycamore cramps. The Egyptians calculated very accu
rately the proportionate durability of different substances and tlie 
situation adapted to their respective properties. Hence* they pre
ferred sandstone to calcareous blocks for the construction of their 
temple«, a stone which, in the dry climate of Egypt, resists tiu, 
action of the atmosphere much longer tha» either limestone or 
granite; and calcareoui^substructions, placed beneath the soil
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1 he walls of circuit present a peculiar style of 
fcuilding, the bricks being disposed in concave and 
convex curves,* forming a waving line, which rises 
and falls alternately along their whole length.

Oi^he tombs of Qoornet Murraee I shall speak 
in noti\ng the catacombs of Thebes.

Afteilpassing the hill of Shekh abd d  Qoorneh! 
at the northern extremity of the Assaseef, and im
mediately below the cliffs of the Libyan mountain, 
is an hncient temple, whose modern name, Dayr el 
Bahre,e or the northern convent, indicates its having 
served, like the vicinity and precincts of most of the 
temples of Thebes, as a church and monastery of 
the early ̂ Christians. An extensive dromos of six
teen hundred feet, terminated at the south-east by a 
sculptured pylon, whose substructions alone mark 
its site, led in a direct line between a double row 
of sandstone sphinxesf to the entrance of its square 
enclosure, before which two pedestals point out the 
existence of the obelisks they once supported. Fol
lowing the same line, and two hundred feet to the 
north-west of this gateway, is an inclined plane of 
masonry, leading to a granite pylon in fi|3nt of the

were known to endure where the contact with the salts would 
speedily decompose the harder hut less durable granite.

* There are instances of this style of building in stone at Tafa 
(Taphis) m Nubia.

t  Their fragments, scattered on the site they once occupied, 
sufficiently mark their position, which is still more observable 
from the summit of Ihe cliffs
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inner court; and about one hundred and titty feet 
from the base of this ascent, a wall at right angled 
with it extends on either side to the distance of one 
hundred feet, having before it a peristyle of eight 
polygonal columns,* forming a covered cofridor. 
The inner face of this corridor, which is front 
of the first scarpe of a series of terraces, f  is 
ornamented with elegant and finished sculptures.. 
On the south-west side, several regiments of 
Egyptian soldiers, with boughs J  in their hands 
and bearing the weapons of their peculiar corps,§ 
march to the celebration of a triumph to the 
sound of the trumpet and drum.)) An ox is 
sacrificed, and tables of offerings to tlie deity of 
Thebes are laid out in presence of the troops. 
The rest of the sculptures are destroyed, but the 
remains of two boats prove that the upper coi^-

* Polygonal columns may be considered the oldest of the 
Egyptian orders. I f  they are not the grandest, they are pre-emi
nent for the chasteness of their style, and were undoubtedly the 
parents of the Greek Doric, which perhaps borrowed its capital 
from another Egyptian column. The oldest Egyptian btlildiugs 
were of limestone.

t  These terraces or graduated courts were made to suit thfc 
rise of the ground.

t Apparently of olive.
§ Similar to the archers, the spearmen, &c. of the Greeks, an<l 

of more modem nations.
II The Egyptian drum was long and narrow and braced with 

bandfc crossing it transversely to and fro. It was suspended from 
the neck of the drummer, and beaten by Uie hand at eithei Lod, 
like one of those used jjf India.
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partments were finished with the same care as those 
T have just mentioned.

On the corresponding wall* of the north-east side 
two obelisks t  are dedicated to Amunre, by the 
monarch who founded this building and who erected 
the g r^ t  obelisks of Karnak ; but from the follow
ing translation of the little that remains of their 

, hieroglyphics, it is evident they differ widely from 
those of the great temple of Diospolis; and will 
probably have stood on the pedestals of the dromos 
above alluded to. The inscription, after the name 
of Pharaoh Amunneitgori,J continues;—“ She has 
made (this) her work for her father Amunre, lord of 
the regions, (and) erected to him two fine obelisks, 
of granite §. . . . she did this (who is) the giver || of 
life, like the sun, for ever.”
,  On the same wall, below the hand of the deity,^ 

i^ the following inscription :—“ This additional

* I regret that the earth has either fallen in or been purposely 
thrown down upon the wall since I cleared it in 1821. It is how
ever thereby preserved, and a few days would suffice to re-open the 
whole. '

t  Only two sides of each are given in the sculptures.
f I am uncertain as to the precise reading of this name, but 

cannot adopt the Amenenthe of M. Champollion. I suppose her 
to have been »  queen.

§»M. Champollion is quite right in the construction of this 
group on obehsks and other granite remains. I had translated it 
“ as was right.”

II Vide Note, p. n
f  Which forms part of the oriqiml sculptures.
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work (i. e. sculpture) made he, the king Remeses 
(II.), to his father Amunre,” proving what I before) 
stated respecting the characters signifying “ addi
tion,” since no repairs have here been made by the 
monarch whose ex voto, if I may so call it, is thus 
introduced. Beyond these are some elegaat fowl
ing scenes, and other sculpture, and on tne west 
wall are a series of hawks in very prominent relief, 
about the height of a man, surmounted by the asp 
and globe, the emblems of the sun and of the king 
as Pharaoh.

The granite pylon at the upp^r extremity of the 
inclined ascent, bore, like the rest of the building, 
the name of the founder, Amunneitgori; which, in 
spite of the architectural usurpations of the third 
Thothmes, is still traced in the ovals of the jambs 
and lintel. Nor is it from the appearance of the 
ovals alone that we are enabled to restore this, as 
well as the rest of the temple, to its original founder*; 
the very sense of the hieroglyphics would remove 
all doubts, if any existed, regarding this fact, from 
the singular circumstance of the female signs being 
used throughout them, so manifestly at variance 
with the name of this king. For instance, on the 
jamb, we read, after the name of Thothmes III., 
(but still preceded by the square title or escutcheon 
of Pharaoh Amunneitgori,) “ S/ie has made tjfis 
work for her father ‘ Amunre, lord of the regions’ 
(i. e. »f Upper and Lower Egypt); she has erected 
to him this fine gateway, ‘ Amifh protects’ the
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work,* ôf granite ; she has done this (who is) the 
Igiver of life for ever.”f

Beyond this pylon, following the same line of 
direction, is a small area of a later epoch, and an
other granite pylon, being the entrance of a large 
chamb^ to which it is attached. This, as well as 
the façade on either side, presented the name of 
Amunneitgori, erased to admit those of Thothmes 
II. and III, ; and in other chambers to the west and 
within the court between the two pylons, the same 
name has suffered a similar outrage. That of 
Thothmes I. also appears among the sculptures, 
but as he is stated to have been “ deceased,” at the 
time of ifs insertion, he must have been a predeces
sori founder of the building.

The vaulted chamber, built in the same manner 
as those of the interior, is not constructed on the 
principle of the arch, being composed of blocks 
^aced horizontally, one projecting beyond that

* Those words between single commas have been introduced 
at a later period over the erased original characters. This is one 
of th* many instances of the substitution of the name of Amun, 
for other hieroglyphics, which I have already noticed in my “ Ma- 
t̂eria Hieroglyphica,” p. 4. It is not confined to the* name of the 

god himself, but is sometimes met with in those of the kings, 
when the word Amun occurs in them, at least previous to the 
close of the rpign of Amunoph III.

J Should we not rather read “ to whom life has been given for 
ever,” or who is gifted with eternal life ?”

i  I had expressed my doubts as to the sera of Amunneitgori, in 
my Materia Hier. pg. 77, 109, hut had erroneously supposed the 
first Thothmes a successor of this monai;£h.
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immediately below it, till the uppermost two meet 
in the centre; the interior angles being afterwards^ 
rounded off to form the vault. The Egyptians 
were not, however, ignorant of the principle or 
use of the arch, as I have had occasion to 
observe; * and the reason of their preferring 
one of this construction probably arose from 
their calculating the difficulty of repairing an in
jured vault, and the consequences attending the 
decay of a single block; nor can any one doubt, 
from the great superincumbent weight applied to 
the haunches, that this style of building is devoid 
of strength, or of the usual durability of an 
Egyptian fabric,f or pronounce it to be'ill-suited 
to the purpose for which it was erected, the sup
port of the friable rock of the mountain, within 
whose excavated base it stood, and which threatened 
to let fall its crumbling masses on its summit.

Within the second granite door is one of these 
vaulted chambers, about thirty feet by twelve, orna
mented with sculptures which throw great light on 
the names of some of the members of the Thotjjimes 
family. J^ere Thothmes I. and his queen Ames, 
accompanied by their young daughter, but all' 
“ deceased” at the time of its construction, receive 
the adoration and offerings of Amunneitgori, and of

* Also in the Materia Hier. pp. *77, 79, 80, and App^dix, No. 
I., p. 1.

t  Hiving been erected about 1500 B .C ., and remaining entire 
except where human violence has injured it.
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Thotlimes III.* followed by his daughter, Re-ni- 
nofre. The niche and inner door also present the 
name of the former, effaced by the same Thothmes, 
whose name throughout the interior usurps the 
place of his predecessor’s. To this succeeds a 
smaller apartment, which, like the two laferal 
rooms with which it communicates, has a vaulted 
roof; and beyond these is an adytum of the late 
date of Ptolemy Physcon.

The opinion of. M. Champollion regarding the 
founder of this edifice is, that Amunneitgori (his 
Amenenthe) was the husband of Amense, daughterf 
of the first Thothmes, and governed in Ainense's 
name, a*d was regent during the minority of 
Thothmes III. I can neither agree with him that 
“ Thothmes III. was the Meeris of the Greeks,” nor 
that a hitherto “ unknown Thothmes," who, he adds. 
Is again found treated as a queen at Medeenet 
flaboo,” is to be met with in the temple before us. 
This Thothmes to whom he alludes, is no other 
than the second of that name; who, whenever his 
nomen has been sculptured over the half-effaced 
name of Amunneitgori, has been content to leave

•  The building might be supposed to have been erected in honor 
of Thothmes I. by the former monarch, but the presence of the 
daughter of Thothmes III', precludes the possibility of Amunneit- 
gofi being regent during his “ minority.”

t  If so, liow does it happen that this his consort is not here 
mentioned, either with him or with her father ? And yet %-e have 
here a daughter of Thothmes I., hut \oitk another name.
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the commencing word “ Amun,” and has added 
“ mei Thothmes,” as making no sensible alteration# 
in his own. And the reason of this being again 
found at the small temple of Medeenet Haboo, is 
that it was that also founded by Amunneitgori, and 
that Thothmes II. has inserted his nomen, in the 
same manner, within the oval of the same monarch.

The main question cannot be decided, until Amun
neitgori is found in company with his consort, the* 
Amense of M. C .; who would scarcely be omitted 
were he merely “ regent* in Amense’s name;” for 
whatever the figuref may be, I cannot but consider 
the name that of a queen. J

Several blocks, used at a later period to repair 
the wall of the inner or upper court, bear hierogly-

* Major Felix was, I believe, of tbe same opinion, that this was 
a regent. I do not know on what authority the name of Amense 
is here brought forward by M. C. There was a sister of AmSi- 
noph I. of this name, whom I supposed to have been the queen 
Amesses of Manetho; but it seems that the wife of Thothmes I., 
queen Ames, has quite as good, perhaps a better claim.

t  Though the figure is of a man, the style, of the name and 
grammatical construction of the hieroglyphics prove them t<> allude 
to a queen, Whose name this ought to be; for if the regent had 
sufBcient authority to introduce his awn name and figure, why 
should he have used a feminine pronoun ? Amense’s “ first hus
band,” the unknown Thothmes, to all appearances, is a non
entity ; and how does M. C. prove him to be the father of Thoth
mes III. ? or the husband of Amenses? ^

I The best way to solve the difficulty (if it is to be clone arbi
trarily^ would be, to suppose the ovals to belong to tne queen, and 
affirm that the regent’s figure is alone introduced and his name 
entirely omitted. ‘
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phics of various epochs, having been brought from 
lother structures; among which the most remark
able are—one containing the name of the immediate 
predecessor of Remeses I., and mentioning “ the 
father of his father’s father’s father,* Thothmes III. 
who was, in reality, his fourth ancestor; and an
other of the fourth year of Pthahmen, the son of 
Remeses II.

It had been long supposed that a communication 
existed from this temple to the Valley of the Kings, 
for which reason, indeed, I was induced to open 
the inner part during my stay in 1827.f But the 
appearance of the end room sufficiently decides the 
question, *and proves this conjecture I to have been 
ill-founded; and it will be seen from the Survey 
that the nearest, and consequently most opportune 
spot for such a communication is not on the exact 
fine of this building.

On the east side of the dromos, and about six 
hundred feet from the pedestals of the obelisks, are 
the fragments of granite sphinxes and calcareous 
colujnns of an early epoch, at least coeval with the 
founder of these structures; and a shout distance

* In my Materia Hier., Part II. Plate 1, name c. d. 
t  I am not certain that Mr. Salt did not also open it some years 

previously.
j  M. ghampollion, mentions another conjecture, of “ several 

travellers,” who have been “  recently deceived” by the appear
ance of this building, and who have supposed it to be the “ tomb 
of Mceris. ’̂ But does not the supposed identity of Thothmes III. 
and Moeris originate with M. C. ?
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beyond them is a path leading over the hills to the 
Tombs of the Kings.

Another road to these tombs lies by the ravine 
of the valley, from the vicinity of the temple of Old 
Qoorneh, and to the east'of the entrance of this 
valley are several limestone quarries, with the rude 
huts of the miners, who (to judge from the name at 
the south end of them) continued to work them 
after the accession of the twenty-sixth dynasty.
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C h a p t e r  I I .

BAB, OR BIBAN EL MOLOOK, "T H E GATE” OR 
“ GATES OF THE KINGS."

T h i s  traditional name is applied by some to the 
tombs themselves, by others to the narrow gorge at 
the entrance of the inner part of the valley, but 
M. Champollion, I believe, derives it from Bi- 
ban-ouroou,* “ the hypogeums of the kings.” If it 
be necessary to consider it of Egyptian origin, must 
we not r*ather read (Pi) be h melchi, to adapt the 
similarity of name to the language from which 
we derive it? For my own part I consider it purely 
Arabic,! nor was melchi used by tbe Egyptians 
ljut to denote an inferior and dependent prince or 
viceroy.

I do not propose to give a detailed account of 
these interesting catacombs, nor pretend to offer to 
the Header an explanation of the sculptures, whose 
interpretation our limited acquaintance with the 
Tlgyptian mysteries, to which they frequently allude, 
necessarily renders as yet uncertain and conjectural, 
and which differ so widely from the more intelli
gible subjects of the temples.

* Is bib an Egyptian word ? Be or pi be is “  the tomb»’ 
t  Melek, in Arabic, signifies “ king,” from the verb “ to pos

sess thus “ memlook,” “ a slave,”x)r on^“ possessed ” by another.
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The tomb,* which of all others stands pre-emi

nently conspicuous, as well for the beauty of its 
sculpture as the state of its preservation, is un
doubtedly that discovered and opened by Belzoni. 
But the plan is far from being well regulated, and 
the deviation from one line of direction greatly in
jures its general eflfect; nor does the rapid descent 
by a staircase of twenty-four feet in perpendicular 
depth, on a horizontal length of twenty-nine, convey 
so appropriate an idea of the entrance to the abode 
of death as the gradual talus of other of these 
sepulchres. To this staircase succeeds a passage of 
eighteen feet and a half by nine, including the im
posts ; and passing another door, a seconcJ staircase 
descends in horizontal length twenty-five feet; be
yond which two doorways and a passage of twenty- 
nine feet bring you to an oblong chamber twelve fee¿ 
by fourteen, where a pit, filled up by Belzoni, oncp 
appeared to form the utmost limit of the tomb. 
Part of its inner wall was composed of blocks of 
hewn stone, closely cemented together and covered 
with a smooth coat of stucco, like the other walls 
of this excavated catacomb, on which was painted 
a continuation of those subjects that still adorn its 
remaining sides. ^

Independent of the main object of this well, so
* During my last visit to Thebes, in 1827 ,1 marked the doors 

of thés» tombs, and therefore notice them according to the number 
attached to each. This is 17. But I follm» the order in -which 
they are generally visitejjf

8-836G’
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admirably calculated to mislead or at least check 
the search* of the curious and the spoiler, another 
advantage was thereby gained, in the preservation 
of the interior part of the tomb, which was effectu
ally guaranteed from the destructive inroad of the 
rain-water, whose torrent its depth completely in
tercepted ; a fact which a stormf some years ago, 
by the havock caused in the inner chambers, sadly 
demonstrated.

The hollow sound of the wall above-mentioned 
and a small aperture betrayed the secret of its 
hidden chambers, and a palm-tree, supplying the 
place of the more classic ram, forced, on the well- 
known principle of that engine, the intermediate 
barrier, whose breach displayed the splendor of the 
succeeding hall, at once astonishing and delighting 
jts discoverer whose labours were so gratefully 
Repaid.

Its four pillars, supporting a roof twenty-six 
feet J  square, are decoratedj like the whole of the 
walls, with highly-finished and well-preserved 

** The outer door was also closed by masonry; anc  ̂the staircase 
was concealed by accumulated fragments and the crumbling earth 
of the hill in which it is excavated. I t  is under similar fragments 
that other tombs should be looked for.

t  Mr. Burton endeavoured to protect it from a similar calamity 
for the future, by the artificial channel and mounds he made 
al^ve and on each side of it during his stay here in 1825. M. 
Champollion has lately discovered a new mode of preservation, 
very similar to that adopted regarding Memphis, after th» .build
ing of Alexandria. •
' I Or very nearly so, being'^wenty-six\>y twenty-seven-feet.
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sculptures, which from their vivid colors appear but^ 
the work of yesterday; and near the centre of the 
inner wall a few steps lead to a second hall of simi
lar dimensions, supported by two pillars* but left 
in an unfinished state, the sculptors not having yet 
commenced the outline of the figures the draughts
men had but just completed. It is here that the 
first deviations from the general line of direction, 
occur, which are still more remarkable in the stair
case that descends at its southern corner.

To this last succeed two passages, and a chamber 
seventeen feet by fourteen, communicating by a door, 
nearly in the centre of its inner wall, with the grand 
hall, which is twenty-seven feet square and'supported 
by six pillars. On either side is a small chamber, 
opposite the angle of the first pillars, and the upper 
end terminates in a vaulted saloon, nineteen feet bŷ  
thirty, in whose centre stood an alabaster sarcoph5̂- 
gus,f the kenotaph| of the deceased monarch, upon

* By this word I mean of square, by columns of round form. 
The Egyptians preferred 'the former in their unfrequented exca
vated monuments, but generally substituted columns when .they 
were to be tjie resort of visiters. Besides the angles of pillars, 
plinths and pedestals are great encumbrances in a crowded places 
It is strange that the one or the other were ever used.

t  Now in England, in the possession of Sir J. Soane. Sarco
phagus is a word of convention. The stone (lapis azzius), from 
which stone coffins originally derived their name, sarcoph^us, 
destroyed the body in forty days. It was said to be fiom Assos, 
a town of Troas or Mysia.

i  I*do not imagine the sacred person of an Egyptian king would 
be exposed in the inviting situation of these^arcophagi, especially 
when they took so m\^h care tq conceal the bodies of inferior
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^he immediate summit of an inclined plane, which, 
with a staircase on either side, descends into the 
heart of the argillaceous rock for a distance of a 
.hundred and fifty feet.* This, like the entrance of 
the tomb and the first hall, was closed and concealed 
by a wall of masonry, which, coming even with the 
base of the sarcophagus, completely masked the 
staircase it covered and levelled with the floor.

A small chamber and two niches are perforated 
in the north-west wall; at the upper end a step leads 
to an unfinished chamber, seventeen feet by forty- 
three, supported by a 'row of four pillars; and on

subjects. If is true the entrance was closed, but the position of 
a monarch’s tomb would be known to many besides the priesthood, 
and traditionally remembered by others, some of whom, in later 
times, it might reasonably be expected, would not reverence the 
nfcmory of one they had no longer any inducement to respect. 
T te  priestS'must have foreseen the chance of this at least. Tombs 
have bein plundered in very early times; some were the resting- 
places of later occupants, some burnt and reoccupied (probably on 
the Persian invasion), and others usurped by Greeks. Many of the 
sepulchres of the kings were open from a very remote period, and 
seen b j  Greek and Roman visiters. Diodorus, on the authority of 
the priests, mentions forty-seven, of which seventeen only remained 
in the time of Ptolemy Lagus, which implies seventeen whose en
hances were known, and consequently open, since a greater num
ber exist at the present day. Strabo says there were about forty. 
They are the syringes or tunnels of Pausanias, and of the inscrip
tions.

* •When*Belzoni opened this tomb it extended much farther, 
but the rock, which from its friable nature could only be excavated 
by supporting the roof with scaffolding, has since fallen, and cur
tailed a still greater portion of its original length. Previous to 
Belzoni’s visit this tomb had been entered, and ransacked.
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the south-west are other niches and a room about^ 
twenty-five feet square, ornamented with two pillars 
and a broad bench (hewn, like the rest of the tomb, 
in the rock*) around three of its sides, four feet 
high, with four shallow recesses on each face, and 
surmounted by an elegant Egyptian cornice. It is 
difficult to account for the purport of it, unless its 
level summit served as a repository for the mum
mies of the inferior persons of the king’s household; 
but it is more probable that these were also depo
sited in pits.

The total horizontal length of this catacomb is 
three hundred and twenty feet,f without the in
clined descent below the sarcophagus, and its per
pendicular depth ninety, or, including that part, 
about a hundred and eighty feet, to the spot where 
it is closed by the fallen rock.

The sculptures of the first passage consist pf 
lines of hieroglyphics relating to the king Osirei, 
“ the beloved of Pthah,” father of Remeses II. and 
the occupant of the tomb. In the staircase which 
succeeds it, are on one side thirty-seven, on the 
other thkty-nine genii of various forms; among 
which a figure, represented with a stream of tearS 
issuing from his eyes, is remarkable from having 
the (Coptic) word rimi “ lamentation” in the hiero
glyphics above.

* Where the rock was imperfect it was cased with stone.
t  The thermometer is nearly the same he*  in winter as in sum

mer, being about 2 4 j°^ r . in the former and 25j° in the latter.
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 ̂ In the next passage are the boats of Kneph ; and 
several descending planes, on which are placed the 
valves of doors, probably referring to the descent to 
Amenti. The goddess of Truth or Justice stands 
at the lower extremity.* In the small chamber 
over the pit, the king makes offerings to different 
gods, Osiris being the principal deity. Athor, 

^Horus, Isis, Anubis, are also introduced.
On the pillars of the first hall, the monarch 

stands in the presence of various divinities, who 
seem to be receiving him after his death. But one 
of the most interesting subjects here is a procession 
of four different people, of red, white, black, and 
again white complexions, four by four, followed by 
Ra, “ the sun.” The four redf figures are Egyptians, 
designated under the name rot ? “ mankind J the 
next, a white race, with blue eyes, long bushy 
boards, and clad in a short dress, are a northern 
nation, with whom the Egyptians were long at war, 
and appear to signify the nations of the north ; as 
the blacks, the south ; and the four others, also a 
white people, with a pointed beard, blue eyes.
* * Conf. Diodor. i. s. 96. “ The Gates of Truth, near which
stands the headless figure of Justice.”

t  Herodotus says the Egyptians were htack; but the distinction 
always maintained between the dark red hue of the Egyptians, 
the %oppeu»colour of the Ethiopians, and the black of the Africans, 
in the oldest sculptures, amply prove that the use of this expression 
was as unguarded as it was incorrect.

i  This word is generally followed by the sitting figures of a 
man and woman, the demonstrative sign.
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feathers in their hair, and crosses or other devices
about their persons, and dressed in long flowing 
robes, the east.* These then are not in the charac
ter of prisoners, but a typification of the four divi
sions of the world or the whole human race; and are 
introduced among the sculptures of these sepulchres 
in the same abstract sense as the trades of the 
Egyptians in the tombs of private individuals ; the^ 
latter being an epitome of human life, as far as re
garded this people by themselves, the former refer
ring to the inhabitants of the whole world.

On the end wall of this hall is a fine group, which 
is remarkable as well for the elegance of its draw
ing as for the richness and preservation of the color
ing. The subject is the introduction of the king, 
by Horus, into the presence of Osiris and Athor.

Though not the most striking, the most interest
ing drawings in this tomb are those of the up- 
finished chamber beyond the hall ; nor can any 
one look upon those figures with the eye of a 
draughtsman without paying a just tribute to the 
skill and freedom of touch manifested in. their 
outlines.* In Egyptian bas-reliefs the position of 
the figures was first decided by the artist, who 
traced them roughly with a red colour, and the 
draughtsman then carefully sketched the outlines 
in black, and submitted them to the inspection of 
the former, who altered (as appears in some few 
instances here) those parts whic|j he deemed defi
cient in proportion or correctness of attitude ; and 

* Such is the dress of the Rebo, their Eastern eneijiies.
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in that state they were left for the chisel of the 
sculptor. But the death of the king or some other 
cause prevented, in this case, their completion; and 
their unfinished condition, so far from exciting our 
regret, affords a satisfactory opportunity of appre
ciating their skill in drawing, which these figures 
so unequivocally attest.

The beautiful groups at the base of the next 
staircase have been removed by M. Champollion; 
and the subjects in the succeeding passages refer 
mostly to the liturgies or ceremonies performed to 
the deceased monarch. In the square chamber be
yond them the king is seen in the presence of the 
deities Afhor, Horus, Anubis, Isis, Osiris, Nofri- 
Atmoo, and Pthah.

The grand hall contains numerous subjects, 
among which are a series of mummies, each in its 
own repository, whose folding doors are thrown 
o p e n a n d  it is probable that all the parts of these 
catacombs refer to different states, through which 
the deceased passed, and the various mansions of 
H ad^ or Amenti. The representations of the door- 
valves at their entrance tend to confirm tbi» opinion; 
^hile many of the sculptures seefti to relate to the 
life and actions of the deceased and to the mysteries 
of the Egyptian rites.

In thg sidd chambers are some mysterious cere
monies connected with fire, and various other sub
jects; and the transverse vaulted part of the* hall 
or saloon of the sarcophagus, ornamented with a 
profusion of sculpture, is a termination worthy of
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the rest of this grand sepulchral monument. A 
chamber connected with it, on the left, is remarkable* 
for the variety of the subjects, many of which, 
especially those appearing to represent human 
sacrifices, probably' refer to the initiation into the 
higher mysteries, by the supposed death and rege
neration of the Neophyte.

Number 11, called Bruce’s,*or the Harper’s Tomb, 
is, from the nature, though not from the execution, 
of the subjects, of far greater interest than the last 
mentioned. The monarch, whose name here occurs, 
is Remeses III., but that of his father and prede
cessor is traced beneath the ovals of Remeses, who 
appropriated and completed the subjects on its walls.

The line of direction in this catacomb, after the 
first one hundred and thirty feet, is interrupted by 
the vicinity of the adjoining tomb, and makes 
in consequence a slight deviation to the right of 
thirteen feet, when it resumes the same direction 
again for other two hundred and seventy-five, 
making its total length four hundred and five feet.

Its plan differs from that of Number 17, an^ the 
rapidity «f its descent is considerably less, being 
perpendicularly only thirty-one feet.

The most interesting part is unquestionably the 
series of small chambers in the two first passages, 
since they throw considerable light on the,styl%of

* Having been first mentioned by that injured traveller, whose 
fault seems to have been that he visited «and examined more 
than his readers, judging from themselves, would allow him 
credit for.
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the furniture and arms, and consequently on the 
^manners and customs of the Egyptians.

In the first to the left (entering) is the kitchen, 
where the principal groups, though much defaced, 
may yet be recognised. Some are engaged in 
slaughtering oxen, and cutting up the joints, which 
are put into caldrons on a tripod placed over a wood 
fire, and in the lower line a man is employed in 
cutting a leather strap he holds with his feet, a 
practice common throughout the East. Another 
pounds something for the kitchen in a large mor
tar, another apparently minces the meat, and a 
pallet suspended by ropes, running in rings which 
are fastened to the roof, is raised from the ground, 
to guard against the intrusion of rats and other 
destructive depredators. On the opposite side, 
in the upper line, two men knead a substance* 
with their feet, others cook meat, pastry, and 
broth, probably of lentils, which fill some baskets 
beside them ; and of the frescos of the lower 
line sufficient remains to show that others are 
engiiged in drawing off, by means of syphons, a 
liquid from vases before them. On the ^ d  wall is 
•the. process of making bread, but thé dough is 
kneaded by the hand, and not, as Herodotus and 
Strabo mention, by the fee t;t and small black 
segds b^ing sprinkled on the surface of the cakes
(probably the habbehs6da| still used in Egypt)%

* Probably the^aste for the kitchen. Herbd. ii. 36.
t  No doubt they used both, as we see in this tomb.
Î Or the nigella sativa. Protìerlv written hábh sodh.
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hey are carried on a wooden pallet to the 
•ven.

In the opposite chamber are several boats, with 
square chequered sails, some having spacious cabins, 
and others only a seat near the fnast. They are 
richly painted and loaded with ornaments; and 
those in the lower lines have the mast and yard 
lowered over the cabin.

The succeeding room, on the right hand, con
tains the various arms and warlike implements 
of the Egyptians; among which are knives, 
quilted helmets, spears, ataghans or daggers, qui
vers, bows, arrows, falchions, coats-of-mail, darts, 
clubs, and standards. On either side of- the door 
is a black cow with the head-dress of Athor, one 
accompanied by hieroglyphics signifying the north, 
the other by those of the south, probably intimating 
that these are the arms of Upper and Lower 
Egypt. The blue colour of some of these weapons 
suffices to prove them to have been of steel, and is 
one of several strong arguments in favour of the 
conclusion that the early Egyptians were acquainted 
with the i|se of iron. The next chamber has chairs 
of the most elegant form, covered with rich drapery,* 
highly ornamented, and evincing admirable taste; 
nor can any one, on contemplating the beauty of 
Egyptian furniture, refuse for one moment his 
assent to the fact, that this people must have been 
greatty advanced in the arts of civilisation and the 
comforts of domestic life. Sofas, couches, vases of
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porcelain and pottery, copper utensils, caldrons, 
rare woods, printed stuffs, leopard skins, baskets of 
a very neat and graceful shape, and basins and 
ewersj whose designs vie with the productions of 
the cabinet-maker, complete the interesting series 
of these frescos.

The next contains agricultural scenes, in which 
the inundation of the Nile passing through the 
canals, sowing and reaping wheat, and a grain, 
which from its height and round head appears to 
be the doora or sorghum, as well as the flowers of 
the country, are represented. But however suc
cessful the Egyptians may have been in seizing the 
character of animals, they failed in the art of draw
ing trees and flowers, and their coloured plants 
would perplex the most profound botanist equally 
with the fanciful productions of an Arabic her
barium. That which follows contains different •forms of the god Osiris, having various attributes.

The second chamber, on the opposite side, merely 
offers emblems and deities. In the next are birds 
and,some productions of Egypt, as geese and 
quails, eggs, pomegranates, grapes, vwth other 
fruits and herbs, among which last is the ghúlga* 
or periploca secamone of Linnaeus, still common in 
the deserts of Egypt, and resembling in form 'f the

* Theitrabs of the desert use it for curing skins, of which its 
milky juice speedily removes the hair, while it has the property of 
rendering the skin strong and durable. *

t  Owing to their drawing the leaves larger than they really are.
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ivy, which is unknown in this country. The figuicy 
in the lower line are of the god Nilus.

In the succeeding chamber are rudders and 
sacred emblems; and the principal figures in the 
last are two harpers playing on instruments of not 
inelegant form before the god lo. From these the 
tomb received its name. One has eleven, the 
other apparently fourteen strings, and one (if noi; 
both) of the minstrels is blind.

Each of these small apartments has a pit, now 
closed, in which it is probable that some of the 
officers of the king’s household were buried; and the 
subjects on their walls will then refer to the station 
they held; as, the chief cook, the superintendent of 
the royal boats, the armour-bearer, stewards of the 
household, and of the royal demesne, the priest of 
the king, the gardener, hieraphoros, and minstrel..

The subjects in the first passage, after the recess 
to the right, are similar to those of Number 17, and 
are supposed to relate to the descent to Amenti, but 
the figure of Truth, and the other groups in con
nexion with that-part of them, are placed »in a 
square nibhe. The character of the four people, in 
the first hall, differs slightly from those of the 
former tomb, four blacks, clad in African dresses, , 
being substituted instead of the Egyptians, though 
the same name Rot is introduced before them. •

Bejond the grand hall of the sarcophagus are 
three successive passages, in the ^ st of which are 
benches intended annarentlv for the same ournose
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|is those of the lateral chamber in Number 17, 
to which they are greatly inferior in point of taste. 
The large granite sarcophagus was removed hence 
by Mr. Salt. This tomb is much defaced, and the 
nature of the rock was unfavourable for sculpture. 
It was one of those open during the reign of the 
Ptolemies.
 ̂ Number 9 was called by the Romans the tomb of 
Memnon, probably from its being the handsomest 
then open, though the title of Miaraun given to 
Remeses V. the occupant of this catacomb, in 
common with many other of the Pharaohs, may 
have led to this error. It was greatly admired 
by the Greek and Roman visitors, who expressed 
their satisfaction by ex votes, and inscriptions of 
various lengths, and who generally agree that 
leaving examined these syringes or tunnels, that 
0̂  Memnon had the greatest claim upon their 
admiration; though one morose old gentleman, of 
the name of Epiphanius, declares he saw nothing 
to admire but the stone, meaning the sarcophagus, 
near »which he wrote his laconic and ill-natured 
remarks. In the second passage is a linger in
scription of an Athenian, the Dadouchos* of the

*  The torch-bearer was the chief officer under the Hiero- 
pha»tes, %nd said to be an emblem of the sun, as the Hiéro
phantes was of the Creator himself. This festival was performed 
in honour of Ceres and Proserpine, every fifth year, by th» Athe
nians, by whom it w*s particularly observed. It was divided into 
the greater and less mysteries, and it was required that every one
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Eleusinian mysteries, who visited Thebes in the< 
reign of Constantine. This was about sixty years 
before they were abolished by Theodosius, after 
having existed for nearly eighteen hundred years.

The total length of this tomb is three hundred 
and forty-two feet, with the entrance passage, and 
the perpendicular depth below the surface twenty- 
four feet six inches; and in this gradual descent, 
and the regularity of the chambers and passages, 
consists the chief beauty of its plan. The general 
height of the first passages is twelve and thirteen 
feet, about two more than that of Number 11, and 
three more than that of Number 17.

The sculptures differ from those of the above- 
mentioned tombs, and the figures of the four na
tions are not introduced in the first hall; but many 
of the ceilings present very interesting astronomical 
subjects. •

In the last passage before the hall of the sarco
phagus, the tomb Number 12 crosses over the 
ceiling, at whose side an aperture has been forced 
at a later epoch. The sarcophagus, which Is of 
granite, has been broken, and lies in a ruined state 
near its original site. The vaulted roof of the hall 
presents an astronomical subject, and is richly orna
mented with a profusion of small figures. Indeed 
all the walls of this tomb are loaded wilh very 
minute details, but of small proportions.

•
should be first initiated into the latter before he could be ad
mitted into the former. *
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Number 8, is of king Pthahmen, the son of 
Remeses II. On the left side, entering the pas
sage, is a group, of very superior sculpture, repre
senting the king and the god Ra.

The style of this tomb resembles that of Number 
17, and others of that epoch; and in the first hall 
are figures of the four nations. The descent is very 
japid, which as usual takes off from that elegance 
so much admired in Number 9 ; and the sculptures, 
executed in intaglio on the stucco, have suffered 
much from the damp occasioned by the torrents 
which, when the rain falls, pour into it with great 
violence from a ravine near its mouth. Its length, 
exclusive of the open passage of forty feet in front, 
is one hundred and sixty-seven feet to the end of 
the first hall, where it is closed by sand and earth. 
This was also one of the seventeen * mentioned by 
Riodorus.

Number 6 is of Remeses VII. The sculptures 
differ widely from those of the preceding tombs. 
In the third passage they refer to the generative 
principle. The features of the king are peculiar, 
|ind from the form of the nose, so very unlike that 
of tbo usual Egyptian face, it becomes very pro
bable that their sculptures actually offer portraits, 
contrary to the opinion I had formerly conceived on 
this subject.'!' On the inner wall of the last chamber

* I have been enabled to ascertain them hy the Greek inscrip
tions on their walls. •

t  On making further inquiries on this point, I find every reason 
to acquiesce in the opinion of M. Champfillion.
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or hall of the sarcophagus is the figure of Harpo^ 
crates, or a child, seated in a winged globe, and 
from being beyond the sarcophagus, which was the 
abode of death, it appears to refer to a well-known 
idea that dissolution was followed by reproduction 
into life. The total length of this tomb is two 
hundred and forty-three feet, including the outer 
entrance of twenty-five. It was open during the 
time of the Ptolemies.

Number 7, which is opposite this, is of Remeses 
II.,* but is nearly filled up with the sand washed 
into it by the rains. ■ About one hundred and 
eighty feet of it were cleared, I believe, by Mr. 
Salt. This also contains Greek inscriptions.

Number 2 is a small but elegant tomb, two hun
dred and eighteen feet long, including the hypaethral 
passage of forty-seven. The sarcophagus remains 
in its original situation, though broken at the sid̂ > 
and is eleven feet six inches by seven, and upwards 
of nine feet in height. The bodies found in the 
recesses behind this halt would seem to favour the 
conjecture that they were intended, like those before 
mentioneCi, in Numbers 11 and 17, as receptacles 
for the dead. The inscriptions prove this to have 
been one of the seventeen open in the time of the 
Ptolemies. The name of the king is Remeses IV.

In Number 1 are also Greek inscriptione of ♦ he
* Bolli the names of this king ( i .  1 an^ 2 of my list of the 

Pharaohs) occur here, being another proof of their belonging to 
one and the same monajch.
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iime of the Ptolemies. It is the catacomb of 
Kemeses IX., but very inferior in style and di
mensions to the preceding, being only one hundred 
and thirty-two in length, including the exterior 
uncovered entrance. A small sarcophagus is hewn 
in the limestone rock, in the centre of the hall, and 
covered with a lid of red granite.

Number 3 is unsculptured, except at the en
trance, which is much defaced. Its plan is very 
different from the other tombs; the total length is 
scarcely one hundred and twenty-three feet, but its 
area is greater than that of Number 1. It was one 
of those open at an early period. The name is of 
Remeses III.

Number 4 is an unfinished tomb of Remeses 
VIII. At the end is a large pit 32 feet deep, 
fourteen and a half in length and eleven and a half 
in breadth. It was also open during the reigns of 
the Ptolemies. Its total length is three hundred 
and seven feet. Neither of these two are worthy 
of a visit.

In,Number 13 a few faint traces of sculpture 
alone remain.

On the projecting rocks, a few paces to the east 
of it, are some hieratic characters; and between 
this and Number 14 it is probable there may be 
another,tomb, as also between Numbers 14 and 15.

Number 14 is of king Pthahsepthah, or Pthathma 
Septhah, who sterns to have reigned in right^of his 
wife, the queen Taosiri, as she occurs sometimes
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alone, making offerings to the gods, and sdin̂ tijmeŝ  
in company with her husband. This catacomb was 
afterwards appropriated by king Osirei II., and 
again by his successor, whose name is met with 
throughout on the stucco which covers part of the 
former sculptures, and in intaglio on the granite 
sarcophagus in the grand hall. In the passages 
beyond the staircase the subjects relate to the 
liturgies of the deceased monarch, and in the side 
chamber to the left is a bier attended by Anubis, 
with the vases of the four genii beneath it. In the 
first grand vaulted hall, below the cornice which 
runs round the lower part, various objects of 
Egyptian furniture are represented,—as metal mir
rors, boxes and chairs of very elegant shape, 
vases, fans, arms, necklaces, and numerous insignia. 
In the succeeding passages the subjects resemble 
many of those in the unfinished hall of Number 1J. 
The sculptures are in intaglio, but whenever the 
name of the king appears it is merely painted on 
the stucco; and those in the second vaulted hall 
are partly in intaglio and partly in outline, but of 
a good Style. The sarcopliagus has been broken, 
and the lid, on which is the figure of the king ifi 
relief, has the form of a royal name or oval.

This tomb was open in the time of the Ptolemies. 
Its total length is three hundred and sixty-three 
feet, without the hypaethral entrance, but it is un- 
finisied; and behind the first hjill another large 
chamber with pillars was intended to have been 
added.
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 ̂ Number 15'is of Osirei II. The figures at the 
intrance are in relief, and of very good style. Be- 
pnd  this passage it is unfinished. Part of the 
broken sarcophagus lies on the other side of the 
hall. It bears the name of this monarch in intaglio, 
and his figure on the lid, a fine specimen of bold 
relief in granite, is raised nine inches above the 
surface. This catacomb was open at an early 
epoch. Its total length is two hundred and thirty- 
six feet.

Number 12 is unsculptured. It reaches^’only to 
a distance of one hundred and seventy-two feet, but 
has several side chambers at the upper end. The 
last room crosses over Number 9. It was probably 
known to the Greeks and Romans.

Number 10, adjoining the Harper’s tomb, pre- 
sejits the name of Amunmeses, whose exact era, as 
w^ll as that of the two queens who are introduced 
in the inner part of this catacomb, is uncertain. It 
is however probable that he lived in the twenty- 
first dynasty. This was also open at an early 
period. It is now closed after the distance of about 
two hundred and fifty feet.
* Number 16 is of Remeses, or Remesso I., the 
father of Osirei,* and grandfather of Remeses I I . ; 
being the oldest tomb hitherto discovered in this 
valtey; and is among the number of those opened 
by Belzoni. The sarcophagus within it bears the 
same name.

Osirei or Osiri I.
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Number 18 is of Remeses X., but is almost en

tirely filled up. It was probably one of those open 
in the time of the Ptolemies.

Number 5 is nearly closed. Its plan differs very 
widely from those of the other tombs. Neither 
of these are deserving of a visit.

Number 19 is a small catacomb, which presents 
the name of a prince Remeses, or Remesso Man- 
dooho . . ., whose features are very peculiar. He 
was a royal scribe and commander of the troops, 
and appears to have been heir-apparent at the time 
of his death. It is only open to the distance ol 
about sixty-five feet.

Number 20 is a long passage, of which only one 
hundred and seventy feet have been explored, de
scending to a depth of seventy-six. feet perpendi
cular. I t was supposed to lead through the rocks 
to the plain of Qoorneh ; and to ascertain this fac]¿, 
Mr. Burton cleared it to the above-mentioned dis
tance, but he was obliged to abandon his researches 
owing to the danger of the mephitic air, which 
extinguished the lights. It does not however 
appear, fftim the direction it takes, to pass through 
the mountain; nor is the spot one that they would 
have chosen for such a communication.

Number 21 is a small tomb without sculpture, 
and unworthy of a visit. Fragments of ^aba»ter 
vases are met with in one of the chambers.

It appears that those open in,the time of the 
Ptolemies were Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
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11,12, 14, 15, and 18, fourteen out of the seventeen 
tnentioned by Diodorus ; so that the three others 
tiave been again closed since that epoch, unless 
some of the unsculptured ones may be admitted to 
complete the number, which, from their being 
unworthy of a visit, were also unworthy of an 
inscription to record the fact of their,existence.

There are four other tombs in the western valley, 
behind that containing these sepulchres. But if 
the traveller is pressed for time, they are scarcely 
deserving of a visit. One * is of considerable size, 
but the line of direction varies in three different 
parts, the first extending to a distance of one hun
dred and forty-five feet, the second one hundred 
and nineteen, and the third eighty-eight, being a 
total of three hundred and fifty-two feet in length,
with several lateral chambers. The name is of •4^munoph III., of the vocal statue,; and in con
sequence this is the oldest catacomb hitherto dis
covered' in these valleys, unless that marked W. 2 
claims a prior antiquity. Towards the end of the 
first line of direction is a well, now nearly closed, 
intended to prevent the ingress of the ^in-water 
cind of the too curious visiter; and this deviation 
may perhaps indicate the vicinity of another tomb 
behind it.

it is «perhaps in this valley that other of the 
oldest royal catacombs may some day be discovered.

larked W . 1.
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and it certainly is singular that none have been yet 
met with of the first kings of the eighteenth dynasty.

,W. 2 is two hundred and five feet in length, in
cluding the entrance, and contains a broken sarco
phagus and some bad fresco painting of peculiarly 
short and graceless proportions. Of the sera of the 
king whose name here occurs, I have only been 
able to ascertain that he was prior to Remeses II., 
and probably by several ages.

The others are not worthy of notice.
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C h a p t e r  I I I ,

TOMBS OF PRIESTS, AND PRIVATE INDIVIDUALS.

If I could fix on any part of this vast abode of 
^eath, where the most ancient ■ tombs are exclu
sively met with, I should not hesitate in com
mencing' my notice of them in the order of their 
relative antiquity; but as some of a remote epoch 
are continually intermixed with those of more 
recent date, it is impossible to fix with precision 
the exact extent of the earliest cemeteries. It is 
likewise difficult to determine the particular por
tions set apart for the sepulture of the members of 
tffe various castes into which the Egyptians were 
divided, since those of the same class are found in 
more than one part of its extensive circuit. Some 
general notions may, however, be formed on this 
head by looking over the survey itself; others must 
be given in the following pages, where I ^ a ll  also 
notice those kings whose names appearing in the 
sculptures fix in some degree the epoch at which 
several portions of this burial-ground were conse
crated tq the reception of the dead. But in many 
of these all clue to the determination of this fact 
is entirely lost, by the decay of the sculptures or 
the fall of the stucco on which they were oainted;
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and what increases our regret on this point, these 
fallen annals, as relating to the most ancient epoch, 
were by far the most interesting. Among the 
last it is highly probable that those situated north 
of Old Qoorneh are deserving of the first rank, as 
well from the total disappearance of the stucco 
which once lined their walls, as from the state of 
the rock itself, their situation opposite Karnak (the 
main and original part of Diospolis), and their 
vicinity to the river.

In the reign of Amunoph I., second* king of 
the eighteenth dynasty, other grottos were exca
vated in the Drah Aboo Negga,"!' behind the temple 
of Old Qoorneh,—one or two in the Assaseef,— 
and several others in the valley of Dayr el Me- 
deeneh, which, being the westernmost, were con- ' 
sidered more peculiarly under the protection of 
Athor, the ‘ president of the West,” who is fre
quently there represented either receiving the Sun 
into her arms, coming forth under the form of a

* I have stated my reasons, in my “ Hieroglyphic Ex*racts,” 
for not placing him the third of this dynasty, p. 10, and 
“ Materia Hier.,” p. 78. M. Champollion makes him th  ̂
“ chief of the eighteenth dynasty,” Letter 15.

t  Or Aboo Nedja, the g in Arabic being properly always soft. 
I use the modem name. The temple of old Qoorneh was not 
yet founded.

i  I cannot account for this spot being chosen, at this early 
period,^vhen so many other parts of the Theban hills offered firm 
rock and less distant spots for the posidon of very superior 
grottos ; but for the reason I shall presently stafe.
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COW from behind the “ Western Mountain,”* or 
standing between the figures of the man and lady 
of the tomb, bearing her emblems, the long horns 
and feathers which compose her usual head-dress.

The friable nature of the rock in pait of this 
valley urged the necessity of protecting the roofs 
of some of these grottos by vaults of brick, which, 
jvhile they point out the dryness of a climate that 
permits crude brick to stand uninjured through a 
period of 3370 years, establish the antiquity of the 
invention of the arch.f These tombs are generally 
small ; sometimes the sculptures are cut in the 
rock itself, sometimes traced on the stucco that 
covers its irregular surface, and some have only 
fresco paintings on the crude brick walls which case 
the interior. The facility of working this rock 
iqay have induced them to select it for the tombs of 
those who objected to more expensive excavations; 
and it is reasonable to suppose, that being in the 
habit of constructing their houses with brick vaults, 
they would employ a similar covering to the cham
bers of the dead, whenever they required the pro-

* This goddess and similar sculptures also appear in tombs of 
tTiis and later epochs in other parts of the Theban burial ground. 
There is another valley, still more to the west, set apart for the 
sepulchres of the queens, which was also consecrated to the same 
goddess, who may perhaps have presided over the whole of the 
Libj%n Nacropolis. She seems to have been the origin of that 
Venus who was daughter of Coelus and Light. The goddess of 
Justice has sometimes her attributes in, these sculptures. have 
noticed these in page ®0.

t  Vide p. 81. «
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tection of a roof against the crumbling of an argil
laceous stratum, such as that on which these lime
stone mountains repose, or where large fissures 
exposed them to the falling particles of the super
incumbent rock.

In the succeeding reigns of the Thothmes and 
Amunophs, the hill of Abd el Qoorneh, (Qoornet 
Murraee,) and part of Drah Aboo Negga,* were oc
cupied by the priestly order, who, with their wives 
and family, were interred in the pits of these elegant 
catacombs, whose varied and interesting sculptures 
delight the antiquary, and excite his surprise at theii 
preservation after a lapse of more than three thou
sand years. Here manners and customs, historical 
events and religious ceremonies, carry us back, as 
it were, to the society of those to whom they refer; 
and we are enabled to study the amusements and 
occupations of the ancient Egyptians, almost as 
though we were spectators of the scenes represented 
in these sculptures.

In the time of Osirei and his son other tombs were 
opened beneath these hills, in the vicinity of the 
palace of \he second Remeses,|, and on the west ol

* In some of these also the tomb itself is represented in the 
sculptures as standing at the base of the Theban mountain. These 
tombs are drawn as a square building, with a pyramidal apex.

t  Diodorus (i. 80.) appears to be right when he jtates d;he 
priests had but one wife, as far as I can judge from the sculptures 
of the t^nbs. No doubt they were allowed (like the' kings) tc 
marry a second time on the demise of their »ife, a boon which is 
not granted to their Copt successors. ^

i Generally called the Merjmoftium. Remeses-ei, or Pdi-n-
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the entrance to the Assaseef. And in the early* 
part of the latter reign, some of those belonging to 
the priestly order, amidst the crude brick pyramids 
at the western extremity of Drah Aboo Negga, 
increased the number of the larger sepulchres. 
Others bear the name of Pthahmen, his son and 
successor; in one of which, having an outer area, 
inclosed by a stone wall,f colossal figures of the 
lord and lady of the tomb are majestically seated 
in the first chamber. But the most interesting 
objects on this part of the hill are the crude brick 
pyramids themselves, as well from the state of their 
preservation, as from the existence of the arches 
which form the roofs of their central chambers; 
nor, judging from the style of the frescos, can 
we ventui'e to assign to them a date posterior to the 
third Remeses,J  or about 1230 B.C.
• From the above statement alone it is evident that 
these districts cannot be classed under particular 
reigns; but with regard to the exclusive appro
priation of certain parts of the Theban cemetery to 
pecrdiar castes, it may be observed, that in those 
places where the compact nature of the rocic was best 

"suited for large excavations, the tombs of the priests
Remeses is its name, which M. Champollion has called Remeseion. 
Thjp is indefinite, for Medeenet Haboo is a Remeseion, but of the 
third Remeses.

* The date here is his first year, and he is seated with l îs queen 
Maut-men-nofri- are*

t  Marked V. jn the Survey.
i  He may have been the RRampsinitu# of Herodotus.
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are invariably to be met with, while those of the infe
rior classes are to be looked for, either in the plain 
beneath, or in the less solid parts of the adjacent 
hills.* The most remarkable, which date after this 
epoch, are those in the Assaseef, and behind the 
palace of Remeses II., executed during the period 
of the twenty-sixth dynasty, in the seventh century 
before our era. Their plans, very different from 
those of the other Theban tombs, are not less 
remarkable for their general resemblance to each 
other, than for their extent, consistently according 
with the profusion and detail of their ornamental 
sculpture.

The smallest, which are those behind the palace 
of Remeses, commence with an outer court, deco
rated by a peristyle of pillars,f and to this succeeds 
an arched entrance to the tomb itself, which con- 
sists of a long hall, supported by a double row oi 
four pillars, and another of smaller dimensions 
beyond it, with four pillars in the centre. The 
largest of them, and indeed of all the sepulchres of 
Thebes, are those in the Assaseef, one of which*| far 
exceeds ill extent any one of the tombs of the kings. 
Its outer court, or area, is one hundred and three

* For the position of these-tombs I must refer the reader to the 
Survey. The right of making and selling them may have be
longed. to a certain college of the priesthood, who exclusively 
farmed this immense revenue; and the reason of the priests hav
ing the^best catacombs will have been their greater pecuniary 
means, and the consequent privilege of making their choice.

f  “ Pillars f  ’ i. e. square. Marked RXn the Survey, 
K
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feet by seventy-six, with a flight of steps descend
ing to its centre from the entrance, which lies 
between two massive crude brick walls, once sup
porting an arched gateway. The inner door, cut 
like the rest of the tomb in the limestone rock, leads 
to a second court, fifty-three feet by sixty-seven,* 
with a peristyle of pillars on either side, behind 
which are two closed corridors; that on the west 
containing a pit and one small square room, the 
opposite one having a similar chamber, which leads 
to a narrow passage, once closed in two places by 
masonry, and evidently used for a sepulchral pur
pose.

Continuing through the second area you arrive 
at a porch, whose arched summit, hollowed out of 
the, rock, has the light form of a small segment of a 
gircle, and from the surface of the inner wall are 
relieved the cornice and mouldings of an elegant 
doorway.

This opens on the first hall, fifty-three feet by 
thirty-seven, once supported by a double line of 
four»pillars, dividing the nave (if I may so call it) 
from the aisles, with half pillars as usuaT attached 
to the end walls. Another ornamented doorway 
leads to the second hall, thirty-two feet square, 
with two pillars in each row, disposed as in the 
foftner.» Passing through another door you arrive at 
a small chamber, twenty-one feet by twelve, at

As usual, the breadth of the court or area exceeds its length.
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whose end wall is a niche, formed of a series 
of jambs, receding successively to its centre. Here 
terminates the first line of direction, A square 
room lies on the left (entering), and on the right 
another succession of passages, or narrow apart
ments, leads to two flights of steps, immediately 
before which is another door on the right. Beyond 
these is another passage, and a room containing a 
pit forty-five feet deep, which opens at about one- 
third of its depth on a lateral chamber.

A third line of direction, at right angles with the 
former, turns to the right, and terminates in a room, 
at whose upper end is a squared pedestal.

Returning through this range of passages, and 
re-ascending the two staircases, the door above 
alluded to presents itself on the left hand. You 
shortly arrive at a pit (opening on another sej; 
of rooms, beneath the level of the upper ground 
plan), and after passing it, a large square, sur
rounded by long passages, arrests the attention 
of the curious visiter. At each angle is the figure 
of one of the eight* following goddesses;—Neith, 
Sate, Isis, Nephthys, Netpe, Justice, Selk, and 
Athor, who, standing with outspread arms, preside 
over and protect the sacred inclosure to which they 
front and are attached.

A gentleman, an author, whose reading is Tar 
more respectable than his judgment, has not failed

The names which remain are Neith, Sate, and Netpe.
K 2
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to discover something^ extraordinary in the position 
of these figures, referring, as he supposes, to the 
crucifix adopted by the Christians.

Eleven niches, in six of which are small figures of 
different deities, occur at intervals on the side walls, 
and the summit is crowned by a frieze of hierogly
phics. Three chambers lie behind this square, and 
the passage which goes round it descends on that side, 
and rejoins, by an ascending ia]us on the next, the 
level of the front. A short distance further terminates 
this part of the tomb; but the above-mentioned pit* 
communicates with a subterranean passage opening 
on a vaulted chamber, from whose upper extremity 
another pit leads, downwards, to a second, and ulti
mately, through the ceiling of the last, upwards, to 
a third apartment, coming immediately below the 
centre of the square above noticed. This has one 
«entral niche, and seven on either side, the whole 
loaded with hieroglyphical sculptures, which cover 
the walls in every part of this extensive tomb.

But to give an idea of its length, and consequently 
of the profusion of its ornamental details, I shall 
briefly state the total extent of each series of the 
passages both in the upper and under part of the 
excavation. From the entrance of the outer area 
to the first deviation from the original right line is 
32D feei. The total of the next range of passages to 
the chamber of the great pit is 177 feet. The third

Nineteen feet deer
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passage, at right angles to this last, is 60 feet; that 
passing over the second pit is 125; and adding to 
these three of the sides of the isolated square, the total 
is 862 feet, independent of the lateral chambers. 

The area of the actual excavation is 22,217 
square feet, and with the chambers of the pits 
23,809, though, from the nature of its plan, the 
ground it occupies is nearly one acre and a quarter: 
an immoderate space for the sepulchre of one indi
vidual, even allowing that the members of his 
family shared a portion of its extent.

He was a distinguished functionary of the priestlj 
order, and possessed apparently unusual affluence 
and consequence, since the granite gateway, added 
by his order* to the small temple of Medeenet 
Haboo, bears the name of Petamunap alone, amidst 
buildings on which kings were proud to inscribe 
their own.

I have already-j- mentioned the wealth of private 
individuals who lived under this dynasty and im
mediately before the Persian invasion ; nor can anj 
one, on visiting these tombs, doubt a fact (jorro- 
berated Sy the testimony of Herodotus and othei 
authors, who state that Egypt was most flourishing 
about the reign of Amasis.

But though the labor and expense incurred ic 
finishing them far exceed those of any other epdbh

* Or%Y his will, being “ deceased” at the^time of its erection 
t  Materia Hierog., p. 101, where I have endeavoured to recon 

cile this fact with the prophecy of Ezekiel.
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the execution of the sculptures charged with orna
ment and fretted with the most minute details,* is 
far inferior to that in vogue during the reign of the 
eighteenth dynasty, when freedom of drawing was 
united with simplicity of effect. And the style of 
the subjects in the catacombs of this last-mentioned 
era excite our admiration, no less than the skill of 

.the artists who designed them; while few of those 
of the twenty-sixth dynasty can be regarded with 
a similar satisfaction, at least by the eye of an 
Egyptian antiquary. One however of these tombs,f 
bearing the name of an individual who lived under 
the second Psamaticus, deserves to be excepted, as 
the subjects there represented tend to throw con
siderable light on the manners and customs, the 
trades and employments of the Egyptians; nor can 
1 omit the mention of some elegant and highly- 
finished sculptures in the area of the tombf im
mediately behind that of Petamunap, which I for
tunately saved from being broken up for lime a few 
months ago by the Turkish miners.

In* noticing the most interesting of the other cata
combs of Thebes, I shall commence witl* those of 
Qoornet Murraee, where a few have escaped the

* This is the florid style of Egyptian art. The scenes are less 
vaflted and a greater profusion of less interesting hieroglyphics 
generally prevails, 

t  Marked Q in the Survey.
i  Marked P. Tl^y are fowling scenes and other subjects, at 

the base of the south-south-west wall.
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ravages of time and the still more baneful injuries 
of human hands. Finding scarcely any already 
open which presented sculpture worthy of a visit, 
or which threw any light on the era of their execu
tion, I had several uncovered (during my visit in . 
1827) in hopes of satisfying my curiosity, which, 
except in one instance, was but badly repaid. I
here* found the name of the elder brother of Amu-•noph III. Though his nomen and prenomen had, as 
usual, been carefully erased, probably by order of 
the surviving monarch, yet, from some of the sub
ordinate parts of the various subjects which cover 
the walls of this tomb, where the erasure had been 
partially or entirely overlooked, I was enabled to 
ascertain to whom the ovals belonged, and conse
quently to fix the date of this interesting catacomb.

Here the king is seated on his throne, within 
a richly ornamented canopy, attended by a fai\- 
bearer, who also holds his sceptre. A procession 
advances in four lines towards the presence of 
the Pharaoh. - The lower division consists of Egyp
tians of the sacerdotal and military classes, «some 
ladies of consequence, and young people bringing 
bouquets and boughs of trees. They have just 
entered the gates of the royal court, and are pre
ceded by a scribe, and others of the priestly order, 
who do obeisancef before the deputy of his#najeety.

Marked b in the Sur\%y.
t  It was a common custom with the Egyptians to prostrate
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as he stands to receive them. In the second line 
black “ chiefs of Cush” or Ethiopia bring presents 
of gold rings, copper, skins, fans or umbrellas of 
feather-work, and an ox, bearing on its horns an 
artificial garden* and a lake of fish. Having 
placed their offerings, they prostrate themselves 
before the Egyptian monarch. A continuation of 
these presents follows in the third line, where, 
besides ringsf of gold and bags|; of precious stones, 
are the camelopard, panthers’ skins, and long-horned 
cattle, whose heads are strangely ornamented with 
the hands § and heads of negroes.
themselves before their kings and other persons of consequence. 
The Carthaginians and many nations of the East did the same. 
The Copts at the present day kneel down and kiss the ground 
before their patriarch.

* This offering will appear less singular when we think of our 
own flower-pots, and vases of gold and silver-fish ; which last are 
»ot less incomprehensible to the modern Egyptians than the above- 
mentioned lake may seem to us. The garden indeed may have 
been of artificial fimoers, which were known to the Egyptians.

t  The money of the Ethiopians and Egyptians was in rings of 
gold and silver, like those still in use about Sennar. I had inter- 
preted,the hieroglyphic signifying silver “  wrought gold but the 
white color of the rings placed opposite to others pakated yellow 
(in another tomb at Thèbes) decides the question in favour of 
the word “ silver.”

i  The hieroglyphic of these bags is the staff of power passing 
through the centre of the character gold ; which may signify gold 
diist dr precious stones. They are sealed.

§* Probably artificial. They would scarcely have decapitated 
their own people to adorn their offerings to a foreign prince. This 
breed of cattle is extinct in Egypt, where it was formft-ly very 
common. It is stilf found in Abyssinia, and much resembles 
that of Tuscany.
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In the upper line, the queen* of the same people 

arrives in a chariot drawn by oxen and over
shadowed by an umbrella, accompanied by her 
attendants, some of whom bear presents of gold. 
She alights, preceded and followed by the principal 
persons of her suite, and advances to the presence 
of the king; but whether this refers to any mar
riage that was contracted between the Egyptian 
monarch and a princess of Ethiopia, or merely to 
the annual tribute paid by that people, I have not 
been able to decide. Among the different presents 
are a chariot, shields covered with bulls’ hides, 
bound with metal borders and studded f  with pins, 
chairs, couches, head-stools,;J; and other objects. 
The dresses of the negroes differ in the upper line 
from those below, the latter having partly the 
costume of the Egyptians with the plaited hair of 
their national head-dress; but those who follow 
the car of the princess are clad in skins, whose 
projecting tail, while it heightens the caricature 
the artist probably intended to indulge in, proves 
them to be; persons of an inferior station, who^were 
most likely brought as slaves to' the Egyptian

* It is remarkable that we so frequently find mention of queens 
of Ethiopia, many of whom have the name Candace. Was this 
a title, like the Pharaoh of Egypt ?

t  Not unlike some described by Homer.
i  Still used in Abyssinia and Nubia. The same are described 

by Porphyry, iv. 7, “ a half cylinder of wnod, well polished, to 
support their heads.” They are frequently found at Thebes, and 
generally of acacia or pther hard wood.
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monarch. Women of the same nation follow, Isear- 
ing their children in a kind of basket suspended to 
;heir back.

Ethiopian and negro slaves were common in 
Egypt from a very remote time, long before the 
sra of Amunoph I I I . ; and it is highly probable 
that a tribute, as well of slaves as of gold, ivory, 
sbony, wild animals, skins, and other productions 
of the South, was continually exacted from the 
[and of Cush. Indeed it seems that the captives of 
their northern wars were also doomed to a similar 
fate, and that, like the servi or servati of the Romans, 
and the prisoners* of some nations of modernf as 
well as ancient times, they purchased their lives by 
the sacrifice of freedom.

Many other interesting subjects cover the walls 
of this tomb, which throw much light on the cus- 
iosns of the Egyptians.

In another catacomb, unfortunately much ruined, 
is a spirited chase, in which various animals of the

* This was a very old custom. The Jews made those who sued 
'or peace serve” them ; but “ every male” of a oftptur^d city 
vas “ smitten with the sword,” “ their women and children, cattle, 
ind the spoil” becoming the property of the conqueror. Deut. xx. 
L3,14.

t  Still usual in many parts of Africa and among other uncivi- 
ized nations. In the Galla and Jimma countries, to the south 
ind*south*east of Abyssinia, the same custom is observed on both 
lides by the contending parties; but the friends of the captive 
nay ransom him for five hundred heifers (or more, accdlding to 
lis rank) as soon as intelligence, which it is generally the interest 
)f the captor to contrive means to forward, reaches them of his 
)ersonal safety.
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»

desert are admirably designed.* The fox, hare, 
gazelle, ibex, eriel (antelope oryx), ostrich, and wild 
ox fly before the hounds; and the porcupine and 
hyaena retire to the higher part of the mountains. 
The female hyaena alone remains, and rises to de
fend her young; but most of the dogs are repre
sented in pursuit of the gazelles, or in the act of 
seizing those they have overtaken in the plain.'}'̂  
The chasseur follows, and discharges his arrows 
among them as they fly. The arrowsJ are very 
light, being made of reed, feathered, and tipped 
with stone.

In observing the accuracy with which the general 
forms and characters of their animals are drawn, 
one cannot but feel surprised that the Egyptians 
should have had so imperfect a knowledge of the 
art of representing the trees and flowers of their 
country, which, with the exception of the lotus, 
palm, and dom, can scarcely ever be identified, 
unless the fruit, as in the pomegranate and syca
more, is present to assist us.

The most numerous and interesting grotto«s are
* Madame de Staël justly observes, “  Les sculpteurs Egyptien^ 

saisissoient avec bien plus de génie la figure des animaux que 
celle des hommes.” — Corinne, vol. i. p. 127.

t  The gazelle prefers the plain when pursued ; the ibex and 
wild sheep the acclivities of the mountains.

Î Arrows of this kind are used by the natives of South America, 
and seferal Indian tribes. The Egyptians sometimes mounted 
them with bronze heads. The stoite was pfobably the Ethiopiens 
lapis, a trap, or a black flint.
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those in the hill of Shekh Abd el Qoorneh ; but as 
a detailed account of their sculpture would extend 
beyond the proposed limits of my description of 
Thebes, I can only notice briefly the principal 
subjects of those most worthy of a visit.*

Number 1, which bears the name of Osirei, 
father of Remeses II., presents some well-executed 
sculptures on the right and left walls. The king is 
seated under a rich canopy, attended by the goddess 
of Justice ; before him is the individual of the tomb, 
a distinguished functionary of the priestly order, 
with the title of high priest, followed by others of 
the same caste, who, introduced by an officer of the 
royal household, advance to “ offer their praises ” 
to the monarch.

In Number 2 (now closed) are figures of women 
dancing or playing on the harp, the double pipe, 
^nd lyre, accompanied by choristers. Various 
offerings are presented to the deceased, and his 
relations, with the upper part of the bodyf ex
posed above the waist, bewail his death, and 
that of his consort, whose mummies they bathe 
with their tears. In another compartment, a 
priest pours a liquid into cups, placed on a lofty 
stand, and another, by means of three siphom,\

* The most interesting are Numbers 1, 2, 5, 11, 14, 16, 17, 
29, il, 34, 35, 37 ; and in the plain below k and q.

i  Conf. Herodot. II ., s. 85.
[ This word is probably of Egyptian origin, and may iJfe traced 

in the Arabic root “ *f,”  to “ imbibe.” Many Arabic words are 
met with in the Egyptian language.
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draws off their contents into a larger vase below. 
Siphons again occur in the tomb of Remeses III., 
in the valley of the kings, so that these two in
stances prove their iirvention at all events as early 
as the eighteenth and nineteenth dynasties. They 
are first mentioned by the elder Hero, of Alexan
dria, who flourished under Ptolemy Euergetes II.

Number 5 bears the name of Remeses VII., but  ̂
the stucco on which this and the present subjects 
are drawn has been placed over sculptures of an 
earlier period ; the tomb, which was frequently the 
case, having been sold to another person by the 
priests, who, when a family became extinct, and 
no one remained to pay the expenses of the litur
gies, and other claims constantly kept up by their 
artifices, indemnified themselves by the appro
priation of the tomb, and resold it to another 
occupant. This was also sometimes the case with 
the sarcophagi, and even their wooden cofiins, 
where the name of its earlier inmate is obliterated 
and that of its new possessor substituted in its 
stead. In most of the reoccupied tombs the sculp
ture^ was suffered to remain unaltered, with the 
exception of those parts that immediately referred 
to its original tenant; and where a fresh name 
has never been introduced it would appear that 
the second sale had either not yet taken ^lactf, or 
that it had been purchased by one whose family 
was unlikely to continue the reg»lar payment for 
the offices performed to their deceased relative.
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The sculptures do not, I think, refer exclusively 
to the life and actions of the individual of the 
tomb, except to a certain extent, or in those com
partments which peculiarly relate to him,—such as 
the ovals of the king in whose reign he lived *— 
the hieroglyphics stating his name and office, his 
conduct and occupations during his lifetime, with 

^some few other subjects—which in some being 
omitted and their site left blank, while the trades, 
the agricultural scenes, and other of the general 
employments of the Egyptians, equally suited to 
all, are already introduced, strongly confirm this 
opinion. It was in this state that the purchaser, 
during his lifetime, or his friends f  after his de
cease, saw the tombs offered for sale by the priests, 
who, keeping a sufficient number always prepared, 
afforded a choice of different qualities suited to 
the means and taste of every purchaser.

The numerous subjects, as, for instance, glm- 
blowers, saddlers, curriers, carpenters, cabinet
makers, boat-builders, chariot-makers, sculptors, 
musicians, fowlers, fishermen, husbandmen en
gaged in agricultural occupations, &c., (fould not 
of course refer to one person, the occupant of the 
catacomb, who, even to allow the utmost extent of 
his office, could not be superintendent of all those 
diiferen4 branches of Egyptian art and employment.

* I f  the second occupant lived in another reign, the «name of 
the king is generally Changed.

t  Diodorus, i. s. 92.
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Nor could the figures of the king, who sometimes 
receives presents borne by Ethiopians and blacks, 
at others by men of a white nation, or a deputation 
of Egyptians, relate any further to the person of 
the tomb than as it showed the era in which he 
lived. This, as well as the above-mentioned sub
jects, must necessarily allude to the manners and 
customs of the Egyptians as a people, and in short 
be an epitome o f human life ; an idea perfectly in 
harmony with their constant introduction. into all 
the large tombs, at least of the earliest times, and 
of the eighteenth and nineteenth dynasties, and at 
once accounting for the name of the individual, 
and the scenes immediately relating to him, being 
alone altered when re-occupied by another person.

In Number 11 is an interesting agricultural 
scene, containing the different operations of reap
ing, carrying, gleaning, trituration by oxen, win-, 
nowing, and housing.

Number 14 is much ruined, but remarkable as 
being the only * one in which a drove of pigs f  is

* We ha]je not yet met with the camel in the sculptures, but it 
does not follow that it was unknown in Egypt. Were the single 
instances of swine and of the plaustrum wanting, should we con
clude they were also unknown ? But we find mention of the camel 
in Genesis, xi. 16. The bufifalo is not seen in the sculptures; it 
is said to have been brought from Persia, but this is very doubtful, 
as it is indigenous and wild in Abyssinia. The modejp Abjesi- 
nians are more surprised than Europeans to see Egyptian children 
riding a» animal from pasture whose ferocity they dread so much 
in their own country.

t  We find them sing/y in sacred sculptures.
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introduced. They are followed by a man holding 
a knotted whip in his hand, and would appear at 
first sight, from the wild plants before them, to be 
a confirmation of Herodotus’s account of the em
ployment of these animals to tread-in the grain 
after the inundation, which singular use of one so 
little inclined by his habits to promote agricultural 
objects, has been explained by supposing they were 
introduced beforehand to clear the ground of the 
roots and. fibres of those weeds which the water 
of the Nile had nourished on the irrigated soil. 
But I fear we must abandon this ingenious hypo
thesis, and consider them merely brought, with the 
other animals of the farm-yard, to be registered by 
the scribes, who, as usual, note down the number 
of the cattle and possessions of the deceased ; espe
cially as they are divided into three distinct lines, 
.composed of sows with young, pigs, and boars: 
The figures of the animals in this catacomb are 
very characteristic.

Number 16 is a very interesting tomb, as well in 
point of chronology as in the execution of its paint
ings. Here the names of four kings, "from the 
third Thothmes to Amunoph III., inclusive, satis
factorily confirm the order of their succession as 
given in the Abydus tablet and the lists of Thebes. 
In^the^nner chamber, the inmate of the tomb, a 
“ royal scribe,” or basilico-grammat, undergoes his 
final judgment, previous to admission into tlie pre
sence of Osiris. Then follows a long procession,
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arranged in four lines, representingthe lamentations 
of the women and the approach of the baris or coffin, 
contain iiig the body of the deceased, drawn on a sledge 
by four oxen. In the second line men advance with 
different insignia belonging to the king Amunoph; 
in the third, with various offerings, a chariot, chairs, 
and other objects; f  and in the last line a priest] 
followed by the chief mourners, officiates before 
the boats, in which are Seated the basilico-grammat* 
and his sister.:|; “ The rudders,” as Herodotus 
observes, “ are passed through the keel” in their 
larger boats of burthen, while those of smaller 
size have one on either side. They consist, like: 
the other, of a species of large paddle, || with a rope 
fastened to the upper end, by which their sway on 
the centre of motion is regulated to and fro. One 
square sail, lowered at pleasure bver the cabin, 
with a yard at the top and bottom, is suspended at

* They had also hired mourners, like the Romans, and as at 
the present day in Egjrpt, “ qui conducti plorant in innere;”—  ̂
Hor. Ar. Poet.

t  The small wooden chambers, about the height of a man, so 
frequently seen in these tombs, were used as repositories for 
tnummies df- as sedan chairs, which being placed on sledges, were 
drawn by their servants. They were even put into boats as »  
temporary cabin. Palanquins were also used by the grandees.

i  Though it was a common custom of the Egyptians to marry 
their sisters, it does not appear that she was also his wife, as this 
would not be omitted in the hieroglyphics. Vide Diodor. i. s^ 7  .j 
Hieroglyphics passim, cnnf,; also the History of the Ptolemies; 
Isis and^Osiris, &c.

§ Herodot. lib. ii. s. 96.
II As in the Birmese and otfier boats;
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its centre to the summit of a short mast which 
stands in the middle, and is braced by stays fast
ened to the fore and after part of the boat.*

On the opposite wall is a fowling and fishing 
scene; and the dried fish suspended in the boat 
remind us of the observations of Herodotusf and 
D iodorus,w ho mention them as constituting a 
very considerable article of food among this people, 
tor, with the exception of the priesthood,§ they 
were at all times permitted to eat those which were 
not comprised among the sacred animals of the 
country.|| Here is also the performance of the 
liturgies to the mummies of the deceased.^ Nor do 
the frescos of the outer chamber less merit our 
attention. Among the most interesting is a party 
entertained at the house of the Basilico-grammat, 
who, seated with his mother, caresses on his knee 
the youthful daughter of his sovereign, to whom he 
probably had been tutor. Women dance to the 
sound of the Egyptian guitar in their presence, or 
place before them vases of flowers and precious 
ointn^ent; and the guests, seated on handsome 
chairs, are atteiided by servants, who offer them 
tvine in “ golden goblets,”** each having previously

* In rowing, the Egyptians generally stood to the oar. 
t  Lib. ii. s. 92. i  Diod. lib. i. s. 36. § Herodot. ii. s. 37.
||*Some even of those sacred in one part of Egypt were eaten 

by those (S' other districts.
^  Similar to the inferiae or parentalia of the Romans.^
* *  I infer this froA the frequent use of wine in their offerings 

and repasts. Nor was it forbidden to the priests. Pint. s. 6.
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been welcomed by the usual ceremony of putting 
sweet-scented ointment on his head.

In the lower part of the picture, a minstrel, 
seated cross-legged, according to the custom of the 
Eastjf plays on a harp of seven strings, accompa
nied by a guitar, and the chorus of a vocal per
former, the words of whose song appear to be con
tained in eight lines of hieroglyphics, which relate 
to Amun, and to the person of the tomb, beginning, 

Incense, drink-offerings, and sacrifices of oxen,” 
and concluding with an address to the basilico- 
gramm'at. Beyond these an ox is slaughtered, and 
two men, having cut off the head, remove the skin 
from the leg and body.J Servants carry away the 
joints as they are separated, the head and right 
fore-leg being invariably the first, the other legs 
and the parts of the body following in proper suc-
Herodotus says, “ they drink out of brass or bronze goblets, which 
they take care to cleanse every day; not one,” he adds, “ but all 
adopt this custom.” Lib. ii. 37. But they had gold, silver, and 
porcelain vases; and the expression, “ with a cup of gold” in the 
hieroglyphics above confirms this fact. Conf. Gienesis xliy. 2, 5. 
Joseph’s “ silver cup,” and the sculptures passim.

* In another of these tombs a servant is represented bringing 
the ointment in a vase, and putting it on the heads of the guests, 
as well as of the master and mistress of the house. A lotus flower 
was also presented to them on their arrival. Washing the feet 
and anointing the head was an old Eastern custom. Gen. xliii. 
2 4 ; Luke vii. 46.

t  Including Egypt: there, however, it was generally confined 
to the Ia*ver orders.

J Conf. Herodot. ii. s. 39........... “ they cut off the head and
then skin the body.”

L 2
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cession. A mendicant receives a head* from the 
charity of the steward, who also offers him a bottle 
of water. On the opposite wall are some buffoons 
whodance to the sound of a drum, and other subjects.

In Number 17 is a very rich assortment of vases, 
necklaces, and other ornamental objects, on the 
innermost corner to the right (entering); and some 
scribes, on the opposite wall, take account of the 
cattle and possessions of the deceased. A forced 
passage leads to the adjoining tomb, where, at one 
end of the front chamber, are several interesting 
subjects, as chariot-makers, sculptors, cabinet
makers, and various trades, and at the other two 
pyramidal towers, with the tapering staffs to which 
streamers were usually attached, and with two 
sitting statuesf in front.

On the opposite side a guest of consequence
The animal to which this head belongs is not added; perhaps 

by one ox we are to understand the slaughter of several others, 
which it was not considered necessary to show to the “ oculis fideli- 
bus ” of the spectator. Herodotus makes a strange mistake on 
the subject of the head, which he says no Egyptian will on any 
account touch, since it is always met with in the offerings placed 
before the deities themselves, and even before the Egyptian guests 
at an Egyptian repast. There were no Greeks in Egypt at this 
time, and the color of this man (for the Egyptians were careful 
in distinguishing that of foreigners) is that usually given to the 
inhabitants of the Nile, I have attempted to explain the origin 
of his mls^ke in my Materia Hierog. pp. 16, 17.

t  Here is a singular specimen of Egyptian drawing. These 
statues are supposed to front to the spectator, bu^ as the 
Egyptians preferred profile, a side view is given of them. They 
are placed back to back, to show they are not facing each other
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x ^ a V ;

arrives at the house of his friend, attended ̂  six 
running-footmen, who carry his sandals, tablet, and 
stool. Those who have already come to the enter
tainment are seated within, and a band of music, 
composed of the harp, guitar, double-pipe, lyre, 
and tamborine, is accompanied by female choristers.

Near 21 and 22 are rude statues, cut in the rock, 
probably very ancient. ,

Behind the Christian ruins, close to No. 23, are 
the remains of a curious Greek inscription, being 
the copy of a letter from the celebrated “ Athana
sius, Archbishop of Alexandria, to the orthodox” 
brethren at Thebes.

In Number 29 are some very richly-coloured 
vases of not inelegant form.

Number 31 presents some curious subjects, 
among which are offerings of gold rings, eggs,* 
apes, leopards, ivory, ebony, skins, and a ca
melopard, with several other interesting frescos, 
unfortunately much destroyed. The names of the 
Pharaohs here are Thothmes I. and III. In the 
inner room is a chase, and the chariot of th^ chas- 
seur, partially preserved.

In Number 33, the chief object worthy of notice 
is the figure of a queen, wife of Thothmes III. and 
mother of Amunoph II., holding her young son in
like the sphinxes of a dromos; the only situation they could then 
have isiwith their back to the building, which, from their actual 
position, we are left to infer. •

* The word s o o u h i , “ an egg,” appears in the hieroglyphics 
above.
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her lap, who tramples beneath his feet nine captives 
of nations he afterwards subdued.*

Before the canopy, under which they are seated, 
are a fan-bearer, some female attendants, and a 
minstrel, who recites to the sound of a guitar the 
praises of the young king.f

On the corresponding wall is a collection of fur
niture and ornamental objects, with the figures of 
Amunoph II., his mother, and Thothmes I.

On the opposite wall, an offering of ducks and 
other subjects are deserving of notice.

Number 34 has the name of the same^Amunoph, 
and of Thothmes I., his immediate predecessor. 
It contains a curious design of a garden and 
vineyard, with other subjects. ■ The next tomb 
to this, on the south, though much ruined, offers 
some excellent drawing, particularly in some 
dancing figures to the left (entering), whose grace
ful attitudes remind us rather of the Greek than the 
Egyptian school; and indeed were we not assured 
by the name of Amunoph II. of the remote period 
at which they were executed, we might suppose 
them the production of a Greek pencil.

On the right hand wall are some very elegant 
vases, of what has been called the Greek style,

*«Thes% and similar subjects relate, as I before observed, to 
historical facts, and not to the person of the tomb. We have here a 
summary view of the early life and subsequent events of 4he reign 
of the monarch undel*whora he lived.

t  Such appears to be the construction of the hieroglyphics 
above.
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but common in the oldest tombs in Thebes. They 
are ornamented as usual with Arabesques and other 
devices. Indeed all these forms of vases, the Tuscan 
border and the greater part of the painted orna
ments which exist on Greek remains, are found on 
Egyptian monuments of the earliest epoch, even 
before the Exodus of the Israelites; which plainly 
removes all doubts as to their original invention. 
Above these are curriers, chariot-makers, and other 
artizans.* The semi-circular knife used for cutting 
leather is precisely similar to that employed in 
Europe at the present day for the same purpose, 
of which there are several instances in other parts 
of Thebes j f  and another point is here satisfactorily 
established, that the Egyptian chariots were of 
wood,;}; and not of bronze, as some have imagined.

The person of this catacomb was a high-priest, 
but his name is erased.

Number 35 is by far the most curious, I may 
say, of all the tombs in Thebes, since it throws

* Others are employed in w e i g h i n g  gold and silver rjngs, the 
property «f the deceased. Their weights are an entire calf, the 
head of an ox (the half weight) and small oval balls (the quarter 

, weights). They have a very ingenious mode of preventing the 
scale from sinking, when the object they have weighed is taken 
out, by means of a ring upon the beam. Vide Genesis xliii. 21. 
“ Our money in full w e i g h t . ”

t  As in the tomb marked Q in the Assaseef.
I “ Solomon made himself a chariot of the w o o d  of Lebanon.” 

Song (ff Solomon, iii. 9. He also bougl^ chariots from Egypt- 
1 Kings X. 29.
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more light on the manners and customs of the 
Egyptians than any hitherto discovered.

In the outer chamber on the left hand (entering) 
is a grand procession of Ethiopian and Asiatic 
chiefs, bearing a tribute to the Egyptian monarch, 
Thothmes III. They are arranged in five lines. 
The first or uppermost consists of blacks, and 
others of a red color, from the country of Fount, 
who bring ivory, apes, leopards, skins, and dried 
fruits. Their dress is short, similar to that of some 
of the Asiatic tribes who are represented at Me- 
de&et Haboo.

In the second line are a people of a light red hue, 
with long black hair descending in ringlets over 
their shoulders, but without beards ; their dress 
also consists of a short apron, thrown round the 
lower part of the body, meeting and folding over in 
fcont,* and they wear sandals richly worked. Their 
presents are vases of elegant form, ornamented with 
flowers, necklaces, and other costly gifts, which, 
according to the hieroglyphics, they bring as 

chosen (offerings) of the chiefs of the Gentiles pf 
Kufa.”

*In the third line are Ethiopians, who are styled 
Gentiles of the South/’ The leaders are dressed 

in the Egyptian costume, the others have a girdle 
of shin, with the hair, as usual, outwards. They

* Similar to this the working dress of the lower order? 
among the Egyptians. It is used to the present day.
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bring gold rings and bags of precious stones (?) 
hides, apes, leopards, ebony, ivory,* ostrich eggs 
and plumes, a camelopard, hounds with handsome 
collars, and a drove of long-horned oxen.

The fourth line is composed of men of a white 
nation, clad in long white garments, with a blue 
border, tied at the neck, and ornamented with a 
cross or other devices. On their head is either 
a close cap, or their natural hair, short, and of 
a red colour, and they have a small beard. Some 
bring long gloves,'\ which, with their close sleeves, 
indicate, as well as their color, that they are the 
inhabitants of a cold climate. Among other offer
ings are vases, similar to those of the Kufa, a 
chariot and horses, a bear,| elephant, and ivory. 
Their name is Rot-ñ-no, which reminds us of the' iRatheni of Arabia Petraea; but the style of their 
dress and the nature of their offerings require them 
to have come from a richer and more civilized coun
try, probably much farther to the north.

In the fifth line Egyptians lead the van, and aré
•* These ajp very similar to the presents brought to Solomon.—  

1 Kings X . 25, and xi. 22.
t  Two other instances of gloves are met with in Egyptian 

sculpture.■
t I have found the bear in another tomb, but the elephant is 

not met with in any other hitherto opened. Neither the bear nor 
the otter are natives of Egypt. The wooden bar fastened to fhe 
rope by which the bear is led, is intended to prevent his biting it. 
I ha,ve seell this used in Egypt for securing the dogs sent in 1831 
from Erment to Abbas Pasha, grandson of iSohammed Ali, who 
was then very anxious to train some against those of the Defterdar 
Bev.
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followed by women of Ethiopia,* “ the Gentiles of 
the South,” carrying their children in a pannier 
suspended from their head-t Behind these are the 
wives of the Rot-n-no, who are dressed in long 
robes, divided into three sets of ample flounces.

The offerings being placed in the presence of the 
monarch, who is Seated on his throne at the upper 
part of the picture, an inventory is taken of them by 
Egyptian scribes. Those opposite the upper line 
consist of baskets of dried fruits, gold rings, J  and two 
obelisks probably of artificial composition. On the 
second line are ingots, and rings of silver, gold and 
silver vases of very elegant form, and several heads 
of animals of the same metals. On the third are 
ostrich eggs and feathers, ebony, precious stones and 
rings of gold, an ape, several silver cups, ivory, 
leopard skins, ingots and rings of gold, sealed bags 
of precious stones, and other objects; and on the 
fourth line are gold and silver rings, vases of the 
same metals, and of porcelain, with rare woods, and 
various other rich presents.

The Ethiopians are generally styled Cush in the Jnerogly- 
phics. Eusebius is right in calling Chus an Ethiopian. It is 
worthy of remark that Kish, the modern name of the district of 
Gerf Hossayn in Nubia, was called in Coptic Thosh, and Ethiopia 
bore in the same language the name of Etliaush. Vide Legh’s 
“ JIuhia.”

t  The Mogharaha, and others in the vicinity of Egypt, fre
quently carry their children suspended in a cloak or blanket in 
the same manner. *

i  Money used at that epoch was, as I have already observed, of 
iold and silver rimrs.
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The inner chamber contains subjects of the most 

interesting and diversified kind. Among these, on 
the left (entering), are cabinet-makers, carpenters, 
rope-makers, and sculptors, some of whom are 
engaged in levelling and squaring a stone, and 
others in finishing a sphinx, with two colossal statues 
of the king. The whole process of brick-making* is 
also introduced. Others are employed in heating a , 
liquid over a charcoal fire, to which are applied, on 
either side, a pair of bellows. These are worked by 
the feet, the operator standing, and pressing them 
alternately, while he pulls up each exhausted skin 
by a string he holds in his hand. In one instance 
the man has left the bellows, but they are raised, as if 
full of air, which would imply a knowledge of the 
valve. Another singular fact is learnt from these 
frescos—their acquaintance with the use of glue f — 
which is heated on the fire, and spread, with a thick* 
brush, on a level piece of board. One of the work
men then applies two pieces of different-coloured 
wood to each other, and this circumstance seems to

* Their 4>ricks were made with a simple mould; the stamp 
(for they bore the name of a king or of some high-priest) was no^ 
on the pallet, but was apparently impressed on the upper surface 
previous to their drying ; but they do not seem to have used pres
sure while exposing them to the sun, as I had supposed, from the 
compact nature of Egyptian crude bricks, several of which I have 
found as firm as when first made, bearing the name of Th^th- 
mes III., the contemporary of Moses, in whose reign this tomb 
was also Executed.

t  We also find it used in some of the wooden figures and 
boxes discovered in their tombs.
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decide that glue is here intended to be represented 
rather than a varnish or colour of any kind.

On the opposite wall the attitude of a maid
servant pouring out some wine to a lady, one of the 
guests, and returning an empty cup to a black 
slave who stands behind her, is admirably por
trayed ; nor does it oifer the stiff position of an 
Egyptian figure.* And the manner in which the 
slave is drawn, holding a plate with her arm and 
hand reversed, is very characteristic of a custom 
peculiar to the blacks. The guests are entertained 
by music, and the women, as usual, sit apart from 
the men. Several other subjects are worthy of 
notice in this tomb ; among which may be mentioned 
a garden (on the right hand wall) where the per- 
sonag:e of the tomb is introduced in his boat, 
towed on a lake-}- surrounded by Theban palms and 
■ date trees. Numerous liturgies or parentalia are ppr- 
formed to the mummv of the deceased, and a list of 
offerings, at the upper end. of the tomb, are regis
tered, with their names and number, in separate 
columns.

The form of this inner chamber is sin^lar, the
* This is drawn in very good perspective, of which it may not 

be amiss to observe the Egyptians were not altogether ignorant, 
it may have been forbidden in their sacred subjects, but several 
instances of it are found in the tombs.

t  The houses of the Egyptian grandees seem generally to have 
had a garden attach«!, vrith a lake or moat of water, as well for 
the purpose of irrigation as for beauty, in the centre, on whose 
surface floated the elegant blossoms of Nymphteas and other 
iquatic.plants.
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roof ascending, at a considerable angle towards 
the end wall, from below which the spectator, in 
looking towards the door, may observe a striking 
effect of false perspective. In the upper part is a 
niche, or recess, at a considerable height above the 
pavement. The name of the individual of this 
tomb has been erased.

In that marked q, below this hill, are some 
fowling scenes, and the return from the chase. In* 
this last the figure of a man carrying a gazelle, ac
companied by his dogs, is remarkably good. Other 
very elegant and well-designed sculptures adorn 
a tomb,* immediately below the isolated hill to the 
west of the entrance of the Assaseef. It bears the 
early date of Amunoph I. In the outer chamber is 
the most complete procession of boats t  of any met 
with in the catacombs of Thebes. Two of them 
contain the female relatives of the deceased, hiŝ  
sister being chief mourner. One has on board the 
mummy, deposited in a shrine, to which a priest 
offers incense ; in the other several women seated, 
or standing on the roof of the cabin, beat ^their 
heads itl* token of grief. In a third boat are the 
men, who make a similar lamentation, with two of 
the aged matrons of the family ; the three others 
contain the flowers and offerings furnished by the 
priests for the occasion, several of whom are alsij in 
attendance. The Egyptians could not even here

Marked a in the Survey.
t  The form of the Egyptian oars is the same as of those novf 

used on the Red Sea
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resist their turn for caricature. A small boat, 
owing to the retrograde movement of a larger one 
that had grounded and was pushed off the bank, is 
struck by the rudder, and a large table, loaded with 
cakes and various things,* is overturned on the 
boatmen as they row. The procession arrives 
at the opposite bank, not, I imagine, of the river, but 
of the Lakef of the Libyan suburb, and follows the 
officiating priest along the sandy J  plain. The 
“ sister”, of the deceased, embracing the mummy,§ 
addresses her lost relative ; flowers, cakes, in
cense, and various offerings are presented before 
the tomb ; the ululation of the men and women 
continues without, and several females, carrying 
their children in shawls suspended from their 
shoulders, join in the lamentation. On the cor
responding wall, men and women, with the body 

.exposed above the waist, throw dust on their heads, 
or cover their face with mud, || a custom recorded by 
Herodotus^ and Diodorus,** and still retained in

* I^alm branches are among the number. These are still car
ried every Friday by the Moslem inhabitants of Egypt in their 
weekly visit to the tomhs of their relations, 

t  Vide'p. 17.
i  It is colored yellow.
§ There are two female figures in this tomb. Eight lines 

of hieroglyphics above contain the address or lamentation of a fe
male, who calls herself “ your sister Remait,’’ (or Retmai.)

II It is scarcely necessary to observe that this cannot hf “ c/ay,” 
which in some case#they would have to bring from a great dis
tance, but the dust and earth beneath their feet.

11 Lib. ii. s. 85^ I îb. i. s. 91.
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the funeral ceremonies of the Egyptian peasants to 
the present day. The former states, that “ the 
females of the family cover their heads and faces 
with mud, and wander through the city beating 
themselves, wearing* a girdle, and having their 
bosoms bare, accompanied by all their intimate 
friends; the men also malce similar lamentations in 
a separate company.”

But I cannot agree with the learned M. Larcher 
(whose admirable notes and translation of Herodotus 
do him so much honor), that “ this custom was not yet 
introduced into Egypt at the death of the patriarch 
J a c o b n o r  can I admit, that the reason for em
balming the body arose from a “ belief that the soul 
remained within it as long as it was preserved 
and still less, from “ their being unable to bury 
their dead during the whole of the inundation.” 
This last would indeed prove that the Egyptians, 
had not advanced very far in the arts of civilisation, 
since we should infer that the use of boats was 
totally unknown to them; and the former is at 
variance with all that history or the sculptures Jiave 
transmitf^d to us concerning their ideas on this 
subject.

Besides other interesting groups on this wall, 
are the figures of the mother, wife, and daughter of

* The word in the original may imply that the girdle was sup
ported bjf a strap over the shoulder, as w^ see on some of the 
figures in this tomb.
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the deceased, following a baris drawn by oxen, 
where the character of the three ages is admirably 
portrayed.

In the inner chamber are an Egyptian house and 
garden, the cattle, and a variety of subjects, among 
which may be traced the occupations of the weaver, 
and of the gardener drawing water with the pole 
and bucket, the shadoof of the present day.

Statues in high relief are seated at the upper end 
of this part of the tomb, and on the square pillars 
in its centre are the names of Araunoph I. and his 
queen Ames-nofri-are.

There are but few other catacombs * worthy of a 
visit, unless the traveller makes a protracted stay 
at Thebes, and is desirous of collecting every thing 
that they present for the study of hieroglyphics 
or the customs of the Egyptians; in which case he 
will do well to examine all that are numbered in 
my survey, except those behind the hill of Shekh 
abd el Qoorneh, which are unsculptured.

Few, indeed, feel inclined to sacrifice ¿heir time 
in a research of this kind, and one or two days 
frequently suffice to look over the whole of Thebes. 

All, ii„must be allowed^ cannot be equally in-
* In the Assaseef the principal tombs are those marked K. P. 

Q. R., which I have already mentioned ; and on the Drah Aboc* 
Negaa a few sculptiires are found in C. D. G. J. L. 1?. S. T. U. 
V*. W. and Y.
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terested in the examination of Egyptian anti
quities ; and to become sufficiently acquainted with 
the style of their architecture and sculpture, so as 
to judge of and compare those of different epochsi 
to comprehend the subjects represented, or im- 
passionately to distinguish their beauties or defects, 
require much more time and attention than thè 
generality of travellers can be expected to afford ; 
but the limited space of one or two days is nOt 
actually sufficient to entitle any one to the pre
tensions of having seen Thebes.

The greatest enemy to deviation from the rules 
of Grecian art cannot fail to take a lively interest 
in the study of the Egyptian school, were it merely 
from the circumstance of its having been the 
parent of that refined and exquisite taste which 
has ennobled the name of Corinth and of Athens ; 
where superior talent, unrestrained by the shackles, 
of superstitious regulations forbidding the smallest 
deviation from prescribed rules as unpardonable 
profanation,* rose to that perfection which the 
student of nature can alone attain. In spite pf all 
the d e ^ ts  of Egyptian art, it has at least the

•
* According to Synesius, the profession of artist was not allowed 

to he exercised by any coinmoii or illiterate persons, lest they 
fehonld attempt anything contrary to thé laws and regulations 
regarding the figures of the gods ; and Plato (in  his second Book 
of Laws) says “ they never suffered any painters or statuaries to 
innovate anything in their art, or to invent any new subjects or 
any newTiabits . . . .  Hence the art still ^^mains the same, the 
hiles of it still the same.”

M
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great merit of originality ; nor can any one, how
ever prepossessed against it, deny the imposing 
grandeur of thé Theban temples, or the admirable 

' style of drawing in the unfinished chamber of 
Belzoni’s tomb, and other monuments of the earlier 
eras, where the freedom of the outlines evinces the 
skill of no ordinary artist.

The character of the animals of their country, 
whether quadrupeds, birds, or fish, will be allowed 
by every one to be faithfully maintained ; nor is 
this a slender proof of the progress of the arts, or 
of the talent of a draughtsman. And though the 
employment of granite,* particularly for statues, 
cannot be considered the result of refined taste, it 
will at lerfst be admitted that the perfection they 
arrived at in engraving this stone intimates won
derful ingenuity, and testifies the advanced state of 
Egyptian sculpture at a most remote period.

That they borrowed nothing from the Greeks 
will never be questioned by any one in the least 
acquainted with Egyptian antiquities, though some 
have^imagined that the accession of the Ptolemies 
introduced a change, and even an improifiment, in 
<he style of Egyptian sculpture. A change had, 
indeed, already commenced, and was making fatal 
progress during the era of those monarchs, but 
this was the prelude to the total decadence of

* They covered th* granite with a thin coating of stucco, and 
coloured the hieroglyphics generally red, green, or blue.
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Egyptian art; and shortly after the Roman con
quest, the human figure, the hieroglyphics, and 
even the subjects represented in the temples, 
scarcely retained a trace of their former spirit- 
Yet their edifices were grand and majestic, and 
the antiquary feels additional regret as he contem
plates the remains of that era, bespeaking still the 
existence of Egyptian science, whose unworthy 
sculpture betrays the secret of its downfall. Ar
chitecture, more dependent on adherence to cer
tain rules than the sister art, was naturally less 
speedily aifected by the decline of the taste and 
ingenuity of its professors; and as long as encou
ragement was held out to their exertions, the 
grandest edifices might yet be constructed from 
mere imitation, or from the knowledge of the means 
necessary for their execution. But this could never 
be the case with sculpture, which had so many, 
more requisites than previous example or mere 
custom,—nor could success be attained by the 
routine of mechanism, or the servile imitation of 
former models.

However slight may be the interest felt by a* 
stranger who only visits Egyptian monuments to 
satisfy the curiosity generally entertained for dis
tant objects, none can look upon the remains* of 
Thebes without feeling persuaded of the grandeur 
of the ^ity they once adorned, or*the skill of the 
artists who directed their execution.

M 2
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As many who are pressed for time, or who con
sider them in this light rather than deserving 
minute investigation, may desire some directions as 
to the quickest mode of satisfying the object they 
have in view, I shall briefly mention those most 
deserving of notice,* and the order in which they 
may be visited. I do not hesitate to recommend 
Qoorneh as the commencement, and Karnak f  as the 
close of these excursions ; and it is scarcely neces
sary to add, that for visiting the valley of the 
Kings, and the other tombs, candles are indispen
sable, and a small supply of water.

By setting oflp early in the morning and follow
ing the course of the valley, a ride of about an 
hour, you may visit the six principal tombs of the 
Kings,I and ascending to the south-west may cross 
the hills to Medeénet Haboo ; anfl if sufficient time 

.remains, the two colossi of the plain, and the palace 
of the second Remeses may be seen, on your return 
to the river.

The next morning, after looking over the small 
temple of old Qoorneh, you may visit the three

For other details of this subject I refer to the preceding pages.
T Those who arrive from India by Kossayr generally see 

Karnak before any other of the ruins of Thebes, and consequently 
lose much interest they would otherwise feel in examining the 
rerijains of this c ity ; but I cannot but recommend them to pass 
its precincts and defer their visit till they have seen Qoorneh. 
I f  the traveller stops at Thebes on returning from the^cataracts, 
Luqsor may be seenton his way to Qoorneh.

i Marked 17. 11. 9. 6. 1. and 14.
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principal tombs * of the Assaseef, and the temple 
below the cliffs at the north-west extremity, from 
which a path will lead you to the hill of Shekh 
Abd el Qoorneh, where, at all events, you must not 
fail to see the tomb, Number 35, and as many of 
those mentioned in the preceding pages as your 
time and inclination will permit. Hence a short 
ride, one third of a mile, will take you to the» 
Ptolemaic temple of Dayr el Medeéneh, from 
which you may return (if you have not satisfied 
your curiosity the day before) by the colossi of 
Amunoph, the palace of Remeses IL, and the scat
tered remains in their vicinity.

This is the most superficial view a traveller 
ought to allow himself to take of the Qoorneh side 
of Thebes. Crossing the river in his boat the same 
evening he will be enabled to start early the next 
morning to the ruins of Luqsor ; and after examin
ing all that the temple presents, which will occupy 
a very short time, may continue his ride to Karnak. 
This he had better look over entirely the first day, 
and rese|ve a closer investigation for a second visit, 
for two days are not certainly too much for the 
mere examination of this immènse ruin.

* Marked a, Q. R.    
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C h a p t e r  IV.
LUQSOR, EL UQSOR, OR ABOO L HAGGAG, CALLED 

BY THE ANCIENT EGYPTIANS “ SOUTHERN TAPE'; ’ 
AND EL KARNAK.
I

’L u q s o r , which occupies part of the site of ancient 
Diospolis, still holds the rank of a market town, the 
residence of a Kashef, and the head-quarters of a 
troop of Turkish cavalry. Its name signifies the 
Palaces,* and some might perhaps feel inclined to 
trace in that of El Qasryn, or El Uqsorayn (the 
dual of the word Qasr) by which it is sometimes 
designated, the existence of the two distinct parts of 
this building, erected by Amunoph III. and Re- 
meses II.f The former monarch, who, at the time

* ’Ltiqsor, El Uq'sor, and El Qosdor, are the plurals of Qasr, a 
palace, country seat, pavilion, or any large mansion. Aboo ’1 
Haggdg signifies “ the father of the pilgrims,” from the Shekh 
there uiorshipped. Throughout Egypt, victims are j^imolated to 
these derai-gods, more veterum.

t  On the obelisks, and on- some of the arcliitraves, we find men
tion igade of the palace or “ abode of R e m e s e s b u t  it does not 
imply that this monarch resided merely in the part erected by him. 
If so, where were the apartments of the royal abode ? an open court, 
o)*the staircases of the propyla, would have been uncomfortable. 
The addition of this front gave Remeses a right to introduce the 
mention of his palace; and his accession to the throng long since 
evacuated by Amunoph, authorised him to occupy also that part 
which his predecessor had erected. Had Amunoph still reigned, 
Remeses might have been contented with what he added to the
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of its foundation, appears to have reigned con
jointly with his brother, built the original sanctuary 
and circumjacent chambers, with the addition of 
the large colonnade and the pylon before it, to 
which Remeses II. afterwards added the great 
court, the pyramidal towers, or propyla, and the 
obelisks and statues.

These, though last in the order of antiquity,» 
necessarily form the present commencement of the 
temple, which, like many others belonging to dif- 
i'erent epochs, is not “ two separate edifices,” but 
one and the same building. A dromos, connecting 
it with Karnak, extended in front of the two beau
tiful obelisks of red granite, whose four sides are 
covered with a profusion of hieroglyphics, no less 
admirable for the style of their execution than for 
the depth to which they are engraved, which in 
many instances exceeds two inches.*
original building; but if  he really intended it to be a “ separate 
monument, distinct from the Amenophium,” as M. Champollion 
states, it does not maintain the appearance he proposed. ^

* Thelfeces of the obelisks, particularly those which are oppo
site each other, are remarkable for a slight convexity of their 
centres, which appears to have been introduced to obviate the 
shadow thrown by the sun even when on a line with a plane 
surface. The exterior angle thus formed by the intersecting lines 
of direction of either side of the face, is about 3°, and this is 
one of many proofs of their attentive observation of the plteno- 
mena of nature. Since writing the above, the French have 
removed flie westernmost of these two obel^ks, in order to trans
port it to Paris; and being there at the time of its descent, ! 
observed beneath the lower end on which it stood the noraen and
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Two sitting statues of the same Remeses are 
placed behind these, one on either side of the pylon; 
but, like the obelisks, are much buried in the earth 
and sand accumulated around them. Near the 
north-west extreinity of the propyla, another similar 
colossus rears its head amidst the houses of the vil
lage, which * also conceal a great portion of the in- 

.teresting battle-scenes on the front of these towers. 
At the doorway itself is the name of Sabaco, and 
on the abacus of the columns beyond, that of 
Ptolemy Philopator, both added at a later epoch.

The area, whose dimensions are about 190 feet 
by 170, is surrounded by a peristyle, consisting of 
two rows of columns, now almost concealed by the 
hovels and mosk of the village. The line of direc
tion no longer continues the same behind this court, 
the Remessean front having been turned to the 

Eastward, t  in order to facilitate its connexion with
prenomen of Remeses II. (the Great), Variation i ,  2 ,  given in my 
plate of the kings. A  slight fissure extended some distance up 
the lower part b efore  it w'as erected, and it had been secured by 
two wooden dove-tailed cramps, which were destroyed by the 
humidity of the earth in which the base had become ^ id en ta lly  
buried.
•  * They have since been removed by the French.'

t  M . Champollion accounts for this deviation from its being 
“  a separate monument, distinct from the Amenophium,”  and 
censures travellers for “ supposing them to form one whole, 
whi*h,”  he adds, “  is not the case.”  This idea is singular for 
an Egyptian antiquary. L i t .  G a z e tte ,  Letter 12. Besides, it 
cannot be said to be “  c o n n ec ted  b y  the great colonnadw with the 
Amenophium,”  as tmat savant affirms, since the colonnade was 
l)uilt by Amunopb, and not by Remese?.

    
 



    
 



    
 



Chap. IV.] THE GREAT COLONNADE. 16Q
the great temple of Karnak, rather than to avoid the 
vicinity of the river, as might at first be supposed.

Passing through the pylon of Amunoph, you 
arrive at the great colonnade, where the names 
of this Pharaoh and his brother are sculptured. 
The latter, however, has been effaced, probably by 
order of the surviving monarch, as is generally 
the case wherever it is met with, and those* 
the immediate successor of Amunoph III. and 
of Osirei are introduced in its st'>ad.

The length of the colonnade to the next court is 
about 170 feet, but its original breadthf is still 
uncertain, nor can it be ascertained without con
siderable excavation. To this succeeds an area of 
155 feet by 167,J surrounded by a peristyle of 
twelve columns in length and the same in breadth, 
terminating in a covered portico of thirty-two 
columns, 57 feet by 111.

Behind this is a space occupying the whole 
breadth of the building, divided into chambers of 
different dimensions, the centre one leading to a

' On the exterior of the temple, at the south-east side, is the 
name of Remeses III.

t  It can scarcely be confined to the line of the wall extending 
from the pylon, which would restrict its breadth to sixty-seven 
feet; hut there is no part of the wall of the front court where it 
could have been attached, as the sculpture continues to the^'ery 
end of its angle. The side columns were probably never added.

i  Thi *is the measurement within the w ills, which are entirely 
gone, and have been supplied from a comparison with other 
buildings in the plan I have made of it.
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hall* supported by four columns, immediately be
fore the entrance to the isolated sanctuary.

On the east of this hall is a chamber containing 
sonfie curious sculpture, representing the accouche
ment of queen Maut-m'-shoi,f the mother of Amu- 
noph and his brother : the two children nursed by 
the deity of the Nile, and presented to Amun, the 

«presiding divinity of Thebes ; and several other 
subjects relating to their education and subsequent 
history.

The sanctuary, which had been destroyed by the 
Persians, was rebuilt by Alexander (the son of 
Alexander, Ptolemy being governor of Egypt), and 
bears his name in the following dedicatory formula : 
“ This additional work made he, the king of men, 
lord of the regions, Alexander,^: for his father 
Amunre, president of Tapé (Thebes); he erected to 

"him the sanctuary, a grand mansion, with repairs § 
of sandstone, hewn, good, and hard stone, instead

* The door of this was closed by the Christians, who cut the 
niche ^f their altar in its place. •

t  Tmauhnishoi or Tmaumshoi. The Thebans use s or sh for g,
■ as som for gom, n'shi for n'ge, shot for goi ( “  a boat” ) , &c.

i  I omit the prenomens of these kings, as being mere titles, 
and forming no part of the name, unless we reserve that in the 
original Egyptian. The meaning of this is, “  Beloved of Amun 
and approved by R e.”

§*W e have no exact word to express this group, for it  signifies 
any addition made to a built or excavated temple in sculptural or 
architectural details. #Here, in fact, “  repairs”  is not the word 
we want, as the sanctuary was entirely r e h u il l .  It answers to the

■ Arabic ze e d d eh , “  increase ”  or “  addition.”
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of* —̂  --------------liis majesty, the king of men,
Amunoph:-” Behind the sanctuary are two other 
sets of apartments, the larger ones supported by 
columns, t  and ornamented with rich sculpture, 
much of which appears to have been gilded.

Behind the temple is a stone quay, of the late 
era of the Ptolemies or Cæsars, since blocks bearing 
the sculpture of the former have been used in its. 
construction. Opposite the corner of the temple it 
takes a more easterly direction, and points out the 
original course of the river, which continued across 
the plain, now lying between it and the ruins of 
Karnak, and which may be traced by the descent 
of the surface of that ground it gradually deserted. 
The southern extremity of this quay is of brick, and 
indicates in like manner the former direction of the 
stream, which now, having formed a recess behind 
it, threatens to sweep away the whole of its solidT 
masonry, and to undermine thé foundations of the 
temple itself.

The î oad to Karnak lies through fields of hctlfeh,%
*  The meaning is evidently, “  instead of that destroyed (by the 

Persians), which had been erected by Amunoph.”  At Karnak, 
the expression “ p o u n d e d ”  seems to refer to the cotemporary 
destruction of its sanctuary.

t  The mode of roofing their buildings prevented the possibility 
of their having halls of any great size without a profusion of 
columns, which necessarily took oflF from ^ e  general effect and 
from the actual space.

} A  coarse wild grass; the poa cynosyroi'des.
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indicating tlie site of ancient ruins, and here and 
there, on approaching that magnificent building, 
the direction of the avenue and the fragments of its 
sphinxes are traced in the bed of a small canal, or 
watercourse, which the Nile, during the inunda
tion, appropriates to its rising stream. To this 
succeeds another dromos of Criosphinxes, and a 

• majestic Pylon of Ptolemy Euergetes, with his 
queen and sister, Berenice,* who, in one instance, 
present an offering to their predecessors and pa
rents, Philadelphus and Arsinoe, In one of the 
compartments within the doorway the king is repre
sented in a Greek costume, of which there are some 
other instances in Ptolemaic ruins. Another avenue 
of sphinxes extends to the propyla of the isolated 
temple behind this gateway, which was founded by 
Remeses IV., and continued by Remeses VIII. and 

"a late Pharaoh, who added the hypaethral area and 
the propyla. His name, and the exact era at which 
he flourished, are not precisely ascertained ; but if, 
as is very probable, we are authorized to read 
Bocehoris,f this part will date in the timî  of the 

J;wenfy-fourth dynasty, or about 810 B.C. Other
* Philadelphus had a daughter- named Berenice, -who married 

Antiochus Theos; but this queen should be daughter of Magas, 
kin^ of Gyrene, and half-brother of Philadelphus.

t  In the rem arks” o f my Materia Hierogl. I have stated my 
reasons for this conclusion. Pehor is the reading of tljp hierogly
phics, in the nomen i f  this king, which being pronounced BaAor, 
and in the Memphitic dialect Ba^Aor, gives with the Greek termi
nation the name before us.
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names appear in different parts of the building, 
among which are those of Amyrteus and Alexander 
on the inner and outer gateways of the area.

The principal entrance of the grand temple lies 
on the north-west side, or that facing the river. 
From a raised platform commences the avenue 
of Criosphinxes * leading to the front propyla, 
before which stood two granite statues of a Pha
raoh.f One of these towers retains a great part of 
its original height, but has lost its summit and cor
nice. In the upper part their solid walls have been 
perforated through their whole breadth, for the 
purpose of fastening the timbers that secured the 
flag-staffs usually placed in front of these propyla ; 
but no sculptures have ever been added to eitheP 
face, nor was the surface yet levelled J  to receive 
them. Passing through the pylon of these towers, 
you arrive at a large open court, two hundred and, 
seventy-five feet by three hundred and twenty-nine, 
with a covered corridor on either side, and a double 
line of columns down the centre.§ Other pro-

* T h e^ , like many other sphinxes, have an Osiride figure of 
the king attached to their breast.

t  No doubt of Remeses II., who added the front area and pro» 
pyla. The three isolated chambers in this area are of the second 
predecessor of Remeses III.

i  I have already noticed in chap, vi., and in my “ Extracts,” 
p. 14, the real acceptation of this expression of Herodotus ^hen 
speaking of the pyramids, which has been translated “ to cover 
with a casing.”

§ I merely now propose giving uic j/usiuon aim  uimcuBions o f 
the principal parts of this temple, according to their architectural
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pyla* terminate this area with a small vestibule before 
the pyloUj and form the front of the grand hall, one 
hundred and seventy feet by three hundred and 
twenty-nine, supported by a central avenue of 
twelve f  massive columns, sixty-six feet high (with
out the pedestal and abacus), and twelve in dia
meter ; besides one hundred and twenty-two of 
smaller, or rather less gigantic dimensions, forty-one 
‘feet nine inches in height) and twenty-seven feet 
six inches in circumference, distributed in seven 
lines on either side of the former. Other propyla 
close the inner extremity of this hall, beyond which 
are two obelisks, one still standing on its original 
site, the other having been thrown down and 
broken by human violence. A small propylon 
succeeds to this court, of which it forms the inner 
side; the next contains two o b e lisk so f larger 
jlimensions, being ninety-two feet high and eight 
square, surrounded by a peristyle, if I may be 
allowed the expression, of Osiride figures. Passing 
between two dilapidated propyla you enter another
situatiin, since their chronological order must necessari]y*be rather 
retrograde and complex, and commence in the centre, not at the 
•ntrance of the building.

* The lintel-stones covering the doorway between these propyla 
were forty feet ten inches long.

t  Originally fourteen, one having been afterwards inclosed 
within the masonry of each of the front propyla, (at Number 1-) 
This was apparently an alteration made by Osirei himself, the 
founder of the hall. ^ %

i  Dedicated to Amunre by Amunneitgori, in honour of Thoth* 
mes I.
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smaller area, ornamented in a similar manner, 
and succeeded by a vestibule, in front of the 
granite gateway of the pyramidal towers, which 
form the façade of the court of the sanctuary. 
This last is also of red granite, divided into two 
apartments, and surrounded by numerous chambers 
of small dimensions, varying from twenty-nine feet 
by sixteen, to sixteen feet by eight. A few poly
gonal columns of the early date of Osirtesen I., the 
contemporary of Joseph, appear behind these in 
the midst of fallen architraves of the same era, and 
two pedestals of red granite * crossing the line of 
direction in the centre of the open space to the 
south-east, are the only objects worthy of notice, 
until you reach the columnar edifice of the third 
Thothmes. The exterior wall of this building is 
entirely destroyed, except on the north-east side ; 
to it succeeds a circuit of thirty-two pillars, and, 
within this square are twenty columns, disposed in 
two lines, parallel to the outer walls, and to the 
back and front row of pillars. Independent of the 
irregula* position of the latter, with regard tq the 
columns of the centre, an unusual caprice has 
changed the established order of the architectural*Odetails, and capitals and cornicesf are reversed, with-

* They may have supported obelisks, but they are not square, 
like the basements of those monuments, and rather resemble, for 
this reason^he pedestals of statues. Their^substructions are of 
limestone.

t  For this innovation of the cornices there is some excuse, as
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out adding to the beauty or increasing the strength 
of the building. A series of smaller halls and 
chambers terminates the extremity of the temple, 
one of which * is remarkable as containing the 
names of the early predecessors of Thothmes III.j 
their founder. In the western lateral adytum f  are 
the vestiges of a colossal hawk seated on a raised 
pedestal; the sculptures within and without con
taining the name of Alexander, by whose order this 
was repaired and sculptured.

The total dimensions of this part of the temple, 
behind the inner propyla of the grand hall, are six 
hundred feet, by about half that in breadth, making 
the total length, from the front propyla to the 
extreniity of the wall of circuit, inclusive, one 
thousand one hundred and eighty feet. The ad
ditions made at different periods, by which the 

.distant portions of this extensive mass of buildings 
were united, will be more readily understood from 
an examination of the survey itself than from any 
description, however detailed, I could offer to the 
readgr; and from this it will appear that Piodorus 
is fully justified in the following statement that 

the circuit of the most ancient of the four temples 
at Thebes measured thirteen stadia,” or about one
moi^ light was thereby admitted from the windows of the upper 
part. ,

* Marked J|4. f  Number l î.
i  Diod. lib. i. s. 46. Indeed it will be found to surpass the 

measurement of the historian bv at least two or three stadia.
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mile and two-thirds English; 
walls, “of twenty-five feet,”

the thickness of the 
owing to the great

variety in their dimensions, is too vague to be 
noticed; but the altitude of the building, to which 
he allows only forty-five cubits, falls far short , of 
the real height of the grand hall, which, from the 
pavement to the summit of the roof, inclusive, is 
not less than eighty feet. *

We next proceed to examine the comparative 
antiquity of the component parts of the grand pile 
of Karnak, and to trace the gradual extent of the 
oldest of the four great temples of Diospolis_, and 
the epoch of the subsequent additionsf which 
tended to its aggrandizement^ and ultimately 
entitled it to a pre-eminent rank among the most 
extensive and stupendous monuments in the world.

No part, in my opinion, remains of its earliest 
foundation; but the name of Osirtesen J suffices 
to support its claim to an antiquity surpass
ing that of every other building in Thebes by 
at least one hundred years. The original »sanc
tuary, which may have been of sandstone, must•

* The propyla are of course considerably higher. Diodorus 
alludes to the temple itself.

t  As I must refer the reader to the Survey, I shall indicate each 
by the letter attached to it.

I Many names of Egyptian monarchs anterior to Osirtesen I. 
appear in^he sculptures of Thebes, but ^o monument remains 
erected by them. I have found in the Assaseef a broken block, 
the fragment of an ancient building, having that of his immediate 
successor.
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have existed in and previous to the reign of this 
monarch, and probably stood on the site of the 
present one,*—an opinion confirmed by the circum
stance of our finding the oldest remains in that 
direction, as well as from the proportions of the 
courts and propyla, whose dimensions were neces
sarily made to accord with the symmetry of the 
jprevious parts, to which they were united. All is 
here on a limited scale, and the polygonal columnsf 
of' Osirtesen, the prototype of the Greek Doric, 
evince the chaste style of architecture in vogue at 
that early era. |

Subsequently to the reign of this Pharaoh were 
added the small chambers of Amunoph I.,§ the 
obelisks of Thothraes I., the great obelisks, and the 
rooms II near the sanctuary of Amunneitgori, and 
on the corresponding side those of Thothmes II.
• These constituted the main part of the temple at 
this period. The succeeding monarch, Thothmes 
III., made considerable additions to the buildings 
and sculptures, as well in the vicinity of the sanc-

* Marked 9. The restoration of Philip is mentioned in the 
hieroglyphics, as also the name of Thothmes, the first monarch 
who built this sanctuary of granite.

t  Marked 12 of fhe ground plan in the Survey.
i  M. Champollion supposed that this Pharaoh, in whose reign 

the p o ttos  of Beni Hassan were commenced, was “ the second 
king of the twenty-third dynasty, in the ninth century B . C . b u t  
he afterwards percei'^d that he was a member of th^ sixteenth, 
at the commencement of the eighteenth century B.C.

§ Marked 8, || Marked 12.
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tuary as in the back part of the great inclosure^ 
where the columnar building above mentioned, the 
side chambers, and all the others in that direction, 
were added by his orders.

The sanctuary destroyed by the Persians, and 
since rebuilt by Philip Aridaeus,* was also of the 
same Pharaoh ; most probably having been at first, 
like the rest of the temple, of sandstone, and re
erected by him of red granite.f The wall Number 
11 is double, the inner part bearing the name of 
Amunneitgori, the actual face that of Thothmes III., 
who presents to the god of Thebes a variety of 
offerings, among which are two obelisks f  and two 
lofty tapering staffs, similar to those placed before 
their propyla.§ At the close of his reign the 
temple only extended 1| to the smaller obelisks, 
before which were added by Amunoph III. the

* That is during his reign, Ptolemy Lagus being then only 
governor of Egypt in his name.

■ f A block of red granite, now forming part of the ceiling, bears 
the name of the third Thothmes, having most probably belonged 
to the fir|t granite sanctuary. ,

I Mr. Burton, who first discovered and cleared the sTulptures 
of this wall, has given a copy of them in his “ Excerpta.” The 
obelisks were of “ granite.”

§ I once thought they might he the granite pillars before the 
sanctuary, whose summits are fallen ; but these sculptured repre
sentations do not imitate the devices of the water-plants with 
which they are ornamented. *

II To give a minute explanation of the different additions made 
previous to this Pharaoh, requires a much narger plan than that 
given in the Survey; I therefore only propose for the present a 
general view of the subject,

N 2
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propyla (D.), whose recesses* for the flagstaffs, 
proving them to have been originally the front 
towers of the temple, are still visible on the north
west face.

The propyla to the south-west were already 
erected in the reigns of the Thothmes, as I shall 
have occasion to remark presently.
 ̂ In the third reign after Amunoph the grand hall 
(C.) was added by Osirei, the father of Remeses II., 
about 1380 B. C. ; and besides the innumerable bas- 
reliefs that adorn its walls, historical scenes, in the 
most finished and elegant style of Egyptian sculp
ture, were designed on the exterior of the north-east 
side.

In the next reign other grand additions were 
made by the son of the last monarch, who com
pleted the sculptures on the south-west side of the 
grand hall and exterior of the wall of circuit, and 
built the area in front, with massive propyla, pre
ceded by granite colossi and an avenue of sphinxes. 
Succeeding raonarchs continued to display their 
piety? to gratify their own vanity, and rt) court 
the good will of the priesthood, by making col- 
fateral additions to the buildings erected by their 
predecessors; and the several isolated monu
ments becoming attached to the principal pile 
forlhed at length one whole, connected either by 
grand avenues cĵ  sphinxes or by crude ¿rick in-

* The back wall of the grand hall has been placed against the 
north-west face of these propyla.
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closures. The principal edifices united to the 
main temple by the successors of the second Re- 
meses are the three chambers below the front 
propyla (B, 2), and the small but complete temple 
on the west side of this area;* the latter by Re- 
meses III., the former by his second predecessor, 
Osirei I I .t

Several sculptures were added during the twenty-, 
second dynasty at the west corner of the same area; 
and on the exterior wall, near the doorway, are the 
names of the captive towns and districts, which the 
first Sheshonk (Shishak of the Scriptures) boasted 
to have taken in his expedition against Jerusalem, 
B.C. 971. The columns in this court, one alone 
of which is now standing, bear the name of 
Tirhaka, Psamaticus I., and of Ptolemy Philopator; 
and the gateway between them and the grand hall 
were altered by Ptolemy Physcon, and additional 
sculptures, J  bearing his name, were inserted amidst 
those of the second Remeses.

Of the other monuments, originally detached 
from the* main body of the temple, the most anbient 
are the propyla, X, Z, and a temple of Amunoph^ 
III. (K)§ on the north-east of the great inclosure

* Marked 9.
t  I am by no means certain as to the real phonetic name of ¿his 

or of the first Osirei. It is perhaps Oei.
i  At 6 awd 7. At 7, on the left, ente\ig, he wears a Greek 

helmet.
§ Other names, in the different parts of this building, are of 

Pthahmen, Remeses IV., Amyrteus, Hakoris, and some of the 
Ptolemies. ‘ *
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which, once adorned with elegant sculptures and 
two granite obelisks, is now a confused heap of 
ruins, whose plan is with difficulty traced beneath 
its fallen walls.

In front of it stands a well-proportioned pylon, 
bearing the names and sculptures of Ptolemy 
Euergetes with Berenice, and of Philopator; beyond 

,which an avenue of sphinxes extends to a raised 
platform at its north-east extremity. The pylon, 
which was of a much earlier date than the sculp
tures it bears, having attached to it the statues 
of Remeses II.,* is the only part of this building 
which has escaped the fury of th e . invader; and 
though we may with reason attribute a considerable 
part of the destruction of Thebes to the Persian 
conquest, the names on this pylon, and many 
Ptolemaic additions to the temple of Amun, fully 
prove that its capture by .Lathyrus was not less 
detrimental to this city than the previous invasion 
of Cambyses.

A protracted siege of three years had exasperated 
the Ptolemaic conqueror against his rebellious sub
jects, and he sought, by the destruction of Thebes, to 
wound the pride of its inhabitants, while he wrested 
from them for ever the means and prospect of 
future resistance.

The feeling which induced the Persians to deface 
its monuments ^as of a different natuse. They

* The feet, and fragments scattered before them, are all that 
remain of these colossi, having been destroyed at the same time as 
the temple. They were of.gritstotie, and» of a very good style.
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were now masters of Egypt; they were not more 
inimical to the Thebans than to any other of the 
inhabitants of the country; the destruction of the 
statues or the sanctuaries* of their temples was 
prompted by a contempt for their votaries, not by 
the fury of an injured master; and the pillage of 
all that was capable of being removed, and the 
burning of a captured city, were rather the custoin 
of the day than any extraordinary severity exercised 
by the conquering enemy.

The Persians were hostile to Egypt; Lathyrus 
was solely enraged against the Thebans, and on 
them the whole weight of his vengeance naturally 
fell. And the animosity of civil war, inflamed by 
jealousy against a neighbouring rival, prompted 
the Egyptian victors to destroy those monuments 
which contributed to the grandeur or the strength 
of Thebes.

Had the temple before us been demolished at the 
earlier period of the Persian invasion, it is needless 
to remark that the sculptures of the pylon would 
not hive been added during the Ptolemaic «reigns 
to adorn a mass of ruins, or that the Persians would 
not have left this gateway alone untouched; and 
though to the conquest of Cambyses is to be attri
buted a great part of the destruction of Thebes, 
modern visiters have more reason to regret thff im-

* Ptolemy spared the sanctuaries, the aiode of the gods he pre
tended to respect, as being common to other parts of Egypt; the 
Persians, on the contrary, derided the religion of the Egyptians.
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placable rage of the Greek monarch, which reduced 
it to so deplorable a state that it “ no longer 
deserved a rank among the cities of Egypt.” Nor 
indeed did it ever revive from this fatal blow; and 
though the respect for the deities there worshipped, 
or the interest of the Theban priesthood, induced 
the succeeding Ptolemies* to repair several of the 
gateways and other parts of these ancient buildings, 
Thebes gradually sank into oblivion, and its reduced 
population, divided into separate bodies, withdrew 
to small villages within its former precincts.f

The propyla before alluded toj are of the early 
date of the first, second, and third Thothmes, and of 
Amunoph II.; and on the southernmost of the two§ 
we find the mention of additibnal work or repairs 
made by king Osirei to the temple of Amunre.

Other monarchs have added sculpture to different 
parts of these two areas, in which appear the names 
of Remeses II. and III. with some other early 
Pharaohs.

To the south-east is a lake or spacious reservoir, 
lined with masonry, which still receives the water of 
the rising Nile, as it oozes through the ground; and

•
* Particularly Dionysus, who also restored part of this temple 

of Amunoph; so that it must have been destroyed again subse
quently to his reign. There happened a sedition in the Thebaid 
under«Com. Gallus, but Strabo says it was easily quelled; which 
would imply that Theb^ was not besieged on that occasion.

t  This happened before the time of Strabo, who mentions the 
circumstance, lib. xvii.

I  p. 180. § Marked Z,
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on its banks are a few small ruins* of the late epoch 
of PsammouthiSj of the twenty-ninth dynasty'. The 
small edificef of the front area is of the second 
Amunoph, but the name on these propyla is of the 
successor of Amunoph III,, the androsphinxesJ 
bearing th^t of Osirei II. In the small isolated 
edifice (0), are those of Thothmes I. and the third 
Amunoph, § whose statues of black granite adorn 
the inner door-way.

The ruins within the crude brick inclosure of the 
western lake are of various epochs; and among the 
sculptures are observed the names of Thothmes III., 
Amunoph III., Sheshonk I., and Ptolemy Dionysus. 
The temple (T, 3), and statues, which once stood 
before it, are of Remeses I I . ; and that on the 
western corner of the ,lake, also adorned with two 
granite statues, is of Remeses III. Numerous 
figures of black granite, representing the lion
headed goddess, are deposited in the precincts of 
the inner inclosure; and some elegant androsphinxes, 
on the left of the front door, are worthy of notice.

The ^ater of this lake also receives an aifnual 
supply, through the soil, from the Nile; but being  ̂
strongly impregnated with nitre, and other salts, and 
stagnant during the heat of the summer, it is no 
longer drinkable.

The sculptures of the Pylon, || behind the great
* Marke(?r25, 26, 27. t  Marked 28.* J Number 39.
§ These are sitting statues; the former stood somewhere near 

the same door.
11 Marked 21.
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temple, have never been completed. In the door
way is the name of Nectanebo, and on the upper 
part of the south-east side those of Ptolemy 
Philadelphus, and of Arsinoe, his sister and second 
wife.

In the area, within this gateway, are a few other 
remains, of the time of Osirei, Reraeses II.,* Tir- 

, haka,'f Ptolemy Physcon, Dionysus, and Tiberius. 
The commencement of it, however, dates from the 
earlier era of the third Thothmes, as the statues;}; 
placed against the wall of circuit of the great 
temple have the name of this Pharaoh. By the 
same monarch was founded the small edifice § on 
the east of the crude brick inclosure, where the 
names of Remeses III., || of Sabaco, and of the 
Ptolemies Philopator, Euergetes I. and II., Alex
ander L, and Auletes or Dionysus, are also met with. 
The small ruin E is of Psamaticus III., and H of 
Amyrteus of the twenty-eighth dynasty, L of Philo
pator, Q of Euergetes II. with the two Cleopatras, 
and of Dionysus, and at R is the name of a Cleo
patra.

Such are the dates of the principal parts of this 
extensive mass of buildings, which I have endea
voured to state in as brief a manner as possible, 
omitting, of course, the mention of the numerous

* iNumber 19? f  The columns, NumbSt 20.
i  Number 18. § F.

II Probably only a stone used at a later period. The gateway 
to the %outh of E was added by h\g order.
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repairs made at different times by other of the 
Pharaohs and Ptolemies.

The principal historical sculptures are on the 
exterior of the great hall. Those on the north-east 
side are of Osirei I.,* and relate to his campaigns in 
the East. To commence with the northern ex
tremity :f the upper compartment represents the* 
king attacking a fortified town situated on a rock, 
which is surrounded by a wood, and lies in the im
mediate vicinity of the mountains, whither the flying 
enemy drive off their herds on the approach of the 
Egyptian army. The suite of this is entirely lost.

In the first compartment of the second line the 
king engages the enemy’s infantry in the open 
field, and having wounded their chief with a lance, 
entangles him with his bow-string, and slays him 
with his sword. The drawing in these figures is 
remarkably spirited, and cannot but be admired 
by the greatest sceptic ; nor are the principal 
groups, of any one of these subjects the produc
tions of inferior artists, but of men whose talents

•

* By adding the article, which would make Posirei, we might 
suppose him to be the Busiris of Diodorus, and the great additions 
made by him to this temple to have led to the belief of his having 
been the founder of Thebes itself. The P in Coptic is pronounced 
B. If Remeses II. be Sesostris, the naito Amunoph, which was 
said to b e ^ a t of his father, may have b e «  derived from, or con
founded with the title Amunmai, “ the love (or beloved) of 
Amun,” forming part of the nomen of Osirei.

t  Marked C, 1.
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would do credit to a later epoch than the fourteenth 
century before our era. In the second compart
ment (following the same line) the Egyptian hero, 
having alighted from his car, engages hand-in-hand 
with the chiefs of the hostile army ; one has already 
fallen beneath his spear, and trampling on the pro
strate foe, he seizes his companion, who is also 
.destined to fall by his victorious hand. Returning 
in triumph, he leads before his car the fettered cap
tives, whom he offers, with the spoil of the cities his 
arms have taken, to Amunre, the god of Thebes. 
This consists of vases, silver, gold, precious stones (?) 
and whatever the monarch has been enabled to col
lect from the plunder of the conquered country.

The lowest line commences with an encounter 
between the Egyptians, and the chariots and in
fantry of the Rot-n-no. Their chief is wounded 
by the arrows of the Egyptian monarch, who 
closely pursues him, and disables one of his horses 
with a spear ; he attempts to quit his car as his 
companion falls at his side covered with wounds. 
The it)ut of the hostile army is complete, aiid they 
fly in the utmost consternation.* The victorious 
return of king Osirei is the next subject ; and 
alighting from his chariot, he enters the temple of

* J)ne is on horseback. There are several instances of this in 
their battle scenes, hurfno Egyptian is thus represented, at least 

- to my recollection. Ifence it would seem that this awstom was 
considered by the Egyptians more particularly characteristic 
of the Eastern or Northern nations. Homer, in like manner, 
describes his heroes in cars. But v. note infra,-p. 191.
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Amunre to present his captives and booty to the 
protecting deity of Thebes. He then slays with a 
club * the prisoners of the two conquered nations in 
the presence of Amunre, the names of whose towns 
and districts are attached to other figures on the 
lower part of the wall.

The order of the other historical subjects com
mences at the south-east angle.t In the lower 
line the Egyptians attack the infantry of an Asiatic 
enemy in the open field, the same Rot-n-no, or Reten- 
no, whose dress and colour, if they are the same as 
those represented in the Theban tombs, prove them 
to have inhabited a country very far to the north oi 
Egypt. The Egyptians subdue them and make 
many captives, and their march, perhaps during 
their return, is directed through a series of districts, 
some of which are at peace with, others tribu
tary to them.J The inhabitants of one of these 
fortified cities come out to meet them,§ bringing

* I do not suppose from this that the Egyptian monarchs 
actually sacrificed their captives; they were found mucli more 
useful as slaves than victims.

t  Marked C 3 in the Survey.
I The following, inscribed over the king, is peculiarly Egyp

tian : “ The good god, the sun of Kheme' (Egypt), the moon of all 
the regions, Mandoo towards the Gentiles,” &c. To the nations 
mentioned by Ammianus Marcellinus, who were famed foi 
pompous titles, we might now add the Chinese and Turks, whc 
vie with any people of antiquity for absurd\ies of this kind.

§ From ^ e  date of his first year this should be the first cam
paign of Osirei, and precede the others I have before de
scribed.
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presents of vases and bags of gold, which, with 
every demonstration of respect, they lay before the 
monarch' as he advances through their country. 
He afterwards meets with opposition,* and is 
obliged to attack a hostile army and a strongly 
fortified town, situated on a high rock, and sur
rounded by water, with the exception of that part 

^which is rendered inaccessible by the steepness of 
the cliff on whose verge it built. It seems to defy 
the Egyptian army, but the enemy are routed and 
sue for peace.

Their arms are a spear and battle-axe, and they 
are clad in a coat of mail, with a short and close 
dress. The name of the town, Kanana, and the 
early date of the first year of the king’s reign, 
might lead us to conclude that the defeat of a 
Syrian nation is here represented ; but I leave this 
subject for a future occasion.

In the other compartments is represented the 
return of the Pharaoh to Thebes, leading in triumph 
the captives he has taken in the war, followed by 
his son and a “ royal scribe,” with a ‘body of 
Egyptian soldiers, “ the royal attendants, who have 
accompanied him to the foreign land of the 
Rot-n-no.”

The succession of countries and districts he 
paSses through »n his return is singularly but
ingeniously det#led: a woody and weJJ-watered

At the angle of the wall. The name is unfortunately lost.
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country is indicated by trees and lakes, and the 
consequence of each town by the size of the fort 
that represents i t ; bearing a slight analogy to the 
simple style of description in Xenophon’s retreat.

The Nile is designated by the crocodiles and fish 
peculiar to that river; and a bridge,* serving as 
a communication with the opposite bank, is a 
remarkable object in the picture. A concourse of 
the priests and distinguished inhabitants of Thebesj' 
comes forth to greet his arrival and he then pro
ceeds on foot to offer the spoil, and captives he has 
taken, to Amunre.

* We have, as usual, a bird’s-eye view of it, and cannot there
fore pronounce whether it was made with arches or with rafters.

t  Though probable, it is by no means certain, that Thebes is 
here represented, especially as the name of that city does not 
occur in the hieroglyphics. The deputation consists of the 
“ priests, and chief men of the upper and lower countries; ” it 
should therefore rather refer to his entrance into Egypt. Tanis 
would agree better with the hieroglyphics. The battled edifices 
on the road bearing the name of the king may either signify that 
he had a palace at each of these places, or that they were tribu
tary to him. I had imagined that the Egyptians did not make 
any “ permanent settlements ” in the East, but this is evidently 
erroneous— 1st. Because we learn from the Bible (2  King* xxiv. 
7, supra cit.) that the possessions “ appertaining nnto the king 
of Egypt,” even in the time ofNeco, extended to “  the Euphrates 
2nd. From the alliances formed with the nations they subdued, 
which are noticed at the Memnonium and Medeénet Háboo ; 3rd. 
From the colonization of Colchis by the Egyptians. It is therefore 
probable that they left Egyptian garrisons in the countries they con
quered, from one of which, according to H^odotus, the Colchians 
were desceuiJed. i

I The interesting sculptures of the lower part of this wall were 
discovered by Mr. Hay and Mr. Burton. The latter has given 
a copy of this subject in his “ Excerpta.”
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In tlie compartments of the upper line the Egyp
tians attack the enemy in the open field, and oblige 
them to take shelter in a fortified town situated on 
a lofty hill flanked by a lake of water. Near its 
banks and on the acclivity of the mountain are 
several trees and-caverns, amongst which some lie 
concealed, while others, alarmed for the fate of 

^their city, throw dust on their heads,* and endea
vour to deprecate the wrath of the victor.

Their chariots are routed, and the king, having 
seized the hostile chief, smites off his head, which 
he holds by the beard. The pursuit of the enemy 
continues,f and they take refuge amidst the lofty 
cedars^ that crown the heights of their moun
tainous country. The Egyptians follow them to 
the woods, and heralds are sent by the king to offer 
them their lives, on condition of their future obe
dience to his will, and of the payment of an annual 
tribute. §

Alighting from his car, he awaits their answer, 
which is brought by an Egyptian officer, who on

* An Eastern custom mentioned in the Bible, represented in the 
Egyptian tombs, and common at the present day.

t  Round the corner of the wall. The suite then returns to the 
former part of the sculptures.

I Such are probably the lofty trees here represented. The 
name of the people is Aimanon; the substitution of m for b is so 
very common, that w^may be allowed to conjecture tiiat Libanon 
is intended.

§ Such is the probable construction of the supplications they 
address to the king, through the intercession of an Egyptian officer.
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his return salutes his sovereign, and relates the 
success of his mission.

In the third compartment, the hero, who in the 
heat of the fight had alighted from his chariot, 
gives proofs of his physical powers * as well as his 
courage, and grasps beneath each arm two captive 
chiefs; while others, bound with ropes, follow to 
adorn his triumph, and grace the offerings of 
victory to the god of Thebes.

On the other wall, at the south-west side of the 
grand hall, are represented the conquests of his 
son Remeses I I . ; from which it appears that the 
war against the same people was continued during 
the reign of this monarch.

In the upper compartments, north-west
end, Remeses attacks the enemy, y  are routed, 
and take refuge in their fortified town, situated on 
a high mountain. He then storms another fort; 
and in the next compartment he gives them battle 
in the open plain, where he obtains a complete 
victory, and secures many prisoners. The remnant 
of their army retreats to a fortified city, whidh he 
storms, and obliges to surrender at discretion. ^

In all these compartments, except one, the king 
is represented on foot, with his shield before him 
and a spear in his hand, indicating that these

* Probab^, like Homer’s heroes, by th^miraculous assistance 
of some deity. , Here is at least a “ dignus vindice nodus,”  

t  A tribute was also imposed on the vanquished countries,— as 
on the land of Judah, by Nechoh. 2 Kings xxiii. 33- 35.
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places were taken by assault. In the lower line he 
advances in his car to the walls of a fort; in the 
next compartment he storms another on foot; and 
afterwards appears before a third, mounted in his 
chariot. The rest is much defaced ; but sufficient 
remains to show that he offers the spoils and cap
tives to the god of the temple.
* Behind the side door of the hall, in the upper 
line, he besieges a fortified town, on foot; he then 
attacks the enemy in the open field, and having 
overtaken the car of their chief, entangles him with 
his bowstring, and stepping forward on the pole, 
despatches him with his sword. The discomfiture 
of the hostile army is now complete, and they fly * 
to their ferAjjli^ty in the utmost confusion. The 
subjects in » ^ l i n e  terminate with offerings to the 
deity of Theoes.

In the lower series is a large tablet of hierogly
phics, and the attack of another fortified town. 
The battle scenes continue on the wall of the 
court,f where the Egyptians attack the foe in the 
plain, who are routed J and pursued to the walls 

,of their city.
* One is on horseback, as in the battle scene of the Memno- 

nium, mentioned in p. 26.
Number 29.

X One of these is aWo on horseback, mounted sideways. They 
had no saddles, but fiways bridles. The Numidiaj^ cavalry had 
neither. With regard to the Egyptians, we should conclude that 
they also had cavalry, since we read in Isaiah (xxxvi. 9 .) “ put 
thy trust in Egypt for chariots and for horsemen; ”  and in
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In the inferior compartments are other similar 

subjects, and a tablet of the twenty-first year of 
Remeses II., in which mention is made of his father 
Osirei and grandfather Remeses I. Beyond this, 
the Egyptian monarch storms another fort; his 
troops apply scaling ladders to the walls, and, 
forcing the gates, oblige the inhabitants to sur
render at discretion. In the next compartment, he, 
alights from his car, and binds the prisoners he has 
taken to serve as a token of his victory, and as an 
ofiPering to the god of Thebes. The remaining 
walls of these courts were ornamented with a conti
nuation of similar historical sculptures; but few 
traces of them now remain.

The captives taken by Sheshonk (Shishak), in 
his expedifion against Jerusalem, are on the south
west wall ;* but the greater part of the remaining 
subjects relate to offerings made by the kings, who 
officiate before the different deities of the temple.

Beyond the circuit of ancient Thebes may bei'̂
noticed, on the east side, some stone remains near
the road to Medamot, and some grottoes f  itx the
mountains towards the south-east of Karnak, from

•near which an ancient road runs southwards into 
the desert of the Ababdeh. On the Libyan side, 
upon the summit of the mountain, which pro-
Moses’ song, “ thehorse and his rider.’' ^Besides these, we find 
Shishak weSS; against Jerusalem “ with twelve thousand chariots 
and threescore thousand horsemen." 2 Chron. xii. 3.

* Marked 8. + This is on the report of the Arabs.
o 2
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jects to the north of the Aq'aba road, are the ruins of 
a crude brick building, most probably of Christian 
date, whence a road leads over the mountains 
to the northwards,* joining the former at a short 
distance inland, and leading towards Farshoot.

* The Arabs speak of a ruin some distance to the north-west; 
but it is very doubtful. I could find no one to show me the way.
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C h a p t e r  V.
MANNERS AND CUSTOMS OF THE ANCIENT 

EGYPTIANS.
It may not be altogether foreign to the description 
of Thebes to introduce a brief notice of the manners 
and customs of the ancient' Egyptians,* deduced 
from a comparison of the sculptures of the tombs of 
Thebes, and other parts of Egypt, with the accounts 
given by ancient authors; to which I shall add 
a few remarks on the agricultural productions and 
government of the present day.

Private Houses.—^The h o u se so f the Egyptians 
were of crude brick, stuccoed within and without, 
and divided into a series of apartments, which seem 
to have been arranged according to the will or taste 
of each individual, without any fixed plan esta
blished by the regulations of the priesthood. And 
indeed their sacred pastors, benefiting by the» su
perintendence and management of more profitable 
concerns connected with religion, could have had* 
no object in interfering with the private dwellings

* I can only give a slight outline of some of them.
t  I have some elevation-plans, if I m a y ^  call them, from the 

tombs, from which I have been able to lay down the ground plan 
of some of their houses very satisfactorily. I have also been able 
to trace the plans of several of the real houses in the ruins of 
Alabastron.
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of individuals. They considered it sufficient to 
remind them constantly that their present pilgrim
age in this world was, at the best, but of short 
duration,—that the welfare of the soul was pre
ferable to the enjoyments of the body,—and besides 
their upright conduct in this life,* which was to 
enable them to pass the ordeal of a temporal f  as 
well as final judgment, it was necessary to lay by 
the superabundance of their riches for the pur
chase^ of an “ everlasting habitation,” § and for 
the necessary expenses of those holy rites whose 
performance the religion of their country ordained 
at their demise.

Unnecessary prodigality, and worldly display of 
riches, were censured as the offspring of arrogance 
and impiety; but the temples of the gods, the 
palace of the king, and the abodes of their pontiffs, 
comprehended within the same precincts which 
protected their sacred persons and commanded the

* Cleanliness, and other duties of private life, were required by 
their patriarchal regulations. The priests shaved the whole body 
every third day (Herod, ii. 3 7 ), and all the respectable classes of 
Egyptians regularly observed the national custom of shaving the 

^ead and beard. This was forbidden to the Jews, even in mourn
ing, Levit. xxi. 5. The Egyptians let the hair grow as a sign of 
grief, Herod, ii. s. 36; Shepherds and common people neglected 
these usages, and they are frequently represented with unshorn 
beafds. W ig s  (and i a k c  beards for religious occasions) were used 
by the Egyptians. Women had long hair plaited. Conf. the 
sculptures, mummies j Porphyry de Abstin. iv. 7; ^nd Plutarch 
de Isid. et Osir.

t  Diodor. i. s. 92. Vide siqirh, p. 85.
\  Ibid. § ,A  name given to their tombs.
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respect of the people, were adorned with all that 
superstitious arts could devise, or despotism com
pel man to execute.* Ponderous blocks formed 
those walls, which as a temple commanded their 
religious awe,—as an impregnable fortress their 
submission ; and their national vanity was flattered 
by the subjects and execution of the sculptures and 
the grandeur of the monuments themselves. Not^ 
so their private mansions; crude bricks, a revenue 
to the governmentjf were deemed sufiicient for the 
pretensions of the other classes ; and the apparent 
moderation of the priests, who also possessed similar 
dwelling places, independent of their apartments in 
the temples, would necessarily silence any murmur 
which the discontented might Venture to express. 
These houses, whose construction diflfered accord
ing to circumstances, consisted frequently of a 
ground-floor and an upper story, with a terrace, 
cooled by the air, which a wooden mulquf:}: con-

* It is perhaps with reason that Voltaire considers the pyramids 
monuments of tyrannical power. Herodotus would lead us to 
suppose they were erected contrary to the will of the sacerdotal 
order, which is highly improbable. The very great difference be
tween the style of their houses and the temples or pubhc building 
would indicate a proportionate disparity in the condition of the 
people.

t  They were stamped with the king’s or with a pontiffs name, 
and were government property. Thus tlte Jews were compelled to 
make bricks for the kings, not for a statSl time, but during their 
whole reigns, and after the building of Pithom and Raamses.

X They are used throughout the East at the present day, on the 
summits of the houses. They are constructed of a number of
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ducted down its slope. The entrance, either at the 
corner or centre of the front, was closed by a door of 
a single or double valve, and the windows had 
shutters of a similar form. Sometimes the interior 
was laid out in a series of chambers, encompassing 
a square court, in whose centre stood a tree or a font 
of water. Many were surrounded by an extensive 
garden, with a large reservoir for the purpose of 
irrigation; lotus flowers floated on the surface, 
rows of trees shaded its banks, and the proprietor 
and his friends frequently amused themselves there 
by angling, or by an excursion in a light boat 
towed by his servants.

Houses of a more extensive plan, besides a 
garden, or spacious court, which enclosed them, 
were furnished with large propyla and false 
obelisks,* and imitated the distribution of the 
parts of a temple.

The cellars occupied a part of the ground floor; 
and the sitting rooms, for the entertainment of 
their guests, were sometimes on the upper story,
planks, nailed together side by side on transverse beams, forming 
a^helving roof facing and open to the wind, with one or both sides 
closed, and of similar materials. They are frequently only of 
reeds stuccoed.

* They were painted to imitate granite. An instance of this 
may be seen in the coluimis and doorways at Beni Hassan. The 
Egyptians were noted f *  their fictitious woods and glass imita
tions of precious stones. I have seen some clever specimens of 
both. Their use of jewels is mentioned in the Bible, and the 
skill requisite for making the molten calf argufe  ̂ the advancement 
already made in art.
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or oa a level with the court-yard. Their granaries 
were generally in the outhouses, and their roofs, like 
many of the houses* themselves, formed of crude 
brick vaults, attest the invention of the arch from 
the earliest times into which Egyptian sculpture has 
given us an insight.

Many, indeed, of the houses of Thebes were laid 
out in this manner, at least in the Libyan suburb^ 
though it does not appear to have been generally 
the case in the interior of Diospolis itself,:}; where 
they stood in the unhealthy and constipated mass 
usual in most large cities, particularly of the East; 
but this did not prevent the wealthier Theban 
citizens from possessing their country houses, or the 
sacerdotal and military nobles ̂  their parks, |1 where 
they amused themselves with the pleasures of fish
ing and the chase.

The court-yard of the larger mansions was sur
rounded by a strong wall, defended and ornamented

* Some of the roofs were no doubt supported by rafters of 
palm and other wood, an imitation of which may be seen in a 
grotto cut in the scarped rock behind the second pyra.mid of 
Geezeh. The invention of the arch was, in all probability, owing 
to the great deficiency of wood in Egypt.

t  I have noticed this fact, and my authority for it, in my 
“ Materia Hierog.” p. 19.

J Diodorus affirms that they were even four or five stories high 
as early as the time of its founder.—Lib. i. s. 45.

§ ^Diodorus says, speaking of the d e a \  “ all the Egyptians are 
equally n o b ] g b u t  this could only signify after death, for in no 
country, except among the Hindoos, was the distinction of castes 
so scrupulously maintained as among the Egyptians. Diod. i. 
s. 92. Vide Herod, ii. s. 47.

II IIapa&t(rouc. Conf. the. Sculptures of Thebes and Beni 
Hassan, and the Rosetta Stone.
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with a row of battlements, or spikes ranged along 
its summit, and furnished with two or more gate
ways, with folding doors, the name of the person to 
whom they belonged being frequently inscribed 
either on the lintels or imposts.

Gardens.—^The garden was divided into the vine
yard, orchard, date and dom* grove, besides the 
Power-garden, intersected by walks, shaded with 
rows of various trees, trimmed (apparently) into a 
rounded form.']'

The vineyard was one of the principal objects of 
their care, and was watered by the pole and bucket 
(the shadoof of the present day), or by pails filled 
from the tank, and carried by a yoke| on men’s 
shoulders.

These, indeed, and the foot-machine, § were the 
principal and almost sole modes of irrigation, || as 
well in their gardens as the fields, and reflect no 
small disgrace on the character of the priesthood. 
Men who could invent machinery for the transport 
and erection of the stupendous blocks of ponderous 
granitb which still remain to attest their ingenuity, 
could not be ignorant of a much less laborious mode 
of irrigation than mere manual labor. ̂  They were

* The Cucifera Thebaica.
f  This may be from their mode of representing a tree.
t Exactly similar to t]^t used by our milkmen.
§ If they really had a water-wheel turned by the foot, as is 

supposed from Philo’s account.
II A sort of water wheel or hydraulic screw seems afterwards to 

have been introduced.-^Strabo, xv ii.; and Diod. i. 34.
H “ E g y p t . . .  . where thou soij'edst thy seed and wateredst it 

with thy ̂ boi, as a garden of herbs."— Deut. xi. 10.
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remarkable for tbeir learning, and for t
every branch of science, and therefore, however I 
feel inclined to admire the saĝ e institutions and well- 
known wisdom of the Egyptian priests, I cannot but 
blame such marked neglect of the comforts of their 
people on these occasions.*

Much taste was frequently displayed in the mode 
of dressing their vines, which, trained over rafters J' 
supported by low columns, formed a series of shady 
avenues, and afforded, at the same time, great faci
lity for gathering the ripened clusters. Nor were 
they neglected at that season by the superintendents 
of the vintage; and boys were constantly employed 
to frighten away the birds with a sling and the 
sound of the voice.:}:

Wine.—^Their wine-press was of two kinds; in 
one, consisting of a large trough, the grapes were 
pressed by the feet; the other was a machine com
posed of levers, twisting and compressing a sack 
which contained the fruit; the juice, in both, dis
charging itself into a capacious vase beneath. The 
wine was preserved in amphorae, ranged al«3ng the 
walls in cellars, as at Pompeii and in ancient Greek §

* Much benefit would have ultimately accrued both to them
selves and the country by the substitution of machinery for manual 
labour; though it was not so peremptorily required in Eg3rpt then 
as at present, owing to the greater population of the countiy^under 
the Pharaohs.

t  As atflie present day in Upper Egypt. J Ibid.
§ Homer mentions this custom in the Odyssey, lib. ii. v. 340:—

€v ds 7ri$ot otvoio 'jraXaiov jjSo7roroi~
€(rra<7av..............
e êajg n o n  roixov^pripoTfg.
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houses; and, from the presence of a resinous sedi
ment at the bottom of their broken fragments, now 
found at Thebes, we may conclude that the 
Egyptian wine partook of the flavor common to 
that of the Greek islands.

Wine was universally used by the rich throughout 
Upper and Lower Egypt;* and beer, as we learn 
from Herodotus,f was also made (probably for the 
consumption of the common people) in those parts 
where the land, suited to the culture of corn, could 
not be spared for extensive plantations of the vine. 
For since the historian states that in the corn country 
“ they have no vines, and drink beer” instead of 
wine, while the sculptures prove them to have been 
grown throughout Egypt, and neither Diodorus nor 
Strabo seem to confine the use of beer to any parti
cular part of Egypt, we are forced, in order to 
reconcile these authorities, to admit that though 
wine was universally used by the rich, the poorer 
classes were obliged, in the corn country, to be 
contented with the more ordinary drink the produce 
of their fields aiforded them. “ Nor was the 
beverage,” says Diodorus, “ which they prepared 
from barley much inferior, in point of flavor, to the

* The process is represented in the tombs throughout the 
country, from the pyramids to the extremity of Upper Egypt. 
AnthjiJla and Mareotis \« r e  also famed for their wines, which, 
from finding (besides that of the upper country) the “ wine of 
the North” among offerings at Thebes, appear tflfchave been 
exported to the Thebaid. Wine was also made of other fruits. 
Plin. lib. xiv. c. 16. H e praises the Sebennytic wine, lib. xiv. c. 7.

t  Herod, ii. 77 ; and Strabo, lib. xvii., who also calls it Zythus. 
Vide also'Diod. i. 34.
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juice of the grape and a grateful acidity was im
parted to it by the lupin and an Assyrian root.*

Esculent Plants.—^Three kinds of lotus, in the 
low lands of the Delta, afforded, during the inunda
tion, a gratuitous aliment to the peasants. The 
seeds of two of them, the nymphsea lotus and 
coerulea, were pounded and formed into cakes, which 
being baked, served for bread ; f  and their roots,» 
according to Herodotus, of an agreeable and sweet 
taste, were eaten either crude, baked, or boiled.^ 
Another lotus,§ the nymphsea nelumbo, or faba 
jEgyptiaca, was also a native of those lakes, whose 
constant moisture defended its more delicate roots 
from the parching sun. Its ovoidal grains, about

•  The seeds of this plant had been introduced from Assyria 
into Egypt, where it was cultivated for this purpose. Columella, 
lib. X . V. 113. H e also speaks of Pelusiac beer, or zythus.

t  Diodorus attributes the invention of this bread to Isis or to 
Menes. Isis and Ceres had the credit of teaching man the. use of 
corn. Without the assistance of either, the modern Egyptians 
employ the seeds of the Mesemhrianthemum nodiflorum for the 
same purpose.

Í Their flavor appears to me rather like a very bad truile, ex
ceedingly insipid. They are covered with a dark brown rind, and 
are about the size of an oak-apple. Plin. xiii. 17,18.

§ It also had this name, according to Athenseus, and Pliny, who 
mentions its medicinal properties, lib. xxiv. c. 2. It now no 
longer exists in Egypt. The ancient Egyptians even cultivated it 
with some care; and to ensure its growth they threw thé aeeds, 
enveloped in a coat of mud, into those lakes which were not liable 
to be dried vip during the summer heat. This looks as if  it was 
not indigenous. The other nymphaeas still grow spontaneously in 
the small canals and ponds of the inundation, but not in the Nile 
itself.
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twenty-five in number, and resembling a small 
acorn, studded a conical fruit* of about three 
inches diameter, and contained within each a sweet- 
flavoured almond, f  which, as well as “ the root,” 
according to Theophrastus, “ served as an article 
of food, to those who lived in the vicinity of the 
marshes.”

• The byblus or papyrus was also an esculent 
plant, and its stubble, which was left to the height 
of about a foot from the ground, together with the 
root, was masticated or eaten:}; iu those districts 
where a careful cultivation had increased the size 
of this useful production.^ The culture, however.

* Similar in form to the head of the spout of our garden water
ing-pot : these, according to Strabo, were made into cups.

t  Provided the hitter green corculum between the cotyledons 
be taken out.

t Herodotus, who appears to speak en epicure, recommends it 
baked.— Lib. ii. s. 92. Vide also Diod. i. s. 80.

§ Theophrastus and Pliny give ample details of the numerous 
usages for which the papyrus was employed. The cyperus dives 
is cultivated iu Egypt for mats and similar purposes: its height is 
about five feet. Pliny (lib. xiii. c. 7 )  gives the papyrus twelve 
feet; but makes a strange mistake in stating that its use as paper 
lyas posterior to the age of Alexander, as is very evident from the 
ancient papyri found at Thebes and elsewhere, and from xix. 7 of 
Isaiah, &c. Parchment or vellum (a  word corrupted from vellus 
or vetulinum) was also used in Egypt, and leather at an earlier 
period. Pliny afiBrms that parchment was invented by Eumenes, 
king*of Pergamus; wlrence its name. The Saracens had beau
tiful parchment, equal in appearance (as I can attest) to paper. 
Linen paper was imported from China to Samarcand, A. D. 652; 
and first made at Mekkeh in 710.  It was introduced into Europe 
by the Moors, and the Escurial library contains paper MSS. as
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of the papyrus was, according to Strabo, confined 
to certain spots, in order, says the geographer, to 
enhance its value, as was the case with the palm 
and balsam in Judea. There were a superior and 
an inferior variety; both planted in the northern 
parts of the Delta, but neither these nor the lotus 
were met with in the Nile itself,* but solely (as at 
present) “ in the marshes and lakes,” during the in-* 
undation, and principally in the Sebennytic nome.'l' 
Both this (he adds) and the Egyptian bean, or 
nelumbo, were peculiar to Egypt and India. The 
latter is indeed now confined to that country, and 
the former is a spontaneous though not indigenous 
production of Syracuse.

Trees.—Of the trees of ancient Egypt the most 
noted were the sycamore, fig, pomegranate, peach, 
olive, persea, the palma Christi or cici or castor- 
berry tree, J sent or acanthus, § nebq, H mokhdyt,^ 
Jeharoob or locust-tree,** and several other's.

The sycamore is frequently represented in the
old as the tenth or eleventh century.— Gibbon, vol. ix.^c. 51. 
Previously, the Arabs and others had made use of the shoulder- 
blades of sheep and other animals, and the bark of trees (whence 
liber, a book), and leaves were employed at a remote period in 
Europe in lieu of the papyrus. These last are still used in the 
East by the Birmese, Singalese, and other people. Hence, too, 
waraka (a leaf) means also, in Arabic, paper.

* Isaiah xix. 7 ; Herod, ii. s. 92.
t  Plin. ib^“ Sebennytico . . .  nomo omnis charta nascatur.”
i  Ricinus communlB, Linn. § Mimosa Nilotica.
I Rhamnus nabeca, Forsk. ^  Cordia myxa, Linn.
** Ceratonia siliqua, Linn.
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tombs of Thebes, and is . also mentioned as an 
Egyptian tree by Pliny and other authors.* Of 
the figf one species is still indigenous in the de
serts of Egypt, and the pomegranate is not only 
seen in the oldest sculptures of Thebes, but is 
alluded to in the Bible,J and by several profane 
authors, as a native of Egypt.

Its flower, previous to,the discovery of the murex, 
was used for its red dye, and was known by the 
ancients under the names balaustium § and rodon; 
the resell Cpctr excellenceJ whose fame is now only 
called to mind by the name it gave to an island, 
noted in earlier times for its colossus, and in later 
days for having been the asylum of the Knights of 
St. John.

The peach is included by Pliny ̂  among the
* Ancient coffins and figures of sycamore-wood are very common 

in the tombs.
t  Called hamat, in Arabic, and the fruit qottdyn. Pliny calls 

it cottana (xiii. 5 ) , a remarkable similarity in the ancient and 
modern name. Ficus cottanum would not be an unappropriate 
botanisal appellation. The figs are small, as the historian 
observes, but very sweet. Martial also calls them “ parva cottana ” 
41ib. xiii. 28 ). The tree is common in Syria and the deserts of 
Egypt, generally growing from clefts in the rocks.

} Numb. XX. 5.
§ Plin. lib. xiii. c. 19. He calls the tree “ punicum malum.”
II J)ur rose has been |*oduced by cultivation.
T Lib. xiii. c. 9. Diodorus (lib. 34 ) evidently confounds the 

peach with the persea, when he says, “  the PersiiBts introduced 
the peach from Ethiopia.” Other writers have mistaken these 
two. The persea was known in Egypt long before the arrival of 
Cambyses.
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trees of Egypt. Strabo* affirms that the olive was 
only produced in the Arsino'ite nome (or Fyoom) 
and the gardens of Alexandria ; but it is evident, 
from his restricting fruit-trees to that province, that 
his remarks are too limited to be correct.

It is unnecessary to stop to refute the fanciful 
notion that the persea and peach were introduced 
into Egypt by the Persians, which is so very properly 
derided by Pliny or to point out the various 
trees that have claimed the name of persea ; suffice 
it to say, the most received opinions agree in con
sidering it the Hegleedj (Hegleeg) or Balanites 
Ægyptiaca, now no longer a native of the valley of 
the Nile, on this side of Ethiopia. It is met with 
in the Ababdeh desert, about the latitude of the 
emerald mines ; and on the road to Berenice, in 
great profusion. The fruit, about the size of a 
small date, is called lalob (lalobe), whose exterior 
is a pulpy substance of a subacid flavor ; the kernel 
within the stone being also eaten.

Herodotus and Diodorus J  both mention the kiki 
(cici), but the description given of it by the former, 
who calls it also silicyprion, might apply to the 
simsim,§ or sesamum orientale. Pliny, || howeyert

* Lib. xvii. and Plin. xv. c. 3.
t  Lib. XV. c. 13. Î Lib. i. s. 34 ; Herod, ii. s. 94.
§ But he mentions the sesamum in A ^ r ia , lib. i. s. 193. •  ■
II Plin. x y ^ . 7 ; “  Cici, arbore in Ægypto copiosa ; alii croto- 

nem, alii trixin, alii sesamum sylvestre appellant ; . . .  folio vitium 
. . .  nostri earn ricinum vocant.” Vide Strabo, lib. xvii., who says 
the common people anointed themselves with its oil.

P
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describes the cici, to which he also applies the 
names of croton, trixis, wild sesamum, and ricinus 
as a tree, from whose seeds a lamp-oil was extracted; 
and its leaves, similar to those of the vine, at once 
decide that he has ii; view the ricinus communis of 
Linnaeus. It was very common in Egypt, where it 
still grows wild; but its medicinal properties are 
now unknown to the inhabitants of the Saeed.

The sont, or acacia (mimosa) Nilotica was, as it 
still is, a native of the valley of the Nile ; and its 
wood and legumen are employed for the same pur
poses as in ancient times. The chief value of this 
tree consists in the latter, which is used for tan
ning ;* its timber is highly esteemed for boat
building,-j- its wood furnishes the best charcoal, and 
its gum j is known, like that of many of these 
mimosas, as the gum Arabic of the East. Large 
groves of it existed about Abydus,^ and other parts 
of Egypt; and it is highly probable, that, besides 
the pods of the sont, the Egyptians employed the 
bark of the sayaleh (acacia seyal) for tanning, for 
which its properties are equally valuable.|| This
0 * “ Semen in siliqnis, quo coria perficiimtur, gallee vice.”  Plin. 
xiii. c. 9, et xxiv. c. 12.

t  Ib. “  utilissima navium c o s t i s e t  Herod, ii. s. 96.
I Ib. “ Manat et siimmi ex e á ;”  et Herod, loc. cit.
§ iBtrabo, xvii.
II The Arabs of the desert use the epidermis o^the Sayaleh, 

and the wood of the errin, rhus oxyacanthoides, for tanning. Of 
the inner rind of the former they frequently make (as did the 
ancient Egyptians) thin but strong ropes.
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last is a native of the desert, and is easily dis
tinguished from the former by its falciform fruit, 
resembling that of the tulh, or mimosa gummifera.

The nebq or sidr (rhamnus nabeca) appears also 
to have been knovra to the ancient Egyptians, 
though it is not the Rhamnus of Pliny. This he 
describes with straight thorns, and not with the 
curved aculei of a brier,* in which it accords rather, 
with the Lycium Europseum of Linnaeus. Another 
remarkable coincidence regarding this last is, that 
in a Coptic vocabulary I have found the name of 
this very plant (the owshes) translated ramnus, by 
which, I  believe, it is still known in modern Greece.

Pliny states that “ wine was even made of the 
myxa,f by the E g y p tia n sb u t the kharoob, or 
ceratonia siliqua of Linnaeus, the ceraunia siliqua of 
Pliny,:]; is said by this historian not to be a native 
of this country.

Cultivated productions.—The grain and other cul
tivated produce of ancient Egypt were, wheat, 
barley, doora,̂  peas, beans, lentils, || hommos,̂

* “ Rectis aculéis, non ut c^teri, aduncis,”  lib. xxiv. c. 14 
t  Plin. lib. xiii. c. 5. The cordia myxa of Linnaeus, 
t Lib. xiii. c. 8.
§ I have been assured that the Indian corn, zea mays, has also 

been found in the ancient tombs of Thebes. This is very doubtful. 
It was first discovered in Cuba, by Columbus, in 1492.

II The Rojjans called them lentils of Pelusium, “  Nec Pelusiacse 
curam aspemabere lentis.” Virg. Georg, i. 228. “ Duo genera
ejus (lentis) in .dEgypto.” Plin. xviii. c. 12.

1Í Cicer arietinum. Linn. Plin. xviii. 12.
p 2
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gilbdn* lupins, bamia or wdylca,'\ figl,X cyperus 
esculentus,§ arum,\\ colocasia,^ succory,** flax, 
cotton, colocinth, melons, cucumbers, leeks, garlic, 
ordons,'\'\ cummin, coriander, and an infinity of 
leguminous herbs, and vegetables,common to the 
soil.

Herodotus, in order to give more effect to his 
story about the great variance between Egyptian 
and Greek customs, has not failed to indulge in the

* Lathyrus sativus. Linn. Plin. xvlii. 13.
t  The hibiscus esculentus; which, if  it really be derived from 

the Egyptian word ouom, “ to eat,” still retains, in its specific 
adjunct, the force of its original name. But it is,in Coptic, haki- 
non. The hib. preecox is perhaps the real Egyptian plant.

i  Raphanus edulis. Linn. It has been mistaken for horse
radish (Herod, ii. 125; transl. Larcher) which is not an Egyptian 
plant. Figl is commonly eaten at present by the lower orders. 
Pliny calls it raphanus.

§ Found buried in the tombs of Thebes.
II Plin. xix. 5, “ Aron.” f  Plin. xxi. 15.

. ■** Cichorium intybus. Linn. Intubus erraticus. Plin. xxi. 15.
t t  Numbers xi. 4 , 5.
i i  At the taking of Alexandria by Amer, the lieutenant of the 

Caliph J3mer, there were reckoned “ 4000 people engaged in sell
ing vegetables.” I need not state to the Arabic scholar, my 
rgasons for thus writing these two nam es; but it is as well to 
observe, for those who are not acquainted with the language, that 
Amer and Omer, being both spelt with the same letters (ain, 
mim, ra), it was thought better, by way of distinction, to intro
duce, at the end of the former, a small wow,‘or o, a tacit sign, not 
pronSunced, and not, coi^quently, to be copied into an European 
language, which had the means of distinguishing^by different 
letters, the initial of each. It appears very singular to the Arabs 
to hear an European talk of Amrou, who is totally unknown to' 
them.
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liberty that travellers of every era have taken with 
the credulity of their readers ; and the thirty-sixth 
section of his Euterpe, relating to this subject, 
contains several unpardonable exaggerations,*

One alone of these 1 shall here notice, that “ in 
Egypt it was considered the greatest disgrace to 
eat of wheat or barley, and that consequently their 
bread was made of olyra,f which some call zea.” ^ 
Whether the historian had in view the triticum 
zea, which is now no longer grown in Egypt, or 
whether he alludes to the sorghum § or doura of 
the present day, it is not my object here to inquire, 
but certain it is that the Egyptians, so far from 
holding in abhorrence the two. grains he mentions, 
took great- care to cultivate them throughout the 
whole valley of their Nilejl—offered them to the

* For instance, out of eight,'the second, third, and sixth, are 
totally unfounded.

t  Pliny fxviii. 7.) says “ Far in Ægypto ex olyra conficitur,” 
but not to the exclusion of any other grain. “ Ægyptus . . .  . e 
tritico' s w ” ‘&c. He also observes that the olyra had been sup
posed the same as rice, “ olyram et oryzam eandem essg existi- 
mantj” and afterwards (c. 8) distinguishes it from the zea, with 
which Herodotus has confounded it. Homer feeds horses on the 
olyra, as well as wheat and barley ; this last is now given them in 
the east.

Î Bearing no relation at all to the zea mays.
• § The.Assyrian wheat and barley, Im affirms, had “ leaves of 

the breadth of four fingers,” from whicn it has been conje?tured 
that he her^ lludes to the sorghum, (lib. i. s. 193) ; but the 
expression, “ wheat and barley” renders this very questionable; 
and the holcus sorghum, I have no doubt, was grown in Egypt.

II Conf. the sculptures, passim, and Exod. ix. 31 and 32 : “ The 
barley was smitten . . .  the wheat and the rye were not, smitten ; 
for^they were not grown up,”
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gods—and derived from them a great part of their 
sustenance, in common with whatever other corn 
the soil produced.

The mode of tilling the land was equally simple 
with that adopted by the modern fellah. Shallow 
furrows * wqre cut, by a light plough,"!■ on the 
surface of the ground the Nile had inundated ; and 
•without any artificial irrigation the scattered J  seed 
produced a plentiful crop, whose elevated heaps 
attesting, at harvest time, the fertility of the soil, 
filled at a trifling expense the granaries of the 
natives, and sufiiced for the continual wants of 
many a neighbouring country.§

Their wheat was mostly, if not all, bearded, and 
similar to that now cultivated in Egypt. It was 
cropped a little below the ear with a toothed sickle, 
and carried in rope nets to the threshing-floor 
(if I may use the term), the gleaners || following.

* Diod. i. 36. The furrows are now about four inches deep ; 
after a high Nile the plough is not even used for the first crop.

t  Sometimes a barrel (or a water-skin) was placed at one end 
of the field, for the use of the ploughmen. I have a faint recol
lection of a passage of the Iliad relating to a similar custom. 
TSiey followed the plough with the hoe, as is still the custom in 
Egypt, About Qahirah they use a roller armed with iron pins, 
drawn by oxen, to crush the clods after ploughing.

i  Herodotus and Diodorus mention the introduction of pigs and 
sheej» to tread in the g ^ n . Goats and sheep are seen in the 
sculptures. The modern peasants frequently use a bush-harrow 
(*. e., simply a large bundle of bushes) for this purflbse when the 
earth is moist.

§ Conf. the arrival of Joseph’s brethren, and the great exporta
tion of corn, at later epochs, from this country.

1 Coni. Deuteron. xxiv. 19.
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It was then collected on a level spot in the vicinity 
of the field, and several asses, or oxen,* trod out the 
grain, being driven to and fro over every part of the 
heap, which men took care constantly to turn with 
large forks. Similar to this process was the tritura 
of the Latins ; and in some instances the Egyptians 
employed other animals for the same purpose. For 
winnowing, they had two short-handled shovels,, 
and the grain, amassed in a lofty mound, was then 
carried in leather bushels,t and housed in a vaulted 
granary,[j: or in its open court; each measure, as it 
was called by the teller, being noted down by a 
scribe who overlooked its removal.

Another species of grain, with a single round 
head, was plucked up by the roots, but formed in 
the Thebaid (at least) § a much smaller proportion 
of the cultivated produce of the country. Its 
height far exceeds the wheat, near which they 
represent it growing, and its general appearance

* Unmuzzled, as with the Jews. I have seen them employed 
in Egypt for the same purpose, but they generally use the noreq, 
a machine drawn by two oxen, consisting of a frame supported on 
three axles, each traversing three or four circular plates of iron 
disposed at intervals (but not opposite those of the next axle^, 
which serve as wheels, while they separate the grain and cut the 
straw afterwards set apart as provender for cattle.

t  Vide the sculptures of Thebes.
i  Sometimes this was divided into a^eral circidar cells, ̂ filled 

from the top, to which a ladder or staircase was attached j the 
grain, w hen^nted , being taken out from a small door at their 
base.

§ 1 have not met with it represented elsewhere, but this may 
be owing to the few tombs in other parts of Egypt-
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cannot answer better to any of the order of gramina, 
than the Sorghum,* or Egyptian Doora.

Beans, the abhorrence of the priesthood, were 
no doubt grown in Egypt from a very early period, 
but did not probably constitute, as at present, the 
chief food of the lower orders. Herodotus makes 
them at once an indigenous plant of the Nile (in 
.which he is not supported by fact) when he asserts, 
that “ they were neoer sown in the country, but if 
they grew spontaneously they neither formed an 
article of food, nor even, i f  cooked, were they eaten 
by the Egyptians.” This aversion, which origi
nated in a supposed sanitary regulation, did not 
however preclude their cultivation; and whether 
we admit or reject the testimony of Diodorus, who 
says that some f  only abstained from their use, no 
religious prejudice would forbid their being given 
to camels or other cattle. That the priests may 
have considered themselves bound by a supersti
tious feeling to avoid them as impure, may easily 
be credited, and similar sanitary precautions J

* Of the fifteen species of holcus five at least are natives of 
Egypt. There appear to be also two unnoticed varieties, 

t  Lib. i. s. 89.
I Many of them were erroneous. Cicero, in speaking of the 

reason of the prohibitioi^of beans by the Pythagoreans, sa,ys, 
“ quoS. habet inflationem magnam is cibus,”— De Div. i. 30; 
but the Egyptian priests may have had some other reason, quite as 
absurd no doubt, as “ in flore ejus liter» lugubres repriantur.”—  
Plin. xviii. c. 12. Justly does Cicero observe, “ Nihil tarn absurde 
dici jiotest, quod non dicatur ab aliquo philosophorum.’’
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forbade them to indulge in the fish* both of the 
ocean and the Nile ; in onions, f  and what was still 
more obnoxious, the meat of swine. , But these 
rules were confined to the sacerdotal order ; nor 
was even the swine, if we can believe Plutarch, 
prohibited to the other Egyptians at all times.

Fish, indeed, constituted a very great part of 
their food,;]; and every one, excepting those of the 
priestly caste, was obliged by his religion to eat 
once a year, on the 9th of Thoth, a fried fish 
before the door of his house. Such, too, was pro
bably the case with heans ; and the sole fact of 
their not having been sacred, at once points out 
that their prohibition did not extend to all the 
Egyptians. But the mysterious abhorrence in 
which they were held by the priesthood was even 
imparted to some of the strangers they initiated, 
and the notions of Pythagoras on this and many 
other subjects § were unquestionably drawn from 
his study of the philosophy of Egypt.

A species of clover, perhaps the bersim, or 
trifolium Alexandrinum of Linnæus, and the fiklbeh, 
or trigonella fœnum grsecum, with other similar

* Plut. de Is. et Osir. s. 7. et Herod, ii. s. 37. 
t  Plut. s. 8. “ Porrum et csepe nefas violare, ac frangere 

morsu.”—Juv. Sat. xv.
i  Herod. s J 7 .  149. Plut. s. 7. Diod. i. s. 36. 43. 52.
§ Did not Pythagoras borrow his ideas of the solar system 

(revived by Copernicus) from the Egyptians ?
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herbs, were cultivated * in great abundance, and 
laid up for the cattle during the inundation.f

It was at this period that the peasants indulged 
in their rustic fêtes, |  and their amusements, unim
peded by necessary occupation or any prohibition 
of their superiors, consisted in all the revelry that 
the dance, games, or feasting could impart.

Several medicinal plants § were also grown by the 
Egyptians ; others were cultivated for the oil they 
produced, and among these the most noted was flax. || 
It was sown in great quantities in every part of the 
country, and more especially for the manufacture

* The ancient, as well as the modern Egyptians, used nitre 
instead of manure, but Pliny seems to confine it to certain herbs, 
—lib. xix. c. 5.

t  Like the drees, or dried bersim, now sold in Lower Egypt. 
Diod. i. 36, says, “ the cattle during the inundation are fed in the 
villages and farmyards on fodder previously prepared for them.”

Î Diod. ib.
§ In the Odyssey we read “ whose soil produces an infinity of 

plants, some salutary, others pernicious ; ”  and in Jeremiah, “ O 
Virgin, daughter Of Egypt, in vain shalt thou use many medi
cines.”  Vide also Herod ii. 84; Diod. i. 82; and Plin. xxvi. 1, 
where he mentions elephantiasis as a common complaint in Egypt, 
which it is to the present day. Pliny affirms.that the Egyptians 
ejtamined the bodies they opened after death, “ regibus corpore 
mortuorum ad scrutandos morbos insecantibus,”—lib. xix. c. 5. 
Cyrus and Darius both employed medical men from Egypt. 
Herod, iii. s. 1, 132, the former for ophthalmia. In mentioning 
this subject, I may be ex^sed for noticing a singular fact, that 
besides the common ophthalmia of this country there is another of 
a totally different nature, which is intermittent, aniUike fevers of 
that kind can only be removed by the use of bark.

II Exod. ix. 1.
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of linen, in which the Egyptians excelled every 
other nation of antiquity. At Beni-Hassan, the 
cultivation of this herb, and the different purposes 
to which it was applied, are represented in the 
paintings of one of the grottoes; and the fine linen 
of Egypt is frequently mentioned in the Bible,* 
and in the works of profane writers.

The variety of their vegetable oils has also been • 
noticed by ancient authors, of which the olive, 
ricinus, flax, sesamum, selgara (coleseed), seemga, 
lettuce, and others mentioned by Pliny,t are the 
most remarkable.

The sesamum, or simsim, is still much culti
vated in Egypt, and produces the seerig, which is 
reckoned the best lamp oil in the country. It is 
also used in the kitchen, but is considered of 
inferior flavor to that extracted from the lettuce, 
though of greater value. The residue of the 
pressed seed, after the oil is extracted, is eaten 
by the modern peasants and Qahirenes, and sold 
under the name of Qo6sbeh,| and the unbruised

. * Solomon purchased it from Egypt, as well as horses an^ 
chariots,— 1 Kings x. 28. Much cotton cloth was also manu
factured by them. This plant is the byssus of Herodotus, ii. 86 j 
the gossypium of Pliny, xix. c. 1. Isaiah, xix. 9, mentions the 
workers “ in fine flax and . .  . net work^ ”  and Ezekiel, xxvii. 7, 
“ fine linen, with broidered work from Egypt.”  The mu:ffimy- 
cloth is linen jp  most cases.

t  Lib. XV. c . 7 .
i  That called tahedneh is only bruised in the mill, and con

tains its oil.
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seeds are strewed upon cakes, or give their name 
and flavor to a coarse conserve called Haloweh 
simsemeeh.

The selgam, or brassica oleífera of Linnaeus, 
appears to be the Egyptian raphanus, mentioned 
by Pliny,* as “ celebrated for the abundance of its 
oil,” unless the seemga, or raphanus oleifer of 

.'Linnaeus, be there alluded to. This last is now 
only grown in Nubia and its vicinity, the former 
in various parts of the southern provinces of 
Egypt.

From the lettuce and carthamus tinctorius is also 
extracted a considerable quantity of oil; but it is 
for the flowers,f which are used in dyeing, that the 
latter is particularly valuable. This, however, is 
not an indigenous plant of Egypt.

Botanical Productions.—Whatever may have been 
the former state of this country, Egypt is not at 
present remarkable for its botanical productions, 
whose number does not exceed eleven hundred. 
Many of them were formerly noted for their medi
cinal* properties, which were attentively examined 
by the early Egyptians; and some still retain their 
traditional credit, while a few others are practically 
known. They are, however, mostly confined to 
the Arabs of the ^sert, and a small quantity is 
brought in a dry state and sold to the druggists of 
the capital. But the ancient inhabitants of the

Lib. xix. C. 5. t  Called Osfor; in England safflower.• •
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Nile were much better acquainted with the pro
ductions of the mountains they continually visited, 
either as miners or in search of the plants them
selves, than their indolent successors; and many 
that were either cultivated or encouraged to grow 
in the torrent beds of the sandy huger, are now 
only met with in the interior of the desert itself.*

Many medicinal plants are mentioned by Pliny, 
who, in common with several other authors, de
scribes the productions of Egypt,f as well as the 
learning and civilization of that people, as worthy 
of notice, and exciting the admiration of all who 
visited the country. Témpora mutantur is too 
true with regard to the land of the Nile, and the 
limited proportion of the former is only equalled 
by the great deficiency of the latter, among its 
present inhabitants.

To give a minute account of the different plants 
of Egypt, whose properties have been or still are 
employed for medicinal and other purposes, would

* The Egleedj, for instance, and several others. Notv and 
then a few of the desert plants appear near the edge of the cul
tivated land, of which the most common are the Sodada decidu» 
(a large tree, not a brier, in the desert), the Ochradenus baccatus, 
the Cynanchum pyrotechnicum (rarely), the Inula crispa. Cap- 
paris Ægyptiaca, Resedas (scentless), Zygophillas, Fagonias, 
Heliotropium inebrians, &c.

t  “ Herbæ sponte nascentes, quibus pleræque gentium utuntur 
in cibis, maxilffeque Ægyptus, frugum quidem fertilissima, . . . .  
tanta est ciborum ex herbis abundantia.” —Plin. xxi. 15.
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lead to a subject which it is not my intention 
at present to investigate; I shall therefore merely 
notice the most striking, and refer the reader to 
Pliny, Dioscorides, and Theophrastus for those 
whose qualities were particularly observed by the 
ancients.

Crowns and chaplets* were of very early use 
among the Egyptians, and Pliny affirms that artifi
cial flowers were also invented by that people.f 
Every guest, at their banquets, was presented with 
the blossom of the lotus and a fancy necklace, while 
bouquets and vases of flowers were placed on ele
gant stands before the master of the house, or in 
the centre of the apartment. They were not, how
ever, celebrated for the power or suavity of their 
scent, and Pliny affirms that the Egyptian flowersj 
were of all the least odoriferous. Nor is this fact 
altogether contradicted by modern observation; to 
the truth of which I can bear witness, not only with 
respect to those of the Nile, but of the interior of 
the desert, many of which last, though of species 
remaükable in European climates for their fragrance, 
are frequently devoid of scent. There are never- 
flieless some striking exceptions, particularly among

* Those of the acacia,. strychnus, persoluta, anemone, lotus, 
convolvulus, olive, xerantliemum, and others.

t  Plin. xxi. 2.
Ì “ In iEgypto . . . minime odorati flores.”  Plin. xxi. 1 and 

11 ; but he mentions an exception, lib. xv. c. 29.
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the syngenesia* and the didynatnia, many of them 
having not only a sweet but even a powerful odour.

Desert Plants.—Of the desert plants the most 
noted, at the present day, for their medicinal pro
perties, are the salvadora Pérsica, heliotropium ine
briaos, Lycium Europæum,'|' scilla maritima, cassia 
senna, ochradenus baccatus, ocimum zatarhendi, 
linaria Ægyptiaca, Spartium monospermum, hedy- 
sarum alhagi, santolina fragrantissima, artemisia 
judaica, (monosperma and inculta,) inula undulata 
and crispa, cucurais colocynthis, &c.

Besides these, are several other very useful indi
genous productions, which are used for dyeing,^ 
tanning,^ curing skins,|| and various other purposes.

It may appear singular to read of plants o f the 
desert, which is generally supposed to offer but 
little either to the botanist who visits or to the 
animals that inhabit it ; but though their number 
is very limited, I have been enabled in one season, 
from January to June,^ to compose an herbarium of

* The santolina fragr., the artemisias, the Ínulas, the anthémis ; 
and the lavendula stricta, the menthas, origanum, the oeima, a 
few tetradynamia, and some-of the umbelliferous plants.

t  It is very common in the primitive and secondary mountaiiA 
throughout the desert. This is one of the many examples of the 
inconsistency of specific names derived from localities, when the 
plants are not peculiar to one country ; which is still more obvi
ous in the Tamarix gallica, the most cfltamon tree in the Eaÿ.

I Particularly the fungi.
§ The rhus oxyacanthoïdes.
II The periploca secamone,
Ï  The length of time employed or lost in this occupation was
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about one hundred and eighty, which, if completed 
on another visit, will probably contain a total of 
two hundred and fifty different species.

Sports o f the Field. The Castes.—To return to 
the Egyptians. Fishing, fowling, and the chase, 
were among the amusements of the great; and 
though Plato affirms that huntsmen formed one of 
the castes of Egypt, it is more probable that he had 
in view the subdivision of a more extensive class. 
For some, no doubt, were engaged in this occupa
tion, as well for their own maintenance as in a sub
ordinate station about the chiefs of the country.

Game, indeed, of all kinds, was a favourite food 
of the Egyptians; and, besides the chasseurs, 
fowlers may be noticed as constituting a very large 
body of men, who were constantly employed in 
catching geese, and other birds of the Nile, for the 
general consumption of the people, and for the 
sacred animals.* They were either caught by nets 
or traps ; while those who indulged for amusement 
in the recreations of the field either shot them with 
the bpwf or felled them with a stick, thrown as
(^ n g  to my having colored them on the spot. I will not pretend 
to say that the subject merits the tim e; but since they are un
questionably the indigenous productions of the country, their 
examination is at least of considerable interest.

* JDiodor. i. 84.
t  They wore a guard on the left wrist, to preve^the bowstring 

hurting the hand; and a groove of metal was sometimes bound on 
the fore-knuckle, in which the arrow rested and ran when dis
charged. Their arrows had stone or metal heads, and were fur-
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they perched or flew in the thickets of the marshes. 
The net was usually adopted by the fishermen 
(another subdivision of one of the castes), but 
the sportsman’s skill delighted in the more gentle
manly practice of angling,* or spearing with the 
bident.f The scene of this recreation was either 
the Nile or the extensive lakes \  on the estates of the 
rich; and the attendants strung the fish, as theŷ  
were caught, on a rush or the stalk of some water- 
plant.

The chase of the hippopotamus was mostly an 
amusement, though it was sometimes^ taken for the
nished with feathered wings. The string was either drawn to the 
ear with the fore-finger and thumb, or to the breast with the two 
fore-fingers.

* Isaiah xix. 8. “ They that cast angle . . .  and . . . spread
nets.” Both are seen in the sculptures.

t  A similar spear, with three and four points, is used at the 
present day by the South Sea islanders.

i Isaiah xix. 10; “ All that make sluices and ponds for fish.” 
And from the sculptures.

§ Its medicinal properties are mentioned by Pliny, xxviii. 8. 
It is no longer a native of Egypt, though common in Upper Ethio
pia. The crocodile is confined to the latitude south of Manfaloot. 
Egypt produces two varieties of this animal, distinguished by the 
number and position of the scales on the neck. One has the 
front row composed of six scales, behind which is a cluster of four 
large central scales in two lines, with two smaller ones on each 
side of the upper of these lines; the other has in the front row four 
only, and the disposition of the other^ight is thus: four c^tral 
scales in two lines, with one smaller one on each side of the upper 
line, and two haiiind the second or lower line. The first row of the 
body consists of six scales, the former variety having only four. 
The other scales of the body are nearly alike in both. They do 
not exceed eighteen or nineteen feet, though travellers have men-

Q
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sake of its hide, which was used for shields,* as by 
the modern Ethiopians.

The mode of attacking and securing the hippo
potamus appears to have been very similar to that 
now adopted about Sennar. It was first entangled 
by a running noose, at the extremity of a long line 
wound upon a reel, and then struck by the spear of 

^the chasseur. This weapon consisted of a broad 
flat blade, furnished with a deep tooth or barb at 
the side, having attached to its upper end a strong 
rope of considerable length, running over the 
notched summit of a wooden shaft, which was in
serted in the head or blade, like a common javelin. 
It was thrown of course in the same manner; but 
on striking, the shaft fell, and the iron head alone 
remained in the body of the animal, which, on re
ceiving a wound, plunged into deep water, the rope 
having been immediately let out. When fatigued 
by exertion, the hippopotamus was dragged to the 
boat, from which it again plunged, and the same 
was repeated till it became perfectly exhausted; 
frequently receiving additional wounds, and being
tzoned some of stupendous size. Pliny says “ Magnitudine exce- 
dit plerumque duodeviginti c u b i t a a  later author gives them 
forty fe e t; and a recent traveller at least fifty or sixty; by which 
it might be inferred they continue to increase in length. I have 
heaifl. them called alligaffi's. It is scarcely necessary to observe 
that they differ from that species by the nose being much less 
broad and round at the end. The glands beneatl^the arm afford 
musk.

* “ Ad scuta, galeasque impenetrabilis.” —^Plin. viii. 25,
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entangled by other nooses, which the attendants 
held ready, as it was brought within their reach.

But the chase of the wild animals of the moun
tains afforded a more varied field for the skill of 
the sportsman, who either hunted them i?t his car, 
or coursed on foot in an extensive preserve, within 
whose precincts every variety that could be obtained 
was previously collected by his gamekeepers, to 
whom this task was consigned. In all cases, he 
shot with the bow, and his hounds, conducted in 
slips* or following him to the ground, were started 
one by one upon the game they hunted in view.

It does not appear they trained the leopard for 
this purpose, though it is highly probable that they 
did so, as this aninial has been employed in the 
East-j- for the chase of the gazelle from a very 
remote period. But the lion was evidently used 
for hunting by the Egyptians, and a favourite 
sometimes attended the kings in their military 
expeditions.;};

When the dogs threw off in the open desert, 
much more depended on their swiftness than on the 
skill of the archer; and independent of the great

* We find this in the sculptures.
t  Bajazet I. had 12,000 officers and servants of the chase. 

Besides hounds of various breeds, he had leopards, whose collars 
were set with jewels.—Gibbon, xi. 6 4 ^  They are still trained in 
India for the chase. This last is the felis jubataj that known in 
Egypt was the lelis leopardus, and perhaps the pardus or panther

t Instances are met with of the former at Beni Hassan, of tht 
latter at Medeénet Háboo and Dayr, in Nubia, &c.

q 2
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distance they were obliged to run, in pursuit of 
game, their hunting excursions were, if we may 
judge from the animals they chased, extended even 
to the more southerly regions of the Ethiopian 
mountains. The duration of thèse laborious amuse
ments, which' the distance from home necessarily 
prolonged, tended in no slight degree to add to the 
^activity and bodily strength of those engaged in 
them, who were continually trained by the sports of 
the field to the toils and occupations of military 
life. Nor were these confined to the military chiefs 
alone ; and their attendants, who followed them in 
great numbers, received a similar benefit from the 
diversions of their masters.

The animals of these districts consisted of the 
gazelle, wild goat,* and sheep, stag.t éneüj^ wild 
ox,§ hare, ostrich,|| and some beasts^ of prey; the

* The Ibex of Linnæus.
t  W ith branching honis ; probably the cervus barbarus. They are said to be still seen about the Natron lakes.
Í The antelope oryx. It is the Capricorn of the Egyptian 

zodiac.
§ Plin. viii. 21, says they were only to be caught in pits ; but 

ÿie Egyptians evidently entangled them with a noose, and shot 
them with arrows.

I I have been assured by the Maazy Arabs that the ostrich was 
till lately very common in the Eastern desert, in the latitude of 
Benisooéf ; and that the;^re still found to the north of the Suez 
roacP

IT Some of those represented at Beni Hassai^ynight serve as 
plateé to chapter xxi., book 8, of Pliny. In one place only, I 
believe, throughout the Egyptian sculptures, we meet with the 
marafeén, which some have called the Ethiopian hyena. It seems
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most common being the hyena, wolf* jackal, and 
leopard.

The wild ox was frequently caught by a running 
noose ; but the dogs or the arrows of the chasseur 
were employed against the swifter antelopes. These 
last, as well as the wild goat and capricorn, were 
comprehended by the Egyptians under the general 
and generic appellation of “ mountain g o a tsn o s  
was it till a recent period that the antelope was 
made to form an intermediate class between the 
goat and the deer.

The Castes.—The shepherds, husbandmen, and 
artificers, formed, according to Diodorus,f the next 
three castes after the sacerdotal and military 
orders; but in another placeJ he includes them 
all under three classes,— t̂he priests, husbandmen 
(from whom the soldiers were draughted), and arti
ficers. Plato divides them into six,—the priests, 
artificers, shepherds, huntsmen, husbandmen, and 
soldiers. Herodotus mentions seven castes,—
to agree with the chaus of Pliny : “ eifigie lupi, pardorftm ma- 
culis,” viii. 19. Linnaeus places the chaus in the felis tribe. His 
felis chaus is also a native of Egypt. The habits of the marafeen i(re 
gregarious, not like the hyena. A peculiarity common to it, the 
hyena and ichneumon, has led to the notion of its being both male 
and female. The fennek or vulpes cerdo, viverra ichneumon, 
hyrax, wild ass, &c. are natives of Eg î>t.

* The Egyptian wolves are observed by Herodotus (ii. o i j  aiid 
Pliny (viii. 2 ‘f )  to be small and timid, a remark fully justified 
by their present character. I cannot conceive why M. Sonnini 
imagines they are not natives of Egypt: At Lycopolis (Esioot) 
arc wolf mummies.

t  Diod. i. s. 14. X i. s. 28.
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priests, military, shepherds, swineherds, tradesmen, 
interpreters, and boatmen ; and Strabo reduces 
them to three,*—the military, husbandmen, and 
priests.

These diverse statements may, however, be re
conciled. Their authors had in view the same 
general distinctions of the Egyptian classes ; but 
cne was contented with the main comprehensive 
divisions, the others subdivided them into some of 
their minor branches, from which in like manner 
they made, though erroneously, distinct castes. 
This is more particularly observable in the arrange
ments of Plato and Herodotus ; and in order to 
substantiate this fact, I shall proceed to notice some 
of the principal subdivisions of each body.

The sacerdotal order was composed of pontiffs of 
various grades ; prophets^ judges, hierogrammats, 
taricheutes or embalmers; doctors,f hierophants, 
hieraphori,§ pastophofi, hierolaotomi || or masons of 
the priestly order, and several inferior functionaries 
of this class.

Of'these then consisted the first or sacerdotal
•*  Strabo, lib. xvii., beginning.

t  In short, all who followed any learned profession. The only 
Jewish medical men were the priests.— Levit. xiii. 3.

I An ofBce belonging to the mysteries.
§ The standard-bearers Uf the sacred animals were probably of 

this class. These travelled through Egypt to collect charitable 
donations for the support of their deities, a custoSi which is still 
traced in the processions of the Mohammedans, who, bearing the 
banners of their saints, go through the country for a similar 
purpose.— Diod. i. s. 83.

1 From an inscription at the gri^toes of Tel el Amarna.
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caste. The second was composed of the military, 
husbandmen, gardeners, huntsmen, boatmen, &c. 
who may be comprehended under the general 
denomination of peasants; in the third may be 
reckoned the artificers, tradesmen, musicians, 
builders, and carpenters ; and in the fourth, the 
pastors, poulterers, fishermen, labourers, servants,* 
&c. Several of these were again subdivided,—i- 
as for instance, pastors, into oxherds, shepherds, 
goatherds, and swineherds. But considering them 
under general heads, they may be called the four 
castes of priests, peasants, townsmen, and pastors 
or common people.f

Every Egyptian was not only required to follow 
the profession of his father (as were the Indians, 
by the law of their country), but was obliged to 
give ap account to the magistrates of his mode of 
life, and the employment by which he gained his 
livelihood,—a false statement, or the discovery of 
an unjust action, subjecting him to severe punish
ment.J; Scribes noted down their names, and after

* Many of them were employed in the service of the grandees; 
but they appear also to have had a great number of white and 
black slaves of both sexes. *

t  The Indian castes were,— 1. The priests and philosophers; 
2. Magistrates and soldiers; 3. Husbandmen and merchants; 
and, 4. Artizans, labourers, and servants. 1 have placed the 
soldiers with the peasants, on the aiJihority of Diodorus. •

i  Diod. i. s. *77. 81. This is represented in the tom bs; they 
evidently dicT not spare the oifenders. The peasants appear to 
have been divided into h u n d r e d s ,  each with a peculiar banner, 
which they followed when presenting themselves for this census. 
The Jews also used the rod or stick, indiscriminately for e ith e r  
se x , as the Egyptians.— Exn^. xxi..20, 21.
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a proper inquiry had been made, they were either 
acquitted before this tribunal, or for minor delin
quencies punished with the stick.

The priests were, after the kings, the principal 
persons in the country. They had the management 
of the affairs of state, and were the counsellors of 
the sovereign ; who,. if he was not of the military 
qlass, could only be elected from their order,* of 
which in all cases, as king, it was absolutely neces
sary he should become a member.'j' He bound 
himself by the rules established by their conclave, 
as well in the worship of the deities, to whom it 
was his office to sacrifice in the temples, J as in his 
general mode of living; and his compliance with 
their regulations was repaid by the external and 
public respect they manifested for his person.

The priests, as it is reasonable to suppose, en
joyed the greatest privileges : and by a strict atten
tion to their public and private duties, and a show 
of self-denial,§ they claimed and obtained the credit 
of purity both of body and mind; which, added to 
a I'eveitence for their learning and a dread of 
their authority, gained an entire ascendency over 
the minds of a superstitious people. Their dress

*  Plutarch, de Iside et Osiride ; and Plato in Politico.
t  Like the caliphs, he wa'^the head of church and state.
Ì Coni. Ezek. xlv. 1 1  : “  It shall be the p r in c e ’s  part to give 

burnt offerings and meat offerings and drink of&rings in the 
. feasts.”

§ They had hut one wife, the other Egyptians had as many as 
they wished. Herodotus and Diodorus‘ do not agree on this 
subject.— Biod. i. 80.
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was simple,* but imposing; they indulged sparingly 
in winejf they abstained from certain meats, shaved 
the whole body every third day, and bathed twice 
a day, and twice during the night,;}; and maintain
ing their pious character by those imposing arts 
in which the priesthood of idolatry is always 
versed, their persons were respected and their 
laws obeyed without a murmur. They were exempt, 
from all duties, they consumed no part of their own 
income in any of their necessary expenses,!  ̂ and a 
large portion of land was set apart for their main
tenance,—a right so scrupulously observed that 
when Pharaoh, by the advice of Joseph, had 
bought all the land of the Egyptians during a 
famine, that of the priests was alone excepted ;|| 
and they had moreover an established allowance 
from the public stores.

The Soldiers.—A  standing army was constantly 
maintained by the Egyptian government, for the 
garrisons of the different fortified towns from Pelu- 
sium to Syene, and for the constant excursions 
which the Egyptian princes made towards the 
north-east to extend their conquests and maintain

* Herodotus and Plutarch say it was o f linen; Pliny, of cotton. 
The form varied according to their rank.— Herod, i. 37 ; Plut. de 
Is. s. iv . ; Plin. xix. i.

t  This, in a hot climate, is a wise regulation; conf. Levit. x. 9. 
A t certain time^the Egyptian priests abstained entirely from its 
use.— Plut. s. vi. de Is. et Osir.

Porphyry says thrice a d ay; and a nocturnal ablution was
only necessary on certain occasions. 

§ Herod, ii. 37.
Vide Herod, ii. 37.

Genesis xvii. 2fi. 26.
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their authority over the provinces they had subdued. 
Besides the native troops, mercenaries were also 
kept in pay,* who, as well as the rest of the forces, 
were divided into regiments, and disciplined ac
cording to the rules of regular tactics. Rach bat
talion had a certain standard peculiarly belonging 
to it, and the nature of their arms distinguished, 
and portioned out the different brigades of which 
their army was composed.f On the former was 
represented some sacred animal, J a boat, shrine, 
the name of the king, or some other Egyptian 
device, and was intended as a rallying point in the 
confusion of battle; § and being raised, says Dio
dorus, on a lofty pike, and borne by an officer, 
pointed out to each soldier the regiment to which 
he belonged, and greatly contributed to the success 
of their engagements.

Their arms consisted of the bow, sword, shield, 
battleaxe, knife or atagdn, spear, club, sling, and 
a curved stick still used by the Ababdeh and 
Ethiopians.

Their engines employed in sieges consisted of 
the battering-ram (or a long pike H armed with a 
metal head, used in a similar manner and for the

*  Strabo, lib. xvii., an^the sculptures,
t*This was the case with the Greeks also. The spearmen, 

bowmen, light and heavy armed infantry, &c. wa*e distinct corps, 
and employed according to circumstances.

J Conf. Plutarch, de Is. et Osir. s. Ixx ii.; and the sculptures.
§ Diod. i. 86. They are frequently seen in the sculptures.

II The terebra of the Roinans, the Tpviravov of the Greeks.
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same purpose), the scaling ladder, and testudo.*’ 
This last was supported by framework, and formed 
a step or terrace for the ascent of the besiegers; 
but, as at the same time it sheltered the men it 
contained, it may have been also intended for a 
covert to the sappers,t whilst they mined the 
place.

This caste enjoyed considerable privileges, and, 
the profession of arms was in the greatest repute 
among the Egyptians. Nor were the advantages 
derived from their situation confined to mere ho
norary distinction; and besides other necessary 
measures instituted for their comfort, each sol
dier was allowed twelve arourae,| exempt from 
every charge and tribute.” The two native corps, 
the Calasiries and Hermotybies, took it by turns to 
do the duty of royal guards, and a thousand of 
each were selected for this purpose, who, besides 
the above general allowance, received daily rations.

* Like the testudo arietaria, which was covered by a shroud, 
or to protect the soldiers. ^

t  O f all people, the Egyptians were the most likely to have 
been acquainted with this mode of attack. The wooden horse 
Troy, which was of a more recent period than the Egyptian 
testudo, is supposed to be the first hint of a mine mentioned in 
history. The Jews were acquainted with engines used in sieges 
long before the Greeks had any icjga of them. “ Bulwarks”  
built against a besieged city are mentioned by Moses, Deut. xx. 
20. They of (»urse borrowed the hint from the Egyptians.

X A  square measure, containing 10,000 cubits. Herod, ii. s. 
168. The twelve Arourte will be upwards of nine acres and 
a-half; which are about the dimensions of the farm of Regulus.
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consisting of five minae* of bread, two of beef,f 
and four arusters J  of wine.

The total of these two corps was 410,000 men,§ 
at the time Egypt was most populous; but it is 
not to be supposed that this force was always 
employed, or even kept in pay; and the small 
farms they had allotted to them were no doubt 

.intended as well to obviate the necessity of provid
ing for those who were on the peace establishment, 
as to encoui î^ge their possessors to industry and 
active employment.II And this circumstance ac
counts for the statement of Diodorus,^ that the 
husbandmen of the Egyptians supplied (as among 
the Athenians) the military forces of the state. 
But the occupation of mechanical trades** was 
contemned by and forbidden to the soldier, as 
detrimental to his physical force, and suited only 
to the sedentary life of an inactive townsman. 
Besides, says Diodorus,ff the agricultural posses-

* 5 lbs. 5 oz. 1 dwt. t  2 lbs. 2 oz. 8 grs.
i  I f  the aruster is the same as the cotyla, these four w ill be 

a little*more than two pints English.
§ Herod, ii. s. 165, 166: where he mentions the nomes they 

inhabited.

H Their land was also tilled by husbandmen, to whom it  was 
let, like that of the kings and priests. Diod. i. 74. 

f  Lib. i. s. 28. ^
** Herod, loc. cit. Sethos, having slighted the military class, 

and deprived them of their lands, was obliged to^ ave recourse to 
the caste of to w n sm e n , and formed his army of “  shopkeepers, 
artificers, and the lower people.”  Lib. ii. s. 141.

+t Lib. i. 73. W ith regard to the non-employment of merce-

    
 



Chap. V.] M ILITARY PUNISHM ENTS. 237
sions of a soldier naturally instil into his mind a 
love of his native land ; and it vrould be inconsistent 
to commit the welfare and protection of all to men 
who hold nothing dear in that country * for which 
they fight.

Military punishments were established by law. 
Desertion or insubordination were not capital crimes, 
but the offender was publicly exposed by some 
particular mark of ignominy, which he was con
demned to bear until he had retrieved his character, 
and obtained, by subsequent good conduct, the for
giveness of his superiors.f For they trusted, that 
by rendering this stigma a more odious disgrace 
than the loss of life, they might reclaim, with the 
hopes of future rewards, the fidelity of one, of 
whose services death would for ever have deprived 
the state.

They were inured to the fatigues of war by the 
occupations of the chase, and above all by the 
games and gymnastic exercises they constantly 
practised. These were common to all the Egyptians, 
and consisted in wrestling, J cudgelling,§ throwing
naries, his remark should be confined to garrison duty in tlfe 
interior of Egypt, since that they had such troops for foreign 
service is attested by the sculptures, and the authority of Strabo.

* The million of men mentioned Strabo no doubt included 
their foreign auxiliaries.

t  Diod. i.

t Beni Hassan offers all the varieties of their postures, mode 
of attack, and defence.

^ ^ 0 t e  cudgel was a favorite game. An amusement of this kind 
niok place at Papremis, the city of Mars. Herod, ii. Q3. The
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and catching the ball, leaping, racing, and in mock 
fights, feats of strength, and a variety of similar 
exercises. I cannot, therefore, conceive what can 
have induced Diodorus to state that it was not the 
custom of the Egyptians to indulge in the palaestra* 
and music. Of the latter indeed they were remark
ably fond from the earliest times; though, which is 
perhaps the meaning of the historian, it was not 
taught to those of the higher classes,f who were 
content to listen to the performers, many of whom 
were of the poorer orders, and in some cases blind.

Music.—Men and women played on the various 
instruments of the Egyptian band ; which was com
posed of the harp, guitar, lyre, flute, single and 
double pipe, round and oblong tamborine, J  cylin
drical maces, § cymbals, darahooka,\\ trumpet, and
crews of two boats in a tomb behind the great pyramid of Geezeh, 
are engaged in a similar manner. T he modern Egyptians in the 
time of the Ghooz (Memlooks) retained the pugnacious games of 
their ancestors, and two neighbouring villages, or the same town 
divided into two parties, called Haram and Saad, frequently left, 
in their amusements, several dead on the field, before they joined 
in theif common repast.

*  Lib. i. s. 81. Y et he affirms Hermes was the inventor of 
tjie pselestra, s. 16-

t  Ptolemy Auletes, ’ tis true, may not be considered an Egyptian. 
Strabo blames his taste. L ib. xvii.

i  The introduction of this into his native country is said to 
have^cost Anacharsis his liie. Very improbable indeed.

§ Noticed at Medeenet Haboo, p. 62.

II A  sort of drum still used in Egypt. It  is made of parchment 
stretched and glued upon a circular cone of earthenware, which 
terminates in a cylinder very much resembling ■ tlie spoi j^£^our 
garden watering-pots.
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drum; * but these two were more peculiarly con
sidered martial instruments, though the buffoons of 
the streets frequently danced to their sound.

Their harps were of elegant and diverse forms, 
and the number of their chords varied from four to 
six, seven, eight, nine, ten, twelve, fourteen, seven
teen, and twenty-one. Somef played seated on 
the ground, others standing, or sitting on a stool; 
and a light four-stringed harp of smaller dimensions 
was sometimes carried and played on the shoulder.

The lyre was equally varied in its form, and 
though Diodorus has limited the number of its 
strings to three,|; instances are found of its having 
five, seven, and even seventeen; and always more 
than the number he mentions. It was generally 
held under the arm, but was sometimes supported 
on a stool or table.

The guitar had three§ or five chords, and was 
played with the plectrum ;|| but the drum, slung from 
the shoulder, was beaten by the hand at each end.

It is very evident the Egyptians were acquainted 
with the triple symphony: the harmony of iijstru-

* The Tomtom of India, 

f  They had minstrels of both sexes.
I  Lib. i. s. 16. To accord with the three Egyptian seasons, 
the treble, summer; the base, winter; tod  the tenor, spring.” ,
§ W as this the lyre of Diodorus ? -

II Like som e  of the Greek and Roman, lyres. Conf. Horace 
and one or twc^of the drawings of P'ompeii. I have observed 
five, nine, and eleven chords in 'the lyres of Pompeii. The 
Egyptian^ccasionally^ulMye'd without the plectrum.
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ments, that of voice.s, and that of voices and instru
ments ; and though a band of choristers, vrho beat 
an accompaniment v(rith their hands* between each 
of the stanzas, must have injured the euphony of the 
performance, it is probable that their music was of 
no inferior kind. Their songs were numerous and 
made for certain occasions ; and if Herodotus is to 
be credited, some were sung in a plaintive tone, and 
descended from father to son from the early era of 
their first monarch.f But the hymns in honor of 
the dead were of a lugubrious and less harmonious 
nature, and the mournful dirge of Mañeros was 
nearly related to the Linus of the Greeks.

Entertainments. — At all their entertainments 
music and the dance were indispensable, and 
sometimes buffoons were hired to add to the fes
tivity of the party, and to divert them with drol
lery and gesticulation.

The grandees were either borne in a palanquin 
or drove up in their chariot, drawn as usual by two 
horses, preceded by running footmen, and followed 
by others, who carried a stool to enable them to

* The modem peasants have succeeded in imitating this part of 
fhe music of their predecessors.

t  Mañeros was, according to Plutarch, rather a lively than a 
plaintive air, and was sung at their feasts. I f  it was the same as 
Linus, as Herodotus state^may there not have been two songs in 
honAr of Mañeros, as Larcher supposes? But Plutarch adds, 
it is not the name of an^ person, but a song welcome to the 
guests, and nothing more tli&n a wish “ that what they are about 
may prosper.” Plut. de Is. The song of Linus
was probably borrowed by the Greeks from í îioefñeia.

    
 



Chap. V.] F U R N IT U R E  OF T H E I R  ROOMS. 24
alight, an inkstand, and whatever they might want 
either on the road, or while at the house of their friend.

On entering the festive chamber, a servant took 
their sandals, which he held on his arm, while 
others brought water, and anointed* the guests, in 
token of welcome.

The men were seated on low stools or chairs, f  
apart from the women, who were attended by female^ 
slaves or servants; and after the ceremony of anoint
ing, a lotus-blossom J (and frequently a necklace of 
the same) was presented to each of them; and they 
were sometimes crowned with a chaplet of flowers.

The triclinium was unknown; and the enervating 
custom of reclining on diwdns was not introduced 
among this people. Their furniture § rather re
sembled that of our European drawing-room; and 
stools, chairs, fauteuils, ottomans, and simple 
couches, (the three last precisely similar to many 
that we now use) were the only seats met with in 
the mansions of the most opulent of the Egyptians.

* Washing the feet and anointing the head was the custom of 
the East. Conf. St. Luke vii. 46. But I have not yet met with 
the former represented in the sculptures.

t  Many of the chairs shut up like our camp-stools; and they 
sometimes sat on a low square seat, neatly painted, which was 
laid upon the ground. It appears to have been of wood; and 
perhaps folded in the centre when rejjjoved.

i  They probably intended by this that. “ man required a moist 
rather than a d*y aliment.” Diod. i. 43.

§ The skill of their cabinet-i»^akers is particularly remarkable; 
and bpjufUefcifiui. display of elegant taste they were not ignorant of 
■ Pioneering, or of the mode of staining wood to resemble that of a 
rare and valuable kind.

R
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Wine and other refreshments were then brought, 
and they indulged so freely in the former, that the 
ladies now and then gave those proofs of its potent 
effects which they could no longer conceal.*

In the mean time, dinner was prepared, and 
joints of beef, geese, fish, and game, with a profu
sion of vegetables and fruit, were laid, at mid-day,f 

^upon several small tables ; two or more of the 
guests being seated at each. Knives and forks 
were of course unknown, and the mode of carving 
and eating with the fingers was similar to that 
adopted at present in Egypt and throughout the 
East;^ water or wine being brought in earthen 
bardaks, or in gold, silver, or porcelain cups. For 
though Herodotus affirms that these last were all 
of brass, the authority of the Scriptures and the 
Theban sculptures prove that the higher orders 
had them of porcelain and of precious metals. §

They sometimes amused themselves within doors
* It shows a great want of gallantry, on the part of the 

Egyptians, thus to direct their talent for caricature against the 
fair se».

t  Genesis xliii. 16. But with a foreigner they would not eat ; 
this was an “  ahomination,” v. 32.

Î Except in China. The ancient Greeks also ate in this man
ner, and the pieces of > bread-crumb («TropaySaXtai), on which they 
wiped their fingers afier eating, were given to the dogs that they 
admitted into the room.t  ̂ *

§ Joseph had one of Silver. Gen. xliv. 2. ^ o ld , silver, and 
porcelain vases are representeà-i®Æe tomhs of Thebes. I doubt a 
Greek being admitted into very'JJÎba 'dciïîy in Egypt. Glass was 
also used by them, as well for cups, as heads and other orna
mental objects, and for the imitation of precious stones.
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with a game similar to chess, or rather draughts ;* 
and the tedium of their leisure hours was often dis
pelled by the wit of a buffoon,f or the company of 
the dwarfs and deformed persons,^ who constituted 
part of their suite.

Bull-fights were among the sports of the lower 
orders; but it does not appear that they either had 
the barbarity to bait them with dogs, or the imbe-» 
cility to aspire to a vain display of courage, in 
matching themselves in single combat against wild 
beasts.§ But the peasants did not fail to pursue 
the hyena, || as often as it was in their power ; and it 
was either caught by a trap or chased with the bow. 
They also amused themselves with several games 
still well known to European children; among 
which may be noticed the ball, odd and even, mor«,5[ 
and feats of agility and strength.**

* I have found this in sculptures of the time of Osirtesen I., 
Remeses III., and Psamaticus II. 

t  Still common in the East, as once in the West, 
i  Beni Hassan grottos. V. c. vi.
§ The feats of the Psylli are well known. Snake-playCrs and 

conjurors existed at an early epoch among the Egyptians. They 
are not less common here at the present day. •

II This animal is equally destructive to the flocks and some 
beasts of burthen; and hunger prompts it even to live on the 
standing corn and door a, of which it frequently destroys a great 
quantity. But the ass is its favorite %eal. It is not grega*ious. 
The female often chooses the corn-fields to conceal her litter.

H A common^talian game. Any number of fingers are held out 
simultaneously by the two players, and one guesses the sum of both.

** As raising each other from the ground, leap-frog, throwing 
up three balls in various ways, mounted on the back of one who 
bad failed in catching them, &c. • *

• R 2
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Animals.—Though the camel is not met with in 
the sculptures or hieroglyphics, it is not the less 
certain that this animal was known in Egypt,* from 
the most remote period; and we are informed that 
they were among the presents made to Abraham by 
the Egyptian monarch.f

Their cattle; :̂ were numerous, of a short and long 
horned breed, independent of the Indian or Ethio
pian ox ; and sheep, goats, swine, and even wild 
goats and gazelles constituted their large herds. 
But sheep were unlawful food to the inhabitants of 
the Thebaid,§ goats were principally kept(| for their 
milk,5T and the flesh of swine was rarely eaten.

* Vide Genesis xi. 16. It is scarcely necessary to state that the 
camel and dromedary are two varieties of the same species; and that 
the one with two humps is not the dromedary hut the Bactrian 
camel. It is eaten by the Arabs, and its meat is very light and 
good. It was forbidden to the Jews, as well as the hare. Levit. xi. 
4 ,6 . The “ . . .  aversus camelis” of Pliny is an error. Lib. x. 63.

t  He was perhaps king Apappus or Aphoph. This word, in 
Coptic,signifies “ giant,”  and his name is translated “ maximiis.” 

+ They marked their cattle with a hot iron.
§ Plutarch says, “ the priests abstain from mutton and swine’s 

f l e s h . D e  Is. et Osir. s. 5. He adds, s. 72, “ None of the 
Egyptians, except the Lycopolites, eat sheep.” They are not 
áten in the sacrifices, or feasts of the tombs, and oxen and wild 
animals are alone slaughtered in the Thebaid.

II Though I do not find them slaughtered in the sculptures of 
Thebes, I suppose they ate the meat of kids.

Hrit is considered a g^at disgrace among the Ahabdeh and 
people of Upper Ethiopia for women to milk goats or any animals; 
and this prejudice is carried' so far that I founT some who were 
nearly stan'ing in the Ahabdeh desert, and who would not even 
then break through this rule. The men had gone to buy corn at 
the Nile, and had it not been for our arrival, they would have 
borne their sufferings much longer.
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The animals of the desert, the vulpanser goose 

of the Nile, and a variety of wild fowl, were con
stantly preserved by those who had the means of 
feeding them on their grounds ; and some were 
purchased from the huntsmen and poulterers, who 
caught and fattened them for the table.* Indeed, 
beef, gazelle, ibex,f and goose, were the principal 
animal foodj of the whole of Egypt; but cows, by 
a wise regulation,^ being held sacred, were forbid
den to be slaughtered.

Fowls and pigeons were in great abundance, 
and a number of gultas,\\ some partridges, and 
bustards,^ frequented the interior and skirts of the 
deserts; nor were quails and widgeons rare in the 
valley of the Nile.

Poultry. — The poultry-yard was not stocked 
alone by the natural process of rearing chickens,

* Great numbers of geese were fattened for the service of the 
temple, and for the priests, crocodiles, and other sacred animals, 
independent of those kept for private consumption; and one 
town, Chenoboscion, received its name from the extensive poultry- 

' yard it contained. ^
t  The Jews were allowed to “ eat the wild goat.” Deut. xiv. 5.
i  Numbers xi. 4, 5 ;  Exod. xvi. 3 ;  Genesis xliii. 16. ,
§ Mohammed Ali, a few years ago, issued an order that no 

ewes should be killed, for a similar reason, owing to the in
creasing scarcity of sheep in the country. St. Jerome says, “ In 
Egypt and Palestine, on account o ith e  want of cattle, no one 
eats the meat of cows.”

II The tetrao paradoxus, or rather, the pterocles melanogaster; 
the rock pigeon! of India. It might be called a grouse.

^ It is the Otis Hebara, It has a large ruff and crest. Height 
fourteen inches to the top of the back.
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but also by artificial means, which the ingenuity 
of this people had discovered ; and the eggs of 
fowls and geese* were hatched by ovens, heated to 
a requisite temperature, which imitated the warmth, 
while they dispensed with the necessity of the sit
ting, of the hens.f

This custom has been handed down to their 
 ̂descendants ; and the Copts, in various parts of 
Egypt, supply the markets, during the spring, with 
the chickens this ingenious process has enabled 
them to rear.

I may be excused for introducing a brief notice 
of the means employed for this purpose.

Eggs hatched by artificial means.\—The proprietors 
of the ovens make the round of the villages, in their 
vicinity, and collect the eggs from the peasants, 
which they give in charge to the rearers, who, 
without any previous examination, place all they 
receive on mats strewed with bran, in a room eleven 
feet square, with a flat roof, and about four feet 
high ; over which is a chamber of the same size, 
but with a vaulted roof, and about nine feet high 
a small aperture in the centre of the vault admit
ting light during the warm weather, and another of

* The wild geese of the Nile are  ̂ as I can attest, very easily 
tamed when reared in the ]»ultry-yard.

t  Diodor. i. s. 74 ; Plin. x. c. 54.
I This artificial process has also been introduced into Europe 

from this country.
§ By way of distinction I shall call the former the oven, and 

the latter the upper room.
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Chap.V.] THE M ETH O D  USED . 24^
larger diameter, immediately below, communicating 
with the oven, through whose ceiling it is pierced. 
By this also the man descends to- observe the eggs ; 
but in the cold season both these are closed, and a 
lamp is kept burning instead ; another entrance at 
the front part of the oven being then used for the 
same purpose, and shut immediately on his quitting 
it. In the upper room is the fire, disposed alon^ 
the whole length of two troughs, based with earthern 
slabs, reaching from one side to the other, against 
the front and back walls, from A to B, and from 
C to D.*

In the oven the eggs are placed in a line cor
responding to, and immediately below the fire, 
A B, and in another corresponding to C D, where 
they remain half a day. They are then removed 
to A C, and B D ; and others (from a heap in the 
centre) are arranged at A B and C D, in their stead, 
and so on, till all have taken their equal share of 
the warmest positions : to which each set returns 
again and again, in regular succession, till the ex
piration of six days.

They are then held up, one by one, towards 
a strong light, and if the egg appears clear, and of 
an uniform colour, it is evident it has not succeeded ; 
but if it shows an opaque substance within, or the 
appearance of different shades, the chickdh is

* Even without the plan, these letters will render the descrip
tion more intelligible by the imaginary square A B C D.
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already formed ; and these last are all returned to 
the oven for other four days, their positions being 
changed as before. At the expiration of the four 
days they are removed to another oven, over which, 
however, are no fires. Here they lie for five days 
in one heap, the aperture in the roof and the door 
being closed with tow, to exclude the air ; after 
jvhich they are placed separately, about one or two 
inches apart, over the whole surface of the mats, 
which are sprinkled with a little bran. They are 
now continually turned and shifted from one part 
of the mats to another, for six or seven days, all air 
being carefully excluded ; during which time they 
are constantly examined by one of the rearers, who 
applies each singly to his upper eyelid. Those 
which are cold prove the chickens to be dead, but 
warmth greater than the human skin is the favour
able sign that they have succeeded.

At length the chicken, breaking its egg, gra
dually comes forth ; and it is not a little curious to 
see some half-exposed, and half-covered by the 
shell j'while they chirp in their confinement, which 
they appear so desirous to quit.

The total number of days is generally twenty- 
one, but some eggs, with a thin shell, remain 
but eighteen. The average of those that succeed 
is two-thirds, which are returned by the rearers to 
the proprietors, who restore to the peasants one- 
half of the chickens, the other being kept as pay
ment for their expenses.
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The size of the building depends, of course, on 

the means or speculation of the proprietors; biit 
the general plan is usually the same, being a series 
of eight or ten ovens (and upper rooms) on either 
side of a passage about a hundred feet by fifteen, 
and twelve in height.

The thermometer, in any part of it, is not less 
than 24° Reaum. (86° Fahr.);* but the average 
heat in the ovens does not reach the temperature of 
fowls, which is 32° Reaum.

Excessive heat or cold are equally prejudicial 
to this process; and the only season of the year 
at which they succeed is from the 15th Imsheer 
(23d Feb.) to the 15th Baramoodeh (24th April); 
beyond which time they can scarcely reckon upon 
more than two or three in a hundred.

The industry of man was amply seconded by the 
effects of the even climate of Egypt; and the sheep, 
says Diodorus,t were twice shorn, and twice pro
duced lambs in the course of one year.

Ol/ier Customs.—Shepherds were held in great 
contempt by the sacerdotal and military classes, and 
even the husbandman considered them his inferiors. 
Their employment was deemed disgraceful, and 
many of them are represented either deformed or of 
an uncouth and uncleanly ^pearance.|; But the

* Mr. H am ilt»  mentions the heat 88° Fahr. To reduce 
Reaumur to Fahrenheit, multiply by nine, divide by four, and add 
32° (the freezing point).

t  This is the case now, if properly fed.—Diod. i. s. 36.
Í With their beards unshorn, and features often greatly carica-
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swineherd was the lowest grade of the pastors, and 
Herodotus affirms that they could not even enter a 
temple !* nor would any one either marry their 
daughters, or establish any family connexion with 
them.

The Egyptians had a peculiar respect for old 
age, in which they were rivalled only by the 
^partansf and the Israelites;:]: and their mode of 
salutation, says Herodotus, was not by words, but 
by a low bow, the hands being brought downwards 
to the knee. But this depended of course on the 
person saluted ; and besides genuflexion and kiss
ing the hand, it was a common practice to prostrate 
themselves to the ground before their monarchs and 
persons of rank. §

The distinction indeed of castes and classes was 
arbitrarily maintained, and the constant recourse 
to corporal punishment proves the great power 
which was given to a master over the domestics of 
his household. Nor was the lash inflicted from 
the mere impulse of momentary anger ; the offender 
was Sentenced to a stated number of stripes, ||
tured. Even the modern Egyptians consider the care of the flocks 
an ofiSce only suited to women and children. Genes, xlvi. 34 : 
“ Every shepherd is an abomination unto the Egyptians.” This 
might very well be the c^ e  with those about the person of 
PhaAoh.

* This is very doubtful. t  Herod» ii. 80.
t Levit. xix. 32. The people most remarkable for this custom, 

at the present day, are, perhaps, the Japanese; but certainly not 
the modern Egyptians.

§ Sculptures, passim. || Diod. i. 'J7.
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according to the offence he had committed, and was 
forcibly thrown upon the ground, and held while 
the punishment was inflicted. Men, hoys, and 
women* were all subject to the stick and for more 
serious offences, imprisonment and deprivation of 
food, even for three days, were adjudged to the 
culprit.

Diodorus I relates a singular custom regarding 
theft. They who followed this occupation gave in 
their names to the chief of the robbers, and into his 
hands they were required, to deposit the objects they 
stole. The plaintiff therefore repaired to his house 
and stated the things he had lost, with the time 
and day when they were stolen, and having paid a 
quarter of their value, recovered all the property 
that belonged to him.

Adulterators of money, forgers of seals, scribes 
who kept false accounts, defrauded the public, or 
introduced another man’s signature; and those who 
made use of unjust weights or measures, were con
demned to lose both hands ; and the traitor who 
held communication with an enemy was punished 
by the excision of his tongue. §

* The Turks, besides beating her on the hands with a whip, 
heat an iron cup, and apply it to the head or neck of the oiFender! 
The Jews were not behindhand in qjuelty to both sexes, 

t  Sculptures.
I Lib. i. s. S(iT Thieves are enrolled in some countries of the 

East at the present day.
§ Many other laws are mentioned by Diodorus, i. s. 76 to 80, 

inclusive.
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Their treatment of women, in private life, was 
evidently very superior to that at present adopted in 
the East ; but their laws concerning them rather call 
to mind the customs of barbarous countries than 
the institutions of a wise legislature. Though 
allowed to marry more than one wife, it does not 
appear that they indulged very frequently in this 
privilege ; but the priests were obliged by law to be 
contented with a single consort ; for which restric
tion, the kings were amply compensated by the 
number of the other members of the haréem.* 

Their money was in rings of silver and gold, 
similar to those still used in Sennar, and its value 
was ascertained by weight,f as its purity by fire.

Gold J  was brought to Egypt from different coun
tries, as well in rings as in bars and perhaps dust ; 
for besides the tribute they received from Ethiopia 
and their Asiatic possessions, the sale of fine cloth, 
and other manufactures, produced a considerable 
influx of specie into the country ; and Agathar-

* Coijf. the sculptures of Medeénet Hâboo j and Manetho, in 
speaking of Sethosis and Armais.

,t  Genesis xliii. 21, “ Our money in full weight.”  Conf. the 
sculptures, passim. There were public weighers, like the gab- 
bâneh of modern Egypt. The custom of trying gold and silver in 
the fire was common in thé East, and is still practised in Africa.

t Ilj)n must have been known to the Egyptians, from their 
representing butchers sharpening their knives on a steel of a blue 
colour, suspended from their apron. I have a^ckle and other 
objects of iron in my possession, but unfortunately there is no clue 
to their date. I do not suppose them very ancient, as iron could 
not last long underground.
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cides, and other authors, mention the mines* that 
existed in the deserts of the Thebaid itself.

Revenue, Population, and Commerce.—The revenue 
of Egypt, from the taxes alone, amounted, accord
ing to Strabo,f even during the negligent adminis
tration of Ptolemy Auletes, to 12,500 talents, or 
between three and four millions sterling. Under 
Ptolemy Philadelphus, by Diodorus’ account, i^ 
contained upwards of thirty thousand towns ■, and 
formerly, he adds, the number of inhabitants was 
seven millions::}; but Josephus reckons seven mil
lions and a half, independent of the population of 
Alexandria, which exceeded three hundred thou- 
sand.§ Their commerce |1 extended along the coasts 
of the Red Sea^ to Abyssinia and Arabia; and 
Neco' employed some Phoenician mariners, who

* The Shereef Edrisi and Aboolfidda both mention the position 
of the gold mines in the land of Bigah.—Vide infra, c. vi. ad fin. 
Abahdeh desert {note'). Diodorus (i. s. 49) speaks of an incre
dible sum which the silver mines produced annually. Judging 
from Agatharcides’ observations, the labor of extracting the gold 
was excessive. It was probably found in veins of quartz. Abool
fidda says these, mines only just covered their e.xpenses. They are 
in the Bishdree desert, and their position is known to those Arabs.

t  On the authority of Cicero.
i  Now about a quarter of that number.
§ Now forty thousand, having greatly increased within the last 

few years.
II Strabo states that formerly th»e were not twenty ve^els in 

the Red Sea which passed the Straits; but that does not prevent 
the Arabian coi^merce from having been carried on at a very 
remote epoch.

IT As I have before observed, I have every reason to believe the 
Philoteras Portus, or jEnnum (now old Kosay'r), existed at least 
as early as the sixteenth dynasty.
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actualJy doubled the Cape of Good Hope twenty- 
one centuries before its discovery by Diaz and 
Vasco de Gama.*

Boats.—^Their boats were of various kinds. The 
larger ones were built of acacia planks, fastened 
by bolts and nails upon strong ribs ; and were fur
nished with spacious cabins, one mast, and a large 
square sail. Their long rudder was suspendedf on 
a sort of mast or wooden pillar ; and, according to 
the direction of a rope held by the steersman, it 
slided to the right and left, along the edge of a 
broad squared recess at the stern, the pillar being 
the centre on which it turned. They were also 
furnished with large oar.s, supported and moving on 
tollpins; and, except in galleys of war, thé men 
generally pulled standing, or rose to the stroke. 
Other boats, of smaller size, had a rudder on either 
side, which, like the former, consisted of a long 
broad blade, J  and still longer handle, the rope 
serving for a tiller.

Herodotus gives an unaccountable description of 
«

* In A. D. 1497. The Carthaginians (a Tyrian colony) had 
ai^o made a similar expedition under Hanno, who is supposed to 
have lived in the fourth century before our era, about three hun
dred years after Neco. The most singular circumstance, with 
regard to the geographical knowledge of the Egyptians, is, that 
Sonchis, one of the priests, tgjd Solon of the Atlantic Isles, which 
he said were larger than Africa and Asia united, since this de
scription can only agree with America. I d o ^ o t venture any 
opinion. V. Plato’s Critias or Atlanticus.

t  They frequently had chains, or rudder-bands, fastened to the 
blade.

1 As in the Birraese and other boats.
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their boats of burthen, which he affirms were made 
of planks about three feet long  ̂ placed in layers 
one over the other, like bricks, and hound to the 
ribs with bands of papyrus ; that they could only 
ascend the stream by the assistance of a strong 
wind, and that they carried many thousand talents 
(several tons') burthen. Boats, indeed, of a smaller 
kind were frequently made, in the marshy countries 
in particular,* in the manner he describes ; but the 
larger ones of the upper country were built on a 
much stronger principle, as is abundantly proved by 
the sculptures of the Thebaid, and every notion of 
probability. Indeed, small boats of burthen, at the 
present day, have sometimes an additional plank 
raised above the gunnel, and secured merely by 
mud, which is often washed by the water’s surface, 
while it is the only barrier and security for the 
cargo on board ; but it cannot be said to be the 
mode of constructing an Egyptian boat; nor can 
I believe that those Herodotus may have seen in 
the marshes of the Delta were ever used to convey 
the thousands of talents which he learned,were 
carried by the boats of Upper Egypt.

They had also galleys, or ships of war, in th*e 
Mediterranean and Red Seas ;f and in the reign of 
Apries, Egypt had sufficient naval skill to cope with 
the fleets of Tyre.:|;

Dress.—Tke dresses of the Egyptians differed
Used as punts, for fishing.

t  Herodot. ii. 102 and 159. Î Ibid. ii. 161.
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according to the caste, or occupation, of each indi
vidual. Those of the priests were the most varied ; 
but workmen had merely a short kilt or apron, 
fastened round the waist, the upper part of the body 
being exposed,*

Both sexes wore ornaments of different kinds; 
and the men even had ear-rings,f necklaces.^: and 
bracelets.

Much might be written on the custon^s of this 
people, but the limits of this work oblige me to 
conclude. I shall only add a few remarks on the 
ceremony of embalming their dead, and of the early 
invention of glass.

Embalming.— \n spite of the authority of Por
phyry, who affirms that the intestines of the hu
man body, after an address to the sun, were thrown 
into the Nile, I feel persuaded that no part of the 
intestines, nor even the bran or saw-dust, on which 
they were washed and cleansed, were ever thrown 
into the river.

The account given by Herodotus appears highly 
probaJi)le. He observes that they were “ well 
cleansed with palm-wine and I imagine that the 
bran or gaw-dust, used as an absorbent, was after-

* Children were left naked till an advanced age ; and the whole 
expense (says Diodorus) of bringing them up to man’s estate did 
not e*Lceed twenty-two draclîîaas (thirteen shillings). Lib. i. s. SO.

t  Like the Carthaginians and other peop]^. Necklaces and 
bracelets were also worn by some Europeans, as the Gauls, 
Sabines, &c. Judah’s bracelets are mentioned in Gen. xxxviii. 18.

t “ Pharaoh took off his ring . . .  and put it upon Joseph’s 
hand . . .  and put a gold chain about his neck.” Gen. xli. 42. 
Conf. thê sculptiues, passim.
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wards put into small linen bags, which were 
enclosed in earthenware jars, and buried in the 
ground.*

The four principal parts were deposited, each 
separately, in one of those vases, which bear the 
head of a man, a hawk, a cynocephalus, and a 
jackal, and preserved with the same care as the 
rest of the body, being placed close to the sarco* 
phagus itself; and in cases where the process 
of embalming was of a less costly nature, they were 
returned again into the body, and small wax figures 
of these four genii were wrapped up in, and put 
together with, the parts which were peculiar to each.

Diodorus and Herodotus give an account of the 
other ceremonies, but confine the number of modes 
of embalming to three; which is, however, con
trary to probability and experience.^

Among other remarks of Herodotus is the fol
lowing :—that the Egyptians, who wrote from right 
to left (that is, the enchorial language), would have 
it that they wrote from left to right; but the mode 
of expressing this was probably, “ we write i&wards 
the right,” by which they meant to say that the 
point from which they began was towards the right.

* Many of them are found at Th^es.
t  The bodies of the poorer class, who could not afford the ex

pense of coffins, wffe'wrapped round with a number of palm-stichs, 
fastened together with string, like a, mat, and deposited in a pit. 
Sycamore-whod was used for the coffins of the mummies, and 
sometimes deal, which was brought from abroad.
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and that of the Greeks “ towards the left.” The 
same expression is used by the Arabs regarding 
themselves and Europeans.

Glass and other Vases.—The Egyptian vases* are 
frequently of the most elegant form, similar to many 
of those produced by Greek artists ; and they satis
factorily show, as well as the various designs of their 
|)orcelain cups, that this people were not devoid of 
excellent taste, which, owing to the restraint of 
priestly regulations, was unfortunately prevented 
from developing itself, and advancing towards per
fection.
~ They were not. only acquainted with glass,f but 
excelled in the art of staining it of diverse hues, 
and their ingenuity had pointed out to them the 
mode of carrying devices of various colors directly 
through the fused substance.^ Of the early epoch 
at which glass was known in Egypt, I must observe,

* A correct idea of these vases, or indeed of the implements, 
manners, and customs of the Egyptians, can only be conveyed by 
drawings of tliem from the tombs of Thebes. But Egyptian sub
jects £ye not looked upon with sufficient interest to enable any 
one to put them beyond his own portfolio. Those of several 
!Çnglish travellers are rich with Egyptian research ; and I hope 
that Mr. Hay, who has the most accurate drawings of the sculp
tures of any one who has ever visited Egypt, will have resolution 
enough to publish them ; though I fear he will not be inclined to 
incur a great and gratuitous^xpense. I cannot but subscribe (in  
menfloning this subject) my just testimony to the liberal motives 
which have led Mr. Burton to present the numerous copies of his 
“ Excerpta” to the Societies and individuals interested in the study 
of hieroglyphics.

t  Plin. lib. xxxvi. c. 26. |  An art now lost.
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that besides our finding the process represented at 
Beni Hassan and Thebes, I have seen a ball of this 
substance which bears the name of Amunneitgori, 
who lived towards the commencement of the 
eighteenth dynasty, about 1500 B. C. It is in the 
possession of Captain Henvey, R, N., who has had 
the kindness to send me the result of an examina
tion, made by a friend of his in Europe, who ascer-, 
tained that its specific gravity is 25'23; being the 
same as English crown-glass. It has a slight 
greenish hue, and has been worn as the bead of a 
necklace.

The figures and scarabaei of blue glazed pottery 
are well known. Some of them are made of stone 
or other substances, over which a coating of some 
metallic composition was laid; and by subjecting it 
to a certain heat, this exterior surface became vitri
fied and concealed the nucleus it enclosed.

Productions of Modern Egypt.—Having noticed 
some of the productions and cultivated plants 
of ancient Egypt, I shall introduce into this chapter 
a few extracts from the work mentioned in tl̂ p 
Preface.

“ The inundation of the Nile, which commences 
about the beginning of Jun^* is generally admitted 
into the canals of the interior, about the first fort-

* About Qaherah. At E’SooAn, about the end of May, or the very 
commencement of June. Seneca says, very simply, “ Primum in-
crementum Nili juxta insulas Pilas noscitur.”

s 2*
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night in August; and the water, gradually extend
ing over the country, soon forms a large lake on the 
inner or desert side of the cultivated land.* It 
begins to subside in September, or early in October, 
and as it quits the soil they sow clover and several 
leguminous plants.

“ Barley and wheat, which are carried, the former 
jn the fourth, the latter in the fifth month, are sown 
about the middle of November-f and at the same 
time that a crop is raised on the land the water of 
the Nile has just left, another is procured by arti
ficial irrigation.”

* The land at a distance from the Nile is considerably lower 
than that of the banks, as may be seen from the above circum
stance, and from the height of the dykes, which near the river are 
frequently on a level with the soil. Tillage is known to elevate 
land, and this difference has been here attributed to constant cul
tivation ; but the continued current which at that time runs along 
the inner side of the lands, tends also considerably to lower their 
level. Some parts of Egypt are much lower than others, as for 
instance, from Girgeh to near Minyeh; but during a low inunda
tion these are not all overflowed.

t  T^e time of course depends greatly on the duration of the in
undation.
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The principal plants of the winter season, grown 

after the inundation, are:—
Eng. Name. Arabic Name. Botanical Name. Observations.

Wheat Qumh IMticum sativum, L. 6 varieties.’“ Five varieties bearded; reaped beginning of April. U .L .E .fEarley Shayeét Hordeum vulgare, L. 2 varieties.! Reaped, some after 90 days, some the 4th mouth; sown also at other times, U. L. E.Beans Fool Vicia faba, L. Sown in Oct. or Nov.; cut in about 4 months.^. U. L. E. «Peas Bisilleh Pisum arvense, L. Sown middle of Nov.; ripen in from 90 to 100 days. U.L.E.Lentils Ads Ervum lens, L, Sown middle or end Nov.; cut in 100 or 110 days. U. L.E.
Vetches Hommos Cicer Arietinum, L. Ditto. U. L.E.Lupins II Termes Lupinus Termis, Fors. Ditto. U.L.E.A sort of Bersim rrifoiium Alexandri- Sown beg. of Oct.; first crop after

clover,Tre' num, .L. 60 days; 2nd other 50 days; 3rdfoil left for seed; continued by irrigation for a 4th crop, but then no seed. U.L.E.A sort of Hélbeh Trigonella Young stalks eaten; also usedclover Fceuum græcum, L. for clover; sown mid. Nov.; one crop only in about 2 months; ripens in 110 days.|| U. L. E.Gilban Lathyrus sativus, L. Eaten by ruminating ammais, instead of clover, after 60 days; seed ripens in lift; when young they eat its stalks; and the seeds are ground with corn for bread. U. E.A sort of French bean
Loobieh Dolichos lubia, Fors. Sown at the same time as wheat; ripens in 4 months ; and by the shadoof in Aug., and ripens in about 3 months; for cooking, the beans are gathered in 60 days. U .L.E. •
Gishrungay'ga Phaseolus Mungo, L, Ripens in 6 or 7 months; to S. of E’ Soo^n.

♦  1. Tow^lee, long-eared wheat.—2. Dthukr Yoosefee, with large ear, of which the beard alone is black.—3. Naygeh, small ear, the husk of the grains black as well as the beard.—4. Zerra e’Nebbee, not bearded, of a reddish colour; very small quantities met with in the midst of the other wheat.—5, Moghyiuz, short broad ear: most^ in Lower Egypt.—6. E’ Tubbanee, white; the common Egyptian wheat.
f  «. e. cultivated in UppeWand Lower Egypt,
J 1. E* Tubbanee, white.—2. El Genndree, red; high growth. Grown in equal quantities.
§ Much depends, in all these crops, on the time of sowing, the state of the land, and other circumstances. Sometimes they are sown without the use of the plough, in the mud, immediately after the water has left the surface.
II The stalks yield the charcoal for gunpowder, Mohamed Ali has introduced the 

kordofan loobieh for this purpose.
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Eng. Name. Arabic Name. Botanical Name. Observations.
Safflower Qdrtum Carfhamus tinctorius, L.

The flowers used fur dyeing are called O'sfor; the seeds give an oil (Zayt h^lwh); sown mid. Nov.; seeds ripen in 5 moaths. U.L.E.Lettuce Kbus Lactuca sativa, L. Lettuce oil is extracted in Uppw Egypt; seeds ripen in 5 months; sown middle Nov.Flax Kettan Linum usitatissimum, 
L. Its oil called Zayt b a r; sown mid. Nov«; plucked in 110 days. U. L. E.Col&-seed• Selgam ürassica oleifera, li. Yields an oil; sown mid. Nov.; cut in 110 days. U. E,Tobacco Uokhan bele- dee, or akh- der

Nicotian a tabacum, L.

Nicotiana rustica,2 var. (P)

Sown beg.Nov.; first crop in 100 days; 2nd in other 60; 3rd in 20 more : this lastis called ribbeh.* One variety has the leaves long and lanceolated, with a pink flower: this is the best and mildest, called b^ledee, or native. The other, with yellow flower, called Langee, or But-hdgee, has the leaves round, thick, and of a darker color, strong, and only mixed with the former, or used as snufl'.'f' U .L .E ,Hemp iiusty hashish,' the dagha of the Hottentots t

Cannabis sativa, L. Employed only for its intoxicating qualities, and then called Hashish ; sown mid. Dec.; ripens in 4 months. U .L.E.Cummin Kamdon Cuminum Cyminum,L. Sown mid. Dec.; cut in 4 months. U. L. E.Coriander Qo6sbera Coriandrum sativum, L. Ditto. U .L.E.Poppy Aboono'm or Aboon<>me Papaver somniferum, L Sown end Nov.; the opium taken in the mid. March; seeds ripen in April, the best bought from the peasants, at 45 pia.stres the rotl; grown for the China market.U .L. E.Watermelon Uateekh Cucurbita citrullus, L, And about 10 other cucurbitae; cut in 90 days; sown mid. Dec. U .L.E.Cucumber Kheekr
Doura sayfee or baalee§

Doora Hamra

Cucumis sativus, L. 
Holcus sorghum, L.

A variety

And about 7 other cucumis ; cut in 60 days. U .L .E .Besides the crop raised by the Shadoof, and that during the inundation ; sown mid. Nov.; ripens in five months and a half« U .L .E .W itl^he Baalee. U. L. E.
* Ribbeh, gain, interest, or usury.f  In  Egypt and Nubia, snuff is often used in the mouth instead of the leaf. Its strength is increased by adding natron.t In India, bangir gunga.§ So called from ripening in the summer. It is a variety of H. Sorghum. If the seed of the li. Qaydee is sown as baalee (i. e. in Nov.) it produces seed; but if that of the baalee is sown as qaydeef!. e. in April) it springs up, but is barren. The baalee seed is sown as byodd, and vice versA.
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The plants of the summer season, which succeed 

either immediately or after  ̂ short interval, are 
produced solely by artificial irrigation. The water 
is raised from the river by rude Persian wheels, or 
by the shadoof; which last is frequently employed 
in the inland canals, the Bahr Yoosef, and the 
wells near the edge of the desert. Nor is its use 
confined to the productions of the summer; it is 
always requisite for some of them in the spring, 
and frequently throughout the whole winter, and 
even autumn, if the inundation is deficient.

The chief productions of the summer, sown the 
half year before, and during the inundation,* are—

Eng. Name. Arabic Name. Botanical Name. ObserratioDS.
Rice Rooz or Aroóz Oryza sativa, L. Jn the Delia and Oasis. The best is from about Menzaleh; that of the Oasis an inferior variety; carried in 1 months^ in October.
Indian corn Doóra shámee Zea maysy L. Called Syrian Doora; mostly in Lower Egypt; cut in 70 or 75 days; sown one month after theD . Saffra. U .L .E .
A red grained variety Var. Ditto.
Doora of the heat DoóraQay'dee Holcus sorghum, L. Mostly in Upper Egypt; sown beg. or end of April; cut at rise of Nile, 100 days ; its ear larger than the D. Sailra; its seed is sown as Byodd. U. L. E.
D. of the D. Byood or Id. Sown mid. Aug.; cut in 4 mOnths,
autumn D. Dimeéree but its seed being no longer prolific is all used for bread.

Bending D. D. Oway'geh Holcus compactus, L. Grows with the D. Qay'dee.

* At the comMencement of the inundation, the children of 
Thebes light torches made of reeds or palm-trees, and run about 
the villages, striking each other with these burning brands. I t is 
said to be an old custom handed down from the ancient Egyptians. 
Formerly children of a larger growth joined in this amusement.
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£ag. Name. Arabic Name. Botanical Name. Observatioofi.
Yellow D. D . Saffra Included with the H. Cut in winter; sown when theSorghum, L. Nile is at its height, in mid. of

RedD. D.Hamra A var. of H. sorgh.
Aug., and banked up; ripens in 
120 days. U.E.Cut also in 120 days; mostly in

Falling D. Furay't* or H. bicolor, L.

southern provinces; sown mid. Aug.; mixed with the Byood; seed red.Grows with D. Saffra, but ripens
Millet Khoray'tDokhn Holcus saccharatus, L.

in about 90 days. U. L. E. Only about E' Sooan in Nubia,
•Sugar-cane Qassob Saccharum officinarum,

and the Oasis; sown same time as the Doora.Planted mid. March; cut next

Cotton Qotu

L.

Gossypium herbaceum,

Ja n .; till March constantly irrigated. If cut, or broken at the root, and then watered for the ensuing year, it produces several shoots, which, though not arriving at the height of the first year’s cane, yield better (but less quantity of) sugar; this crop is called Khilfeh; planted horizontally, in slips. U. E.Planted in March, and summer;

Simsim

L.

Sesamum orientale, L.

gathered in Nov., Dec,, Jan.; renewed every third year from seeds; in good soil, some is gathered the fifth month, U.L.E.Gives the oil called s^erig; ripens

Coffee Bon or bunn Coffea Arabica, L.
in about 100 days; sown 10 days after the D. Byo(id. U.L.E, Grown about Bendot, near Q6- neh; does not answer.f Sown in April; cut first timeIndigo Neéleht Indigofera argentea, L. after 70days; 2nd after40; ^rd after 30 ; 4th in 25, in first year ; they then leave it without water all the winter, and water it again in March; in 40 days cut first crop; 2nd in 30; 3rd in 30: third year the same. After three years renewed from seed; first year’s crop the best. 1 qantar (of 500 rotl) is sold for 5 and 7 real; 1 feddan gives from 2 to 2 j qantar. U. L. E.

♦  So called from the seed falling, on being struck, or undef^eavy wind. They do not use its. grain.+ The Nubians use the seeds of the Karikad^n, sida mutica, for coffee; but they generally mix them with a little coffee, of which they have the effect of increasing the bulk, arul spoiling the flavor.J This signifles blue, but not in the Arabic of Egypt- El Neel, a general appellation for large deep risers, seems to have been borrowed from their blue color.
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Eag. Name. Arabic Name. Botanical Name. Observations.

Madder Foôah, or doüdeh Rubia tinctorum, L. Its long roots give ared dye. U.E.
Héuneh* Lawsonia spinosa et ìnermisy L.

Mostly in Lower Egypt; also in Upper Ethiopia.
Water-melen bateékh Cucurbita citrulius, Jj» And the other cucurbitse; during rise of the Nile, and in March in the sand-banks of the river. Those from Brulos considered the best.
Onion Bus'sal AHium cepa, L. Sown in August; when young gathered for use, or transplanted about end of Feb.Bam'ia towée- leh Hibiscus esculentus, L. Mostly in gardens; gathered*in 50 or 60 days; in Sept, and Oct. It suffers from cold, and will not thrive in winter. U. L, E.Jiainia béledee or wâyka Hibiscus prsecox, Fors. Ditto.

Besides a number of vegetables, which are raised at 
different times by means of artificial irrigation.

Fruits, which are for the most part grown in 
the gardens about the principal towns, or in the 
Fyoom, succeed each other in the following order :—

Eng. Name.
Mulberries Seville oranges 
Rhamnus nabeca, Fors.Cucifera ThebaicaApricotsPeaches
ApplesPearsCeratonia siliqua, L. Plums

Arabic Name.
Toot béledee, sbâmee Naring, 3 var.Nebq, or Sidr
Dom, or DomeMishmishKhokhTefâh iKoomittree (Kharóob Berqoóq

Bipen in
January.January.March, April.
April.End of May.Middle of June.End of June, mostly from gardens of Mount Sinai. •  End of June.June.

•  The use of this as a dye for the feet and hands is very general. *Some have derived the rododactylos Eos from this eastern custom. The leaves are pounded, and beingiffade into a paste with cold or warm water, are applied to the hands and feet on going to bed, in the same manner as a  poultice. When taken off, a red dye is left on the nails and other parts of the hands and feet; and another application of a mixture of soot and lime is sometimes applied to change it to dark olive or blackish hue. New henneh is preferred, and that quality which gives a deep color.
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Eng. Name. Arabic Name. Ripen in
Grapes Enéb bêiedee End of June and beg. of Ju ly ;black and white.FyoómeeSherqâweeHegázee

—  White."■ ■■ ■ Black, bad.------  Mostly brought dryfrom Arabia.
Roomee ------Large, black and white,

Figs origin Greek.Tin Bershoómee July.Sycamore figs Tin gimmâyz From April to September.Prickly Pear Tin Seraféndee End of July.Cactus opuntia^ L. Tin shok, or shokePomegranates Roomân August.Lemons Lemóon malh, 4 var. August, and other seasons.Dates Bellah, about 20 var. End of August.Citrus medica, var, 8 Troong, 2 var. September.and 9, L.
Oranges | Portogán béledee

Rashéedee October.
Sweet lemons Lemoón helwhBanana, Musa para- Moz, or Moze November.disiaca

The dates sold in Egypt are of several kinds, 
some natives, and some imported from other coun
tries. The most common are,—
Bellab Séwee, which consist of—Soltánee 1SaáideeFeráhee i.Káibee [Ghazálee Rogm Gbazálee.Bellah Aamree Ambát 

Menawátee Benáysh Hyáuee Sofr é deuéeh Semánee Bróolosee I Sobáee’sít QobSlshee Ibréemee Séljíee Su&eQeroón el Ghazál
SakoóteeYemenee

From Seéwah.

From Bl Koráyn.Rashid, and about Qáhirah; red. Menawát, aná about Qáhirah; yellow. 
Salhéeh ; red. Used for agweh (preserve). Birket el Hag.Rashid.Ibid.Broolos, or Boorlos.Originally from the Hegaz.Ditto.From Ibreem, Nubia.Imported from the Hegaz.Ditto; stone very smalt.Hegaz (Arabia).Ditto, and Oasis, from the Yem'en, &c.
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Though the time of sowing the winter and sum

mer plants is in some degree fixed, much of course 
depends on the continuance of the inundation; and 
. many of them, by means of irrigation, are raised at 
other seasons.

Besides, the productions of the valley of the 
Nile vary in different provinces; and some belong 
almost exclusively to certain districts. Clover, so, 
abundant in the Delta and Lower Egypt, is rarely 
cultivated in the Thebaid, where its place is sup
plied by gilban. Rice exclusively belongs to the 
Delta and Oases; and cole-seed, gortum, poppies, 
and lettuce are nearly confined to Upper Egypt, 
where also the greatest quantity of holcus is culti
vated. Date-trees are more abundant in the north; 
and vines, figs, roses, and olives, are limited to the 
Fyoom and the gardens of large towns.

The Egyptian land^measure is the feddan, which 
is divided into 24 qeerat, each qeerat containing 
13| qassobeh, or rods, and each qassobeh measuring 
22 kharoobeh, or qubdeh (the human fist with the 
thumb erect) or from 11 feet 4 | inches to H feet

inches English. This is the government mea
sure, that of the peasants being much longer, and 
retaining the original number of 24 kharoobeh. The 
feddan formerly contained 400 qassobeh, and was a 
square of 20 qeerat; but they have now reduced it, 
and the measurement is made by a base of 20 
qassobeh, and a perpendicular of 16f, giving as the 
content of this 'parallelogram 333| qeerat. The
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qeerat is also measured by a base of 131 by 1 qas- 
sobeh. In the time of tbe French it was equal to 
1 French acre 62J perches, so that the present 
feddàn falls far short of its former content; in 
addition to which, the mode of using the rod, which 
is never fairly brought to the surface of the ground, 
increases each qassobeh considerably beyond the 
j^eal measurement.

Eight ardebs of wheat are still considered the 
maximum produce of a feddàn, while four and one 
are the mean and minimum; but in all cases half 
an ardeb suffice to sow it, and this taqawee is bor
rowed from the government, and restored in quan
tity and kind by the peasant at harvest time ; but 
the produce depends of course on the quality of the 
soil, or the height of the inundation, and the maxi
mum of some lands is only five ardebs to a feddàn.

The taxes are levied in proportion to the three 
qualities of land, the best paying from 40 to 30 or 
20 reàl,* the middling 18 to 14, and the lowest

* This depends on the part of the country: about Qaherah 
the ta:^ is much higher than in Upper Egypt. At Thebes, for 
instance, the islands pay 20 real; the best land, 18; the mean, 
16 ; the lowest, 12. The real is 2 j  piastres.

Value of Money in Egypt, 1830,1831.Piastres.Mahmoodeeh, reduced to . 28 gold Constantinople coin.
Vene^an sequin . . • .  341
Dollar . . . 15 to 16 j- forei^.
English sovereign 
A pound sterling 
Khayréeh 
Half-khayréiih

751
70 exchange. 

914 1 gold.
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12 to 8 each feddan; but the tax on the same land

jj- fodda or para.0.401
0.20J

Mahboob
Redl

500 piastres. 1 . ,
Tnnn f nominal.1000 purses, j

Piastre 
Half-piastre 
Besides pieces of 10 and 5 fodda.

nominal, being the an- 
2  cient value of the

I mahboob and dollar. 
The Constantinople coins are seldom met with.

A purse, kees, is 
A khazneh

Egyptian Weights.
8 mitq&l . . 1 oqeea, or oz. Ar.

12 oqeea . . 1 rotl, or pound.
2 f  rotl . . 1 oqa, or wuq'qa.

110 rotl . . 1 qantar.
108 . . ditto, for coffee.
102 . . ditto, for pepper, &c.
120 . . ditto, for cotton.
150, etc. . . ditto, for gums, &c.

4 grains 
60 gr.

1J derhm 
12 derhm

For Gold, Gums, 8fc.
. 1 qeerEt (carat).

. . 1 derhm*, 49 grs. English.

. . 1 mitqal, about 1 dr. English.

. . 1 oqdea.
Length.

1 drah beledee . 23 inches English.
1 drah stambdolee 26 inches.
2 hah (braces) . 1 qassobeh.

Measures.
LOWER EGYPT.

2 quddah . . 1 melweh.
4 quddah , 
1 qayleh . 
4 roob 
24 roob

1 roob.
2 roob. '  

^  whybeh. 
1 ardeb.

UPPER EGYPT.
4 roftdw 1 mid.
3 r̂ |ob . 1 mid.
8 mid . 1 ar(feb.

or 144 bushels French.
A rooh of wheat weighs 5 okahs; of rice, 5 J.

1 Spanish dollar is 9 derhms weight.
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varies in proportion to the rise of the Nile, islands 
mostly paying 20, even after a low inundation.

The advantages which some species of crops 
have over others are a matter of little interest to 
the peasant, whose preference is not consulted; but 
this evidently leads to many unfair and oppressive 
measures on the part of the shekhs, whose office it is to 
select as well for themselves as for those under their 
authority. The expense and outfit of water-wheels 
and their oxen is undertaken by the Government, 
and afterwards repaid by the peasant, either in 
money or produce ; and the quantity of land each 
wheel irrigates depends on the nature of the crop.

To give an idea of the value and the returns of 
different produce, the profit or loss of the peasant, 
and his real condition, I shall introduce a brief 
statement of the particulars of each.

1 Water wheel, with 8 oxen 1 . . wheel, . . . .T . . wheel, . . . .1 . . wheel, . . . .

irrigates 3 feddiu . . . 7 feddan. . . 2 fedd&n. . . 8 fedd^o

of cotton, 
of wheat. Doora qaydee. Indian corn.

1 fed. 1 fed. 1 fed. 1 fed.

The produce of the best land is as follows:—
Val. in Piast. P.gives 24 qant. cotton, best 120 the qantar* in 12 months'  . . 8 ard. wheat 38 the ardeb f in 4 m. 20 d.. . 12 ard.J Doora qaydee 16 . . .  . in 3 m. 10 d.

. . 5 ard. Indian corn 16 . . .  . in 2 m. 15 d.
Val. in P.

total 300 
. .304 . . 192 . . 80
total 20 

. . 30 . . 10
CALCULATION B Y  THE WATER-WHEEL. COTTON .  #  Piast.3 feodan | with 1 wheel | give 7J qan. | of'^cotton | value 900 | in 12 months.

8 ard. of wheat give 10 camel Ids. of straw 2 the load in 4m. 20d.12 ard. doora . .15 . . . fodder 2 . . . 3m. lOd.5 ard. Ind. corn . . 5 . . . do. 2 . . . 2m. 15d.

* Valued nominally at 150 p. by the Government, but 120 are alone paid. Inferior cotton is at 75, and even at 50.f  This is the best land, and only in a few parts of Egypt. The price of com Varies in different years, from 25 to 50 p.I In  some low land near Abydus, capable of constant irrigation, it has been known ta produce 18 ardebs.
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CORN. Val. in Piast.The 7 feddan with 1 wheel give 56 ardebs of wheat . 2128 in 4m. 20d.

2 of those 7 fed. . .
iwith 1 and I /  the same > . . 24 ard. . Doora qayd. 384 . 3m. lOd.( wheel .J8 feddan . . with the same . . 40 ard. . Ind. corn . 640 . 2m. 15d.The wheat in addition . gives 70 loads of straw * 140D. qaydee fodder . 60Ind. corn 20

Total 3372 in lOm. 15d.
or allowing for clearing, loading and ploughing, with 
about one month and a half of inundation, twelve 
months. From this it is evident that the culture of 
the cotton is very disadvantageous to the peasant, 
whether calculated by the feddan or the wheel; even 
if we add the value of a crop of corn raised at the 
same time as the cotton, which will be mentioned 
presently.

The land tax (taking, as above, the best land) is 
as follows:—Tax 40 real, or 90 piastres, for 1 fed
dan, producing 2|qant. cotton, value 300 piastres per 
annum, leaving an apparent balance for 1 feddan, 
210 piastres, without deducting for the expenses of 
the wheel and the other taxes.
Tagawee* § ardeb 19 ) Tax 40 r. or - 90 ' 
I load straw {producing 8 ardebs wheat 304 12 ard. doora . 192 5 ard. Ind. corn 80 10 loads straw , 20

15 fodder . . 303 ditto . . 10<
636

^ r  an.

leaving the apparent balance for I feddan of corn, 
525 piastres.

To calculate by th e^h ee l: p.3 feddan, 1 wheel, 7^ qantars cotton, 900 p. minus tax 270 p. . 630By the same wheel may also be cultivated 7 feddans of wheat, 2128 p.^ 1351

lis i
or deducting the tax of 777 p.

* Seed borrowed from Government.
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825

1 wheel gives annually

Leaving the balance 1981 piastres in the hands of 
the peasant, to meet the expenses of the water
wheel and the additional taxes.

But let us take the most favorable crop;—
COSTS. PRODUCE.

'56 ard, wheat, on 7 fed. 2128 24 ard. doora, on 2'fed. 384 40 ard. Ind. corn, on 8 f. 640 straw . . • 140fodder. . .  60fodder. . .  20
3372

Balance 2547 piastres for one wheel in favor of the 
peasant; from which we have to deduct the 
expenses of the water-wheel and the other taxes, 
which are as follow:—

I.—OUTFIT OF W HEEL.

Tagawee (seed) for 7 fed. . 133 Land-tax (best land) . . 630Seven loads of straw . . 14
Tagawee for 2 fed. doora . 16 i • jfor 8 fed. Ind. corn 32 > «‘ves <

P.1 water-wheel, wood, &c. 200
Digging the well . . . . 50
Building the same . 350
8 oxen . . . . . 600

For the first year total 1200
II.—ANNUAL EXPENSES.

12 ardebs, beans for the oxen 
Fodder^.
4 fedd&n gilb5n 
Pots, annually 
Kan, 3 ardebs grain anu 
Carpenter, 3 ardebs 
Grease, 6 rotl 
Wood .
7 ropes
Largaropes .
2 sets of harness .
6 men’s pay (1 at 40 fodtha 

a day, 5 at 20 f.) annually

P. 192 
160 
2S8 

15 
70 
70 

6 
15 
56 

•  6 6
}2162

2162

III .—ADDITIONAL TAXES.
P.For 7 feddan he is to supply 211 

rotl of butter, bought by the! 
Government at a loss to him ofl 

House-tax of owner of the wheel 
Wool, 20 f. a month 
Charge when recruits are levied

150
68

Annual expenses 

Ouflit of wheel, first year

169 
. 2162

2331 
. 1200

3.531 
. 2547Net produce .

Loss to the peasant, fir^t. ye.ir" 984
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S e c o n d  Y e a r .* S e c o n d  Y e a r .

Annual expenses Additional taxes . .2162 . 169 Net produce Expenses, &c.
2331 Balance in favor of peasant the)

25472331
216second and ensuing years . j

From which he has to make up his first year’s loss. 
Hence it appears that four years must elapse ere he 
can pay the arrears for the original expense; and 
still during this time he and his family are to be 
provided for from the same funds. Those who plant* 
cotton are of course much greater losers; f  and be
sides the above taxes, palms and other trees, .which do 
not repay the peasant, should be taken into account.

I shall now calculate the produce of a piece of 
land I measured at El Byrat, near Thebes, of the 
mean quality, and paying 40 | piastres annually. 
This land produces the autumn crop of wheat, like 
all that which the Nile has sufficiently irrigated, 
without a water-wheel; and, on making an exact 
measurement, I found that one feddan gave two 
ardebs and seven mids (2 | ardebs), which, at the 
market price, was valued at 22J piastres the ardeb, 
making nearly 64J piastres. ^

PRODUCE.
Wheat 2J ardebs 3 loads straw

P. F.64 20 
6

70 20 
64 0Deduct Expenses .

Balance iufavor of pea^nt) „ go for one feddan . /

TAX AND EXPENSES.P.Kharag (land tax)
Tagawee J  ardeb Ploughing, hire, &c.Reaping CarryingTOjreshing (3 roftows, hire) Winnowing (IJ  roftow)

40
114
3
1
2•l

10
20
0

2084
64

* A water-wheel lasts about eight years; by which time another 
set of oxen is generally required.

t  In the proportion of about eleven to seven.
T
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But my measurement, being taken with a line, gives 
the real content of the feddan ; whereas, their mode 
of measuring with the pole greatly increases i t ; 
'so that one feddan will be reckoned at least H  f* or 
about 6^ piastres over the just tax, being equivalent 
to the surplus of the produce.

The consequence of this is, that the peasant 
, steals* as much as he possibly can from his own 
grain, which indeed necessity^obliges him to do; 
and the only resource left besides stealth, to enable 
him to support himself and family, is to raise a 
crop of wheat and barley (called shitwee, “ of the 
winter”) which he sows and waters by the shadoof, 
during the time that the wheat of the lowlands is 
growing up without any artificial irrigation. Nine 
men join in raising this crop, and four feddan, 
half wheat and, half barley, are watered by the 
shadoof.

PRODUCE.
2 feddan 2 feddan

give 16 ardebsf 
, ,  20 ardebs 
, ,  20 loads . 
, ,  20 loads .

wheat at 22^ piastres 
barley at 16 . .
straw at 1 .
straw at 1 . . .

P.360
320
20
20

720

* When the whole crop is taken by the government ; in which 
case the ardeb rises speedily from 22ÿ to 30 and 40 piastres or 
upwards.

t  I have calculated the taxes, as at QoorüBh, and yet allowed 
the best land ; and in no part of these calculations have I reckoned 
the items, which increase the loss of the peasant ; as claims of 
the Shekh, Copt scribe, &c.
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EXPENSES.

Tagdwee (seed) 1 ardeb wheat .
, ,  1 ardeb barley

Shado6f (“ pole and bucket”) wood, &c.
, ,  buckets, 2 sets . . . .

Implements . . . . . . .
Kharag (tax) for 4 feddan, at Qoorneh, 40 | 
Government land-surveyors to prevent imposition 
Loss on butter . . . . .

P.22J 
16 
3 
9 

10 
162 

5 
5

232J '
which, deducted from the produce, leaves 487 
piastres; and this, -divided between the nine men, 
gives to each about 54 p. 7 f.

After this, a second crop is also raised by the 
shadoof, called gaydee (of the heat), and nine men 
sow two feddan of doora gaydee.

PRODUCE. P.
EXPENSES. P.2 feddan give 24 ardebs, at 16 . . 384 Ti^Swee . 14

(no fodder taken from it) Shadoof buckets . 9
Tax . . . . -81
Surveyor’s fee . 2
Grease for the buckets . 2

108
leaving 276 piastres, or about 30 p. 27 f. to each 
man.

A third crop is afterwards raised of doora shamee 
(Indian corn) called dimeeree “ of the autumn,” b^ 
five men, who sow three feddan with the shadoof.

PRODUCE.
p .240
10

3 feddan give IS ardebs Indian corn, at 16 
, ,  ^ d d e r  

Sown also (with the Ind. corn) gerdw, worth 25
275

EXPENSES.
•  P.Tagâwee . 5

Bucket . . 3
Tax . . 121i
Surveyor’s fée 4

133J
T 2
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which leaves 141^ piastres to be divided between 
the five men, being 28 p. 12 f. to each. The sum 
of the net receipt for these three crops is then as 
follows to each man :—

ADDITIONAL TAXES.p . F. P.54 7 from the first crop House, for one of the poor class , . 40
30 27 second W o o l ........................................ . 428 12 third Recruits, expenses for . 4

Butter. loss on . . 2113 6 annually —

50
leaving for his annual expenses 63 p. 6f., about 18 
shillings English, not 7 fodda, or 2^ farthings a day.

This is making the utmost allowance, for it is 
rarely the case that three crops are .jiaised in one 
year, independent of that upon the inundated land ; 
and the numerous exactions of the provincial 
governors have the invariable effect of leaving the 
peasant always in arrears.

Oovernment of the Provinces.—Egypt is no longer 
governed* by twenty-four Beys or Sangaks, as in

* Every office even about the court has been again changed 
since the introduction of the nizam. Those of Kiaiha or Kethooda 
Bey, (ifeputy of the pasha ; Sulahdar or Selictar Bey, commander 
of the forces; Defterdar Bey, treasurer on the part of the Porte, 
Änd others exist only in name. The A'gha of the Janissaries and 
Turkish police have been abolished, and every situation is either 
filled by officers of the nizam or nominally kept up. Formerly, 
after the Qadee, his Kiaiha, and the Mooftee, were the Kiaiha 
Bey« Sulahdar, and Deftendar B ejs (of equal rank) ; Diwân 
Efendee, chief secretary; Mahoordar, keeper of the seals ; Qoftan 
Aghési, keeper of the wardrobe ; Devikdar; bearer of the ink- 
stand; Shereef Bey, minister for home affairs; Anactaraghasi, 
treasurer; Yannitcheriaghasi, Agha or chief of the Janissaries; 
Bashagha, head of the police, &c.
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the time of the Ghooz (Memlooks), but each pro
vince has its mamoor, inferior only to the governor 
of Upper Egypt, whose capital is E ’ Sioot. Under 
each mamoor are nazers, or inspectors of districts, 
whose jurisdiction extends over seven kashefs or 
governors of towns and of the surrounding lands 
and villages, and under each of these again are 
seven or eight Qy'maqaras, according to the number 
of villages in the district. The office of these last 
is to superintend the cultivation of the lands, and 
to collect the taxes, assisted by the Shekh beled, or 
native chief of each village, who is under these 
Turkish officers. A superintendent, or nazer shekh 
(Shekh el Meshy'kh) also overlooks the shekhs 
beled, under the immediate orders of the kashef; 
and the mobasher, a Christian inspector, appoints 
the numerous Copt scribes and collects their ac
counts.

The salary* of the Kiaiha Bey, now governor of 
Upper Egypt, is 3000 purses, upwards of 21,000 
pounds sterling a year; of the mamoor, 120 to 180

* The salaries of some of the chief officers, both civil and mili
tary, are enormous: Ahmed Pasha Taher and Ahmed Pasha of 
Mekkeh are said each to have 5000 purses; Moharrem Bey and 
the Defterdar Bey each 3000. A general of division 400, a major- 
general 350, a general ofbrigade 5P0 purses, &c.

The revenue of EgypT*is variously estimated, some averaging 
it at 25,000,000 ortlollars, others at 2,100,000/. and others again 
from 2,500,000/. to 3,000,000/. sterling. Under Mohammed 
Khosrow Pasha it is said to have been 60,000 purses or 150,000/. 
according to the value of the purse at that time.
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purses* (reduced from 300) j of the nazer, 60 to 
84 purses annually ; of the kashef, from 300 to COO 
piastres a month; of the Qymaqam from 125 to 150 
piastres (reduced from 200) a month ; of the shekh 
el Meshykh, 200 piastres a month ; and of the 
embasher or mobasher, 6^ purses (reduced from 
12 and 18 purses) annually; the Copt scribe 
¿receiving one fodtha from every real of the taxes 
levied in the year.

These are paid from the government treasury; and 
the only person who has a direct and legal claim on 
the peasant is the shekh beled, who takes the pro
duce of one in every twenty-five feddans, with pre
sents of different kinds according to the means or 
fears of the donor.

It is the invariable maxim of a Turk never to 
refusef a g ift; and the fellah has long since learnt 
the necessity of courting the good-will or depre
cating the displeasure of his rulers by occasional 
peace-offerings, which, though their object is 
known, have generally a momentary effect, and 
perhaps relieve him from some oppressive exaction. 
Ig. many instances, severity is practised purposely 
to elicit these boons; but their reward depends 
on the caprice of the receiver, and is generally

* 4  purse is about 3i.«Engli Since writing this, the 
value of the purse has been reduced to aljOTt 61., owing to the 
deterioration of the coin of Egypt.

t  Not from respect to an Eastern custom, but from avarice; 
for a present has often been returned as not suiting the receiver, 
who yet asked for another in its stead.
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detrimental to some other peasant. Thus, if the 
shekh, surveyor, or Copt scribe are bribed, the 
donor’s field of a hundred acres is measured with 
the more accurate' and approximate census of 
one hundred and five, and the additional ten are 
added to the hundred and fifteen of a neighbour; 
or the proportion of cotton he is to sow is dimi
nished ; or he is allowed to carry home an ardeb of 
wheat by night from the field he has cultivated for 
the granaries of the pasha.

To such an extent are the exactions of the in
ferior governors carried in Upper Egypt, that if the 
government demand for one qantar of butter is to 
be raised from the peasants, they do not fail to 
increase it to two, or one and a half, the surplus 
being appropriated by and divided between them ; 
and the nominal ardeb of seed, diminished to three 
quarters, must be received without a murmur, and 
returned in full to the Efendee of the government 
granary. In complaining of the number of persons 
who prey upon the fruits of his labours, justly 
might the peasant exclaim, sic vos non, vobis 
fertis aratra boves ; ” and his humorous comparison 
of the government of Egypt with the habits of fish, 
whose smaller fry serve to feed those of a larger 
and more voracious kind, is well known, and aptly 
applied to th^^caseilt sy^em, when every Yerres 
is enriched b ^ h e  spoliation of the peasant, from 
the mamoor to the mequddem, or beadle of the 
lowest governor.
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But the greatest injustice is this, that the honest 
man who has paid his arrears is obliged, if he has 
still any produce in hand, to make up for the debt 
of some other person, on whom an obligatory check 
is given by the government for the amount; and 
the helpless peasant, unable to procure from the 
defaulter, or his dishonest neighbour, * what the 
fear of a Turkish ruler has not succeeded in elicit
ing, remains for ever deprived of that right which 
he can have no hopes of obtaining.

Besides the injury these men * inflict on the 
revenues of the pasha, the total want of encourage
ment for the peasant to improve the agricultural 
productions of the country, is another material con
sideration. Trees are seldom or never reared, or if 
some few are planted in the vicinity of the large 
towns, no inducement is held out to attend to their 
culture, and the despondent fellah wilfully neglects 
them, to avoid their additional tax.f

* Innumerable instances might be mentioned of their unjust 
transactions, were the subject sufficiently interesting to the reader; 
— as thS non-entrance, in the government account-books, of the 
receipt of taxes, which are frequently twice exacted from the 
pftisant j the existence of a private and public account-book, and 
similar oppressive measures, which the fellah has not the means 
of detecting, and which he durst not oppose.

t  It is singular that Mohammed Ali should not have adopted 
an exfiedient, which must occur to S ^ ^ o n e  who witnesses the 
conduct of the provincial governors, of im^BSing an annual tax 
on the peasants, which, being a stated sum (regulated, of course, 
by the state of the inundation, &c.), would leave no room for the 
injustice they now practise towards them. Trees pay annually
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Independent of the losses occasioned to persons 
of every class by the monopolies of the Pasha,* 
who in straining every nerve in order to prepare 
for and prosecute the war against the Sultan, has 
overlooked the welfare of his people, the provin
cial governors,f- relying on that security which a 
distance from the capital affords them, have re
course to numerous tyrannical measures, in order to 
exact from the peasant extra duties, which they 
appropriate to themselves; and frequently have the 
finesse to evade those orders which the Pasha 
sometimes transmits for the relief of the peasant, 
and the dispensation of justice. And so fully per
suaded are some of the more intelligent fellahs of
one piastre each, and are frequently seized by these governors for 
the arrears of their owner, and put to his account at two or three 
piastres each, after they have paid several years tax. But the 
peasant is patient and lively under his sufferings, and hopes for 
better days; for, though he complains, he does not indulge in 
doleful songs, and it will be found that so far from “ all his songs ” 
being “ about his labors,” they rather suit an Anacreon than a 
Meliboeus.

* The limits of this work will not allow me to enter iitto detail 
on that subject.

t  Complaint is particularly made of the Kashefs, Qymaqaras, 
Shekhs, and Copt scribes. The presence of Mohammed Ali is 
prayed for by the peasants of the Saaid, no doubt from their 
knowing that he is the only person able to relieve their condition. 
I remember one goverimB^who wdfe removed from Uppe#Egypt 
to the vicinity of ^itl^ah, saying, “ How sorry I am I behaved so 
harshly when at Esne; I have now adopted a different system 
the consequence of being only a few miles from the citadel.
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this fact, that they have been known to declare 
that “  if the intentions of Mohammed Ali were not 
thwarted by the intrigues of their oppressors, the 
murmurs of the peasantry would be speedily con
verted into that praise which is due to the hu
manity of his disposition.” For when I have laid 
before the reader the preceding statements, relative 
|o the condition of the peasants, and felt it my duty 
to be guided solely by those facts which are the 
result of inquiry on the spot, I do not think it less 
incumbent on me to pay a just tribute to the cha
racter of the Pasha, if I cannot to his mode of 
government; and it is sincerely to be hoped that, 
prompted by the natural bent of his inclination, 
and the desire he is said to have expressed of ame
liorating the state of the country, and aided by the 
transcendent abilities he possesses, a day of hap
piness and deliverance from oppression may soon 
dawn upon the peasant; and the accomplishment 
of so praiseworthy an object will reflect some real 
lustre on the flattered name of the Viceroy of 
Egyptt

^To conclude this chapter, I shall introduce an 
extract of some of the prices at Qaherah in 1827, 
and regret that the limits of this work will not 
allow me to show the gradual increase that has 
taken place from the time o fiS t^ j^m ed  Khosrow 
Pasha to the present day. The standard of valua
tion is the dollar, which was then rising from
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twelve and a half piastres to fifteen, but which will 
shortly reach twenty, owing to the deterioration 
of the coin.

Price of, in piastres and fodda: 
Dollar, 12J (rising to 1.5) piastres.

Pias. Pod.

Bread, the rotl of 12 oz. . . 0 4
Butter, ditto 1 0,
Cheese, ditto . , 0 10
Milk, ditto 0 4
Honey, ditto • 0 32
Treacle, ditto • 0 25
Wheat, the ardeb 24 varying,
Flour, the roob . 1 10
Barley, the ardeb . 13 0
Beans, ditto . ‘ 14 0
Lentils, ditto . 30 0
Rice, the oka 2 20
Doora sh^mee (Indian corn), the ardeb , 14 0
Doora beledee (sorghum), the ardeb 14 0
Sea salt, the rotl 0 5
Rock salt, ditto 0 8
Sugar, ditto 1 0
White sugar, ditto Ip. lOf. to 2 0
Coffee, ditto 4 0
Tobacco gebelee, the oka . 13 0
Ditto bdledee, ditto • 1 10
Soap, the rotl . 1 .2 0
Candles, the oka , 8 0
Wax candles, European, ditto . . 24 0
Linen, the drah 0 20
Cotton, ditto 30 f. to 0 50
Printed cotton, ditto 2p. to 4 20
Mixed linen and cotton, ditto 0 35
Dyed cotton, ditto 
Woollen cloth, ditflr • 1

2
•o

0
Silk, raw, the derhm 0 20
Silk thread, ditto 1 0
Silk, piece of, (allaga) 45 p. to 60 0
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Silk stuffs, the drah .
Crape, ditto

■■ Gold brocade, the piece • . 
Broosa, silk stuffs, ditto 
Silk shirting (bumbuza), ditto 
Embroidered shirts

S

s
broidery

Salta (jacket), ditto, ditto . 
f*earls, the mitqal
Nizkm (Turkish) dress, with silk embroidery 
Bornoos, silk and wool 
Tarboosh (red cap), best 
Tageea (white ditto)
Cloth (European), the drah 
Carpets (segadee)
Ditto (keleem) . ,
Mats (14  feet by 8)
Ditto, best menodfee, the square drah

Pias. Fod.
l ip .  to 12 0

6p. to 8 0
200 0

. 80 0
85p. to 125 0
60p. to 110 0
1 em-

. 1150 0
700 0
110 & upward».

Swords ,
Gold, the derhm 
Silver, ditto
Copper, the oka, worked .
Pipes, without the mouth-piece , 
Mouth-piece, (amber, without jewels) 
Raisins, the oka
Apricots (mishmish) dried, ditto 
Nuts, ditto
Almonds, shelled, ditto 
Figs, ditto
Alfces wood (ood), the derhm 
Quart bottle, rose-water 
Otto of rose, the mitqal 
Skins
Shoe Igather, the skin «
Ropes, the oka 
Ditto, Syrian, ditto 
Horses, native 
Asses . i
Mules

650 
100 
25

. 1 p. to 3 
20p. to 80 

lOp. to 200
loop, to 800 

16 
0

from 130p. to 1000 
1 
0 

15
10 p. to 50 

50 p. to 500 
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

30
0

30
33

0
0
0

20
30

0
0
0

15
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Pias. Fod.

Cows 50 p. to 200 0
Camels and dromedaries . 300 p. to 1500 0
Calves . . . # 80 0
Sheep 8p. to 25 0
Buffaloes 200 0
Goats 5p. to 15 0
Geese . 30f. to 2 0
Fowls lOf. to 0 30
Pigeons, the pair 0 20
Eggs . . 2 for 1 f. or 80 for 1 0
Beef, the rotl 0 10
Veal, ditto 0 10
Mutton, ditto 0 15
Hay, the donkey load 2p. to 2 20
Straw, ditto . 2p. to 2 20
Clover, fresh, ditto 1 0
Firewood, the qantar 1 20
Timber, planks, ten feet long 6 0
Charcoal, the oka 0 30
Gypsum, the ardeb 6 0
Bricks, the 1000 5 0
Water-skins . ■ 20 p. to 50 0
Ditto, bottle of leather, or zemzemeeh . 15 0
Ditto, of pottery, or qoolleh 0 5
Dates, the rotl . 5f. to 0 10
Henneh (Lawsonia), the mid 4p. to 6 0
Lamp oil, the rotl 0 30
Olive oil, ditto 3 0
Nile water, the skin . 5f. to 0 *10
Books (M SS.), the qarras or quire 5 0
Boats, carriage in, by the arbed, to Alexandria 4 
Hire of (vide Appendix A .)

0
Courier to Alexandria . 20 p. to 52 0
Dromedary couriers, for distance of about 10 miles 25 0
Soldiers’ pay, the m ontl^^^ » 50p. to 100 •0
Servants’, the monri^^ 5p. to 50 0
Houses 5000p. to 50,000 0
Rent, per month, from 20p. (and even 10) to 100 0
Interest of money, 60 per cent, per annum, without 

security.
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Interest of money, with security, 24 per cent.
Ditto, with jewels as security, 12 per cent.
A day’s labour, of man 1 0 20
Ditto, of bricklayer . • 1 0
Ditto, of builder • • 5 0
A Turkish saddle, complete, with velvet covering 450 0
Bridle , . 100 0
Black slaves, boys . 500p. to 1000 0
Ditto, girls . 800p. to 1000 0
Eunuchs . lOOOp. to 1500 0
Abyssinian boys 700p. to 1000 0
White boys (memlooks) . 2000 p. to 5000 0
Ditto, girls 1500p. to 10,000 0
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C h a p t e r  VI.
ALEXANDRIA TO THEBES.

On arriving at Alexandria,* the traveller naturally 
inquires where are the remains of that splendic^ 
city which was second only to Rome itself, and 
whose circuit of fifteen miles contained a popula
tion of three hundred thousand free inhabitants,f 
and an equal number of slaves ? and where are the 
monuments of its former greatness ? He has heard 
of Cleopatra’s N eed lean d  Pompey’s Pillar from 
the days of his childhood; and the fame of its 
library, the Pharos, the temple of Sarapis,§ and 
of those philosophers and mathematicians whose 
venerable names contributed to the renown of 
Alexandria even more than the extent of its com
merce or the splendor of the monuments that once 
adorned it, are fresh in his recollection. And he

* The modem name is Iskenderee'h. The Arabs have dropped 
the first syllable, being the same as their article el or al. * 

t  Reduced at one time to six thousand; but since the accession 
of Mohammed Ali, its population has been greatly increased, and 
is said at present to amohnt to forty thousand souls.

I A name borrowe^rtflBT the Arabic meselleh (a  “ pok ing  
needle” )» given to ̂ iiobelisks.

§ The Serapeum was destroyed by order of Theodosius, A. D. 
389. The worship of the god of Sinope was introduced by the 
first Ptolemy.
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is surprised, in traversing mounds which mark the 
site of this vast city, merely to find scattered frag
ments or a few isolated columns, and here and 
there the vestiges of buildings or the doubtful 
direction of some of the main streets.*

The circus for chariot races stood without the 
Canopic gate, and on the east side was the gym
nasium; but little can now be traced of any of 
these splendid buildings; nor can the ruins that 
present themselves on the sea-shore, to the east and 
west of the modern town, be easily identified with 
the sites of those buildings whose names and posi
tions are noticed by ancient writers. A granite 
obelisk of Thothmes III., which, removed from 
Heliopolis to the capital of the Ptolemies, was 
placed before one of the temples, f  still towers 
above the ruins it has survived, and has since 
obtained the absurd title of Cleopatra’s Needle. 
Its fallen companion also bears the names of 
Thothmes,^ and, in the lateral lines, of Remeses II., 
the supposed Sesostris; and additional columns of 
hieroglyphics at the angles of the lower part pre
sent that of a later king.

* One large street extended from the Gate of the Sea to the 
opposite side of the city, and another crossed it at right angles, 

t  Pliny says before the tem]jj.e of Csesar, hb. xxxvi. c. 9.
X Plmy assigns them to Mesphres,^in \h^jjh he is not far from 

the truth, since the names o f two of the Thothmes are written, by 
Manetho, Mesphra Thothmosis. Another had been erected at 
Alexandra by Ptolemy Philadelphus, who brought it from 
Memphis, and it was afterwards taken to Rome.
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The pillar of Diocletian (erroneously called of 
Pompey*) has an inscription at its base, and was 
probably once surmounted by an equestrian statue, 
as four cramps are still visible on its summit.

The substructions are fragments of older monu
ments, on which appear a few hieroglyphics, and 
the name of the second Psamaticus. The length 
of the shaft is seventy-three feet, the total height 
ninety-eight feet nine inches, the circumference 
twenty-seven feet eight inches, and the diameter of 
the top of the capital sixteen feet six inches. The 
shaft is elegant and of good style, but the capital 
and pedestal are of inferior workmanship, and have 
the appearance of being of a different period. 
Indeed it is probable that the shaft was of a Greek 
epoch, and that the unfinished capital and pedestal 
were added to it, at the time of its erection in honor 

Diocletian. Some vestiges of baths and other

AlOKAH 
noYBAiocen^€HArA

led to much criticism. Some derived it 
for a land-mark; and others 
Pompey, instead of Publius, 
ie, has no relation whatever to 
ed to any lofty monument of 
y the idea of a “ mast.” Tffe 
adder, and by chalking out 
erfect copy, is—
TOKPATOPA 
ZANAP6IAC 
ANIKHTON 
AlFYnTOY

*I am not quite sure of this last word, ^.thought I could trace it, 
but in smaller characters than the other part.

U
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buildings are traced along the inner and outer bay ; 
and on the Rosetta road, beyond the French lines, 
are the walls of a Roman fortress, where the 
English and French engaged.

But nothing which remains in the vicinity of 
Alexandria attests its greatness more satisfac
torily than the catacombs upon the coast* to the 
westward. Their size, though remarkable, is not 
so striking as the elegant symmetry and propor
tions of the architecture in the first chambers, 
which is of the best Greek style, and not to be met 
with in any other part of Egypt.

Part of the Saracenic walls still remain, but the 
modern town stands without the ancient circuit on 
the north-east side, and a portion of it is built on 
that beach, which, once covered by the sea, has 
since been reclaimed from its receding waters.

The ancient city was founded by the son 
Philip, on the site of a small town calle 
B. C. 332; and the accuracy of 
pointed out its situation 
it th$ worthy successorftij

Though distant fronwj 
was opened with tha'i 
for the purposes of tj

* ̂ trabo tells us the hi 
combs, is near the sea ; ant' 
the partizans of Antony, 

f  A communication was al J

ata-
ugustus defeated 

pt up by the lake Mareotis with
the towns in ■ that district, the sites of which are still visible. 
The wine of Mareotis was celebrated for its superior quality, but 
the land»that produced it is now little better than a barren waste j
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India and Arabia was speedily conveyed from 
Coptos to this emporium, and shipped thence to 
the markets of Europe and Asia Minor; and sup
plies of water were, during the inundation, carefully 
admitted into spacious tanks, beneath the houses 
af the city, for the annual consumption of the 
inhabitants.*

Nor, in spite of the fanaticism of its Moslem con-, 
juerors, did this city fail to retain some part of its 
brmer consideration ; and the Venetians having ob- 
ained permission to establish a commercial inter- 
;ourse with Egypt, the trade of Alexandria revived, 
ind though the Asiatic caravans shared some por- 
;ion of the emoluments of Indian coinmerce, it was 
)iily finally annihilated by the discovery of the 
3ape of Good Hope, and the successful enterprises , 
if the Portuguese.

The Library of Alexandria, which was attached 
:o the Museum of the Bruchion,f was founded by 

S|jmy Lagus; aniil so numerous were the addi- 
^ tf^ ^ ^ h is  successors, that it ultimately 

than four hundred thousand.
.;ting to three hun^ 

in the temple of

I Celsus and Q. Curtius,
ivas formerly that of Etko and llien-
seleh, exceedingly u n liS iU i^ B ||j |y ! ||f  commencement of autumn.

* These and similar tanks are sti^seen in the ruins of the old 
own.

t  One of the quarters of the city. ' \
U 2
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Sarapis : but as the former was consumed at the 
time that Caesar fired the Egyptian fleet, the latter, 
to which Cleopatra had added the library of Per- 
gamus, was all that remained in the time of the 
Roman emperors.

If  Alexandria had been renowned in early times 
for philosophical speculations, it was not less noto- 

,rious at a later period for religious controversy; 
and the conduct of some of the early Christian 
primates of that city reflects no honor on the society 
of which they were the most conspicuous, but not 
the most worthy, members. Yet still the schools 
of astronomy, geometry, physic, and other branches 
of science, maintained their reputation and ex
istence till the invasion of the Moslems; and the 
library of the Ptolemies, in spite of several serious 
losses, yet enjoyed its renown, and excelled in the 
number, if no longer * in the qualitv, of the works 
it contained.

But the rapid rise of the power of the M (^ 
and the religious discord which prevailed 
levelled a deathblow at the gra 
city, whose prosp^ 
the time of its fouiT

much from different and
the “ bigotry of the C hristiw |B pPm ^ theloss occasioned by the 
order of Omer was confined^^he productions of later tim es: an 
opinion which seems to be confirmed by this expression of Am- 
mianus, “fuerunt bibliothecae.”
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dred and seventy years. Amer, the lieutenant of 
the caliph Omer, having entered Egypt, and taken 
Pelusiura, Babylon, and Memphis, laid siege to i t ; 
and after fourteen months, the impetuosity of the 
invaders, stimulated and aided by the arrival of 
fresh reinforcements, carried by assault its well- 
defended walls, and all Egypt yielded to the yoke 
of the caliphs. Its wealth was reserved for the, 
public use, but the fanaticism of Omer condemned 
the library of “ profane books ” to be consigned to 
the flames; and these volumes were said to have 
sufficed, during six months, for the use of the four 
thousand baths of this immense city: a number 
which some years ago exceeded half the popu
lation of the modern town.*

The present canal, which was constructed by 
Mohammed Ali, partly on the site of the ancient 
one, is scarcely navigable the whole year; and 
during the inundation its mouth is closed by a 
dam, to the great inconvenience of travellers and 
embarrassment of commercial intercourse.

Fooah, which is nearly opposite the embouchure, 
on the east bank of the Nile, stands on the site of 
Boua, as Mahallet Malek on that of Metelis,t but 
neither of them present any ruins.

* The modern townsyP'E^pt generally stand on the site of 
ancient cities, except In the case of Sais, Memphis, Heliopolis, 
and a few others.

t  I also find the name of Meletis, or Meleq, applied to Fooah, 
in a Coptic MS. in my possession.
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There is little worthy of remark in the journey 
to Qaherah,* excepting the site of Sais, the ruins of 
which ancient city are seen at Sa-el-hagar. They 
are very inconsiderable, consisting merely of the 
anciept and solid crude brick wall of circuit,— 
some remains of houses in what is now called El 
Qala, “ the citadel,” near the large lake, which 
Herodotus says was of a round form,—some brick 
;ombs, in a mound without the walls,—and a sar- 
iophagus at some distance behind the town. 
The position of the Temple of Minerva might 
le easily ascertained, and some excavations would 
arobably lead to satisfactory results respecting that 
splendid monument.

This city, which became the capital of Lower 
Egypt, or at least the royal residence, during the 
reign of the Saite kings, immediately before the 
Persian invasion, was famous for the Temple of 
Minerva, or Neith, just alluded to, and for having 
been the parent of a colony which founded, B.C. 
1556, the city of Athens, and introduced the 
worship of Minerva on the shores of Greece. *
 ̂ Traces of the old Canopic branch may be seen 

above Nigeeleh, which is here traditionally called 
Bahr Yoosef; and at Taraneh is the road that leads 
to the Natron Lakes.

Long before his arrival at B^ijlaq, the traveller 
descries the lofty pyramids of Geezeh, once reckoned

Corrupted by the Italians into Cairo.
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among tlie seven wonders of the world ; but in later 
times considered, by Pliny and Voltaire, monu
ments of vanity and oppression.

After passing the palace of Shoobra, the distinct 
appearance of the minarets announces his approach 
to the city, and he soon enters a crowd of boats 
before the custom-house of Boolaq.

This town, the port of Qaherah, may contain a 
population of about five thousand souls ; but the 
increase of comm'ercial speculation will no doubt 
speedily augment this number, provided the Pasha 
endeavours to encourage the industry of his people. 
The duties on exports and imports from and to 
Alexandria is here levied, but those on goods 
from Upper Egypt are received at the port of Musr 
el Atéekeh, the whole being farmed by some 
wealthy Copt or Armenian merchant. At Boolaq 
is the palace of the late Ismail Pasha, whose im
prudence in the province of Shendy cost him his 
life.

He had ventured, with a small- suite of about 
fifty persons, into the heart of the country ofMelek 
Nimr, and had ordered a considerable number pf 
blacks to be levied for the service of his father, 
Mohammed Ali, within the short space of three 
days; and on the Ethiopian requesting a longer 
period, he struck^m on the mouth with his pipe, 
adding insult to the blow. The wily Nimr dis
sembled his feelings, and by pretended resspect and 
concern for the comfort of so distinguished a guest, 
he engaged him to pass the night on shoi^, when
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preparations were speedily made for satiating his 
revenge. A large quantity of reeds were collected 
about the house, on pretence of feeding the camels, 
and in the dead of the night, surrounded by flames 
and a countless host of furious Ethiopians, the 
Pasha and his party were overwhelmed, without 
the possibility of resistance or escape.
, Many other palaces and country houses are seen 
in the vicinity, and Mohammed Ali has expressed 
a wish or order that each of the principal grandees 
should erect a qasr on the plain between Boolaq 
and Shoobra, as well as in Qaherah; with the 
double motive of fixing their property in the 
country, and displaying to foreign visiters the 
riches they have derived from his bounty, and the 
prosperous state of the country he rules.

The entrance to Qaherah from Boolaq is by the 
gate of the Usbekeeh, an extensive square, contain
ing about four hundred and fifty thousand square 
feet; nearly the whole of which becomes, during the 
inundation, one large sheet of water, and is after
wards »covered with corn, except that part appro
priated to a military esplanade.* On the west side 
is the palace of the Defterdar Bey, in whose garden

* In this square the Mooled e’Nebbee, or prophet’s birthday, 
and otker fêtes, are held ; and*here,^urij^ the fonder ceremony, 
the Saadeh, the modern Psylli, exhibit th ^u ggling  performance 
of tearing with their teeth the living asps they carry in procession ; 
while their Shekh, mounted on a horse, rides over the bodies of 
a number of fanatics, who prostrate- themselves on the ground for 
the purpose, and suppose themselves benefited in proportion to 
the pain they endure.
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the unfortunate Kleber was assassinated ; and on 
the south are the hareem of the Pasha, and other 
handsome buildings, bearing a striking contrast to 
the gloomy exterior of the Copt quarter that faces 
them.

The interior of the city consists of small unpaved 
streets, crowded with a confused medley of men, 
camels, and asses; and many of them are so narrow 
that two persons may shake hands from the project
ing windows of the upper stories.

The principal bazars are the Ghoreeh and 
Khan-Khaleel, the former called from Soltan 
Qansoo el Ghoree, whose mosk and tomb * termi
nate and embellish one of its extremities; the 
latter occupies the site of the caliphs’ tombs, one of 
which only now remains. It is of Saleh Eiyoob, 
seventh caliph of the E'iyoobite dynasty, who died 
in A.D. 1250, or 647 of the Hegira, as the in
scription over the door announces. Other tombs of 
monarchs of the succeeding dynasty are met with 
in the vicinity, many of which are worthy of a visit, 
particularly those of El Qalaoon, e’Naser Mbham- 
med II., El Berqooq, and Baybers; to the first pf 
which is attached the Morostan,'(' or lunatic hos
pital, founded by this philanthropic prince about 
the year 1280. Though conducted in a disgraceful 
manner by its present directors and inferior ma-

* He was defeated and slain by Soltan Seleem, and his body 
being lost he was never buried in the tomb he had erected.

t  The proper orthography is said to be Byraorostan, a Persian 
word. It looks like a Greek derivative.
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nagers, we cannot but highly appreciate the hu
manity of Soltan Qalaoon, almost the only Moslem 
king or governor of Egypt who set on foot a 
charitable institution for the benefit of the people. 
By his orders the patients, whatever might be the 
nature of their complaint, were regularly attended 
by medical men and nurses attached to the esta- 
Jilishment; and their minds were relieved by the 
introduction of a band of music, which played at 
intervals on a platform in the court of the in
terior. But the neglect and embezzlement of the 
directors would have reduced the whole building 
to a ruined condition, had it not been for the bene
volence of the late Sayd el Mahrooqee, who under
took the necessary repairs, and detected the mis
appropriation of its funds.

To each of these tombs is attached a mosk of 
the same date, as is also the case with those outside 
the city; and much interesting information may be 
obtained concerning the style of Saracenic architec
ture at different epochs, by a comparison of these 
numefous and splendid monuments.
,  Among the most remarkable mosks is the college 

of El Ez'her, founded originally by Goher el Qaeed, 
but rebuilt and considerably enlarged at a later 
period; each part bearing an inscription relative to 
the era and authors of its suc'bessive restorations 
to the year 1762.

There the Qoran'is particularly taught and 
studied; but, as in the ancient temple of Jerusalem, 
and tht modern Bayt-Allah at Mekkeh, idlers of
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all descriptions resort thither to buy and sell, read, 
sleep, and enjoy the coolness of its shady and 
extensive colonnades.

Close to the south-west angle is another hand
some mosk, and a little farther to the north is the 
small but celebrated Hassanin, dedicated to the two 
sons of Alee, whose relics it contains.

Like the Ez'her, it was built or restored at dif* 
ferent periods, the last addition dating in 1762, 
and bearing the name of Abd e’ Rahman Kéhia. 
The mooled, or birth-day of the Hassanin, is one 
of the greatest fêtes at Qaherah ; and a grand 
illumination, with the usual amusements of eastern 
fairs, continues for several days in this quarter.

The tomb of the patron saint, on these occasions, 
is always covered with the Kisweh, or sacred 
envelope, of embroidered cloth or velvet, like the 
ispov xo(Tjw,ov of the statues in ancient temples.

The Giama,* or Jama-t-e’ Sharawee, is another 
celebrated building, dedicated to one of the prin
cipal saints of the city ; and near the gate, called, 
Bab e’ Nasr, is the ancient mosk of Soltan Hâkem,*j’ 
third .king of the Fatemite dynasty. ,

This eccentric and immoral prince, assisted by a 
derwish, named Ismael, was the founder of the 
sect of Druses, still extant in Syria: and it is not a 
little singular, tha't, in a Cufic inscription over the 
wèstern door, he is treated as a prophet, with the

* The Arabic name for a mosk. 
t El Hakem be Omr lllah.
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same peculiar honors bestowed on the founder of 
Islam. But the ignorance of tbe modern Qahirenes, 
who are incapable of reading the Cufic, disguises 
from them a secret whose discovery would raise 
their indignation ; and I observed this feeling 
strongly evinced by some individuals to whom I 
read the passage contained in the inscription.

The arches are all pointed ; and as the date of its 
erection, which we learn was 393 A.H., or 1003 A.D., 
is nearly two hundred years before we had the 
same style of architecture in England, it stands as 
another important proof of their use at an early 
period in Saracenic buildings.

The Moaiud, founded between the years 1412 
and 1420, is another handsome mosk; and the 
neighbouring gate, called Bab Zooay'leh,* with its 
two elegant minarets, is a noble specimen of Eastern 
architecture.

The finest edifice in this city is unqestionably the 
Giama-t-e’ Soltan Hassan, immediately below the 
citadel, between the Roomaylee and the Sooq-e’ 
Sullalf; and its splendid porch ,and minaret are the 
a4miration of every traveller. The interior consists 
of an hypaethral court, having on each side a square 
recess, covered with a noble and majestic arch. 
At the east end are the niche for prayer and the 
mumber or pulpit ; and some colored glass vases of 
Syrian manufacture, bearing the name of the

*  Without this gate, at the junction of four streets, is the place 
assigned for capital punishments. There is another in the 
RoomayleS.
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Soltan, are suspended on either side. Behind, and 
forming part of the same building, is the tomb, 
which bears the date of 764 of the Hegira. It is 
surmounted by a large dome, like many others, of 
wood, on a basement and walls of stone, and the 
ornamental detail sare of the same materials.

Another curious and interesting mosk in this direc
tion is that of Ahmed ebn e’ Tayloon,* said to be built 
on the plan of the Qaaba at Mekkeh, which seems 
to have been that of all the oldest mosks founded 
by the Moslems. The centre is an extensive open 
court,t about one hundred paces square, surrounded 
by colonnades; those on three of the sides con
sisting of two rows of columns, twenty-five paces 
deep, and that on the eastern end of five rows; 
all supporting pointed arches,

The minaret, which rises from the exterior 
wall of circuit, has a singular appearance, owing to 
the staircase winding round the outside; and from 
the summit is one of the finest views of the citadel 
and town. Its novel form is said to have originated 
in the absent habits of its founder, and an »obser
vation of his Wizeer. He had found him uncon-•sciously rolling up a piece of parchment into a spiral 
form, and remarked, “ It was a pity his majesty had 
no better employment;” upon which the king, in 
order to obviate this ^pfession, replied, “ So far 
from trifling, I have been thinking that a minaret,

* Written Tooloon, but pronounced by the Qabirenes, Tayloon. 
t  The dome in the centre, where the ablutions for prayer are 

performed, is of later date than the rest of the building#
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built on this principle, would have many advantages ; 
and let that of my new mosk be erected of this form.”

The Giama-t-e’ Tayloon is the oldest building in 
Qaherah, having been founded ninety years before 
any other part of the city, in the year 879 A. D., or 
265 of the Régira ; as is attested by two Cufic in
scriptions on the walls of the court. The spot on 
which it stands was formerly called El Qottaeea, and 
was chosen by Ahmed Ebn e’ Tayloon, as a place of 
residence for himself and his troops ;* the area in 
the vicinity of the mosk being, as the name implies, 
divided into allotments, i n  reward for the services of 
those who had enabled him to usurp the sovereignty 
of the country. And it was not till long after the 
foundation of Qaherah, that this hill was enclosed 
within the walls, and became part of the capital of 
Egypt. Its modern name is Qala-tJ-el-Kebsh, the 
citadel of the ram ; and an idle tradition pretends to 
announce it as the spot where the ram was sacri
ficed by Abraham.

But the most remarkable circumstance relating 
to it is the architecture of the mosk, as it indis
putably proves the existence of the pointed arch 
upwards of three hundred years before its introduc
tion into England.

The slave-market, okalet e’s:elab, is a revolting
* This is noticed by Aboolfidda and other historians, 
t  I am indebted to Lord Munster for the real import of this 

word, Qottaeea. I had supposed it to refer to the quarries.
i  This < is a sort of digamma, like that of the French 

n’a-I-on pas.
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spectacle, even to the most curious visiter; but the 
cruel treatment so frequently mentioned by travel
lers, as the chaining together of these unfortunate 
people, and similar exaggerations, are proofs of a 
want of consideration in their authors.* The slave- 
dealers, however devoid of feeling they may be, 
and generally are, would of course be too much 
afraid of lessening the value of a slave to dream o£ 
such measures as the fancy of those persons has 
suggested, and a moment’s consideration would 
have pointed out their improbability.

Some of the gates of the city are well worthy of 
a visit. The most remarkable are the Bab e’ Nasr, 
or “ gate of victory j” the Bab el Fotooh, or “ gate 
of the opening;” and the Bab Zooayleh on the 
opposite or southern side of the original city. The 
Medeeneh, or “ city,” properly so called, stands in 
the space included between this parallel and that 
of the two former gates, and was all that existedf 
previous to the time of Yoosef Salah-e’deen.

Musr el Qaherah (corrupted hy the Italians into 
Cairo') was founded by Goher, a general of EbMoez, 
or Abdo Tummim, the first of the Fowatem or 
Fatemite dynasty who ruled in Egypt. He was 
sent in the year 358 of the Hegira (A. D. 969) with

* Every liberal mind mnsTTSfel^or the condition of thi *unfor- 
tunate class of beings; , and it was a poor compliment to the 
reader to suppose the necessity of inventing a story to excite his 
sympathy, or to the author thus to endeavour to prove his own. 

t  Except the Qottaeea before mentioned.
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a powerful army from Qayrawan, near Tunis, the 
capital of theFowatem of Western Africa, to invade 
Egypt ; and having succeeded in conquering the 
country, he founded a new city near the citadel of 
Qottaeea, under the name of El Qâherah,* which, 
in 362, became the capital instead of Postât.

El Moez then arrived with the whole of his 
court, and the Fowatem, bringing with them the 
bones of .their ancestors, for ever relinquished the 
country whose sovereignty they had also usurped, 
and which they still retained by leaving a viceroy 
in the name of their monarch.

The first part of the city erected by Goher was 
what is still called El Qasrayn, or the two palaces, 
one of which is the modern Méhkemeh or Qadee’s 
court.

The walls of Qâherah were built of brick, and 
continued in the same state till the reign of Yoosef- 
Salah-e’deen (Saladin), who substituted a circuit 
of stone, and united to the original town the

* Qafeerah is derived from Qaher, and has been translated “ vic
torious they however affirm that it signifies vexatious, and that 
it*was so called from the following eircumstance:—The architect 
being about to build the wall, agreed on a signal for laying the 
first stone, which was to be given by vibrating an. extended cord ;, 
but a crow having accidentally perched upon and shaken the 
cord, ¿he building was commenced contrary to his w ill; and 
through this unlucky omen and tE?vexation (q^her) he felt, the 
name of Qaherah was applied to the new city. Qaher is syno
nymous with ghoolb, in the Qamoos or Arab lexicon; and this 
word has the double meaning of dejection, both of spirits and of 
power.
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whole of that part lying between the Bab Zooayleh 
and the citadel.

Immediately before the arrival of Yoosef Salah- 
e’deen, who expelled the Fowatem, and established 
the Eiyoobite dynasty, the city had been attacked 
by the Franks, and partly burnt, in consequence of 
their success, about the year 1171; and this was an 
additional reason for adding by a stronger wall to 
the security of the capital of the country.

But Yoosef Salah-e’deen was not contented with 
this precaution. Observing the convenient position 
of the elevated rock to the south of the city for 
erecting a strong and commanding fortress,* he 
cleared and walled in that spot; and discovering a 
large well near the centre, which had been cut by 
the ancients, and was then filled with sand, he 
excavated it, and doubly increased this welcome 
supply f  by an aqueduct, which brought the water 
of the Nile from Fostat to the new citadel. It was at 
first merely a conduit supported on wooden pillars; 
but the stone aqueduct that now exists, and is still 
used for the same purpose, was afterwardsi sub-

* On the west wall of the citadel is an eagle in high relief, 
supposed to be the emhlem or banner o f Karakoosh, his minister 
and buifoon, whose name signifies, in Turkish, “ the black bird.”  
It has no inscription, nor does it appear to be ancient, or of any 
other date than the wall in WWCfT i t . is placed. Karakofish is 
also the name of Punch, in Arabic. The credulous believe that 
this eagle formerly uttered a cry when any calamity was about to 
happen to the city.

t  The water of the well no doubt filters through from the Nile.
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stituted by order of Soltan el Ghoree, about the 
year 1510.

It is probable that the well above mentioned, 
which now bears the name of Joseph’s Well, from 
the Calipli Yoosef, was hewn in the rock by the 
ancient Egyptians, like the tanks on the hill behind 
the citadel; and this is rendered more probable 
from the circumstance of there having been an old 
town, called Lioui Tkeshromi, on the site of the 
modern city. I t  consists of two parts, the upper 
and lower well, and a winding staircase leads to the 
bottom, a depth of about 260 feet.

Among other objects worthy of remark in the 
citadel, is the site of Joseph’s hall, a building that 
was supported on lofty and handsome granite 
columns, and removed in 1829 by order of Moham
med Ali, to make room for his projected mosk. 
From the platform yóu have a grand and command
ing view of the city; and below is the modern 
arsenal, a notable result of the energetic projects 
of the present Pasha. Parts only of the old citadel 
walls mow remain, the others having been replaced 
by bastions and curtains of European construc
tion*; and, what is singular, the only portion re
gularly fortified is that least open to foreign ag
gression, ithe town side.

Many of the si6ee/sr^WT^ublic fonts, also merit 
admiration, as curious specimens of the peculiari-

* A great part of the walls was blown up by the explosion of 
the powder magazine in 1823.
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ties of oriental taste; the most remarkable of which 
are those of Toossan and Ismail Pashas, the sons 
of Mohammed Ali, and some of older date in the 
centre of the town.

Without the walls, on the east side, are the tombs 
of the Memlook* kings, erroneously styled of the 
Caliphs. Attached to each is a handsome mosk, 
schools and dwelling-houses, and it is impossibly 
to look upon these splendid monuments of Saracenic 
architecture without feeling regret at their neglected 
condition and approaching ruin. They were erected 
by the kings of the Circassian or Borgite dynasty, 
who reigned from 1382 to the invasion of Soltan 
Seleem in 1517; and they have received the general 
appellation of El Qaeed Bai or Kaitbay, from one 
of those princes, who died and was buried there 
in 1496. Between them and the Bab e’ Nasr 
is a part of the old wall, called Boorg-e’ Ziffr, 
at whose northern angle is a staircase of curious 
construction, with some Cufic inscriptions. Many 
of the stones in the walls have remains of hiero
glyphics, and were probably brought from thb ruins 
of Heliopolis, or the site of Memphis. On tjje 
mounds that cover part of these walls, and command

* Memlook signifies a captive, or one in the possession of 
another. These princes were o-ginally slaves, and rose by merit, 
ambition, or intrigue, to the rank of beys and kings of Egypt. 
The first Memlook dynasty, the Baharite, was founded by the 
slaves of Saleh Eiyoob. The Memlooks who possessed Egypt at 
the time of the French invasion are called Ghooz, or warriors.

X 2
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the town, are several small stone forts, erected by 
the French, but now neglected; and immediately 
behind the citadel are some small Egyptian sepul
chral grottoes hewn in the face of the rock.

It is from the Bab e’ Nasr that the procession of 
the, pilgrims takes place, on their departure for 
Mekkeh*, and they thence repair to an open space 
near what is called El Qobbeh, f  previous to their 
meeting in the general place of rendezvous, at the 
Birket el Hag.

The population of Qaherah has been variously 
rated by different authors. It does not, however, 
appear to exceed two hundred and fifty-two thou
sand souls, and the total of the inhabitants of 
Egypt is perhaps now reduced to two millions, 
or even one and a half; being a decrease, in two 
hundred years, of about the same number. The 
city is supposed to contain thirty-six thousand

The Mahmel and the Kisweh are the chief objects in this 
procession. The former is a velvet canopy borne on a camel 
richly caparisoned, and was originally intended for the travelling 
seat of ^ e  wives o f the caliphs, who went to the holy land of 
Arabia. This and the mdkub, or pomp, that attends the pilgrims, 
w^re first suggested by Sheggeret e’ Door, the queen of Soltan 
Shleh, who was anxious to add to the splendor of the hitherto 
simple procession of the Moslems, and the dangers of the journey 
were at the same time greatly decreased by an additional reinforce
ment of guards. The kiswet e’ nebbee is the lining of the qaaba 
or teinple of Mekkeh, a rich ̂ BT^dorned with Arabic sentences 
embroidered in gold, and is yearly supplied from Qaherah, the 
old one being then returned, and divided into small portions for 
the benefit or satisfaction of the faithful, 

t  “ The d o m e w h e n c e  alcoba, alcove.
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inhabited houses, and is about two miles in length 
by half that in breadth. Through the centre runs 
a canal, which, during the inundation, is filled with 
water, and tends to cool the houses on its banks; 
but the unwholesome exhalation afterwards rising 
from it is more than a sufficient counterpoise to 
this temporary benefit, and ought to be a serious 
motive for raising its bed and for making it a street, 
which would be at once useful and ornamental to 
the city.

Among the improvements of the present Pasha 
may be noticed the Kroomfish manufactory near 
the Frank quarter; and, at Boolaq, the printing- 
office, the dock-yard, foundries, and other extensive 
establishments superintended by Europeans in his 
employ; and, in the vicinity of the city, the gar
dens of Shoobra and of the Island of Roda, the 
former of Mohammed Ali, the latter of Ibrahim 
Pasha, are worthy of notice.

The remains of Babylon, near Musr-el Ateekeb, 
also merit attention; and, among other objects 
shown by the monks who live there, is the chamber 
of the Virgin, the traditions concerning which h^ve 
been treated by the credulous with the same pious 
feelings as the tree at Heliopolis. The station of 
Babylon is evidently of Roman construction, and 
probably the same that is mentioned by Strabo, in 
which one of the three Roman legions was quar
tered. It formed part of the town of Fostat*, built

* Fostat, according to Aboolfidda, was the capital«of Egypt»
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by Amer, near the ruins of Babylon*, and the 
moskjf called after him, marks the spot of his en
campment, which subsequently became the centre 
of the city he had founded. The exterior of the 
Roman station;}; still reminds us of its former 
strength, which defied the attacks of the Arab in
vaders for seven months; and its solid walls still 
qontain a village of Christian, inhabitants. Over the 
triangular pediment § of the doorway, which is on 
the south side, appears to have been an inscription, 
long since removed; and in an upper chamber, 
above one of the bastions of this now closed en
trance, is an old Christian record, sculptured on 
wood, of the time of Diocletian, which is curious 
from its materials and the state of its preservation. ||

and royal residence, until the reign of Ahmed ebn e’ Tooloon. 
Babylon was called, in Coptic, Babel on, or Babel li Khemi.

*  Strabo says-that these Babylonians worshipped the Cynoce- 
phalus.

t. Having undergone frequent repairs, a very small portion of 
thè original edifice remains. Murad Bey was the last who rebuilt 
it, and, trhile excavating the substructions, several Cufic MSS. 
were discovered, of the finest parchment.

i  It is perhaps this to which Aboolfidda alludes, when he says, 
“ And in the spot where Fostat was built stood a qasr (palace or 
any large edifice) erected in old times, and styled qasr e’ shemma, 
i. e. ‘ of the candle;’ and the tent (fostat) of Amer was close to 
the moék called ‘ gàmat Amr.’ ...Btrabo also mentions a castle 
belonging to some Babylonians who settled here, but the one in 
question is the Roman station. The site may have been the 
same. Vide also Diodor. i. s. 56.

§ Under Us left hand corner is the Roman eagle.
I I applied for it to the Copt patriarch without success, but 

have-still tome hopes of procuring it for the British Museum.
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In the island of Roda*, opposite Musr el Atee- 

keh, is the Méqqeeàs or Nilometer. It consists of a 
square well or chamber, in the centre of which is a 
graduated pillar, for the purpose of ascertaining the 
daily rise of the Nile. This is proclaimed every 
morning in the streets of the capital by four criers, 
to each of whom a particular portion of the city is 
assigned. The opening of the canal, which carries 
the water to Qaherah, and has succeeded to the 
Amnis Trajanus, generally takes place during the 
first fortnight in August ; and, the night previous, 
festivities of all kinds commence on the river, in 
front of its mouth, and are continued until day
break. The signal for cutting the dam is given 
by the Pasha’s kéhiaf or deputy, and money is 
sparingly thrown into its bed, and eagerly scram
bled for by the peasants in the falling stream 
of the canal. At the mouth is a pillar of earth, 
styled harooset e’ Neel, “ the bride of the Nile,” 
which the Moslems pretend the humanity of Amer 
substituted for a virgin, previously sacrificed to the 
river god. But credulity revolts at the idèa of a 
human sacrifice in a Christian country so lojag 
under the government of a civilized nation ; and the 
invention J  of a similar fable discovers the igno-

* It was first fortified by the Baharite Memlooks; and many 
of the towers or bastions still remain.

t  Or kiaiha, properly Ket-liooda, a Persian word signifying 
viceroy or deputy.

i The East was always famed for fanciful notions and false
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ranee of a barbarian invader, who hoped to dupe 
posterity, and to establish his own credit, by mali
ciously misrepresenting the conduct of his enemy.

The Meqqeeas was formerly surmounted by a 
dome, bearing a Cufic inscription, and a date ac
cording with 847 of our era but being thrown 
down by accident, it has filled with its fallen 
Uocks a great part of the chamber or well at the 
base of the graduated column. It is this irregular 
mass that prevents our ascertaining the height of 
the column; and moreover at the low Nile, when 
the Meqqeeas is annually cleared out, a great
assertions. One of the most ridiculous is the Persian account of 
Alexander’s conquests in that country.

* It is said to have been erected by the Caliph Mamoon, who 
reigned from 813 to 833; but if the above date be correct, it must 
have been in the reign ofW athek Billah, his second successor, 
who reigned from 842 to 841. According to the Arab historians, 
Abd-el-Azeez, brother of the Caliph Abd-el-Melek, made the first 
nilometer at Helwdn, about the year 100; but, being found not 
to answer there, a new one was erected by Soolayman, son of that 
Caliph, in the Isle of Roda. Mamoon built another at the village 
of Banbenouda, in the Saeed, and repaired an old one which was 
at Ekhmim. But in 245 A. H. (A. D. 860) E l Motawukkel, 
tenth Caliph of the Abbaside dynasty, made a new one in the 
Isle of Roda, which is that used at the present day. The arches 
are all pointed, and are another proof of the early use of this 
style of building. The Cufic that remains has a , very ancient 
character. I removed the upper part of the staircase, in hopes of 
finding^he date repeated in the » istin g  inscription, but this merely 
contains passages of the Qoran, relating to the “ water sent by 
God from heaven,” which show the received opinion of the cause 
of the inundation, first alluded to by Homer, and occasionally 
discarded and re-admitted by succeeding authors, till a very late 
period. Vide D ’Herbelot, “ Nile.”
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quantity of the alluvial deposit is always left at its 
base, to the depth, they say, of about five feet.* 

Much difficulty has arisen from the various 
accounts given of the rise of the inundation. In 
the time of M'ceris,f according to Herodotus, eight 
cubits sufficed for* the irrigation of the land of 
Egypt; and nine hundred years afterwards, in the 
time of the historian, fifteen or sixteen; which 
would give between seven and eight cubits for the 
increase of the height of the land j during that 
period; but as this is impossible, we must either con
clude that he has confounded the measures of dif
ferent parts of Egypt, or that in one case the rise is 
calculated from the surface, and in the other from 
the base of the river. Fifteen or sixteen cubits were 
marked for the rise of the Nile on the statue of 
that deity at Home, as in the days of Herodotus, 
and without any increase since his time, so that it 
is probable that the average rise of the river re
mained the same; and this is further testified by 
the fact, that in the fourth century fifteen cubits 
were recorded by the Emperor Julian as the'height 
of the inundation In 1720, sixteen cubits are 
again mentioned as the requisite height for irrigat
ing the land, and the people were then said to

* If so, it exactly makes up sixteen cubits.
t  Diodorus seems to say that the first nilometer was made at 

Memphis.— Lib. i. c. 3.
I The soil has accumulated between seven and eight feet around 

the base of the obelisk at Heliopolis. The more northward, or 
down the stream, the less the rise of the land and bed of the river.
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make rejoicings, and to consider the Waffa Allah, 
or “ promise of God,” to be fulfilled, Pliny also 
allows sixteen cubits for an abundant harvest, and 
Plutarch gives fourteen as the least rise capable of 
producing benefit to the country about Memphis, 
twenty at Elephantine, and ‘six at Xois and 
Mendes,*

It is calculated that the pillar of the MeqqeeaS 
contains twenty-four cubits, a number which implies 
completion, and which may therefore be purely 
ideal, none being affixed to the scales marked upon 
it. And as each of these divisions or cubits f  
consists of twenty-four digits or palms, and is 21-^ 
inches long, it is exceedingly improbable j; that so 
slender a column should exceed the height of six
teen cubits, which would be about eighteen dia
meters, But though it has been erroneously 
stated that the cubits were of different lengths, 
it is certain that no accurate calculation can be 
obtained from, a column which has been broken, 
and repaired in such a manner, that one of the 
cubits 'remains incomplete; nor can I persuade 
myself that this pillar was intended to mark

* De Is. et Osir. 43.
t  In the nilometer of Elephantine each cubit consists of four

teen divisions, one of which is equal to two digits, and measures 
about one inch and three-fourths, and the length of the cubit is one 
foot eight inches and five-eighths.

J Pococke is of the same opinion. H e supposes “ there could 
not be above five or six” peeks, or cubits, below the eleven he saw 
“ above water” in 1738.
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upwards of sixteen cubits at the time of its 
erection. The elevation of the bed of the Nile has 
since altered the relative proportion of the rise of the 
water, and it passes about one cubit and two-thirds 
above the highest part of the column. At all 
events, we may be persuaded that the modern 
measurements are purely imaginary, and that, for 
instance, twenty-two cubits are equal only to seven-, 
teen cubits and five inches: allowance being made 
for the imperfect cubit, and calculating that the 
lowest scale is the sixteenth from the summit of 
the column. According to the Qahirenes the Nile 
is supposed to have risen eighteen cubits, when 
the canals are cut, which is called Waffa el Bahr.* 
The lowest inundation is reckoned at eighteen,' 
nineteen is tolerable (mondseb'), twenty good, 
twenty-one sufficient, twenty-two fills every canal, 
and is termed perfect {temdm); but twenty-four 
would overwhelm every thing, and do great injury 
to the country. Indeed it appears that the dis
cordant accounts given by various authors are 
owing to the base or standard level, from which the 
inundation of the Nile was measured, having beqp 
different, or having varied at different times or

* The criers, after this, call two from eighteen, to twenty-three 
from eighteen; then nineteen, agd so on; but no one b|lieve8 
that they state the rise of the river correctly.

t  According to Kalkasendas, the Caliph Omer (Ebn el Hattab) 
ordered a new nilometer to be built, in which two cubits should 
be added to the previous twelve. They then had four imaginary 
cubits,’’and reckoned to eighteen. Vide Pococke’s Observations.
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to their not having taken into consideration the 
elevation of the bed of the river; and we may 
fairly conclude that the water now rises exactly 
to the same proportionate level as formerly, and 
that it will continue to do so for ages to come.

Close to the Meqqeeas is the powder magazine, 
which some years ago was accidentally blown up, 
and had nearly destroyed what remains of thé 
nilometer, in consequeiice of which an order is now 
required for the admission of strangers.

The ride to Mataréëh, near which are the 
mounds of Heliopolis, and the obelisk of Osirtesen
I., occupies about two hours. Tradition speaks of 
another obelisk,* which formerly stood opposite to 
this; and we may readily credit it, since it was 
customary for the Egyptians to place them in pairs 

. before the entrance of their temples. Beyond them 
appears to have been an avenue of sphinxes, which 
probably extended to the north-west gate of the 
town.'l' The apexj of the obelisk appears, from its 
shape, once to have supported some ornamental 
device' probably of metal ; and the form of that of

* Pheron, the son of Sesostris, erected other two obelisks 
before this temple, one hundred cubits, or one hundred and fifty 
feet, in height!—Herodot. ii. 111.

t  Bragments of the sphinxes may he seen near the site of this 
gate.

X The apices of the obelisks of Luqsor, and of the smaller 
obelisk of Karnak, have a slight convexity at each of the angles; 
and, judging from the projection of the sides of the obelisks below 
them, were probably covered with bronze, gilt ?
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the Fyoom, also of Osirtesen, is equally singular. 
The lofty mounds of Heliopolis are mentioned by 
Strabo, as well as the lake in front of them; and 
his assertion regarding the antiquity of the temple 
is fully confirmed by the name of the first Osirtesen. 
Though small, it was a town of great celebrity, but 
it suffered considerably from the invasion of Cam- 
byses, and at the time of the geographer’s visit i^ 
was entirely deserted, though the houses in which 
Eudoxus and Plato had studied were still shown to 
the Greek traveller. Indeed Heliopolis ceased to 
be the seat of learning after the accession of the 
Ptolemies, and the schools of Alexandria succeeded 
to the ancient colleges of that city.

The name of the neighbouring village, Matareeh, 
signifying “ fresh water,” is borrowed from the Ain 
Shems ( “ fountain of the sun”) of ancient times; 
and the city of the sun is styled in scripture and in 
Coptic “ On.” The title of Bethshemes, “ the house 
of the sun,” was also applied to that town, and was 
synonymous with the old Egyptian name.*

The form of Heliopolis, judging from the iftounds 
of the wall of circuit, was irregular, and its utmost 
extent was only about 3750 feet by 2870. The 
houses lay on the north side, and covered a space 
of 575,000 square feet, to the south of which stood 
the Temple of the Sun. Towards the north-west

* In the hieroglyphics it is written Re-6i, or Ei-m-Re, the 
“ house” or “ abode of the sun.”
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extremity are remains of the sphinxes above alluded 
to, and the positions of several gates are traced in 
the apertures of the mounds.

A large road led, in a south-east direction, from 
the gate on the desert side, to Arsinoe (now Sooez), 
and a smaller one crossed the hills of the Moquttum 
in a southerly direction, and rejoined the valley of 
.the Nile near the modern village of Toora.

The bull Mnevis * shared-with Ra, or Phre, the 
worship of this city, and was one of the most noted 
among the sacred animals of Egypt.

The gardens of Matareeh were formerly re
nowned for the balsam they produced, but which 
is now no longer cultivated there; and in one of 
them is a sycamore tree, under which the holy 
family is said to have reposed. In the houses of 
the village are several fragments of stones, bearing 
parts of hieroglyphic sentences, which have been 
removed from the old town, and many pieces of 
petrified wood lie scattered in the vicinity.

Five miles farther to the east is the Birket el 
Hag, &r lake of the pilgrims, the rendezvous of the 
I^ekkeh caravan. It was in the neighbouring plain 
that Soltan Seleem encamped in 1517, previous to 
his defeat of Toman Bay, the successor of El 
Ghooree; by which event the sceptre of the Mem-

* Mnevis, according to Plutarch, was hlack, and was “ ho
nored with a reverence next to that paid to Apis, whose sire some 
pretend him to be.”— De Is. s. xxxiii.
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look kings was transferred to the victorious Osman- 
lee, and Egypt became a Turkish province.

Returning to Qaherah, about one mile and a half 
to the left, is a red gritstone mountain, which rises 
over the calcareous strata of the Gebel Moquttum.* 
The gritstone, which gradually runs into a cherty 
rock, contains numerous calcedonies, and is of the 
same nature as the vocal statue at Thebes. And 
owing to the quality of the stone, which renders it 
peculiarly adapted for mills, this mountain has been 
quarried from a very early period to the present 
day, as may be seen from the fragments that are 
found at Heliopolis, The same species of rock rises 
here and there to the southward, upoJi the slope of 
the limestone mountains; and the bed above it con
tains petrified wood of various kinds. The prin
cipal mass of this may be seen four miles to the 
south-south-east of the red mountain, where, be
sides thorn-bearing trees, are some jointed stems 
resembling bamboos, one of which is about fifteen 
feet in length, broken at each of the knots; and on 
the Sooez road are some specimens of petrified 
palms.

The journey to the Red Sea presents nothing of 
interest. The distance to Sooez, in a horizontal 
straight line, is about sixty-nine miles, the windings

* Called also Gebel e’Godshee, from a shekb’s tomb there. 
Among the other fossils in this mountain I have found the crab, 
echinus, &c.; and in the lower rocks, immediately behind the 
citadel, are shark’s teeth, perhaps a later formation Aan the 
mountain of the Moquttum itself.
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of the shortest road increasing it to about seventy- 
four ; and the position of that town is 29° 59' 12' 
N. lat. and 32° 35' long. E. from Greenwich.

To the north-east of Belbays, Bubastis Agria, or, 
in Coptic, Plielbes, is the entrance of the canal 
Hero. I t  course is nearly due east for about thirty- 
five miles, when it curves to the southward, and 
wins by the bitter lakes to the Red Sea. Several 
mounds mark the sites of, ancient towns on its 
banks, the largest of which is that called by the 
French Abookescheyd, supposed to be Heroopplis,' 
or, according to M. Champollion, the Avaris* of the 
shepherd kings. But the only remains there con
sist of a block of granitef of the time of Remeses II., 
or Sesostris, ornamented with three sitting figures 
in high relief; and some unsculptured fragments.

This canal was first commenced by Sesostris, 
continued by Psamaticus II.:j; and Darius, and com
pleted by the Ptolemies; and though more ca
pable than formerly, owing to the elevation of the 
bed of the Nile, of being used for commercial in-

* This is very doubtful.
t  A copy of the hieroglyphics on this tablet is given in my 

Materia Hier., p. 125. The figures in front are of Ra, Atmoo, 
and the king. Atmoo and Ra were worshipped in the Delta and 
its vicinity, as Pthah at Memphis, and Amun in the Thebaid.

I ^  I conclude from Strabo, lib. xvii. Diodorus calls him 
Ñecos, the son of Psamaticus, lib. i. s. 33. Pliny says it was 
100 feet in breadth and 40 in depth; that it was commenced by 
Sesostris, continued by Darius and Ptolemy (Philadelphus) to the 
bitter springs (lakes), and abandoned from fear of the greater 
height of the Red Sea. But I have seen its mouth and channel' 
close to Sooez. Plin. vi. c. 29, s. 33.
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tercourse with the Red Sea, it has been entirely- 
closed by the present pasha,* who has employed 
its superfluous stream for the irrigation of the land 
now cultivated around the town he has there 
founded. Indeed, if the bed of the river has risen 
af Thebes t  seven feet in seventeen hundred years, 
as some have inferred from the position of an 
inscription on the pedestal of the vocal Memnoq, 
the difference must be very, great in every part of 
Egypt from the time of Sesostris, or even from that 
of the Ptolemies to the present day. This statue 
was raised about 1420 B.C., and placed of course 
far above the reach of the inundation,;}; which now 
rises to the height of seven feet eight inches above 
the base of its pedestal, and about ten inches above 
the level of the soil; and if, as is probable, the 
pavement of the dromos was exposed in the time 
of the Romans, we should allow about seven feet 
for the rise of the bed of the river at Thebes (which 
is always in proportion to that of the soil of Egypt), 
from the time of Antoninus and Adrian, or seven 
feet in seventeen hundred years.

A Survey, published by Mr. Maclarin on the 
respective levels of the Nile, Red Sea||, and Medi-

* It has been more than once proposed by the English to re
open it, and as often refused by the Pasha and his advisers^

t  And of course in every other part of the valley in proportion.
J It stands on a sandy soil. Vide p. 40.
§ Edinburgh Philosophical Journal, Oct. 1825.
II Pliny says the Red Sea was found to be three cubits, or four 

feet and a half, higher than the land of Egypt, in the time of the 
Ptolemies.— Lib', vi, c. 29.

y
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terranean, gives the following results: the surface 
of the Red Sea is fifteen feet higher than the low 
Nile about Qaherah; about five lower than the 
river during its inundation; and thirty feet higher 
than the Mediterranean; but in the former, the rise 
and fall of a tide of nearly six feet must be allowed 
for.* This agrees pretty well with the statement vf 
Pliny, since his four feet and a half are reckonea 
above the level of the land: which, allowing about 
three feet for the water of the inundation above the 
surface, is now, two higher than the sea; having 
consequently increased between six and seven about 
Qaherah, since the time of Ptolemy Philadelphus, or 

' in 2100 years. But this is merely an approximate 
calculation.

It is remarkable that snails, so very common 
throughout the Isthmus of Sooez are not met with 
to the south of Wadee Askher, or about latitude 
29° 20', but I do not here perceive any change in 
the productions of the soil; and the line of distinc
tion in the vegetable world may be drawn about 
latitude 28° 50', a little to the south of which com-

After the vernal equinox, the Red Sea is lower than in winter; 
but the "prevalence of the south wind after the month of Sep
tember causes a considerable rise of its level.

t  "Bhe town of Sooez probably stands on the site of Qolzim; 
vide note on Omer, in my Chronological List of the Caliphs. 
Some pretend that Qolzim signifies “ destruction,”  (¿. e. of 
Pharaoh’s host,) and that the name of the neighbouring mountain 
of Attdqa, “ deliverance,” refers to the Exodus of the Israelites. 
The Moslems say it was so called from being the first signal of 
deliverance from the perils of the pilgrimage.
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mence the granites and other primitive mountains 
of the desert. Beyond el Khanka is the depot of the 
uew troops; and about Belbays, are several ruined 
towns on lofty mounds, traditionally called “ of the 
Jew s;” probably from those who settled about 
Onion,* and the same who joined with Mithridates 
of Pergamus, on his advancing to assist J. Cæsar.

Though last, not least, among the objects worthy 
of notice in the vicinity of the metropolis, are the 
pyramids of Geezeh. Pliny says they stand on the 
barren and rocky African hills between the Delta 
and Memphis, from which last they are distant 
about half as far again as the Nile. That of Cheops, 
or rather of Suphis, covered an area of about 
570,000 square feetf ; but now stript of the exterior 
tier of stones, the total length of each face, without 
the casing^, is reduced to 732 feet, and its actual 
height to 474.§ The entrance is nearly in the centre, 
and a passage descending at an angle of 27° termi
nates in an unfinished chamber, below the level of 
the ground. About 100 feet from the entrance, this

* These are perhaps the “ five cities in the land of Egypt,” 
which, according to Isaiah, were to “ speak the language of 
Canaan.”— Ch. xix. 18. “ The city of destruction” also reads
“ the city of the sun.”

t  The area of Lincolu’s-inn-fields approaches very nearly to 
that of the great pyramid, being about five hundred arifi. fifty 
thousand square feet, according to a rough measurement of paces.

i  Or the outermost tier of stones. The coating of the third 
pyramid is of granite, that of the others of limestone; but not 
of marble, as has been asserted, and much less of granite.

§ The total height, if entire, being four hundred and ninety- 
four feet, and, with the casing, five hundred and two.

T 2
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passage is joined by an upper one, which ascends 
at the same angle to the great gallery, when it runs 
horizontally into what is called the Queen’s Cham
ber. But the gallery itself, continuing at an angle of 
27°, leads to a larger room, called the King’s Cham
ber,* in which is a sarcophagusf of red granite, 7 f. 
4 in. by 3 f . ; being only 3 in. less than the width 
of the door by which it was admitted. At the 
bottom of the great gallery is the well; and it was 
by this that the workmen descended, after they had 
closed the lower end of the upper passage, which 
was done with blocks of granite.J And having 
gone down by the well, and reached the lower pas
sage, they followed it upwards to the mouth, which 
they also closed in the same manner. But those 
who opened the pyramid, in order to avoid the gra
nite blocks, at the junction of the two passages, 
forced a way through the side; and it is by this that 
you now ascend, in going to the great gallery.

Several other chambers and passages, hitherto 
undiscovered, no doubt exist in the upper part of 
the pyramid; and one§ seems to me to be con
nected with the summit of the great gallery. I

* Before this chamber are four granite grooves, in each of which 
was a portcullis, from 1 ft. 4 to 1 ft. 10 thick, which closed the 
entrance. The chamber is also lined with granite.

t  'This was either placed here before the roof was added, which 
is very improbable, or was introduced by means of the screw.

Í The quality of this stone was carefully concealed by a trian
gular piece of limestone, fitted into the ceiling of the passage. 
Its falling betrayed the secret by exposing the granite.

§ The tubes in the great chamber may possibly communicate 
with this passage over the grand gallery.
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suppose it first to run upwards in a contrary direc
tion to tlie north, from that end which is above the 
well; where a block, apparently of granite, projects 
at the complement of the usual angle of these pas
sages. It probably turns afterwards, and extends in 
a southerly direction over the great gallery. Above 
what is called the King’s Chamber is a low room*, 
I may say entresol, which should support another 
similar chamber; and the stone, at the south-west 
corner of it has probably been let in after the work
men had closed the above-mentioned passage; so 
that this room served also as an outlet from the 
upper apartments, as the well from those about the 
great gallery. The names of Aibek, Baybers,f and 
Soltan Mohammed occur at the entrance of the 
great gallery, but they were probably written by 
some one who wished to deceive future visiters.

This pyramid is said to have been opened by the 
caliph Mamoon];, about the year 820; and the long 
forced passage, to the east and below the level of 
the present entrance, is supposed to have been made 
at that time. Great hopes were entertained, say

* Called Davison’s Chamber, in honour of its first discoverer, 
t  Aibek, the first king of the Baharite Memlooks, reigned in 

1250, Baybdrs in 1260; and as we find the word Saeed following 
the name of Mohammed, this was perhaps the snnopssnr of 
Baybers.

1 Not Maymoon, as some have erroneously written it. This 
word signifies a baboon. Ebn Abd-el-Hokra says that a statue 
resembling a man was found in the sarcophagus; and in the 
statue was a body, with a breast-plate of gold and jewels, and 
characters, written with a pen, which no one understood. Lord 
Munster found some bones of an ox in the sarcophagus.
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the Arab historians, of finding a rich treasure ; but 
it was soon discovered that the pyramid had been 
previously opened and reclosed, and the caliph had 
nearly finished his vain search, when the people 
began to evince their discontent, and to censure 
his indiscretion. To check their murmurs, he had 
recourse to artifice. He secretly ordered a large 
sum of money to be conveyed to, and buried in, the 
innermost part of the excavated passage; and the 
subsequent discovery of the supposed treasure, 
which was found to be about equal to what had been 
expended, satisfied the people, and the caliph thus 
gratified his own curiosity at the expense of their 
labor, their money, and their unsuspecting credulity.

It has always been a matter of surprise that no 
hieroglyphics are met with, either in the interior or 
on the exterior of the pyramids, and that, above all, 
the sarcophagus* should be destitute of those sacred 
characters, so generally found on Egyptian monu
ments. Herodotus says he saw an inscription on 
the frontf, and, by his account, it seems to have 
been in the Enchorial or in the Hieratic character; 
bui the Enchorial did not exist at the time of 
its erection, and the Hieratic, from not being monu-

* It is remarkable that the door of the chamber is only just large 
enough*to admit it. Was it introduced by means of the screw, or 
before the roof and upper part of the pyramid were built ? I 
think it was put in afterwards. It emits a fine sonorous sound on 
being struck. It is 3 ft. 1 in height. The door is 3 ft. 3 broad.

t  Abd-el-Azefes also mentions hieroglyphics on the great 
pyramid. He is generally very accurate, but the authority of 
Arab writers can seldom be relied upon.
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mental, could scarcely have been used for such 
a purpose. His “ figures of animals ” on the 
causeway appear to allude more particularly to 
hieroglyphics; but as the exteriors, both of the 
causeway and the pyramids, are lost, we cannot 
now decide this question. At all events, we may be 
certain that the stones, mentioned by some writers, 
in the walls of the adjacent tombs, were not takem 
from the pyramids; nor is any one of them anterior 
in date to the great pyramid, since their position 
is evidently regulated by the direction of that 
monument. In the hieroglyphic, inscriptions of 
the tombs, the names of the kings are of very great 
antiquity, long before the accession of the sixteenth 
dynasty ; and we may trace, in one instance, a name 
very much resembling that of Suphis, the supposed 
founder of the Great Pyramid. Some of the royal 
ovals are preceded by the title of priest instead of 
king, which occurs again in some of the oldest 
tombs in Upper Egypt; and this fact alone would 
suffice to prove their great antiquity, and conse
quently d fortiori that of the pyramids themselves*.

I do not pretend to explain or decide the seal 
object for which these stupendous monuments were 
constructed, but feel persuaded that they may have

* Contrary to the opinion of some, who suppose from flie pyra
mids not being mentioned in the Bible, or in Homer, that they 
did not exist before the Exodus, or in the time of the poet. The 
presence of the name of Remeses the Great (who preceded the 
Trojan war) in a very secondary position, sufficiently answers the 
latter objection.
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served for tombs, and also have been intended 
for astronomical purposes. For though it is in vain 
to look for the pole-star at the bottom of a passage 
descending at an angle of 27°, or to imagine that a 
dosed* passage, or a pyramid covered with a smooth 
and inaccessible casing, were intended for an obser
vatory, yet the form of the exterior might lead to 
many useful calculations. They stand exactly due 
north and south; and while the direction of the 
faces to the east and west might serve to fix the 
return of a certain period of the year, the shadow 
cast by the sun, or the time of its coinciding with 
their slope, might he observed for a similar purpose.

* The second was opened by Belzoni in 1816, but he found, 
from an inscription in the chamber, that it had been entered 
before and reclosed by the Soltan Alee Mohammed. Strabo says 
the great pyramid was closed by a stone fitted into the mouth of the 
passage; and a further proof of its having been opened before the 
time of the caliph Mamoon is drawn from Pliny, who speaks of a 
well of eighty-six cubits in depth, by which it was supposed that 
the Nile water was admitted. Eighty-six cubits, or one hundred 
and twenty-nine feet,, do not, however, agree with the depth of 
what is noy called the well, which is nearly two hundred t and it 
is possible that he is speaking of the lower passage, which, in 
his time, may have been cleared only to that distance. At all 
events, we must conclude that the pyramid had been purposely 
or accidentally closed before the time of the caliph. With regard 
to the admission of the water of the Nile, mentioned by Herodotus, 
the much lower level of the river at once prevents the possibility 
of its beiiig introduced into the pyramid, the base of which is even 
now upwards of one hundred feet above the surface of the water 
during the inundation, and must have been more in the time of 
Herodotus, and still more again at the period of its erection. Pliny, 
who was not led away by credulity and want of judgment, justly 
questions t^e story, and observes that the Nile is much lower.
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The style of building in the second pyramid is in

ferior to that of the first, and the stones used in its 
construction were less carefully selected, though 
united witb nearly the same kind of cement. Nor 
was all the stone of either pyramid brought from 
the quarries of the Arabian mountains* but the 
outer tier or casing was composed of blocks hewn 
from their compact strata. This casing, part of. 
which still remains on the second pyramid of 
Cephren or Sensuphis, is in fact merely formed by 
levelling or planing down the upper angle of the 
projecting stepsf, and was consequently, as Hero
dotus very justly observes, commenced from the 
summit. The passages in the second pyramid are 
very similar to those of the first; but there is no 
gallery, and they lead only to one main chamber, 
in which is a sarcophagus, sunk in the floor. It 
is remarkable that this pyramid appears to have 
had two entrances; an upper one, by which you 
now enter, and another about sixty feet below it, 
which is still unopened. One hundred and thirty

* The Troici lapidis mons of Ptolemy and Strabo. Pliny 
(xsxvi. 12) also mentions these quarries: “ Pyramis amplissimaex 
Arabicis lapidicinis constat.” The mountain is now called Gebel 
Maasara; vide Herodotus, ii. c. 8. A great, perhaps the greatest, 
part of the blocks in the pyramids is of the nummulite rock of 
the Libyan mountains.

t  Being misled by the usual notion of an actual casing, finished 
from the summit, I ascended the second pyramid, in the vain hope 
of discovering some clue to the position of the stones, which might 
decide this point; but the subsequent examination of other 
Egyptian buildings, without a similar risk, fully explqjned its 
fallacy, in the manner I have already noticed. Vide p. 1*13.
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feet from the mouth of the upper one was a granite 
portcullis, and the other was closed in the same 
manner about one hundred feet from its entrance. 
A little beyond the latter portcullis, is a long narrow 
chamber; and the passage is afterwards united with 
the upper one by an ascending talus. The actual 
height of the second pyramid is about four hundred 
«and thirty-nine feet, and the length of its base six 
hundred and ninety; but if entire, its height would 
be increased to about four hundred and sixty-six feet.

The third pyramid of Mycerinus, Moscheris, or 
Mecherinus,* has not yet been opened. It differs 
from the other two, being built in almost perpendi
cular degrees, to which a sloping face has been 
afterwards added. The outer layers were of red 
granite, and many of them still remain ; nor can 
we doubt the justness of Pliny’s remark, when he 
says,—“ The third, though much smaller than the 
other two,” was “ much more elegant,” from the 
“ Ethiopian stone”, (granite of E ’Souan) that 
clothed it. The exterior of the lowest row of the 
second was also of the same stone, which is testified 
by the blocks and fragments that lie scattered 
about its base, and by the evidence of Herodotus.'}’

* Diodorus says the name of this king was written on its north 
face.

t  Lib. ii. 121. “ The first tier is of Ethiopian stone of various
colors,” which is the Syenite or “ pyropcecilon” of Pliny. Lib. 
xxxvi. c. 8. The expression “ first tier,”  like the “ .¡Ethiopicis 
lapidibug assurgit 363 pedibus” of Pliny, does not require the 
granite To extend beyond the surface.
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The Sphinx stands nearly opposite the south-east 

end of the pyramid of Cephren. Between its paws 
were discovered an altar and some tablets, but no 
entrance was visible. Pliny says they suppose it 
the tomb of Amasis; a tradition which arose, no 
doubt, from the resemblance of the name of the 
king, by whose order the rock was cut into this 
form, Thothmes IV., to that of the Saite monarch.* 
But one author has gone farther, and given to 
Amasis* the pyramids themselves. The cap of the 
Sphinx, probably the pshent, has long since been 
removed; but a cavity in the head attests its former 
position, and explains the mode in which it was 
fixed. The mutilated state of the face, and the 
absence of the nose, have led many to the erroneous 
conclusion that the features were African; but by 
taking an accurate sketch of the face, and restoring 
the Egyptian nose, any one may convince himself 
that the lips, as well as the rest of the features, 
perfectly agree with the physiognomy of a Pharaoh; 
for the reader must be aware that this and all other 
sphinxes are emblematic representations of Egyniinn 
kings.f

* Lucan, 1. ix. v. 155, says: “ Pyramidum tumulis evuisus 
Amasis.” Lucan was not remarkable either for accuracy or 
poetical composition; and in another place he buries the î'tole- 
mies il» these monuments : “ Cum Ptolemæorum manes . . .  
pyramides claudant.”

t  From the name and hieroglyphics on the tablet in front of it, 
we may conclude it is of Thothmes IV. It is needless to add, that
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In the vicinity of the great pyramids are several 
tombs of individuals, supposed to be the chief 
people of Heliopolis; and in one in particular, at 
the western part of this cemetery, are some interest
ing sculptures.* Trades, boats, a repast, dancing, 
agricultural scenes, the farm, the wine-press, and 
other subjects, are here represented; and in the 
•adjoining tomb, to the north, are the names of some 
very old kings, but in this instance merely having 
the title of priests. Indeed, I believe these sculp
tures and buildings to be the oldest in Egypt, not 
excepting the catacombs of Beni-Hassan.

The grottos of E’ Sioot, the capital of Upper 
Egypt, are also of a very early date, as well as 
some others in the vicinity of Qasr e’ syad, which 
is opposite How, or Diospolis Parva.

Near the eastern face of the rock on which the 
pyramids are built, and almost opposite the south
east angle of that of Cheops, is a small but curious 
tomb, containing a complete and satisfactory speci
men of the use of the Egyptian numbers, from units to 
thousands, prefixed to goats, cattle, and asses, which 
aiTe brought to be registered by the scribes, as con
stituting part of the possessionsf of the deceased.
Egyptian sphinxes are never female. They signify the union of 
intellect and physical force.

* Marked Q, in the Survey, under Pyramids of Geezeh.
t  Tomb marked I. This alludes to the weekly, monthly, or 

yearly census of the cattle, made during his lifetime, and not, as 
might be imagined, after his death. He is frcscnt to receive the 
accounts:
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Two stone causeways still remain, one to the 

north and another to the south, by which the 
blocks were carried on sledges to the pyramids. 
The former was, according to Herodotus, five 
stades long, ten orgyies (fathoms) in breadth 
and eight in height, and was adorned with the 
figures of animals or hieroglyphics; nor was it' 
completed in less than ten years. Though the siz^ 
of a stade is uncertain, we may take an average of 
six hundred feet, which will require this causeway 
to have been three thousand feet in length; a 
measurement according precisely with the thousand 
yards of Pococke, though we can now no longer 
trace its extent for more than 1424 feet. Its breadth 
is only thirty-two feet, the outer faces having 
fallen, but the height of eighty-five exceeds that 
given by Herodotus ; though it is evident, from the 
actual height* of the hill, to whose surface the cause- 
wayf necessarily reached, and from his allowing a 
hundred feet from the plain to the top of this hill, 
that the expression eight orgyies is an oversight 
either of the historian or of his copyists. *It was

* From eighty to eighty-five feet, with a gradual ascent towards 
the Great Pyramid, which will make up the hundred feet of Hero
dotus. 1. ii. s. 127.

t  The observations of Diodorus on this causeway, which, he 
says, owing to the sandy base on which it was built, has totally dis
appeared, are as ill-judged as his idea of machinery not having 
yet been invented. Lib. i. s. 63. His mentioning the “ polished 
stones” shows he alludes to the causeway.
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repaired by the caliphs and Memlook kings, who 
made use of this same causeway to carry back to the 
Arabian shore those blocks that had before cost so 
much time and labor to transport from its mountains; 
and several of the finest mosks of the capital were 
constructed with the stones of the quarried pyramids.*

The view from the top of the Great Pyramid is 
jextensive, and during the inundation ¡larticularly 
interesting. On the summit of that of Cephren is 
an Arabic inscription, which, though four or five 
English travellers have ventured to ascend it, has 
not yet been copied.

The pyramid said to have been erected by the 
daughter of Cheops,f consisting of many hundred 
stones, is a hundred and twenty-two feet square, J 
and stands in the centre of the three, as Herodotus 
observes, before that of her father.

* Among the buildings constructed with the stones of the pyra
mids, are the mosks of Soltan Hassan, and El Ghdoree, the 
Morostan, the citadel, &c,

t  Th» date of the pyramids given by Herodotus is evidently 
very erroneous, since he places Cheops-after Moeris and Sesostris. 
Sjiphis is also said to have been the founder of the first pyramid, 
as Sensuphis, his brother, of the second; and Moscheris, or Men- 
cheres, of the third; and the era of these monarchs, about 2090 
B. C., is much more to be trusted to than that of Herodotus. 
Diodorus says they were erected one thousand years before his time. 
Perhaps this Sesostris is the one I have mentioned in a note on 
Remeses II. in my chronological list of kings.

i  Herodotus says one plethrum and a half, about 150 feet; its 
ruined condition may account for the difference.
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Besides the three great pyramids are six of 

smaller dimensions, and the vestiges of a seventh,* 
five of which are built in degrees or terraces.

The rock hereabouts abounds in nummulites and 
other fossil remains, common, as Pliny justly 
observes, in the rocks of the African chain, but 
which Strabo supposed to be a petrified residue of 
the lentils of the workmen. If he had merely 
noticed lentils as being used by them, we should 
have been contented, for they must have constituted 
their principal food; and Herodotus mentions three 
roots, the onions, and garlic, all of which are 
in common use among the lower orders of Egyptians 
to the present day. And the total expense (says 
the historian) for their food amounted to sixteen 
hundred talents of silver, which was recorded on 
the exterior of the pyramid in the language of the 
country.;};

A hundred thousand men§ were employed in the 
construction of the Great Pyramid, and in cutting 
and transporting the stone from the Arabian moun
tain ; but these were relieved every three tnonths

* Which is before the Great Pyramid, marked K. It could 
not have existed even in Herodotus’ time, as he only mentions 
three.

•f Raphanus sativus, var. edulis, but not horse-radish.
J His expression, “ writing,” would lead us to ,infer it was not 

in hieroglyphics. This sum is equal to 200,0001. sterling.
§ Herod, ii. 124. Pliny says three hundred and sixty thousand 

men were employed for twenty years, and that the three pyramids 
were made in seventy-eight years and four months.
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by the same number; and besides the twenty years 
employed in erecting the pyramid itself, ten others 
were occupied in constructing the causeway, and a 
considerable time in clearing and levelling the hill 
on which it stands.*

At Aboo-rbash, about five miles to the north
ward, is another ruined pyramid, which, from the 
decomposed state of the stone, must be consider
ably more ancient than those just mentioned. It 
stands on the ridge of hills that skirt the desert 
behind Kerdaseh, but it now presents nothing more 
than an underground chamber, twenty paces by 
thirteen, and the base of the original structure. 
In the vale to the north of it are other remains.

The name of Busiris seems to be retained in that 
of the modern Abooseer; and it was from this 
villagef they were accustomed, according to Pliny, 
to ascend the pyramids. Indeed, Diodorus speaks 
of rude steps cut in the casing on one side of 
that of Cephren; J  but it does not appear at 
what time the dilapidation of the pyramids com-

* That is, the area around i t ; for the pyramid stands on an 
eievated rock, which forms its nucleus, and extends to the height 
perhaps of 73 feet from the level of the base, or about 178 from 
the level of the underground chamber. This chamber is about 
the same depth below the base of the pyramid as the plain 
under the rock.

f

t  Men of the village, not visiters. The ascent must then have 
been difficult, and the exterior coating still existed. Busiris can
not have been on the s i te  of Abooseer. T h e “  Quis illaudati nescit 
Busiridis aras”  of Virgil sh o u ld  refer to this village rather than to 
the supposed king Busiris.

i Died. i. 64.
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menced, though, if we may believé Abd-e’Lateéf, it 
must have taken place at a late period.

The pyramids of Abooseer present nothing inte
resting; but those of Saqqara are worthy of a 
visit. The larger one, built in degrees, is, if I may 
use the expression, a hollow dome, supported here 
and there by wooden rafters. At the end of the 
passage, opposite the entrance 'to this dome, is a 
small chamber, lately re-opened, on whose door-way 
are some hieroglyphics containing the square title, 
but not the name, of a very old king.* The room 
was lined with blue slabs, similar to those now 
called Dutch tiles.f All had been carefully closed 
and concealed by masonry, but the treasures it con
tained, i f  any, had long since been removed.

In the face of the rocks to the eastward, which 
are near the cultivated land, is a vaulted tomb of 
the time of the second Psamaticus, of hewn stone ; 
the oldest stone arch hitherto discovered, having 
been erected six hundred years before our era.

In the pits of the extensive cemetery around 
these pyramids, objects of curiosity and value aré 
frequently met with; and here, as about the pyra
mids of Geezeh, representations of Pthah Sokar,j]

* But this chamber and passage appear to be of a latpr date 
than the rest of the pyramid.

f  The manufacture of vitrified porcelain was a very old 
Egyptian invention, and continued in Egypt till a late period, even 
after the Arabian conquest and the foundation of M ust el Qaherah.

i  Mr. Salt has derived the name of Saqqhra from the title of 
the deity of Memphis,—Vide Herod, hi. 37. '
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the pigmy figure mentioned by Herodotus, are often 
found by those v/ho excavate near the tombs.
- The stone pyramids of Dashoor have both been 
opened; their entrances being on the northern face, 
as in those of Geezeh. The summit of the southern
most one was finished at a different angle from the 
lower part; and from its being the only pyramid 
of this form, I am inclined to think they depressed 
the angle in order more speedily to complete it; for 
had it retained its original talus, it would have been 
considerably higher.* Here are also two crude 
brick pyramids, in one of which the base of a 
chamberf may be traced.

Large groves of sont,| or acanthus, extend along 
the edge of the cultivated land, and have succeeded 
to those mentioned by Strabo.

At Mit-raheny are the mounds and site of ancient 
Memphis, Momf or Menf,§ whose name is still 
traditionally preserved by the modern Egyptians. 
In the time of Aboolfidda, A. D. 1342, the remains 
of this city were very extensive, of which now 
little or nothing exists but a large colossus of 
Remeses II., a few fragments of granite, and some

* In the passage, which is as usual on the north side, are some 
hieroglyphics, cut by a visiter at a late period.

t  I  have already observed that crude brick vaults and arches 
were known to the Egyptians, at least as far back as the year 
1540 B.C., and probably at a much earlier period. The chambers 
of the brick pyramids at Thebes are vaulted, and we can scarcely 
suppose that the roofs of these were supported in any other way.

J The mimosa, or acacia nilotica.
§ CaKed also Old Musr.
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substructions. Herodotus and Diodorus state that 
two statues were erected by this monarch, one of 
himself and another of his queen, with those of four 
of his sons,* before the temple of Vulcan or Pthah; 
and it, is probable that this is one of those they men
tion. The two former were thirty cubits, forty-five 
feet high; the other four, twenty cubits. This 
colossus is unfortunately broken at the feet, and part 
of its cap is wanting; but its total height may be 
estimated at forty-two feet eight inches, without the 
pedestal.

Though the mounds of this city lie chiefly about 
Mitraheny, it is probable that the Serapeum was in 
the direction of Saqqara, as we learn from Strabo 
that il? was in a “ very sandy spot,” which could 
only be near the desert; and, judging from the size 
of Thebes, and allowing that the Serapeum was 
without the walls (for Macrobiusf affirms that the 
temple of this deity was never admitted within an 
Egyptian town), we can easily account for the great 
distance^ between those mounds and the sands of 
the desert; on which too the Nile has considerably 
encroached§ since the time of the Ptolemies. ->

* I consider that Sesostris and Remeses II. are the same king. 
His wife and children are mentioned in the notes of p. 20 and 21. 

t  Saturn, i. c. 4. * *
i  Diodorus allows the circuit of Memphis to have been a hun

dred arid fifty stades, between seventeen and eighteen miles. He 
also mentions the statues of Sesostris. Lib. i. 50. 57.
' § M. Savary, M- Dolomieu, and other savans, have long since

z 2
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iHcleed Saqqara probably formed a part of the 
capital of the lower country; and the modern canal 
may be on the site of an ancient one, which, during 
the inundation, ran through the city to the lake on 
the north-west.

Memphis was said to have been built by Menes,*
announced the miseries that await Egypt from the accumulating 
deposit of the N ile, and the consequent rise of the soil. M. D. 
has decided that, owing to the decomposition of the granite moun
tains, by whose summits the clouds are retained which pour down 
the torrents that supply the Nile, the rise of this river has already 
diminished. M. S. states that the villages of the Delta no longer 
appear as islands in the sea, as Herodotus had observed j and M. 
Larcher concludes that i f  the soil has risen, the water must cover 
a less extent of land. M. D. must allow considerable time for 
the effect he proposes ; and even admitting a perceptible diminu
tion in the height of those mountains, in some thousand years, 
thè rainy season would probably afford as large a supply of water 
as ever, the relative positions and heights of those mountains 
remaining the same. M. Savary’s notion is only founded on 
the fact that he never saw the Delta as Herodotus describes it ; 
but many travellers at the present day have been more fortunate. 
Such theories are completely annulled by the actual rise of the 
Nile over a plain raised about seven feet in 1700 years ; and every 
one will perceive that this perpendicular height of seven feet must 
carry thè water in a horizontal direction to a considerable distance 
over the once uncultivated and unwatered edge of the desert. Had 
tlfe Egyptians been as careful in this as in other calculations, 
they would not have sunk some of their pits to that depth which 
has now invited the water to lodge in the sarcophagi at their base, 
in Spite of the crumbling mountains of Abyssinia, and the con
tracted limits of the inundation. In answer to the assertion of 
M. L. (ii. p. 166), that “ the soil of Egypt is not now higher 
than in the time of Herodotus,” I refer the traveller to the statues 
of Amunoph at Thebes. The fact is, the soil and the bed of the 
Nile have both risen, and in the same proportion.

* Diodorus says it was founded by Uchoreus.
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the first king of Egypt; and the fact of his having 
changed the course of the river, which previously 
“ ran under the Libyan mountain,”* and for which 
he opened a new channel, about half way between 
the Arabian and Libyan chain, is strongly corro
borated by the actual appearance of the Nile, near 
the spot, where, according to Herodotus,"!' the river 
was “ dyked off,” which he fixes at about a hundre(  ̂
stades above Memphis. Near Kafr el lyat, fourteen 
miles above Mit-raheny, it takes a considerable 
curve to the eastward, and would, if the previous 
direction of its course continued, run immediately 
below the Libyan mountains to Saqqara; and the 
slight difference between this measurement and the 
approximate calculation of Herodotus offers no very 
material objection.

The Bahr Yoosef also owed its origin to this 
monarch, if we may judge from its name El Menhi, 
or Menhee, by which it is still known; but having 
been repaired by Mceris, it was afterwards reported 
to have been the work of that prince.

Its name, Bahr Yoosef, or Bahr el Yoosdfee, has 
in like manner been given it from the repair^ of 
Yoosef Salah e’deen; but the ignorance of Mussul
man authors having attributed to the son of Jacob

* M. Savary, who is followed by M. Larcher, has made the old 
channel pass “  through the desert west of the Natron l a k e s a n d  
parts of petrified boats,with “ remains of their masts and rigging,” 
are gravely asserted to have’ been met with in the Bahr bela ma. 
Larch. Herod, ii. note 348. 

t  Herodot. ii. s. 99.
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the works of the Eyoobite Soltan, this canal is com
monly supposed to have been called after the' 
patriarch Joseph. Though in reality it commences 
a little to the south of Dahroot e’Shereef, and ter
minates partly in the Fyoom, and partly in those 
canals to the northward which receive its divided 
stream, the name is still applied to the largest canal 
tjiat skirts the cultivated land in the direction of the 
pyramids of Geezeh, and sometimes even to those 
in the southern parts of Egypt.

The principal deities of Memphis were Pthah, 
Apis,* and Bubastis ; and the goddess Isis had a 
magnificent temple in this city, erected by Amasis, 
who also dedicated a recumbent colossus,f seventy- 
five feet long, in the temple of Pthab or Vulcan.

This last was said to have been founded by 
Menes, and was enlarged and beautified by suc
ceeding monarchs. Mœris erected the northern 
vestibule ; and Sesostris, besides the colossal statues 
above-mentioned, made considerable additions with 
enormous blocks of stone, which “ he employed his 
prisonefs of war to drag to the temple.” J Pheron, 
h i | son, also enriched it with suitable presents, § on

* The soul of Osiris was said to have migrated into the hull 
A pis; and the priests, says Plutarch, affirm “ that Apis ought to 
he regarded as a fair and heautiful image of the soul of Osiris.”  
De Is. s. 29. It is needless to remind the reader that Osiris 
never lived on earth, and that his history is an allegory.

t  This is singular, as there is not an instance of an Egyptian 
recumbent statue of the time of the Pharaohs.

1 Herod, ii. 108.«•§ Herodotus says he sent presents to all the principal temples.
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the recovery of his sight; and on the south of the 
temple of Vulcan were added the sacred grove and 
chapel of Proteus. The western vestibule was the 
work of Rhampsinitus, who also erected two statues, 
twenty-five cubits in height; and that on the east 
was of Asychis, It was the largest, and most mag
nificent of all these propyla, and excelled, as well 
in the beauty of its sculpture as in its dimension^. 
Several grand additions were afterwards made by 
Psamaticus, who, besides the southern vestibule, 
erected a large hypsethral court, where Apis was 
kept when exhibited in public. It was surrounded 
by a peristyle of Osiride figures, twelve cubits in 
height, which served instead of columns, and which 
were, no doubt, similar to those in the Memnonium, 
at Thebes.

The Delta.—Of the numerous cities in the Delta 
little now remains but mounds and a few fragments 
of ancient monuments. Many of the modern towns 
occupy their sites, and the Coptic prefixes Mit and 
Tel generally indicate, like Birbeh, Khareib, and El- 
amood, the position or the ruins of an ancient place.

The three sea-ports of modern Egypt are Alex
andria, Rasheed (Rosetta), and Damiat. The first 
has been the emporium for all commerce carried on 
between Eg)’̂ pt and Europe, from an early period;, 
and though it enjoyed but few advantages during 
the early period of Arab dominion, it regained much 
of its pristine opulence under the reigns of the 
Abbasides and the rival caliphs.
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The discovery of the passage by the Cape of 
Good Hope once more dealt a death-blow to the 
commerce of this city, and it gradually declined in 
opulence and population, till a very late period; 
when, through the speculations and zeal of 
Mohammed Ali, it has been restored to some 
share of its former consideration. New houses 
have been built, gardens and lands have been 
enclosed ; and, in spite of the quantity of salt and 
nitre that corrupt the soil of its vicinity, a con
siderable degree of cultivation begins to extend 
around this barren tract.

The small town of Rosetta has greatly decreased 
in size and importance since the late aggrandize
ment of Alexandria; and many of the okalehs* and 
other houses, are left almost without an inhabitant. 
It is famous for its gardens, which supply the 
metropolis with oranges and other fruit; and the 
fields in its vicinity afford, as throughout the Delta, 
rich pastures and a plentiful supply of the cultivated 
productions of Egypt. It is upwards of a league 
from the Bolbitine mouth of the Nile; and, in spite 
of the danger in crossing the bar of the river, many 
large boats are employed in transporting mer
chandise from this town to Alexandria, particularly 
during the low Nile. Its baths are still considered

From Wekeel, “ an agent.”  On the ground-floors in their 
large quadrangles are magazines for goods, and in the upper part 
are numerous rooms, which are let to merchants and other indi
viduals.
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the best in Egypt; and the Qahirenes delight in a 
visit to Rosetta, and take a pleasure in repeating 
the praises of its fruitful gardens.

Damiat stands on the Phatnitic branch of the 
Nile, on a neck of land that separates the river from 
the lake Menzeleh. It is famous for its rice, which 
is considered the best in Egypt; and it is known in 
European history as the successor of a town of the 
same name,* where the Franks disembarked for the 
invasion of Egypt in 1218 and 1249.

Some small vessels trade from this port to Syria, 
but it is a place of no importance, nor does its 
limited population allow it a rank among the large 
towns of Egypt.

The papyrus is said to grow in the neighbouring 
lake, and the real ibis,'f' so rare in other parts of 
Egypt, is known to frequent its banks.

At San, Tanis, the Zoan of Scripture, on the 
Tanitic branch, are some vestiges of the ancient 
city, whose several obelisks still remain to attest its 
former splendor. They bear the name of Remeses 
the Great, in whose honor they were erected; but 
the ruins of the city, like most of those in the Delta, 
are now so much concealed by the alluvial deposit 
and other accidental causes, that little satisfaction 
is to be obtained from a rapid examination of the 
remains above the surface. According to Mr.
Burton’s plan, it consisted of an enclosure of oblong

*

* The former town of Damiat was about half way between the 
modern one and the sea. 

t  Numenius Ibis.
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form, surrounding the temple, to which three 
entrances led, on the north, east, and west sides, 
through stone gateways.

On the outside of the sacred enclosure are con
siderable mounds, and on the south-west are remains 
of ancient buildings. '

AtTel-e’-tmai* is a large granite monolith, bear
ing the name of Amasis, and placed, as usual, on 
limestone substructions; from the persuasion, de
rived from experience, that the damp and salts of 
the earth decompose those rocks of which feldspath 
is a component part. Semenoud has succeeded to 
the ancient Sebennytus; and at Bebayt el Hagar 
are the ruins of a temple, which, from the materials 
and the style of what remains, must have been a 
magnificent monument t;  but it is a question whether 
it marks the site of Iseura, or of Atarbechis, the 
city of the Egyptian Venus, Athor. Mansoora and 
Mahallet el Kebeer are modern towns of consider
able size and note; but the sacred city of Egypt is 
Tanta. It is famed for the grand mooled and fete 
held there in honor of the Sayd el Beddowee, an 
Arab warrior and saint of great renown.

At Dessooq is another similar fair, which takes 
place on the mooled or birth-day of its patron 
Ibrahim e’ Dessooqee. The Qahirenes resort in 
great ̂ numbers to both these places during the ap-

*■ This name Tmai puts us in mind of Pi-thom. Pi answers to 
the article e’ or el. Tel is the “ mound.”

t  It has been noticed and figured by Mr. Burton, in his 
Excerpta, pi. 41.
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pointed festivals, and commercial speculation or 
intrigue invite every one who can afford the ex
pense, 6r promise himself profit by the journey.

At Bubastis, now Tel Basta, the Pibeseth of 
Scripture, are lofty mounds, and some remains of 
the ancient city of Pasht; and between the two 
branches is -the modern town of Menoof, famous for 
its manufacture of the best mats in Egypt.

Many other mounds in various parts of the Delta 
mark the sites of ancient towns, and it is greatly to 
be regretted that this part of the country has been 
so little examined, especially as some light might 
possibly be thrown on the remains of a very inte
resting period. Another object worthy of the 
attention of future travellers is the ancient library 
of a Copt convent at the Natron Lakes, where, be
sides many other curious manuscripts, is a Coptic 
and Arabic dictionary, which, though it cannot be 
purchased, might be copied, on a proper application 
for that purpose to the patriarch at Qaherah.* And 
as the study of hieroglyphics and our future insight 
into the long-lost language and early history of 
Egypt depend entirely on the possession of a 
similar work, it would at the present moment be 
an inestimable acquisition.

The Saeed (Saaid) or Upper Country.—Aboolfidda 
affirms that the Saeed commences immediately 
above Fostat, and applies the term Reef to the 
northern part of Egypt, from the capital to the sea.

My own have been hitherto fruitless.
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Saeed, however, merely signifies the upper country, 
and the traveller will continue to hear that the 
Saeed is still before him, should he even reach 
Dongola or Sennar; nor is Reef, “ the cultivated 
land,” confined to any particular part of Egypt, but 
applies to all the valley of the Nile, in contradis
tinction to the desert.

In the western face of the limestone mountains, 
behind El Maasara,^ and about nine miles from 
Qaherah, are several extensive quarries, from which 
part of the stone of the pyramids was taken. Some 
tablets of hieroglyphics are here met with, and the 
names of some Pharaoh kings. In one of the former, 
sculptured during the reign of Amosis, the first 
monarch of the eighteenth dynasty, is the represen
tation of a sledge, bearing a block of stone, drawn 
by six oxen; and in another is a small figure of a 
man engaged in cutting the stone with a chisel and 
mallet. From the quarries descends an inclined 
road, which terminates near the river, to the south 
of the modern village, constructed no doubt for the 
purpose of transporting the stones to the Nile. It 
does not appear that the Troicus'pagus stood here, 
but its site was more probably to the northward, 
near the village of Toora, where some remains of 
crude brick still exist. Though this name bears
considerable resemblance to that of the ancient ■*»village, we are not altogether authorized to derive

* The Troici lapidis mons of Ptolemy and Strabo, 
t  This word signifies “ the mill ” or “ press.”
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it from Troja^ since Toora* is an Arabic word, im
plying canal or ditch. Strabo and Diodorus pre
tend that the Trojan village was built, and so named, 
by the Trojan captives of Menelaus.

Near.Kafr el lyat, on the west bank, and about 
eighteen miles above El Maasara, should be the site 
of the dyke of Menes. From this spot are discernible 
the two ruined pyramids of Lisht, built of small blocks, 
of limestone, which were probably once covered by 
an exterior coating of stones of larger dimensions.

At Atfeeh are the mounds of Aphroditopolis, in 
Coptic Petpieh. West-south-west from Rigga is 
the false pyramid, so called from an erroneous idea 
that the base is merely rock,f and that it does not 
form part of the pyramid itself. It is built in stories 
or degrees, and differs in this respect from the three 
great pyramids of Geezeh, as well as in the position 
of the stones, which lie nearly at the complement 
of the exterior angle, and not horizontally as in 
other buildings.

Boosh presents the extensive mounds of an old 
town, whose Coptic name was Poushin or Boushin. J

Fyoom.— Â little below Benisooef, and about 
twelve miles north-west of that town, is the entrance

* It often happens that the Arabs change an ancient name into 
some Arabic word which resembles it in sound. Julia Ci^sarea 
has been converted into El Gezeir f  Algiers) “ the Islands.” It 
is remarkable that Maasara is also called Toora Maasara.

t  All the pyramids are probably built on a knoll of rock; that 
in the great pyramid of Geezeh is traced to a considerable height 
in the well.

I The p was always pronounced h in Coptic.,
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to the Fyoom; which, though its fertility has been 
greatly exaggerated, is superior to every other pro
vince of Egypt, for the state of its gardens, and the 
variety of its productions; since, in addition to corn, 
cotton, and the usual cultivated plants, it abounds 
in roses, apricots, figs, grapes, olives, and several 
other fruits, which grow there in greater perfection 
and abundance than in the valley of the Nile. 
Strabo says “ the Arsinoite nome excels all others 
in appearance, in goodness, and condition; it alone 
produces olive and other fruit trees, while the rest 
of Egypt is destitute of the olive, excepting the 
gardens of Alexandria.” In Coptic it was called 
Piom*, which was probably derived from Piomi, 
“ the cultivated l a n d b u t  the word Phiom, signi
fying “ the ocean,” can bear no relation to the name 
of this province.

The objects of antiquity are few. The most in
teresting, after those in the vicinity of the lake, are 
the fallen obelisk j" of Osirtesen I., near Biggig, 
erected, like that of Heliopolis, about the time of 
Josephi’s arrival in Egypt; the remains of a pyra
midal building near Biahmoo; the crude brick

* In the Memphitic dialect, Phiom; the same sound and form 
as the word signifying ocean.

t  Its shape is singular, the four sides forming a parallelogram 
instead of a square. The style of the pedestals of the obelisks of 
Lnqsor is not less remarkable; two of the sides being ornamented 
with large Cynocephali, in high relief, standing in the attitude of 
supplicants; the two others having figures of t;lre god Nilus, 
bringing offerings, but in light intaglio. Nor are these obelisks 
oppositt each other. Below' each pedestal was a plinth.
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pyramids of Hawara and Illahoon; and the vestiges 
below the former of the labyrinth*. Near the 
Birket el Qorn, or Lake Mceris, are the ruins of Kom 
Weseemaiid Dimay: the Qasr Kharoon:■ {• some re
mains of baths, and other buildings at the water’s 
edge; and the large canals of Nezleh and Tomeeh. 
Kom Weseem el Hagar lies a short distance from 
the eastern extremity of the lake, very nearly in, 
the position assigned to Bacchis or Banchis. It is 
of considerable extent, running about a thousand 
feet from north to south, and about eight hundred 
from east to west; and besides the direction of the 
principal streets, the plans of many of the houses 
may be easily traced. But the remains at Nerba 
or Dimay, on the north side of the lake, are still 
more remarkable; and the singular appearance of a 
raised pavement or dromos, about thirteen hundred 
feet in length, J  once ornamented at the upper end 
with the figures of lions,§ suggests that this town was 
of more consequence than that of Kom Weseem; 
but the authority of Ptolemy forbids our placing

* The Heracleopolites, being enemies of the crocodile, indulged 
their animosity by the destruction of a great part of this building, 
where those animals were buried. “ Heracleopolitis, qui id opus 
invisum mire in fe s ta v e r e P lin . xxxvi. c. 13. Yet Pliny tells 
us the labyrinth was in the Heracleopolite nome.

t  I find some pronounce it Qarodn. It has been supposed to 
relate to Charon; but this is very questionable.

1 This puts us in mind of the paved road before the temple of 
Bubastis.— Herod, ii. 138.

§ From which it also has the name of Dimhy (Diraeh) e’ saba, 
2. e. “ of the lion.”
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Bacchis on the site of Diraay. The principal build
ing, which is partly of stone, stands at the upper 
end of this dromos, and has the appearance of hav
ing been a temple; it is about 109 feet by 67, and 
is divided into several apartments, the whole sur
rounded by an extensive circuit of crude brick, 
370 feet by 270. The total dimensions of the area 

, on which the town stood will probably have been 
about 1730 feet by 1000, but the direction of the 
wall is not easily traced amidst the heaps of sand 
that have accumulated over it.

Qasr Kharoon stands on the site of Dionysias, 
near the western corner of the lake.* The prin
cipal ruin is the temple, which is ninety-four feet 
by sixty-three,, and about forty in height, preceded 
by an area about thirty-five feet in depth. It con
tains fourteen chambers, and two staircases on the 
ground floor, besides a long passage on either side 
of the adytum, whose end wall is divided into three 
narrow-cells. It appears to be of Roman date, and 
in the upper story is a vaulted staircase. Three 
hundred and eighty paces in front of the temple is a 
square stone ruin, that probably formed the entrance 
to a dromos; and near it is another small building 
of the same materials. One hundred and thirty 
paces to the south-east is a Roman temple of brick

’ To visit the lake a boat may be hired by, applying to tbe 
Shekh of Senhoor or Abookshay; but for the journey to Qasr 
Kharoon, Nezleh is the most convenient place to start from. 
The remains at Biahmoo and the obelisk of Biggig may be seen 
by mak’ng an excursion from Medeeneh.
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stuccoed, about eighteen feet square, the exterior of 
whose wall is ornamented with pilasters and demi- 
columns. Other vestiges of ruins are scattered 
over an extent of about nine hundred by four hun
dred paces; and at the western extremity of this 
space, three hundred and fifty paces behind the 
temple, are the remains of an arch, partly of stone 
and partly of crude brick, whose northern face looks 
towards the lake, and the other towards a small 
crude brick ruin.

It is not by the situation of this town that the 
former extent of the cultivated land of this province 
is alone attested, but by the traces of gardens and 
vineyards, which are met with on all sides of the 
Qasr Kharoon. The mounds of Hereet, of Watfeeh, 
Harabt el Yahood, El Hammam, Medeenet Hati, 
Medeenet Madi, and others, also mark the site of 
ancient towns and villages that once existed on the 
now barren skirts of the Fyoom, and abundantly 
prove that the cultivated land of this province was 
formerly much more extensive ; nor is it improbable 
that the number of villages, which now scarcely 
exceeds seventy, amounted at that time to at least 
double that of the present day.*

The mounds of Arsinoe, now Medeenet el Fyoom 
or Medeenet el Fares, are extensive, but no re-

They have a saying in the Fyoom, that “ its villages were 
formerly three hundred and sixty-six, and are now reduced to 
sixty-six.”

2 A
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mains of antiquity are met with in the town, except 
a few sculptured blocks, mostly of a late date.

If the pyramid of Howara be the tomb of Imandes, 
which stood at the end of the labyrinth, the remains 
at Biahmoo may be of the pyramids mentioned by 
Herodotus, in an island formed by the two branches 
of the canal running to Nezleh and Tomeeh. But 
this is not very probable.

That the canal of the Fyoom and the Bahr Yoosef 
were also called Lake Moeris we learn from Pliny,* 
who says, “ Moeridis lacus, hoc est, fossa grandis.” 
But the lake, properly so called, was the Birket el 
Qorn; and it is to this that Ptolemy, Strabo, and 
other authors allude, though Herodotus evidently 
confounds it with the canal, to which the fact of its 
being the work of human hands could alone apply. 
Indeed, his account is perfectly inconsistent; and 
Strabo is the only author we can consult with 
satisfaction on the subject of the lake and canal, 
and the position of the labyrinth, which I regret 
that the limits of this work do not allow me to

Inotice more at length. I shall only observe that 
the position of this building could not be on or 
near the lake, as Pliny places it in the Heracleopo- 
lite nome, which, lying between the Nile and the 
modern Bahr Yoosef, extended into the mouth or 
gorge of the Fyoom, and therefore may have been 
supposed to include the labyrinth within its extent.

Lib. xxxvi. c. 12.
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The labyrinth of Menes, Moeris, Mendes, and the 

twelve kings, is evidently the same building; and I 
am glad to find, on referring to D’Anville, that I am 
supported in my position of it by the weight of such 
unquestionable authority. It was near the city of 
the Crocodiles (or Arsinoe),* and, according to 
Strabo, thirty or forty stades from the entrance of 
the canal. The ruins at Hawara agree remarkably« 
well with all we know concerning it, and the 
columns of white stone belonging to the courts 
mentioned by Herodotus are still visible; they are 
of a compact texture, and, from the polish of which 
they are susceptible, they resemble marble.

Herodotus’s account of the water returning from 
the lake to the Nile, on the retiring of the inun
dation, is totally inapplicable to the Lake Moeris, 
the level of its surface being about one hundred, or 
one hundred and twenty feet lower than the bank 
of the Nile at Benisooef; which, making every 
allowance for the rise of the bed of the river, and 
the proportionate elevation of its banks, could 
never have been on a level, even in Herodotus’s 
time, with the Lake Moeris; and consequently no 
return of the water could have taken place from 
the lake to the Nile. From the canal, however, it 
could, as at the present day; and the fish caught 
at the mouth of this and other canals, at that period,

* “ The City of ArsinoS, formerly called the City of the Cro
codiles.” — Strabo, lib. xvii.

2 A 2
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Still afford a considerable revenue to the govern
ment, and are farmed by certain villages on tbeir 
banks. That the level of the Moeris must be now 
about the same as formerly is evident from our 
finding ruins of baths on its borders; and the 
accidental and temporary rise of its waters, which 
happened some years since, was merely owing to 
the bursting of the great dyke at Tomeeh. As to 

‘ the Bathen of D’Anville, it is quite utopian.
The remains in this province are mostly of Roman 

date, except the obelisk, pyramids, and the ruins at 
Biahmoo and Hawara; but many of the canals must 
be of the earliest epoch of the Pharaoh monarchs.

The Oases.—The distance from the Fyoom to 
the Oasis Parva is three days. Its modern name 
is Wah el Bahnasa,* to which Aboolfidda alludes 
in speaking of another Bahnasa in the Oasis. It 
is also known by those of Wah el Mendeesheh and 
Wah el Gharbee, though this last is properly 
the western division of it. The only ruins are a 
small stone building near Zubbo, and a Roman 
edifice in the town of Qasr, which has thence de
rived its name. This Oasis has several springs of 
warm water, which, when left to cool in porous 
vases, is perfectly wholesome, though some say it 
disagrees with strangers in the summer. The most 
remarkable are at Bowitti and El Qasr, the former 
having a temperature of 27° R '.: the latter, whose 
stream is converted into a bath, of 27^ R''., or about 

* Having been colonized from Bahnasa or OxjTinchus.
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93^° Fah‘. With regard to the real and apparent 
warmth of the water of some of these springs, an idea 
may be formed from a pond formed by them atZubbo, 
whose water soon after sunrise (Feb. 3), the exterior 
air being 8 | R'., was 18J°, and quite warm to the 
hand; at mid-day, the exterior air being 15°, it was 
21°, and cold to the hand; and in the evening, 
9 P .M ., the exterior air was 12J° and the water 20J°; 
and consequently warm to the hand, agreeing very 
well with the simple phenomena of the fountain of 
the Sun* in the Oasis of Ammon. But it is neces
sary to add that the pond, which is about thirty feet 
wide, is not above five or six feet in depth.

This Wah produces a variety of fruit-trees, 
much liquorice, rice, barley, wheat, and clover; 
and the streams, which constantly flow from plen
tiful springs, afford a convenient and never-failing 
supply for irrigation. But the stagnant lakes created 
by the surplus of their water exhales a pernicious 
miasma, and is the cause of a dangerous remittent 
fever, which annually rages in the sumn]er and 
autumn; and the Arabs of the desert consider it 
unsafe to visit these districts except during the 
winter months. Whatever theory may be pro
posed or admitted regarding the origin of the 
springs, certain it is that this Wah is about two 
hundred feet higher than the Nile in the latitude 
of Benisooef. Nor is the relative height of this

t  “ Sub lucis ortum tepida manat; media d ie .............. frigida
eadem fluit; inclinato in vesperam calescit; media noctp fervida 
exaestuat.”—Q. Curt. lib. iv.
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and the other Oases at all regular; Khargeh and 
Dakhleh,* which are nearly on the same level as the 
valley of the Nile, being considerably lower than 
Farafreh'and the Oasis Parva; but in all of them 

, the water seems to rise from an argillaceous bed, 
which in the two former lies under limestone, and 
■ in the latter under sandstone strata.
» The tax imposed on the Little Oasis is twenty thou - 
sand reals,f which is annually paid to Hassan Bey, 
to whom this and the Oasis of Ammon both belong; 
and the peace of the district is maintained by four 
or five hundred armed men, and a fine of two 
hundred dollars for every native killed in a dispute, 
of on .any other account, within its limits, and 
double that sura for the murder of a stranger.

The small W ah of El Hayz is a short day to the 
south of th is; and in about three days more is the 
village of Farafreh,:]; containing sixty or seventy 
inhabitants; but there are no ruins in either of 
them. About five or six days west of the road 
to Farafreh is another Oasis, called Wadee Zerzoora, 
about the size of the Oasis Parva, abounding in 
pedms, with springs, and some ruins of uncertain 
date. It was discovered about nine years ago by

* These two names are put in opposition, and signify the “  pro
jecting ” and receding,” i. e. the outer and inner Oasis, 

t  About 6 4 3 /. sterling,
i  The Qassob ( “ cane” ) mentioned by Ebn el Werdee is pro

bably the Dohhn or millet {Holcus saccharatus, L .) , which is 
grown in this district, and is here known by that name, though 
paually applied to sugar cane.
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an Arab in search of a stray camel, and from the 
footsteps of men and sheep he there met with, they 
conclude it is inhabited. Gerbabo, another Wall, 
lies six days beyond this to the west, and twelve 
days from Augila; and Tazerbo, which is still far
ther to the west, forms part of the same Oasis ; 
and they suppose that Wadee Zerzoora also com
municates with it. The inhabitants are blacks,* 
and many of them have been carried off at different 
times by the Moghrebins for slaves; though the 
“ Vallies of the Blacks,” a series of similar Oases, 
lie still farther to the west.f

Four more days to the south of Farafreh is the 
Wah el Gharbee, or Wah e’ Dakhleh (the western 
or inner Oasis). Till noticed by Arab writers, |  its 
position, and even existence, were unknown; though 
a temple of Roman date, and several remains of 
crude brick prove it to have been once a very popu
lous district. The temple has the names of Nero 
and Titus, and on the ceiling of the adytum is part 
of an astronomical subject.

* It is supposed that the blacks, who invaded Farafreh some 
years ago, and kidnapped a great number of the inhabitants, were 
from this Oasis.

t  By another account Zerzoora is only two or three days due 
west from Dakhleh, beyond which is another wadee: then a 
second abounding in cattle: then Gebabo and Tazerbd; and 
beyond these is Wadee Rebeeana. Gebdbo is inhabited by two 
tribes of blacks, the Simertayn and Ergezayn.

t It was unknown to Europeans till visited by Sir A. Edmon 
stone, in 1819.
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The condition and population of this Oasis are 
very superior to those of the other two, and, in spite 
of the authority of Yaqoot* (Jacutus), who says that 
“ the wah which is opposite the Fyoom is better 
inhabited than the second,” or Wah e’ Dakhleh, it 
is evident that this last was always more populous, 
and always contained a greater number of villages. 
Indeed in the Oasis Parva there are only those of 
Zubbo, Mareeh or Mendeesheh, Qasr, and Bowitti; 
whereas Dakhleh contains eleven, and a population 
of about six thousand male inhabitants.

Dakhleh also abounds in fruits, particularly olives 
and apricots; but dates, as in all the Oases, are 
the principal revenue of the district. At El Qasrf 
is a warm spring, whose copious stream supplies 
several baths attached to the mosk, having a tem
perature of about 102° Fah\ The people are hos
pitable, and differ consequently from those of the 
Oasis Parva; nor are they so ignorant and bigoted 
as the latter, or as those of Farafreh.

Three days to the eastward is the Great Oasis,:|; or 
Wah el Khargeh. It has also the name of Menamoon, 
or«perhaps Ma-n'-amoun, which signifies the abode 
of Amun. On the road is a small temple, and a well 
of water called Ain Amoor, surrounded by a large

* I i)elieve he lived under the last of the caliphs of Bagdad, 
t  This and Qalamoon are the chief towns of the W ah e’ Dakhleh. 
t It is obvious that Oasis or Auasis, without the Greek termi

nation sis, is the same as Wah. In Coptic it is written ouah, or 
ouahe.
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inclosure of crude brick, intended to protect the 
temple and to secure the spring. Kneph, Amunre, 
and Maut are the principal deities; and though the 
name seems to be of a Caesar, the temple has the 
appearance of greater antiquity than the generality 
of those in the Oases.

Near El Khargeh is a large temple, dedicated to 
Amun. The name throughout is of Darius; and 
on a screen before it occurs that of Amyrteus. 
There are also several Greek inscriptions on the 
Pylon, one of which, bearing the date of the first 
year of the emperor Galba, consists of sixty-six 
lines. In the vicinity of the temple stood the an
cient town. It bore the name of Ibis, or, in Egyp
tian, Hebi,'*' “ the plough,” under which character 
it is frequently designated in the hieroglyphics; 
and it was the capital of the great Oasis. On 
a height, south-east by south from the temple, 
is a stone building called E’Nadara, surrounded 
by a spacious crude brick inclosure, which bears 
the names of Adrian and Antoninus. To the north 
is a remarkable cemetery, consisting of about a 
hundred and fifty crude brick tombs, of not inelegaait 
form, ornamented with pilasters and niches; and 
on the stucco within are represented various sub
jects, which, as well as the style of architecture 
and the presence of a church, decide that they are 
of a Christian epoch. The inscriptions on their 
walls are mostly Coptic, and the sacred tau, the 

* The Copts write it hibe.
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Egyptian emblem of life, is here frequently substi
tuted for the Cross of their more orthodox succes
sors. There are many other ruins in the vicinity of 
El Khargeh; and on the road to Bayrees, at the 
southern part of this Oasis, are the temples of Qasr 
el Qoayta and Qasr e’ Zayan. The former has the 
names of Ptolemy Euergetes I. of Philopator, and of 
•Lathyrus, and was dedicated to Amun, with Neith 
and Khonso ;* but the latter is of the late date of 
the third year of Antoninus, and was dedicated to 
Amenebis, who appears. to be the same as the god 
Amun-Kneph.

Beyond the village of Belak is the tomb of the 
famous Khaled ebnf el Weleed; and three hours 
beyond Bayrfees is the temple of Doosh, which has 
the names of Doinitian and of Adrian, and was de
dicated to Sarapis and Isis; but the Greek inscrip
tion on the Pylon has the date of the nineteenth 
year of Trajan.

Several roads lead from the great Oasis to the 
Nile; some from the southern part going to Esneh 
and Rezeqat, and others, from the northern extre
mity, to E’Sioot, Abydus, Farshoot, and Thebes.

The season for a journey to the Oases is the 
winter, J  a remittent fever being prevalent during

* TJie Theban triad.
t  The early Arabs attached to their names that of their father, 

as Khaled, son of WeMed; at present they affix that of their 
eldest son, as Mohammed aboo Ibrahim, Mohammed, father of 
Abraham.

I There is much in these districts to amuse the botanist, and
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the summer and autumn, particularly iu the Oasis 
Parva; but the only two worthy of a visit are those 
of El Khargeh and E’Dakhleh.

Eastern Desert.—Opposite Benisooef is the road 
to the convents of St. Anthony and St. Paul, the 
former called after the founder of the monastic 
order, the latter after the first hermit. St. Anthony, 
or Dayr Antonios, is about seventy-six miles from 
the Nile, and eighteen from the Red Sea. It stands 
on the south side of the Wadee el Araba, which has 
received its name from the plaustra or carts that for
merly carried provisions to these monasteries, and is 
absurdly reported to have been the valley from 
which the Israelites crossed the sea to the desert of 
Mount Sinai. The other convent lies round the 
eastern corner of the Qalallah mountains, and is only 
nine miles from the coast. The most interesting 
objects in this desert are the porphyry quarries at 
Gebel e’ Dokhan, nearly opposite Manfaloot: the 
port and town of Myos Hormos, in latitude 27° 24'; 
the quarries of the Claudian mountain, now Gebel 
Fateereh, with the town of Eons Trajanus, lying 
about the latitude of Gebel Shekh Hereedee; aad 
several stations or hydreumas on the different roads 
leading from these towns to the Nile. At old 
Kossayr are the small town and port of Philotefals or

the fossil conchology of the Oases and the Fyoom is not less in
teresting; but there are no primitive mountains in the Greai 
Oasis, as some have supposed.
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iEnnum, of which little remains but mounds and the 
vestiges of houses, some of ancient, others of Arab 
date. In the Wadee Jasóos,* between Kossayr and 
Ras SaíFágee, is a very old station, with a small 
temple, and a tablet of hieroglyphics bearing the 
name of Osirtesen II.; and another,f having that of 
his predecessor Amun-m'-gori II., has lately been 
found there. Gebel e’ Zayt, situated between lati
tude 27° 50' and 28° 3', abounds in petroleum; and 
at E ’ Gimsheh, which terminates the gulf to the 
south-south-west of it, are some ancient sulphur 
mines, hitherto unknown to the Arabs.

To return to the Nile.
Benisooéf.—This town is the residence of a 

Mamoor, or governor of a province, but presents 
nothing worthy of notice. A manufactory for silk 
and cottons, built by the Pasha in 1826, as in 
the other large towns of Egypt, and the palace 
of the governor, are on the north side, A market 
is held every Tuesday, but is very badly supplied ; 
and it does not even boast the advantage of a bath, 
which, at Minyeh and other of the principal towns 
of" Upper Egypt, is always to be met with.

Journey to Minyeh.—At Isment are the mounds of 
an ancient town, but no ruins, and indeed no object 
of antiquity except the margin of a well. Inland, to 
the eastward, is the village of Anasieh, which pre-

* The real orthography is Gasoos; the g  being soft, 
t  This last has been discovered by Mr. Burton.
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sents the lofty mounds of the city of Hercules, in 
Coptic, Ehnes. The Heracleopolite nome* was in 
an island formed by the canal, now called Bahr 
Yoosef, which passes near this town. The inhabi
tants, who worshipped the ichneumon, were the 
avowed enemies of the crocodile, and consequently 
of their neighbours of the Arsinoite nome;  ̂and each 
party maintained the claims of his own deity f  by 
the inhuman murder of his heterodox opponents.

Opposite Isment are the mounds of two ancient 
villages, now called Tel e’ Nassara and Tel e’ Teen; 
and to the north of Shekh Aboo Noor, and at El 
Heebee,J nearly opposite Feshn, are the sites of 
two other small towns, and the vestiges of Egyptian 
tombs. Below Gebel Shekh Embarek is a rock in 
the Nile, under the right bank, called Hagar 
Salam,§ or Hajar e’ Salam, “ the stone of welfare,”

* Strabo says “ the Heracleopolite nome is in a large island.” 
Lib. 17.

t  Like Ombos and Tent}TÍs, of whom Juvenal says,—
------------ “  numina vicinomm ,

Odit uterque locus, qumn solos dicit habendos 
Esse deos, quos ipse colit.”

Í This was lately discovered by Mons. Linant.
§ Salam is always translated “ peace;”  and e’ salam aláykodm, 

“  peace be unto you;” but the real meaning of the expression is 
the same as valeas of valeatis, “ may it be well with you,” or, 
prosperity, welfare, or salutation to you, according to the sense in 
which it is used. Salámtak, to a person suffering from illness, is 
simply “ welfare to you,” and salus is the word answering to 
salam, which we should be surprised to hear translated “ peace;” 
and much less would the commencement of an Arabic letter.
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from an idea of the boatmen, that a journey down the 
Nile cannot be considered prosperous till after they 
have passed it. A little above Sharona is Kom ahmar 
(the red mound), where there are some remains of 
brick and masonry, perhaps either of Hipponon or 
Muson, and a few rude grottoes. There are also 
some dog-mummy pits in the hills to the east of it.

At Aboogirgeh are extensive mounds, and to the 
west of it, inland, is Bahnasa, the ancient Oxyrin- 
chus, in Coptic, Pemge; but little now remains of 
its former splendor except a few fragments and 
fallen columns, with the usual mounds of old towns. 
The Bahr Yoosef once passed through the centre, 
but the eastern portion of it is now known by the 
name of Sandofeh, and may be considered a distinct 
village.

At the period of the Arab conquest it was still a 
town of consequence and of considerable strength, 
and Khaled ebn el Weleed, who besieged it with 
sixteen thousand men, is said to have lost five 
thousand in the assault. The peculiar worship of 
the Oxyrinchus fish gave rise to the Greek name 
o(l this city, and from the form of its “ pointed 
nose ” I am inclined to think it was the mizzeh or 
mizde,-a name which may be traced in the Coptic 
m'ge.*

“ bad e’ salam alaykoom,” after “ my salutations unto you,” bear 
the use of this word.

* The p  is only the article.
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Behind Shekh Hassan are extensive limestone 

quarries, and in a chapel or niche in the rock is a 
Christian inscription. Near this are some crude 
brick ruins and heaps of broken pottery. In the 
plain north of E’ Serareeh, are remains of an 
ancient village and a crude brick inclosure, appa
rently a station ; and at the mouth of Wadee 
e’ Dayr are vestiges of another small town. In the 
low mountains here are several quarries, in some of 
which are a few sculptures and Christian inscrip
tions ; and on the opposite side of the valley rises 
a bed of trap-rock, which is rarely met with near 
the Nile.

A ruined crude brick wall ascends the low hills 
on the south side of this valley, and appears again at 
the ravine, thence called Wadee el Agoos, between 
the steep and lofty cliffs of Gebel e’Tayr, beyond 
the convent of Sitteh Mariam el Adra. This wall, 
known by the name of Gisr el Agoos, or “ the Old 
Man’s Dyke,” is said to have been built by a king 
of Egypt, and to have extended from the sea to 
E’Souan, at the edge of the cultivated land on 
either bank.

On the west I have met with it in the Fyoom, 
and on the east I have traced its course along the 
cliffs which approach the Nile, as at Shekh Em- 
barak, e’ Serareeh, Gebel e’ Tayr, Shekh Timay, 
e’ Souan, and on other mountains of this bank; and in 
the cultivated land to the east of Bendob el Hamam, 
and to the north-east of Qoos ; but from the present
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extent of the inundation few traces are left of its 
existence in these low lands, which, though they 
once marked the edge of the desert, now form part 
of the cultivated plain of Egypt. That this wall 
was raised to check the incursions of the Arabs 
(for these deserts were formerly, as now, inhabited 
by similar wandering tribes) is highly probable, as 
the intent of it-was evidently to prevent an ingress 
from that quarter, since it extends along the open
ings of the ravines, and is not carried over those 
cliffs, whose perpendicular faces being precipitous 
and impassable, obviated the necessity of its con
tinuation.

Diodorus* says that' Sesostris “ erected a wall 
along the eastern side of Egypt, to guard against 
the incursions of the Syrians and Arabs, which 
extended from Pelusium, by the desert, to Helio
polis, being in length fifteen hundred stades,” or 
between one hundred and seventy and one hundred 
and eighty miles ; and it is not impossible that-this 
may be the one in question. But the observation 
of Voltaire, “ s’il construisit ce mur pour n’être 
point volé, c’est une grande présomption qu’il n’alla 
pas lui-même voler les autres nations,” does not 
appear to me just, unless the fortified stations built 
by the Romans in the desert, for the same purpose, 
are proofs of the weakness of that people. The 
Arabs might plunder the peasant without its being

Diod. i. s. 57.
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in the power of any one to foresee or prevent their 
approach ; and every one acquainted with the habits 
of these wanderers is aware of the inutility of pur
suing them in an arid desert with an armed force. 
Besides, a precaution of this kind obliged them to 
resort to the towns to purchase corn ; and thus the 
construction of a wall had the double advantage of 
preventing the plunder of the peasant, and of ren
dering the Arabs dependent upon Egypt for the 
supplies necessity forced them to purchase ; nor did 
the government incur the expense of paying their 
chiefs, as at the present day, to deter them from 
hostility.

Nearly opposite Wadee e’- Dayr is Samalood, 
whose mounds mark the site of an ancient town, 
and whose lofty minaret is reckoned a chef-d'œuvre 
of Fellah architecture.

The convent of El Adra (the Virgin) is inhabited 
by Copts. In the rock below it, to the west, are 
several flights of steps and a few small quarries.

At the Gisr el Agoos, just alluded to, are remains 
of an ancient village, and above the town of Gebel 
e’ Tayr are some grottoes.

Beyond this is Téhneh, whose ancient name, 
Acoris, is established on the authority of a Greek 
inscription of the time of Ptolemy Epiphanes, sculp
tured on the face of the rock a little to the south 
of the ancient town. Above this are several 
quarries and grottoes, some hieroglyphic tablets, 
and on the south side of the isolated peak that 
stands above the town, are two Roman figures in

2 B
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high relief. On the other face of the same rock 
are numefous private tombs, some of vehich have 
the names of the deceased sculptured at theii* 
entrance. At the extremity of the lateral ravine, to 
the southward, are some quarries of singular form, 
worked apparently for the bases and capitals of 
columns; and near them is a stuccoed reservoir, that 
was probably filled with water during the inunda
tion by buckets lowered to the base of the moun
tain, whose western face rises perpendicularly from 
the cultivated plain.

These mountains contain nummulites, and other 
fossil remains, among which I  observed a nautilus 
about six inches in diameter. There also some 
alabaster concretions in the fissures of the rocks.

On the west bank, inland, is the village of Taha 
el ainoodayn, i. e. “ of the two columns,” in Coptic, 
Touho, the successor of an ancient town, but not 
Theodosion,* which must be looked for at another 
village to the southward, also called Taha, beyond 
Oshmoonayn.

At the projecting corner of the mountain, oppo
site Minyeh, are the remains of an old town, which 
stands on either side of a ravine. Above it are 
tombs, which, like the houses, are constructed of 
crude brick; but they are not of Egyptian date, 
and judging from their appearance and the absence 
of bitumen, I believe them to be of a Christian

* At least a Coptic MS. I have seen makes this distinction. 
Cynopolis should lie between the Nile and the Bahr Yoosef, 
opposife Acoris.
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epoch; a conjecture partly confirmed by the Coptic 
characters now and then met with on the stucco. 
This town, though inhabited by Christians, must 
have succeeded, like most of those in Egypt, to one of 
earlier date; and the discovery of a stone bearing part 
of the name of an ancient king, would have removed 
all doubts on this head, if any had really existed. 
The Egyptians, indeed, invariably built a small town, 
or fort, on the ascent of the rriountains of the east 
bank, whenever the accessible slope of the hills 
approached the cultivated plain, as may be seen at 
Shekh Embarek, Gebel e’ Tayr, Tehneh, Sbayda, 
and several other places; having in view the 
twofold object of guarding these passes, and of 
substituting the barren rock, as a foundation to 
their houses, for the more useful soil of the arable 
land.

El Minyeh, Monyeh, or Minyeh ebn Khaseeb, in 
Coptic, Thmonfe, presents nothing interesting to the 
antiquary, except a few fragments of Roman-Greek 
architecture over the doorway of a mosk near the 
river on the north side of the town: nor could I 
discover any traces of Roman baths, said to exi^t 
there; though the vestiges of some of Arab con
struction may be traced below the mounds that 
have accumulated around them.

The modern cemetery of Minyeh is on the op
posite bank, near Sooadee. An annual visit of 
great ceremony is paid to it, and their mode of 
ferrying over the corpses of the deceased, accom-

2 B 2
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panied by the ululations of women, calls to mind 
the customs of the ancient Egyptians. Aboolfidda 
mentions the town of Dahroot, about a day beyond 
Minyeh, of the position of which the learned Pro
fessor Michaelis seems to have been doubtful; it is 
now called Dahroot e’ Shereef, in Coptic Terot, 
and near it is the mouth of the Bahr Yoosef, or 
Menhee.

Mim/eh to E'Sioot.—Between Sooadee and Meta- 
hara, under the projecting corner of the mountains, 
are the mounds and grottoes of Kom Ahmar. In 
the latter are some sculptures representing agricul
tural and hunting,scenes, and other of the usual 
subjects met with in Egyptian tombs.

At Beni Hassan, the supposed site of the Speos 
Artemidos,* are several elegant catacombs, in which 
are painted a variety of scenes, more interesting 
from the light they throw on the manners and 
customs of the Egyptians, than from the style and 
proportions of the figures. But it is not the paint
ings alone that are worthy of remark, and the archi
tectural symmetry and the chaste style of these 
grottoes divide with them the admiration of the 
traveller. The northern excavations differ con
siderably from those to the south, but they excel 
them as well in elegance of plan as in the graceful 
form of the pillars, which seem to have given the

* Bubastis was the Diana of the Egyptians. The Speos was a 
little farther to the south, as I shall have occasion to observe.
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idea of the Doric column. They are polygons, of 
sixteen sides, each slightly fluted,* except the inner 
face, which was left flat for the purpose of intro
ducing a line of hieroglyphics. The shaft is 16 ft. 
SJ in. in height, and of five diameters, with a very 
trifling diminution of thickness in the upper part, and 
is crowned by an abacus, whose diameter scarcely 
exceeds that of the summit of the column. The 
ceiling between each architrave is cut into the form 
of a vault, which has once been ornamented with 
various devices, the four pillars being so arranged 
as to divide the chamber into a central nave and 
two lateral aisles.

The columns in the southern catacombs are also 
of the earliest Egyptian style, and consist of four 
stalks of water-plants bound together, surmounted 
by a capital in form of a lotus bud, which is divided, 
as the shaft itself, into four projecting lobes. The 
transverse section of these grottoes is very elegant, 
and presents a depressed pediment, extending over 
the colonnade, and resting at either end on a narrow 
pilaster.

All the excavated tombs of Beni Hassan are ornd- 
mented with coloured figures or other ornamental 
devices, and the columns of the northern grottoes 
are stained of a red colour to resemble granite, in 
order to give them an appearance of greater soli
dity; but they were contented to paint, without

* Each flute is eight inches broad, and the depth of the groove 
is barely half an inch.
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sculpturing, the principal part of the figures and 
hieroglyphics on the walls, filling up with mortar 
whatever was defective in the rock itself. In each 
of them are pits, in which the deceased were depo^ 
sited, and their situation is frequently pointed out 
by a tablet of hieroglyphics, placed immediately 
above them on the side wall.

It is not my intention to give a detailed account 
of the different scenes introduced in these interest
ing tombs ; I shall therefore confine myself to a few 
general remarks, commencing with those to the 
north.

In the first are represented various trades, water
ing the flax, and its employment for the manu
facture o f linen cloth, agricultural and hunting 
scenes, wrestling, attacking a fort under cover of 
the testudo, dancing, and the presentation of offer
ings to the deceased, whose life and occupations are 
also here alluded to. In one place scribes register 
their accounts,* in another the bastinado is in
flicted f  unsparingly on delinquent servants. Here 
his chasseurs transfix, with stone-tipped arrows,;^

* They are not, as generally supposed, taking an account of 
the property of the deceased, after his death, but are represented 
as engaged in his service during his lifetime, and his steward 
generally presents him with the list of these accounts after they 
have been arranged by the scribes.

t  It was not confined to men and boys, but extended to the 
other sex.

]; The how and arrow are quite out o f use in Egypt, but the 
spear, shield, and curve(f club are still found among the Ababdeh,
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the wild animals of the desert, and the mountains 
are represented by the waved line that forms the 
base of the picture. Some are engaged in dragging 
a net of fish to the shore, and others in catching 
geese and wild fowl of the Nile in large clap-nets ; 
in another part women play on the harp, and some 
are employed in kneading paste and in making 
bread.

In the next tomb the subjects are equally varied, 
but the style of the figures is very superior and 
more highly finished ; and it must be admitted that 
the feeding of the oryx,* on the north wall, and 
the fish f  on that opposite the entrance, are ad
mirable specimens of drawing.

A singular procession of strangers occurs on the 
north wall ; and from the hieroglyphics above them 
it appears that they are captives ; but of what 
nation? J  Not Jews; if, as I suppose, the arrival 
of Joseph happened about the time of the first 
Osirtesen, in whose reign these tombs were exca
vated ; nor could they have been Greeks. ^For my
and are even preferred to fire-arms. The ancient Egyptian arrvws 
were generally of reed.

* The man holding one by the horns is divested of the forma
lity of an Egyptian figure. This animal was never intended by 
them to represent an unicorn, as Cuvier supposes.

t  Among them is the eel (Phragrus), and I think the oxyrhin- 
chus and lepidotus also.

1 Mons. Champollion considered them Greeks, and placed 
Osirtesen (of the sixteenth) in the twenty-third dynasty; but he 
has since changed his opinion, and acknowledged the early era of 
this monarch.
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part I am rather inclined to consider them from 
some Asiatic country.

Two of the southern grottoes are particularly 
worthy of mention. The first of these contains the 
usual hunting scene, but here the name of each 
animal * is written above it in hieroglyphics; and 
below are the birds of the country, distinguished in 
the same manner by their Egyptian name. In one 
part women are performing feats of agility; and 
various modes of playing at ball, throwing up and 
catching three of them in succession, and other 
diversifications of the game, are represented among 
their favorite amusements. In another part a 
doctor is bleeding a patient,f—and the different oc
cupations of the Egyptians are pointed out by the 
introduction of their usual trades : among which 
the most remarkable are glass-blowers, goldsmiths, 
statuaries, painters, workers in flax, and potters; and 
the circumstance of the cattle being tended by de
crepit herdsmen serves to show in what low:}; esti
mation this class of people was held by the Egyptians.

*  Among them is the stag, with branching horns, probably the 
cervus h arbaru s. Some of them are monsters, purely imaginary, 
as griffins, dragons, &c.

t  Or administering rnedicine; but I think the former, 
t “ Every shepherd is an abomination unto the Egyptians ”—  

Genesis xlvi. 34. The Egyptian artists invariably caricatured 
those defects and beauties they wished the spectator to notice; ■ 
thus this degraded class has a squalid and even a deformed ap
pearance : nor will the Egyptian antiquary fail to observe that the 
beauties of the human figure are in like manner so strongly 
marked as to defy proportion.
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On the eastern wall are wrestlers in variojas atti

tudes : and to distinguish more readily the action of 
each combatant, the artist has availed himself, of a 
dark and light color, one being represented red, 
the other black ; and indeed in the figures through
out these tombs, the direction of the arms, when 
crossing the body, is in like manner denoted by a 
lighter outline.

On the southern wall some peasants are sen
tenced to the bastinado, and a, woman is also sub
jected to the same mode of correction. In these 
the figures are smaller, and the subjects more 
varied, than in the northern grottoes, but their style 
and proportions are very inferior.

The next catacomb but one is a copy of that just 
mentioned, but the figures are very badly executed. 
In addition to the other subjects common to them 
both, we find chess-players,*' two curious bird- 
traps, and on the south wall a square of magazines 
with circular roofs, which appear to point out the 
existence of the crude brick vault in the time of 
this king.f The tombs beyond present defaced 
paintings not worthy of notice.

Among other singular customs, with which we 
'become acquainted from the drawings of these

* It rather resembles draughts, the men being all alike, and 
differing only in color on the two sides of the board.

t  In p. 80 of Materia Hierog. I have proved its existence in 
the reign of Amunoph I., B.C. 1540; and have every reason to 
believe it was in use from the earliest times in Egypt.
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grottoeSj is that of admitting dwarfs and deformed 
persons into the suite of the grandees; and these, 
as well as buffoons, were introduced at a later 
epoch, into different countries of Europe, in imita
tion of an usage common from the earliest times 
throughout the East.*

In one of these catacombs is a Greek alphabet, 
whose letters are transposed in various ways, evi
dently by a person teaching a boy Greek: and who 
appears to have found these cool recesses as well 
suited for the resort of himself and pupils as any 
stoa or grove of Academus. The same recom
mendation has at the present day induced the ser
pents of the neighbourhood to retire to their shade, 
and the traveller will do well to enter them care
fully, and look for the tracks of the deadly coluber,f

* Dwarfs were introduced at Rome even before the time of the 
emperors. Marc Antony had them, and subsequently Tiberius 
and Domitian. The latter kept a band of dwarf gladiators. 
Alexander Severus banished this custom, but it was revived in the 
middle ^ e s . Francis I. had several; and they were common at 
other continental courts, as well as in England.

, t  It only differs from the horned snake of the Thebaid, the 
cerastes of Pliny, by the absence of the horns. Its form and 
habits are similar. Conf. Plin. viii. c. 23, “ corpore occultato.” 
The Turks believe that serpents may be produced fropi human 
hair; Pliny says, “ Many believe they spring from the marrow of 
the human spine.” Lib. x. c. 66. The number of snakes in 
Egypt suggested the expediency of rendering divine honours to 
the Ibis; and a similar respect for birds of the same order was 
observed in other countries. “ Honor iis (ciconiis) serpentium 
exitio tantus, ut in Thessalia capitale fuerit occidisse.”— Plin. x, 
c. 23.
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which so often lies buried in the sand within their 
chambers.

Nearly behind the village of Shekh Hassan is 
the Specs Artemidos, to which the common name 
of Stabl Antar has been applied by the modern 
Egyptians. It is situated in a rocky ravine, be
tween which and the Nile is a narrow sandy plain. 
To the right, on entering the ravine, is a long 
series of excavated tombs. Some of them have 
had well-shaped doorways with the'usual Egyptian 
cornice; and round one are still some traces of 
coloured hieroglyphics. The Speos is at some 
distance froih the mouth of the ravine, on the 
same side, and is wholly excavated. It consists of 
a portico, originally ornamented with two rows of 
pillars, five in each, and on one side are remains 
of statues. A door leads thence into a narrow 
corridor, which, like the façade and part of the 
portico, presents some remains of hieroglyphics. 
To this succeeds a large square chamber, at the 
back of which is a small sanctuary, raise^ eight 
feet from the level of the floor. On the left 
of the door' is a figure of the lion-headed goddess 
Pasht, or Bubastis, the Diana of the Greeks, but 
that on the opposite side has been erased. The 
hieroglyphics contain the name of the goddess 
Pasht, followed by the figure of a lioness (not a caí) 
and the title “ lady of the excavation ; ” and we 
also learn from them that the grotto was made at 
least as early as the reign of the third Thothmes. 
In the vicinity are several mummy pits; and
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numerous bones of mummied cats and dogs are 
strewed upon the surface, which, in all probabi
lity, had been wrapped up in mats, like those still 
found buried in the sand at a short distance below 
this spot.*

At Shekh Timay are some catacombs and lime
stone quarries; and traces of the gisr el agoos are 
met with upon the low hills near the river.

The inhabitants of all the villages, from Beni 
Hassan to the vicinity of Manfeloot, are notorious 
thieves, and additional precautions are in conse
quence necessary when stopping at night in so bad 
a neighbourhood.

Shekh Abadehf is the modern name of Anti- 
nobpolis. It is also called Ansina and Medeenet 
On'tholee, and the town of Antinoe itself succeeded 
to the more ancient Besa. Little now remains of 
this city, except the theatre near the southern gate, 
and the Hippodrome without the walls on the east 
side: but the directions of the principal streets may 
still be traced, one of which extended nearly in a 
right line from the vicinity of the theatre to the 
northwards, for a distance of about three thousand 
feet. Towards its southern extremity stood a

* I am indebted to Dr. Hogg for the hieroglyphics and descrip
tion of the Speos. ^

t  So called, according to Vansleb, from Ammonius el A'hefl 
{the Devouf), a Christian martyr.

J These, as well as the columns of Alexander Severus, have 
been destroyed by the Turks, and burnt for lim e; and the em
ployment of limestone in the construction of its buildings has been 
the chief cause of the present dilapidate^ state of Antinoe.
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handsome building, decorated and supported by 
Corinthian columns, from which the street, taking 
the form of a crescent, extended along the side of 
the theatre, and thence to the southern gate, A 
line of columns ranged on either side of the street, 
throughout its whole length, formed a covered cor
ridor for the convenience of those on foot; and 
near its north-west extremity were four columns, 
with an inscription to good Fortune, bearing the 
date of the fourteenth year * of Marcus Aurelius 
Severus Alexander.

Several grand edifices may also be traced in the 
street which crosses this at right angles, and runs 
through the centre of the town, from the river to 
the eastern gate. And it is evident, from the re
mains of granite columns, and from the substruc
tions of the ruins, that Antinoe was embellished 
with all the taste and magnificence that the fancy 
of an Adrian could suggest. Its total length was be
tween six and seven thousand feet, and its breadth, in 
be widest part, about three thousand eight hundred.

A short distance to the north is a projecting hill, 
lose summit is a singular ruin, and a grottp 

liabited by the Christians; but it is probable 
former may have belonged to the ancient 

^nown only from the fame of its oracles, and 
Ifiving been the predecessor of Antinoe. In that 

Jt of the inclosure that lies below this rock, and 
iiich appears to have constituted a part of the city

This was the beginning of the last year of his reignj.
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of Antinous, are several tombs having Greek in
scriptions on small slabs of stone ; and the grottoes 
of the mountain to the eastward were evidently the 
retreat of the anachorites to whom they belonged. 
Near the Hippodrome are a well and tanks apper
taining to an ancient road, which leads from the 
eastern gate to the valley behind the town, and 
then, ascending the mountains, continues through 
the desert by the Wadee Tarfa, and at length joins 
those of the porphyry quarries and others in that 
direction.

In one of the grottoes behind e’ Dayr, a Chris
tian* village between Antinoe and El Bersheh, is the 
representation of a colossusf fasten^<m,a sledge, 
which a number of men are employed in 
with ropes, according to the usual mode adopted 
by the ancient Egyptians. This interesting sub
ject was first discovered by Captains Mangles and 
Irby, and as it seems to have been lately claimed 
by others, I am glad to have this opportunity of 
doing justice to the diligence of those travellers, to 
whose *co-^operation we are also indebted for the 
opening of the temple of Aboosimbel.

* There are a great many Christian peasants in til 
hourhood. At By'adtieh, opposite Antinoe, the mode o l 
water is very superior to any practised in Egypt, and snlj 
decided superiority of the Copt over the indolent Moslem.

t  Not supposed to be hewn from any of the quarries a 
Bersheh; but the scene represents one of the trades of 
Egyptians, like the boat-builders, fowlers, &c.

i  The other members of this persevering party at Aboosimbel 
were Mr. Beechey and the indefatigable Belzoni. They worked
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Nearly opposite El Bersheh is the village of 

E’ Reramoon, where the pasha has established an 
extensive sugar and rum manufactory ; and a short, 
ride from this is Oshmoonayn, the site of Hermopo- 
lis Magna; but the elegant portico* of the temple 
of Thoth has shared the fate of the limestone ruins 
of Antinoe, and nothing now remains to induce the 
traveller to visit its lonely inounds. The deity of 
this city was Hermes or Thoth, “ the god of letters,” 
and the worship of the Cynocephalus was here in
troduced, from its being the ernblem of that divinity. 
The modern name is derived from the Coptic 
s'hmon B or the “ two s'hmons,” and the prefix O 
or E is taken from the sound given by the accent. 
This word signifies eight, f  The only names in the 
portico were of Philip:}; and Alexander, the last 
having in his nomen the title “ Son of Amun.”

At Gebel Toona, the mountain which skirts the 
desert to the west, are several mummy pits, and a 
large tablet of hieroglyphics, with statues in high
eight hours a day for a whole fortnight, with the averagg heat in 
the shade from 112° to 116° Fah.

o n ^ I i  consisted of twelve columns, six in length and two jn 
once ini;, ahly from the title of Thoth, “ Lord of the etffki

c t lis  jj. be written Eshmoonayn, hut they pronounce
Besa.moonayn.

hr^^® difiSculty the Egyptians first experienced in writing the 
•es of foreigners is here evinced in a very remarkable manner, 

P^*"the introduction of a superfluity of vowels, while their own 
w.kmes admitted so few. They afterwards fell into the opposite 
extreme. Philippes is here.written Pheeoleeopos.
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relief of very peculiar form. The style of the 
figures above the tablet is of the same general cha
racter, and, what is still more remarkable, they are 
represented as worshipping the sun, which pours 
forth rays terminating in human hands, one of them 
presenting to the monarch the sign of life. The 
name of this Pharaoh has been purposely erased by 
the Egyptians at an early period, but it may still be 
satisfactorily ascertained by a comparison of the 
parts of the different ovals.

At Mellawee are the mounds of an ancient town, 
probably of the Hermopolitana Phy'lace; and on the 
opposite bank are a few sculptured grottoes, and 
the ruined town of Sbayda.

Another ancient town lies beyond Shekh Said; 
and at Tel* el Amarna are the extensive remains of 
a city, which, from various circumstances, I suppose 
to be the Alabastron of the ancients. The temples 
were of sandstone, each surrounded by a crude 
brick iiiclosure; but fragments of the masonry only 
now remain, having been purposely destroyed, and 
so completely as not to leave a vestige of their ori
ginal plans. Several of the houses are in a be'.' 
state of preservation, and from their substi uctions 
the form and distribution of many of the chambers 
are easily traced. Indeed they are calcula ad to 
give a more correct idea of the plans of Egypban

* Many towns in the Delta have this prefix, which in Coptic 
signifies “  mound.”
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houses than any to be met with in the valley of the 
Nile; and the extent of this city is unequalled by 
any of which we can now trace the ruins, excepting 
Thebes, being about two miles in length, though of 
a comparatively inconsiderable breadth.

In the mountain to the eastward are several 
grottoes, whose sculptures are of a style exactly 
similar to those of Gebel Toona. The subjects are 
numerous^ but the most remarkable are the military 
processions, in which the monarch, mounted in 
a car, is attended by his troops, consisting of 
charioteers and diiferent corps of infantry, with 
their respective weapons* and banners. He is also 
represented borne on a splendid shrine, and ad
vancing towards the temple of the sun, to present 
his offerings to the deity. But his name has been 
effaced wherever it occurred ; and throughout these 
grottoes it is evidently the same as at Gebel Toona. 
Another remarkable object is the style of the 
dresses, which are but rarely met with even at 
Thebes, and which seem to belong almost exclu
sively to the military caste.

In a ravine of the mountain, behind these cata
combs, is a large alabaster quarry,t which was

* Besides the color of the arms and coats of mail in the tombs 
of the kings at Thebes, we might have another argument in favor 
of the Egyptians being acquainted with the use of iron, from their 
surprise at seeing the lonians and Carians clad in brass or bronze 
armour, if we could believe Herodotus’s statement, ii. 152.

t  I have already noticed, in my Hieroglyphical Extracts, pp. 21 
and 22, my accidental discovery of these catacombs in 1824, and

2 C‘
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worked for a considerable time by the ancients, and 
which confirmed my opinion that the town in the 
plain below was Alabastron, though it is true its 
position does not exactly accord with that given, by 
Ptolemy. But Alabastron was at all events a city 
of the Nile, as we learn from Pliny; and Ptolemy * 
merely assigns to it an inland position, like Hermo- 
polis.

Several Greek inscriptions prove that these 
grottoes were sufficiently admired by ancient travel
lers to be considered deserving of a visit, like the 
tombs of Thebes; and one of the writers has 
expressed his surprise at the “ ingenuity of the 
sacred masons.”

Many large roads extend acro^ the plain in dif
ferent directions, from the river to the mountains ; 
and at some distance to the southward, are other 
grottoes inthelow hills containing similar sculptures.

Tanoof, orTanis (superior), in Coptic, Thoni, lies 
inland, on the opposite bank; and a few miles 
beyond Dahroot e’ Shereef, is the entrance of the 
Bahr Yoosef. Strabo tells us that the canal passed 
fr«m the Thebaic castle (Phy'lace) to Tanis, which 
would require the site of the former to have been 
at Dahroot e’ Shereef; and indeed we may trace in 
this name the word ourit, “ a garrison” or “ guard,”
in a subsequent visit in 1826, in company with Mr. Burton, that 
of the quarry and the town in the plain. .

* Ptolemy makes the same difference in longitude between 
Alabastron and Acoris as between Coptos and Thebes.—Geog. 
1. iv. c. 5.
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and thereby increase the probability of this con
jecture. At Dahroot are the mounds of an ancient 
town, and some fragments of stone, but no ruins. 
Its Coptic name is Terot.

Under the mountain, on the east bank, appear, 
for the first time, the dom trees, or Theban palms,* 
whose dry fibrous fruit exactly resembles in flavor 
our gingerbread, and contains a nut similar to the 
cocoa, which, before it becomes ripe and hard, is 
a horny substance, and is eaten by the natives of 
Ethiopia.

At El Kharaib, or Khary'i'b, a ruined town, pro
bably Hieracon, about the centre of Gebel Aboo- 
faydee, are the remains of crude brick walls; and in 
a ravine behind it are several small grottoes con
taining the mummies of dogs and cats.f

On the west bank inland is Cosseeh, the ancient 
Cusse, in Coptic, K6s-ko; and under the mountain 
opposite Manfaloot, and a short distance to the 
north of El Maabdeh, is an old convent, called 
Dayr el Bukhara, and some grottoes, in one of 
which is the representation of a corpse placed upon 
a bier, and attended by Isis, Nephthys, and Anubis, 
with a Greek inscription.

* Palma, or Cucifera Thebai'ca, &c.
t  Herodotus says the dogs were buried in the village to which 

they belonged; and that cats were embalmed and taken to Bu- 
bastis. But they are fojind buried at Thebes, and many other 
places, as well as the ibis, hawks, and other animals; from which 
it is evident they were also “ buried in the place where they died.” 
Vide lib. ii. 67.

2 c 2
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Formerly, the course of the Nile lay beneath this 
mountain; but having since changed its bed, it has 
nearly swept away the town of Manfaloot, in spite 
of all the precautions of the government.

In the vicinity of Maabdeh, opposite Manfaloot, 
are some extensive caverns, cut in the rock, where 
the mummies of crocodiles are deposited; which, 
from the specimens I have seen taken from them, 
are frequently in a very perfect state of preservation.

Manfaloot, in Coptic, Manballou,* is a market- 
town, and the residence of a provincial governor; 
and Beni_ Adee, at the edge of the Libyan desert, is 
only known as having long been the head-quarters 
of the new troops, previous to the war of the Morea, 
and as the usual point of departure for the Oasis of 
Dakhleh.

At the edge of the eastern desert, between Beni 
Mohammed and El Wasta, are the remains of 
several small towns, one of which probably occupies 
the site of Isiura.

E'Sioot.—E’Sioot, which stands on the site of 
Lycopolis, has succeeded Girgeh as the capital of 
Upper Egypt. It is of considerable extent, with 
several large bazars, baths, and some handsome 
mosks; nor do the gardens planted around it fail 
to improve its appearance.

Aboolfidda erroneously supposes the proper or
thography to be Osioot, though he allows there is

* I think this should be Manballout; the t  may have been 
omitted in the MS.' by an error of the copyist.
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authority for E’Sioot also; but had he been ac
quainted with the Coptic name Sioout, he would 
not have adopted that mode of writing it. Indeed, 
without referring to Coptic, his own language 
should have pointed out this simple fact, that the 
initial e is merely the Arabic article; which is fully 
proved by the names of individuals, natives of this 
town ; Abraham of Sioot, for instance, being Ibra
him e’Siootee, and not Ibrahim el Osiootee, which 
the reading Osioot would require.

Little now remains of the ancient Lycopolis but 
extensive mounds, a few stone substructions, and 
the grottoes behind the town, which last are of 
great antiquity. The ceiling of the large catacomb, 
absurdly called Stabl Antar, was ornamented with 
very elegant devices, now scarcely traceable; and in 
the smaller grottoes and excavated recesses of the 
rock, the remains of wolf* mummies are frequently 
met with.

On the north-west side of the mountain are some 
limestone quarries, and a few other uninteresting 
catacombs.

Pliny supposes that these hills formed thfe 
boundary of the Thebaid, since he says “ in Libyco 
Lycon, ubi montes finiunt Thebaidem,”f  though in

* M. Sonniiii is mistaken in supposing that the wolf is not a 
native of Egypt, since next to the jackal it is the most common of 
all the wild beasts of prey, both in Lower and Upper Egypt. The 
coins of the Lycopolite n a m e  bear a wolf on their reverse. Vide 
Diod. i. 88, on the origin of the worship of the wolf.

t  Lib. V. c. 9.
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fact it extended considerably farther to the north, 
even to the vicinity Antinoe ;* and to the Antinoite 
nome were attached the two Oases.

Behind the town of E’Sioot, and to the north of 
the projecting angle of the mountain is the modern 
cemetery, whose tombs, being arranged with con
siderable taste, have a neat and pleasing effect. 
And at its south-east extremity, immediately above 
the village of Dronka, is a large bed of alabaster, 
resting on the limestone rock, but not sufficiently 
compact to admit of its being quarried.

Aboolfidda, on the authority of Ebn Said, relates 
a story concerning the mountain of E ’Sioot, which 
has always been applied to Gebel e’ Tayr (“ the 
mountain of the bird”) below Minyeh: that the birds 
of Egypt performed an annual pilgrimage thither, 
one always remaining fixed to the spot till the 
ensuing year, when it was relieved by another, who 
was detained in a similar manner by the same 
talisman.

From E ’Sioot to Qeneh. — At Shodb are the 
mounds and crude brick ruins of Hypsele^f in 
Coptic, Shotp. El Wasta, probably Contra Lyco- 
polis, presents nothing worthy of a visit. At 
Sherg Selin is the site of Selinon; and at Abooteeg 
are the mounds of Abutis.

A little below Gow are several grottoes, at the 
projecting corner of the mountain, which thence

Ptolemy, lib. iv. c. 6. 
t  Hypsele was formerly a bishop’s see.
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recedes to the eastward. Many of them are of 
Roman date, and are ornamented with arabesques 
and other similar devices.

Gow el kebeer, in Coptic, Tkoou, is the ancient 
Antaeopolis. The remains of the temple of Antaeus 
are now confined to a few blocks near the water’s 
edge, one of which bears the name of Ptolemy 
Philopator, and of Arsinoe his queen. The only 
surviving column was carried away by the river in 
1821; but the previous dilapidation of the temple 
was owing to the removal of the stones to E’Sioot, 
where they were employed in building the palace 
of Ibrahim Pasha, The plain of Antasopolis was 
traditionally recorded as the spot where Isis fought 
with Typhon after the death of Osiris.*

Tahta is a large inland town on the west bank, 
with extensive mounds, which perhaps mark the 
site of the ancient Hesopis. The name of Tahta is 
little known in Lower Egypt, but the result of a 
hoax, practised a few years ago on the pope, brought 
it for a moment into more than usual notice: a 
Catholic Copt having been appointed by his Holi
ness, in compliance with a forged petition of the 
clergy of Egypt, accompanied by a pretended letter 
from Mohammed Ali, to the meant archbishopric 
of Memphis, with the title of Prince of Tahta.

* Diodor. i. 21, says, “ the battle (fought between Typhon and 
Isis) took place at the river, near the village now called of 
Antaeus, which they say lies on the Arabian shore.” Others sup
posed it to have heen fought in the Delta. But as it was an al
legory, it could not have happened at all. Antaeopolis was in 
later times a bishop’s see.
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The land hereabouts produces abundant crops of 
excellent corn, owing to the lowness of its level and 
to the length of time that the water of the inun
dation remains upon its surface.

At Shekh Hereedee are some grottoes and crude 
brick ruins; and at the base of the mountain is a 
mutilated statue clad in the Roman toga. Near 
this stood Passalon; and at Fow, in Coptic, Fboou 
Tgeli, is the site of another ancient town.

The serpent of Shekh Hereedee still maintains its 
reputation with the credulous peasants, and many 
miraculous cures, that might have offended Jupiter, 
are attributed to the worthy successor of the emblem 
of jiEsculapius. Whatever religion is introduced 
into Egypt is doomed to become subservient to the 
heathenish superstitions of this people; and even 
some sects of Christianity may have cause to regret 
that idolatry at its downfal aimed a dangerous blow 
at the heart of its unconscious victor, which may 
some day be the cause of unexpected and incal
culable mischief.

Itfoo lies inland on the west bank. It is the 
ancient Aphroditopolis, in Coptic, Atbo, Phbdou, 
or Thbo ; and at some distance to the south are the 
red and white monasteries, the latter being better 
known by the name of Amba Shnoodeh or St. 
Sennode. It is a large building, about 250 feet 
by 125 ; and, previous to its partial destruction, the 
interior must have had a grand and imposing effect. 
Several doors of red granite are let into the walls, 
all of which, except that on the south side, are now
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closed. This monastery is built with a cornice 
similar to that of Egyptian temples, and some have 
supposed it to have been founded by the empress 
Helena, at the commencement of the fourth century. 
In the interior is a double row of fourteen granite 
columns, with capitals mostly of the low ages; and 
at the east end is the choir, where are several in
scriptions, in one of which I observed the name of 

Athanasius the patriarch but the rest was much 
defaced. It is inhabited by Christian peasants, with 
their families, who cultivate the adjoining lands; 
and fear has induced them, like their brethren at 
Bibbeh,* nominally to convert their saint into a 
Moslem shekh, who commands the respect of his 
credulous votaries, under the mysterious name of 
Shekh Aboo Shenood. About half an hour's ride 
to the south, are the remains of Athribis, Thriphis, 
or Crocodilopolis, in Coptic, Athrebi, where, be
sides extensive mounds and vestiges of ruins, are 
the remains of a large temple, 200 feet in length 
by 175 in breadth, dedicated to the lion-headed 
goddess Thriphis. A Greek inscription on one of 
the fallen architraves bears the date apparently of 
the ninth year of Tiberius; and the mention of his 
wife Julia Augusta, who was the widow of Agrippa 
and daughter of Augustus, shows that her death

•  The Shekh el Bibbawee is St. George himself. Visiters are 
allowed, or requested, to subscribe to the lamp, and the monks, 
tell a heterodox story of his exploits, and his wars against the 
infidels.
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could not have happened 'so early as generally 
supposed.

The hieroglyphics present, on the other face of 
the same block, the ovals of Tiberius Claudius 
Caesar Germanicus; and in another part of the 
temple I observed that of Ptolemy, the elder son of 
Auletes; nor is it improbable that the era of its 
foundation vrill date considerably earlier. The name 
of Atrib is traditionally retained by the inmates of 
the white monastery; but they also designate these 
ruins by that of Medeenet Ashaysh. At the east 
face of the mountains, about half a mile beyond 
Athribis, are the quarries from which the stone of 
the temple was taken; and below are several small 
grottoes that have served for tombs, and were once 
furnished with doors, secured as usual by a bolt or 
lock. On the lintel of one of them is a Greek in
scription, purporting that it was “ the sepulchre of 
Ermius, the son of Archibius.” It contains the 
scattered residue of burnt bones.

At Soohag are the mounds of another ancient 
town; and the mouth of the modern canal to the 
seuth is constructed with a care unusual in a country 
subject to the indolent Turks.

E’Khmim, on the east bank, is the site of Chem- 
mis, or Panopolis, in Coptic, Chmim, formerly one 
of the most considerable cities of the Thebaid. A 
long inscription, bearing the date of the twelfth 
year of the emperor Trajanus Germanicus Dacicus, 
points out the site of the temple of Pan, who, as we
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learn from this dedication, shared with Thriphis 
the honors of the sanctuary. We also ascer
tain another very important fact from this inscrip
tion, that the deity who has been called Priapus, 
and Mendes, is in reality the Pan* of Egypt, since 
his figure is represented on the same face of the 
block with the dedication. On the under side of 
this same architrave is a circle, divided into twelve 
compartments, probably astronomical; but these, 
as well as the figures on the neighbouring block, 
are nearly all defaced. Vestiges of other ruins are 
met with some distance beyond these, which may 
probably have belonged to the temple of Perseus; 
but a few imperfect sculptures are all that now re
main, and it is with difficulty we can trace on its 
scattered fragments the name of Ptolemy, the son 
of Auletes, and that of the Emperor Domitian.

The superstition of the natives has ascribed 
the same properties to a stone in one of the shekh’s 
tombs, and likewise to that of the temple of Pan, 
that the statues of the god of generation were for
merly believed to have possessed; and the modern 
women of E’Khmim, with similar hopes and equal 
credulity, offer their vows to these relicsf for a 
numerous offspring.

According to Strabo, the ancient inhabitants of
*  Suidas is wrong in saying Priapus is called by the Egyptians 

Horus. The hieroglyphic name of Pan is Khemo or Hemmo, 
(Chemmis or Ham).

t Many blocks and fragments of statues, in other parts of 
Egypt, are supposed to be endowed with the same property; but 
the population of the country is still on the decline.
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Chemmis were famous for tfieir woollen manufac
tures, and for their skill in masonry ; nor were they, 
if we may believe Herodotus, so much prejudiced 
against the manners of the Greeks as the rest of 
the Egyptians.

A little less than half way from E’Khmim to 
Menshé'éh, are some remains of crude brick on the 
east bank, which would appear to mark the site of 
Thomu, in Coptic, Thmoui-n-paneheou.

Mensheeh has extensive mounds, but the only 
vestiges of masonry consist in a stone quay on the 
east side. It is supposed to be Ptolémaïs Hermii ; 
the largest town, says Strabo, in the Thebaid, and 
not inferior to Memphis; but neither its original 
extent, nor that of any town in Upper Egypt, ex
cept Thebes, can justify this assertion of the geo
grapher.*

Geergeh, formerly the capital of Upper Egypt, 
still claims, from its extent and population, the 
second rank after E’Sioot ; but it has not succeeded 
to any ancient town of note, and from its name we 
may conclude that it is of Christian origin.

Vlbydus is distant from Geergeh three hours, and 
the traveller who visits its ruins on his way up the 
river, will gain much time by sending forward his 
boat to Bellianeh, which he may reach from Abydus 
by a ride of two hours.f

* He also gives it a Greek constitution, or a v a r E f i a .—Lib. xvii. 
t  Pliny reckons seven and a half Roman miles from Abydus to 

the river, which is about the distance from Abydus to Samata.— 
Lib. v. 9.
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The modern name t)f Abydus is Arabat el Mat- 
foon, in Coptic, Ebot; and besides the numerous 
tombs and sepulchral monuments that are con
tinually found there, the remains of tw.o grand 
edifices, and the ruins of the city, evince its former 
extent, and justify the assertion of Strabo, that 
Abydus formerly held the first rank after Thebes * 
itself.

One of those edifices was called the palace of 
Memnon,-j- but was, in reality, commenced by 
Osirex and completed by his son Remeses II. and, 
from the peculiar nature of its plan, and the struc
ture of its roof, it is particularly interesting to the 
antiquary. This last is formed of large blocks of 
stone, placed from one architrave to the other, not, 
as usua,l in Egyptian buildings, on their faces, but 
on their sides; so that considerable thickness hav
ing been given to the roof, a vault was afterwards 
cut in them without endangering its solidity..

The other building is the famous temple of
* That is, in the Thebaid. It was already reduced in Strabo’s 

time to the condition and rank of a small village.
t  “ Abydus Memhonis regia, et Osiridis templo inclytum.” 

Plin. lib. V. 9. *
i  Remeses II. is probably confounded with Memnon, as Mem- 

non with Ismandes; and tfie name Memnonium was given to the 
palace of Remeses, both at Abydus and at Thebes; for that of 
Amunoph III. is not the Memnonium of Strabo. If a tomb, 
palace, statue, or any other monument, was remarkable for beauty, 
grandeur, or any peculiarity, it was instantly claimed by the 
Romans for their favorite hero; but who, on a careful investiga
tion, will be found to be neither a king nor an Egyptian. Vide 
Note, p. ] 1.
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Osiris, who was reported to have been buried in 
Abydus, and who was worshipped there in his most 
sacred character. “ There are many other places,” 
says Plutarch, “ where his corpse is said to have 
been deposited; but Abydus and Memphis are 
mentioned in particular, as having the true body; 
and for this reason the rich and powerful of the 
Egyptians are desirous of being buried in the for
mer of these cities, in order to lie, as it were, in the 
same grave as Osiris h i m s e l f a n d  of the many 
other places which are noticed as being the real 
sepulchres,* Busiris, Philse, and Taposiris have, 
according to the same author, the principal claims.

The fact that natives of other towns were buried 
at Abydus is fully confirmed by modern discoveries; 
and inscriptions, purporting that the deceased were 
from some distant part of the country, are frequently 
found in the tombs of its extensive cemetery.

The temple of Osiris was completed by Remeses
II., who enriched it with a splendid sanctuary, 
rendered unusually conspicuous from the nature of 
the materials used in its construction, being entirely 
li«ed with oriental alabaster. He also added to 
the numerous chambers and courts many elegant and 
highly-finished sculptures. One of these lateral 
apartments contains the famous tablet of kings, 
discovered by Mr. Bankes, and which, in an histori
cal point of view, is by far the most precious monu-

*  The whole, as I have already observed, was a mysterious al
legory. Pint, de Is. s. 18, 20, 21.
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ment hitherto met with among the ruins of Egypt. 
In the cemetery to the northward are some other 
stone remains ; among which are one of the time of 
the second Remeses, and another bearing the name 
of Sabaco.

The reservoir mentioned by Strabo, which was 
cased with stone, may perhaps be traced on the 
east side of the ancient town ;* and in the mountain 
to the north-west are sòme limestone quarries, and 
an inclined road, leading to a shaft or narrow grotto, 
in an unfinished state, and without sculpture.

Near Abydus was a grove of acanthus, sacred to 
Apollo, which may probably have been succeeded 
by that on the road to Bellianeh ; and the mounds 
of El Beerbeh,'!' a village lying a few miles to the 
west of Geergeh, have been supposed to indicate 
the site of This, which was said to be in the neigh
bourhood of Abydus. ■

Farshoot, inland on the west bank, is the resi
dence of a mantoór, or provincial governor. It was 
formerly a town of consequence, but has greatly 
fallen off within the last few years, as well in size, 
as in the number of its inhabitants. Its Coptic 
name was Bershoout, but it presents no remains of 
antiquity.

* A canal led to it from the river, on whose banks stood the 
grove of acanthus. The modem canal passes in like manner
through the mimosas on the road to Bellianeh.

t  Beerbeh, orBirbeh, is the Coptic word Perpe, signifying 
temple.”

the
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At How are the site and ruins of Diospolis Parva. 
Behind the modern town appear the vestiges of a 
sandstone temple of late date, either Ptolemaic or 
Roman; and about one mile to the south of it, at 
the edge of the desert, are other mounds, and the 
remains of buildings, of which the most remarkable 
is the tomb of one Dionysius, the son of Ptolemy, 
and the scribe of King Ptolemy.

On one of the walls is represented the judgment- 
scene, where Horus and Anubis are engaged in 
weighing the actions of the deceased, which are 
recorded by Thoth. The female Cerberus and the 
four genii are also present; the latter standing on 
a lotus, placed immediately before the throne of 
the judge Osiris. Many other subjects occur in 
the same chamber, among which are several in
ferior deities, whose offices relate to Amenti, or the 
lower region ; and in an underground room is a 
curious representation of a tomb, having its folding- 
doors fastened by two bolts. The tree that over
shadows it appears to be the sacred tamarisk of 
Osiris.*
,  It might be imagined that the modern name How 

was derived frorh that of the Howara Arabs j but 
as it has been long known in Coptic by those of 
Houpe, Ho, and Hou, there is little doubt that it 
is of a much earlier origin; and it can scarcely be 
considered a corruption of TAeoM-polis, “ the city of 
God,” or Jupiter.

The town stands in the largest bend made by
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the river during its course from E’Sooan to the 
sea; but it has not been generally remarked that, 
the position of How is considerably to the south* 
of the latitude of Qeneh.

At Qasr e’syadjf or the “ sportsman’s mansion,” 
on the opposite bank, are the mounds of the ancient 
Chenoboscion, in Coptic, Seneset; but the only 
remains of masonry consist of a dilapidated quay, 
amidst whose ruins is a stone, bearing a Greek in
scription, apparently of the time of Antoninus Pius, 
from which we learn that the individual by whose 
order it was sculptured had executed some work 
“ at his own expenseperhaps the quay itself, to 
which it has every appearance of having once 
belonged. Another block has part of the head
dress and hieroglyphics of the goddess Isis.

Chenoboscion was famous for its geese, which 
were there fed in great numbers ; and it was from 
this circumstance that it borrowed a name, which 
was probably a translation of the original Egyptian.

About a mile beyond the eastern mouth of the 
canal of Qasr e’syad are some interesting catacombs, 
of a very ancient date,| in which the agricultural, 
and other scenes common to the tombs of Egypt, 
are still traced on the walls, and some indeed in a 
very good state of preservation. But they are par
ticularly remarkable for their antiquity, which may

* About nine minutes of latitude.
t  Sytid is a fisherman, huntsman, or fowler; in short, a general 

term for a sportsman.
Ì I first observed these in 1830.

2 D
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vie with that of any other catacomb or monument in 
ijEgypt, if we except the pyramids and the tombs in 
their vicinity. The names, three of which are 
placed in chronological order, are not preceded by 
royal titles, but simply by the word “ priest but 
I have instances of the same elsewhere with the 
prefix “ king.”

Fow marks the site of Bopos, in Coptic, Phboou ; 
and the ruins of Tentyris lie inland, to the north of 
the modern town of Dendera.*

The name of Tentyris, or Tentyra, in Coptic, 
Tentore, or Nikentore, seems to have originated in 
that of the goddess Athor,']' or Aphrodite, who was 
particularly worshipped there; and that the principal 
temple was dedicated to that goddess we learn from 
the hieroglyphics, as well as from a Greek inscrip
tion of the time of Tiberius, in whose reign its mag
nificent portico was added to the original building.

Egyptian sculpture had long been on the decline 
before the erection of this temple ; and the Egyptian 
ant^uary looks with little satisfaction on the grace
less style of the figures, and the crowded profusion 
of ill-adjusted hieroglyphics, that cover the walls of 
Ptolemaic and Roman monuments ; but architecture 
still retained the grandeur of an earlier period ; and 
though the capitals of the columns were frequently 
overcharged with ornament, the general effect of

* Benderà has long been famed for a peculiarly large breed of 
fowls.

t  Tei-n-Athor, the abode of .^thor or Athyr. The name Athor 
is also Tei (or Thy) Hor, the abode of Horus, as the hieroglyphics 
plainly show.
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the porticos erected under the Ptolemies and Caesars 
is grand and imposing, and frequently not destitute* 
of elegance and taste.

The same remarks apply to the temple of Ben
derà ; and from its superior state of preservation it 
deserves a distinguished rank among the most in
teresting monuments of Egypt.* For though its 
columns, considered singly, may be said to have a 
heavy, and perhaps a grotesque appearance, the 
porticof is doubtless a noble specimen of architec
ture ] nor is the succeeding hall devoid of beauty 
and symmetry of proportion.

On the ceiling of the pronaos, or portico, is the 
zodiac, which has led to much learned controversy, 
and which has at length, through the assistance of 
the Greek inscription, and thehieroglyphical names 
of the Csesars that cover its exterior and interior 
walls, been confined to the more modest and pro
bable antiquity of eighteen hundred years.J

The details of the cornice offer a very satisfactory 
specimen of the use of a triglyphic ornament, which 
is common in many of the oldest Pharaonic temples,

* Egyptian temples, however, are much more picturesque when 
in ruins than when entire ; being, if  seen from without, merely a 
large dead wall, scarcely relieved by a slight increase in the height 
of the pronaos.

t  Many other Egyptian porticos lose their effect from being 
destitute of their roofs.

] There is no zodiac in any ancient temple. Benderà, Esneh, 
and Dayr (Aphroditopolis) are of Ptolemaic and Roman date. 
The celebrated Visconti had made a very accurate estimation of 
the antiquity of that of Benderà.

2 D 2
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though arranged in a somewhat different manner, 
i»and without so remarkable a metope as in the pre
sent instance.

On the frieze, or rather architrave, is à proces
sion to Athor ; and among the figures that compose 
it are two playing the harp, and another with the 
tamborine.

The inscription is on the projecting summit of 
the cornice, and commences with the name of the 
Emperor Tiberius. Those of Aulus Avillius* Flac- 
cus, the military governor or prefect, and Aulus 
Fulmius Crispus, commander of the forces, though 
purposely erased, are still traced, when the sun 
strikes obliquely on the surface of the stone ; but 
the date of the emperor’s reign is unfortunately lost.

The small planisphere, which was in one of the 
lateral chambers, on the right-hand side of the 
temple and behind the pronaos, has been removed 
to France ; and from its position it probably dated 
a few years before the zodiac.

Numerous are the names of Cæsars in this 
temple. In the portico may be distinguished those 
of Tiberius, Caligula, Claudius, and Nero ; and on 
the former front of the temple, now the back of the 
■ pronaos, are those of Augustus and Caligula. This 
was, in fact, the original extent of the building, and 
it was previous to the addition of the portico that 
it was seen by Strabo.

The oldest names are of Ptolemy Cæsarion,t or
* Aviddius, or Avidnus.
t  He was son of the celebrated Cleopatra by Julius Cæsar.
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Neocæsar, and Cleopatra, who are represented on 
the back wall of the exterior ; and it is probable* 
that the whole 7iaos was the work of the Ptolemies, 
though the sculptures remained unfinished till the 
reign of Tiberius, who, having erected the portico, 
added many of the hieroglyphics on the exterior 
walls.*

The portico is supported by twenty-four columns, 
and is open at the front, above the screens that 
unite its six columns ; and in each of the side walls 
is a small door-way.

To this succeeds a hall of six columns, with three 
rooms on either side ; then a central chamber, com
municating on one side with two small rooms, and 
on the other with a staircase. This is followed by 
another similar chamber (with two rooms on the 
west, and one on the east side) immediately before 
the isolated sanctuary, which has a passage leading 
round it, and communicating with three rooms on 
either side. The total length of this temple is 
ninety-three paces (or about two hundred and 
twenty feet) by forty-one, or across the portico fifty.

In front of the temple was the dromos, extending 
for the distance of one hundred and ten paces to 
an isolated pylon, bearing the names of Domitian 
and Trajan.

The attributes of Athor throughout this building 
very much resemble those of Isis ; and she is in like

Several of the ovals in the interior are blank.
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manner represented nursing the young child Har- 
•pocrates,* who is said, in the hieroglyphics, to be 
the “ son of Athor.”

“ Behind the temple of Venus,” says Strabo, “ is 
the chapel of Isis :” and this observation agrees re
markably well with the size and position of the 
small temple of that goddess; as it consists merely 
of one central and two lateral adyta, and a trans- 

'verse chamber, or corridor, in front, and stands im
mediately behind the south-west angle of that of 
Athor. To it belonged the pylon, that lies one 
hundred and seventy paces to the eastward, and 
which, as we learn from a Greek inscription on 
either face of its cornice, was dedicated to Isis, 
in the thirty-first year of Caesar (Augustus); Pub
lius Octavius being military governor, or prefect, 
and Marcus Claudius Posthumus commander of 
the forces. In the hieroglyphics, besides the name 
of Augustus, are those of Claudius and Nero.

Ninety paces to the north of the great temple of 
Athor is another building, consisting of two outer 
passage-chambers, with two small rooms on either 
side of the outermost one, and a central and two 
lateral adyta, the whole surrounded, except the 
front, by a peristyle of twenty-two columns. The 
capitals, ornamented or disfigured by the represen-

* I have already stated my reasons in my Materia Hierogly- 
phica, p. 24, for supposing Harpocrates to be the day, ehoou, 
“ which springs up like a new-born infant from the lotus.” 
Plut. s. xi. Athor received the setting sun into her arms, from 
whence he departed to run his daily course.
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tations of a Typhonian monster, have led to the sup
position that this témple was dedicated to the evil* 
genius ; but as the whole of its sculptures refer to 
the birth of Harpocrates, it is evident that it apper
tains to the great temple of Athor, who is here styled 
his mother; and it may be said rather to be dedicated 
to Harpocrates* than to Typhon, who is only intro
duced in a subordinate character, as relating to the 
young deity. The names are of Trajan, Adrian,' 
and Antoninus Pius.

Around these buildings extends a spacious enclo
sure of crude brick, about two hundred and forty 
paces square, having two entrances, one at the pylon 
of Isis, the other at that before the great temple.

About two hundred and thirty paces in front of 
the pylon of Athor is an isolated hypæthral build
ing, consisting of fourteen columns, united by inter- 
columnar screens, with a doorway at either end ; 
and a short distance to the south is the appearance 
of an ancient reservoir. A little to the north-east 
of it are other remains of masonry ; but the rest 
of the extensive mounds of Tentyris present merely 
the ruins of crude brick houses, many of which are 
of Arab date.

Five hundred paces east of the pylon of Isis 
is another crude brick enclosure, with an entrance 
of stone, similar to the other pylons, bearing the 
name of Antoninus Pius. Over the face of the 
gateway is a singular representation of the sun,

* The third member of the triad, who proceeded from the first 
by the second.
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with its sacred emblem the hawk, supported by 
Isis and Nephthys.* This enclosure is about one 
hundred and fifty-five paces by two hundred and 
sixty-five, and at the south-east corner is a well of 
stagnant water.

The town stood between this and the enclosure 
of the temples, and extended on either side, as well 
as within the circuit of the latter ; but on the north
west side appear to be the vestiges of tombs.

Between the town and the edge of the sandy 
plain to the south, is a low channel, which may 
once have been a canal, and it is not improbable 
that it was to this that the Tentyrites owed their 
insular situation mentioned by Pliny.f

The Tentyrites were the professed enemies of 
the crocodile; and Pliny relates some incredible 
stories J of their command over this animal. The 
truth, however, of their courage in attacking so for
midable an enemy, appears to have been satisfac-. 
torily ascertained; and Strabo affirms that they 
amused and astonished the Romans by the dexte
rity and boldness with which they dragged the 
crocodile from an artificial lake (made at Rome for

* Isis and her sister Nephthys, “ the beginning and the end,”  
were opposed to each other, as Osiris was to Typhon. From 
their presence we might suppose this enclosure to have been for 
sepulchral purposes.

t  “ Gens hominum . . .  Tentyritse, ah insula, in qua habitat, 
appellata.” Plin. viii. 25.

4 “ Voce sola territos cogunt evomere recentia corpora ad sepul- 
turam.” viii. 25. Entire, of course, in spite of the “ pectinatim 
stipante se dentium serie.”
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this purpose) to the dry land, and back again into 
the water, with the same facility.*

The crocodile is, in fact, a timid animal, flying 
on the approach of man, and, generally speaking, 
only venturing to attack its prey on a sudden; for 
which reason we seldom or never hear of instances 
of persons devoured by it, unless incautiously stand
ing at the brink of the river, where its approach is 
concealed by the water, and where, by the immense 
power of its tail, it is enabled to throw down and 
overcome the strongest man; who, being carried 
instantaneously to the bottom of the river, has 
neither the time nor the means to resist.

Pliny, like other authors, has been led into a 
common error, that the sight of the crocodile is 
defective under water, which a moment’s consider
ation, without the necessity of 'personal experience, 
should have corrected : for it is at least reasonable 
to suppose that an animal living chiefly on fish 
should, in order to secure its prey, be gifted with 
an equal power of sight; and that of fish cannot 
he said to be defective : but Herodotus, the father 
of these errors, afiirmsf that it is totally “ blind 
under water.”:};

* Strabo, xvii. Seneca (iv. Qusest. Nat. c. 2 )  says it was by a 
contempt for tbê  crocodile that the Tentyrites were enabled to 
overcome i t ; those who were wanting in presence of mind being 
frequently killed, 

t  Herod, ii. 68.
i  The crocodile covers its eye at pleasure with the nictitating 

membrane. It has no tongue, and moves the upper jaw. It does 
not run very quick, but can turn round in an instant.
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This hatred of the Tentyrites for the crocodile 
was the cause of serious disputes with the inhabit
ants of Ombos, where it was particularly worshipped; 
and the unheeded accident of having killed or eaten 
their beneficent deity once terminated in the disgrace
ful ceremony of a cannibal feast, to which the body 
of one, who was unfortunately killed in the affray, 
was doomed by his inhuman adversaries.*

Opposite the ruins of Tentyris is the town of 
Qeneh, the residence of a Mamoor, or governor of a 
province. It stands on the site of Casnepolis, but 
boasts of no remains of antiquity. It has suc
ceeded Coptos and Qoos, as the emporium of trade 
with the Arabian coast, which it supplies with 
corn, by way of Kossayr to Emba and Judda.

Qeneh boasts a noted manufactory of porous water- 
jars,f which are in great request throughout Egypt; 
and the clay used for their composition is found to 
the north-west of the town, in the bed of a valley, 
whose torrents have for ages past contributed to 
the accumulation of this useful earth.

Qeneh to Thebes.—Balias, on the west bank, is 
also well known for its- manufacture of jars, which 
from this town have received the name of Ballasee, 
and are universally used in Egypt for the purpose of 
carrying water: or, as some amphorae of the an
cients, for preserving rice, butter, treacle, and oil, 
and for other domestic purposes; and large rafts of

* Juvenal. Sat. xv. 33 et seq.
t  In Arabic goolleh. When the clay is used it is mixed with 

the sifted ashes of the halfeh grass.
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these jars are frequently floated down the Nile, to 
be disposed of in the markets of the metropolis,

Qobt,* or Qoft, the ancient Coptos, is a short 
distance from the river, on the east bank. The re
mains of the old wall are still visible, and even the 
towers of the gateway, which stood on the east side.

The ruins are mostly of a late epoch: the names 
on the fallen fragments of masonry that lie scat
tered within its precincts, or on those employed in 
building the Christian church, being of different 
C a e s a r s b u t  a granite pillar, bearing that of 
Thothmes III., shows that some monument existed 
in this spot of a very early date, to which the 
Roman emperors afterwards made additions. But 
owing to the depredations of the early Christians, 
little can now be traced of the ancient buildings of 
this city, their materials having been used to con
struct the church, part of which too only now 
remains. At the village of El Qala is a small 
temple, of Roman date, bearing the royal ovals of 
Tiberius Claudius. But besides the ruins of temples 
and other buildings, the vestiges of its canals still 
attest the opulence of this city, which continued k> 
be the mart of Indian commerce from the founda
tion of Berenice, till its destruction in the reign of 
Diocletian.

And though, as in Strabo’s time, Myos Hormos
* This is the proper orthography, according to Aboolfidda, 

though the natives now call it Qoft, in Coptic, Keft.
t  Among them I observed Tiberius, Caligula, and Titus. 

Caligula is of course written Caius only.
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was found to be a more convenient port than Bere
nice, and was frequented by almost all the Indian 
and Arabian fleets, Coptos still continued to be the 
seat of commerce. But Myos Hormos* was after
wards succeeded by Philoteras Portus,f and this 
and Coptos, in later times, gave place to Qoos, 
Qeneh, and Kossayr.

It was to Coptos also that the stones quarried in 
the Porphyry, and other mountains of the eastern 
desert, were transported; and for this purpose large 
roads were constructed, at considerable labor and 
expense, over sandy plains, and through the sinu
osities of valleys. But that of the emerald mines 
took the direction of Contra Apollinopolis, nor does 
it appear that any communication was established 
with them from Coptos, except by the Berenice road.

It was here that Isis was said to have received 
the first account of her husband’s death, a circum
stance that, according to Plutarch, gave rise to the 
name of this city, which he supposes to signify 
“ mourjiing,” or, as some are of opinion, “ depriva
tion but the traveller in vain looks for the pre
cipice from which the ass was annually thrown 
headlong by the Coptites, in token of their con
tempt for Typhon.§

* Agatharcides (p . 54) says it was afterwards called the port 
of Venus. Conf. Strabo, xvii.

t  The Philoteras Portus, or yEnnum, as I have elsewhere ob
served, already existed in the earliest times of the Pharaohs.

t Plutarch always contrived, if  possible, to derive Egyptian 
names from Greek.— De Is. s. 18.

§ Plut. de Is. s. 30.
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The town of Shurafa, to the north of Coptos, is 
so called from having been founded and inhabited 
by some Shereefs, or (supposed) descendants of 
Mohammed, who are distinguished by the peculiar 
right of wearing a green turban ; and Aboolfidda 
states that the town of Qobt was a waqf, or “ entail” 
of the shereefs; though it appears rather to have be
longed to the Haramayn of Mekkeh and Medeéneh.

At Qoos, in Coptic, Kos-Birbir, is the site of 
Apollinopolis Parva. In the time of Aboolfidda it 
vvas the next city in size and consequence to Postât, 
but is now reduced to the rank of a small town and 
the residence of a Nazer. The only remains of 
antiquity are a Pylon* of the time of Cleopatra 
and Ptolemy Alexander I., “ the gods Philometores 
Soteres,” whose names appear as well in the Greek 
dedication to Aroeris on the cornice, as in the sculp
tures of the lower part. At a sibeél, or “ fountain 
•built for a charitable purpose,” is a monolith, now 
converted into a tank, with a hieroglyphic inscrip
tion on the jambs, containing the name of Ptolemy 
Philadelphus : and a short distance to the west of 
the town, near a Shekh’s tomb, are some fragmentas 
of sandstone, and a few small granite columns. On 
the former are the names of the same king, in 
whose reign the grottoes of Tel el Amarna were 
executed : the latter are of uncertain date.

Opposite Qoos is Neqâdeh, noted for its Coptic
* I hear that this Pylon has been lately destroyed by the Turks, 

who have used the materials iu the construction of some govern
ment building.
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and Catholic convents; and Shenhoor, on the east 
bank, a few miles south of Qoos, presents the ex
tensive mounds of an ancient town.

Medamot is supposed to mark the site of Maxi- 
mianopolis, a Greek bishop’s see in the lower ages ; 
but neither the extent of its mounds nor the remains 
of its temple justify the name that some have applied 
to it, of Karnak e’ sherqeeh, or “ the eastern Kar- 
nak.”* The ruins consist of the crude brick houses 
of a small town, about 464 paces square, in the 
centre of which is a sandstone temple; but of this 
little remains, except part of the portico, appa
rently, from the style of its architecture, of Ptolemaic 
date. On the columns may be traced the ovals of 
Ptolemy Euergetes II., of Lathyrus, and of Auletes, 
and that of the emperor Antoninus Pius; but a 
block of granite attests the prior antiquity of the 
temple itself, and proves, from the presence of the 
name of Amunoph II., that its foundation will at least 
have been coeval with the middle of the fifteenth 
century before our era. The pylon before the por
tico behrs the name of Tiberius, but the blocks used 
in its construction were taken from some older edi- 
fice, which had been erected during the reign of 
Remeses II. This pylon formed one of several door
ways of a crude brick inclosure, which surrounded 
the temple; and a short distance before it is a 
raised platform, with a flight of steps on the inner 
side, similar to that before the temple of El Khargeh

Karnak is an Arabic word signifying a “ fort.’
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in the Oasis, atElKarnak, and many other E^gyptian 
temples. To the southward of the portico appears 
to be the site of a reservoir, beyond which a gate
way leads through the side of the same crude brick 
wall to a small ruin, bearing the name of Ptolemy 
Euergetes I. Besides the inclosure of the temple, 
the whole town has been surrounded by a wall of 
similar materials, of irregular shape.

Ahabdeh Desert.—The Ababdeh desert extends 
southward from the Kossayr road to a little beyond 
the latitude of Berenice, where it is succeeded by 
that of the Bisharee'n, or Bisharee Arabs.,

Like the Maazy desert, which lies between the 
Sooez and Kossayr roads, it presents the remains of 
several stations and seaports, in addition to the 
basanite and other quarries, and mines of eme
ralds, sulphur, lead, and other metals. The princi
pal roads are those leading from Coptos to Berenice, 
and to the Philoteras Po^tus: one from Contra Apol- 
linopplis to Gebel Zabara, or the emerald mountain; 
and another from Kossayr along the sea-coast to the 
Leucos Portus, Nechesia, and Berenice, which
thence continues in the direction of Sowakem.

•One also quits the Nile near Contra Apollinopolis, 
and taking a southerly direction, runs apparently to 
the gold mines* (of Gebel Ollaqa) mentioned by

* Through my inquiries among the Ababdeh Arabs, I had ob
tained very accurate information respecting the existence and 
position of these mines, which, I am happy to say, has been 
lately verified hy M. Linant and Mr. Bonomi, the first Europeans
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Agatharcides and other authors, and subsequently 
by the Shereef el Edreesee. They were generally 
furnished with stations, built at short intervals, 
where a supply of water could always be obtained 
by means of large wells, which were sunk in their 
centre to a great depth, and frequently in the solid 
rock; and from which spacious cisterns were filled, 
as well for the use of the soldiers quartered there 
as of those who passed.*

On the Philoteras road,f now Derb e’ Russafa, 
are eight of these stations, some of which are dis
tant from each other only six, others from eight to 
twelve miles; besides the wells of El Eghayta, 
which were also known to the ancients; and the 
first station, whose site and plan may still be traced, 
was distant from Coptos only nine miles, and was 
common to this and to the Berenice road.

The different distances given by Pliny, and the 
Itinerary of Antoninus, are as follow :—
who have visited them. They are, as Edreesee observes, in the 
land of Bogga or Boja, the Bisharee country, and, as appears 
from tvfo of the Arabic funereal inscriptions they found there, 
were worked in the years 339 A. H . or 951 A. D. and 378 A. H. 
«• 989 A. D., the former being the fifth year of the Caliph 
Mostukfee billah, a short time before the arrival of the Fatemites 
in Egypt; the other in the fourteenth year of El Azeez, the 
second of the Fatemite dynasty. Certain it is, however, that they 
were also mined previous and subsequently to that period, though 
there are no other epitaphs bearing any dates.

* Conf. Plin. vi. c. 26. “ A Copto camelis itur, aquationum 
ratione mansionibus dispositis.”

t  Formerly ASnnum. Strabo says it was “ called Philoteras, 
from the sister of the second Ptolemy.”— Lib. xvii.
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Pl.INY.

From Coptos to the! 
1st Hydreuma . j
2d Hydreuma

Rom. M.
32

63

Apollinis . . .  89
Novum Hydreuma . 49

(the Hydreuma vetus 
being 4 miles off) 

Berenice . . .  25

A n t o n in u s .
Rom. M.From Coptos to Phœnicon 27 

DidymeAfrodito
Compasi
Jovis .Aristonis
Phalacro
Apollonos
Cabalsi
Cænon

24 
20 
22 
3325 
25 
23 
27

Hydreuma}^*  ̂
Berenicen 18

Total 271Total Roman miles 258 
And, according to the measurements taken by me 
of the distances from one station to the other, I find 
them to be pretty correct, as may be seen by my 
map of Egypt: which, besides the valley of the Nile, 
the Fyoom, and the Oases, includes the whole of the 
desert of the Red Sea, from Suez to thirty miles south 
of Berenice. Besides all those stations mentioned in 
the Itinerary, an intermediate one between Didyme 
and Afrodito is met with on the direct road from 
Coptos to Berenice, about four miles and a half to 
the northward of the latter. At Afrodito is a Latin 
inscription, formerly placed over the door, and com
mencing with a date which is unfortunately erased. 
The hydreuma and vicus Apollinis* are distinct, 
and stand at a short distance from each other; and

* Supposing this to be the case, I made aome" stay at the 
hydreuma, in order to search for the village, which I found by 
inquiring of a chasseur who lived in the valley. It contains up
wards of four hundred and fifty houses.

2 £
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the novum and vetus hydreuma are the last stations 
before reaching Berenice. This town stands on a 
small bay, at the extremity of a deep gulph, ac
cording to Strabo, the Sinus immundus, formed by 
the projecting point of Lepte Extrema, now Cape 
Nose, which has been erroneously laid down in 
some charts as an island. The inner bay that con
stituted the ancient port is now nearly filled with 
sand, and at low tide* its mouth is closed by a bar 
which is left entirely exposed.

The town was extensive, but the streets are not 
laid out with the same regularity as in its rival, the 
Myos-hormos, nor are the materials used in the 
construction of its- houses selected with any care, 
being chiefly rude pieces of madrepore collected on 
the sea-coast. It has a temple towards the centre, 
dedicated to Sarapis, built of hewn stone, and con
sisting of three inner and three outer chambers, 
with a staircase leading to its summit, the whole 
ornamented with hieroglyphics in relief, in which 
may be traced the ovals of Tiberius and of Trajan. 
A few figures of the contemplar deities may also be 
traced on excavating the lower part, or wherever the 
stone has withstood the action of the atmosphere : 
for this has proved more prejudicial to its limestone 
walls than the saline and nitrous soil, in which the 
greater part of what now remains has been buried 
for ages.')'

* It rises and falls about one foot.

t  In excavating these ^chambers (for I did not attempt the
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A road leads from thence to the Basanite moun

tain, passing by some ruined stations, and an 
ancient village of considerable extent; and some 
distance to the eastward of those quarries is the 
Mons Pentedactylus, whose five cones are still 
more remarkable when seen from Berenice.

Following the coast from Berenice to Kossayr, 
the “ s.everal ports” mentioned by Pliny occur at 
short intervals, with land-marks to direct small ves
sels through the dangerous reef of rocks, whose 
abrupt discontinuance forms their mouth; but 
there are no remains of towns at any of them, 
except at Nechesia and the Leucos portus, the 
sites of which I have ascertained; the former in 
Wadee e’ Nukkaree, the latter known by the name 
of E’ Shoona, or " the magazine.”

Nechesia has the ruins of a temple, and a citadel 
of hewn stone; but the Leucos portus is in a very 
dilapidated state ; and the materials of which the 
houses were built, like those of Berenice, are 
merely fragments of madrepore and shapeless 
pieces of stone.

About half way between them is another snjall 
port, four miles to the west of which are the lead 
mines of Gebel e’ Rosass ; and a short distance to 
the northward is a small quarry of basanite, worked 
by the ancients.
portico), I found a Greek dedication to Sarapis, the head of a 
Roman emperor, either Trajan or Adrian, a small fountain, and 
some rude figures, probably ex votes.

2 E 2
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The emerald mines are far less interesting than 
might be supposed. They have been successively 
opened by the ancient Egyptians, the Caliphs, the 
Memlooks, and the present pasha, but have not pro
duced emeralds of any value. They lie in micaceous 
schist, and numerous shafts of considerable depth 
have been excavated at the base of the mountain: 
the largest extending downwards, at an angle of 
37°, to the distance of about 360 feet, being 318 
feet in horizontal length, and 215 in perpendicular 
depth.

To the south of Gebel Zabara is the extensive 
village of Sakayt, consisting of several miners’ huts 
and houses; and independent of its mines, a temple 
excavated in the rock, and some inscriptions, render 
it peculiarly interesting to the antiquary. In the 
adjoining valley, called Wadee Nooqrus, which is 
only separated from Wadee Sakayt by a ridge of 
hills, is another similar village, whose houses are 
better built, and on a larger scale, with the advan
tage of a natural reservoir, under the neighbouring 
cliffs, oi" excellent water.

jOn the road from Contra Apollinopolis to the 
emerald mines are three stations. The first is 
small, and presents nothing interesting but the 
name of a Pharaoh, the brother of Amunoph III. : 
but/close to the second is an excavated temple, 
founded and dedicated to Amun, by king Osirei, the 
father of Remeses II. Though small, its sculptures 
are of a very good style, and in the hall is an inte-
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resting tablet of hieroglyphics, bearing the date of 
the ninth year of this monarch.

The temple consists of a portico, supported by 
four columns: a hall, with four pillars in the centre, 
at the end of which are three small chambers, or 
rather niches, each containing three statues. Many 
visiters have written Greek inscriptions on its walls, 
most of which are to Pan, but one is remarkable as 
being of the soldiers then quartered in the fortified 
station, whose thirteen names are inscribed on one 
of the columns of the portico.

In a chamber of the station is a block of stone, 
bearing an ex veto to " Arsinoe Philadelphe,” the 
wife of Ptolemy Philadelphus, who founded the 
town of Berenice,* to which this road also led from 
the upper part of the Thebaid.

The third station presents nothing interesting; 
and between this and the Emerald mountain are no 
other ruins, though several wells once aiforded a 
supply of water to those who passed on the road.

These are the principal, objects of antiquity in 
the Ababdeh mountains; but I must not omit to 
mention the quarries of Breccia verde on the Kossayr 
road> and the numerous tablets of hieroglyphics and 
ex votos sculptured or written on the rocks between 
the well of Hamamat and the Wadee Foakheer, 
which last has received its name from the heaps of 
pottery that lie scattered about the extensive vil-

* « Berenice oppidum matris Philadelphi nomine.” — Plin. vi.

29.
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läge that once stood in the valley, and which, 
reckoning the different isolated portions of it, will 
have contained upwards of a thousand houses or 
huts of the miners, who worked in this part of the 
desert. It had a small temple of the time of 
Ptolemy Euergetes I . ; and apparently a large well 
of water, but no fortified station.

During my stay on the coast of the Red Sea, I 
had occasion to observe the remarkable saltness of 
its water, and succeeded in ascertaining that it con
tained much more saline matter than the ocean. I 
have since been favored by Dr. Ure with the ana
lysis of some water brought by me from Berenice, 
from which it results that the specific gravity is 
1.035; that 1000 grains of water contain 43 of 
saline matter, of which about four grains are muriate 
of lime, with a little muriate of magnesia, and the 
remainder muriate of soda with a little sulphate of 
magnesia. The specific gravity of water of the 
open ocean in the same latitude is only 1.028, and 
contains not more than 36 grains of saline matter 
in a similar quantity.
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C h a p t e r  V I I .

H ERM ON TH IS.

O n  quitting Thebes, the first ruins worthy of 
notice are those of Erment, the ancient Hermonthis. 
They consist of a small temple, dedicated to Mandoo 
by the celebrated Cleopatra, who is accompanied 
by Neocaesar or Caesarion, her son by Julius Caesar: 
a reservoir cased with hewn stone, appertaining to 
the temple; and a Christian edifice of the time of 
the lower empire.

The temple consists of an exterior court, formed 
by two rows of columns, connected by intercolumnar 
screens; a small transverse colonnade or portico, at 
right angles with the former; and the Naos, which 
is divided into two chambers.

Ptolemy Neocaesar and his mother have both the 
titles of Gods Philometores Philopatores; but the 
offerings are mostly made by queen Cleopatra, who 
is also represented adoring Basis, the sacred bull* of 
Hermonthis. Strabo states that Apollo and Jupiter 
were both worshipped here, and that the bull was 
also held sacred in this city; but by Apollo he 
must allude to Mandoo, not to Aroeris; and Jupiter 
was the Amun of the Thehaid.

* It is found on the reverse of the coins of the Hermonthite 
nome. Its head is depressed; that o f Apis on the Memphite 
coins is raised.
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In the sculptures at the back of the temple are 
the Camelopard and several Typhonian figures; 
and those of the interior are interesting in a mytho
logical point of view,* but their style is very in
ferior, and proves that Egyptian sculpture had 
already approached the era of its downfall.

The Christian ruin was evidently a church of 
considerable size, being 75 paces by 33; and from 
the style of the small portion of the outer wall that 
still remains, and its granite columns, there is little 
doubt that it was erected at a time when Chris
tianity had become the established religion of the 
country; but though of a date considerably less 
remote than the neighbouring temple, it has suffered 
much more from the ravages of time and human 
violence.

Tuot, in Coptic Thouot, the ancient Tuphium, 
lies on the opposite bank, in the district of Selemeeh, 
and is easily distinguished by its lofty minaret.

The only ruins consist of a small temple, now 
nearly concealed by the hovels of the villagers, 
who inhabit the few chambers that remain, and on 
onofof the blackened walls I observed the name of 
Ptolemy Physcon. It presents little worthy of a 
visit, and will not repay the traveller for the trouble 
of an excursion from the river.

Crocodilopolis is the next town mentioned by
*  As it is not the object of this work to enter into the detedls 

o f the monuments, I do not detain the reader with any conjectures 
respecting the meaning of their sculptures.
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Strabo on the west bank, after Hermonthis. Its*site 
is uncertain; but it may have been at the Gebelayn, 
where the vestiges of an ancient town appear on 
the hill nearest the river; and where I observed 
some grottoes, whose paintings have long since been 
destroyed.

Tofnees is on the site of an ancient town, perhaps 
Aphroditopolis, as Asfoon of Asphinis; and in the 
plain, about two miles and three-quarters to the 
north-west of Esne, is the small temple of E’ Dayr 
(“ the convent”), which appears to mark the position 
of Chnoubis,

Owing to the depredations of the Turks, who 
have removed the stones of this temple to build the 
manufactory of Esne, little now exists but a part 
of the side wall and one column, having the names 
of Ptolemy Euergetes with his queen Berenice, of 
Epiphanes,* and Antoninus Aurelius. On a former 
visit to this ruin, in 1822, I had the satisfaction of 
seeing it in a much better state' of preservation, 
little being then wanting but the adytum »itself. 
On the ceiling of the portico was represented the 
Zodiac, and though some of the blocks had fallen, 
the only sign which could not be discovered was 
that of Virgo.

It appears to have been founded by the third 
Ptolemy, but being left in an unfinished state, the

* Not Philopator, as M . Champollion supposes. The Ptolemies, 
as I have alread)' observed, adopted the title of their predecessors 
to form the commenc'ement of their own prenomens.
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sculptures were afterwards completed by Epiphanes, 
Augustus, Adrian, and Marcus Aurelius, whose 
names occurred in diiferent parts of the interior. 
On the southern wall Ptolemy Euergetes was re
presented, accompanied by a lion, in the act of 
smiting the chiefs of several captive nations,* 
whose names were arranged in a series of ovals 
below.

E ’sne, or rather E’Sne.f in Coptic Sne,J was 
known to the Greeks and Romans by the name of 
Latopolis, from the worship of the Latus fish, which, 
according to Strabo, shared with Minerva the 
honors of the sanctuary. But the deity who pre
sided over Latopolis was Chnouphis or Kneph, as 
is abundantly proved by the sculptures and dedica
tions of the portico : which is the only portion of the 
temple now free from the mounds that have accumu
lated over the whole of the back part, and from the 
intrusion of modern habitations. The imposing style 
of its architecture cannot fail to call forth the ad- 
miratipn of the most indifferent spectator, and many 
of the columns possess an elegance and massive 
grandeur which are not surpassed by any of the 
ruins of ancient Egypt

*  Among these, M . Champollion reads the names o f Armenia, 
Persia, Thrace, and Macedonia.

t  Some -write it E sn eh , but it is not correct. Aboolfidda has 
Esna or E'snd.

i  This name occurs in the hieroglyphics also, but generally 
written Tosne, or Shne, “  a garden.”
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Whatever may have been the date of the inner 

portion of this temple, the portico merely presents 
the names* of some of the early Caesars; those of 
Tiberius Claudius Caesar Germanicus, and Auto- 
crator Caesar Vespasianus, occurring in the dedica
tion over the entrance; and those of Trajan, Adrian, 
and Antoninus, in the interior.

On the ceiling is a zodiac, similar to that of 
Dendera; and upon the pilasters, on either side of 
the front row of columns, are several lines of hiero
glyphics, which are interesting from their contain
ing the names of the Egyptian months. But these, 
as well as the general effect of this noble edifice, 
are now concealed from the view by a dismal brick 
wall; which, though it protects the cotton of the 
pasha, almost entirely excludes the light so neces
sary to enable the spectator to judge of the beauty 
of the interior.

Extensive mounds sufficiently prove the siie and 
consequence of ancient Latopblis, but no other 
remains are now visible, except the stone quay on 
the east side, which is of Roman date, as is evi
dent from the style of the building; though I may 
add, in confirmation of this conjecture, that Mr. 
Bankes is said to have discovered a Greek inscrip
tion upon it, mentioning the time of its erection.

Near the village of El Helleh, on the opposite

* Mention is also made of Thothmes III., by whom the original 
temple was perhaps founded.
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bank, stood the small town of Contra Latón, whose 
site is marked by a temple of the time of Cleopatra 
Cocee and Ptolemy Lathyrus; but the sculptures 
were not completed till the reigns of Aurelius and 
Commodus.

It has a portico, twenty-three feet by nineteen, 
with four columns in front, and two in depth, be
yond which are one central and two lateral cham
bers, the former ten feet by sixteen; and this last is 
succeeded by an inner-room, probably the sanctuary; 
but from the whole of the back part being ruined, 
its original extent is now doubtful.*

The carbonate of soda, natron, is found in the 
vicinity of El Helleh. The Ababdeh also bring 
from the eastern desert a talcose stone, called 
/lamr, for which there is a great demand through
out Upper Egypt, being peculiarly adapted to the 
manufacture of the hirám, or earthen vessels for 
cooking, which have the power of resisting a great 
degree of heat, and are universally used by the pea
sants. • The hamr is first pounded and sifted; and, 
after being moistened and mixed with brick-dust, is 
fashioned with the hand, and baked in a kiln heated 
to a proper temperature. But they have not yet 
become acquainted with the process of vitrifying

*  I understand this temple has shared the fate o f those o f Her- 
mopolis, Antinoe, Qow, part of Benderà, and of K am ak, Qoos, 
E l Kab, E ’Dayr, part of Edfoo, E ’ Sooan, Elephantine, and 
others, whose materials have been used to erect government build
ings in their vicinity.
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their pottery, and all the glazed earthenware used 
by them is imported from foreign countries.*

A short distance above El Qenan, and about 
fourteen miles from Esne, is an ancient quay of 
hewn stone; but I have not been able to discover 
any town of consequence in the immediate neigh
bourhood, to which it is likely to have belonged. 
Three miles beyond -this, and a short distance from 
the river, is a ruined pyramid, called El Koofa. 
It is built in degrees, like the small pyramids of 
Geezeh, and is composed of limestone blocks, from 
the rock on which it stands, of irregular form and 
hewn with but little care. Though in a dilapidated 
state, twenty-five tiers still remain, and its total 
height, now reduced to thirty-five feet, may perhaps 
originally have exceeded fifty; the base being 
about sixty-three feet square.

Four miles farther to the southward is El Kom 
el ahmar, or “ the red mound.” It marks the site 
of Hieraconpolis, which, as Strabo informs us, was 
opposite Eilethyas; and though little now, exists 
of the ancient buildings that once adorned the 
“ city of the hawks,” the name of the first Osirtesea 
suffices to establish their claim to a very remote 
antiquity. Near them is a large enclosure of brick, 
with double walls, of considerable height.

Opposite El Qenan commences the region of 
sandstone, whose compact and even grain induced

•  An inferior kind is made at El Qaherah.
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the ancient Egyptians to employ it in the erection 
of most of the large buildings in Upper Egypt.

A short distance from El Mahamid is an isolated 
rock, which has been quarried at an early period, 
and on whose southern side the workmen have 
sculptured a few rude triglyphs.

Between this and El Kab stood a small peripteral 
temple, which has suffered the fate of all the in
teresting ruins of Eilethyas, and whose needless 
destruction necessarily excites our regret that 
Egypt still remains in the hands of a barbarian 
nation.* It was surrounded by a peristyle of 
square pillars, and resembled the temple of Kneph, 
at Elephantine, in its general plan, and even in 
the sculptures of the interior, where the king was 
represented offering to the sacred shrine of Ra. It 
was founded by the third Thothmes, and on one of 
the pillars was the name of Amunoph II,, his son 
and successor.

El Kab is the modern name of Eilethyas. The 
town was surrounded by a large crude brick wall: 
and on the south side was another enclosure, fur
nished with doorways of masonry, which contained 
the temples, and a reservoir cased with hewn stone; 
and on the east was a vacant space of considerable 
extent, encompassed also by a strong wall, to 
whose summit led several spacious staircases, or

* Mohammed Alee has frequently given orders that these Van
dalisms should not he repeated. W e may hope he will do more, 
and put a stop to them.
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inclined planes, as usual in the fortified towns of 
ancient Egypt.

The temples were on a small scale, but the style 
of the sculptures and the name of the second 
Remeses cut in intaglio over that of a more ancient 
king, served to indicate their antiquity, and con
sequently to enhance our regret at their demolition.

Amunoph II. and Pthahmen also added to the 
sculptures, but the original founder was the first 
Hakoris; whose hieroglyphics, executed in bas-reliefs 
left no doubt regarding the fact of Remeses the 
Great having added his name at a subsequent 
period, and satisfactorily proved that this could not 
be the Hakoris of the twenty-ninth dynasty.

Ra shared with Lucina the worship of this city; 
but most of the dedications, in the sacred buildings 
that remain, only present the name of the goddess. 
The principal ruins consist of a small isolated chapel 
or naos, a short distance up.the valley to the eastward, 
dedicated by Remeses II. to Ra: a Ptolemaic temple, 
partly built and partly excavated in the sandstone 
rock: and about a mile farther to the eastward, 
another isolated ruin, bearing the name and sculp-> 
tures of Amunoph III. The dimensions of the 
chapel of Ra are only twenty feet by sixteen, and 
it consists of but one chamber. Ra is of course the 
principal divinity, and the Goddess of Justice holds 
the most conspicuous place among the contemplar 
deities.

The excavated temple was consecrated to Lucina
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by Physcon or Euergetes II., the courts in front 
having been built at a later period by Ptolemy 
Alexander I.; who, with his mother Cleopatra, 
added some of the sculptures on the exterior of the 
subterranean chamber.' The front court is com
posed of columns united by intercolumnar screens, 
and opens by a pylon on a staircase of considerable 
length, having on either side a solid balustrade of 
masonry: and on the face of the rock to the east of 
the inner court, is a tablet of the time of the second 
Remeses, who presents an offering to Ra and Lucina.

The temple of Amunoph III. stands about a mile 
from these to the eastward, in the same valley, be
tween two and three miles from the ’■ iver; and, 
from the circumstance of these ruins being but little 
known to travellers who visit El Kab, it may not 
be amiss to observe, that this building bears about 
70° west of south from the ruined town of 
Eilethyas, and that the two above-mentioned, lying 
close to the left of the road, may be visited on the 
way. ,

This temple was also dedicated to the goddess of 
‘Eilethyas. It consists of a single chamber supported 
by four columns, eleven paces by nine, with a paved 
platform on three sides, and an open area in front, 
eight paces by seventeen, formed by columns, and 
intercolumnar screens; to which the pylon, con
nected with the body of the temple by a double row 
of columns, forms the entrance.

The subjects of the interior are mostly offerings
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made by king Amunopli to the contemplar deities; 
and near the door are represented this Pharaoh and 
his father Thothmes IV. On one of the jambs of 
the door, the name of king Osirei has usurped the 
place of his ancestor’s prenomen; and on the wall 
beyond is a tablet of the forty-first year of Remeses
II., in which the fourth son of that Pharaoh, a 
priest of Pthah, is attending his father in the capa
city of fan-bearer.

On returning from this ruin, and following the 
bed of the valley, nearly opposite the naos of 
Remeses, the geologist may examine the numerous 
ponds on whose brink crystallizes a quantity of 
natron, ^nd which may be seen in greater abun
dance in a valley to the north of Mahamid.

Blit of all that Eilethyas now presents to the 
antiquary, nothing can equal, in point of interest, 
the grottoes in the mountain to the north of the 
ancient town.

The first sculptured tomb to the eastward is most 
interesting as a chronological monument, since it 
contains the names of several monarchs who 
reigned at the commencement of the eighteei\th 
dynasty, from Amosis to Amunoph II.

Above this is a larger grotto, still in good pre
servation, containing coloured drawings relating to 
agricultural and other occupations of the early 
Egyptians; but the outlines of the figures and the 
subjects here detailed, though so highly praised

2 r
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by modern travellers, are of a very inferior style, 
and would never have obtained similar encomiums 
from any one who had examined the private tombs 
in the mountain of Qoorneh. They are, however, 
by no means devoid of interest.

In the first line of the agricultural scene, on the 
western wall, the peasants are employed in plough
ing and sowing ; and from the car which is seen in 
the fields we are to infer that the owner of the land 
(who is also the individual of the tomb) has come 
to overlook them at their work. In the second 
line they reap wheat, barley, and doora: the dis
tinction being pointed out by their respective 
heights. In the third is the carrying, and tritura, 
or treading out the ear, which was generally per
formed throughout Egypt by means of oxen; and 
the winnowing, measuring, and housing the grain. 
But the doora or sorghum ŵ as not submitted to 
the same process as the wheat and barley, nor was 
it reaped by the sickle; but after having been 
plucked up by the roots, was bound up in sheaves, 
and carried to the area, where, by means of a 
wooden beam, whose upper extremity was furnished 
with three or four prongs, the grain was stripped from 
the stalks which they forcibly drew through them.

Below are the cattle, asses, pigs, and goats be
longing to the deceased, which are brought to be 
numbered and registered by his scribes. In an
other part they weigh the gold, his property ; and
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fowling and fishing scenes, the occupations salting 
fish and geese, the wine press, boats,* a party of 
guests, the procession of the bier, and some sacred 
subjects occupy the remainder of the wall.

On the opposite side the individual of the tomb, 
seated with his wife on a handsome fauteuil, to 
which a favourite monkey is tied, entertains a party 
of his friends ; the men and women, as usual, seated 
apart. Music is introduced, as was customary at 
all the Egyptian entertainments, but the only in
struments here are the double pipe, maces, and 
harp.
. The greater part of the remaining tombs are 
very imperfectly preserved ; but some of them still 
present a few useful hints for the study of Egyptian 
chronology.

Those behind the hill are not worthy of a visit.
Edfoo, in Coptic Phboou, or Atbo, is the ancient 

Apollinopolis magna. The whole of the interior of 
the temple is unfortunately so much concealed by 
the houses of the modern inhabitants, that a very 
small part of it is accessible, through a narrow 
aperture, and can only be examined with the as
sistance of a light. It appears to have been founded 
by Ptolemy Philometor, and completed by Physcon

* Even the cangias, or pleasure boats, of the Egyptians were 
of considerable size, furnished with at least twelve or fourteen 
oars, and besides a spacious cabin there was sufficient room to 
take on board a chariot and pair of horses, as we also see in those 
here represented. The painted boats of the Egyptians surprised 
the Arabs when they invaded the country.

2 F 2
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or Euergetes II., his brother, by Ptolemy Lathyrus, 
Alexander, and the son of Auletes. The face of 
the temple itself, and the portico, have the names 
of Philoraetor and Euergetes, and on the abacus of 
the columns is the oval of Lathyrus, which again 
occurs, with that .of his queen Cleopatrar on the 
exterior of the area and portico. On the towers 
of the propylon are the sculptures of Ptolemy the 
elder son of Auletes, and his sister Cleopatra 
Tri/phw7ia ;* Alexander I. having previously com
pleted those of the wall of circuit, enclosing the 
back part of the temple, where we find his name, 
with that of his wife Cleopatra. In one compart
ment occur the figure and name of Berenice, and 
from her presenting an oifering alone, we may 
conclude that this refers to the short reign of the 
daughter of Lathyrus, after the death of Alexander 
L, though the titles “ royal wife ” and “ sister of 
Alexander” would seem to relate to the queen of 
the second of that name ; or to imply that Alexander 
I. had married his own sister, who at all events 
survived him. The small figures at the corner of 
the western propylon have been added at a later 
period, and are accompanied by the name of Tibe
rius Claudius Ceesar.

The general effect of this grand edifice is ex
ceedingly imposing, and from the state of its pre-

* We do not find her with this cognomen in ancient authors; 
but it occurs in the hieroglyphics.
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servation it is capable of giving a very good idea 
of Egyptian temples: the respective proportion 
and distribution of the different parts :* their ex
terior appearance when entire; and the strength of 
those formidable citadels, which, while they served 
as a protection to the town, commanded the respect 
of the inhabitants, and effectually prevented or de
feated any attempts of the disaffected to dispute 
the authority of their priestly rulers. The god 
Hat,f or Hor Hat, who is the same as the Agatho- 
daemon, so frequently represented by the winged 
globe, is the deity of Edfoo; and we learn from the 
small temple, (one of those buildings attached to the 
principal edifice, which are styled by M. Champol- 
lion “ lying-in chambers),” that Hath or, the Egyptian 
Aphrodite, with the god Hor Hat, and their son 
Hor-senet-to, “ Horus the support of the world,” or 
“ of the two regions^ (of Egypt),” formed a triad §

* There is, however, a slight difference in the general plan 
from that of other temples, owing to the addition of an exterior 
court enclosing the back part of the building.

t  In my Materia Hieroglyphica I had been misled in the name 
of this god, by the initial letter, which I had supposed to be à i, 
but which I since find is an A, being found in the name of Ptha^.

Î I have authority for translating it thus as well as “ lAe world,” 
having found it used in the following sense, “ Lord of all the 
regions of the Gentiles, the region of the southern country, and 
the region of the northern country.” To is, however, the world 
in Coptic.

§ The idea of these triads belongs exclusively to M. Champol- 
lion, from whom I have borrowed the above observation. I have 
been led to acquiesce in his opinion from finding invariably the
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that was worshipped in this city ; but the honors 
paid to the crocodile by Ombos, Silsilis, and other 
neighbouring towns, were, if we may believe Strabo, 
never acknowledged by the inhabitants of Apol- 
linopolis.

The smaller building was also erected by Pto
lemy Physcon and Lathyrus, and consists of two 
chambers, with a peristyle of pillars. It had an 
area in front, which has lately suffered from the 
depredations of the Turkish miners, though the 
stones quarried from it still remain unused, a 
counter order having been received to stop the 
erection of the manufactory, for which this temple 
has thus been so unnecessarily disfigured.

Halfway from Edfoo to Gebel Silsili is a ruined 
town on the east bank, once fortified with a wall, 
flanked by round towers, but not of very ancient 
date, and apparently throughout of Arab construc
tion. It may have been the site of another Pithom 
or Toum.

At Hagar or Gebel Silsili—the “ stone,” or 
“ mountain of the chain,” *—in Coptic Golgi, are 
extensive quarries of sandstone, from which the 
blocks used in erecting the greater part of Egyptian
triad of Thebes—Amun, Maut, and Khonso— composed of the 
same persons wherever it is met with.

* A pretended tradition records the stoppage of the navigation 
of the river by a chain, which the jealousy of a king of the country 
had ordered to be fastened across it. Arab kings have invariably 
been introduced, like the gods of Greek fables, whenever any 
dignus vindice nodus presented itself.
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temples were taken. On the eastern side of the 
Nile, and near the commencement of the quarries, 
stood the ancient town of Silsilis; of which nothing 
now remains but the substructions of a stone build
ing, probably a temple. On this bank the quarries 
are very extensive, but less interesting to the an
tiquary than those on the west; where, in addition to 
the quarries themselves, are several curious grottoes 
and tablets of hieroglyphics, executed in the early 
time of the Pharaohs of the eighteenth dynasty.

It is not by the size and extent of the monuments 
of Upper Egypt alone that we are enabled to judge 
of the stupendous works executed by the ancient 
Egyptians: but these quarries would suffice to prove 
the character they bore, were the gigantic ruins of 
Thebes and other cities* no longer in existence. 
And safely may we apply the expression used by 
Pliny, in speaking of the porphyry quarries, to 
those of Silsilis : “ quantislibet molibus caedendis 
sufficiunt lapidicinse.”

The first grotto to the north consists of a long 
corridor supported by four pillars cut in the face of 
the rock, on which, as well as on the interior wall, 
are sculptured several tablets of hieroglyphics, 
bearing the names of different kings. It was com-

* Pliny affirms that in the time of Amasis Egypt contained 
20,000 cities, and that in his time many still existed, though few 
of them of any consequence.—lib. v. c. 9. 

t  Lib. xx.xvi. c. 1.
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menced by the successor * of the third Amunoph, 
the ninth Pharaoh of the eighteenth dynasty, who 
has here commemorated his defeat of the Kush, or 
Ethiopians. He is represented in a car, pursuing 
with bended bow the flying enemy, who, being 
completely routed, sue for peace. He is then 
borne in a splendid shrine by the Egyptian chiefs, 
preceded by his troops, and by captives of the 
conquered nation, a trumpeter having given the 
signal for the procession to march. Other soldiers 
are employed in bringing the prisoners they have 
captured; and in another part the monarch is seen 
receiving the emblem of life from the god Amun Ra.

Other of these tablets are of the time of Re- 
meses II., of his son Pthahmen, and of Pthah-men- 
Se-pthah, the first king of the nineteenth dynasty, 
and in an historical point of view are exceedingly 
interesting; particularly from the mention of as
semblies held in the thirtieth, thirty-fourth, thirty- 
seventh, and forty-fourth years of Remeses the 
Great: from the presence of the name of Isinofri, 
the queen of Pthahmen, being the same as that of 
hig mother, the second f  wife of Remeses: and 
from their relating to other of the sons of that 
conqueror. Indeed, it would appear from one of 
these that the fourth son of this Remeses, whom

* M. Champollion calls him Horus, no doubt from the hawk, 
but I do not pretend to decide upon his phonetic name, 

t  Unless queen Isinofri be the same as Nofri-ari.
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M. Champollion styles Schahemkeme,* was by his 
second wife Isi-nofri : though, which is singular, 
we find all his twenty-three sons-j- in the procession 
of the Memnonium, on which monument the name 
of his first queen, Nofri-ari, alone occurs, [t is, 
however, possible that these were not introduced 
till the latter part of his reign ; and as his coro
nation, at which ceremony his first queen is repre
sented on the walls of the same building, neces
sarily occurred at the beginnùig of it, this difficulty 
is partially cleared up.

But M. Champollion will pardon me for ob
serving that the prince Shamakemi, who was high- 
priest of Pthah, could never have been the same as 
the successor of Remeses the Great, who was his 
thirteenth son, and who bore the name of Pthah- 
men,:|; “ the beloved of Pthah,” previous to, and

* I am nof yet certain if the group called by M. Champollion 
Keme, or Egypt, refers to the name of the country or to the east 
bank only; but even if so, this name can only read Shamakemi, 
or Sha-em-kemi (Sha-m-kfimi).

t  At E ’Sooan, on one of the rocks, is a tablet representing this 
king in presence of Kneph (Chnoubis), accompanied by his second 
wife Isinofri, and his fourth son; beneath which are his first son 
Remeses, his favourite daughter (whose name, however, I cannot 
read, with M. Champollion, Bathianti), and his thirteenth son and 
successor Pthahmen. May not Nofri-ari have, at a later period, 
changed her name into Isi-nofri?

i  Pthahmai and Mai Pthah signify “ the love of Pthah,”  
Pthahmen “ beloved ■ of Pthah.” I frequently find Mai-Amun 
and Amun-mai used synonymously; the former implies “ the love 
ofAmun,” the latter “ beloved of Amun,” upon the authority of
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after his accession, the title “ chosen of truth ” 
being merely added to complete his nomen.

These tablets, like similar ones at E ’ Sooan, show 
that the stones used in the construction of different 
Egyptian buildings were taken from the quarries 
in their vicinity ; but it must be observed that va
rious other parts of these sandstone strata afforded 
their share of materials, as may be seen from the 
numerous quarries about El Hellal and on the way 
to Silsilis, though but trifling when compared with 
the extensive ones of this mountain. The earliest 
Egyptian edifices were principally erected of lime
stone, which continued in use occasionally, even 
in Upper Egypt, till the commencement of the 
eighteenth dynasty ; though the Pharaohs of the 
sixteenth had already introduced the sandstone of 
Silsilis to build the walls and colonnades of the 
larger temples ; and its fitness for masonry, its du
rability, and the evenness of its grain became so 
thoroughly appreciated by their architects during 
the eighteenth and succeeding dynasties, that it was 
from that epoch almost exclusively used in build- 
icg the monuments of the Thebaid. But as its 
texture was less suited for the reception of color 
than the smoother limestone, they prepared its sur
face with a coat of calcareous composition, which, 
while it prevented the stone from imbibing an un-

the Rosetta stone; though 1 am inclined to g ive' them both the 
same meaning, “ the love of Anmn.”
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necessary quantity of color, afforded greater facility 
for the execution of the outlines. The subjects 
when sculptured, either in relief or intaglio, were 
again coated with the same substance to receive the 
final coloring ; and the details of the figures and of 
the other objects could thereby be finished with a 
precision and delicacy, in vain to be expected on 
the rough and absorbent surface of the sandstone.

Their paint was mixed with water, the reds and 
yellows being apparently ochre, but the greens and 
blues were extracted from copper, and though of 
a most beautiful hue, the quality was much coarser 
than either of the former, or their lamp black ; 
and indeed so carefully were those three prepared, 
that I have been enabled to form cakes of what 
remains' after a lapse of three thousand years, 
which might yet be employed in representing on 
paper the color of figures copied from Egyptian 
ruins.* The white appears to be a very pure lime, 
reduced to an impalpable powder ; and the brown, 
orange, and other compound colors, were ,simply 
formed by the combination of some of the above. 
Owing to their being mixed with water, they neces
sarily required some protection, even in this cli
mate, against the contact of rain; and so attentive

* Lest the reader should suppose I had defaced any of the 
figures in the ruins, I may as well state that those colors were 
all taken from the fallen stones, in the tomb opened by Belzoni, 
where a sufScient number still remain to enable any future tra
veller to make a similar experiment.
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were the Egyptians to this point, that the interstices 
of the blocks which form the roofs of the temples, 
independent of their being well fitted together and 
cemented with a tenacious and compact mortar, 
were covered by an additional piece of stone let 
into a groove of about eight inches in breadth, ex
tending equally on either side of the line of their 
junction.*

However the partial showers and occasional 
storms in Upper Egypt might affect the state of 
their painted walls, it was not sufficient to injure 
the stone itself, which still remains in its original 
state, even after so long a period ; except where the 
humidity, arising from earth impregnated with nitre, 
has been attracted through its granular texture, as 
is here and there observable near the ground at 
Medeénet Haboo, and in other ruins of the Thebaid. 
But exposure to the external atmosphere, which 
here generally affects calcareous substances, was 
found not to be injurious to the sandstone of Silsilis, 
and, like its neighbour the granite, it was only in
ferior to limestone in one respect, that the latter 
n?.ight remain buried for ages without being cor
roded by the salts of the earth ; a fact with which 
the Egyptians, from having used it in the sub
structions of obelisks and other granitic monuments, 
were evidently well acquainted.

* I have had occasion to mention this before. It may be seen 
on the roof of the inner area of tlie palace of Remeses III. at 
M edeénet Haboo.
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Beyond the grotto above-mentioned are others of 

smaller dimensions, that have served for sepulchres, 
and bear the names of the first monarchs of the 
eighteenth dynasty: among which I observed those 
of the first and third Thothmes, and of the queen 
who erected the great obelisks of Karnak. The 
few sculptures found in them relate to offerings to the 
deceased, and some of the usual subjects of tombs; 
and on a rock in the vicinity I noticed the name 
of a very ancient king, Remai, but not attached to 
any tablet or other hieroglyphical subject. To the 
south of these again are other tablets and chapels 
of very elegant form. They are ornamented with 
columns, having capitals resembling the lotus bud, 
surmounted by an elegant Egyptian cornice, and in 
general style and design they very much resemble 
one another. The first, which is much destroyed, was 
executed during the reign of Osirei I., father of the 
second Remeses; the next by his son; and the 
third, which is the most northerly, by Pthahmen, 
the son and successor of the same Remeses. The 
subjects of the two last are very similar, and their 
tablets date in the first* year of either monarch. In 
the chapel of Remeses, the king makes offerings to 
Amunre, Maut, and Khonso, the Theban triad; and 
to Ra,t Pthah, and Hapimoou (the god Nilus); the

* Not “ the fourth year, tenth of Mesore,” but “ the first year, 
the third month of the waters (or Epiphi), the tenth day.” That 
of Pthahmen is dated “ the first year, the second month of the 
plants (or Paopi), the fifth day.”

t  This name of the sun is written Re, but pronounced Ra. I
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other contemplar deities being Savak, Mandoo, 
Osiris, lo, Justice, Tafne, Seb or Saturn, Thothmoo, 
Khem, Athor, Thoth, Anouke or Vesta, and a few 
others whose name and character are less certain. 
In the principal picture Remeses presents an offer
ing of incense to the Theban triad, and two vases of 
wine to Ra, Pthah, and the god Nile, who is here 
treated as the other divinities of Egypt, Indeed it 
is remarkable that he is only represented in this 
manner at Silsilis, and that he usually bears lotus 
plants and hydrice, or the various productions of 
Egypt, rather as an ornamental device at the base of 
the walls in certain parts of the temples, or on the 
thrones of statues; alluding perhaps to his being the 
origin and support of all, and the cause by which all 
things are produced into existence,* and nourished 
when created.

Isinofri, the queen of this Pharaoh, also pre
sents two sistra to three of the contemplar deities; 
and at the base of the side walls the god Nilus is 
again introduced, carrying water-plants and vari
ous offerings, the produce of the irrigated land of 

„Egypt. Some small tablets occur at the side of 
these chapels; one of them of the time of Amu-

follow the latter in order to render the analogy between it and 
Pharaoh, Phrah, of the Hebrew, more striking.

* This idea is expressed in the hieroglyphics over his name at 
Silsilis. He was also considered the father of the gods of Eg)'pt, 
as may be seen in my Materia Hieroglyphica, PI. 42, No. 2 ; a 
fact which, as M. Champollion observes, is noticed by Cicero.
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noph L, second monarch of the eighteenth dynasty: 
others of Pthahmen ; and a larger one of Remeses
III., offering to Ra and Nilus.

The particular honor, however, thus paid to the 
deity of the Nile, at the quarries of Silsilis, was 
not perhaps merely owing to the narrowness of the 
river, which, as M. Champollion observes, “ seems 
to make a second entrance into Egypt, after having 
burst through the mountains that here oppose its 
passage, as it forced its way through the granite 
rocks at the cataract;” but also to its being the 
place where the blocks cut from the quarries were 
committed to the charge of the river god, when 
placed upon the rafts * or boats that conveyed them 
to their place of destination for the erection of the 
temples.

But Savak, the deity of Ombos, with the head of 
a crocodile, is the presiding god of Silsilis, and 
his titles of Lord of Ombos and Lord of Silsilis are 
frequently found alternating in the stelae of these 
quarries.

Kom Ombo, the ancient Ombos, in Coptic Mbo, 
is about sixteen miles from the mountain of the, 
chain. The ruins there consist of a temple, founded

* It does not however appear that they conveyed the larger 
masses of granitfe for the obelisks and colossi by water; these 
seem to have been taken by land; and Herodotus, in mentioning 
one of the largest blocks ever cut by the Egyptians, says it was 
conveyed from Elephantine, or rather Syene, by land, during the 
reign of Amasis, to the vicinity of Sais, and that it employed two 
thousand men for three vears.
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in the reign of Ptolemy Philometor, continued by 
his brother Physcon, who is introduced as usual 
with his queens, the two Cleopatras, and finished 
by Auletes or Neus Dionysius,* whose oval having 
been placed at a later period over the Greek inscrip
tion of Philometor, before the western adytum, led 
me, on my first journey in 1822, in common with 
other visiters to this temple, to suppose the hiero
glyphic name of this monarch that of a Philometor. 
I have, however, satisfactorily ascertained, by a 
subsequent examination of the two, that the Greek 
refers to the original founder, and that, as the 
hieroglyphics of Auletes have been added long 
afterwards, these two can no longer be considered 
parallel inscriptions. The translation of the Greek 
is as follows: “ For the (welfare of) king Ptolemy 
and queen Cleopatra, his sister, gods Philometores, 
and their children, the infantry, cavalry, and the 
others (stationed) in the Ombite nome (have erected) 
the adytum to the great god Aroeris Apollo, and to 
the contemplar gods, for their benevolence towards 
them.”
o Savak shared with Aroeris the worship of Om- 
bos, of which he was more particularly the guardian 
and protecting deity; and his name is always 
found in the dedications throughout the temple in 
conjunction with that of the hawk-headed god. 
On the under surface of some of the architraves of

M. Champollion supposes this to be Lathyrus or Soter II.
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the portico, the figures have been left unfinished, 
and present a satisfactory specimen of their mode 
of drawing them in squares, as was the usual 
custom of the Egyptian artists.

The circumstance of this building having a 
double entrance and two parallel sanctuaries, (in 
which respect indeed it is singular among the 
existing temples of Egypt,) was owing to the 
equal honors therein paid to the two divinities, 
the god of the temple itself and the protecting 
deity of Orabos; but the appearance of the two 
winged globes over the exterior of the portico, 
instead of injuring, rather adds to the effect; nor 
is the distribution of the parts of the interior 
deranged by this unusual innovation. The sanctu
aries themselves have been destroyed, and the posi
tion of the back walls can no longer be traced»; 
but several small chambers in the front of the naos 
still remain, as well as the greater part of the 
portico or pronaos.

The other ruin, which stands on an artificial 
platform, towering above the river, appears to have 
been dedicated to the crocodile-headed god SaV^k 
by Ptolemy Physcon; but the sculptures rather 
require it to have been, as M. Champollion 
supposes, an edifice “ typifying the birth-place of 
the young god of the local triad.*” The grand

* 1 avoid as much as possible entering upon the subject of 
Egyptian mythology, which is yet to be studied and understood 
before it can be satisfactorily explained. '

2 a
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gateway at the eastern extremity, for it stood at 
right angles with the other temple, bears the name 
of Auletes, by whom it was completed. It is, 
however, now in so ruinous a state, that little can 
be traced of its original plan; but the pavement is 
discernible in many places, laid upon stone sub
structions, which extend considerably below i t ; and 
some of the walls of the chambers, composing the 
interior of the naos, are partially preserved. And 
from the fragments of columns, whose capitals re
sembled those of the portico of Dendera, we are 
enabled to ascertain the site of a grand hall which 
once adorned it.

The sacred precincts of the temple were sur
rounded by a strong crude brick enclosure, much of 
which still remains; but from its crumbling mate
rials and the quantity of sand that has accumulated 
within it, the buildings now appear to stand in a 
hollow: though, on examination, the level of the 
area is found not to extend below the base of the 
wall.

On the eastern face of this enclosure is a stone 
gateway^ which bears the name of the third 
Thothmes, and of the queen who erected the great 
obelisks of Karnak, and is dedicated to Savak, the 
Lord of Ombos. And this satisfactorily proves 
that though the ruins only date after the accession 
of the Ptolemigs, or from about the year 173 to 60 
B. c., there had previously existed a temple at 
Ombos of the early epoch of the Pharaohs of the
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eighteenth dynasty, demolished, no doubt, at the 
time of the Persian invasion.

The mounds of the town and remains of houses 
extend considerably to the east of this enclosure ; 
and, to judge from their appearance, Ombos must 
have suffered by fire, like many other cities of 
Upper Egypt,

I observed several rounded stones of porphyry, 
and other primitive substances scattered in different 
directions amidst these ruins, which must have 
been brought from the interior of the eastern 
desert ; but for what purpose it is difficult to decide. 
The same species of stones lie in great abundance* 
on the huger or sandy plain to the west of the 
mounds of Benderà, f  some of which appear to 
hâve been ranged in a regular line, to check the 
force of the water-courses, that run from the hills 
towards the town, while others are scattered in 
confusion over an open space.

Soon after passing Edfoo, the valley of the Nile
* It  seems very improbable that they were brought to the huger 

of Dendera by the hand of man, and must therefore have been 
carried a c ro ss  the present bed of the river, and u p  the slope of the 
western desert at a very remote period, which could only be at the 
time of, or previous to, the deluge of Noah.

t  In  the mountains south-south-east of Dendera are limestone 
quarries and a few rnde grottoes without sculpture; but in the 
vicinity is a hill, about a mile to the north-west of them, in which 
are sunk numerous tombs of the inhabitants of Tentyris. I  do 
not know if  they have ever been opened by^any Europeans, nor 
was I aware of their existence till my return from Thebes in 1831, 
when they were mentioned to me by Mr. Turnbull Christie, who 
had observed them during a geological excursion to the mountains,

2 G 2
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is confined within very narrow limits, and though 
slightly enlarged in the vicinity of Ombos, the 
mountains again approach the Nile a little farther 
to the south. The general features of the country 
begin to resemble Nubia, and this singularity of 
character is increased by the appearance of the 
water-wheels that occur at short intervals, instead of 
the pole and bucket of Egypt, and being gene
rally protected from the sun by mats, they remind 
the traveller that he has already reached a warmer 
climate. On several of the heights are small 
towers, particularly on the east bank; and here and 
there are quarries of sandstone once worked by the 
ancient Egyptians.

The junction of the sandstone and granites is 
observed about two-thirds of the way from Ombos 
to E’Sooan, in the vicinity of El Khattara; from 
which point the former continues at intervals to 
present itself over the syenite, and other primitive 
beds, as at E’Sooan and in Nubiq.

Three miles south of this village, and on the 
west bank, is an isolated hill, in which are a few 
quarries; and near the river are the remains of a 
staircase and vestiges of building.

E’Sooan, the ancient Syene, in Coptic Souan, 
which signifies “ the opening,”* lies in latitude 24° 
5' 30". It presents but few ruins of the ancient 
city, except some granite columns of a late date, 
and the sekos of a small temple, with the shattered

* Belated to the Arabic word souan, “  an npen space.”
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remains of an outer chamber and of a portico in 
front. The only name now found in this building 
is of Nero (Nerros), but on a former visit I also 
observed that of Domitian. It was supposed by 
late travellers to have contained the well of Strabo, 
in which the rays of a vertical sun were reported to 
fall during the summer solstice; a circumstance, 
(says the geographer) that proves this place “ to 
lie under the tropic, the gnomon at mid-day casting 
no shadow.”

But though some excavations have been carried 
considerably below the pavement, which has been 
torn up in search o f the tropical well, no other 
results have been or are likely to be obtained than 
that this sekos was a very improbable site for 
such an observatory,* even had it ever existed ; and 
that Strabo was strangely misinformed, since the 
Egyptians themselves could never, in his time, 
have imagined this city to lie under the tropic; for 
they were by no means ignorant of astronomy, and 
Syene was, even in the age of Hipparchus, very 
far north of that line.f

* A  well would have been a singular kind of observatory, 
especially if  the sun h a d  been vertical j and i f  Strabo saw the 
meridian sun in a well, he might have made up his mind he was 
not in the tropic. Pococke supposed the aperture in the roof of 
this temple to have been for astronomical purposes, but windows 
are common of this form and in this situation in Egyptian 
buildings.

t  The obliquity of the ecliptic was then, B .C . 140, about 
23° 5 1 '2 0 ".
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Unfortunately, the observations of ancient Greek 
writers on the obliquity of the ecliptic are not so 
satisfactory as might be wished; nor are we enabled, 
especially as La Grange’s* theory of the annual 
change of obliquity being variable is allowed to be 
correct, to ascertain the time when E’Sooan might 
have been within the tropic;* a calculation or tra
ditional fact, in which, no doubt, originated the 
erroneous assertion of Strabo.

The wall projecting into the river, opposite the 
south end of the modern town, is not, as has been 
supposed, of Roman,t but of Arab construction, 
and has apparently formed part of a bath. And in 
one of the arches, on the north side, is a Greek 
inscription, relating to the rise of the Nile, brought 
from some other building.

The Saracenic wall, whose foundation dates at 
the epoch of the Arab invasion by Amer, the lieute
nant of the caliph Omer, still remains on the south 
side of the old town, beyond which are the nu-

* The secular variation, according to one calculation, gives 
4400 years; according to another, 3800; or, i f  Hipparchus was 
coprect, about 3150 years from the present tim e; but as the dimi
nution has been always variable, all similar calculations must be 
uncertain. The Egyptians and Chaldeans, having observed this 
diminution o f the obliquity, supposed the ecliptic had formerly 
been perpendicular to the Equator; and it  has been suggested 
that the great age assigned to the world by these people was 
founded on this h)rpothesis.

t  It was thought by some to have been a bridge. Aurelius 
Victor indeed mentions bridges thrown over the N ile by Probus, 
but his authority is of little weight, though he flourished within 
seventy years after the death of that emperor.
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merous tombs, mostly cenotaphs, of the different 
shekhs and saints of Egypt. But this cemetery is 
of little interest to the traveller, except from the 
Cufic inscriptions on the tomb-stones that stand 
within its precincts, and principally towards the 
southern extremity. Their epitaphs are of the 
earlier inhabitants of E’Sooan, and bear different 
dates, from about the commencement of the third 
to that of the fifteenth century of the Hegira. And 
I have here, as on many other occasions, had reason 
to observe, that in Cufic inscriptions, the oldest 
was the most simple style, that the letters were 
totally devoid of ornamental flourishes, and were 
even nearer in form to the Arabic of the present 
day, than those which came into use about the 
year 300 of the Hegira, and that they gradually 
assumed a more complicated character, particularly 
after the commencement of the succeeding century. 
They begin—“ In the name of God, the clement 
and merciful,” and mention the name and parent
age of the deceased, who is said to have died in the 
true faith.* Some end with the date, but in others, 
particularly those of the earliest epochs, it ocĉ yrs 
about the centre of the inscription.

The mosk of Amer here, as well as at Fostat (old 
Cairo), presents merely round arches, in imitation of 
the Greek or Roman style of building, in vogue at

* The fonnula of the belief o f the early Moslems ran in this 
manner :— “  I  bear witness that there is no deity but God alone j 
he has no partner, and that Mohammed is the servant and apostle 
of God.”
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the period of the Arab invasion; but it is not alto
gether improbable, that an attentive examination of 
the ancient Saracenic remains aronnd this cemetery 
might lead to the discovery of the earliest speci
mens now existing of the pointed arch ; which was 
evidently employed in Egypt some time previous to 
the accession of the Fatemite dynasty, and conse
quently long before it was known in any part of 
Europe.*

The assertion of some antiquaries that the pointed 
arch was the invention of our English ancestors, 
cannot be the result either of minute or unbiassed 
investigation; and it will be admitted by every 
man of sound judgment, that we are indebted for 
our knowledge of Saracenic architecture to its 
parent countries, Syria and Egypt. Indeed, is it 
reasonable to suppose that we can claim the credit 
of having invented, as late as the thirteenth cen
tury, what was already in common use in those 
countries, at least as early as the year 879 A. D. ? 
a fact which I can, without fear of contradiction, 
assert, from a careful examination of a mosk sup
ported and ornamented by pointed arches, and 
ei’ected at that time by Ahmet ebn e’ Tooloon,')' and 
which, with its Cufic inscriptions, bearing the date

* The pointed arch dates in England as late as 1200 A . D . ; 
that is, after the fall o f the Fatemite and the accession of the 
Eyoohite dynasty of Egypt.

t  The wooden pulpit and the dome, over the font in the centre 
o f the quadrangle, are o f the Melek M unsoor Hesam e’deen 
Lageeu, and bear the date 696 of the Hegira, in Arabic characters.
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265 of the Hegira, still exists in the Egyptian me
tropolis. Indeed were the date not present to 
decide the question, the style of the Cufic would 
at once point out, to any one conversant with 
that character, and with the different form it 
assumed at subsequent epochs, the antiquity of 
those inscriptions; and, as in the case of the Meq- 
qeeas, or Nilometer, at the Isle of Roda, which is 
also constructed with pointed arches, remarkably 
well built with a central or key stone, would suffice 
to prove they were of an era anterior even to the 
accession of our Norman dynasty.*

A short distance from the cemetery of E’Sooan is 
a  small bank of that diluvial deposit so frequently 
seen on the road to Philse, and which is worthy of 
the notice of the geologist from its abounding in 
shells,'!' and from its having several blocks of gra
nite lying upon its upper surface.

The position of that cluster of rocks through 
which the road leads to Philae, and in which the 
principal granite quarries are situated, surrounded 
on one side by the cataracts, on the other by an 
open space separating them from the range of 
mountains to the eastward, on . the south by the 
channel of Philae, and on the north terminated by

* The mosk of Soltan Hakem has also pointed arches, with an 
inscription bearing the date 393 A. H. or 1003 A . D., the seventh 
year o f his reign. Vide pp. 299, 302, and 312.

t  I am not certain that these shells are not the same as those 
found in the Nile.
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the town of E’Sooan itself, no doubt gave rise to 
the following passage of Pliny, which at first sight 
appears so singular : “ Syene, ita vocatur penin
sula since we find that ancient authors frequently 
used the terms peninsula and insula in the same 
sense as our word isolated, which we might justly 
apply to the rocks of Syene.

The most interesting objects in the neighbour
hood of E’Sooan are the granite quarries; and in 
one, that lies towards the south-east of the Arab 
cemetery, is an obelisk, which, having been broken 
before it was entirely detached from the rock, was 
left in the quarry. An inclined road leads to the 
summit of the hill to the south-east, and descending 
on the other side you pass a fallen pillar, bearing 
a Latin inscription, which states that “ new quarries 
had been discovered and worked, in the vicinity of 
Philae, during the reigns of Severus, and Antoninus 
(Caracalla), and his mother Julia Domna ;f and that 
this hill was under the tutelary protection of Jupiter- 
Hammon-Genubis (or Kneph), and Juno” (or Sate), 
the deities of Elephantine. Besides these, several 
of the rocks about E’Sooan bear the evident appear
ance of having been quarried; and the marks of the 
wedges and the numerous tablets about this town, 
Elephantine, Philae, and Biggeh, announce the 
removal of the blocks, and the reign of the Pharaoh

* Lib. V. c. 9. T he rest of this passage relating to its extent 
is doubtful, and varies jn diiferent M S S . A  similar expression 
has been applied to the hill on which the pyramids stand.

t  Geta’s name has been erased.
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by whose orders they were hewn. Many of them 
are of a date previous to and after the accession 
of the eighteenth dynasty, while others bear the 
names of later monarchs of the twenty-sixth, imme
diately before the invasion of Cambyses; but some 
merely record the victories of their authors over the 
enemies of Egypt, or the ex votos of pious visiters.

The nature of the rocks about Syene is not, as 
might be expected, exclusively syenite, but on the 
contrary consists mostly of granite, with some 
syenite and a little porphyry; the difference be
tween the two former being this,—that syenite 
is composed of feldspar, quartz, and hornblende, 
instead of mica, or solely of feldspar and quartz; 
and granite of feldspar, quartz, and mica; though 
many of the rocks here contain all the four com
ponent parts, and from their differing considerably 
in their proportions afford a great variety * of spe
cimens for the collection of a mineralogist.

Many of the inhabitants of E’Sooan are descend
ants of the garrison left there by Soltan Seleem, 
and have retained with the arms the pride of their 
Turkish ancestors. The environs of the town are 
sandy and barren, producing little else but palms; 
grain, and almost every kind of provision, being 
brought, as Aboolfidda observes, from other parts 
of the country. But the dates still retain the repu
tation they enjoyed in the time of Strabo; and the

* The}', however, yield in number to the granites of the 
mountains between the Nile and Red Sea, to the north of the 
Kossayr road.
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palm of Ibreem * is cultivated and thrives in the 
climate of the first cataract. Dates, indeed, are 
among the principal exports of E’Sooan, and senna, 
charcoal, henneh,'|' wicker baskets,:}; and a few 
slaves from the interior, from Abyssinia, and Upper 
Ethiopia, are sent from thence to different parts of 
Lower Egypt.

Opposite E’Sooan is the island of Elephantine, 
now called Gezeeret E’Sooan, and in Nubian Sooan 
artiga, or “ the island of E’Sooan.”

It will be observed that E ’Sooan is the same as 
the Coptic or Egyptian name with the Arabic ar
ticle ; but as it is usual for the Arabs to subject 
their article to an ellipsis, for the sake of euphony, 
in words commencing with certain letters, the / is 
omitted, and this name is pronounced E ’Sooan, in 
preference to El Sooan; as in E ’Sioot, E ’Khmim, 
E ’Sneh, E’Shmoonayn, and others; in all of which 
the original Egyptian name may be easily traced,— 
Sioot, Khmim, Sue, and Shmoun B.*

*  The best dates are the Ibreemee. The tree differs from the . 
Egyptian palm, and is easily distinguished by the more soft and 
pUable nature o f its leaves, as well as the superior quality of its 
fruit. T h e palm is reared from shoots j those produced from the 
stone, in spite o f cultivation, bearing bad and wild fruit.

t  The pounded leaves of the Lawsonia spinosa et inermis of 
Linnaeus, which give a red dye, used in the toilette for staining 
the nails and parts of the hands and feet, and even the beards of 
the other sex.

J Another kind of basket is made at E l Qaherah of the stalks of 
the henneh, which is much grown about Belbays. The cultivated 
henneh is not suffered to rise to a tree, or to blossom, but is cut 
down twice a year.
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One of the most conspicuous ruins in Elephantine 
is a granite gateway of the time of Alexander, the 
entrance to some edifice now entirely demolished. 
Near it, to the northward, was the small but inte
resting temple of Kneph or Chnuhis, whg presided 
over the inundation, and was particularly adored 
in the vicinity of the cataracts. It was erected by 
Amunoph III., the eighth Pharaoh of the eighteenth 
dynasty, about the year 1430 B.C., who was re
presented in the interior with his queen, making 
offerings to the sacred ark of Kneph. In the upper 
part of the picture the monarch was received by 
the deity and the goddess Sate.f It consisted of 
but one chamber, around which was an exterior 
peristyle of square pillars, raised on a solid pave
ment, with round columns at either front, one of 
them bearing the name of Remeses IV., sculptured 
at a later period.:]; Near it was a mutilated statue 
of red granite, and an altar dedicated to Ammon, 
whom the Romans confounded with the ram- 
headed deity Kneph.

A Christian ruin stood a little distance to the 
north of this edifice ; and a short walk to the west-

•  The termination ayn is the dual in the Arabic, as the B 
implies two in Coptic. The modem Arabs have committed an 
error in this name by pronouncing it Oshmoonayn.

t  Copies of this, and of other subjects from Elephantine and 
Nubia, are given in the hieroglyphics of the Royal Society of 
Literature.

J Repairs, or additions, made by Osirei, were recorded in a line 
of hieroglyphics on the west side of the temple.
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ward, was a portion of another interesting temple : 
but the whole of these were destroyed, a few years 
since, by Mohammed Bey, the pasha’s deputy, to 
build a pitiful palace at E ’Sooan. The upper 
chambers of the Nilometer suffered the same fate, 
but I was fortunately in time to observe, and copy 
from the hieroglyphics on those walls, the name of 
the island, which was represented by the figure of 
an elephant.* The oval there was of a Caesar; but 
it is probable that these parts were added, or at 
least sculptured, after the erection of the staircase 
that served for the Nilometer, as this was evidently 
the one seen by Strabo,f and as it contains in
scriptions recording several of the inundations 
from the reign of Augustus to that of L. Septimius 
Severus.J

At the landing-place, which ascended between 
two walls, near the sycamore tree to the north of 
the Nilometer, are two river gods of Roman work
manship, but now nearly buried by the alluvial 
deposit of the Nile, and much defaced.

* By the ancient Egyptians it was written diiFerently.
t  The expression of Strabo, “ monolithos,” presents no diffi

culty, being applied also by the same author to the reservoir of 
Abydus and the labyrinth. Pliny gives the name “ well ” to this 
building, but he never visited it.

X I regret that, being obliged through indisposition to return 
from Upper Egypt, I was unable to continue my researches there 
on the rise of the N ile and the present increased elevation of 
the bed of the river, as well as my intended journey through 
Nubia to Meroe.
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Elephantine had a garrison * in the time of the 

Romans, as well as in the .earlier times of the 
Persians 'j' and Pharaonic monarchs; and it was 
from this island that the lonians and Carians, who 
had accompanied Psamaticus,;}: were sent forward 
into Ethiopia, to endeavour to bring back the 
Egyptian troops§ who had deserted.

The south part of the island is covered with the 
ruins of old houses and fragments of pottery, on 
some of which is Greek writing in the running 
hand; and the Nubian peasants who live there 
sometimes find small bronzes of rams, coins, and 
other objects of antiquity, in removing the nitre of 
the mounds which they use for agricultural purposes.|j

1 do not, however, suppose that this island was 
inhabited at a very early period by natives of 
Ethiopia, nor does the account given by Herodotus 
of Cambyses sending the Ichthyophagi of Elephan
tine to accompany his spies, imply that they were 
actually of that country, as he merely states that

* “ The garrison of three cohorts, which were stationed at 
Syene, Elephantine, and Philse.”— S t r a b o ,  l ib .  xvii.

t  Vide Herodot. ii. c. 30.
t  The inscription at Aboo Simbel says that Psamaticus had 

come as far as Elephantine, and that it recorded the journey of the 
troops up the country.

§ The country of these Automoles was, according to Herodotus 
and Strabo, beyond Meroe. The latter calls them Sembritae, or 
strangers, in which we may perhaps trace the Egyptian words 
shemmo, “ a stranger,”  and beri, “»new.”

II Conf. Plin. lib. xix. c. 5.
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they were acquainted with the Ethiopian language.* 
It is, however, not impossible that the modern 
inhabitants may be partly descended from the 
Nobatæ, who, according to Procopius, were pre
vailed upon by Diocletian to settle in Elephantine ; 
that city and the territory on either bank being 
given them, on condition that they should protect 
the frontier from the incursions of the Blemmyes.f 

Pliny, Seneca, and Procopius, all appear to agree 
in giving the name of Philæ to this as well as 
the sacred island above the cataract. Pliny indeed 
mentions four of that name,| probably Philæ, 
Biggeh, Sehayl, and Elephantine; though the hiero
glyphics do not support him in this statement, 
Philæ alone having the name of Pailak or Ailak.§ 

Besides its temples, the city of Elephantine was 
adorned with quays, and other public edifices, on 
the same grand scale as the sacred island of Philæ; 
and this assertion of Strabo |j is fully confirmed by

* Lib. iii. s. 19. Indeed, in another place, (lib. ii. s. 29,) he 
expressly states that the country inhabited by the Ethiopians 
commenced beyond Elephantine to the south.

t  Procop. i. c. 19. We find from an inscription at KaMbshee 
(Talm is), that the Nobatae extended their conquests a consider
able distance to the southward, and that their king Silco assumed 
the title of “ monarch of all the Ethiopians.”

i  Plin. lib. iv. c. 9, “ in adverso insulae iiij Philse, ccccccm  
pass, k N ili fissura.”

§ The p, or ph, being the Egyptian article. This proves that 
Phil, or Feel, “ the elephant,”  cannot be the origin of the name 
•of Philae. •

Ii Taking his terms as convertible. The expression “ of equal
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the extent and style of the buildings that border the 
river to the south of the Nilometer. The guay is 
of Ptolemaic or Roman date, and contains many 
blocks taken from more ancient edifices.

Sehayl is an island, at the northern extremity of 
the rapids of the first cataract. It is interesting 
from the number of hieroglyphic tablets sculptured 
on the rocks, many of which are of a very early 
period, before and after the accession of the 
eighteenth dynasty. It had also a small temple of 
Ptolemaic date, now entirely destroyed, except the 
substructions; and it was here that M. Riippell dis
covered a very interesting Greek inscription. The 
island was under the special protection of Sate 
(Juno), Kneph, and Anouke or Vesta.

The traveller, whose intention is merely to visit 
Philae, without passing the cataract, will save him
self some time and much trouble by going as far as 
this island in his boat, by which the ride to Philae 
is considerably shortened; nor will he he prevented 
from seeing all that the excursion from E’Sooan 
presents worthy of notice, which is confined to 
traces of the old road,' the crude brick wall that 
skirted and protected it, and the singular forms of 
the granite rocks, which have struck every traveller 
since and previous to the time of (Strabo. He re
lates that he made the journey in a plaustrum, and 
that he crossed to Philae in a small raft, similar
size” cannot apply to the dimensions of the two islands, but to 
the grandeur of the buildings that adorned them.

2 H
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perhaps to some of those still used in the vicinity of 
the cataract. This, which is called by the natives 
Shellal, is merely a rapid, whose falls do not exceed 
five or six feet,* and is passable at all times of the 
year; the boats being towed up by ropes, and sup
ported by the same means on theif descent; but it 
is prudent to remove and carry by land whatever is 
either heavy or liable to be damaged by water, both 
on ascending and on returning to E ’ Sooan.

Philae, Pilak or Ailak,f known in Arabic by the 
name of Anas el Wogood, stands a short distance 
above the cataract, and is no less interesting from 
the subjects contained in its sacred buildings than 
for the general effect of the ruins; which, with 
the scenery of the adjoining island, and the wild 
rocks on the opposite shoie, have deservedly ob
tained the name of beautiful.^. The principal build
ing is the temple of Isis, commenced by Ptolemy 
Philadelphus and Arsinoe, and completed by suc
ceeding monarchs, among whom are Euergetes I.,

* Strange notions were entertained by some of the ancients 
about these falls. Cicero says, “  Ubi Nilus ad ilia, quae Catadupa 
neminantur, praecipitat ex a l t i s s i m i s  m o n t i b u s ,  ea gens, quae ilium 
locum accolit, propter magnitudinem sonitus, sensu a u d i e n d i  
c a r e t ." —S o m n .  Scip. Lucan, as usual, is enthusiastic.— Pharsal. 
1. X. 315. The fall of the Nile through Egypt, below the cata
racts, has been averaged by Mr. Wallace at five inches in a mile, 
which would give about three hundred feet from E ’ Sooan to 
Rosetta.

t  It was also called Ma-n'-lak, “  the place of the frontier.”  
i  In the inscriptions there. T he inhabitants had a bad cha

racter, and Seneca says “  Philistse latrones et prsedones.”
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Philometor, his brother Euergetes Ih , with the two 
Cleopatras, and Ptolemy the elder son of Auletes, 
whose name occurs in the area and on the towers of 
the propylon. But many of the sculptures on the 
exterior are of the later epoch of the Roman em
perors, among whom I have observed Augustus, 
Tiberius, Claudius, Doipitian, Nerva and Trajan.

The eastern tower of the second or inner propylon 
stands on a granite rock, before which has been 
erected a small chapel; and its face, cut into the 
form of a tablet, bears a long inscription of the 
twenty-fourth year of Euergetes II.

A monolithic shrine in the adytum has the ovals 
of Euergetes and Berenice, but his name only 
occurs in one part of the temple, on the back wall 
of the portico. Many parts of this building, parti
cularly the portico, though not possessing the chaste 
and simple style of the Pharaonic monuments, must 
be admired for their lightness and elegance: and 
from the state of their preservation, they convey a 
good idea of the effect of color combined* with the 
details of architecture. Nor are the sculptures de
void of interest; and those of the chamber nearly 
over the western adytum, containing the apotheosis 
of Osiris, as well as of the peripteral temple on the 
left, entering the area,'f' relating to the birth of 
Horus, the son of Isis and Osiris (who constituted

* This combination was also adopted by the Greeks, 
t  In the side door of the propylon before this building, is a 

figure of the god Nilus bringing an elephant with other offerings.
2 H 2
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the triad worshipped at Philge), throw great light on 
the st^dy of Egyptian mythology.

It would be an endless task to enter into a de
tailed account of all that Philae offers to the curious 
traveller or to the Egyptian antiquary; I shall 
therefore briefly notice the principal objects.* The 
small chapel of Esculapiu^, near the commence
ment of the eastern 'corridor, in front of the great 
temple, satisfactorily decides by its Greek dedica
tion the name of Ptolemy Epiphanes; and that of 
Athor, which stands on the east side, nearly in a 
line with the front propylon, acquaints us with the 
fact that this small building was consecrated to the 
Egyptian Aphrodite by Physcon, or the second 
Euergetes. Though the hieroglyphic name is the 
same as that of Philometor, it is evident that Phys
con has here, as in many other instances, adopted 
the prenomen of his brother, since we find him with 
the two Cleopatras, his queens, a peculiarity which 
could not of course apply to Philometor.

At the southern extremity of the corridor is ano
ther small chapel, dedicated also to Athor, by Nec- 
tanebo of the thirtieth dynasty, who ruled Egypt 
after the first Persian invasion, and previous to its 
final reduction by Ochus} and from the principal

* Among these might perhaps be enumerated the small dark 
rooms in the wall of the eastern adytum, to which a staircase leads 
from near the front of that chamber; they have the appearance 
of being intended either for concealing the sacred treasures of the 
temple, or for some priestly artifice connected with superstition 
or persecution.
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pylon of the great temple bearing the name of this 
same Pharaoh, it is evident that an ancient ̂ edifice 
formerly stood on the site of the present one, which 
having been destroyed by the Persians at the time 
of the invasion of Ochus, was rebuilt after the ac
cession of the Ptolemies. The hypasthral building,
on the east of the island, is also of the time of the♦Ptolemies and Caesars; and from the elongated style 
of its proportions, it appears that the architect had 
intended to add to its effect when seen from the 
jiver. Below it is a quay, which extended nearly 
round the island, whose principal landing-place was 
at the staircase leading to the arched gate on the 
east bank: and a short distance behind this stands a 
ruined wall, ornamented with the triglyphs and the 
usual mouldings of the Doric order, but evidently of 
Roman construction.

Other detached ruins and traces of building are 
met with amidst the mounds that encumber them; 
and on the west side of the temple is a chapel, in 
which are some interesting sculptures relating to 
the Nile, and other subjects ; with a series of ovals 
in the cornice, containing the name of Lucius, Verqs, 
Antoninus, Sebastus, Autocrator, Caesar. There 
are also some Ethiopian and other inscriptions.

Numerous ex votos are inscribed on the walls of 
the propylon and other parts of the great temple, 
mostly of the time of the Caesars, with a few of 
a Ptolemaic epoch, from one of which last we learn 
that Auletes, or Neus Dionysus, had the titles of
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god Philopator and Philadelphus, titles that usually 
follow his name in hieroglyphics.

In the island of Biggeh is a small temple, dedi
cated to Athor, apparently commenced by Euer- 
getes I. and completed by Ptolemy the elder son 
of Auletes, Augustus, and other of the Caesars; but 
from the presence of a red granite statue behind this 
ruin, it would appear that an older edifice had pre
viously existed here, of the time of a Pharaoh, either 
Thothmes III. or Amunoph II. Among the mounds 
is a stela of red granite, bearing the name of Amasis, 
surnamed Neitsi, “ the son of Neit,” or Minerva.

The arch, inserted at a late period in the centre 
of the building, is of Christian date ; and it is evi
dent that the early Christians occupied both of 
these islands, whose temples they converted into 
churches, concealing with a coat of clay or mortar 
the objects of worship of their pagan predecessors. 
I will not pretend to decide that Philae had not the 
name of Abaton; but from an inscription at Biggeh, 
mentioning “ the gods in Abaton and in Philae,”* 
there is room to believe that it was to the other 
island that this title belonged; though it has, at least 
in one sense, been applied to Philae by Plutarch, who 
says “ that island is inaccessible and unapproach
able . . . .  except when the priests go to crown the 
tomb of Osiris.”t

* The same occurs in the inscription of the obelisk removed 
from PhlliE by Mr. Bankes.

t  De Isid. et Osir. sect. 21.
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The name of Biggeh in the hieroglyphics is Sen- 

maut or Snem, over which Athor is said to pjceside; 
but we sometimes find this name followed by the 
sign of “ foreign country,”* instead of the circle 
signifying “ land.”

On the rocks here, as on the road from E’ Sooan 
to Philm, are numerous inscriptions, of the early 
times of the Pharaohs of the sixteenth, seventeenth, 
eighteenth, and nineteenth dynasties: some of whichf 
mention the holy object of their writers, who came 
to adore the gods of this district, while others merely 
present the names of the monarchs themselves, or 
relate to the granite blocks cut and removed in 
their reigns, or to the victories gained by them over 
the Ethiopians, the people of Cush. Similar tablets 
are of great use in the study of the chronology of 
that period; nor are those of the later Pharaohs, of 
the twenty-sixth and twenty-eighth dynasties, with
out their share of interest.

On the eastern shore, opposite Phil8e,| are some 
mounds, and the remains of a stela and monolith of 
granite; the former bearing the name of the first 
Psamaticus, and consecrated to Kneph and Sate.^

* No doubt from being considered in Ethiopia, though belong
ing to Egypt. Strabo says Philae belonged in common to the 
Egyptians and Ethiopians. Sometimes the name Snem is followed 
by both these signs.

t  To notice their details could be of little interest to the reader, 
atid, without copies of them, of very little use to the student in 
hieroglyphics.

i  One of the rocks opposite Philse is remarkable for its elevated 
appearance and general form; but there is no reason to suppose 
that any religious idea was attached to it, as some have imagined.
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Such are the principal objects in the vicinity of 
the cataracts, affording an endless study to the 
Egyptian chronologer and antiquary, and calculated 
to claim for it a prominent place amongst the most 
interesting sites in Egypt.

Here commences the territory of the Nubians, or 
Lower Ethiopia; which, conquered by the Pharaohs 
of the eighteenth dynasty,* and afterwards aban
doned, was again partly retained within the frontier 
of the Egyptian territory, after the accession of the 
Ptolemies. But the invasion of the Cæsars, who 
extended their conquests under Petronius, præfect 
of Egypt in the time of Augustus, as far as Napata, 
was only owing to an incursion of the Ethiopians, 
who had penetrated to Syene, and slaughtered the 
garrison stationed there.'!' Napata, the capital of 
queen Candace,:]: was, according to Pliny, eight 
hundred and seventy miles above the cataracts, and 
is supposed to be the Berkel of the present day, 
where pyramids and extensive ruins denote the for-

* Lord Prudhoe and Major Felix, who collected much valuable 
information concerning the ancient state of Ethiopia, observed 
thfi,'t Thothmes I. extended his arms as far as the Island of Argo, 
where he left a monument, now known by the name of Hagar 
e’ dahab, “ the golden stone.”  Thothmes II. penetrated to the 
capital of Lower Ethiopia, Napata, now E l Berkel; and the 
third of that name appears to have extended his dominion still 
farther.

t  Strabo, lib. xvii. '
i  The name of Candace so often occurs as a queen of Ethiopia, 

that we might almost suppose it a title, like Pharaoh. The fre
quent mention of queens of Ethiopia is also singular. Conf. Acts, 
viii. 27, “ Candace, queen of the Ethiopians.”
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mer existence of a large c t̂y. The Ethiopians, says 
Strabo, above Syene, consisted of the Troglodytae, 
Blemmyes, Nubae, and Megabari;* and the towns 
taken by Petronius were Pselcis, Primis, Abocéis, 
Phthuris, Cambusis, Attena, and Stadisis, remark
able, as Pliny reports, for its cataract.f The state
ment of Herodotus, that Sesostris was the only 
Egyptian monarch who ruled in Ethiopia, is utterly 
devoid of foundation, as several other Pharaohs not 
only extended their conquests, but erected temples 
and other buildings in that country, both before and 
after the time of that conqueror, the remains of 
which still exist, and that too in Upper Ethiopia.

The names of the monarchs found:}; above the 
second cataract areOsirtesen III.'§ and Thothmes II. 
atSamneh; Thothmes I. at Tombos; Thothmes III. 
at Samneh, Dosha, Sai, and opposite Meroe; 
Thothmes IV. at el Berkel; Amunoph III. at Se- 
dinga,II Soleb, Berkel, Tombos, and Samneh;

* The Megabari and Blemmyes inhabited the eastern desert, 
north o f Meroe to the frontiers of Egypt, and were under the 
dominion of the Ethiopia,ns. The Troglodytee on the shore of the 
Red Sea, from Berenice southwards. T h e . Nubse, a Libyan 
nation, were on the left bank, and independent of Ethiopia. Some 
modern travellers have fancied the caves of the Troglodytse at 
Thebes, and other parts of Egypt.

t  Plin. lib. vi. c. 29.
i  I am indebted for these to Major Felix.
§ But the temple was built by Thothmes.
II Throughout Ethiopia, as well as Egypt, the nomen of 

Amunoph III. has'been composed of. the same hieroglyphics as
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Osirei I. at Dosha; and Remeses II. or Sesostris, 
at Berkel.*

It does not appear that the monarchs after the 
eighteenth dynasty continued to extend, or even to 
maintain their conquests in this country; and few 
of them appear to have included Lower Ethiopia, 
between the first and second cataracts, within the 
limits of their Egyptian territory, f  And this cir
cumstance no doubt led to the remark that Ethiopia 
was little known before the accession of the 
Ptolemies, J  who in fact only re-extended the 
frontier a short distance into Lower Ethiopia.

NUBIA.
Though Philse and the cataracts were the pro

posed limit of this chapter, a cursory view of the 
ruins of Nubia may not be unwelcome, especially to 
the traveller, who proposes to extend his journey to
his prenomen, and afterwards ehanged to Amunoph, the probable 
reason of which I  have already noticed.

* Diodorus, PUny, and Strabo extend the conquests of Sesostris 
as far as the vicinity of the modem Berbera, beyond the straits 
of Bab-el-mandeb.

t  Elephantine was the frontier in the time of Psamaticus; 
Herodot. ii. 30. In Strabo’s time, Syene was again the frontier, 
the Romans having, as he observes, “ confined the province of 
Egypt within his former limits.”  Philse then belonged in “  com
mon to the Egyptians and Ethiopians.” This did not, however, 
prevent the Csesars from considering Lower Ethiopia as belonging 
to them, or from adding to the temples already erected there.

{ Diod. i. 3.
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Wadee Halifeh. I shall therefore briefly notice the 
position and date of the principal monuments.* 

Dabodf or Debode, supposed to be the Parem- 
bole of Antoninus, is about ten miles from E’Sooan. 
The Itinerary makes it sixteen Roman miles; and 
the distances given to Hierasycaminon, now Ma- 
harrakaj compared with those of modern observa
tions, are as follow :—•

I t i n e r a r v  o f  A n t o n i n u s .
M . P,Contra Syene to Parembole . 16

Tzitzi . 2
Taphis . 14
Talmis . 8
Tutzis . 20
Pselcis . 12
Corte . . 4
Hierasycaminon 4

M . p .  80

B y  t h e  M a p .

E ’Sooan to Dabod 
Tafa
Kalabshee (Talmis)
Gerf Plossayn (Tutzis) 20J 
Dakkeh (Pselcis) . 10
Koortee . . . 4
Maharraka . . 3

10
19|41

English miles I l f
or about 13 miles English.

On the opposite side of the river, the Itinerary
gives from

Contra Pselcis to Contra Talmis 24 m. v.
Contra Taphis 10
Philae . . 24
Syene . . 3

61 M. p.
* The whole of my observations on the ruins of Nubia were 

made in 1822.
t  Two days west of Dabod, and about the same distance from 

E ’Sooan and from Kalabshee, is a small uninhabited Oasis, called 
W ah Koorko. It abounds in dates, and has some wells, but no 
ruins. About two miles below Dabod is Shaymt’ el Wah, “ the 
eddy of the Wah,” believed by the natives to communicate under
ground with the great Oasis.
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whereas from Contra Syene to Pselcis, according to 
the same work, is 72 m . p . ;  but Pliny only allows 
54 M. p. for the whole distance.*

The ruins consist of a temple, founded apparently 
either by Ashar Amun, an Ethiopian monarch, or 
by Ptolemy Philometor, whose name, with that of 
his queen CJleopatra, was once traced in the inscrip
tion over the central pylon. It was dedicated to Isis, 
who, as well as Osiris and her son Horus, were prin
cipally worshipped there; Amun being one of the 
chief contemplar deities. Augustus f  and Tiberius 
added most of the sculptures, but they were left 
unfinished, as was usually the case in the temples 
of Nubia. The main building commences with a 
portico or area, having four columns in front, con
nected by intercolumnar screens; a central and two 
lateral chambers, with a staircase leading to tlie 
upper rooms; and to these succeed another central 
apartment immediately before the adytum, and two 
side chambers. On one side of the portico a wing 
has been added at a .later period; and in front of 
the temple are three pylons in succession, but not 
equidistant from each other; the whole enclosed by 
a wall of circuit, of which the front pylon forms the 
entrance.

The adytum is unsculptured, but two monoliths
* “ A' Syene Hierasycaminon 54 m . p .” — lib. vi. 29. 
t  In one instance his name is followed by the expression, god 

Philometor, though in the other ovals is “ beloved of Pthah and 
Isis .”
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within it bear the name of Physcon and Cleopatra; 
and in the front chamber of the naos is that of the 
Ethiopian king Ashar Amun, the everliving, be
loved of Isis.” Among the few subjects sculptured 
in the portico, we observe Thoth and Hor-Hat en
gaged in pouring alternate emblems of life and 
power over Tiberius, alluding, I believe, to the 
ceremony of anointing him king. In front of the 
temple is a stone quay, which had a staircase lead
ing from the river.

Between Dabod and Gertassee there are no re
mains, with the exception of a wall projecting into 
the river, marking perhaps the site of Tzitzi. On 
the island Morgose are some crude brick ruins. 
The only building now standing at Gertassee is an 
hypsethral court, formed by six columns, connected 
b^ screens, four having a species of Egyptian com
posite capital common to temples of a Ptolemaic and 
Roman eera, and the two others surmounted by the 
heads of Isis,- and a shrine containing an asp. It 
has no sculpture, except a few figures rudely drawn 
on one of the columns on the west side: and that it 
belonged to a larger edifice is highly probable, as 
some substructions may be traced a little distance to 
the south. A short walk from this is a sandstone 
quarry, in which are about fifty-one Greek ex votos* 
They are mostly of the time of Antoninus Pius, 
M. Aurelius, Severus, and Philip, and in honor of

* It is a common practice in ex votos to include the reader, as 
well as the friends of the writer, in his good wishes.
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Isis, to whom the temple was probably dedicated. 
Some refer to the works in the quarry, and one of 
them mentions the number of stones cut by the 
writer for the great temple of the same goddess at 
Philæ. In the centre is a niche, which may once 
have contained a statue of the goddess; and on 
either side are busts in high relief, placed within re
cesses, and evidently, from their style, of Roman 
workmanship. The road by which the stones were 
taken from the quarry is still discernible.

At the village are the remains of a large in
closure of stone, on whose north side is a pylon, 
having a few hieroglyphics, and the figure of a 
goddess, probably Isis, with a head dress sur
mounted by the horns and globe.

At Wadee Tafa, Taphis, are about fifteen more 
of these stone inclosures, but on a smaller scale 
than that of Gertassee, being about twenty-two 
paces by eighteen. The position of the stones is 
singular, each row presenting a crescent; or concave 
surface, to the one above it, the stones at the centre 
being lower than at the angles. In one I observed 
§everal rooms communicating with each other by 
doorways ; but the inclosures themselves are quite 
unconnected, ’ and some at a considerable distance 
from the rest. They are probably of Roman date, 
but it is difficult to ascertain the use for which they 
were intended. There are also the remains of two 
temples at Taphis, the southernmost of which has 
been converted into a church by the early Chris-
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tians.* Two of the columns of the portico f  are 
still standing, and on the adjoining wall are some 
Greek inscriptions and the figures of saints. Behind 
the portico is a chamber, which may have been the 
adytum. The other is an isolated building, con
sisting of one chamber, with a niche in the back 
wall. The principal entrance was between the two 
columns on the south side; it had also two other 
doors, one on the south, and the other on the east 
face.

The plain of Taphis is strewed with the frag
ments of cornices and mouldings, mostly of a late 
epoch ; nor do we meet with any traces of building 
that can boast a greater antiquity than the time of 
the Caesars, and much of that which exists is no. 
doubt posterior to the age of Pliny.

The scenery here reminds us of the vicinity of 
Philae; the rocks mostly granite, with some sand
stone.

Many of the inhabitants of Tafa employ their 
time in chasing the gazelle, and lead a life which 
tends but little to their civilization; and whether 
from a spirit of independence, or from a propensity, 
common to savages, they are constantly engaged in 
disputes that seldom terminate without bloodshed.

* Christianity was the religion of Ethiopia till a late period, 
and began probably to decline after the invasion of Soltan Seleem, 
A . D . 1517. In Vansleb’s time, 1673, the churches were still 
entire, though closed for want of pastors.

,t  In front of the temple, I understand that Mr. Hay has lately 
discovered a sort of quay, with a flight of steps leading down to 
the river between two side walls, about the centre of \i.
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Kalabshee, Talmis, p re s ^ s  the ruins of the 
largest temple in Nubia. It appears to have been 
built in the reign of Augustus; and though other 
Caesars, particularly Caligula, Trajan, and Se- 
verus, made considerable additions to the sculp
tures, it was left unfinished. The stones employed 
in its construction had belonged to an older edifice, 
to which it succeeded; and it is highly probable 
that the original temple was of the early epoch of 
the third Thothmes; whose name is still traced on 
a granite statue lying near the quay before the 
entrance. This extensive building consists of a 
naos, portico, and area; the former divided into 
three successive chambers,—the adytum, a hall 
supported by two columns, and a third room, open
ing on a portico of twelve columns, three in depth 
and four in breadth, the front row united by screens 
on either side of the entrance. The area has five 
columns in depth and six in breadth, at the lower 
end only, and is terminated by the pyramidal 
towers * of the propylon, beyond which is a pave
ment and staircase •[ leading to the platform of the 

<.quay that sustains the bank of the river. The 
temple is surrounded by two walls of circuit, both 
of which are joined to the propylon. The space 
between them is occupied by several chambers, and 
at the upper extremity is a small building with

* The Nubians and modem Egyptians have frequently imitated 
in their rude houses the sloping face common to the ancient 
buildings. -

t  This follows the direction of the original temple.
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columns, forming the area to a sacellum hewn in 
the rock. At the north-east corner is a small 
chapel, which belonged to the original temple, and is 
anterior to the walls that encompass it; and to the 
north are another enclosure of considerable extent, 
connected with the outer wall, and two detached 
doorways. The sculptures of the temple are of 
very inferior style ; nor could the richness of gild
ing that once covered those on the entrances of the 
first chambers of the naos have compensated for 
the deficiency of their execution ; but its extent 
claims for it a conspicuous place among the largest 
monuments dedicated to the deities of Egypt.

Mandouli, or according to the ancient Egyptians, 
Malouli, was the deity of Talmis, and it is in his 
honor that the greater part of the numerous 
exvotos * in the area are inscribed by their pious 
writers. But the most interesting of these inscrip
tions is that of “ Silco, king of the Noubatæ, and of 
all the Ethiopians,” which records his several defeats 
of the Blemmyes ; and to judge from his own ac
count, he has neither spared the vanquished, nor 
been scrupulous in celebrating his exploits. He was, 
no doubt, one of those kings of the Noubatæ, who, 
conformably with the treaty originally made be
tween them and Diocletian, continued to protect 
the frontier from the incursions of the Blemmyes.

A short distance from the temple, towards the 
north-west, are the sandstone quarries, from which 

* Mostly of military men quartered there.
2 I
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the stone used in building its walls was taken; and 
on the hill behind it are found the scattered bones 
of mummies. In the village are the remains of 
walls, and among some fragments there I observed 
a Doric frieze and cornice of Roman date.

The ancient town stood on the north and south 
of the temple, and extended along the hill towards 
the Bayt el Wellee, which is strewed with bricks 
and broken pottery.

It is not without considerable satisfaction that 
the Egyptian antiquary turns from the barbarous 
sculptures of the Romtin era to the chaste and 
elegant designs of the Pharaonic age, which are 
met with in the sculptures of Remeses II. at the 
Bayt el Wellee,* a small but interesting temple 
excavated in the rock, and dedicated to Amunre, 
and to Kneph, with Anouke. I t  consists of a small 
inner chamber or adytum; a hallf supported by two 
polygonal columns of a very ancient style, which 
call to mind the simplicity of the Greek Doric ; 
and an area in front, on whose walls are sculptured 
the victories of that conqueror.

M. Champollion supposes him to be the father 
of Sesostris or Remeses the G reat; but as I have 
already had occasion to notice the two names which 
have led to this conjecture, I shall only here ob-

* “ The house of the saint,”  having been the abode of some 
Moslem monk.

f  At the upper end are two niches, each containing three sitting 
figures in high relief.
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serve, that if the one marked i. 1.* be really of a 
different king from i. 2. they can only be brothers,'\ 
as the latter is constantly found over the “ son of 
Osirei,” vrhich I should have thought could not 
have escaped the usual perspicacity of this savant. 
One remark however I cannot omit on this occasion, 
that the sons of Remeses (who has here the former 
prenomen) are the same as of i. 2. at the Memno- 
nium : for instance, the fourth son, Shamakeme, is 
here introduced in his chariot, accompanying this 
monarch in the field, who is also styled h.h father ; 
and the other son, who is the elder of the two, has 
a name very similar to the first of those in the Mem- 
nonium. But there is certainly no Remeses among- 
those at Bayt el Wellee, which would be required 
if the monarch had been accompanied by his son 
Remeses Miamun, as M. Champollion supposes.^

•  In my plate of the succession of the Pharaohs, eighteenth 
dynasty. This king, with the prenomen i .  1., is found at Karnak, 
offering to “ his fa th e r  Osirei.”

t  I must not omit the mention of a fact which goes far to prove 
the identity of these two names: that when the French took down 
the obelisk of Luqsor, the name i . 2. w-as found at the bottom of 
it. This obelisk presents both the names in their hieroglyphics, 
which were sculptured after its erection, that at the bottom, of 
course, before it was put up : i . 2. could not then be a fte r  i . I., 
and we know he did not reign before  h im ; they should then be the 
same. Again, both these occur in the same tomb, in the Valley 
of the Kings at Thebes.

i  At Silsilis, Nofri-ari is also  represented as the wife of the 
king, i . 1 ; and she is well known as the queen of Remeses the 
Great. The side-doors at Bayt el Wellee might have been cut 
through the sculptures, as well in the same as in another reign.
Not a singular instance. Both names occur there on the abacus 

2 I 2-
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The sculptures relate to the wars of this Pharaoh 
against the Cush or Ethiopians, and the Shorii, an 
Eastern nation, apparently of Arabia Petrsea *; who 
having been previously reduced by the Egyptian 
monarchs, and made tributary to them, rebelled 
about this period, and were reconquered by Osirei 
and the second Remeses. On the right-hand wall 
the monarch, seated on a throne under a canopy or 
shrine, receives the offerings brought by the con
quered Ethiopians, preceded by the Prince of 
Cush, Amunmatapejf who is attended by his two 
children, and is introduced by the eldest son of the 
conqueror. Rings and bags, of gold, leopard-skins, 
rich thrones, flabella, elephants’-teeth, ostrich-eggs, 
and other objects, are among the presents placed 
before him; and a deputation of Ethiopians J 
advances, bringing a lion, oryx, oxen, and gazelles.
of the columns. But as there still remains a doubt on the sub
ject, let us hope it may some day be set at rest in a satisfactory 
manner. At all events these names are either of the same king or 
of two brothers. Vide my Hieroglyphical Extracts, p. 13.

* M. Champollion supposes them the Bisharieen, perhaps from 
the similarity of name; but they cannot be from the south, as 
may be seen at Karnak.

t Or Amun-em-tapti, or Amun-m'-ape, i. e . “ Amun of Thebes.” 
M. Champollion reads Amenemoph.

i  This picture to the end only relates to the Ethiopians; the 
expression “  captive Bishari,” applied to them by M. Champollion, 
is no doubt an oversight. May not the name of the modern 
Bisharee be derived from Pi-Sares, “  the south?” the P, in Coptic, 
being pronounced B. Biga or Bija is the name by which the 
modern Bisharieen call their language, if not themselves; and is 
the same as used by Edrisi, in speaking of that desert; being 
written in Arabic Bga or Biga.
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The lower line commences with some Egyptian 
chiefs, who are followed by the prince of Cush and 
other Ethiopians, bringing plants of their country, 
skins, apes, a camelopard, and other animals. 
Beyond this is represented the battle and defeat 
of the enemy. Remeses, mounted in his car, is 
attended by his two sons, also in chariots, each 
with his charioteer, who urges the horses to their 
full speed. The king discharges his arrows on the 
disorderly troops* of the enemy, who betake them
selves to the marshes and woods. At the upper 
end of the picture, a woman employed in cooking a 
fish over a fire, placed on the ground, awaits the 
return of her husband from the fight, whose fatal 
result is about to be announced to her by a child, 
now running in haste to the spot where she is 
seated.

On the opposite wall is the war against the 
Shorii. At the upper end, which is in reality the 
termination of the picture, Remeses is seated on a 
throne, at whose base is crouched a lion, his com-

* The encouragement of agriculture necessarily ameliorated^ 
the condition of the early Egyptians, and enabled them to spare a 
great portion of their population for the improvement of manu
factures and arts of every kind. Hence, no doubt, their superiority 
over neighbouring nations, their riches, the advancement of their 
military tactics, and their power. Neither a nation of huntsmen 
nor of shepherds (for which last they entertained the greatest 
contempt) have the same advantages as an agricultural people; 
and it is pretty evident, in the early history of man, that those 
who possessed and tilled a fertile country were the first to make a 
progress in the arts of civilization.
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panion in battle. His eldest son brings into his 
presence a group of prisoners of that nation ; and in 
the lower compartment is a deputation of Egyptian 
chiefs. Beyond this, the conqueror engages in 
single combat with one of the enemy’s generals, and 
slays him with his sword, in the presence of his son 
and other Egyptian officers ; and the next compart
ment represents him in his car, in the heat of the 
battle, overtaking the leader of the hostile army, 
whom he also despatches with his sword. The 
enemy then fly in all directions to their fortified 
town, which the king advances to besiege. Some 
sue for peace; while his son, forcing the gates, 
strikes terror into the few who resist. Then tram
pling on the prostrate foe, Remeses seizes and slays 
their chiefs; and several others are brought in 
fetters before him by his son.

Such are the principal subjects in the area of this 
temple, which, next to Aboo Simbel, is the most in
teresting monument met with in Nubia.

The temple of Dendoor stands just within the 
tropic. It consists of a portico with two columns 
,in front, two inner chambers, and the adytum; at 
the end of which is a tablet, with the figure of a 
goddess, apparently Isis. In front of the portico is 
a pylon, opening on an area enclosed by a low wall, 
and facing towards the river; and behind the temple 
is a small grotto excavated in the sandstone rock. 
It has the Egyptian cornice over the door, and be
fore it is an entrance-passage built of stone.
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The sculptures of Dendoor are of the time of 

Augustus, by whom it appears to have been founded. 
The chief deities were Osiris, Isis, and Horus, and 
the ancient town seems to have had the same name 
as Philm, the sacred abode,” “ the place of the 
frontier,” where the same triad was adored.

The ruined town of Sabagoora, nearly opposite 
Gerf Hossayn, occupies the summit and slope of a 
hill, near the river, and is famous for the resistance 
made there by a desperate Nubian chief against 
the troops of the Pasha.

Gerf (or Jerf) Hossayn is the ancient Tutzis, in 
Coptic, Thosh but from being under the special 
protection of Pthah, the deity of the place, it was 
called by the Egyptians Pthah-ei, or “ the abode of 
Pthah.” The resemblance of the Coptic name 
Thosh with Ethaush, signifying, in the same dia
lect, Ethiopia, is rendered peculiarly striking, from 
the word Kush (Cush), in the old Egyptian 
language “ Ethiopia,” being retained in the modern 
name of this place, which in Nubian is called Kish.

The temple is of the time of Remeses the Great, 
entirely excavated in the rock, except the portico 
or area in front. The inner part consists of a large 
hall, with a double row of Osiride pillars, suc
ceeded by a transverse corridor, (supported by two 
pillars, with a small chamber at each side,) and the 
adytum, at whose upper end are several sitting 
figures in high relief. Other similar statues occur 

* From a Coptic papyrus, found there by Mr. Legh, in 1813.
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in the eight niches of the great hall, and in the two 
others within the area. This area was also adorned 
with a row of four Osiride figures on either side, and 
four columns in front, but little now remains of the 
wall that enclosed i t ; and the total depth of the ex
cavated part does not exceed 130 feet. The Osiride 
figures in the hall are very badly executed, but ill 
according with the sculpture of the second Remeses; 
nor are the statues of the sanctuary of a style worthy 
of that era. The deity of this town was Pthah, the 
creator and “ Lord of Truth to whom the dedica
tions of the temple are inscribed; and Athor, Leon- 
tocephale, (the companion and “ beloved of Pthah”) 
and Anouke, each hold a conspicuous place among 
the contemplar deities.

At Kostamneh is a doorway and the remains of 
masonry near the bank.

Dakkeh is the Pselcis* of the Itinerary of Pliny 
and of Ptolemy. It has a temple of the time of 
Ergamun,f an Ethiopian king, and of the Ptolemies 
and Caesars ; but apparently built, as well as sculp
tured, during different reigns. The oldest part is 
tlip central chamber (with the doorway in front of it).

* According to Ptolemy, Metacompso should be opposite to 
Pselcis, where there are extensive crude brick ruins. I f  so, Me
tacompso and Contra Pselcis must be the same town. Ptol. lib. iv. 
c. 5. The former is, no doubt, related to the Tacompso of He
rodotus, ii. 29.

t  I agree with M. Champollion that this is very probably the 
Ergamenes of Diodorus, who says he lived during the reign of the 
second Ptolemy. Lib. iii. s. 6.
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which bears the name of the Ethiopian monarch,* 
and was the original adytum.

Ptolemy Philopator added to the sculptures; and 
his oval occurs with that of his wife and sister 
Arsinoe— his father, Ptolemy Euergetes—rand his 
mother, Berenice Euergetes; and on the corre
sponding side are those of Ptolemy Philadelphus 
and Arsinoe Philadelphe. Physcon or Euergetes II. 
afterwards built the portico, as we learn from a 
mutilated Greek inscription on the architrave, ac
companied by the hieroglyphic name of that 
monarch; and by him the present adytum was 
perhaps also added. The oval of Augustus like
wise occurs in the portico, but a great part of this 
building was left unfinished, as is generally found 
to be the case with the Roman and Ptolemaic monu
ments in Nubia.

The deity of Pselcis was Hermes Trismegistus,t 
to whom a considerable number of Greek exvotos 
have been inscribed, on the propylon and other 
parts of the temple, by officers stationed about Ele
phantine and Philas, and others who visited Pselcis, 
but principally in the time of the Cmsars. He is, 
styled the very great Hermes Pautnouphis, most pro
bably Taut-nouphis, a name that may be traced in

* In one place he styles himself the Son of Kneph, born of Sate, 
and nursed by Anouke; in another. Son of Osiris, horn of Isis, 
and nursed by Nephthys.

t  The Arab historians, following some Greek tradition, call him 
Hormos el M o selles , derived from his t r ip le  office of king, prophet, 
and pliysician.
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the hieroglyphics over this deity, Taut-'n-pnubs, or 
Taut-n-pnubsbo, the Thoth of Pnubs* or Pnubsho, 
the Egyptian name of Pselcis.

At Koortree or Korti and Maharraka f  the ruins 
are very trifling. The latter is the Hierasycaminon 
of ancient writers; and on a wall here is a rude re
presentation of Isis seated under the sacred Jig-tree, 
and some other figures of a Roman epoch. Near 
it is an hypmthral building, apparently of the 
time of the Ceesars, unfinished as usual, and as we 
learn from a Greek exvoto § on one of the columns, 
dedicated to Isis and Sarapis. Like most of the 
edifices in Nubia, it has been used as a place of 
worship by the early Christians, and is the last 
that we find of the time of the Ptolemies or 
Caesars, with the exception of Ibreera or Primis.

Sabooa, so called from “ the lions ” (andro- 
sphinxes) of the dromos, is of the early epoch of 
Remeses the Great. It is all built of sandstone, 
with the exception of the adytum, which is ex
cavated in the rock. The dromos was adorned 
with eight sphinxes on either side, and terminated 
by two statues with sculptured stelae at their back;

* This cannot be the Pnups of Ptolemy, which he places half 
a degree above the second cataract.—Lib. iv. c. 1 . The last part 
of this word may signify Chemi, or Egypt. This town appears to 
have been at one time considered the confine of Egypt and 
Ethiopia. May we not trace it in this name ? Is Metachompso 
(Met-Chem-cah) related to it ?

t  Called also Oofid^ena. J But not of Ptolemy.
§ In reading this it is curious to find oneself (the reader) in

cluded in the proscynema.
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to this succeeded the two pyramidal towers of 
the propylon; the area, with eight Osiride figures 
attached to the pillars supporting the architraves 
and roofs of the lateral corridors; and the interior 
chambers, which are now closed by the drifted sand. 
Amunre and Ra were the chief deities, and from 
the worship of the god of Thebes the town bore the 
same name as that city—Amunei, or “ the abode of 
Amun.”

The natives of the modern village, and of the 
district around it, are of Arab extraction, and speak 
that language.

The river at Malkeh takes a considerable bend ; 
and from Korosko * to Derr f  the direction is about 
N.N.W., which often detains boats for a considerable 
time.

At Hassaia is a small temple called A'mada, of 
the early era of the third Thothmes. The names 
of his son Amunoph II., and his grandson Thothmes
IV., also occur in the sculptures, which are re
markable for tj^e preservation of their colors, 
owing no doubt to the mortar with which the early 
Christians, abhorring the objects of worship of their' 
pagan predecessors, had covered and concealed

* From near this the road to Aboo Hammed and Sennar turns 
off through the desert.

t  Corrupted from E’Dayr, “ the convent.”
I On the opposite bank, at a place called El Kharib, between 

Korosko and Derr, are said to be some ruins, but I have not 
visited them.
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them, and thus unintentionally protected them from 
the ravages of time. Ra was the deity of the sanc
tuary, but Amunre holds a conspicuous place among 
the contemplar gods. A portico, a transverse cor
ridor, and three inner chambers, the central one of 
which is the adytum, constitute the whole of this 
small but elegant temple.

The district about Derr, on the east bank, 
abounds in date trees ; and between that town and 
Korosko they reckon 20,000 that are taxed.

Derr, the capital of Nubia, is a short distance to 
the south of Hassaia, on the opposite bank. It is 
worthy of remark that all the temples between the 
two cataracts, except Derr, Ibreem, and Ferayq, 
are situated on the west side of the Nile; and 
instead of lying on the arable land are all built on 
the sandy plain, or hewn in the rock—from their 
finding it necessary to keep the small portion of 
land they possessed for cultivation, while the towns 
and temples occupied what could be of no utility 
to the inhabitants. ,

The temple of Derr is of the time of Remeses 
th^ Great, and presents some of the spirited sculp
tures of that epoch, though in a very mutilated state. 
In the area was a battle scene, but little now remains 
except the imperfect traces of chariots and horses, 
and some confused figures. On the wall of the 
temple the king is represented, in the presence of 
Amunre, slaying the prisoners he has taken, and ac
companied by a lion. This calls to mind the account
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given by Diodorus, of Osymandyas being followed 
to war by that animal;* and on the opposite side the 
lion seizes one of the falling captives as he is held 
by the victorious monarch.

Ra was the chief deity of the sanctuary, and from 
him the ancient town received the name of Ei-Ra, 
“ the abode of the s u n b u t  we find that this 
“ temple of Remeses” was also considered under 
the special protection of Amunre, and of Thoth. 
Pthah likewise held a distinguished place among 
the contemplar gods; and this custom of introducing 
the divinities of the neighbouring towns was com
mon both in Egypt and Nubia.

This rock-temple is of a very inferior style, by no 
means worthy of the era of the Great Remeses, a 
remark which equally applies to those of Sabooa 
and Gerf Hossayn. It consists of an area of eight 
square pillars; to which succeeds a transverse' 
corridor faced with four osiride pillars ; a hall, sup
ported by six square pillars, in two rows; a small 
sanctuary ; and two side chambers. At the upper 
end of the sanctuary is a niche containing four 
sitting figures; but the total depth of the excava
tion is only about 110 feet.

On the road from Derr to Ibreem, inland, is a 
grotto cut in the rock.

Ibreem is situated on a lofty cliff, commanding
* This did not prevent Remeses II. and III., and other Egyp

tian monarchs, from being represented in the same manner. At 
Bayt el Wellee, Remeses is accompanied by a favorite dog.
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the.river, as well as the roar! by land, and is the 
supposed site of Primis.* It contains but few re
mains of antiquity, except part of the ancient wall 
on the south side, and a building, apparently also of 
Roman date, in the interior. It is probable that the 
Romans, finding the position of this fort so well 
adapted for the defence of their territories, had sta
tioned a garrison there as an advanced post, and 
that this wall is a part of the ancient works. It 
was in later times fixed upon by Soltan Seleem, as 
one of the places f  peculiarly adapted for a per
manent station of the troops left by him to keep the 
Nubians in check; whose descendants were ex
pelled from it by the Memlooks or Ghooz,:}; on their 
way to Shendy, in 1811.

In the rock below this town are some grottoes, 
hearing the names of ThothmesIIL, of Amunoph II., 
and of Remeses II., of the eighteenth dynasty, with 
statues in high relief at their upper end.

At Aboo Simbel§ are the most interesting remains
* Premnis of Strabo, Primmis or Rhemnia of Pliny; the p  

being perhaps the Egyptian article. It was distinguished from 
the other Primis by the adjunct parva.

t  The inhabitants of Derr and E ’ Sooan are also descendants 
of his Turkish troops.

J Gbooz or Ghwooz, “ warriors,” was chosen by the late Mem
looks as a distinctive appellation.

§ The Arabic word Simbel signifies “ an ear of c o r n b u t  this 
is evidently a corruption of the original Egyptian name. The 
name Ibsambul is an error, into which even the learned Burck- 
hardt has fallen; I cannot therefore but compliment Captains 
Irby and Mangles on their precision in writing.it Abousambel, in 
preference to received opinion.
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met with in Nubia, and, excepting Thebes, during 
the whole valley of the Nile. It has two temples, 
both of the time of Remeses the Great, which, 
independent of their grandeur and architectural 
beauties, contain highly finished sculptures, and 
throw great light on the history of that conqueror. 
The small temple was dedicated to Athor, who is 
represented in the adytum under the form of the 
sacred cow, a type of that deity, which also occurs 
in the pictures on the walls. Her title here is 
“ Lady of Aboshek” (Abocéis), the ancient name of 
Aboo-Simbel ; but being followed by the hiero
glyphic signifying “ foreign land,” we find it was 
considered in the country of the Ethiopians. The 
façade is adorned with several statues in prominent 
relief, and the interior is divided into a hall of six 
square pillars, bearing the head of Athor, a trans
verse corridor, with a small chamber at each ex
tremity, and an adytum.

Among the contemplar deities are Ra, Amunre, 
Isis, and Pthah ; and Kneph, Sate, and Anouke, the 
triad of the cataracts. The monarch is frequently 
accompanied by his queen Nofri-ari. The total 
depth of this excavation is about ninety feet from 
the door.

The great temple is remarkable for the most 
beautiful colossi that any of the Egyptian ruins 
present to excite the admiration of the traveller. 
They are seated on thrones, attached to the rock, 
and the faces of some of them, which are fortunately
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well preserved, evince a beauty of expression, the 
more striking, as it is unlooked for, in statues of 
such dimensions. I had not an opportunity of as
certaining their total height, but from the length of 
the arm I calculate it to be about sixty feet, requir
ing a pedestal of at least seven more.* Mr. Hay 
has now cleared to the base of the two on the south 
side of the door, and admitted the light and air to 
the interior, at the same time laying open to viewf 
the whole of their height, and restoring to them 
their original effect. The grand hall is supported 
by eight Osiride pillars,;}; and to it succeeds a 
'second hall of foursquare pillars, a corridor,'and 
the adytum, with two side chambers. Eight other 
rooms open on the grand hall, but they are very 
irregularly excavated and some of them have lof[y 
benches projecting from the walls. In the centre 
of the adytum is ah altar, and at the upper end are 
four statues in relief. The dimensions of the colossi ||

* The total height of the façade of this temple will he between 
ninety and a hundred feet. ,

t  The Greek inscription of the Ionian and Carian soldiers of 
Psamaticus, first discovered by Mr. Bankes and Mr. Salt, is also 
exposed to the view of the curious antiquary, as well as some 
interesting hieroglyphic tablets.

t The dedication on the architrave over these colossi has been 
cut over other hieroglyphics, but I could not discover if they were 
of an older king ; I think not.

§ Perhaps added at a later period.
I Some of those of the great colossi of the façade are as follow : 

the ear, 3 feet 5 ; forefinger, (t. e. to the fork of middle finger) 
3 feet ; from inner side of elbow joint to end of middle finger, 
15 feet, &c.
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attached to the pillars in the great hall are,—from 
the shoulder to the elbow, 4 feet 6 inches; from the 
elbow to the wrist, 4 feet 3 ; from the nose to the 
chin, 8 inches; the ear, 13f inches; the nose, 
about 10 inches; the face nearly 2 feet; and the 
total height, without the cap and pedestal, 17 feet 8;

The principal objects of the interior are the his
torical subjects, relating to the conquests of Remeses
II., represented in the great hall. A large tablet, 
containing the date of his first year, extends over 
great part of the north wall; and another between 
the two last pillars on the opposite side of this hall, 
of his thirty-fifth year, has been added long after 
the temple was completed. The battle scenes on 
the south wall are particularly spirited; and it will 
not be without benefit to those who still adhere to 
the notion that the Egyptians were black, to observe 
the distinction maintained in the color of the faces 
of the negro, E<^hiopian, and eastern captives repre
sented at Aboo Simbel, and to compare them with 
that of the Egyptians, who are here, as on every 
other monument, of a red complexion, not even 
approaching the copper hue of the Ethiopians.
. Ra was the god of the temple- and the protector 

of the place. In a niche over the entrance is a 
statue of this deity* in relief, to whom the king is 
offering a figure of Truth; and he is one of the 
four at the end of the adytum. The Theban triad

* This figure, the staff, and the goddess of Truth, at the sides 
of the niche, refer also to the name of Remeses.

2 K
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also holds a conspicuous place here ; as well as 
Kneph, Khem, Osiris, and Isis. The total depth 
of this excavation, from the door, is about two 
hundred feet, without the colossi and slope of the 
façade; and a short distance to the south are some 
hieroglyphic tablets on the rock, bearing the date 
of the thirty-eighth year of the same Remeses.

Nearly opposite Aboo Simbel is Feràyq, a small 
excavated temple, consisting of a hall, supported 
by four columns, two side chambers or wings, and 
an adytum. It has the name and sculptures of the 
successor of Amunoph III., and was dedicated to 
Amunre and Kneph.

Farras, on the west bank, is supposed to be the 
Phthuris of Pliny ; and from the many sculptured 
blocks and columns there, it is evident that some 
ancient town existed on that spot ; though, judging 
from the style, they appear to belong to a Roman 
rather than an Egyptian epoch.

A little to the south is a small grotto with hiero
glyphics of the time of Remeses II. ; and in the 
hills to the westward are some chambers, hewn in 
the rock, with several Coptic inscriptions ; from one 
of which, bearing the name of Diocletian, it would 
seem that they served as places of refuge, during 
some of the early persecutions of the Christians. 
To the south-west are ruins of baked brick, with 
stone columns, of the low ages.

At Serra are the remains of what was once 
perhaps a quay ; but there are no ruins of any
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ancient town in the vicinity, though it lays claim to 
the site of Phthuris.

Opposite Wadee Halfeh are the vestiges of three 
buildings. One is a simple square of stone, with
out sculpture; another has several stone pillars, the 
walls being of brick; but the third has been orna
mented with a number of columns, parts of which 
still remain. Sufficient, however, still exists to tell 
us that it was an ancient Egyptian building; and 
that it was, at least originally, commenced by the 
third and fourth Thothmes, of the eighteenth dy
nasty, and apparently dedicated to Kneph.

The second cataract is less interesting than that 
of E’Sooan, but more extensive, being a succession 
of rapids, which occupy a space of several miles, 
called Batn el Haggar, “ the belly of stone.” On 
the west bank, just below this rocky bed, is a hihg 
cliff, from which there is a fine and commanding 
view of the falls; and this is the ultima Thule of 
Egyptian travellers.—The distance from the Medi
terranean Sea to the second cataract is about 960 
miles, allowing as follows, by the river ;—
From W. Halfeh to E ’Sooan 

E ’Sooan to Esneh 
Esneh to Thebes .
Thebes to Qeneh 
Qeneh to Geergeh 
Geergeh to E’Sioot 
E ’Sioot to Minieh 
Minieh to Benisooef 
Benisoocf to El Qaherah 
El Qaherah to Rosetta about

Total 
2 K

219 Miles. 
100 38 .
49
73
97

106
85
83n o

960
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Herodotus* reckons from the sea to Thebes 6120 
stadia, or 700 miles English; and from Thebes 
to Elephantine 1800 stadia or 206 miles; but 
from the above, it will be seen (all the sinuo
sities of the river being taken into account) thnt 
from E’Sooan or Elephantine to Thebes is 138 
miles, and from Thebes to the sea, 603 ; so that 
Herodotus has either allowed too much, or the 
stadium used by him cannot be of 604 feet English, 
which I have given it in this' calculation. Pliny-j- 
reckons 600 Roman miles from Philm to the begin
ning of the Delta, which is, on the other hand, too 
little, being about 647 English miles.

About one day and a half beyond Wadee Halfeh 
is the village and cataract of Samneh; where on 
either bank is a small but interesting temple of the 
third Thothmes.

That on the eastern side consists of a portico: 
a hall parallel to it, extending across the whole 
breadth of the naos, and one large and three small 
chambers in the back part. It stands in an exten
sive court or enclosure surrounded by a strong 
cyide brick wall, commanding the river, which falls 
between the rocks below it to the westward. In 
the portico is a tablet, bearing the name of Amu- 
noph III. ; but on the front of the naos, to which 
are two entrances, Thothmes HI. is making offerings 
to Totou6n,J the God of Samneh, and to Kneph,

* Lib. ii. s. 9. t  Lib- V. c. 9.
+ Apparently derived from Tot, “ the hand,” and oudn, “ to 

open.”
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one of the contemplar deities. The name of 
Thothmes II. also occurs in the hieroglyphics; and 
those of Amunoph II. and of the third Osirtesen,* 
a monarch of the seventeenth dynasty, and the 
ancestor of Thothmes, are introduced in another 
part of the temple.

That on the western bank, though small, is of a 
more elegant plan, and has a peristyle or corridor 
supported by pillars on two of its sides; but to 
cross the river it is necessary to put up with a ruder 
raft than the pacioii, by which Strabo was carried 
over to Philse, as it is merely formed of logs of the 
dom,-f lashed together, and pushed forward by men 
who swim behind it.

This building consists of but one chamber, about 
thirty-feet by eleven, with an entrance in front and 
another on the west side, opposite whose northern 
jamb, instead of a square pillar, is a polygonal 
column, with a line of hieroglyphics, as usual, down 
its central face. On the pillars king Thothmes 111. 
is represented in company with Totouon, and other 
deities of the temple ; and what is very remarkable, 
his ancestor Osirtesen III. is here treated as a gcd, 
and is seen presenting the king with the emblem 
of life. On the front wall is a tablet in relief, with 
the name of Ames, the first, and of Thothmes II., 
the fourth Pharaoh of the eighteenth dynasty ; and 
mention is also made of the City of Thebes; but

* And treated as a deified person, 
t  Cucifera Thebaica.
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this tablet has been defaced by the hieroglyphics 
of another cut in intaglio over it, apparently by a 
Remeses.
. At the upper end of the naos is a sitting statue of 
gritstone, with the emblems of Osiris, intended 
perhaps to represent the king Osirtesen.*

A brick wall enclosed and protected the temple, 
and the traces of a stone causeway show that a 
road led to the summit of the hill on which it stands.

Below, on the east side, falls the Nile, through 
a narrow passage between the rocks that impede 
its course ; and I have been informed that near this 
spot are some Greek inscriptions. The ruins of 
Samneh are supposed to mark the site of Tasitia, 
or of Acina; and we may perhaps trace in the 
hieroglyphics the name of the ancient town, called 
in Egyptian Totosha ; unless this be a general ap
pellation of the country, including Samneh, Aboo 
Simbel, and their vicinity, and the origin of the 
Coptic name Ethaush or Ethiopia. If Ptolemy is 
to be trusted, Tasitia was on the west side of the 
river, and Pnoups opposite it on the east, as he 
places both in latitude 22°; so that Samneh may 
include the sites of both those ancient villages.

Such are the principal objects in this part of 
Ethiopia, which is at least worthy of a visit, if it 
were merely to witness the unparalleled effect of

* After death every Egyptian, male and female, was repre
sented under the form of Osiris ; and therefore deified in a certain 
sense. The return to the Unity.
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the exterior of Aboo Simbel, amply repaying the 
traveller, whose object is to take a rapid glance of 
Egyptian architecture, while the antiquary and 
historian cannot fail to be pleased with the exami
nation of the historical pictures in the sculptures of 
the interior, which they will find great satisfaction 
in comparing with similar subjects at Thebes.

For the ruins above Samneh I refer the reader to 
M. Caillaud’s Journey to Meroe and its Vicinity.
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C h a p t e r  VIII.
CHRONOLOGY OP THE KINGS OF EGYPT.

HAvrNG already extended the bulk of this work 
beyond the limits I at first proposed, it will be 
necessary to compress my historical notice of an
cient Egypt within the smallest compass the nature 
of the subject will allow, and confine myself chiefly 
to the mention of those monarchs whose names 
appear on the monuments, noticing merely the 
principal occurrences of their reigns, in the form of 
a chronological table.

In introducing some of the names given by Ma- 
netho and Eratosthenes, I neither pretend to fix 
the precise era of their reigns, nor the actual suc
cession of those kings; nor can I follow Manetho 
in the division of his first dynasties, which have 
every appearance, owing probably to the inaccu
racies of his copyists, of having been greatly mis
placed, Indeed, the fifteenth^ sixteenth, and seven
teenth, do not at all accord with the names remain
ing on the monuments, if, as there is every reason 
to induce us to admit, the eighteenth contains the 
same series of kings mentioned by that author.

With respect to the shepherd-kings, there is a 
considerable difficulty in fixing the exact era of 
their invasion, while some suppose it to be merely
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an exaggerated account of the power of the Jewish 
tribes in Egypt ; but at all events the story of their 
inroads into that country, as given by Josephus, 
one of the copyists of Manetho, bears the evident 
stamp of anachronism, and in some parts of pure 
invention.

Whatever may have been the motive of the mys
terious secrecy observed by the priesthood respect
ing the original object of the pyramids, it does not 
appear at all probable they were thé work of 
foreigners, or of a tyrant at variance with the 
priests of the established religion of the country : 
much less that they were accidentally made to cor
respond with the four cardinal points, with their 
faces of a certain angle, which, in other pyramids 
to the southward, seems to increase in proportion 
to the decrease of their latitude ; nor w’ould priests 
and grandees of succeeding ages have felt so 
anxious to have their tombs in the vicinity of monu
ments, that, according to the too credulous Herodo
tus, were solely memorials of their country’s oppres
sion. For my own part, I consider them purely 
Egyptian, and totally inconsistent with the notions 
of those Arab tribes, called Shepherds by Manetho, 
whose invasion probably dated after their erection, 
and whose expulsion must at least have preceded 
the accession of the first Osirtesen ; though that of 
the Jews, with whom they have been confounded, 
appears to have happened during the time of the 
eighteenth dynasty.
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I am aware that the era of Menes might be car
ried to a much more remote period than the date I 
have assigned i t ; but as we have as yet no autho
rity, further than the uncertain statements of Ma- 
netho’s copyists, to enable us to fix the time and 
number of the reigns intervening between his 
accession and that of Apappus, I have not placed 
him earlier, for fear of interfering with the date of 
the deluge of Noah, which is 2348 b . c .

In the fifteenth dynasty I have been guided by 
the tablet of kings at Thebes, which gives one 
Diospolitan between Menes and the eighteenth 
dynasty. Manetho makes it consist of six Phoeni
cian shepherd kings I

I have already stated my reasons for considering 
Amosis and Chebron one and the same king; * and 
this conjecture gains considerable weight from the 
fact, that Manetho, as quoted by Syncellus, men
tions the name of Amosis, without assigning any 
number of years for his reign ; and the total of 
years allowed by him for the duration of this dy
nasty agrees exactly with that of the reigns of 
the remaining monarchs.

The contemporary reigns of Shishak and Solomon 
ai’e the earliest fixed epoch for the construction of 
a chronological table; but reckoning back the 
number of years of each king’s reign, either accord
ing to Manetho, the dates on the monuments, or

.* Hierogl, Extracts, p. 10, and Materia Hierog. p- '18.
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the average length of their ordinary duration, we 
may arrive at a fair approximation; and the epoch 
alluded to on the ceiling of the Memnonium, men
tioned in the note on Remeses II,,* seems greatly 
to confirm my opinion respecting the accession of 
that prince, and, allowing for the reigns of the in
tervening monarchs, his predecessors, to make the 
Exodus of the Israelites agree with Manetho’s de
parture of the Pastors in the reign of Thothmes III.

But I offer this table with great deference, and 
shall willingly yield to any opinion that may be 
established on more positive and authentic grounds.

The government of Egypt appears first to have 
been, as with the Jews, a hierarchy, which was 
successively composed of the priests of one or other 
of the principal deities; but its duration is uncer
tain. We then come to the Kings, the first of 
whom by universal consent was Menes, and with 
him I commence the following chronological table.

Page 513.
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C h a p t e r  IX.
CHRONOLOGY OF THE CALIPHS, FROM THE FOUN

DATION OF THE CALIPHATE TO THE INVASION  
OF EGYPT BY SOLTAN SELEEM.

T h e  consideration of the original character of the 
Arabians; the change effected by their successes; 
the rapid progress of the new sect, and its probable 
cause; the injury done to society by their ignorance 
and fanaticism; their subsequent encouragement of 
learning, and its benefit to the unenlightened na
tions of the West; the effect of the revival of luxury 
in the East; the decline and fall of the power of 
the Caliphs, and the thirst of conquest transferred 
from the Arab to the Turkish hordes; the intellec
tual inferiority of these last compared with the 
former; the total want of encouragement and taste, 
amounting to a barbarous contempt for learning,

 ̂evinced throughout their career; their geographical 
position after the conquest of Constantinople, ac
counting for their former power and present exist
ence; and their complete and irrecoverable fall, 
are all interesting subjects for our contemplation 
and research, but require to be treated on a much 
more extensive scale than the nature of this work 
allows; however, as the history of the caliphs ne
cessarily commences with the foundation of the 
religion, I shall briefly notice its origin, and the
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most remarkable circumstances relating to its sub
sequent progress, while the dates and principal 
events of each reign will be laid down in the concise 
form of a chronological table.

Mohammed was sprung from the tribe of Qoray'sh, 
and the illustrious*family of Hashem, by whom the 
office of guardian of the Kábah was inherited as 
their right. He was son of Abd-allah, and grand
son of Abd-el Motulleb, a wealthy and powerful 
citizen of Mekkeh, renowned as well for his probity, 
as for his courage in delivering his country from 
the aggressions of the Abyssinians. The education 
of Mohammed, who lost his father and mother in 
his infancy, was undertaken by his uncle Aboo 
Táleb, and at the age of twenty-five he entered the 
service of the rich Khadeégeh, whom he afterwards 
married.

The idolatry of the Kábah, and the speculative 
theories of heterodox theologians and pretended 
philosophers, had paved the way for the introduc
tion of a new religion ; and Mohammed, having 
converted the principal members of his own family, 
and gained over to his cause the respectable name 
of Aboo Bukr, began to set forth the doctrines 
of a new faith. Opposed at Mekkeh, and obliged

•  This circumstance, of which there is little doubt, tended 
greatly to assist him in the propagation of his new doctrines, and 
has been overlooked by some writers, who seem not to have been 
aw'are that by asserting his low extraction they rendered his success 
the more surprising.
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to fly its precincts^ he boldly withstood the attacks
of the hostile Qoray'sh, and succeeding in subduing
the most formidable of his opponents, he returned
at length as a conqueror to that city, which had
expelled him from her walls. Alee, the son of
Aboo Taleb, had been the first proselyte and the
firmest support of the new creed. Faithful to his
friend and courageous in the field, his fidelity and
assistance had more than once ensured success in
the most hazardous and doubtful operations; and
the capture of Khayber and the conquest of the
Jewish tribes* of Arabia confirmed the power of
the new sect, and ennobled the name of Alee, “ the
lion of God.”»A. D. 632. But the death of Mohammed and the 
choice of a successor were the signal for injustice 
and party prejudice: and the violence of Omer, and 
the intrigues of Aesha, the widow of Mohammed, 
having succeeded in securing the election of her 
father to the post of Khaleefeh,-!- the injured Alee 
was excluded from those honors, which his early 
fidelity and subsequent services might have claimed 
as their right. The reign of Aboo Bukr was short. 
It lasted only two years, and the aged Caliph ap
pointed Omer ebn el Khuttab as his ;successor.

* These tribes still exist in that part of Arabia lying inland to 
the east of Moileh and the Gulph of Aqaba. They only differ 
from the other Arab tribes in their religious tenets.

t  Khalefifeh (pi. Khdlafeh) signifying literally “ vicar,” or 
“  substitute,” has been corrupted into caliph.
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The choice of a new ruler, on the assassination of 
Omer, devolved on the will of the people, and 
Othman* was invested with the supreme command 
of the faithful; nor was it till the death of the 
third Caliph, that the son of Aboo Taleb was elected 
to that office ; and the mildness of his character, and 
his repugnance at fomenting the discord of the 
tribes, add not a little to the honor of the most 
valiant of his nation.

This exclusion of Alee has been the origin of the 
enmity of the Persian and Turkish votaries of Islam; 
the former, under the name of Shiites (Sheeah, 
Sheea), maintaining the rights of Alee ; the latter, 
the Soonnites (Soonnee), upholding the justice of 
the priority of the three caliphs, and the veracity of 
their traditions.

But his tranquillity was of short duration. Moa- 
wieh, the son of Aboo Sofeean, who was supported 
by the house of Ammaweeh and a Syrian army, 
usurped the title of caliph, and declared war against 
him ; and his forces being defeated, he was obliged 
to fly to Koofeh, where the hand of an assassin 
shortened the life of the unfortunate Alee, A.D, 661. 
His sons by Fatrneh, the daughter of Mohammed, 
did not succeed him, and the title of caliph was

* He collected the chapters of the law, and formed them into 
the Qorén, or Book, a name (like our word Bible) given it par 
excellence. Othman has evidently suggested a considerable num
ber of additions to the original MS., and he has even had the 
impudence to make the book affirm that it was sent down from 
Heaven, during the month of Ramadàn, as a complete work.

2 M
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secured by the powerful interest of Moawieh. 
Hassan* waived his claims, and retired to Me- 
deéneh, thé burial-placef of his grandfather; and 
Yezeed'succeeded to the throne by the right of 
inheritance. And though Hossayn, the younger 
son of Alee, disputed for some time his title to the 
caliphate, he at length fell a victim to treachery, 
and the superior power of his rival.

But the Persians still nominally maintain the line 
of succession in the family of the Hashemites, and 
the twelve Imams are reckoned as commencing 
with Alee, Hassan, and Hossayn, to the ninth gene
ration of his descendants.

One hundred years after the Hegira, or flight of 
Mohammed from Mekkeh, the arms of the Moslems 
had extended over Persia, Syria, Egypt, Africa, 
and Spain ; and the rapidity of their progress and 
the success'of their daring enterprises, unchecked 
by the power of Persia and the Romans, are only 
equalled by those of the founder of their religion.

The invasion of Persia was commenced by 
Khaled ebn el Welded, and successfully continued 
by (Saad) Sade, during the caliphate of Omer ; and 
Syria speedily yielded to the united efforts of the 
son of Weleed, and of Aboo Oby'dah, seconded by

* The sons of Alee are properly called El Hasan and El 
Hosayhi. The head of the former is said to he in the mosk of 
El Hasanln at Qaherah.

t  In the same tomb are the sepulchres of Mohammed, Aboo 
Bukr; Omer, and Fatmeh.
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the troops of Amer and Yezeed, who, during their 
advance, remained to guard the camp of the army. 
A. D. 638. Elated with their success, Amer'* ebn 
el As, with four thousand Arabs, advanced, by the 
permission of the caliph, to the confines of Egypt, 
and, after thirty days’ siege, took possession of 
Pelusium, which had been the barrier of the 
country on the Syrian side from the earliest periods 
of the Egyptian monarchy. An undefended pas
sage was now open to him, as well by the plains of 
the Delta as along the'edge of the Arabian desert, 
to the city of Babylon, which occupied the site of 
the modern Musr el Ateekeh,f and the extent of 
the adjacent mounds. But the Roman station 
(whose solid walls still contain a village of Christ
ian inmates) was so strong a fortress, that it 
delayed the invaders, and defied their attacks for 
seven months ; when a reinforcement of four thou
sand men arriving at the camp, their courage was 
revived, and the scaling ladder supplied the want of 
more formidable military engines. . Near this spot 
rose the first mosk whose foundations were laid on 
Egyptian soil ; and the city of Postât succeeded to 
and occupied part of the site of conquered Babylon.

* I have already observed that the letter o (or wow) is placed 
at the end of this name, merely to distinguish it, when written, 
from Omer, the orthography being otherwise exactly similar, and 
that it is never pronounced. Amrou is not an Arabic name.

t  The opposite shore was connected to it and the Island of 
Roda by two bridges of boats, by which a constant communica
tion with Memphis was easily maintained.
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Religious controversy formed at this time the 
principal occupation of the Christian inhabitants 
of Egypt, and the enmity of their sects* had be
come the parent of injustice and oppression, which 
naturally excited a thirst for revenge. Thg Copts 
(whose hatred of the Greeks is not even yet extin
guished) no sooner perceived, than they welcomed 
the moment, which promised to free them from the 
superior power of their religious adversaries; and 
the treacherous John Mecaukes, governor of Mem
phis, persuaded them to conclude a treaty with 
the invaders. The payment of tribute to the Arab 
conqueror was gladly agreed to by the Copts, and 
greeted with equal pleasure by the lieutenant of 
Omer. It was stipulated that two Egyptian deendrs 
of goldj’ should be paid for every Christian above

* This fact, and the great care taken by the founder of the 
new religion to adapt it to the ruling prejudices of the day, were 
among the chief causes of the rapid progress of IsIàm. Political 
discord seldom prevents the parties from uniting against a com
mon enemy, but religious animosity aims at the annihilation of a 
rival, without calculating the injury sustained by the community 
at large. The same feeling still exists between Catholics and 
Greeks. A Greek would rather that a member of his family 
should embrace the religion of the Qoràn, than follow the tenets 
of his Catholic enemies ; and a pope has offered up prayers for 
the defeat of the Russians and the success of the Turkish arms.

t  The average weight of the deenàr was 65 grs. Troy, and its 
value in English money of the present day, lOi. 8d. Macrizi 
says that money was coined by the caliph Omer, A. H. 18 (638  
A. D .), but that Abdallah ebn e’ Zobay'r, who assumed the title 
of caliph at Mekkeh and Medeéneh in 684 A. D., was the first 
who struck round derhems. Other Arab authors affirm that the
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sixteen years of age, with the exception of old 
men, women, and monks; and a hospitable enter-
earliest coinage dates during the caliphate of Ahd el Melek, A. H. 
'76, (696 A. D .), and that it was commenced under the super
intendence of El Hagàg (or Hajaj), who was appointed to the 
government of Irak in *75, and who there built the city of Waset, 
which afterwards became so famous for its coinage. Besides 
Persian money, the Moslemfe had previously used the Greek coins, 
and an accidental circumstance is said to have led to this change 
in the currency. The caliphs had always inserted the formula, 
“ There is no deity hut God, and Mohammed is the apostle 
of God,”  in their epistles to the Greek emperors; but one of 
these monarchs,Taking umbrage at it, threatened, if  it was not 
hereafter omitted, to adopt one on the coin? which would be 
equally offensive to the Moslems. Abd el Melek, upon this, de
termined to establish his own coinage, and, while obviating thè 
intended insult of the Christian emperor, to display the same for
mula on yhe money that circulated through his dominions : and 
in spite of the objections offered by many of his subjects, who 
were unwilling that the name of Allah should pass through im
pure hands, his plan was speedily put into execution. The deenkr 
was a gold coin ; the oldest hitherto found hears the date 91 A.H. ; 
and the oldest derhem (of silver, and worth about 6d. English) was 
struck in 76, or, as some read the inscription, 79 A. H. Besides the 
above formula and the date, they generally bear some legend from the 
Qoràn, and the derhems sometimes present the name of the caliph 
and the place where coined. Some of the money that circulated 
during the reigns of the early caliphs of the Ommiade dynasty 
was struck from Sassanide dies, (independent of the Greek coins 
that were current at the same time,) and to these the caliphs 
added their own names, so that we find Sassanide figures and 
inscriptions with the Arabic (Cufic) name of Omer and other 
Ommiade monarchs on the same pieces. And to this I believe 
Macrizi alludes when he says that Omer coined money on the 
Persian model, and that the first coins gave offence at Medeéneh 
from having a figure upon them. That is, he took the Sassanide 
dies, and added his own name ; and we are enabled by this ex
planation to account for his apparent disagreement' with other
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tainment for three days was promised to the Mos
lems who journeyed through Egypt. The fall of 
Memphis was the consequence of this treaty, and 
the Greeks were at once betrayed and deserted by 
the population of the country.

But Alexandria presented an almost insurmount
able obstacle to the ardor of the invaders; and 
the canals of the Delta, added to several fortified 
places along their banks, delayed their arrival 
before that city for twenty-two days. The army of 
Amer, swelled by a numerous reinforcement of 
Arabs, and assisted by the revolted natives, assailed 
the well-defended walls of Alexandria; and though 
the invaders were frequently repulsed, their perse
verance was finally rewarded, after a siege,of four
teen months and immense loss, with the capture of 
that splendid city. The news of their success was 
instantly sent to Omer, who ordered the wealth and 
riches of the place to be reserved for the public 
use; and the library* of Alexandria, in spite of the
authors respecting the first Arab coinage. Macrizi wrote on this 
subject by order of one of the Circassian Memlook kings about 
820 A. H. (1411 A. D .) The oldest gold coins have the word 
Deenr, not Deenar.

* Gibbon questions with good reason the existence of that library 
which had been collected by the Ptolemies, and which (at least 
the Bruchion) was burnt in the time of Caesar. Indeed it is very 
doubtful if the Serapion library any longer existed. He suggests 
that the loss occasioned by the order of Omer was confined to the 
trifling productions of later times; and certainly the words of 
Ammiahus, “ fiternnt bibliothecae,” are very strong. This does 
not, however, make the folly of Omer less.
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wishes of Amer, was consigned to destruction by 
the fanaticism of the caliph.

The attention of the conqueror was now directed 
to the internal administration of the newly-gained 
territory, and in preparing for its future security 
and welfare ; but the common sense of the 
most credulous revolts at the fable of a human 
sacrifice in a Christian country, under the govern
ment of the Romans, with which the Moslems to 
the present day tax their predecessors, and which 
Amer is said to have abolished. Indeed this tra
dition is so firmly believed, that the pillar of earth, 
now left at the mouth of the canals, is said to be 
the substitute which the humanity of the Moslem 
conqueror adopted for the virgin, till then annually 
sacrificed at the inundation of the Nile.

As to the provinces of Upper Egypt, they were 
easily reduced by the impetuosity of the victorious 
army ; and though opposed at Bahnasa,* and other 
strong holds, its march was almost uninterrupted 
to the city of Syene, where, as at Postât, a mosk 
bears the name and records the conquests of Amer. 
The once powerful Thebes, that had withstood the 
arms of Ptolemy Lathyrus for three years, was now 
no longer a city, or capable of resistance ; and the 
feeble population, whose principal abode was about 
the temple of Medeénet Haboo, no sooner heard of

* Bahnasa was taten by Khaled ebn el Weleed, with an army 
of sixteen thousand men, of whom five thousand perished in the 
assault. His tomb is in the Great Oasis.
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the approach of the Arabs^ than they fled from its 
precincts,* and left the church and houses to be 
plundered by the invaders. Few years however 
elapsed before the jealousy of Othman deprived 
Amer of his command in Egypt; and Abdallah, 
once the faithless secretary of Mohammed, was ap
pointed to succeed him, and commence the conquest 
of Western Africa, assisted by the counsels and 
valor of Zobay'r. He was followed by Oq'bah, 
who marched from Damascus with fresh troops to 
the western extremity of that continent, though not 
without suffering for the rashness of his enterprise; 
and the successes and reverses of the Arab invaders 
in that quarter alternately varied from the year 647 
to 700, in the caliphate of Abd el Melek.

But as the power and interest of Amer had 
tended to advance the cause of Moawieh, during his 
struggles with the partisans of Alee, his services 
were not forgotten by the successful caliph, and 
the conqueror of. Egypt was once more restored to 
his government, and permitted to pass the remain
der of his daysf in the city he had founded on the 
banks of the Nile.

In the reign of Witiza, the predecessor of Rode-
* It is said that their tombs are near Isne, and that they were 

there overtaken and massacred.
t  Amer is said by Arab authors to have left, at his death, 100 

qantars of gold and 1 of silver. The qantar is 44 okes, and 
1 qke is 400 derhems (drachms), amounting therefore to 1,’760,000 
derhems of gold and 123,200 of silver, and equal to about 
882,740/. sterling.
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rick, the conquest of Spain was attempted by 
Moosa, and his troops landing at Gebel Tareq* 
(or Gibraltar), and favored by the disordered state 
of the country, vanquished the Goths under the 
usurper Roderick, whose defeat Vas hastened 
by the enmity of the sons of the last monarch, 
A. D. 711.

In a short time their dominion extended over the 
whole of Spain, with the exception of the Asturias; 
and the reign of the Moors lasted there seven hun
dred and eighty-one years, till the time of Ferdinand 
and Isabella, when the taking of Granada, A. D, 
1492, put an end to their kingdom.

Nor did their thirst for conquest cease here. 
Their career in France seemed to promise unlimited 
success; and the plans of the persecuted Moosa')' 
might have been put into execution by his suc
cessor, and the fairest portion of Europe have passed 
under the yoke of the insatiable Moslems, had not 
Abd-e’Rahman been arrested by the skill and cou
rage of, Charles Martel, who, in 732, routed the 
army of the invaders, and obliged them to abandon 
the territory they had seized.

Fortunately for the welfare of mankind, the con
quests of the Moslems were shortly afterwards

* Tareq was the name of the first man who succeeded in 
effecting a landing on this rock, which hence bore his name. It 
is generally believed he had the command of the troops sent on 
this service.

t  To return to the East by Constantinople.
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arrested by their internal feuds, and their extensive 
empire became divided between several hostile dy
nasties. No nation indeed was ever more dis
turbed by factions in its very infancy; which was 
owing as welT to the extent of their conquests as 
to the impetuosity of their disposition: and the 
manner in which their religion was propagated, the 
indiscriminate admission of the discontented from 
every quarter, the great want of moral instruction, 
and the excitement of unrestrained passions, tended 
speedily to draw off the Moslems from the sim
plicity of their Arabian ancestors; and avarice, 
cruelty, and oppression, the results of success and 
extent of dominion, too frequently marked their 
progress,* and have left to the present day an inde
lible stain upon their character.

But as I do not intend to detail these events, I 
shall confine myself, as I have already stated, to 
the chronological succession of the caliphs, and the 
cotemporary dynasties, and merely notice the most 
remarkable occurrences of their reigns, following 
the divisions of each as given by Arab authors; 
who agree in representing the most powerful to 
have been the Amraaweeh, the Abbaseeh, and

•  There were, however, some notable exceptions, and some of 
the Moslem nations have, at certain periods of their history, 
evinced a noble and generous character, very superior to the 
Christians of those times. In proportion to their ignorance and 
our advancement, there are many points in which they are still in 
no way our inferiors.
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Fowatem;* the two former for the most part suc
ceeding by hereditary right to the caliphate of the 
East, the latter usurping the sovereignty of Africa 
and the West.

* Each of the three parties was distinguished by a particular 
colour. The Fowdtem had green, the Ammaweeh white, and the 
Abbasdeh black, for their banners. At present those who wear 
the green turban are the Shereefs, or descendants of the Prophet; 
the red is of the AhmedeSh or the followers of the Sayd el 
Beddoweej the olive-green of the Barahmeh (sing. Boorhamee), 
followers of Ibrahim e’ Desodqee; the black of the Rifaeish, fol
lowers of E ’ Rifaee; a colour also worn by the Byoomeeh, and by 
the Sade'eh, followers of Sad e’ deen e’ Gibbawee, and the suc
cessors of the Psylli; and the yellow of the followers of Aboo 
Yodsef el Afee'fee. The white is indiscriminately worn by all. 
The Christians have a light or dark blue and black, and the Jews 
a light brown or stone-coloured shawl.
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CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE OF THE CALIPHS, &c.

Name. Events during their Reigns.
a u •oJ: OB •s 5J B
I - “Q»«

Aboo Bukr. Invasion of Syria commenced. Reigns from
632*
A.D.Omer. t Conquest of Persia, Syria, and Egypt. to

Othman. Amer enters Egypt in June 638. 634
Conquest of Africa begun. tofAlee or Ali, In Arabia, 6 6 1; El Hassan, his son. 644and nominally succeeds him, and reigns 656iMoâwieb, six months, 661.
In Egypt and Syria.

House of AmrnawiehX {Ommiades.)
Moâwieh 1. Alone. Fruitless attack by the Sara-
Yezeed I. cens § on Constantinople. 680His son. 684

* The Hêpfira or Mohammedan æra bepfins 622 A. D., dating from the flight from Mekkeh. To reduce any year of the Hegira to our own, we have only to add 622 to the given year, and deduct 3 for every 100, or 1 for every 33, e,g , 1233-f-622 r=: 1855, then for the 1200 deduct 36, and 1 for the 33 =z 37, leaves 1818 A.D.•f Omer was the first who obtained the title of Prince of the Faithful, Améer el Momenéen, from his ordering the canal of Arsinoë to be re-opened to Qâizinif on the Red Sea, for the purpose of sending provisions to Mekkeh, where there was a great famine. This Qdlzim cannot therefore be the Oysma Præsidium, but must have stood at ‘̂the end,” as Aboolfida observes, “ of the western gulf,’’ on the site of the modern Sooéz. The traditional name Qdlzim is still applied to the mound without the north gate of that town. The canal was closed again by order of Aboo Gâfer el Munsudr, in the year 767 A. D., but it appears that it was re>opened by the Soltan Hakem, about the year 1000.X Arama is a female slave, and this name signifies born of a slave,**§ Saracens is supposed to be a corruption of Sherâgweh or Shergëén, ‘^Easterns,” from Sherg, the East.” Though the name of Saracens is met with in ancient Latin authors, its derivation from an Arabic root appears by no means impossible, since the antiquity of that language far surpasses the epoch when it was first mentioned : and yet their geographical position would . not have authorized the Arabs to give them the appellation of "  Easterns,”
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Name.
I
1 Events during their Reigns.

'O u ..2 “5 2 ^  5  iiOi: 5l - s á
Moàwieh II. 1'His son. A.D.

, (Abdallah, son of Zobay'r, reigned nine ' years in the Hegaz, from 64 to 73 
A. H ., i. e. from 684 to 693 A. D .)

684

Merawan 1, 684
Abd el Melek. ‘ His son. Conquest of Africa com

pleted. Abd el Azeez, his brother.
made a Nilonieter at Helwan.

76 A. H ., first Arab coinage. The oldest 
coin found is of 79 A. H. or 699 A. D. j it is a silver derhem. The 
oldest gold deendrs are of the years 

1 91 and 92 A. H.

705

El Weleéd I. ,H is son. Conquest of Spain, 710. 
First invasion of India hy the Mos-
lems. 714

Soolaymán. His brother. Second failure before 
' Constantinople. Was the first who ! 

founded a Nilometer at the Isle of |
Roda. I 717Omer II. Son of Abd el Azeez. I 720

Yezeed II. S on of A bdelM dlek. ' 724

Ptolemy* places the Saraceni in Arabia Felix, inland to the east of the Elanitic Gulf, distinct from Saracena, a district of Arabia Petraea, on the eastern border of Egypt; and Pliny,f a still earlier authority, also notices them among the people of Arabia. Ammianus Marcellinus^ records their predatory habits, § their alliance with Julian, and their defence of Constantinople towards the close of the reign of Valens; || and it is possible that thi^ came became a general Latin appellation for the natives of Arabia, in consequence of the Humans perceiving a great similarity of character between them and their Saracen allies.But instead of admitting the came of Sarah, the wife of Abraham (a notion justly ridiculed by Gibbon), or any derivation taken from a ‘‘foreign language,’* ^  I  should suggest that the word Saracen was either immediately borrowed, or slightly corrupted, from the name of the people themselves, but that, like the greater part of national nomenclature, it is far beyond the reach of the etymologist, and should wisely be left without a vain and useless scrutiny. As applied to the Moslems, it is purely conventional.
* Ptolem. lib. vi, c. 6.J Aiinn. Marceli lib, xiv. c. 4. II Id. loc. cit.

f  Plin. lib. V I, c. 28,§ Id. lib. xxxi. c. 16.^  Gibbon, voi. ix. e. 50.
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Name. ^  Events during their Reigns.
® fc. •o ... nV g
Q
from
124

Hesham. His brother. Defeat of Abd e’ Rah- to
man in France by Charles Martel, 143
132. A.D.El Weledd II. Son of Yezeed. 744

Yezeed HI. His son. 144
Ibrahim, His brother. 144
Merawan II. Grandson of Merawan I. 149

■ I

El M ah dee, 1
Mohammed. ■'El Hadee Moosa. 
Harodn e’ Rashedd, or E ’Rashedd Ha- rodn.*

from
•749to
154

Dynasty of the Abbasides, or Abbasbeh, descended from Abbas, 
the uncle of Mohammed.

E ’ Seffah,
Aboo ’1 Abbas 
Abdallah.
El Munsodr, 1 His brother. Boghdad is founded by 
Aboo Gafer, > Munsodr, and becomes the seat of
Abdallah. | empire. Under these caliphs, astronomy and the other scienees were 

particularly patronized. In 155,
Abd e’ Rahman establishes the Om- 
miade dynasty at Cordova, an ex
ample followed by the house of Alee, 
the Edrissites of Mauritania, and the 
Fatemites and Aglabites of Eastern 
Africa.

His son.
His son.His son. The hero of the Arabian tales, the ally of Charlemagne, and 

the dread of the Romans. The 
Edrissites founded the kingdom of Faz (Fez).

115
185
186

809
* Many of these names are convertible»
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But the total subversion of the power of the 
Memlooks dates, in reality, from the invasion of 
the French and the subsequent occupation of Egypt 
by the Turks j and the finishing stroke to their real 
or nominal power, and to their very existence, has 
been since put by Mahommed Alee.

    
 



APPENDIX A.

In making preparations for a journey to Egypt it will be 
necessary that the traveller, if unacquainted with Arabic, 
should either provide himself with a servant at Malta, who 
understands that language, or afterwards look out for one 
at Qâherah on his arrival in the Frank quarter, where 
several of the natives may be found who are in the habit 
of accompanying European travellers, and speak Italian 
and sometimes French. Egyptian servants, it is true, make 
but poor interpreters before Osmanlees, not because the 
Turkish language is required, but from the contempt in 
which they are held by their rulers, and the consequent 
want of confidence they feel, added to their naturally uncouth 
manners ; but as a traveller has little occasion to visit them, 
this is not a very material point. Dragomen are seldom 
to be met with who can either be trusted, or who are 
at all useful ; and if his object is to see the country, 
without being desirous of paying visits of ceremony to 
Turkish commandants,—which are as unprofitable as dis
agreeable,— he will have every reason to be satisfied with 
his European and Egyptian domestics.

I do not pretend to give an exact listjof all the requisites 
for this journey, as many must depend entirely upon him
self ; I shall merely point out the most necessary : *—as a 
camp-bedstead, bedding, and musquito curtain ; a camp 
stool and drawing table ; umbrella, double or lined ; draw
ing paper, pencils, and Indian-rubber ; and if he intends to

* Tent, ladder, carpet, cushions, tables, and the like, may be pur
chased or ordered in Qâherah.
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follow Eur6pean customs * a plentiful supply of tea, wine.j- 
cognac, aromatic and distilled vinegar, and as many lux
uries as he may think proper. For observations, a sextant 
and artificial horizon, or rather Captain Kater’s repeating 
circle, chronometer, large and small telescope, siphon 
barometer, thermometers, &c. with a good measuring tape. 
Every instrument should be, when it is possible, of the 
same materials throughout, wood and metal ill according 
with the heat of an Egyptiap. climate ; and in their cases 
pails answer better than glue. In  his medicine chest the 
most necessary things are,—a lancet, diachylon and blister
ing plaster, salts, rhubarb, cream of tartar, ipecacuanha, 
sulphate of bark, James’s powders, calomel, laudanum, 
sugar of lead, or sxdphate of zink, J  nitre, oil of peppermint, 
and other common medicines.

The chpice of his library will depend, of course, on his 
occupations or taste; I shall only, therefore, recommend 
Lurcher’s Herodotus, M. Champollion’s Phonetic System 
of Hieroglyphics, Pococke, Denon, Hamilton’s .Egyptiaca, 
Modern Traveller, and Colonel Leake’s or my own Map 
of Egypt, with that of Mr. Parke and Mr. Scoles of Nubia; 
to which may be added Browne, Belzoni, Burckhardt, 
Ptolemy, Strabo, and Pliny; but of these three last, as well 
as of Diodorus, extracts will suffice, if he considers them 
too voluminous.

* A Älterer is not ngcessary, as the Qeneh jars supply its place. 
f  I believe white to be better in a hot climate than red.

These are of use in ophthalmia, in which complaint the anti
phlogistic system is necessary. The principal precaution against this 
and dysentery is to guard against a check of perspiration. There is 
seldom any need of adopting a particular mode of living in Egypt, as 
is often imagined ; but it may be as well for some persons to avoid the 
use of cows’ milk in summer, and at any time if not previously boiled. 
Fruit is by no means prejudicial, but fish does not agree with every 
one in the hot season.
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In crossing the sea, Ije will find greater comforts, and less 

civility, on board an English than a foreign vessel, and 
should leave it to the captain to provide the table*

On «rriving at Alexandria he may either put up at (or 
with) one of the inns in the Frank quarter, or remain on 
“board the vessel. Though the accommodation in the former 
is far from being good, it is more convenient than to be 
obliged continually to look out for a boat on his return 
from visiting the few objects worthy of notice in the town; 
and, in addition to this, the gates are closed at night.

In  visiting the catacombs the excursion by water is pre* 
ferable, from the convenience of carrying provisions and 
other requisites; among which he must not omit wax 
candles or torches, a rope, and (if he intends to take mea* 
surem^nts of the architectural details) a shortJadder. He 
will save time by going to them before he leaves the ship.

In taking a boat for Qaherah he had better hire a larger 
sort of qangeh called dahabeeh, the price* of which will 
depend on the number of men and the time of year: for 
when they are engaged in bringing com from Upper Egypt, 
the price is increased in proportion as the number of un
employed boats is diminished. For the jouiney he had 
better be provided with, some biscuit, as good bread is not 
always to be obtained, nor is it convenient to stop to pur
chase it when the wind is fair.

On arriving at Boolaq.f the port of Qaherah, he may 
send to the consulate to request a Qawass or Yesdkgee— 
generally, but erroneously, called Janissary—to pass his 
baggage at the custom-house, who will also procure camels; 
•and unless he is acquainted, with the consul, he must be 

* Perhaps from 50 to 120 piastres.
t  From Alexandria to Boolaq takes about three days; from thence 

to Thebes, on the average, about twenty ; then to the Cataracts about 
four or five more.—Vide p. 499 and 588.

2 o
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contented with an inn in the Frank quarter. But if he 
intends making a stay there, he had better procure a house 
in, some street in the vicinity, the price of which will vary 
from 50 to 100 piastres* a month, while those within the 
Frank quarter would exceed double that sum.

In his visit to the bazàr he must not forget to purchase 
a carpet (segadeh) or two, and a few mats, by which his 
room becomes comfortable, with furniture that equally suits 
a boat on going up the Nile. ^

Should he inquire if the Turkish dress is necessary, I 
answer, for a voyage in Upper Egypt it is by no means so ; 
for Qaheràh it is convenient from not attracting notice ; and 
for a journey in the Desert, as to the Oasis or Berenice, it 
is indispensably necessary; but not so on the Sooez and 
Kossàyr roads. One remark, however, I must be allowed 
to make on dress in that coyntry,—^that a person is never 
respected who is badly dressed, of whatever kind^ the cos
tume may be, and nowhere does exterior appearance go so 
far as in Egypt.

In going to the Pyramids of Geezeh he may take a bed, 
or a mat and carpet, with a small stock of provisions : and if 
he makes a i^  stay there, he may. procure bread from Geezeh 
or Kerdàsee. A lantern, candles, a small broom (in order 
to have one of the grottoes f  swept, which makes a tolerable 
abode), and above all, a mosquito net and umbrella are 
requisite. ’*

On quitting Qaherah for Upper Egypt, he had better 
engage a dahabéeh, or, if iie is not pressed for time, and 
prefers a spacious and comfortable boat, a maash ; but on

* Fifteen piastres being equivalent to a dollar, or seventy to a 
pound sterling: but they are constantly decreasing in value.

They lie in the eastern face of the hill on which the Pyramids 
stand, about one thousand feet to the south-east of that of Cheops.
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returning a qangeh is preferable, the maash being too heavy 
for oars, and moving but little quicker than the rate of the 
stream : nor can it pass the cataract. To remedy this in- 
converiience he may take a qangeh also, and on arriving at 
E’Sooa* pay off the large boat, and pass the cataract to 
Nubia in the light one, which for returning has a great 
advantage; or, if he remains long at Thebes, he may dis
miss his maash and send to Qaherah for a qangeh.

The price of the former ^  from 600 to 800 piastres a 
month, the qangeh and dahabe'eh from 250 to 600. A 
written agreement must be made with the ry'ts or captain 
of the boat; in which it will be as well to stipulate that he 
shall not take passengers, or merchandise of any kind, and 
that the whole boat shall be at the traveller’s disposal, to start 
or halt at his command; that two of the sailqrs*shall keep 
watch at night, and that no one shall quit the ^oat, on the 
pretext of visiting relations or with similar pleas, without 
previously asking permission. The hire of the first month 
may be paid in advance ; and when in Upper Egypt half 
of each successive month, or the ,w’ages of the boatmen 
only, whmluare 25 piastres a month each. By all means 
the ry'is bcJatmen rhust b6 made obedient *fo orders, he 
will otherwise find them insulFerably unruly and continually 
troublesome, kind words being always considered by them 
the result of fear or inexperience; nor, unless he maintains 
strict discipline, can he venture to give them a sheep at 
the large towns. But before his departure, his European 
servant must see that all the oars are on board, and the 
sails in good condition.

A good supply of biscuit is very necessary, as bread is not 
always to be met with at the small villages in Egypt, and 
much less in Nubia. He will also require a qdfas, or coop 
for fowls, witl; a moveable drawer at the bottom, as in

2 0-2
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birdcages; ten or twelve qoollel or hardaks; a sreer, or 
water-jar (and some almond paste for purifying the water); 
a zemzemeeh,* or water-bottle of Russian leather, for ex
cursions to the ruins; and if he has a large boat, a donkey, 
but at all events a saddle, both which may be bought at 
Qaherah. He should pi’ovide candles, coffee, sugar, flour, 
rice, tobacco, rnishmish and qumr-edeen (dried apricots), 
and whatever necessaries or luxuries he may want, before he 
leaves Boolaq, as few are to be obtained in Upper Egypt.

Previous to putting his things on board, the ry'is must 
make an awning of mats or sailcloth f  before the cabin, 
supported by framework; and if the boat is old or wants 
painting, the sailors must w’ash the cabin, under the in
spection of a servant, and paint J  both the rooms, all the* 
crevices having been previously stopped with putty. This 
precaution, is necessary if he-wishes to pass comfortable 
nights. An iron rat-trap, which he must bring fronj Europe, 
will also be of service.

W ith regard to presents in Upper Egypt, it may be laid 
down as a general rule that they are quite unnecessary. It 
will, however, sometimes happen that the civilities of a 
Shekh Belled, or even of a Turkish (jovernor, require some 
return, in which case some English gunpowder, or a watch 
or telescope for the latter,— and a white shawl and tarboosh, 
or a small amber mouth-piece, for the former,—are more 
than they have any reason to expect; and although, on those 
occasions when their politeness arises from the hope of 
reward, they may be disappointed in their expectations, yet

* The seams must be first of all nibbed with a mixture of melted 
tallow and wax, and when this dries it may be filled; but afterwards 
it must never be left without water.

t  Or a tent.
J The most expeditious mode is to use moghra (red ochre) and 

eggs, but it is not the most elegant.
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they would only consider greater presents proofs of greater 
ignorance in the person who made them.

After he has, by means of the qawass of the consulate, 
passed his baggage at the custom-house and hoisted the 
English flag,* he must look again that the number of oars 
is equal to that of the crew, and give orders to the ry 'is 
never to allow the boatmen to tie the sail, for to this almost 
all the accidents that happen on the Nile are to be attri
buted.

If  he 4eaves Qaherah in winter, and dreads the hot 
weather, he should go direct up the Nile without stopping, 
and visit the ruins on his return ; but if he is not going to 
Syria, and is likely to come down during the inundation, 
he may visit them on his way up.

The traveller coming from India, and by the Desert from 
Kossâyr to Qeneh, who cannot forego comfort, must be pro
vided with single-poled tents for himself and servants, with 
a lining of a dark color, and spare ropes and pegs ; a suffi
cient supply of charcoal, as fuel is not met with on the 
road ; a camp-bed with curtains, musquito net, and 
blankets ; wax candles and lanterns ; a fevft carpenter’s 
tools ; pack-thread and needles ; lined or double umbrellas ; 
a small carpet, mats or canvass ; water-skins, and a supply 
of bottled water for his own use, well sealed, and packed in 
strong cases,— for the water of the Desert, though very pass
able for persons accustomed to it, may not suit the taste 
or expectations of every one. For ladies it will be as well 
to take asses, as they are a relief to the tedious motion of 
a camel, or of the talchtarawdn.^

A person accustomed to riding will find the dromedary
•  This prevents the soldiers of the gunboats stationed at the large 

towns from calling to the ry''is to stop, that they may see what mer
chandise he has on board.

t  The takhtarawan is not absolutely necessary, except for children.
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■ preferable, as it will perform the journey with greater 
expedition, and with more comfort to the rider, than the 
tiresome and slow-paced camel; and if he is going from 
Egypt to India, he should procure a leather water-bottle 
(zemzemeeh),* which is to be slung on the saddle. I

The hire of a camel from Kossayr to Qeneh f  should be 
about one dollar; and if a traveller coming from India 
intends visiting Thebes, he will leave the Qeneh road at 
the wells of El EghSyta, and proceed by a more southerly 
route to El Hegazeh and Karnak, for which hqjrever the 
Arabs should not be taught to expect any additional pay. 
The driver’s fare is included in that of his camel, but he will 
look for, and may receive, if he merits it, a small present, 
of about one-third the original sum, on arriving at the Nije.

In riding the dromedary, the saddle used by the M^ayee, 
and other northern tribes, is preferable to that of the Abab- 
deh ; and a pair of saddle-bags, w'hich may be bought in 
Qaherah, are very necessary additions to the saddle, being 

' convenient for holding linen,|; and serving as a support

* The zemzemeeli should he filled some days before it is wanted, 
and he frequently shaken and washed out, to free it from the un
pleasant taste of the new leather.—Vide Note, p. 564.

t  The distance is about 43 hours for a camel, the rate of whose 
walk is about 2^ miles an hour: but the dromedary performs the 
same journey in much less time, his paces varying from to 6, 
and upwards. The Wadee el Gush road is generally preferred, but 
the derb e Rus'safa, which lies to the north of it, being that formerly 

■ taken by the Caravans from Coptos to Philoteras Portus (Old 
Kossayr), presents some interesting objects of antiquity—as the 
Breccia quarries, and a succession of ancient stations, each of which 
had a well to supply those who passed, or who lived within them.

J Some persons, hearing that “ washing is " not “  done ” by the 
natives of Egypt, have thought it necessary to carry with them a large 
stock of linen for the whole journey, but it is better to agree with one 
of the servants on this point, and to substitute for the greater incum
brance of linen a less bulky provision of common soap.
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to the rider; but they must be bound round by a long 
thin rope. A supply of provisions must also be taken, espe
cially biscuit, rice, hard eggs, and cooked meat (in winter), 
potatoes, maccaroni, and portable soup, as nothing can be 
procured in the Desert.

Boxes should be narrow, short, and deep, to suit a camel; 
and instead of a camp-bed, I should recommend two poles 
to fix into rings on tl,je side of two of these trunks, one of 
the latter being placed at the head, the other at the foot, of 
what, with a strong ticking firmly attached to the poles, 
will form a very good bedstead. A small support for the 
musquito net and curtains may be added at one end.

Arabic must be spoken by some of the servants. For 
ladies, side saddles are requisite.

Tents may be purchased at Qaherah; the best round 
single-poled green tents for about twenty or twenty-five 
dollars, which for high winds are preferable to those with 
two poles. Nets made of the 'date  rope, for the heavy 
baggage, should also be bought there, one pair to each 
camel load, which the Arabs calculate at about three qantdr * 
or hundred-weight. The dromedary and camel saddles 
are provided by the Arabs. As few chairs and tables should 
be carried as possible; those on the principle of camp- 
stools are the most convenient.

At Karnak the traveller may take up his abode in the 
north-west tower of the Great Temple ; and if he intends 
staying at Thebes for about a month, may send to Qaherah 
for a good boat; but if pressed for time, a less comfortable 
one may be procured at an exorbitant price at Qeneh. The 
hire of a qangeh and dahab^eh by the month I have already 
mentioned; but as the journey from Thebes to the capital 
may be easily performed in twelve days, or even nine, it

* The qantar is 110 rattles, and eaph rottle 12 ounces.
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should be much less when only taken for so short a time, 
though I  have known fifty dollars to be asked and paid. 
In all cases, when a similar fraud has been practised, re
dress may be obtained on arriving at Qaherah, provided the 
whole of the money has not been paid in advance^f which 
should never be done on any account.

For further information on this subject, I refer the tra
veller who visits the capital of Egypt, to Osman EfFendee, 
dragoman of the Consulate, who combines with the greatest 
readiness to assist his compatriots, a perfect acquaintance 
with the customs of the country, in which he has lived so 
long; and to judge from my own opinion, as well as that of 
other travellers, I feel persuaded he will have redson to 
acknowledge the value of his services in the British Con
sulate.
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In introducing this imperfect Vocabulary, I must observe 
that it is only intended for a person travelling in Egypt, 
to which the dialect I  have followed particularly belongs. 
I have kept in view, as much as possible, the English 
pronunciation, guiding my mode of spelling by the sound 
of a word, rather than by its Arabic orthography, and have 
consequently so far transgressed, that I have now and then 
introduced a p, which letter does hot exist in Arabic, but 
which is nevertheless found in the pronunciation of certain 
words. I have also thought it better to double some of the 
consonants, in order .to point out more clearly that greater 
stress jis to be put on those letters, rather than follow the 
orthography of the Arabic, where one only was used. He, 
his, him, at the end of words, should properly be written 
with an h, but I have merely expressed it, as pronounced, 
with 00. For the verbs, I have preferred the second singular 
of the imperative, which in Arabic shows their root better 
than either the present or perfect tense. Those in Italics 
are either derived from, have been the origin of, or bear 
analogy to, an European or other foreign word.

PRONUNCIATION.
The a as in father; ay as in may; a very broad.
E as in end ; ee as in seek; eeh nearly as ia, in the 

Italian mia.
Ai and ei as in German, or as y in my; but ai rather
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broader. A single e, at the end of words, as in Doge, 
stroke,'&c.

Eu as in the French/ew.
1 as in is. For j I have almost always used g; indeed 

in Lower Egypt the g (gim), which should be soft^like our 
j, is made hard, and pronounced as if followed by a short i, 
like the Italian word Ghiàccio; but whatever letter it 
precedes or follows, it should properly be pronounced soft. 
For the ghain, however, I am obliged to use gh, a hard 

* guttural sound.
K as in kill.
For the qaf, I*prefer q without any u following it, which 

renders its sound very closely, and almost guttural, ^ h e y  
pronounce the qaf very nearly in the same manner as a 
hard g.

Kh as the German ch and Greek chi, but more guttural.
O as in on, unless followed by w.
O or 5 as in go ; oo as in moon ; ow as in cow.
U as in bud; qu as ii^English, when followed by another 

vowel : as quiyis, pretty ; but otherwise nearly as gu, or as 
cu in curdle, though more guttural.

R is always to be distinctly pronounced, as well as the h 
in ah; <his h is frequently as hard as ch in loch.

Y as in yes at the commencement, and as in my in the 
middle of syllables. Before words beginning with t, th, g, 
d, dth, r, z, s, sh, and n, the 1 of the article el is ellipsed, 
and the e alone pronoifticed; thus, el shemal reads e’shemdl, 
the left.    
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ENGLISH AND ARABIC VOCABULARY.

About Above • 
Abundance Abusive words By accident,

V.  By force The accounts Adore, v. AfterAfterwardsAgeHis ageLong a^oAirAliveAllAt allAlmondAloeAlsoAltitudeAlwaysAmberAmerica

AnchorAncientThe ancientsAiiiiAngerAngry
To be angry *
Angle Animal Answer Answer, v.
Ant
It appears ArabicArab (t. e. of the desert)

A.
howala}^n fök or foke zeeádeh sheteémeh ghusbinünee, i. e. in spite of myself el hesab abedhad or baadbaden", bad zalikomrómroozemáti
howa or how-eh sáheh koolToo waselloz or loze subbárala>kher, gazalik ertiiah dyman kahramàn Yénqee dooneeâ  (Turkish) i. e. the new world hélbeh, múrseh qadeém, anteéka e’ nass el qadeém 
00qahr, qudb, zemq qahráu, qudbán, zem- qán, zaláu ̂ ézmuq, íqdub, in- 
hémmeq züw-yeh hywán. gowábrood or roodd (very sharp)nem'el or neml bain or byin "ArabeeBed'do wee.j^Z/A rab* (Shekh el A'rab, an Arab chief)

Arch, bridge^Arm (of man)Arms {arma)
ArtichokeAshesAsAssAsk, V ,
A tAwakeAwning of a boat Axe, hatchet I^ickaxe

BackBad, V ,  Good
A bag BalsamBank of a river Barley Barrel Basket of palmbrancheswicker
Basin Bath Battle A bat (bird) Bear, support, v. Bear, put up with Beans Beard
Beautiful Beat, V,BedBecauseBee
Beetle
Before (time) Before (place) • The beginning Beggar

qántaradrahsillàhkhar-shdofroomádzay, kayf, mitihomar, p¿. hameérsaal, essaalfeesahehéshehbólta or bàita fas, toóree■*
B.
dahr. radee, wàhesb, moosh-teieb kees or keese belisàn gerì sha}'*eér burmeél muqtaf, go/'fah qkñkss
me-*shea'nehtusht or tishthammamharb, shémmatawatwat, pL w ataweétis"nedistàhmelfooldaqn: his beard, daqnooquiyis or quéi-isidrobfeishsébbub, besébbub nahlgòràn or jorao, khón- fus *qub"lee qoddàmel owel, el as'sel shahàt

* Bcddowee and Arab have the same meaning; one is a singular, the other a plural word: thus, ' ‘That is an Arab,” ‘*Da lieddowee;” “ Those are all Arabs,” “ BM K'oi’iUohum A'rab.”
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BehindBellBelieve '1 do not believe
BellyBelow, V .  Under A Bench Bend, v.Besides Except The best Better A bet Between Bird (small)A bit, piece------ of a horseBite, V.BitterBlack
Blanket Blind Blood Blow, V.A blow
BluntBoat
Boat, ship Boatman
Body Boil, ».Boiled (water)
BoneBookBorrowBottleThe bottom (of a box, &c.)BoxSmall box
BoyBrandyBrassBreadRoll of bread Break, v.Broken
Breast Breath A bribe

wárra, min quffáh gilS‘1
ana ma aseddéqshee, or lepa ased''deq hotn, OI batn
musitaba étnee, inténnee. gbayij kheláf illae\ áhsan áh-san̂  âkhâ’i ráhaneix baynasfoór, tayrhéttehie-gámodd OI aod
áswed, fern, sdda, sódeh herám ami'áu dumum"fookhderbt on the face»
bardsefeénee, qyáseh, feloókah 
me/keb
noóteey marákebeüy lyfabéddau;géssediq'leemuqlee: (meat)mas- louq adraketáb, pL koóttub séllefqezas' or qezáz qär
sendook) sendoóq élbeh, as, elbet e’ne- shóke, a snufí’-box fvúUet or wulled áraqay or äraq^e nahàss*asfer esb, khobs, kísra raqeéf esh éksermaksoór : (cut, as a rope) muqtoóa sudr or sidr néfíés balsa

BrickCrude brick Bridge Bring, V,Broad^BroomBrotherMy brotherBufibonBugBuildBuildingBullBuBaloBurthen or load of camels, &c. Burn Burnt Business But, adv.Button Butter Buy, V ,

Cabin— Inner Calculate, v.Call, w.I t is called What is its (his) name?A calm Camel— female— .—young male ---- young female Camp I  can 
I  cannot Caudle

qáleb, toob ah-mar toob ny qántara äät, geeb areédme-qushehakha-khóo-ya^ soótaree « huq ébnee benái tor or tore gamoós hem^ieb
áhraq, qeed mahroóq sboghl lákenzurár  ̂ * zíbdeh, seran, mestice íshteree

Candlestick Cannon Cap,̂  red — white Cart, carriage Carpet Sm^l carpet Carry away, v. Garry, v. Lift Cat Cattle The centre Certainly

maq'at or máqqat *kbázneháhseben'da, keVlem,nàdem ésmoo, ìqoólahoo esmoo>ay, esh esmoo
ghaleéneegémmel, pi, gemálnáqaqaóotbúkkara
or'dee áua áq-der ma aq*dér$hee shem'mäshemmä Skande- táneeshemmadán mádfeh tarbodsh taqeéah or taqéeh aiabéeh boossát, keleém segádeh sheel, wóddee
qott, / .  qotta baheém el wohsthelbét we laboud, maloóm
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Chain Chair Chamber Change, v,' money, v. Charcoal Charity
A charm Oíase, tr.Cheap Cheat, V,CheekCheeseCherry stick pipeChoose, V,ChristianChurchCeilingCinnamonCircleCitadelCityCivilityClearCleanQleverClose, nearClose, shut, V.ClothCloudsCloverCoastCockCoiFeeRaw co0eeCoffee-potCoinsColdThe coldCollegeColor

F'. Black"WhiteRedScarletPurple
PrimrosePeach------of ashesGreen Dark blue
Sky blue

sHsilee, pL selasil kodrsee, p¿, karásee oda, p¿, Oüd ■ ghy-er es'reffahm ^has'saneh, sowáb, lilláh hegáb istád ra-kbeésghúsh-em or ghushmkhudgibnshébbook keráys nuq'qeeNasrdnee,pl.N&sskra.keneésehsuqfqéerfeh, i, e. bark déira or dyreh qálamedeénehmaroófifeqnadeefshátergharéiib or ghar^ibáqfelgoohghaym, sa-hábberséembur, shetdeekqáh-wehbonnbúkrag, ténnekeh giddat or gíddud bardel herd, e’ súqqJ 
mád-raseeIon or lone,pA elwán;shikl, pl. ashkál colors, elwán, ashkál
ábiad, fem. bayda áhmar, f .  ham^ra 
wérdee oddee búmba 
khókh-ee roomádee ákhder, /^Miá/lra azreq, f ,  zer'qa; kuhUeegenzáree, Skande- lánee

Brown Light brown Yellow Orange Spotted
Dark (color)Light ------Comb Come, V ,Come up He is ( I  am)

asmer, f .  sam'ra kammodnee ásfer, f ,  sajfra pñrtoqánee menuq'qrush, man- quosh ghamuq maftodh misht iggeeétla foke or fok hooa (ana) gye
Come here taal hénnee or ta

gy> taal1 came ána gáytCompass ó o ó s i e k ,  bayt-ébreeCompasses bee-kár
Complain, v. ishkee------------ of, V . ' ishtékeeConsult, V. showerConvent dayrConversation hadeétCook tabbákhCooked, drest mestow-ee
The cool e* taráweh
Copper nahass
Cord hábbel or habíCork of a bottle ghútta qezázCorn ghuflehWheat qum‘'hCorner rooknI t  costs Cotton Cover, V. Cough Couut, tJ. 
Country The ■ — town A couple Cow

opp. to

CowardCrookedCrocodileGrossCrowCultivate, V.  Cup . 
Coffee-cup Cure, V.  Curious Curtain Cut, V .Cut, pari. p> Cushion

qó'ton ghut"tee kohh, sehl ed, 4h-seb bélled, eqleem el khúlla
ethneén, gdz buqqaTj pL booqár; (Lat. vacca) khowaf or khowwaf ma-odgtemsah, pi. temaséeh
seléebqOrábez'ra, i. e. sow
soltanéehíingánt^eb or teiebageébsetáraheq'tamuqtoo5.me-khud'deh .
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DaggerDampDanger
Dance, v.Dates Day To-day Every day A day’s journey from hence In those days 
Now, in these —
SundayMondayTuesdayWednesdayThursdayFridaySaturdayDeathDead, s.Died, dead Deaf*Deal plank A great deal Dear My dear
Debt
DeepThe deluge Deny, v. Descend, v. Descent The desert
The devil Dew Die, V.He is dyingDiffèrentDifficultDinnerDirtyDispute, V .A great distance
Divide, i’.
DividedDoctorDogA dollar (coin) Double, V.Dove King dove

D.
sekéen, khanger tàreekhöf or khofe, i, e.
fearer'kusbellahyom, pi, iyàm ; nahr el yöm, e’ nahr-dee kool yömsaffer yöm’min hen- nee(fee or) fil iyam dole el yom, fee haza el waqtel had or el hadd el ethneén e’ thelat el èrba el ¿hamees e’ goömäe’ sebt, V,  Morning mote or mot myit, pi. myìteén mat àttrushloh ben'dookee ^keteér gówee ghalee, azeéz ya habeébtee, ya aynee (t. e, my eye) dayn

ghareéq, ghoweét e’ toofàn énkoor 
inzel ** nezoólel barééh, e’ gebàl (t. e. the mountains) e’ Skaytdn^ el ebleés nédda moot bemoótbésh-qa, béshqeh 
Saab, war ghudda wussukh hanuqmeshwàr kebeér, bay-it éqsum maqsoóm hakim or hakeem kelbreéal-frànza étnee 
ye-mam qim'ree

Draw, V.

Draw out (as . teeth)A drawing
Dress Dress, v. Drink, v. Drive, V .  Dromedary Dromedarist or courier Drop, V .
A drop Drown, v.DryDry, v.n.Dry, v.a. Dumb Dye, V .Dye, dyer

iktub, i. e. write, sower eq'ia
ketâbeh, tassoweér, soóra lips élbes ishrob * sooq iheggiiîhaggâa
nuq'qed
noóqtehéqh-ruqnâ-shefin-shefnesh'-efékh-rusés-booghsabâgh, aubbagh
E.

Ear widnEarth ardEasy sa-hilEast sherqEat, V .  kool, àkoolEgg baydEgyptian Mus'ree, bélledee, i.e.of the country Egypt ard Musr, Misr,Upper Egypt e’ Saeed Elephant feel ,Nothing else, or ma féesh haj^ehthere is nothing ghàyroo; lem tèeha shày ghàyr-ha fargh fer'regh el à-kher el ad"doo Jngleée ìstùksaid'khool, khosh dà-khilkoobìoo, kàmel bess, ikfeh, eekéffee, bizeeàdeh, y ikfeh Equal to qiid, àia qùdEqual to each qud-e-bàd, zaybad' other, alike el qoronat el Frang temarn, i. e. perfect zayoo sow-a, mitl-oo sowaFor example mussalenExcept, adv. ilia

else Empty Empty, V. The end The enemy English Enquire, v. Enter, v. Entering Entire Enough

European kings Exactly Exactly like it
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An extraordinary shay aiij» eb, agy-ib thing The eye Eyebrow Even, level Good evening,V. Morning
The evening Every Every one
Every moment

el ayn, f l ,  el aioónt hâ'geb, f l .  howâgib mesowwee mes^sekoom bel khâyr, sal-khayr, i7iessà-koom el messa, el Sshéëh koollkoolle wâ-hed, koolle hâdkoüHe saa

from

The face Faint, t;,A fair price
Fall, w.False His family Faj;Ho«r% farthis ?VattherA farce or ah> surdity Fat, a.Fat, s.FatherFatigueDo me the favor, favorisca, Ital. Fear A feast Feather Fuel FigFight, V.A tight

el wish Cel widi) dookhtemu ballai, temn menaseb uti5, yoóqa keddâbahi baÿtoo, âhloo bay-itqud-ay min hénnee

Fill, V.Find, V»Finger I t is finished
FireFire, live coal
Fire a gun
The £rst "When first I came FishFisherman

ahbsd, âbâd mûs-khera
seméensemn, shahm, debn ab, abóo, abée tâîbtefod-thel or tefod- delkhof or khôfe
azodmehteeshweqeédtinkâtel, hâreb ketâl, harb, shêm- mata em'la élqahsubâ or soobâ khalas, khâ-Ies, khul'- les, khulset, / .  narbus'sa, bus'set nâr, gumrid'rob, (or sÿeb) el bendookéëh el ow-elj el owelanee owei ma gayt
sémmuk s>*âd, semmàk

Flai? .
Flat Flea Flower Flour A fly Fly, V.FogFoolFootForForceBy force, in spite of him Foreign ForkGood fortune Forgive me Forgive, v. Fountain A fowl Fox Friend
FreeFrenchman

Fresh, new From Fruit Full

Gain, profit Garden

Gate (door)
A general
He is generous
Genteel man
Gently
GiftGilt
Gold

bayrek, ban day'ra  ̂S'Atdgak mebuttut berghoot zalir  ̂ novva daqeéqdebân, debbân teershabodr magnoon 
qdddum (qxidm) me*shan, ali-shan ghusbghusbinaiioo, ghusb alaybarrânee, ghareéb shôk or shüke bukht, neséeb, rhq sud, mâlésh ê-mâh "fesqéè'hfur'-kher, fardog abool-hossayn, tâleb sâheb, habéeb, re- féeq, i, €. companion hoirFranzowee., pl. Fran- zées. Fxangee is a corruption of Français; it is frequently used as a term of reproach, but never as freeman gedeét minfowakee melan, melian
G.
muksebginnaÿneh, bostan, plur. ginuein, bus- sateénbab, pL bibdn, or aboabsacee-asker, saree- shishnehéedoo maftodh, t. e. his hand is open ragel lateéf,^  ■ zereéf be-shw6-esh, ala mâhlakhadéëh, bak sheesh medâ'hab, mûtlee he dàhabdâ'hab, dthâhab
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GingerGird,v.Girl Give, V.GladTo be glad} v» Glass Gnat Go, V.Go, get away, v. Go in, V,Gone Going 1 am going 
He is gone 1 went Go out, V.Goat She ^oat Kid̂God
A god or deity

GoodGood for nothing
GooseGovernor,—The government Gradual, little by little A grain Grand Gratis A grave Great Gr̂ k
Ancient Greek Grieved Grind, v,A mortar .Grind (in a mill), V ,GroomGrottoThe groundA guardBy guessA guideHe is not guiltyGumGun

Gunpowder

genzabe^lhaz'zem, it-haz'zem bintid'dee, 5-tee fer-h4u¿f-rah or efiirah gez5ss namods rooh. im^shee, foot id-khool, hosh rah ryeh ana rye hooa rah ana roht dtla, dtla bar'ra may-zeh n̂zeh giddeeAildh, e' rob'boona (our Lord) lllab, as la illlih il’ all5h, there is no deity but God.” teieb or tj^eb, me-lleh bat-tal, ma es-wash hdgeh wizhakem, hdkmeh el bayldeq, el wesdeh sh^o-ya be shwd-ya
hab5'zedmbelleshtodrbeh, pi. toorob kebder, pi. koobir Rodmecy borrowed from Romanus Yoondneef i. e. Ionian hazeen is-hanm^S'han, hone it-han
sj'-isma-ghara el ardghuffeer, ghuifara be tekh-meen khebe^ree ma loosh zemb sumghbendookeek (being 
originally brought from Venice) baroot

Gypsum

HairHalfIn halvesHammer, axeA handHandfulHandkerchiefHappyHarbour
Hare, rabbitHarm
To do harm, v. There is no harm, never mind In  haste A hat Hate, V- Hawk Hay He, it Head Heap Hear, v.Heart Heat, w.Heat, 8.
Heaven----- paradiseHeavy The heal Hebrew Height High ground Hell Herbs HereCome here Hereafter
Hide, V.HiddenHighHillHinder, v.
Hire,His
Hold, V.
HollowHole
Bored, pierced His home

gipSf or gibs
H.
sharnoos, noosf noosaÿn qadodm eed, yed- * 
kéb-sheh * mandéel, mâh-rama fer*hân, mabsodt mérseh, scâla érnebdürrer, dordora, zur- rerdoor, iddor ma feesh dürrer
qawâm, belâggel borndyta (from Ital.) ékrah, yékrah suqrdrees ^hoda; she, héea 
T ä skörn, or kdraeés-maqulbsä-khen, ham'mee har, sokhneeh, ham^- moo semma ger/neh teqéel el käbHebränee, Yakoodee él-oo, ellpp, ertifah elwäieh gohen'nem . ha*shéesh, kho*dâr bénnee, héni taal hénnee min de’lwâqt, min el-ydm khub'bee mista-khub'bee aaleekôm, gébel or gebbel hôshkérree; v* ékree betâ'Oo ; betâhtoo,fern.imsekfarghkherqmakhrdoqbâytoo
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At home Honest man Honey
I  hope, or please God Horn Horse
Mare *.ColtHorsemanHot

•-----weatherHouse
HourHowHow do you do ?
HumanHumidity
Hundred 
Two hundred Three hundred Hungry Hunt, V.

Hunter
Husbandman
Husband

£1 bayt rägel mazboót assai abiad, or assai *e'nahl lushdllah
qorn ; pi, qordon hossàn ; horses, khayl fàrras rnohrkhy-àl, fa-res M-mee, sokhu barbayt, ménzel, més- kun
kayfkayfak, zay-ak, kayf-el-kayf, tyebéen iusanéeh rotóobeh, taraweh, néddeh méea Meetàyn todlte-meia gayän seed, istdd, ét-rood e’sàyd syad, ghunnàs, boàr- deefel-làh ; pi. fellahéen gSz, zöge

I,Jar
Javelin*Ice
IdenticalIdleIdolJerusalem
JewAncient Jews If
Ignorant, novice111,0.Illness
1 imagine, v.
Impudence In, within 
Income Indigo

I .

jar'ra, qiddreh hárbeh, khisht telg bizátoo 
tum'bal6(;ora, mas-khóota. 
el Qotis (Cadytis) Yahoodee Béni Jzraeel in*kany izakan^ izza, 
lo-kân, mut'tama gha<shéem me-shów-esh, aián ta-showétìsh tekh^méenee, ana a* zóonkóotr el kalám góoa ; at  ̂fee erád néeleh

lufiilel
Inquire, v. For instance Instead Instrument 

toolsIntestines Intoxicated Joke
JourneyJoy
Joyful * IronIrrigate, w.Is there P there is There is not Island Judge 1^ juice

káfer, pi. koofór and kaferéen sââl, eSsSSÌ mússalen bedáldoüláb, i. e, machine ed'deh mussaréen sakrán .
IsLyhyinús-kheraf daÿ- 
hele sáiFer férrahfer*hán, mabsoothadéetísqeefeema feésh gezéereh' 

qadee méietoo
K.

Keep  ̂take care of istáhrus, áhfod Keep, hold, v. im'sek, hôsh
Kettle Key Kidney Kill,v.Killed Kind, s. Kind, a.
King
KingdomKissKitchenKite, miluusKneeKnaveKnifePenknifeKnotKnow, V.1 do not know
Knowledge

LaborLadderLadyLakeLameLamp

búk-rag muf-tákaylweh, kilweh 
mo^-et mat, my-it genssáhab maróof, hinéí* inmélek, or meltek, soltán 
mém-lekeh bòs'sa 
múd-bakh hed^, or hedéi roók-beh ebn ha-rám sekéen ; pl, sekakéeii mátweh ö'q-deh áref
ma aráfsbee, ma má-ish khábber máy*refeh
L,
taab siHem sit, sit'teh beérkeh
arog .qandéel ’ ^2 P
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Lanfem Laud Large The last Last, V.I t  is late Laugh, V,  Laughter Law, justice Lead,Leaf Leap, V,■ Learn, v.Lease (of a house)Leave, s. Without leave Leave, t>.Left, a.LegLengthLen^hen, v.'n,• , V, a.Leopard LessLetgo,oralone,v.sy-eb, khállee

fa-ndosard, bur (opp.to sea)
keb^er, areed, wa-'Sael ¿-kher, el akhranee
C'«jutket^er,i8tah-melel waqt r^hit-hakdehek
shui;r9Lrossasswaraqeh, war'raq Hoot, nut itaalem, ¿lent 6'gera, k^rree
¿zn, egazehmin ghayr egazehkhaHee, footshemal, yesarrigltdolit-weltô -elnihtr¿s-gher, aqull

Letter, epistle harf, p/. hardof maktoob, gow-àb, warraqeh keddàb kidbLiar 
LieLiberate, enfran- a~tuq 

chise, V»Liberated Life Lift, V .Light, a.--------- colorLight, 8, noorLight the candle wulla e'shem'mS Give light to, V .  no^-er

matooq omr, hjr-a sheel, érfa, ayn khaféef maftooh

Lock Padlock Lock, V .  Long Look, V.  Loose, V, Loose, a. At liberty Lose, V. Love Love, V, Low

Machine Magic Male.Female Make, v»Made ManMankind Marble Mark, v.
Market Marry, v.Mast Master Mat, 9.
Measureof length

As you like 
Like, a.
In like manner 
Line or mark 
LimeLinen-cloth LionListen, V.Little, small Little, not much shwoya Live, V, Uesh, eshLoad hem'lehLoad, V.  ham '̂mel

ala kayfak, ala me- zágak, alaqúriadak 
zay, mittel or miti,kayfgazalik el omr, ga- thalikkhot, suttr (of a book) " geergomásh keltán ássed, sába sen'nedsogheer, or zwj^er

Meat Medicine Memory Merchant ^
Messenger Metals, mine. Middle Middle sized Mighty, able Milk A Mill Press Mill Minaret
Minute, #. Mirror, «. Mix, V.
MixedMoistMoneyMonth

kayloonqufléq-fel
tow-eelshoof, boss, óndoor s) -̂eb, hell (v. Undo) wasame-sy-eb, meseiebdy-ahhobhebwàtee
M.
doolabsaj^her or sayhr dthukkernety-eh, nety, oon'sehadmelmamdolragel ; pi. regàlinsàn, beni àdantro-khamdiema-Mm, (vide Line) SQoq, bazàr gow-es, zovv-eg sa-ree seedhasséerehmeezànqeeàslahmdow-a, ddweh fìkr, baità-ger, hawagee, rae- sébbub s^ee or sai mà-dan • 
tuoost woostàuee qàderlùbben, lùbbunta'hdonmàasara
madneh (never mind, «.Never and Harm) daqéeqeh ; pL daqj'-iq miraekf mòrài ékh-let makhlóottàree (v. Humidity) Jioos (from obolus ?) shahr, pL  shohuor, ésh-hoor
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Names o f the Arabic Months.

1. Moharrem 7. Réj^eb2. Suffer 8, Shábán3. ReL«éh 'l-6wel 9. Ramadan4. Rebéeh ’1-ákher 10. Showál5. Guómad J 1. £1 Qadeh6. Gdomad akher 12. El Hó'g-h

MorningDawnSunriseForenoonMidday
AfternoonSunsethour after sunsetGood morning

soobhy sabáh fégr or fegger telat e’shems dá-hah dohr ásser m6gh-reb ésha, or ásha
sabál khayr, sab¿> koom bel-khayr

AU>ou A Mortar Mosk
qumr (mase.) hone, hon, mus*han 
gamah,9nua^e^(from 
seged, to bow down) Mother om-■  ■ — i of pearl súdduf My (his) mother omxnee (ommoo) Mountain gebel, p/, gebalMount,ascendió, étla foke > ——, ricte, V. érkubMouth

Much
MudMuskMusquito
Mustard 
You must 
My

My son

fom, hánnak, or h i  nakketeér, (v. Quantity, and What) teen, wali-1 misk ñamóos ■ net namuoseeh 
khárdel lázembetáee; betáhtee, fem» as, farras betáhtee, my mare. 
ebnee
N.
mesmár sum'mer arián esm

Neck
It is necessaryNeighboursNetNeverNever mind, v. NewNews (to tell —)NightNoNoble, prince
North Nose Not Not so
Nothing, none For nothing NowA great number 
Number, v.

ruq-abeh, or ruqqci- behlázem, élzem geerán, sififf. gar shébbekeh ébeden or ebbeden malésh, ma annóosh gedéet, gedéed khábber (khábber) layl, p¿. layále laeméer, améer, p7. óraarashemál, báhreemono-khéérmooshmoosh kéddee, moosh kézama feesh há*geh beléshde’lwáqt, (vide Day) ketéer qówee áhseb, edd
The Numbers. El Éddud.

Nail Nail, V.Naked NameNature, the Cre- el khaluq atorNear qar^-ibNeat, elegant zereef

1, wahed2, ethnéen
3, theláta
4 ,  ó r b a5, khámsa6, sitteh, OI slit7, sábS.8, themánieh9, tésa or teasa10, ásherah11, hedásher

30, thelatéen 40, erbaéen 50, khamséen 60, sittéen 70, sabaéen 
80, themanéen 90, tesáéen

12, ethn^sher13, thelat^sher14, erbSltasher15, khamstasher16, sitt^sher17, sab^tisher18, themant^sher19, testUasher20, sisheieen21, wahed oo ashe-' reeu, etc.
100, m^ea (v, Hundred)101, meeaoowahed 
120, meea oo ashe-r̂ en1000, elf 

1100, elf 00 meea

O-
Oar
The ocean
The Mediterranean Often, times

muqdaf, pi, inaqa-deef
el bahr el malh or malehel bahr el 4biad, t. e, the white seamany keteer noba, kani nuba (*. €. haw m any---- - ?)
2  p  2
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Oil of olives Sweet oil Lamp oil Train oil Lettuce oil Old, ancient Old in age Open,». Open, p- p. Opening

Or

Orange The other Another

Over Overplus Over and above Overturn, v. Overturned Overtake, v. Out Outside Owl
OwnerOxen

Pain A  pairPalm, date-tree Paper
A  para (coin)Pass, V. n .Patch, s.Be patient He is patient Pay money, ».Peace, pardon — ^  cessation of soolh war PenLead Pencil Perfect . entire Perhaps

•  zayt-zaytoon zayt-fy-eb,*—hélwa séerigf zayt-hárj zayt-khúss qadéem, min zemán 'agóos
éf-tahmaftóohfat-hah, applied also to the 1st chapter of the Qorán wuUa, ya, ow; as either this or noue, ya dèe ya belésh pòrtóqàn e’tánee, el á-kher willed ákher, wáhed ghayr, wáhed tánee. gbáyroo fok, or foke zeeádeh zy-id égh-ieb maghlóob éUhaq bárra min bárramussása ; horned«— bóoma sáhabteerán (vide BuU)
P.
w úgga  gCz, ethnéen nakhl, or nákh>el wáraq; leaf of, wá- raqeh, ferkh fodda, i, e. silver foot, V. a. fow'wet rOqatow>el bálak, úsboor ròhoo towéel édfa floos amán

qâlam, or qullum qàlam rdsàss temam sahéh, kamel yoomkin, ápsar

PersianPerson, selfA piastre (coin)PicklesPictureA piecePigPigeonPilgrimPillPinPinch, V,What a p ity ! P ipe .A pit A place
The plague Plauk, pane (of glass)Plate
Play, >.Play, V.Pluck a fowl, <>• Pluck, pull out, V,  Plunder, o. Pocket Poison Point, end Pole, stick A poor man Potatoes Pour out, V.  --------- throwaway, v.Power Press, V.------, squeeze, v.Pretty Prevaricator Price, (». What, and Worth) Pride Prison Prophet Prosper, o. Provisions Pull, V.Pull out, V . ; pull oflC (clothes)On purpose

Push, V.

âgem eenefsqirsh, plur, qrooshtoorsheesâora, tassowéerhet'teh, qottshkhanzéerhamâmhaghabdabdoséq-roos -ya khd&ârashébook, oodbeerinâtrab, mdda, ma- kânel kdobbeh, e*tâdon lôh
sâhan, tub"buk, hSn-garleb, or layb ilJâbéntif el fûr-kher éntishinhah (jiâ^kah')gaybsimturfmiddree, nebôot tnes-kéen, fe-qeér 
qôlqds /rangée 
800 b koob
qodr or qudrdoossâaserqdeiis, or qüiyis sheqlebâufémn, or témmen, sayrkôbr e* nefs habs, hâsel nébbee éf-lah

zowâd, âkul oo sherbshidéq-la
bilânieh; in a bad 

sense, bilsmed liz
* From the qortum or Carthamus tlnctorlus.

t  From the slmsim or Sesamum Orientale. t  Prom the flax;
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Put, V,  Putrify, V, hotäffen

Q.
A quail soomanWhat quantity ? qud-ddy, e . how muchQuarrel, r. hauuk, amel kalkmStone quarry muqta-hag'garA quarter roobQuickly qa-wdm, bel&ggel(i. e. on wheels), yalla sitketQuiet

RagRainRank
A rascalRatRawReach, v. Read, v. RealReally, truly

R.
sharmóota, khállaqamattar^ nútturmaqámebn harámfarny, or nye tool, élhaq éqrisahéh, sáduq iniu háq, haqéeqe* ten, baq'qa aásee, pl. aasíin éqbud floos áhseb

Rebellious Receive money Reckon, v.Recollect, ».(ion) iftékr Cfikr) A reed boosA relation qaréeb Relate, tell, o. àhkee 1 remember, i>. fee tàlee Return, v. èrga-, give back, v. reg'gaRich Ride, V. Riding, t. Right, a. Right, s. Right (hand) Ring, annulus Finger ring Rise, V.River
Robber Road A room Root RopeHemp ropePalm ------
Rose

shebán, ghúnneeérkubrskuóbdOghreehaq, or hakyaméenhállaqah, hlllaq 
dibleh, (vide Seal) qoomnáhar ; bahr, i. e.ocermhaiàmeederb, sikkah, tareéq Odagidr, or gídder bàbbèi, or habí habí teel habí leef *etd

Rouse, V.  Round, a.
Around
RoyalRudderRuins,-remains
Run, V .  OD--------, as a liquid khorRust sàddeh

A Sack sekeébehSaddle (of horse) serg .......- (donkey) bérdS

qofrem, or qowwem medow^er, mekúb- bub
howaiáyn, deir ma idóor Boltànee duf'fehbenài qadeém, kha- r j’-ïb, kharábeh íggeree

—  (camel) witter, howêëh, shà-
Sail,«. qer, basóor qíUa, qOmàsh, i, e.
Salt, s. clothmelhSalt, a. mâlehSand rumi
Sash, girdle hezámA saw minshárI  saw, V, ána sbóoñ ; be saw.
Say, V. hooa sháf qool.What do you betqáol aysay?Scales meezán, qubbàneh
Sea bahr, bahr el mâlb.
See, V, el màlehshoof; I  see, ana sh^e. sheif khátsm, worn as aA  seal nng------impression khitmeh

Four Seasons,
Winter shíttah
Spring khareéfSummer sayf
Autumn deméereh

A second of üme zàneeThe second, 
other Seed

Send, V ,  Servant Serve, v. Shade, s. Shadow

e’tânee
birr, hab, teqoWee, ghàilehébaát, shàyâ, érselkbuddàmíkb-demdooll, or dool, dill kbeeál
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Shave, v. Sheep, pi» Ram Emto Shoe
Yellow sUpper Small shot Shoulder Short Shut, V,Sheet, »•Shirt, s/Sight, 8. Siieut, a.Be silent, v. Silver Sing, V,Sister My sister His sister Sit, V,Size Skin, 8»Water skin Sky Slave Female Sleep, 8» Slowly

ah-luqghónnumkharóOfuàgehHierk6ob, pi. mara- kéebmust, mez, or muzhrushkitfqostar or qossj-er 
tjq-felfoota, mal^^a kamées : pi. komsàn shoof,, Dudr sakut6s-kut, or o^ootfodda >ghun'nee ■okhtokhteeukhtooOq-utkobrgildqeérbehséminaabd, khàdem
gàrreea, or jàreeanom, V.  naambe-shwo'*eshSmall, Little^ Smell, V.Smell, a.Sweet smell Smoke, ».Smoke, v.Snail Snuff ■SoSoldier

shemshem, reeh reeh (or reht) helwa 
dO'khan ishrob d0-kh4tt hala^zo'n or hala-zon nesho'k or neshoke keddee, k^za ¿s-karee, pi, as^ker, asker • nizamminoo or minnoo h ^ eh , shay Some few things bad-shay Sometimes wahed-w^hed-n6ba, bad-Oqat ebn, willed hazeen isaab alay ffens, shikl 
hesshd-duq, ha-mood genoob, qublee or qiblee now

Disciplined Some of it Something

SonSorry1 am sorry, v. Sort, 8.Sound, voice Sour, acid South
-------windSow (seed) v, —— (cloth) V. khy-et

Speak, (v. Talk) Spend (money)u. Spill, V,Spirit 
Split, p,p» Square Stable, 8,Stand, V, >Stop )StarStay, wait, v. Steal, V.Stealth, 8.Stick
-----  of palmStirrupStoneStop, (vide Stand and W ait) Straight String Strong StrawHe struck . Such a one Sugar •SunThe Sun has setSwell, Vm SwollenSwear, testify v. abuse, v.

dy-t, és-refkoob
rohmaflooqmòrubbàh, mOrubbS siabl
yooquf
nigm ; pi. nigoom usboor ésrooq, ésruq seérqahnebóot ; ass^a or as> s^eh, shamruokh geréet re-kàb hàggar

Sweet Swim, V, Sword Syria

TableTurkishTailTailorTalk,Take, v.Take away, v. TallTamarindsTaxTeach, V.
TelegraphTelescopeTell, li.
TempleTentThey, their Thau

dóghree doobàra shedeét, go^ee tibndéiTeb, (vide Beat)fooiansook'kershems (fem.')e’shems ghàbeiyóoremwarmIsh-had, àhlifishtemhélwaaòmsayfe’Sham
T.'
soffra koórsee dayl khy atitkeriera, ithad'detkhodsheeltoweél, or towwéeltdmr kindeeférdeh, méereeàleme-shàranadàragool, dh-keebéerbehkhayrahoom, beta-boom min, an
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ThickThief, (». RobberThingThin
Think, V.I think, supposeThirdThisThatThoseThornThirstThirstyThrow, V.Thread Thrive, ®.Tie, V,Tight, narrow

Time, tempo
TinTinderTiredToTooth
Tobacco Together Towel, napkin Tower-------fortTown Large town Tree
True
Try, prove, v. Turn, V.Twice Tyrant 1 Tyranical /  Tyranny

Valley Value, price Vapor Vegetables Very
Ugly Virgin Umbrella

te-kheen and Steal) h%eh, shay loofya, or roofeia, re-féeaiftékker, khium'inen ana azoon thalet dee, hâza deéka, dikkâi, da dôley or dôl shoke âttush 9.t>sha'n ér-mee khayt éf-la érboot ' mashddot dy-iq, or déi-uq

saféëh soofán bat-lï'n ilia, eélasin, p l. sinnân, si- uoôndo-khan, i , e. smoke soWa sotva, weéa bad foúta, mkh-rama 
ioorg qâla. bélled ; p l . belâd bonder séggereh or shég- gereh sâheh, dóghree, sâ- duq, sahéëh quifreb úówer marrataÿn, nobataÿn

zâ-lem

I Until [ Under Up, upon, over It is useful---- of no useUse, utility

zoolm 
U. V.
wadeetemu, témmun bo-kbar ,khôdârgowee ; very large, kebeér go^ee wahesh bikrshemséëh

illa, le, Ulama, Iòniatakhtfokeinfama infàsh néffa
W.

Wafer bershàmWait, stop, n. usboor Wakej ®. a, & ». és-hur or és-herim-shee mà-shee
haytfana wusâytak fana ofves (or owz) ana aréed, ana taleb 6wes-ay, owz-ay

Undo, untie, v . took, hell

Walk, ®,Walking WallI  warned you 
I want, ».
What do you want ?What is the mat- mllak, el khabberây ter ̂I want nothing moosh òwes hügeh Warm sokhnLukewarm dâ-feeI was kooutHe, it was kanShe was kan'netWe were koon'uaYou were ko ó n tu m  or koóntooThey were kâijpoWash, ». ugh-selWaste- kho-sâ-raWater mòie, ma, mòiehWater, ». is-qeeFresh water mòie hélwaWater melon ba-téekhA watch ssaWax candles shemma skandeilneeWay sikkah, derbWe âhna, nâh-naWeak bat-lân, da-eéfA week go6-ma wa-hedWeigh, ». yoò-zenWeight toql, wézzenA well beerWell, good t -̂ebWet mabloòlWet, ». bilWine nebéet, sharâbWhat ay, eshWhat do you say? betqoôlây, teqoolây What’s the mat- khabbarây, géra a5r ter?What’s the price Be-kdm dee ? of this?What are you betamel ây doing ?
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A wheel IggelehWhen iéma, or lemma,émteAt the time that iva t̂ maWhere?Where are you. going ?Where did you come from ? Which ?That which WhoWho is that ? Who said so ? Whose The whole M̂ ild animal I will, V*
I  wish, V.
I  had wished Wind, s .North windWindowWingWipe, V.WinterWireWithWolfWoman

fayn enti rye fayn
enti gayt min ayn
àn-h6o el-azée  ̂élee min da minmin qal kéddee beta min el kool, kooVloo wàhsh, or wdhesh ana owes, àws bid/dee, fee khàtree erâ t̂, kànfee khàtree rééh, hdwa e’ty-ah shu-bàk ge-nàh énisah shitta sUkma, wée-a deeb, or deep marra) nissa^h&tmeh. ̂

Women IìÌ9-wàaWife marra, zog, hdrmah ana as-tà'gebI wonder atI wonder if, or ya tana, hàl toorawish to knowWood khesh-obFirewood hattoblyool soofWord kilmeh, kalamWork, V. ishtdqhl, faalWorld dooneeaWhat is this e8"wa ay deeworth ?What o’clock is e’ sa'i fee k4mit?Write, 0. iktub; writer, kà-tebWrote kéttebWriting ketà-hehWritten maktoób
*Y.

A yard, court hdshYear sénna or sénnahNot yet Ì3»saYoung soghéier ; v u l g ozwéirYou ente; eutee/ew*. betàk ; betàhtak,Your

And in order to encourage beginners, and to do justice 
to the Arabs and Turks, I ought to observe that they never 
laugh at, or even notice, a mistake made by a foreigner in 
their language ; and indeed they carry their indulgence so 
far, that, in conversing with Europeans, they frequently 
adopt the erroneous expressions accidentally made use of 
by them, with the same gravity that prompts their refusal 
to acknowledge a pun.
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ON THE COMMUNICATION WITH INDIA THROUGH EGYPT.
T h e  steam communication with India, by Egypt and the 
Euphrates, has become a question of considerable interest, 
and is justly looked upon as an object of primary im
portance witli reference to our possessions in the East. The 
number of months required for a passage round the Cape, 
and the great dangers to which ships are exposed during so 
long a journey,—the tediousness of the voyage,—the great 
inconvenience of so long a detention at sea,—and, above all, 
the loss of time, and consequently of profit, in all mercantile 
transactions w'ith India, have always been serious objections 
to the present route ; but circumstances have till lately 
prevented our adopting the more expeditious passage 
through Egypt and the Red Sea.

The Venetians, profiting by the indulgence of the Moslem 
Princes of Egypt, formerly enjoyed the advantages of Indian 
commerce through this channel, and greatly enriched them
selves by that lucrative trade. The Red Sea aflforded an 
easy intercourse with the continent and islands of India, 
and the goods no sooner arrived at the Egyptian coast than 
they were transported on camels to the Nile, and forwarded 
in boats, by that river and the canal, to the city of Alexan
dria. But the losses sustained by the sudden storms, so 
common in this narrow gulf, (whose rocky shores, reefs, and 
shoals, still alarm the pilgrims to the temple of Mekkeh, and 
frequently present the wrecks * of their ill-fated barks) were

* While making my survey of the coast from Sooez to Berenice, 
we made our fires principilly from the wrecks of boats cast on the 
Egyptian shore.
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severely felt by the merchants of those times, and greatly 
curtailed their profits upon the commodities they imported. 
And the avarice of the Egyptian Soltdns, who were aware 
of the immense advantages derived by the Venetians from 
this important traific, and who knew how greatly the com
munication with India by Egypt was to be preferred to the 
overland passage through central Asia, added to the exclu
sive pretensions of the Venetians themselves, had attached 
so exorbitant a price to everything imported into Europe, 
that the discovery of the Cape of Good Hope was the 
signal for almost immediately abandoning this channel, and 
for the downfall of their trade. But the same objections do 
not apply to this communication a t the present day, and 
the delays and dangers to which sailing ships were then 
exposed on the Red Sea will now be removed by the in
vention of steam.

Agatharcides, in speaking of this Gulf, justly observes 
that the middle of the channel was the only safe part for 
ships, and that it was the object of the ancient mariners to 
keep as much as possible at a distance from the shore, 
except at night, when it was necessary to make for some 
port or creek, where their vessel might lie secure from the 
eflfect of the winds and waves of an accidental storm. The 
mouths of these ports * I have generally found to he open
ings in the reefs that extend in a direction nearly parallel 
with, and at a short distance from the shore; and the hank, 
whose height varies from thirty to forty feet, and which in 
these places frequently curves into the form of a crescent, 
serves to defend them from the immediate effect of the wind. 
They have also this advantage, that the water is not agitated 
in the same manner behind the reefs as in the open sea ; hut 
while they conveniently present a natural breakwater, they

* The “ Portus M ulti” of Pliny.
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expose a boat to the dangers of the rocks themselves.* 
However, from their size, they will only admit the smallest 
craft, and no vessel could with safety approach them, or 
hope to find safety in their shallow and confined basins, f  
The use of steam-boats effectually obviates the necessity of 
adopting the precautions resorted to by the ancients, or by 
the Arab mariners ; and nothing more is required to ensure 
safety than the possession of an accurate survey of the Red 
Sea, and consequently the means of avoiding its reefs and 
shoals.

The passage from Bombay to Kossayr and Sooez has 
already been tried by steam, and found to succeed, and the 
time employed in coming from India to Egypt is fixed to 
the short period of twenty-one days. But a question has 
arisen as to the most expeditious, and in general terms the 
most eligible method of effecting the steam communication 
through Egypt; some having proposed Berenice for the 
place of debarkation from Bombay, others Kossayr, and 
others again Sooez, at the northern extremity of the Gulf. 
The first I consider highly objectionable, on account of its 
great distance from the Nile, and from the difficulty of pro
curing water on the road ; the circumstance of there being 
no modern town at Berenice, and its having no port (though 
the roadstead might perhaps supply its place) : the difficulty 
of obtaining water and provisions there : the great privations 
and fatigue to those who cross to the Nile : the great time 
they must lose, and in short numerous other objections, 
which, as I imagine no one acquainted with the road would 
seriously propose it, I consider it unnecessary to mention.

I t now remains to decide between Sooez and Kossayr ;

• Boats that break from their moorings are inevitably lo st; and 
this sometimes happens even in these ports.

+ Rowing boats may enter them safely in search of water, if re
quired, or if  it is to be found in their vicinity, as at Wadee Saffagee.
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and after stating their respective claims, I shall leave the 
reader to judge which of the two is to be preferred.

The distance from Sooez to the Nile, at Bool^q, the port 
of Qiherah (Caii’o), is a little more than eighty miles,* and 
passengers might embark, or goods might be put into boats, 
at Booldq, and be immediately forwarded to Alexandria or 
Rasheed (Rosetta) by native boats. The road is good 
from Sooez, and there is no great objection on the score of 
water; but the passage up the narrow Gulf of Sooez, I 
mean that part of the Arabian Gulf, or Red Sea, north of 
Ras Mohammed, is not at all times safe or feasible even 
for a steam-boat; and the delays occasioned there by the 
violence of the north-west wind render it highly desirable 
that some method should be adopted for avoiding th is ' 
portion of the Gulf. The position of Koss^yr not only 
remedies this inconvenience, but is in other respects equally 
eligible with that of Sooez; and the additional dangers of 
the reefs in the northern parts of the Red Sea, and the 
expense and trouble of having another deposit of coal at 
Sooez, are also avoided.

The distance from Kossayr to the Nile at Qeneh, by the 
road, is about 119 miles, or to Coptos only 108; from 
Coptos to Boolaq 478; and thence to Rasheed 154,-j" or to 
Alexandria by the Nile and the canal 185 miles. The 
Kossayr road to Qeneh is level and good, and indeed the

* In  p. 320 I  have reckoned 74 by the shortest possible way, b u t 
the actual distance traversed by camels on the usual road is 781 
miles to the eastern walls of the city.

+ Or to the mouth of the Nile about 160. The distances from the 
second cataract to the sea, given in p . 499, are taken from my own 
map, with the exception of those from W adee H alfeh to  E ’Sooan, 
and from El Qaherah to R asheed; and on referring to  a  larger map 
than the one I  had an opportunity of consulting, I  find th a t instead 
of 219 miles for the former I  ought to  have allowed 260, and 154 or 
160 for the latter, making a  total of 1041 or 1051, from Wadee 
‘H a l f eh  to t h e  sea.  ,
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soil is more firm, and consequently better for heavy-laden 
camels, than that between Sooez and the metropolis, and 
water is also more abundant on that road.

The voyage from Kossayr to Sooez by the Red Sea 
employs by steam about two days, and rowing boats from 
Coptos to Booldq by the Nile take eight days ; so that the 
additional time occupied by this route (besides the small 
surplus on the road from Kossayr to Coptos) would be 
an objection, generally speaking, as to time. But this 
might easily be obviated by the use of a steam-boat on 
the Nile, which would go direct from Coptos by the river 
to Rasheed, and the goods might be shipped on board 
the Mediterranean steamer without any further delay, or 
change of boats. The rapidity with which a steam-boat 
would descend the Nile from Coptos to Booldq would 
reduce the time of eight days, before mentioned, to less 
than half, and thus the journey from Coptos to that place 
would occupy only a day or two more than from Kossayr 
to Sooez by sea.

But it may be objected that this method would entail the 
additional expense of a steam-boat on the river. I  ask, 
then, how is the distance from Boolaq to Rasheed to be per
formed ? Are goods to be taken in native boats; and are 
they thus to descend at the rate of the stream to the mouth 
of the Nile ? If so, the advantages of steam will be mate
rially diminished by the great sacrifice of time consequent 
upon this mode of conveyance ; and I venture to affirm that 
a steam-boat would perform the journey from Coptos to 
Rasheed in nearly the same time * that a native boat of 
burden would take from Boolfiq to the sea.f In either case.

* About 5^ days.
t  On their return from Rasheed these boats frequently take ten 

days to arrive at Bool&q, or about half the time employed by the 
steamer in coming from Bombay to Egypt.
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for expedition, whether from Booliiq or from Coptos to 
Rasheed, a steam-boat is required on the river; and when 
once this is built, it will cost but little more whether it runs 
from the latter or the former, and time is thereby gained, 
the dangers and delays of the Gulf of Sooez are avoided, 
and, though perhaps of minor importance, the advantages 
for passengers are greatly increased. ' Indeed, the steam
boat from India would generally be required to put into 
Kossayr, and thus an additional delay would be caused, 
which I  have not taken into account. Another objection to 
the river steam-boat may be the extra expense, and its 
inutility when not employed for the purposes for which it is 
intended. But this objection is not so material as may at first 
sight appear :— 1st. If  there are more than one steam-boat 
on the Red Sea and Mediterranean in communication with 
England and India, the employment of the river-boats will 
be advantageous in proportion to their number, and to the 
goods they carry; 2nd. There is no necessity that the crew 
of the river boat should remain with it in Egypt, as one or 
two Europeans will be sufficient to take care of it during the 
time it is not required, and the others may be put on board 
it from the sea steamers when they arrive either at Rashded 
or the Red Sea; for, as it cannot pay to employ it in car
rying goods, corn, or other commodities for the Pasha or 
the Egyptians, it will not be necessary either to exhaust the 
coal or to detain the crew in the country.

In either case, whether Sooez or Kossa5rr be adopted as 
the port to which the steamer should come from India, 
there is every reason to condemn the project of a  railway 
communication from the Red Sea to the Nile, as well as the 
re-opening of the Sooez canal. But as these must appear 
manifestly chimerical to every one who considers the sub
ject, and is acquainted with the localities, it is not necessary 
to detain the reader by any arguments against th em ; but 1
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must observe, that so great an expense could never be re
paid, and that camels would supply the place of either at a 
very trifling charge. Time is the only object which would 
he gained; hut as a dromedary will perform the journey 
from Sooez to Qaherah in twelve or thirteen hours, and 
camels in thirty-two ; or from Kossayr to Coptos in fifteen 
hours,* and camels in about 43, the difference between this 
mode of communication and the former can never be con
sidered an equivalent to the immense disproportion in the 
expense. And to give an idea of what this would be, it 
will suffice to state' that a camel is hired from the Arabs at 
the trifling sum of fifty or sixty piastres a month, without 
any extra charge, except a small present to the driver, of 
about one-sixth of the above. The camels are engaged at 
this price by the Government, and carry only 310 rottles, 
or lbs. Troy; but an additional sum, making a total of about 
100 piastres,-^ would satisfy the Arabs, and enable their 
camels to carry an increased load.

Besides this, the frequent injuries which would be pur
posely done to a railway by the Arabs, who must naturally 
look upon it as hostile to their interests, would entail great 
expense and trouble on this mode of communication; and 
the difficulty, I may say impossibihty of preventing them, 
or of punishing the offenders, can well be understood by 
every one who is acquainted with the life and manners of 
this wandering people. And though I do not pretend to 
decide which of the two routes is the more eligible one, I

* For the rate of the camel’s and dromedary’s paces, vide p. 566, 
Note.

t  They would expect more than  from the Government; bu t this 
sum of 100 piastres would be ample pay for a month. Camels are 
hired by the journey, from the Nile to  Sooez, at about 12 or 15 
piastres e a c h ; to Kossayr at one dollar. The value of a pound 
sterling is now varying from 70 to 85 piastres. The Maazy Arabs 
are to be preferred to the- other tribes.
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190

confess it is my opinion that Kossayr to Coptos is to be pre
ferred ; andj in order to render my former statements more 
clear and intelligible, I shall give a comparative table of the 
time and distances of each, and a few extracts from Captain 
Head’s observations on the same subject. According to 
him—
“ The distance from Bombay to Aden is 1644 miles.
“  Aden to Sooez (through the straits of Babelmandeb) 1323 , „
“ Bombay to Isle of Socotra . 1137 „
“ Isle of Socotra to Isle of Camaran 835 „
“ Isle of Camaran to Kossdyr . 795 „“ Kossdyr to Sooez (allowing for course' 270 „
“  Alexandria to Malta . 837 „
.. T, iu i  fSooez to Qaherah 701

(Qaherah to Alexandria . 120]
Or rather from Sooez to the Nile at Bool&q 
And from Booltiq to Alexandria b y th eN ile  and canal 185 
From Falmouth to Malta, including 2 days’ di it 

Gibraltar . . . .
And a steam-vessel will reach Alexandria from M altal 

in 6 m ore; making a to tal from Falmouth to Alexandria > 24 
(including 2 days’ delay at M alta) of (16 -b 2 -1- 6) J 

From the Mediterranean to the Red Sea, 6 more days,) 
completes, from England to Sooez, a  to tal of J '

Then from Sooez to Aden 8Ĵ
From Aden to Bombay 104
Delay for coal at Aden 2

M aking a total from Sooez to  Bombay of 21 days 2 1 1 
Or from Falmouth to Bombay . . 51
I now proceed to compare the two routes from Bombay 

to Egypt, by Sooez and Kossayr.
BY SOOEZ.

From Bombay to Sooez, including 2 days a t Aden, asV ^
above . . .  . .  ̂ ^
* Rather too little; it is about 320 or 330 miles, 
t  Or, with delay at KossS,yr, 22 days, making the total 52; or (by 

steam also from Boolaq to Alexandria) 50^. Videlnfra

|265 
I  16 days
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Fi im SiMiLZ to 'Roolaq by camels is 1!2 hours’ march, say 
Di jlilq to AlfxinJria, a lifflit boat 3 days* (boats ofl 

Imrtben nior-I . . . . f

3 days 

3

1\T i\os a total from Bombay to Alexandria of 27 
Blit as tlie sti'ani'\rs.,el will have to touch at Kossayr,"! 

there uill be a delay of 1 more day, and we must> 1 
thereloi'C reclron the total a t . . J

28

Oi uy steam from Boolaq to Alexandria IJ day, reducing!
i t t o  . . . . .

And mailing the total from Bombay to England 50j-

BY KOSSAYR.
h'lom, Bombay to Aden 

Delay at Aden ,
. Aden to Kossayr

1042
6f

Makes a total from Bombay to Kossayr of 19J 
From Kossayr lo.L’optos by camels is 43 hours’ march,\  ̂

which, including stoppages, will employ 4 days J
From Coptos to Boolaq, by the river, in a country boat 8 
From Boolaq to Alexandria • ; . 3

Making a total, from Bombay to Alexandria, of 3,44

Or by steam from Coptos to Boolaq 4 day s, and froml
Bool&q to Alexandria 14 day, reducing it to . 1 __ *

And making the total from Bombay to England 52j

Or,' as Captain Head recommends, from Bombay to Soco
tra, and thence to Camaran and Kossayr; whicli, withu 
delay of a day at each of those islands, will occupy ¿oout 
the same time as the above. But for the advantag'fs of this 
last project, I refer the reader to his own observationsf on

* In  this part of the route travellers will sooc profit by the con
venience of a stage coach, which is to runirom Qaherah to Alex
andria. The coaches arrived long since j.l Egypt, when it was din- ottered there were no roads ; a considerable objection certainly, hut 
by this time I  suppn.se it is in a fair way of being removed, 

t  Eastern and Egyptian Scenery, &c. pp. 59 and 67.
2  Q
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steam communication ■with India, where all the m o s t  t linute 
and satisfactory details will he found that cun be desired 
upon this important subject, and I am glad to find tlial Ifis 
views coincide so nearly with my own.

W ith, regard to the route by Kossayr, I must observe, 
1st, That the time of 8 day«, emjiloyed from Coptos to 
Booldq (a  distance of G 3 8  miles), w'ould be reduced to h ss  
than half by employing a river steam-boat, and that con
sequently, reckoning even four days* from Coptos to bu)ob',q, 
the total from Bombay to Alexandria would only be 
days. 2nd, That the additional delay of 2^ da 's  m the 
route by Kossayr is by no means an objection equal to the 
risks and chances of far greater delay in the upper part ( f 
the Gulf of Sooez. 3rd, That it would be more worth 
while to employ a steam-boat on the river for the greater 
distance from Coptos, than merely from Booldq to ilie 
Mediterranean. 4th, That if that part of the route from 
the Mediterranean to Booldq was performed in the country 
boats, it would frequently occupy against the stieam, and 
with bad wind, as much or more time than from the sea to 
Coptos by the river steam-boat; and 5th, That the uumb< r 
of days from Booldq to the Mediterranean being also 
reduced froiri 3 days to .1 or IJ , the total from Bombaj' to 
the Mediterranean at Rash^ed will only be (19|^ -p 4 -f 4 -f- 
’j,^= )2 8 j, or 29 days; or from Bombay to Engbin I 
(2 4 J -2 9 = )  52|, or 53 days, by way o f Kossayr.

But whichever route is taken, it will be necessary to 
arrange ali matters in the most explicit manner, respecting 
duties, port a’jes, purchase o f corn^ and provisions, the 
right of hiring caBj?ls, the steamer on the river, mag-a/iiies

* That is, from Boolaq te Coptos, but from Coptos to Bijolaq less, 
in consequence of the stream.

+ It is not to be supposed thut Mohammed Ali respects anj 
treaties or articles of convention in these matters.
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of coal, and in short, every thing relating to the subject, as* 
numerous intrigues will, in all probability, be set on foot by 
the Europeans settled in Egypt, many of whom are es
tablished in that country in consequence of being unworthy 
to live in their own: and it will be necessary to provide as 
well against the effect of their machinations as against the 
whims or policy of a more influential person.

With regard to the communication with India by the 
Euphrates, I shall make a few remarks, and, without wishing 
to find fault with what has been suggested on this head, I 
must confess that it appears to me unlikely to answer. And 
indeed it is sufficient to remember the character of the 
people throughout a great portion of that line, to be per
suaded that they will constantly throw the most serious 
obstacles in the way, and ultimately render it both trouble
some and dangerous. The Arabs are not to be quieted by 
force, nor can so many be gained over by money; and 
indeed, if this last measure be resorted to, their demands 
will never cease, and the example of one tribe will be fol
lowed by all. But if they evince any hostile feeling, which 
in all probability will happen, the injury they cán do, and 
the impossibility of its prevention, will then be as much felt 
as the impolicy of the undertaking.

An oracle forewarned Neco,* when reopening the canal 
between the Nile and the Red Sea, that he was working for 
the Barbarian; and it may be fairly asked, if we establish 
a communication by the Euphrates, and do succeed in re
conciling the people of the vicinity to such an innovation, 
whether we are not committing the same error as the 
Egyptian Pharaoh, and indirectly labouring for our dis
advantage ?

*  Herodot. ii. 158.

THE END.
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